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DISSERTATION

The history of sciences, if it want the prepossessing^ attractions of political

history and narration of events, is nevertltelcss not wholly devoid of in-

terest and instruction. A laudable curiosity prompts to inquire the sources

of knowledge
; and a review of its progress furnishes suggestions tending to

promote the same or some kindred study. We would know the people and

the names at least of the individuals, to whom we owe particular discoveries

and successive steps in the advancement ot knowledge. If no more be

obtained by the researdi, still the inquiry has not been wasted, which points

aright the gratitude of mankind.

In the history of mathematical science, it has long been a question to

whom the invention of Algebraic analysis is due? among what people, in

what region, was it devised? by whom was it cultivated and promoted? or

by whose labours ^as it reduced to form and system? and finally from what

quarter did tlie diffwskm of iu knowletige proceed? No doubt indeed is

entertained of the source from which it was received immediately by modem
Europe ;

though the channel have been a matter of question. We arc well

assured, that the Arabs were mediately or immediately our instructors in this

study. But the Arabs themselves*, scarcely psetend to the discovery of

Algebra. They were not in general inventors but scholars, during the

short period of their successful culture of the sciences : and the germ at least

of the"* Algebraic analysis is to be found amqng the Greeks in an age not

precisely determined, but more than probably anterior to the earliest dawn

of civilization among the Arabs: and thi2 science in a more advanced state

subsisted among the Hindus prior to the earliest disclosure of it by the

Arabians to modern Europe.

Yhe object of the present publication's to exhibit the science in the state

iu which the Hindus possessed it, by an exact version of the most approved

I)
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treatise on it in the ancient language of India, with one 6P the earlier treatises^

(the only extant one) from which it was com|filed. The design of this pre-

liminary dissertation is to deduce from these and from the evidence which

will be here offered, the degree of advancement to which the scienci^ had

arrived in a remote age. Observations will be added, tending to a compa-

rison of the Indian, with the Arabian, the Grecian, and the modern Algebra:

and the subject will be left to the consideration of the learned, for a con-

clusion to be drawn by them from the internal, no less than the external

proof, on the question who can best vindicate a claim to the merit of having

originally invented or firat improved the methods 6f computation and analysis^

\Vhich are the groundwork of both tlie simple and abstruser parts of Mathe-

matics; that is, Arithmetic and Algebra; so far at least as the ancient inven-

tions are affected; and also in patticular points, where recent discoveries are

concerned. ^ ^ ' >

In tlie actual advanced conditiou of the analytic? art, it is not hoped, that

this version of wa.c\ent Sanscrit treatises on Algebm^ Arithmetic, and Mensu-

ration^ will add to the resources of the ai?t, and throw new light on mathe-

matical science, iir any other respect, than as concerns its history. Yet the

remark may not seem inappoirite, that had an earlier version of these treatises

been completed, bad they been translated and given to the public, when the

notice of mathematicians Was first dmwn to the* attainments of the Hindus

in astronomy and in sciences connected with it, some atldition would have

been then made to the means and resources of Algebra for the general solu-

tion of problems by methods which have been re-invented, or have been per-

fected, in the last age.

The treatises in question* which occupy the present volume, are the Vya-

gariiia and LU&oati of BhaScaua AChARVA and the GanitMhaya and

Cuit€ic&d-hy€tya o( Brahmegupta, The two fii-st mentioned constitute the

preliminary ])ortionof Bhascara’s Course of Astronomy, entitled

iirdtmni The two last are tl\e twelfth and eighteenth chapters 6ra similar

course of astronomy, by Bra hmegu’pta, entitled Brahnuhsidd^hAnta,

The questions to be first examined « in relation to^ these works,are their

authenticity and their age. To the consideration of those points we now

proceed.

Tlie period when Bhascaua, tli^' latest of the authors.now named, flou-

rished, and the time >viien he wrote, are ascejtained with unusual precision
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He completed Im great woi:ky he himaelf informs

US in a passage of it,' in the year 1072Si«ce. . ThU iutormatian leceivcs co^

roboratipn, if any be wanted, from the date of another of hU works, the

Caraiia-cutukala, a practical astronomical treatiae, the epoch of ,which U
l lOd 53 years subsequent to the completion of ttie systematic

treatise. The date of the SiddMtnUhiirinumi, of which tlie V(ja*ganUa and

Lilimti are parts, is fixt then witii the utmost exactnesa^ on the most satis-

factory grounds, at the middle of the twelfth century of the Christian era,

A.D. 1130.^

The genuineness of tlie text is estabhsbed with no less certainty by notno*

rous commentaries in Sanscrit,' besides a Peniau version of it. Those com-

mentaries comprise a perpetual glosst hd which every passage of the original

is notieW and interpreted : and every wowl of it is repeated and explained.

A comparison of them authenticates the text wlierd they agree ; and would

serve, where they did not, to detect i any alterations of it that might liave

taken place, or variatioust if any bad crept in, subsequent to the compositkm

3f the earliest of tlrens. A caiefuL coUatiou of several commentaries,^ and

[)f three copies of the original work, has been made ; and it will be seen in

the notes to the translation how unimportant are the disci^pancies.

From comparison and collation, it appears then, that the work of Bnas*

CARA, exhibiting the same uniform text, which thy modern transcripts of it

lIo, was in the hantls of both Mahommedaus and Hindus between two and

three centuries and, nuineroiiiaGopio«<>f it having been diffused through-

out India, at an earlier period, as of a performance held in high cstimatiou,

it was the subject of study and habitual reference in countries and places

so remote from each other as the nmrtli and west of India and the houtbern

peninsula : or, to speak with the utmost precision, Jambi^sara in the west,

Jgra in North Hindustan, and P&fthafura, CMagrimai Amardvatlt and

Nandigrdma, in t\)e

* GdlMhy^ya; or lecture oa the sphere, c. fl. f 5^. As. Hus. vol, IS, p. 214.

* As. Res. ibid, "•

* Though the matter be irttroiluctory, the preliminar)' treatises on arithmetic and algebra may

lave been added subsequently, as is hinted by one of the commentators of the astronomical paK.

(V6rtic.) The order there intimated places them after the computation of planets, but before the

ireatiitt on sphericsr which contains the date.
^

* Note A.
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This,^ t1iaiigh iK< marking aH^ imr^ approadbin^

to that of the ttiitimr lihnsetf, was a matorkd pomt to be ddtecmined : as therei

will be in the sequel occasion to show;;>thiU7moides of anabasis, lai^ ultpartK

cular; general methods for the solution lof indetenninate pi^lema M the

first and second degrees^ are taught iQ^tbe a thteeforfthe^ first

degree repeated in AieLit^nMi^ whfoh were«nnluu»\rn to theimtlrniaticiasns

of the west unti> invented anew in the kisib^twovcentniies b^ algebraists of

Franee and EngUnd. it iwiU be alsotshown^ that Bu^sg^a> who himseif

flourished more than six linndred and fifty yean> ago, was in this icespect a

compiler, and took those tneSfaod& fromiinddan authors as much more ancieht

thaw himself

^

)'• .,,11.,,,,^

,

Tlmt BHAscAUA^ tmot (imeaiimgs the metvioai rules and examples, apart

from the interspersed ^ss;) had continued unaltered from die period of the

confpilation of hiswofk until the age^ofrithe commentaries now cunent, is

^ appurcnt^fttiMii ^the care with ^which >they have noticed ifts various readings^

and the little actual importance of these) variations; ;p»ned to the considera*

tion/ that earliers commentaries^ mcluding the autlxor’s own explanatory

annotations of his text, were ejctanV ^nd. lay before them for consultation

and reforence. /fhose eavlier commcAtarieSj are occasioually cited by name

:

particularly w repeatedly quoted by more than

onciof the 'scholiastsi^*'- i*<; ^ . .v

r

7 < •»/ ., »

No doubt then can be reasonably entertained, that wte now possess the

aritbmetie and algebra of fiuAScAiiA., as composed and puUliekcd by him in.

thenuddle.of the twelfth century ©f the Ghiistian era. The age of his pre-

cursors cannot be determined u4lh equal precision, lict us proceed, how-

ever,^ to examine the evidasce^t 'such as we can at present collect, oftlieir

antiquity. - i?- ' < ^

Towards tbe closc of hia treatise on Algebra^*) Bhascara informs us, tlmt

it is compiled and abridged from the more diffuse works on the same subject,

bearing the names of Branme, (meaning no doubt BRAujUicocm'A,)

Srid’hara and Padmanabha; and’in'the body of his treatise, he has tited

a passage of Sri d’ha has algebra,* an^ another of Padmana'bha’s/ He
repeatedly adverts to preceding writers, and refers to tliem in general terms,

* For example, by Suryadasa, under §74; and stiH itiore frequently by RAliaa-

naVua.
^ Vrja-gaiiUa, § 518. ® Ibid. § 131. ^ Ibid. § 145.
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wjbere hi» commentatorB undeiataiMl.Inn toialluda to to

• BaarHUBGUMA, to the ktter'saclK)liost CaATiJiiviSDAiPjiijrW^A^^^

and to the other writers above mcfitionecL r r . u ^

‘

Mott, if not all, of the treatises, to which hCcthus alludes, tuuM; hfve been

extant, and in the hands ofb« cornmeatators^ when they wrote ; as a|»pear8

fi^ their quotations ofthem ; more espedaUy those of and
Arya-bh ATTA, who are Cited, and^partleulariy tlic iiiat mentioaed, in several

instances.^ A long and diligent reseatol) in various parts of India^ has, how-
ever, failed of recovering any part of the Pwdmtmihka (or Algebra of

PAf>MANABHA,)andof the Algebiak^andotoef w6rks6fj(fin^A-«HAT^^ But
the translator has been more fortunate in regard to the works of {:>bu>*Hara

and Buahm£()upta> having in his coHecrion Sairi’HAiiA's compendium of

•arithmetic, and a coj^, incomplete however, of the texItAtKl scholia of fifun-

MKGUPTAs Brahina-sidd'h6ntay conipHsing among other no less interesting

matter, a chapter treating of arifhinerietandimensuration;^ and another,rtlie

subject of which is algebra ; both of tliam fortunatelycomplete/

The commentary is a perpetual.one ; successively quoting at length each

verse of the text
;
proceeding to the interpretation of it, word by word ; and

subjoining eluddations and remarks: and its colophon, at the close of each

chapter^ gives the title of the work and natneof tlie author.^ Now the mum^
which is there given, Chatuuveda Pjiit’hudaca Sj^aa/iV is that of a celcr

l)rated scholiast of Dkahmegofta; frequently cited as such by the ooalNiien-

tutors of BaABCARA and by otoer astronomical wrlteni *. and:the title of the

work^ Brdhma-siddhdnta, or sometimes Brdhtm sphuta^dd*hdntSi corro^

spouda, in the shorter form, to the known title'of BRAHMEOurrA’s treatise in

the usual references to it by Bh

A

scARAiS comfUcnlalors and answers, in the

longer form, to the designation of it,*as indicated in an introductory couplet

which is quoted from BRAHHAOeF/A by Lacshmj'da^sa, a sclioliast af

BhASCARA-"^ ^ , (.ii, .:i

Remarking this coincidence, the tnuislatoi proceeded to coUatCi with tlie

' Py.-gan. Ch. 5. note of Sw'uyapasa. A]%o*

V

ij.^gan. § 1?4 ; and LU. § 24f ad fincm.

• fVjr example, imder I,?/. Ch. 11.
‘ ‘* Note6. Note B.

^

* y^Man^-bhMya by Cuatukti^da Pkit'uudaca SwAuf, ion of Mad'iiuaijuaka, on the

BraJtma-ifidiCkdnia j (or tomelimet ilraA»r<i-sphuc'a>«M£(r4dfz/a.)

® They often quote from the Brahma-tidd'hunta ^(Ktr premising a reference to URAiiMEourrA.

7 NoteC.
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teixt iuad«o<nmeoteiy, iiumer^ quotations fimm w;hidi he^foimd in

BWaoARA’s writinga OF in thiMe of his expositors .The result«ontkine4> the
'

indication, and established the idendtyof both text and scholia as Bbahme*

oopta’s. treatise, and the glossof •PaxT’HUOACA^ The authenticity of this

Bfahma-sidd’hAntaU further, confinned by numerous quotationa itr the com-

mentary of BMAf'fbrPAi.A on the sanAutd of Vaba'ha mihiua : as the quo-

taticms from the Brahmuhsidd'hdnta in that.Gommentary, (which is the work

of an author who hourislved eight hundred and fifty years ago,) aj.e verified

in the copy under consideration. A few instances of both will suffice ; and

cannot fail to produce conviction.' > ^

It is confidently concluded, that the Chapters on< Arithmetic and Algebra,

fortunately entire in many parts UBpeifect, of Buahmeoupta’s

celebrated work, as liere desciihcd, are genuipo^and authentic. • It remains

toinvestigatetheageoftheauthoj^i. ‘.i>, .

Mr. Davis, who,first opened to puldic a correct view ofthe astronomical

computations of the Hindus/ is of opinion, <that :BKAB.siEeupTA lived in the

7th century of tlie Christian era.' Dtr. Wiluaai Huki kh, w1>o resided for

some time with a Br itish Embassy at I^^’nyoNf and made diligent researches

into the remains ofIndian science, atlhatancientseatof Hindu astronomical

knowledge, was there furnished by the learned asttmiomerswhom he consulted,

with the ages of the priiteipal ancient authorities. Theyassigned to BaAUUE-

OUPTA the date of 550. which answers to A. D.iS38. The grounds,

on which they proceeded, are unfortunately not specified : but,' as they gave

Bka'scara’s age correctly, as well as several other dates right, which admit of.

being verifiedj it is presumed, fhat they had grounds, tliough unexplained, for

the information which they cofttmuuicated/

Mr. fisvTLGV, who is little disposed' to favour the antiquity of an Indian

astronomer, has. given, his reasons for considering the astronomical system

vfhich BuAHMEGVFTA.teaphes, to be between twelve apd thirteeai hundred

years old ()263| years in.A. p. 1799)-’ Now, .as the'systein tabght by this

author is professedly one corrected>and adapted by him to conform with the

observed positions of the celestial ql^ects when he wrote,* the age, when

their positions would be conformable with the results of eomputatioua wade

as by him directed^ ' is precisely the age of the author- himself : and so. far aa

• Note D. ‘ A». Re». S*. S2S. * Ibid. ». 84*.

Note E. • As. Res. 6. 586. * Supra.
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Mr. BertieY*
8 itidy be cforf^derect to tih<^ ttiitb^

*fl!e date of Brahheoueta’s performance is determitted with like approach

to exactness, within a certain latitude however of unceirtahity tbr alfowance ,

to be made on account of the inaccuracy of Hindu obsci^tions, •

The trahslator has assigned on former occasions* the grounds upon whidi

he sees reason to place the autiiot^s age, soon after the period, when the ver-^

nal equinox coincided with the beginning of the Umar mansion and zodiacal

asterism Mwini, where the Hindu ecliptic now commences. He is sup-

ported in it by the sentiments of Bhascara and other Indian astronomens,

who infer from Bhahsiegupta’s doctrine conccpning the solstitial points, of

which he docs not admit a periodical n>otion, that he Hveil when the equi-

noxes did not, sensibly to him, deviate from the beginning of vliwiitl and

middle of ChitrA on the Hindu sphere.* Oft these grounds if is Tnaintained,

that BttAHMEOUPTA is rightly placed in the sixth or beginning of the seventh

century of the Christian era ; as the subjbiiicd calculations will more parti-

cularly show.^ The age when BRAHMtooPTA flourishetl, seems then, from

the concurrence of all these argufnents, to be satisfactorily settled as ante-

cedent to the earliest dawn of the culture of sciences among the Arabs
;
and

cDnse(|uently establishes the feet, that the Hindus were in possession of

algebra before it was known to the Arabians.

BRAmiEGUFTA's tfcatise, however, is not the earliest work known to have

been written’ on the* same subject by an Indian autiior. Tlie most emhieiit

scholiast of BHXscAll^^quot««a paaiftgeof ArtA-BHA'ffA specifying algebra

under the designation of Vijay and making separate mention ofCut(acOy which

more particularly intends a problem subservient to the genera! "method of

resolution of indeterminate problems of the first degree : he is understood by

another of Bhascara^s commentators* to be at the head of the elder writfers,

to whom the text then under consideration adverts, as having designated by

the name of Mud'hyamaharanaX^e resolution of alFected (luadfatic equations

by means of the completion of tlrC square. Ifeis to be presumed, tUetefon*,

that the treatise of ARVA-BHAffA then extant, did extend to quadmtic equa-

tions in the determiiiatq analysis
; and to indeterminate problems of tlic first

degree ; if not to those of the secohd likewise, as mCst proljably it did.

Thisancient astronomer and algebraist was anterior to both Varaua-mihika

•

• As. Res. 9. 529, ’ 12- P- 215. • Ni>te F.

* GAKiisA, a distiguished matbematiciun anil astronomer. ’ Sob. on ^ IBS.
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and BRAitsiisotrfirA ? bdng’repftftt^ly iianied by the latter'; and the determi-

nation of the age when he flourished is particularly interesting, as his astro-

'

. nomicai system, though on some pomts agreeing, essentially disagreed on

othei's, with that which those authors have followed, and which the Hindu

astronomers still maintain.'
•

He is considered by the commentators ofthe S&rya sidd'hAnta and Sirdmanii^

as the earliest of uninspired and mere human writers on the science of astro-

nomy ; as having introduced requisite corrections into the system of Para-

SARA, from whom he took the numbers for the planetary mean motions; as

having been followed m the tract of emendation, after a sufficient interval to

make further correction requisite, by Durgasinha and Mihira; who were

again succeeded after a fthther interval by Brahmegupta son of Jishnu.'

I In short, Arva-bma¥¥a founder of one of the sects of Indian astrono-

^mets, as PutfsA, an author likewise anterior to both Varahawihira and

Brahmegupta, was of another ; which were distinguished by names derived

fiom the discriminative tenets respecting the commencement of planetary

motions at sun-rise according to the first, but at midnight according to the

latter,^ on the meridian of Lafwdy at the beginning of the great astronomical

cycle. A third sect began the astronomical day, as well as the great period,

at noon.

His name accompanied tfie intimation which the Anfb astronomers (under

the Abbasside Khalifs, as it would appear,) received, that three distinct astro-

nomical systems were current among the Hindus of those days : and it is blit

slightly corrupted, certainly not at all disguised, in the Arabic representation

of it Arjabahar, or rather ArjabharJ The two other systems were, first, Brah-

MEGupta’s Sidd'hAntay which was the one they became best acquainted with,

and to which they apply thU denomination of thtsind-hind; and second, that

»

* Note G, * Ntimha on 56r. Gai/esa pref. to Grah. l&gh.

f As. Res. 2. 235, 24a, and 244; and Note. H.

Brahmsoupta, ch. 11. The names w Aidayaeaitom Udaya rising; ind'Jrdhardirica from

Ardkardiri, midnight. The third school is noticed by Bhatt6tpala the scholiast of VAaAUA

MIHIRA, under the depomination of MddkyandwUf as alleging the (fommencemeot of the astrono-

mical period at noon
:
(from Madhyandino, mid-day.)

^ The Sanscrit /, it is to be remembered, is the character of a peculiar sound often mistaken for r,

and which the Arabs were likely so to write, ^rather than with a te or with a tau» The Hindi i U
geherally written by the English in India with an r. Example : Ber fv0tajf the ladian hg.

pulg. Banian tree.



o| «jn» they weite Afxmiya «iBii«pti»«tiilfleveiea* in

tl)e vulgar JVimA.'. ', . »
-

AaTABKA'^A appears to have had BKwecoafrect notion# ofthe true oxpkuM;

tionof celestial phenomena than Bkahmeoupta hinwelf; who, in a few in-

stances, correcting errors of his predecessor, but oftener deviatiog from diat

predecessor’s juster views, has been Allowed by the lierd ot modem H'mdu

astrouotners, in a system not improved, but deteriorated, since rfie time of

the more ancient autlior.

Considering the proficiency of Abvabhatta in arttOBomiwl science, and

adverting to the, fact of liis having written upop Algebra, as well as to tjK.

circumstance of his being named by numerout. writers as the founder of a^

sect, or autlior of a system in- astronomy, and<l^g quoted at the Iw^V

algebraists, when the commentators of extant treatises have occasion to

mention early and original* writei* on tl>i| bj^ch of science, it is not ue<^-

sary to seek; furtlrcr for a mathematioi<p» quali^ed to liave been the great im-

prover of the analytic aipiJi^istyjo Ijaye Jjwn the by whq«i it

was caiiiml-to tlre-pitoh to wluRh is foupd to have attained afnftjigjhe

Hindus, and at which it is observed to be nearly stotiouary through the long

lap^f ages wbic^luve since pwsed ; the later additions being few and un-

essential in the writings of Brahmeoupta, of Bha'scaba, and of JkyaBa

RAJA, though they lived at intervals of centuries from each other. ,,

Xryapua'it’a then being the earliest author kno^ to have titafed of

Algebra among tlr^^Hindus. apd heitig Uholy to be, it not invcPtoiV-the

improver, of tliat analysis, by whom too it was pushed nearly to tire

degree of excellence which it is found to ^Ve attained among tbem;_it be-

comes in an especial manner interesting to investigate any disarvcrable trace

in tbe absence of better and more direct evidence, which may tend to fix tire

date of his labours, or to indicate tlie time which elapsed between him and

Brahmeoupta, whose age is more accurately determined.

Taking Arvabhatta, for reasons given ip the notes,' to have preceded

BHAimBouPTAaiid VARAHAMi HiBA fiy severalccnturics; and Brahmeoupta

to have flourished about twelve hundred /cars ago;* and Vaba'ha mihpba,

concerifing whose woffcs and age some further notices will be found in a sUb-

• Suaia-nAt* on ch. 5

See before ond note F.

.5

•

' See notes I, K, and N*

3 Note I.

c
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joaoed uotCr^ to lived at theJbeginniqg of the sixtiicentory after Cbristir

it appears probable that this earliest of known Hindu algebwsts wrote aa

' far back as the fifth century of the Christian em; and, perhaps, in an eadier

age. Hence it is concluded, that be is .isearly as ancient as the Grecian

algebraist DioeiiANTys, supposed, on the authority of Abulfauaj/* to have

flourished in the tiine of the Emperor Julian, or about AiJQx. 360.

Admitting the Hindu and Alexandrian authors to be nearly equally

ancient, it must be conceded in favour of the Indian algebraist, that he was

more advanced in the science; since he appears to have been in possession of

the resolution of equations involving several unknown, which it is not clear,

nor fairly presumable, that Diophantus knew; and a general method for

indeterminate problems of least the. first jlcgrce, to a knowledge of which

the Grecian algebraist liad certaiply notattainecl ; though he displays infinite

sagacity and ingenuity in particular solutions; and tliough a eertain routine

is discernible in them.

A compaiison.of tlie Grecian, Hindu, and Arabian algebras, will more dis^

tinctly show, which of them had made the greatest progress at tlie earliest

age of each, that can be now traced.

The notation or algorithm of Algebra is so essential to tliis art, as to deserve

the first notice in a review of the Indian method of analysis, and ai compari-

son of it with the Greciaii and? Arabian algebras. The Hindu algebraists use

abbreviations and initials for symbols; they distinguish *negative quantities

by a'dot;^ but^iavc not any maik, besides the absenccipf the negative sign,

to discriminate a positive quantity. No marks or symbols iudicating opera-

lions of addition, or multiplicarton, &c. are employed by tliem : nor any an-

nouncing equality* or relative magnitude (greater or less).^^ But a factum is

denoted by tlie initial syllable of a word of that import,^ subjoined to the

terms whichi compose it, between which a dot is sometimes interposed. A
fraction is indicated by placirig the divisor under tlic tlividend,® but without

a line of separation. The two sides of an equation are ordered in the same

/

• Note K. * Sec before an<i note E. • * Pococke's ecljtion and translation, p. 89.

Vy.-gan. ; A.

* The sign of equally was first used by Robert Recorde, because, as he says, no two things can

be more equal than a pair of parallels, or gmowe lines of one length. Hutton.

• The signs of relative magnitude were first introduced into European algebra by Harriot.

^
§83.
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0M underthe odier:* «nd, this method of placitt||^ Ihtfns under eucli

ether bemg ideewise practised upon other occasions)* the intent is in the

inuttnce to he collected from tl>e rechal of tlie steps of tlie process in words

tt length, whidi always accompiutles tl)c algebraic process* That recital is

also requisite to ascertam tlse precise intent of vertical lines interposed

between the terms of a geometric progression, but med also upon other

occasions to separate and discritninate cpiantities. Tl)e symbols of unknown
quantity are not eontined to a single one : but extend to ever so great a

variety of denominations: and the characters used are initial syllables of the

namesofcolours,* excepting the first, which isthe initial ofg^vaM^at, as much
as ; words of the same import with Bosi bellies tanta

;

used by him for tbesamc

purpose. Colour therefore means unknown quantity, or the S}*mbotof it;

and the same SantcrU word, alsi> signityiiiga literal character, letters

are accondingly employed likewise as symbols j
either taken from tlK5 alpha*

bet or else initial syllables of tvords signifyii>g the subjects of t\\e proMetn
;

whether of a geneml nature,* or specially the names of geometric Hues in

algebiuic demonstrations of geometric propositions or solution of geometric

problems.* Symbols too are employed, not only tor unknown quantities,

of which the value is sought; but for variable quantities of which the value

may be arbitrarily put, (Fff, Ch. 6, note ou comnionccmcnt of ^ i55---155))aiid,

especially in demonstrations, for both given and sougiit quantities. Initials of

the terms for s<]uar^ and solid lespectively denote those powers ; and combined

tlicy indicate the higher. These arc reckoned not by the sums of the

powers; but by their products.^ An initial syllable is in like manner used

to mark a surd root.* The terms of a coihpound quantity are oidered ac-

cording to the powers; and tlie absolute number invariably comes last. It

also is distinguislmd by an initial syllable, ai a discriminative token of

known quantity.* Numeral coefocients are emjdoycd, inclusive of unity

which is always noted, and comprehending fVadtions;^* for the numeral divisor

is generally so placed, rather than under the 8ynil>ol of the unknown : and in

like manner the negative dot is set over the numeral coefficient: and not

over the literal clvaracter. The coefl|cicntS arc placed after the symbol of the

* P'lj.-gati, and Brahm. 18, passim. * Vij.-gan. i 55. * Vif.^gan. S IT. Brahm. C. 18, ^ C.

^ Vij.-gm, ch. 6. * 11 1. * f^y-‘gan> S

^ LU, § 26. • Vij^gan. § 29. > Vij.-gan, S IT.

Stevinub in like manner included fractions in coefficient!.
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*

UjqknoifQ qu^ty/ J^qiiatbns.ara no^ brder^ sp^as to put all < the^^uanti-"

ties po^tive; uor to g^ve precedence to a positive term in a compound quan-

tity; for the neg&tive terns are retained, and even preferably put in the first

place. Ip stating the two sides of an equation, the general, though not inva-

riable, practice is, at least in the first instance,'ito repeat every term, which
occurs in the one side, on the other: annexing nought for the coefficient, if a

term of that particular denomination be tliere wanting.

If reference be made to the writings of Diofuant.us, and of the Arabian

algebraists, and their early disciples in Europe, it will be found, that the

nutation, which has been here described, is essentially different from ‘all

theirs; mucfi as they vary. Djophantus employs the inverted merlial of

defect or want (opposed to substance or abundance*) to indi-

cate a negative quantity. He prefixes that nrark '(' to the quantity in ques-

tion. He calls the unknown, jr.Oprcsenting^it. by the final q which

I
he doubles for thq plural; while the Arabian algebraists apply the equiva-

lent word for nqmber to the, constant or known term; and the Hindus, on
the other hand, refer the word for numerical character to the coefficient.

He denotes the mpnad, or unit absolute, by p*; and the linear quantity is called

by arifhmos

;

and designated, like the unknown, by the final^igmn. He
marks the fpriher powers by initials of words signifying them: t“, x", VJ", t*“,

xx", &c. for dynaffiw, power (meaning the square); cubos, cube; dynamo-

dynamis, biquadrate, &c. But he reckons the higher by‘ the sums, not the

products, of the lower. Thus tlm sixth power is with him the cubo-cubos,

which the Hindus designate as the quadrate-cube, (cube of the square, of

square of the cube). •

The Arabian Algebraists are still more sparing of symbols, or rather entirely

destitute of them.* They hqve none, whether arbitrary or abbreviated, either

for quantities known or unknown, positive or negative, or for the steps and

operations of an algebraic process : but express every thing by woids, and
phrases, at lull length., Thqir European scholars introduced a few and very

few abbreviations of names : c°, c‘, c“,’for the three first powers; c°, q*, for

the first and second unknown quantities; p, m, for plus and minus; and
* •

• ViETA did so likewise.

^ A word of nearly the same import with the Sanscrit d'honOf wealth, used by Hindu algebrnrsts^

lor the same signification. •

^Def. 9, As. Res. 12. 183.
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"R — ..dtc of hidicality
; occur in the ffi^t worlfc x^ich is that ci^

* Pactolo.* Lijo^TAKDo Bonacci of thc earliest scholar ofthe Arabians,*

is said by Taroioni Toxzetti to have used the small lettera of the alphal)Ct.

to denote quantities.* But Leonardo only does so because he r^resentsj

quantities’ by straight lines, and designates those lines by letters, in elucidation

of his Algebraic solutions of problems.^

The Arabians termed the unknown (and they wrought but on one) shai

tiling. It is translated by Leonardo of!Pw^ and his disciples, by the corre-

spondent I.atin word res and Italian cosa

;

whence Regola de la Cosa^ and

Rule of Coss, with Cossike practise andCW^iTre number of our older authors,*

ibr Algebra or Speculative practice, as Paciolo* denominates the analytic

art
;
and Cossic number, in writers of a somewhat later datc^for the root of

an e()uation.

The Arabs termed the square of the unknown possession or wealth
;

translated by the Latin census and Italian censo

;

as terms of the same import

:

for it is in the acceptation of atrtount 6f property or estate^ that ttnsus was

here used by Leonardo.

The cube was by the Arabs tenned Ciby a die or cube ; and they combined

these terms mil mAcdb for compound names of the more elevated powers;

in the manner of I>ioph antcs by the sums of the powers ; and not like the

Hindus by their products. Such indeed, is their metJiod in the modern ele-

mentary works : but*it is not clear, that the same mixle was observed by their

earlier writers
;
for their Italian scholars denominated the biquadrate and

higher powers Relate prime, secundo, tertio, Ac.

Positive they call z/z/d additional
;
and negative wz/Aw deficient: and, as

before observed, they have no discriminative marks for either of t\)cm.

The operation of restoring negative quantities, -if any there be, to the po-

sitive form, which is an essential step with them, is termed jcAr, or with the

article Aljebr, the mending or restoration, ^fhat of comparing the terms and

taking like from like, Wliich is the next material, step in the process of resolu-

%

• Or pACioia, Paciuolo,—

&

c. For lUe name ^ variously written by Italian nuihorji.

* See Note L.

^ Edit. vol. 2, p.52.

CossALi, Origine (leirAlgcbru, i. «

* Robert UecoPile's Wbetstone of Witte.

® Secondo noi dell.! Pratica Speculativa. Sumtm 8. 1

.

^ Crnii/5, (juicfpiid fortunaruin quis habtrt. Steph.Thc^.
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by tbem mukAbatah io^mpaiison. ffcnfcelhe naine of TaHh
^l}ebr mfi ahtnk^bala^ ‘ tibe tncthod of¥estom£ion and comparisoji/ which <>V

. tamed among ttie Arabs for this branch of the Analytic art ; and hence onr

name of Algebm, from LEONARDoof fiPMo’a exact version ofthe Arabic title.

Fi isiakk*^u'l majhulAt ha tarik aljebr wa alntukAbalah,' De solotione qua-

rundam quaestionum secundum modnm Algthrtt ^ Almuchahai€B}

The two steps or operations, which have thus given name to the method of

analysis, arc precisely what is enjoined without distinctive appellations of

them, in^thc introduction ofthe arithmetics of Diophantus, where he directs,

that, if the quantities be positive on both sides, like are to Ikj taken *from

like until one species be equal to one species
;
but, if on either side or on

both, any species be negative, the negative-species must be added to Ijoth sides,

so that they become positive on both sides of the equation : after which like

arc again to be taken from like, until one species remain on each aide.®

Tlic Hindu Algebra, not requiring the terms of the eqivatioii to be all ex-

hibited in the form of positive quantity, does not direct the preliminary step

of restoring negative quantity to the affirmative state: but proceeds at onoc

to the operation of equal auhtraction (samashdb&m) for the difference of like

terms which is the processdenominated by the Arabian Algebraists comparison

(mukdMah). On that >point, therefore, itjie Arabian Algebra has more affinity

to the Grecian than to the Indian analysis.

As tio the progress which the Hindus had made in tlkj analytic art, it will

be seen, thatthey possessed well the arithmetic of surd roots that they were

aware of the infinite quotient resulting from the division of finite quantity

by -cipher that they knew the general resolution of equations ofthe second

degree ; and bad touched upon those of higher dcuoraination
;
resolving them

in the simplest cases, and in those in \fhich the solution happens to be prac-

ticable by the method which serves for quadratics that they bad attained a

general solution ofindeterminate problems of the first degree that they ha<l

arrived at a method for deriving a multitude of solutions of answers to pro-*

* KhuitwUtJ his4b. c. 8. Calcutta, *

* Liber abbaeij 9- 15. 3. M.S. in Magliab. Libr.

5 Dff. 11.

* Brahm. 18, §27—29. Vij.’gati. §29—52.

* LH. § 45. yy.-gan. § 15— 16 and § 135.

- ® Vij.-gan, $ 129. and § 137—138.
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bleats of tiie second degree from a single,answer found tentatively

da as near an, appro^li to a gen^ solution- of sucli proWems, as was made

until the days of Laobanoe, who first dentonstratedj that the problem, on
^

which foe solutions ofallquestionsof this naturedepend, is always r^lyable

in whole wmbefs,* The Huidus had likew ise attempted problems of this

liighcr onler by Ute application of foe metliod which suffices for those ot the

first degree with indeed very scanty success, as might be expectctl.

They not only applied algebra both to astronomy* and to geometry but

conversely applied geometry likewise to tlie demonstration ofAlgebraic rules.

In short, they cultivated Algebra much more, and with greater success, than^ .

geometry ;
as is evident from the comparatively low state ol their knowledge

ill the one,’ and foe high pitch ot their attainmento in the other ; and they

cultivated it for the sake of astronomy, as they tlnl this chiefiy for astro-

logical purposes. The c.xami)les in the earliest algebraic treatise extant

(Biiahmegcpta’s) arc mostly astronomical ; and here the solution of mdety-

minate problems is sometimes of real and practical use. The instances m the.

later treatise of Algebra by Bha'scara arc more various : many ot them geo-

metric ;
but one astronomical ;

the restnumeral : among which a great number

of indeterminate ;
and of these some, though not the greatest part, resembling

tlic (luestlons which cliicfly engage the attention of Diophantus. But the

general character of tlie Diofihantine problems and (if the Himlu uuliaHted

ones is by no means adike : and several in the .style of DiopliautiBe aro noticed

by lliiAsCABA in his arithmetical, instead of his algebraic, treatise.’

To pursue this summary comparison further, Diophantus ap^ars to have

been acquainted with the direct resolution oPaffected quadratic equations;

hut less familiar with the management of them, he seldom touches on it.

Chiefly busied with indeterminate prdblcins of the first ilegrec, he yet seems

to have possessed no general rule for their solution. His elementary in-

structions for tlie preparation of equations are succinct.” His notation, as

BraJiii. 1 8. § 29-49- 1 75-99 -
* Turin : »nd nf Berlin,

1 r/i..ir«i. § 206-207. .
* >*•

’ yy.-fftm. ^ 117— 127 . 5
14^—152. * V’lj.-gan. ^ 212—214.

^ Brahm. |2. § 21 ;
corrected however in LiL ^ 1 (>9—'*70 .

• lit. I i9-6l, where it appears, however, that preceding writers bad treated the quesUoa alge-

brairally. See likewise I 139— 140'- •

» Ucf. 11.
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twfp^ q^erVi^d, and ipppnveoiqnt I^ thej||iojq,acj^^ very

t^e nqt^it^t^di^ the infinite
_
iosenuUy. te ‘

jie Jfl^es up for ,thei^nt of rule : And jJthouglj pi;s9C®tqd |o.q# under

die dis^dyantage of inntilafion; if it be, indeed, certain, tltet thqtextof nnly

•six, or at njost seven, of thirteen books >vhich, bis introduction announces, has

been preserved.* It is sufficiently clear from,whet docs remain, that the lost

part could not have exhibited a much hi^ef degree ofattainment in the art.

It. is presumable, that so much as \ve possess of his work, is a fair specimen

of the progress .which he and the Greeks before him (for he is hardly to be

considered as the inventor, siuee he seems to treat the art as already known ;)

had made in his time*

The points, in yrhiplt. th^ Hindu Algebra appears particularly distinguished

from the,Greek, are, besides a better and more comprehensive algorithm,

—

1st, The management of equationsJnyqlying more than one unknown term.

(This adds to. the two classes noticed by the A.rab8, namely simple and com-

pound, two, or rather three, other classes of equation.) 2d, The resolution

of equations of a higher order, in which, if they achieved little, they had, at

least, the merit of the attempt and anticipated a modern discovery in the

solution of biquadratics. Sd, General methods for the solution of indeter-

minate problems of Ist and 2d degrees, in which they went far, indeed,

beyond Diophantus, and anticipated discoveries of modern Algebraists.

4tb, Application of Algebra to astronomical investigation and geometrical

demonstration ; in which also they hit upon some matters which have been

reinvented in later times.

Tins brings us to the examraation of sonie of their anticipations ofmodern
discoveries. - The reader’s notice will be here drawn to three instances in

particular.
. ,

'

The first is the demonstration of the noted proposition of Pythagoras,

concerning the square of the base of a, rectangular triangle, equal to the

squares of the two legs containing a right angle. The demonstration is given

two ways in Bhascara’s Algebra,•(F^i.-gan'. § 146.) The first ofthem is the

same which is delivered by Walus in his treatise on angular sections, (Ch.

6.) and, as far as appears, then given for the first time.*

' Note M. * Me designetci thv sides C. D. Base B. Segments >, i. Than
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subject pfdemQtistrations, it is to be remarked that die liii^u
* tberMticians pwjyed propositions both algebtukaily

noticed by Bh a'sc aha hiinself, tOxyardsAhc close of bis Algebra^

where he gives both modes of proof of a remarkable methotl for tb# solution

of indetefminate problems, \vhich invblve a factum of two uukribwh* quan«

titles. The rule, which he d^ioilstrlite$; is of ^cat antiquity in Hindu

..Algebra: being found in the works of his predecessor Brahmeoi pta, and

being there a quotation from a more ancient treatise ; for it is injudiciously

censured, and a less satisfactory method by unrestricted arbitrary assumption

given in its place. Bhascara has retained both.

The next instance, which will l>e here noticed, is the general solution of in-

determinate problems of the first degree. It was first gfven among moderns

by Bachet de Meziriac in 1624.* Having shown how the solution of

equations of the form ax-^by—c is reduced to «!•—6y«±l, he proceeds to

resolve this equation : and prescribes the same operation on a and h as to find

the greatest common divisor. He names the residues c, rf, r, /, &c. and the

last remainder is necessarily unity : a and h being prime to each other. By

retracing the steps from eqll or \ (according as the number of remainders

is even or odd) id±l =s^, gy, ytjil g)3, |3<iT 1

t d c h

=f, &c.

The last numbers p and a will be the smallest values of x and y. It is ob-

served, that, if a and h be not prime to each other, the equation cannot

subsist in whole numbers unless c be divisible by the greatest common mea-

sure of a and b.

Here we have precisely the method of the Hindu algebraists, who have

not failed, likewise, to make the last cited observation. Sec Brahm, Algebra,

Therefore C^4-D*w(B«+B into»+>^) BV

The Indian deraontiration, with tbo lanie gymboU^.is

B: C::C:«
Therefore

B

Tharefor® B««-f and B’-C'+ D*.

B B
* Probl^mc* platsans et d61ectables qui se font p«r Ici nombres. 2d Edit. (l624).

additions to Euler’s Algebra, ij. 382. (Edit. 1807 )

<1
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•eetum L and BkiitCi Lil. ch. IS.. V^. ch, i$ so protnineut in the

Indian A^ebra as to give name to the. oldnstiitFeatise. on it. extant; and to

iSOBstitute a distinct head in the lenumeratioa of “die d^rent branches of

mathematical knowledge in a paasage cited front a.itiU more ancient author.

Sec Xi/. ^ S48< V} • -.r .

‘

Confining the 'Comparison of Hindu jindmodem Algebras to conspicuous

instances, the next' for notice i» that of Uie soluctkm of indeterminate .pro-

blems of the Sd degree : ibr which a geneml method is given by Bkahm£-
oupTA, Insides rules: foo'suboidmate oases: and two general methods (one of

them the same with .BRAttatBOcaTA’s) besides special cases subservient

however to the nniversal solution)of problems of this nature; and, to obtain

whole numbers ittidl ctroumstances, a comhinfation of the method for pro-

blems of the first degree with that for those of the second, employing them

alternately, or, as the Hindu algefaraist terms it, proceeding in a circle.

BHA'scARAhisecoBd method.(F^’, ^ 80—81) for a solution of the problem on

which all rndetdrminate ones of this degree depend, is exactly the same, which

Lord Bbouncker devised to answer a question proposed by way of challenge

by FEauAT.in 1657. The thing required was a general rule for finding the

innumerable square numbers, which multiplied by a proposed (non-quadr;ite)

number, and then assuming an unit, will make a square. Lord Bbounckbr's

rule, putting » for any given number, r* fop any square taken at pleasure,

and d for difference between n and r' (r* n) w’as-^ square

required. In the Hindu rule, using the same symbols, is the square root

required,^ But nj&ithk Bkouncker, nor Walus, who himsjelf contrived

another metKod, norFifeMAt, bywhom the question Was proposed, but whose

mode ofsollitldh washfever rnadc known by him, (probably because he had not

found anything better than Wallis and Brouncker discovered,*) nor Fbe-

NTCLE, who treated the sbbjiet without, however, adding to what had been

done ]jy Wallis and Brounx:ker,? appear to have been aware of the impor-

tance of the problem and its universal use : a discovery, which, among the

moderns, was reserved for Eu|:.lb in tlfe middle of the last century. To him,

among the moderns, we owe the remark, which the Hindus had made more

than a thousand years before,^ that tlie problem was requisite to find aH the

•

• 80-81. * WrIIw, Alg. C.98. Mbid.

* Bhitcara Vij. ^ 173, and § 207. See likewise Broim. Alg. sect. 7-
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po^iUe flOluti^ns of eqaitiom of this sort. LmuamoI^ takes mdkflbr
* having futthst advanced the piogriess of this lirtnch of the ihflf^rtniuttA

analysis, so lately as 1767 and his complete solntion of equatioBs of^i^e.

2d degree appeared nol»rtier than 1769^* jtr

It has b*een pretended, that traces of the art are to be dicovered iO the

writings of the Grecian geometers; and pttiticularly ia the five first propOsH

tions of Euclid's thirteenth book^ whether, as Wallis conjectures, what;

Ave tlicre. have be the work of TuBoii or some other antieOt scholiast, rathe/

than of Euclid himself:’ Also examples of analytic investigatioo in Pah
PUS and indications of a method somewhat of a tike nature with algebro'

or at least the effects of it, in the works of AacHrsiBDXs and ApolloniuB:

tliough they are supposed to have very studiously concealed this tlietr art u*

invention.* J

This proceeds on the ground of considering Analysis and Algebra^ as in-

terchangeable ternis
;
and applying td Algebra Euclid's or Th£oh's defini-

tion of Analysis, ^ a taking of that as granted, which is sought; and thence

by consequences arriving at what is confessedly

Undoubtedly they possessed a geometrical analysis; hints or traces of

Avhich exist in the writings of more than one Greek mathematician, and

especially in those of Archimedes. But this is very different from the

Algebraic Calculus. Tlie resemblance extends, at tuost, to the method of

inversion
;
which both Hindus and Arabians consider to be entirely distinct

from their respective Algebras ; and which the former, therefore, join with

their arithmetic and mensuration.^

In a very general sense, the analytic art, as Hindu writers observe, is

merely sagacity exercised ; and is indcpenilent of symbols, which do not

co~nstiffffc"tT)e.art. In a mo^ restricted sense, according to them, it is cal-

culation attended with the manifestation of its principles ; and, as they fur-

therlhtimatc, a method aided by'dcviccs, among which symbols and literal

signs are conspicuous.* Defined, as, analysis is by an illustrious modern

* Mem. de I’Acad. de Berlin, vol. 24. ^

*

* See French translation of F.ulcr’t Algsftra, Additions, p. 286. And Legendrv Theorls dei

Kombres I . § 6. No. 36.

5 ^>iLLia, Al^bi^, c. 2. Ibid, tad Prefact.

5 Ibid, and Nunez Algebra 114. ^ Wallis, following Vieta’s version, Alg. c. 1.

^ LU. 3. I. ^ 47. KhuUiai. UM. c. 5. * -Fij.-gaa. S UO, 174, 215, 224.

d 2
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mathcmaticiati/ ^ a method of resolving niathemeticnlproblems by reducii>g

them to equations,’ it assuredly is joot to be founds in the works of any

Grecian writer extant, besides Diophantus.

In his4reatise the rudiments of Algebra are clearly contained. ’ He.dcli-

vers ii>a succinct manner the Algorithm of affirmative and negative quanti-

ties; teaches to form an equation,; to transpose tlie negative terms ; and to

bring out a final simple equation comprising a single term of each species

mown and unknown.

I

Admitting on the, ground pf the mention of a mathematician of his name,

( nose works were commented by Hvpatia about the beginning of the Bfth

c entuiy and on the authority of sthej Arabic annals of an Armenian Chris-

t an;’ whicb.make him contemporary witli i

J

ulian ; that he lived towards

tl e middle of the fourth century of the Christian era; or, to speak with pre-

cision, about the yeat the Giieeks will appear to have possessed in

the fourth century so much of Algebra, as is to be effected by dexterous

application of the resolution of equations of the first degree, and even the

second, to limited problems; and to indeterminate also, without, however,

liaving attained a general solution of problems of this latter class.

The Arabs acquired Algebra extending to simple and compound (meaning

quadratic) equations; but it was confined, so far as appears, to limited pro-

blems of those degrees: mid they possesscil it so early as the close of the

eighth, century, or commencement of the ; ninth. Treatises were at tliat

period written in the Ambic language on tlie Algebraic Analysis, by two

distinguislied mathematicians who flourished under the AbbassideALMAMUN:

and the more ancient of the two, Mu«amm£P bkn Musa Al Khuw6rezmiy

is recognised among the Arabians as tlie first who made Algebra known to

them. He is the .same, who abridged, for the gratification of Almamun, an

astronomical work taken from the Indian system in the preceding age, under

Almansuu. He framed tables likewise, grounded on those of the Hindus;

which he professed to correct. And he studied and communicated to his

‘ D’Alembert. * Si idas, in voce Hypatia,

’ Gueoory Abulfaraj. Ex iis ctiam [nempe philosopliis qiii prope tempora JuTiani florue-

runt] Diophantus, ciijus liber, quern Algebram vocant, Celebris est, in quern si imraiseritse Lector,

oceanuni hoc in genere reperiet.— Pococke. c

Julian was emperor iVoin 3()0 to S03. See iwile M.
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countrymen the Indian compendkiui^metliod of computation ; that ia, their
' arithmetic^ ^tid; as is to be inferred, their anaWtic calculus also.'

The Hindus in the fifth centiry, perhaps 'earlier,* were in possession of

Algebm extending to the general solution of both determinate and indeter-

minate problems of the 1st and 2d degrees : and sul>sequcntly advaitced to

the special solution of biquadratics wanting the second term ; and of cuhics

in very restricted and eiisy cases.

Priority seems tlien decisive in favour of both (Ireeks and Hindus against

any pretensions on the part of the Arabians, who in fact, however, prefer

none, as inventors of Algebra. They were avowcii Iwirowci-s in science:

and, by their own unvaried acknowledgment, fiom tlie Hindus they learnt

the science of numbers. That*^hey also received the Hindu Algebra, is

much more probable, than that the same mathematician who studied the

Indian arithmetic and taught it to his Arabian brethren, shoukl have hit

upon Algebra unaided by any bint or suggestion of the Indian analysis.

The Arabs became acquainted with tire Indian astronomy and numerical

science, l)cfore they had any knowledge of the writings of the Grecian as-

tronomers and mathematicians : and it wal not until after more than one

century, and nearly two, tliat they had the benefit «)f an interpi^t^ition of

Diophanti vS, whether version or paraphrase, executed by Muiiamstei)

Abulwafa Al Buzjhii ; who added, in a separafe /orin, demonstrations of

the propositions contained in Diopiiaxtus; and who was likevviso author of

(x)nimeutaries ou tlie Algebraic treatises of tin; Kkuwarexmitc Mohammed
nj-:x Ml s A, and of another Algebraist of less note and later date, Am Yamva,

whose lectures he had personally attcndcxl.’ Any inference to he drawn

from their knowledge and study of the Afithmelics of Diopiiantls and

their seeming adoption of his preparation of cqujitions in their own Algebra,

or at least tlie close resemblance of lx)th on this point, is ol’ Jio avail against

the direct evidence, with which wc are funiished by tlicni, of previous in-

struction in Algebra and the publication of a treatise on the art, by an author

conversant with the Indian science of computation in all its branches.

Put the age of the ^earliest known Hiiuin writer on Algebra, not being

with certainty carried to a pcMiod anterior, or even quite equal to that in

wliich Diophaxtls is on probable grounds placed, the argimicnt of priority,

so lar as investigation has yet proceeded,, is in favour of Gieeian invention.

' Note N. ^ i5te note I. ’ See note N.
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The Plindus, hbw^Ver, had certainly made distbguished progress in the

stiencQ, $o early as the Century immediately folhwmg that ih which the ’

Grecian taught the rudiments of it The Hindus had the benefit of a good

arithmetical notation the Greeks, the disadvantage of a bad Nearly

allied as algebra is to arithmetic, the invetftion ef the algebraic calhulus was

more easy and natural ^vhere arithmetic was best handled. No such marked

identity of the Hindu and Diophantine systems ia observed, as td demon-

strate communication. They are sufficiently distinct to Justify the pre-

sumptiouj that b(rth might be invent^ independently of each other.

If, however, it be insisted, that a hint or suggestion, the seed of their know-

ledge, may have reached the Hindu mathematicians immediately from the

Greeks Of Atekatfdria, or mediately through* tliose of Bactria, it must at the

same time be confessed, that a slender germ grew and fructified rapidly, and

sooh attained amapp^Ved state of- maturity m Indian soil.

Morte will not be liere contended fbt : since itis not impossible, that the hint

ofthe one analysis may have been actually received by the mathematicians of

the other nation^ nor unlikely, considering the arguments which may be

brought for a probable communffifttion on the subject of astrology; and ad-

verting Co the' intimate connexion between this and the pure mathematics,

through the mediltm of astronomy.

The Hindus had undoubitedly made some progress at an early period in

the a;stlrottomy cultivated by them for the regulation of time. Their calen^

dar, both* civil and religious, was gwierned chiefly, not exclusively, by the

moon and sun : and the motions ofthese luminaries were carefully observed

by theni’:^ and with such success, that their determination of the moon's

synodical revolution, which was what tljCy were principally concertied with,

is a much more correct one than the Greeks ever achieved.' They had a

division of the C^iptre into tyventy-seven and twenty-eight parts, suggested

evidently by the ntooifs period in days; and seemingly their own : it was

certainly borrowed by the Arabians,* . Being led to the observation of the

fixed stars, they obtained a knowledge of the positions of the most remark-

able; and noticed, for religious purposes, and from superstitious notions, the

heliacal rising, with other phociiomena of a few. Tlie adoration of the sun,

of the planets, and of the stars, in common with the worship of the elements,

* As. Res. 2 and 17 ,
* As. Res. 9, Essay vi.
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held a principal place in their religioua observances, enjoined by the Vida*:'
•andtlicy were led consequently by piety to watch the lieavenly bodies.
They were particularly conversant witli the most splendid of the primary
planets; the period of Jupiter being introduced by them, in cwyunction
with those of the SUB and moon, int9 the regulation of their fcalendar, ^tyed
and civil, in the form. 9f die .celebrated cycle of sixty years, common to
tliem and to the Chaldeans, and stijl retained by .them, from that cycle
they advanced by progressive stages, as the Chaldeans likewise did, to laiger
pcriotls ; at first by combining that with a number speoifically suggested by
other, or more correctly determined, revolutions of the heavenly bodies.; atid
afterwards, by merely augmenting Uie places of Agates for greater scop^
(preferring this to the more exact metluxl of combinii^ periods of the
planets by an algebraic process; which they likewiseiiny^gated'):. until
they arrived finally at the unwieldy cycles named Mahi^uga* and Calpat.
But it was for the sake of astrology, that they pushed tlieir cultivation of
a.stronomy, especially tliat of tlie minor planets, to the length alluded te,

^®'y. 5.!I.Y'oation, by the relative position of the planets, teems to have, been,
in part at least, of a foreign growth, and comparatively. recent introduction,
among the Hindus, fhe belief in the influence of tlie planets and stan^
upon human aflairs, is with them, indeed, remotely antient; and was a
natural consequence of their creed, which made tlie<aun a divine beings and
the planets gods. But the notion, that the tendency of that supposed it*-

ttuence, or the manner in which it will be exerted, may be foreseen by man,
and the effect to be produced by it foretold, through a knowledge of the post*
tkm of the planets at a particular moment, is no necessary result of tiiat

creed : for it takes from beings believed divine, frce-agency in otlier respects,

as in their visible movements.

Whatever may have been the period when the notion first obtained, that
foreknowledge of events on earth' might be gained by observations of planets

and star^ and by astronomical computation; or wlierever that fancy took it*

rise; certain it is, that the Hindus have rcceiveil and welcomed communica-
tions from otlicr nations,on topicsof astrology : and although they liad astro-

logical divinations of their own as early as the tlays of I’AUAssnA and
(tahoa, centuries before the Christian era, there are yet grounds to presume

* At. Rcb. 8. * Draiimegl BTA. AJgcbra.
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that communications subsequently passed to them on the like subject, either

from the Greeks, or from the same common source (perhaps that of the

Chaldeans) whence the Greeks derived the grosser superstitions engraftkl on

their owmgenuine and aritient astrology, which was meteorologfcal.

This*opinion is not now suggested for the first time. Former occasions

have been taken of intimating the same sentiment on this point:* and it has
'

been strengthened by further consideration of the subject. As the question
*

is closely connected with the topics of this dissertation, reasons. for this

opinion will be stated in the subjoined note.® ^

Joining this indication to that of the division of the zodiac into twelve

signs, represented by the same figures of animals, and named by words of the
^

same import with the zodiacal signs of the Greeks; and taking into consi-

deration the analogy, though not identity, of the Ptolemaic system, or rather

that of Hipparchus, and the Indian one of excentric deferents and epicycles,

which in both serve to account for the irregularities of the planets, or at least

to cohipute them, no doubt can be entertained that the Hindus received hints

from the astronomical schools of the Greeks.

, It must then be admitted to be at least possible, if not probable, in the

absence of direct evidence and positive proof, that the imperfect algebra of

the Greeks, which had advanced in their hands no further than the solution

of equations, involving one unknown term, as it is taught by Diophantus;

was made known to the Hindus by their Grecian instructors in improved

astronomy. But, by the ingenuity of the Hindu scholai-s, the hint was

rendered fruitful, and the algebraic method was soon ripened from that slen-

der beginning to the advanced state of a well arranged science, as it was

taught by Auyabhatta, and as it is found in treatises compiled by Brau-

MEGUPTA and Bha'scara, •of both which versions are here presented to the
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OTES AND ILLUSTRATIONa

A.

SCHOLIASTS OF BHASCARA.

The oldest commentary of ascertained date, which has come into die

translator’s hands, and has been accordingly employed by him for the pur-

pose of collation, as well as in the progress of translation, is one composed

by GanoaVhara son of G6£ard’iiaka and gmndsbn of Diva'cara,

nhabitant of Jambusara^ It appears fi^m an example of an astronomical

:omputation, which it exhibits,* to have been written about the year

1342 ^aca (A.D. 1420). Though confined to the LUivatl, it expounds and

:onsequently authenticates a most material chapter of the ViJa-ganUa;

vhich recurs nearly verbatim in both treatises ; but is so essential a part of

:he one, as to have given name to the algebraic analysis in the works of the

jarly writers.* His elder brother Vishnu pai/dita Vas author of a treatise

)f arithmetic, &c. named GanUa-sdra, a title borrowed from the compendium

)f Srid’hara. It is frequently quoted by him.

The next commentary in age, and consequen^importance for the objects now

jndcr consideration, is that ofSi/iiyA suri also named Survadasa, native of

Pdrthapura, near the confluence of the G6dA and Vtdarbhd rivers.^ He was

luthor of a complete commentary on the Sidihdnta-iirbmam; and of a dis-

tinct work on calculation, under the title of Gariita-m&laii

;

and of a compi-

lation of,astronomical and astrological doctrines, Hindu and Muhammedan,

Linder the name of Sidd’hdnta-sanhitd-skra-iamuchchaya

;

in which he makes

mention of his commentary on the ^irbmanu The gloss on the Lildvati, cn-

* A town sittiated in Gujrat (GurjaraJ, twenty>eight miles north of the town of Broach,

* Ul S 264.

5 CuUacdtThydifat the title of BAAiiMEGvrrA s chapter on Algebra, and of a chapter in Aata-

b II ATTAS work.

* Ooddrart and WerdL
e
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titledGariifdmrita, and that on the Vya-gariita, naxaed Sirya-prac&ga^ both

excellent works, containing a clear interpretation of the text, with a concise

explanation of the principles of the roles, are dated the one in 1460, the other

m 1463 orA. D. 153S and^i^h Hia latber JlirTAN^BA'jA, son of

Na'oakaYha, a Brahmen and astronomer, was author, among other works,

of an astronomical course, under the title, of Sidif^dnfa-sundara, still extant,*

which, like the Sidd’Adnta-tir^mani, comprises a treatise on algebra. It is

repeatedly cited by his son.

Ganes'a, son of Cesava, a distinguished astronomer, native of Nandi-

gritna, near Dhagiri, (better knowirhy the Muhamniedan name of Daule-

tdbdd),* was author of a commentary on the Sid£hdnta-iir6madi, which is

mentioned by bis nephew and scholiast Nbisinha ; in an enumeration of bis

works, contained in a pass^(e quoted by Vis'wana't’ha on the Grahaldghaoa.

His commentary on the LUdvati beatvthe title ofSudd'Mviidginiy and date of

1467 or A. D. 1345. It comprises a copious exposition of the text,

with demonstrations of the rules*; and has been used throughout the trans-

lation as the best interpreter of it He, and his father Cesava, and nephew
NafsiNHA, as well as his coiisih -Lacshmidasa, were authors of numerdus
works both on astronomy and divination. The most celebrated of his own
performances, the Grdhaldghava, bears date 1442 Aheo, answering to A.D.
1520.

The want of a commentary by Ganes'a on tlie Vija-ganita, is supplied

by that of CafsHNA, son of BaelXla, and pupil of Vishn u, the disciple of

Gan^sa’s nephew Nbisinha. It contains a clear and copious exposition

of the sense, with ample demonstrations of the rules, much in the manner of

GaiIe's'a, on the Lildvati; whom also he imitated in composing a commen-
tary on that treatise, and. occasionally refers to it. His work is entitled

Calpalatdvatdra^ Its date is determined, at the close of the sixteenth

century of the Christian era, by the notice of it and of the author in a work

of his brother RanganaVha, dated 1524 ^oca (A.D. 1602), 'as well as in

one by his nephew Munis'wara.' He appears to have been astrologer in

the service of the Emperor JEHA'Nofi^ who reigned at the beginning of the

seventeenth century.

The gloss of RanganaVha on the Fdsand, or demonstratory annotations

The astronomical part is in the library of the East India Company.

Nandigrdm retains its ancient name; and is situated west of DauktaM, about sixty-flve miles.
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of Bha'scara, wluch is entitled Mit0-bh4shuti, contains no specification of

•date; but is determined, with suificient certainty, towards the miildle of

the sixteendi century of the i^aca era, by the writer’s relation of son to

Nkisinha, die author of a commentary on t\» dated*

1542 ^cat and of the Vdsani-vartka (or gloss on Buascaka's annotations

of the SirStnaiii), whidi bears date in 1549 or A.D. 1621; and his

relation of brother, as well as pupil, to Camalacara, author oft))eAidifA(iNr«'

tatwa-vivfca, also composed towards the middle of tlie same century of

the Saca era. Nrisiniia, and his uncle Vis'wama't'ha, (author of astrolo-

gicaf commentaries,) describe their common ancestor Dxva'cara, and bis

grandfather Rama, as Mak6rAihtr* Bralimens, living at G6l<tgrama,\ on

the northern bank of the Gddhiart, and do not hint a migration of the

family. Nrisinha’s own lather, CrIsuna, was autltor of.a treatise on

algebra in compendious rules ($$Ura), as his aon affirms. : i

The V\}a-prab6dha, acoraroentary on the by Ra'ma Cm/skj1a,

son of Lacshmana, and grandson of NninNHA, inhabitant of .cfmordoetl,'

is without date or express indication of its period; unless his grandfatlter

Nrisinha be the same with the nephew of Vis'wAtfAT'UA just now men-

tioned: or else identified with the nephew of Gane's'a and preceptor of

Vishnu, the instructor of Crishna, author of the Calpalat&oatirA^ -The,

presumption is on either part consistent with proxiiiyty of country: Atmri-

vati not being more than 150 miles distant fiom Nandigrima, nor more than

200 from Gblagrima. It is on one side made probable by the autlior’s

frequent reference to a commentary of his preceptor Crishna, which in

substance corresponds to the Calpalat&oatird

;

hut the title differs, for ha

cites the Navincura. On the other side it is to be remarked, that Cri'shi/a,

father of the Nrisinha, wIk) wrotfe die Vata»4-vdrtica, was autlior of a

a treatise on Algebra, whicli is mentioned by his son, as iK^prc observed.

The Maft6ranjana, another commentary on the Lildvati, which has been

used in the progress of the translation, bears_ no date, nor any indication

whatsoever of the period when the author Rama-Cuishna D£va, son of

Sada'd^va, sumamed Apade'va, wroje.
’

llie Ganita-caumudi, on the Lildvati, is frequently cited by tlic modem

• G6lg&m of ihe maps, in lat. 18® N. long. 78° L.»

* A great commctcial town in Bcrir.

C2
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commentators, and in particular by SvfsTA'Svai and Rakoanat’ha: but

has not been recovered, and is only known from their quotations. '

Of the numerous commoitaries on the astronomical portion of Bha8Ca«a's

'SiMhdnta-iirSmani, little use having been here made, either for settling the

text ofthe algebraic and arithmetical treatises ofthe author, or for interpreting

particular passages of them, a reference to two commentaries of this class,

besides those of Suata-suri and Gai/j^i^a, (wjhieh liave not b^n recovered,)

and the author’s own annotations and the interpretation of them by

Nrisinha above noticed, may suffice: viz. t\» Gamta^tatw(H;hintdmam, by

Lacshm/oa'sa, grandson of C^sava, (probably , the same with the father of

Gai/^s'a before mentioned,) and son of Va'ch£spati, dated 1423 (A.Dl

1501); and the JlfdricAff) by Munis'waba, sumamed Vis'warupa, grandson

of Ballala, and son of RanoakaVua, who was^compiler of a work, dated

I53i Saca ^A.D. 160S), as before mentioned. Muviswara himself is the

author of a distinct treatise of astronomy entitled ^dd'Mnta-t&rvabhauma.

Persian versions of both the LUinati and V'ga-^ganita have been already

noticed, as also contributing to the authentication of the text. The first by

Faizi, undertaken by the command of the Emperor Acber, was executed in ,

the 3Sd year of his reign; A. H. 995, A. D. 1587- The translation of the

Vija-galiita is later by half a century, having been completed by Ata Ui.lah

RASHfo/, in the 8th year of the reign of Sua'h JehaV ; A.H. 1044, A.D.

1634.
’

B.-

ASTRONGMY OF RRAHMEGUPTA.

Brahmegupta’S entire work comprises twenty-one lectures or chapters j

of which the ten first contain an astronomical system, consisting (1stand 2d)

in the computation of mean motioiis and true places of the planets ; 3d,

solution of problems concerning time, the points of the horizon, and tho

position of places ; 4th and 5tb, calculation of lunar and solar eclipses
; 6th,

rising and setting of the planets; 7th, position of the moon’s cusps; 8th,

observation of altitudes by the gnomon; 9th, conjunctions of the planets;

and, 10th, their conjunction with £tars. ’The next ten are supplementary,

including five chapters of problems with their solutions: and the twenty-
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first explains the principles of the astronomical system in a compendious
treatise -on spherics, treating of the ^tronomical sphere and its circles, the

construction of sines, the Tcctificition of the appaicht pl^et flrom mean
motions, the cause of lunar and' sdkr eclipses, and the coustructiod of the

armillaiy sphere.

The copy pf the scholia and text, in the translator’s possession, Wants the

whole of the 6th, 7th, and 8th chapters, and exhibits gaps of more or less

extent in the preceding five
; and appears to have been transcribed’ from an

exemplar equally defective. From the middle of the 9th, to near the close of

the 1 5th chapters, is an uninterrupted and regular series, comprchemling a very

curious chapter, the 11th, which contains a revision and censure of earlier

writers : and next to it the chapter on arithmetic and mensuration, which U
the 1 2th ofthe work. It is followed in the 1 Sth, and four succeeding chapters,

by solutions of problems concerning mean and true motions of planets, find-

ing of time, place, and points in the horixon; and rclatiVe to otiicr matters',

which the defect of the two last of fiv^c chapters renders it impracticable to

spejify. Next comes, (but in a separate form, being transcribed froih a difFe-

# rent exemplar,) the 1 8th chapter on Algebra. Tlie two, which should succeed,

(and one of which, as appears from a reference to a chapter on this subject,

treats of the various measures of time under the several clcnommations of

solar, siderial, lunar, &c.; and the other, fmm like references to it, is known

to treat of the delineation of celestial phoenomena by diagram,) arc entirely

wanting, the remainder of tlie copy , being defective, ^flie twcnty-fii*st

chapter, liowever, which is last in the author s arrangement, (as the corre-

sponding book, on spherics of BtiASCAitA’s Siddhinta-Urdmani is in his,)

has been transposed and first expounded by the scholiast: and very properly

so, since its subject is naturally preliminary, being explanatory of the prin-

ciples of astronomy. It stands first iu the copy under consideration
; fu^

complete,- except one or two initial couplets.
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brahma-sidd^hAnta, title of brahmeguptas
ASTRONOMY.

The passage is this: ^KKnudcta-graha^ganitam mdhati c&Una yat

c'hili-bhiita% sphutan tat ii%n}i\5-suta Bhahmeguptena/
‘ The computation of planets, taught by Brahma, which Had become im-

perfect by great length of time, is propounded correct by Brahmagupta son

of JisHi/u.’

The beginning of Prit’uudaca’s commentary on the BraHma-sidTMntay

where the three initial couplets of the text are expounded, being deficient,

the quotation cannot at present be brought to the test of collation. But the

title is still more expressly given near the close of the eleventh chapter,

(§ Sd) Br&hnd spkuia-sidTkinti rayindu-bhd y6gam, See.*'

And again, (§61) “ Chandra-r(wigrahaMndu<h*hiy&di$hu sarvada yat6

Brihtni^ drig-gaAitaicyam bhavati^ sphut'd-sidd’hdntas tat6 Brdhmah.”

^ As observation and computation always agree in respect of lunar and solar

eclipses, moon^s shadow (i. e. altitude) and other particulars, according to'

the Br&hma^ therefore is the Brdhma a correct system, (sphuta-sidd'h&nta)!

It appears from the purport of these several passages compared, that

Brahmegufta’s treatise is an emendation of an earlier system, (bearing the

same name of Brahma-sidd^hdnta^ or an equivalent title, as Pitdmaha-

iidd'h&nta^ or adjectively Pait&maha.f which had ceased to agree with

the phoenomena, and into which requisite corrections were therefore intro-

duced by him to reconcile computation and observation
; and he entitled his

airiended treatise ‘ Correct Brahma’Sidd'hinta* That earlier treatise is con-

sidered to be the identical one which is introduced into the Vishnu-dliermbt-

tard pur&na, and from which parallel passages are accordingly cited by the

scholiasts of BifASCAEA. (See following note.) It is no doubt the same

whichisnoticedbyVARA'HA*MiHiRA under the title ofPaitdmaha dii\ABrdkma

siddhanta. Couplets, which are cited by his commentator Bhatf6tpala from

the Brahma-sidd'hdnta, are found in Brahmegupta’s work. But whether

the original or the amended treatise be the one to which the scholiast re-

ferred, is nevertheless a disputable point, as the couplets in question may be

among passages which Brahmegupta retained unaltered.
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D.

* KU*

VERIFICATION OF THE TEXT OF BRAHMEGUFTAS
TREATISE OF AST^^ONOMY.

A pa$$a6£^ referring the commencement of astronomical periods and of

planetary revolutions, to the supposed instant of the creation, is quoted ftom

Brahmegupta, with a parallel passage of another Brahma iiUhinia

(comprehended in the Vishni-dhehnittara-purina) in a compilation by

Muniswara one of Bhascara’s glossators.* It is verified as the 4th couplet

of Bbahmegupta'i first chapter (upon mean motions) in the translator's copy.

Seven couplets, specifying the mean motions of the planets’ nodes and

apogees, arc quoted after the parallel passage of the other Brahma siddhdnta^

by the same scholiast of Bhascara, as the text of Brahmegupta : and they

are found in the same order from tlie 15th to the Slst in tlie first chapter, of

his work in the copy above mentioned.

This commentator, among many other corresponding passages noticed by

hiin on various occasions, has quoted one from the same Brahma Tidihdniaot

the Yishtiu-dharmdttara concerning the orbits of the planets deduced from the

magnitude of tlie sky computed there, as it also is by Brahmegupta (cli. SJ,

§9), but in other words, at a circumference of 187120()y200000000

lie goes on to quote the subsequent couplet of Bkajimcoupta declaring that

planets travel an equal measured distance in their orbits in equal times : Rn^

then cites his scholiast {^i\cac/ird) Ciiaturvedacharva.

The text of BuAiiMEGUPTA(ch. 1, §£I) specifying the diurnal revolutions

of the sidcrial sphere, or number of siderial days in a calpa^ with the corre-

spondent one of the PaitAmaha sidd'hinta in the KtshAu-dhermdttara^ is ano-

ther of the quotations of the same writer in his commentary on Bhascara.

A passage relating to oval epicycles,* cited by the same author in another

place, is also verified in the 2d chapter (in the rectification off planet’s place),

A number of couplets on the subject of eclipses* is cited by Lacshmidasa,

a commentator of Bhascara. They arc found in the 5th chapter (on

eclipses) § 10 and 24 ;
and in a section of the 2 1st (on the cause of eclipses)

^ 37 to 46, in the copy in question.

Seyeral couplets, relating to the positions of the constellations and to the

As. Het. 12, p. 232. * Ibid. 12, p. 236’. > Ibid. ia,p.2il.
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longitudes and latitudes of principal^t stars^ are cited from Bhahicegupta

in numerous compilations, and specifically in the commentaries on th^

sidd'hinta and Sidd'h&nta>^ir6mani} . They are all found* correct in the 10th

’ chapter^ on the conjunctions of pUnets' with fixt stars.

A quotation by Gane's'a on the LU&mti{A. D. 1545) describing the attain-

ments of a true mathematician,* occurs with exactness as the first couplet of

the ISth chapter, on arithmetic
j
and one adduced; by Bha'scaha himself, in

his arithmetical treatise (§ IdP), giving a rule for finding tlie dlaj^onai of a

trapezium,* is precisely the 28tli of the same chapter.

A veiy important passage, noticed by Bha'scaba in his nptes on his

Sidd'hdnta-sirimani, and alluded to in his text, and fully quoted by his com-

mentator in the Mdricha, relative to the rectification of a planet’s true place

from the mean motions,^ is found in the 21st chapter, § 27. Bha'scara has,

on that occasion, alluded to the scholiast, who is accordingly quoted by name
in the commentaiy of Lacshmidasa (A. D. 1^01) : and here again the cor-

respondence is exact.

The identity of the text as Brahmegupta’s, and of the gloss as his scho-

liast’s, being (by these and many other instances, which have been collatfed,)

Mtisfactorily established
; ^ the genuineness of the text is by numerous quo-

tations from the Brahma-siiiMnta (without the author’s name) in the more
ancientcommentary of.BHAffdTPALA (A. D. 968) on the works of Vara'ha-
siiHiRA, which also liave been verified in the mutilated copy of the Brahma-
sidd’hdnta under consideration

; the next step was the examination of the

detached copy of a commentary on the 18th Chapter, upon Algebra, which is

terminated by a colophon so describing it, and specifying the title of the entire

book Brahma-sidd'h&nta, and the name of its author BRAHMiouPTA.
For this purpose materials are happily presented in the scholiast’s enume-

ration, at the close of the chapter on arithmetic, of the topics treated by his

author in the chapter on Algebra, entitled Cuitaca J in a general reference

to the author’s algorithm of unknown quantities, affirmative and negative

terms, cipher and surd roots) in the 'same chapter;* and the same scholiast’s

quotations of the initial words of four rules; one of them relative to surd
roots ;* the other three regarding the resolution of quadratic equations as

‘ As. Res. 9. Enay 6. » Lit. ch., 11. > Lit. ^190. •

* As. Res. 12
, 239. ’ Arhhrti. of SraAm. § 66 , * Ibid. § 13 .

* Ibid. § 39. • Ibid. § 15 & 18 .
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also in the references of the scholiast of the Alj^bitte treatise to passages in

\he astronomical part of his author’s work.'

The quotations have been verified ; and they exactly agree with the rule

concerning surds S6) and the three rules which compose the sectionxelathig

to quadratic equations 32—34); and with the rule in the chapter on the

solution of astronomical problems concerning mean motions (eh. 13, ^ SS):

and this verification and the agreement of the more general references

demonstrate the identity of this treatise of Algebra, consonantly to its colo*

phon, as Brahueoupta’s Algebra entitled Ct^ltna and a part cf his

BraKma-aidd'kAnta.

E.

CHRONOLOGYOF ASTRONOMICAL AVTHORtTIES ACCORD-
ING TO ASTRONOMERS OF UJJAYANL

,
The names of astronomical writers with their dates, as furnished by ti»

astronomers of Ujjayani who were consulted by Dr. Wiliiam Hwtxr so-

journing there with a British embassy, arc the following:

Vara'ha-mihipa 123 Saca [A. 200*1]

Another VarahX-mihjra 427 [A. D. 505-6]

Brahmegupta 550 [A. D. 623-9]

Munja'la 854 [A.D. 932-3]

BHATlfdTPALA 890 * [A. D. 1068-9]

sWt6tpala 939 [A. D. 1017-8]

VarojIa-bha'^t'a 963 [(k. D. 1040-1]

Bh6ja-ra'ja 964 [A. D. 1043-3]

Bha'scara 1072 [A. D. 1 150-1]

•• CALTjCWA-CHAKnBA 1101 [A.D.l 179-80]

Thegfounds, on which this chrenoiogy proceeds, are unenplatned in the

note which Dr. Hunter pseserwed ofAe communicatkm. But means exist

fbr verifying two of the dates specified and corroboratmg others.

The date, assigned to Bha'scara, is precisely that of his Sidd'kintariir^m,

plainly concluded from a passage of it, in which he declares, that it was

• Alg. of Brtbm. S 96 (Rule 55).

f
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completed by bim^ being tbirty*.8ix yee» of ege ; and that his birth wa» in

1036 ’

Rdj£ B^jA-bEVA, or Bh6ja-eXja, is pbiced in this lUt ofHindu astrono-

'm^rs apparently on account of b>e n^Pic bemg t#xed as that of the author,

to an astrological treatise on the calendar, which bears the title of i24/^;

mdrtanda, and which was composed probably at his court apd by astrologers

in his service. It contain^ po date ; or at leaat none is found in the copy

which has been inspected. $ut the age assigned to the pdnce is not incon-

sistent with Indian. History : and is supported by the colophon of a poem

entitled SubMshita ratna-sanddha, composed by a Jninasectary namedAniTA-

GATi who has given the date of his poem in 1050 of Vtcram&ditya, in the

reign ofMunja. Now Monja was uncle and predecessor of Bh6ja-ka'ja,

being regent, with the title of sovereign, during his nephew’s minority : and

this date, which answers to A. D. 993-4, is entirely consistent with that given

by the astronomers of Ujjayanl, viz. 964 corresponding to A. D..1042-3

:

for the reign of Bh6ja-oeva was long : extendipg, at the lowest computation,

to half a century, and reaching, according to an extravagant reckoning, to the

round number of an hundred years.
'

The historical notices of this King of DAdrd* are examined by Major

WiLFOBD and Mr. Bentiey in the 9th and 8th volumes of Asiatic Researches

:

and they refer him to the tenth century of the Christian era ; the one making

him ascend the throne in A. D. 982 the other, ip A. ]!>. 913. The former,

which takes his reign at an entire century, including of course his minority,

Ctt the period of the administration, reign, or regency, of his uncle Mukja, is

compatible with the date ofA'mitagati’s poem (A. D. 993) and with that of

the R&ja-ni&rtaiida or. other astrological and astronontical works ascribed to

him (A. D. 1042) according to the chrofiology of the astronomers of Ujjayani.

The age, assigned to Brahmeoupta, is corroborated by the arguments

adduced in the text. That, given to Munja'la, is consistent with the quota-

tion of him as at the head of a tribe of authors, by Bh a'scara sit the distance

of two centuries. The period allotted to VarXhamihiba, that is, to the

second and most celebrated of the mme, also admits corroboration. This

point, however, being specially important, to the history of Indian astronomy,

and collaterally to that of the Hindu Algebra, deserves and will leceive a

full and distinct consideration. .

*

' The modoro PAor. Wilford. A^. Res.
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F.

AGE Of BRARMEGtrPTA INTERkED FROM ASTkONOMl-
CAL data.

The star ChilrA, Which unquestionably is Spica Vir^nU,' was referred by

Bkahsiegvpta to the 103d degtee counted from its origin to the inter-

section of the star’s circle of declination;* whence the star’s rij^ht ascension is

deduced 182“ 45'. Its actual right ascension in A. D. 1800 was 198® 40' 2*.*

The difference, 15“ 55' 2", is the quantity, by which the bcgim>ingof the first

zodiacal asterismand lunar mansion, Aswini, as infcribic from the position of

the star ChitrA, has recetled from the equinox : and it indlwtes the lapse of

1216 years (to A. D. 1800,) since that point coincided with the equinox; the

annual precession of the star being reckoned at 47", I4.t

'The star Rivuti, which appears to be ^ Piscium,* had no longitude, accord-

ing to the same author, being situated precisely at the close of the asterism

and commencement of the following one, Aiwini, without latitude or decli-

nation, exactly in the equinoctial point. Its actual right ascension in4

1800 was 15® 49' 15".* Tliis, which is the quantity by which the origin of

the Indian ecliptic, as inferible from the position oC the star RAoatl, has re-

ceded from the equinox, indicates a period of 1221 years, elapsed to the end

of the eighteenth century ; the annual precession for that star being 46", 6S.*

The mean of the two is 1218^ years; which, taken from 1800, leave 581

or 582 of the Christian era. BnAiiMEOUPTA 'then appears to have obsert'cd

and written towards tlic close of the sixth, or the beginning of the following

century; for, as the Hindu astronomers seem not*to have been very accurate

observers, the belief of his having lived and published in the seventh

century, about A. D. 628, which answers to 550 Saca, the date assigned

to him by the astronomers oi Ujjayani,, is not inconsistent with the position,

that the vernal equinox did not sensibly to his view deviate from the begin-
«

•

* As. Res. vol.9, p. 339. (««>•)

* Ibid. 9, 327, (Svo.), sod 12, p. 240.

* Zach’s Tables for 1800 deduced from Maikelyne's Catalogue.

t Maskelyne’s Caulogue: the mean precession ofshe equinoctial points being reckoned 50', 3.

’ As. Res. 9, p. 346. (Svo.) • Zach's Tables. ' Zach’s Tables.

f2
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ning of Aries or Mhhai as detomined by him from the star ^Rktati

Piscium) which he places at that point. o

The same author assigns to Jgastya or Cmopus d, distance of 87®, and to

* Lubd'hqca or Sirius 86'’, from the beginning of Misha. From these positions

a mean of 1£80 years is deductble.

The passage in which this author denies the precession of the colures, as

well as the cpmm^t of his scholiast on it, being material to the present

argument, they are here subjoined in a literal version.

‘ The very fewest: hours of night Occur at the end of Mifhuna; and the

seasons are governed by the sun’s motion. Therefore the pair of solstices

appears to be stationary, by the evidence of a pair of eyes.’^

Scholia: ‘ What is said by Vishku Chandra at the beginning of the

chapter on the yuga of the solstice: (“ Its revolutions through the asterisms

are here [in the ca/pa] a hundred and eigbty^nine thousand, four hundred and

eleven. This is termed 2Lyuga of thp solstice, as of old admitted by Brahma,

Arca, and the rest.”) is wrong: for the very fewest hours of night to us

occur when the sun’s place is at the end of Mifkuna [Gemini]; and of

course the very utmost hours of day are at the same period. From that limi-

tary point, the sun’s progress regulates the seasons; namely, the cold season

(sisira) and the rest, comprising two months each, reckoned from Macara

[Capricorn]. Therefore what has been said concerning the motion of the

limitary point is wrong, being contradicted by actual- observation of days

and nights.

‘ The objection, however, is not valid: for now the greatest decrease and

increase of night and day do not happen when the sun’s place is at the end of

Mifhuna: and passages are remembered, expressing “ The southern road of

the sun was from the middle of Aslisha; and the northern one at the be-

ginning of Dhanishfha;*'* and others [of like import]. But all this only

proves, that there is a motion; not that the solstice has made many revolu-

tions through the asterisms.’® •
. •

It was hinted at the beginning of this note, that Brahmecupta’s longi-

tude (dhruvaca) of a star is the arc of the ecliptic intercepted by the star’s

circle of declination, and counted from the origin of the ecliptic at the be-

‘ Brahnuhsidd^hdntOt 11, $ 54.

^This quotation is from VARAHA-MiiiiRAt sanhitdt ph. S, § I and 2.

* Prit’hi/daca swAMf CHATURVEDA on Brohm,
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ginning of Mitha; as his latitude (vktkipa) of a star is the star’s distaoce

' en a circle of declination from its point of intersection with the ecliptic. In

short, he, like other Hindu a^ronomers, counts longitude and latitude of stars

by the intersection of circles of declination with the ecliptic. The subject

had been before noticed.’ To make it more clear, an instance may be taken:

and that of the scholiast’s computation of the zenith distance and meridian

altitude ofCanopus for the latitude of Canymt^a (Cattoi^) may serve as an

apposite example.

From the vicskipa of tlie star Agattya, 77“» he subtracts the declination of

the intersected point of the ecliptic 83“ 58’; to the remainder, which is the

declination of the star, 53“ 2’, he adds the latitude of the place 26* 35 ; the

sun), 79“ 37', is the zenith distance; and its complement to ninety degrees,

10* 23', is the meridian altitude of the star.*

The annual variation of the star in declination, 1", 7, is too sinall to draw

any inference as to the age of the scholiast from the declination here stated.

More especially as it is taken from data furnished by his author; and as he

appears to have been, like most of the Hindu astronomers, no very accurate

.observer; the latitude assigned by him to the city, in which he dwelt, being

no less than half a degree wrong: for the ruins of the city of Canoty are in

27* 5' N.
.

G.

jRYABHAffA'S DOtTRINE.

Arvabhatta was author of the ArffdtMaiata (epO couplete) and Daiagi-

/red (ten stanzas), known by the numerous quotations of Brahsiegupta,

Bhatt6tj>ai.a, and others, who cite both under these respective titles. The

laghu Arytf-siddk^nta, as a work of the same author, and, perliaps, one of

tlwse above-mentioned, is several times quoted by Bha'scara’s commentator

Muniswara. He likewise treated of Algehra, &c. under the distinct heads

of Cuitaca, a problem serving for the resolution of indeterminate ones, and

Vija principle of computotion, or analysis in general.—Zl/. c. 1 1

.

' As. Res. 9, p. 327- (8vo.), and 12, p. 240 ;
(4to.)

*

‘ PaiViiUDACA swam/ on Brakm, ch. 10, f 34.
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Fromthe^otations ofwritea MMkdttomy, saadpaiticalaxiyofBnABUBr

6BPTA, who in many instances cites AnYABHAiffA to controverthis positionii

(and is in genCtal contradicted in his censure by his own scholiast Prit'hu'o

i>aga, cither correcting his quotations, or vindicating the doctrine of the

earlier author), it appears, that Aryabhatta adirmed the diumsd revolution

of the. earth on its axis; and that he accounted for it by a wind or current of

amal fluids the extent of which, according to the orbitassigned to it by him,

corresponds to an elevation of little more than a hundred miles from the sur-

fece of the earth
; that he possessed the, true theory of the causes of lunar and

solar eclipses, and disregarded the imaginary dark planets of the mythologists

and astrologers ; affirming the moon and primary planets (and even the stars)

to be essentially dark, and only illumined by the sun: that he noticed the

motion of the solstitial and equinoctial points, but restricted it to a regular

oscillation, of which he assigned the limit and the period : thak he ascribed

to the epicycles, by which the motion of a planet is represented, a form

varying from the circle and nearly elliptic : that he recognised a motion of

the nodes and apsides of all the primary planets, as well as of the moon ;

though in this instance, as in some others, his censurer imputes to him

,

variance of doctrine.

The magnitude of the earth, and extent of the encompassing wind, is

among the instances wherein he is reproached by Bbahmeoupta )vith ver-

satility, as not having adhered to the same position throughout hisVritings;

but he is vindicated on this, as on most occasions, by the scholiast of his cen-

furer. Particulars of this question, leading to rather curious matter, deserve

notice. •

ALRYABHAfrA’s text Specifies the earth’s diameter, lOSO ytijams; and the

orbit or>circ«mference of the earth’s Vind [spiritus vector] 3398 y^anas;

which, as the scholiast rightly argues, is no discrepancy. The diameter of

this orbit, according to the remark of Brahmegupta, is 1080.

On this, it is to be, in the first place observed, that the proportion of the

circumference to the diameter of a circle, here employed, is that 0V22 to 7 ;

which, not being the same which is given by Bbahmegupta’s rule, (Arithm.

§ 40,) must be presumed to be that, which Abyabhatta taught. Applying
it to the earth’s diameter as by him assigned, viz. 1050, the circumference of
the earth is 3300; which evidently constitutes the dimensions by him in-
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tended : and that number is accordingly stated by a commentator of Bha's-

dARA. See Gati on LiL § 4.

This approximation to the proportion of the diameter of a ciitTe to itt

periphery, is nearer than that which both Brahmegupta and ^r/d’mara,

though later writers, teach in their mensuration, and which is employed in

the Sttrya-siddhinta; namely, one to the square-root of ten. It is adopts

by Bh/scara, who adds, apparently from some othef authority, the still

nearer approximation of 1250 to S927.^iM. ^ 201 .)

Auvabha^ta appears, however, to have also made use of the ratio which

aftervrards contented both BRAHMEGbPTA and ^riVhara; for his rule ad-

duced by Gai»/^sa {LiL § 207) for finding the arc from the chord and versed

sine, is clearly founded on the proportion of the diameter to the periphery,

as one to the square root of ten: as will be evident, if the semicircle be com-

puted by that rule: for it comes out the square root of diameter

being 1.

A more favourable notion of his proficiency in geometry, a Science, how-

ever, much less cultivated by the Hindus than Algebra, may be received from

• his acquaintance with the theorem containing the fundamental property of

the circle, which is cited by PhiYhudaca.

—

{Brahm. 12, %2I.)

The numlier of 3300 y6janas for the circumference of the earth, or 9i

ybjanas for a degree of a great circle, is not very wi^c of the truth, and is,

indeed, a very near approach, if the y^jana^ which contains four cr6iat^ be

rightly inferred from the modern computed found to be 1, 9 B. M.*

For, at that rate of 7, 6 miles to a y^am, the earth’s circumference would bt

25080 B. miles.

The difference between the diameter of the earth, and that of its air (vdyu),

by which term Arvabhatta seems to*intend a euwent of wind whirling as a

vortex, and causing the earth’s revolution on its axis, leaves 15 y6janui, ox

1 14 miles, for the limit of elevation of this atmospheric current.

V
/

Ai. Res. a, loa. (8to.)
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H.

SCANTINESS OF THE ADDITIONS BYLATER WRITERS oif
ALGEBRA.

The observation in tlic text on the scantiness of the improvements or ad-

ditions made to the Algebra of the Hindus in a long period of years after

AnTABHATfA probably, and after Beahhegupta certainly, is extended to

authors whose works are now lost, on the faith of quotations from them.

Sr/o’hara’s rule, which is cited by Bha'scara (ViJ.-gari. § 131) concerning

quadratics, is the same in substance with one of Brauhegupta’s (Ch. 18.

§32—33). Padmana'bha, indeed, appears from the quotation from his treatise

§ 142.) to have been aware of quadratic equations affording two
roots; which Brahhegupta has not noticed ; and this is a material acces-

sion which the science received. There remains an uncertainty respecting

the author, from whom BhXscara has taken the resolution of equations of
the third and fourth degrees in their simple and unaffected cases.

The only names of Algebraists, who preceded Bha'scara, to be added to

those already mentioned, are 1st an earlier writer of the same name (Bha's-

caba) who was at the head of the commentators of Aryabhatt'a
; and 2d,

the elder scholiast of the Brahma-sidd'h&nta, named Bhatt'a Balabhadra.
Both are repeatedly cited by the successor of the latter in the same task of

exposition, Prit’hi/daca Swa'mi; who was himself anterior to the author of
the Sir6mani; being more than once quoted by him. As neither of those

earlier commentators is named by the younger Bha'scara
; nor any intima-

tion given of his having consulted and employed other treatises besides tlie

three specified by him, in the compilation of the Vija-ganita, it is presumable,

that the few additions, v/hich a comparison with the Cuttaca of Brahme-
gupta exhibits, are properly ascribable either to Sri'd’haka or to Padma-
KABHA : most likely to the latter; as he is cited for one such addition ;‘ and
as Sbi'd’hara’s treatise of arithmetic and mensuration, which is;, extant, is

not seemingly the work of an author improving on the labours' of those

who went before him.* 'Tlie corrections and improvements introduced by
Bha'scara himself, and of which he carefully apprizes his readers,* are not
very numerous, nor in general important.^

' Kj/.-gon. § 142. » L«. JU7. BroAm. J2, § 21 and 40. G<m. 126.
* V\j.-gan. before § 44, and after 5 57. also Ch. 1, towards the end ; and Ch. 5. S

Unless LU. § 170 and IJO.
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AGE OF ARYABHAftA.

Undek the Abbasside Khalits Aemansur and Almamun, in the middle

of the eighth and beginning of the ninth centuries of the Christian era, the

Arabs became conversant with the Indian astronomy. It was at that |>eriod,

as may be .presumed, that they obtained information of the existence and

currency of three astronomical systems among the Indians ;* one of which

bore the name of Ahvabiiatta, or, as written in Arabic characters, Arja-

BAHAR,‘ (perhaps intended for Aujabhak) which is as near an approxima-

tion as the difference of characters can be expected to exhibit. This then

unquestionably was the system of the astronomer wliosc age is now to l)c

investigated ; and who is in a thousand places cited hy Hindu writers on

Astronomy, as author of a system ami founder of a sect in this science. It

is inferred from the acquaintance of the Arabs with the astronomical attain-

incnts of the Hindus, at that time, when the court of the Khalif drew the

, visTt of a Hindu astrologer and mathematician, and when the Indian deter*

mination of the mean motions of the planets was made the basis of astrono-

mical tiblcs conijiiled by order of the Khalifs, ' for a gnidc in matters per-

taining to the stars,’ and wlien Indian treatises on t]ie science of numbers

were put ill an Aral/ic dress; adverting also to the dilliculty of obtaining

further insight into tlie Indian sciences, which the author of the TMkhul
hukmd complains of, assigning for the cause the distance of countries, and

tlic various impediments to intercourse: it is^mfened, wc say, from these,

joined to other considerations, that the period in question was that in which

the name of Akvabiiatta was introduced to tho knowledge ot' the Arabs.

Tills, as a first step in inquiring the antiquity of this anllinr, asccj tains his

celebrity, as an astronomical autliority above a thousand years ago.

He is repeatedly named by Hindu authors of a still earlier date: particu-

larly by Ruaiimkoupta, in tlie first part of the seventh century of the Chris-

tian era. He had been copied by ^rite’s whom Rkaiimegipta cites.

V^ARAH \-AiiiiiRA has allusions to him, or employs liis astronomical determi-

• Turikhitl hukma, or Bibl. Arab. Phil. (juolcJ by Casiki; Hibl, Arab. Ilisp. 426. Sco below,

N<jtc M. •

- CobSALi s ArgeOakr is a nusprint (Grig. S^c. dull' Alg. i. 207). CAbiRl give*, as in ihc Arabic,

Argcbahr: which, lu the orlhogruphy here lollowecl, is .hribuhr.
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nations in an astrological work at the beginning of the sixth century. These

facts will be further weighed upon as we proceed.

For determining Aryabhatta’s age with the greater precision of astro-

• nomical clironology, grounds are presented, at the first view promising, but

on examination insufficient.

Ill the investigation of the question upon astronomical grounds, recourse

was in the first place had to his doctrine concerning the precession of tlie

equinoxes. As quoted by Munis'wara, a scholiast of Bhascara, he main-

tained an oscillation of the equinoctial points to twenty-four degrees on

cither side; and he reckoned 578159 such librations in a calpa} Froip ano-

ther passage cited by Bhatt6tpala on Vara'ha-mihira,* his position of the

mean equinoxes was the beginning of Aries and of Libra.* From one more

passage quoted by the scholiast of Brahmegupta,^ it further appears, that

he reckoned 1986120000 years expired’ before the war of the Bhdrata: and

the duration of the Calpa^ if he be rightly quoted by Brahmegupta,*^ is

1008 quadruple of 4320000 years each.

From tl^ese data it follows that according to him, the equinoctial point

had completed 263699 oscillations at the epoch of the war of the Bhdr^ia.

But we are without any information as to the progress made in the current

oscillation when he wrote
;
or the actual distance of the equinox from the

beginning of Misha: the position of which, also, as by him received, is

uncertain.
^

His limit of the motion in trepidation, 24®, was evidently suggested to him

by the former position of the colures declared by Pa'uasara
;
the exact dif-

ference being 23® 20\ But the commencement of Parasa'ha's Aslisha, in

his sphere, or the origin of his siderial Misha^ are unascertained. Whether

his notions of the duodecimal division of the Zodiac were taken from the

Grecian or Egyptian spheres, or from what other immediate source, is but

matter of conjecture.

Quotations of this author furnish the revolutions of Jupiter Jn a yuga^
and of Saturn’s aphelion in a Calpa';^ and those of the moon in the latter

’ As. Res. 12. 213. .
» Vrihat-sanhitd. 2.

* * From the beginning of MUka to theend'of Canyd (Virgo), the half the ecliptic passes through

the north. From the beginning of Tula to the end of (the fishes) Afrna, the remaining half passes

by the south/

** Pafr’iiUDACA on Brahtn. c. 1. § 10 and 30. c. 11. J 4.

* Six mtms^ twenty-seven yugas and three quarten. • PriVhudaca on Brahm. c. 1. § 12.

^ As. Res, 3. 215. • Mun, on BUt* c. 1. § 3^.
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period: but the same passage,^ in which the number of lunar revolutions in

that great period arc given, supplies those of the sun ;
namely 4320000000

;

differing from the duration of the Calpa according to this autlmr as cited by

more ancient compilers. The truth is, as appears from another quotation,*

that Aryabha’^ta, after delivering one complete astronomical system,, pro-

ceeds in a second and distinct chapter to deliver another and different one as

the doctrine of Parasara ; whose authority, he observes, prevails in the Cali

age : and though he seems to indicate the Calpa as the same in both, he also

hints that in one a deduction is made for the time employed in creation ; and

we have seen, that the duration of the Calpa differs in the quotations of

compilers from this author.

The ground then being insufficient, until a more definitive knowledge of

cither system, as developed by him, be recovered, to support any positive

conclusion, recourse must be had, on failure of precise proof, to more loose

presumption. It is to be observed, that he docs not use the Saca or Sambatoi

ViCRAMADiTVA, nor thc ^ca era of Salivauan a : but exclusively employs

the epoch of thc war of the BhAratay which is the era of Yudhisht'hira

^
and the same with the commencement of the Cali yuga. Hence it is to be

argued, that he flourished before this era was superseded by the introduction

of the modern epochas. Varaha-miiiiua, on the other hand, does employ

thc iWtf, termed by him ^ca-bhupa-c6la and Sadndra-cAla

:

which thc old

scholiast interprets “ the time when thc barbarian kings called &ica were

discomfited by Vicram.Vditya and Brahmegupta uses thc modern &ica

era; which he expresses by ^aca-arlpAntfy interpreted by the scholiast of

Bhascara “ thc end [of thc life or reign] of Vicramaditya who slew a

people of barbarians named &ic<w.” Varaha-mihira’s epoch of Saca ap-

pears to have been understood by his teholiast Bhait6tpala to be the same

with the era of ViCRAMADiTYA, which now is usually called and

which is reckoned to commence after 3044 years of the Cali age were ex-

pired : andfBRAHMEOUPTA’s epoch of &xca is the^ era of Salivahana begin-

ning at the expiration of 3179 years of the Caliyuga: and accordingly this

number is specified in his Brahma-siddhan^a. When those eras were first

introduced is not at present with certainty known. If that of Vicrama-

DiTVA, dating with a most memorable event of his reign, came into use

* Mun. on Bhdts c. 1. ^ I6—I 8 .
* V&rt, and Mun* on Bk6i,

g2

’ Vtihtt-tmluti.
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during its continuance, still its introduction could not be from the first so

general as at once and universally to supersede the former era of Yudhish^-

t’hira. But the argument drawn from Arvabhatta’s use of the ancient

epoch, and his silence respecting the modern, so far as it goes, favours the

presumption that he lived before the origin of the modern eras^ Certainly

he is anterior to Brahmegupja, who cites him in more than a •hundted

places by name; and to Varaiia-mihira, whose compilation is founded,

among other authorities, on the Rdmaca of Srishena, dUMWdsisht'ha oi

Vishnu-chandra, which Bbahmegupta affirms to ^be partly taken from

Aryabhatta.^ The priority of this author is explicitly asserted likewise

by the celebrated astronomer Ganesa, who, in explanation of his own iin-

dertaking, says, Rules framed by other holy sages were right in the Tritci

“ and Dwdpara; but, in the present age, Parasara’s. AavAniiAffA,

however, finding his imperfect, after great lapse of time, reformed tlic sys-

** tern. It grew inaccurate and was therefore amended by Durgasinha,

Mihika, and others. This again became insufficient : and correct rules

“ were framed by the son of Jisunu [Buaumegupta] founded upon
** Brahma’s revelation. Ili^ sytem also, after a long time, came to exhibit

difFerences. Cesava rectified it. Now, finding this likewise, a little in-

correct after sixty years,, his sou Ganesa has perfected it, and reconciled

computation and experience.”*

Auvabhatt

a

then preceded Buahmegupta who lived towards the middle

of the sixth century of the Saca m; and Varaha-mihira placed by the

chronologcrs of Ujjayam at the beginning of the fifth or of the second; (for

they notice two astronomerc of the name.) lie is prior also to Vishnu

CHANDRA, Srishena, and Durgasinha; all of them anterior to the second

Vara'ha-miiiiua; and an interval of* two or of three centuries is not more

than adequate to a scries of astronomers following each other intlie task of

emendation, which process of time rendered successively requisite.

On these considerations it is presumed, that Aryabhatta is unquestion-

ably to be placed earlier than the ’fifth century of the Saca

:

and probably so,

by several (by more than two or three) centuries : and not unlikely before the

commencement of either Saca or Sambat eras. In other words, he flourished

some ages before the sixth century of the Christian era : and perhaps lived be-

fore, or, at latest, soon after its commencement. Between these limits, either

* Brahm. Sidd% c. 11. § 48—51. * Citation by NufsiNiiA on Sur. Sidd'h,
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tlie third or the fourth century might he assumed as a middle term. We
sjiall, howcvc'r, take the fifth of Christ as the latest period to which Arva-

13HATTA can, on the most moderate assumption, be reterretl. •

K-

iritITINGS AND AGE OF VARaHA^MIHLRA.

This distinguished astrological writer, a native of U'ljaifanU and son ot'

Aditvadasa,^ was author of a copious work on astrology, compiled, and, as

he declares, abridged from earlier writers. It is comprised in three parts;

the first on astronomy ;
the second and third, on div ination : together con-

stituting a complete course. Such a course, he observes in his jiretaee to

the thiril part, has been termed by ancient writers Sanhitib and consists ot

three Scandlm or parts: the lirst, which teaches to find a planet's place liy

computation (ganita)^ is called tantra ; the second, which ascertains lucky

and unlucky indications, is named hdri ; it relates chietly to nativities,

journeys, and weddings; the third, on prognostics relative to various mut-

ters, is denominated Siichd, The direct and retrograde motions of planets,

with their rising and setting, and other particulars, he goes on to say, had

been propounded by kirn in a treatise termed Carana, meaning, as the scho-

liast remarks, his compilation entitled Pancha-sidd'hdntici : which consti-

tutes tlie first and astronomical portion of his entire work. What relates to

the first branch of astrology (hMi), tlie author adds, had likewise been de-

livered by him; including nativities and prognostics concerning journeys and

weddings. These astrological treatises of his author, the stholiust observes,

arc entitled Vrihahjdtaca^ Frl/iad-ydtrd, and Vrihad^^vivdha-patalu. The

author proceeds to deliver the third part of his course, or the second on

divination-,, omitting, as he nays, supeiiluous and jiithless matter, which

abounds in the writings of his predecessors : such as tjucstions and replies in

dialogue, legendary talcs, and the mylholopfical origin of the planets.

* Vrihat-jatacGf c. § 5; where the author so describes liimseif. IJis scholiast ulvo calls him

A\antka from his native city Ujjui/ani, and terms him a Mufi^adha lira/imr/t, ami u compiler of

astronomical science- UnATToTPALA on Vri.-JiU. 1. ^Thc some bcholiasi biiniUily dcscrilHrs him

in the introduction of n commentary on a work of his son Pafim; tf asas.
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The third part is extant, and entire; and is generally known and cited by

the title of Vrihat-sanhitA

;

or great course of astrology : a denominatiqp

well deserved ; for, notwithstanding the author’s professions of conciseness,

• it contains about four thousand couplets distributed in more than a hundred

chapters, or precisely (including the metrical table of contents) J06.

Of the second part, the first section, on casting of nativities, called Vrihat-

jAtaca, is also extant, and comprises twenty-five chapters ;
or, with the me-

trical table of contents and peroration which concludes it, twenty-six. The

other two sections of this part of the course have not been recovered, though

probably extant in the hands of Hindu astrologers.

The scholia of the celebrated commentator of this authors works, who is

usually called Bhatt6tpala, and who in several places of his commentary

names himself Utpala, (quibbling with simulated modesty on his appella-

tion
; for the word signifies stone :‘) are preserved ; and are complete for the

third part of the author’s course ; and for the first section of the second

:

and the remainder of it likewise is probably extant ; as the copy of the first

section, in the possession of the author of this dissertation, terminates abrupt-

ly after the commencement of the second.

This commentator is noticed in the list of authorities furnished by the

astronomers of Ujjayani

;

and is there stated as of the year 890 of the iSaca

era (A. D. 1068), Sir William Jones supposed him to be the son of the

author, whose work is expounded by him. The giounds of this notion,

which is not, however, very positively advanced by that learned orientalist,

‘

are not set forth. No intimation of such relation of the scholiast to his

author, appears in the preface or the conclusion, nor in the colophon, of the

commentary which has been inspected: nor in the body of the work ; where

the author is of course repeatedly named or referred to, without however

any addition indicative of filial respect, as Hindu writers usually do employ

when speaking of a parent or ancestor. Neither is there any hint of rela-

tionship in the commentary of the same scholiast Bhatt6tpala on a brief

treatise of divination, entitled Prasna<6shtiy comprizing fifty-six stanzas, by

• Preface to the Commentary on the Vrikat-j&taca, Conclusion of the gloss on ch. 18 of VrihaU

sanhiti^ &c. * Stone (utpala) frames the raft of interpretation to cross the ocean composed by

Var&hamihint*

* The words are ‘ the comment written by BjiAT^TdrPALA, who, it seemi, %a8 a son of the au-

thor.' As. Rts. 2 . 390.
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PRix’HUYAiAs son of Varaha-mihira. The suggestion of the filial rcla-

tjon of die sclioHast is probably tbereibre a mere error.

The Pancha-siMhAntki of Varaha>mihira has not yet liceft recovered;

and is only at present known from quotations of authors ; and particularly a

number of {lassages cited from it by his scholiast in course of interpreting

his astrological writings. An important passage of it so quoted will be

noticed forthwith.

It is a compilation, as its name implies, from five iidikAntas; and they

are specified in the second chapter of the Vrthat^sanhiiAy wlierc the author

is enumerating the requisite qualifications of an astronomer competent to

calculate a calendar : among other attainments he requires him to be con-

versant with time measured by yugas^ Ac. as taught in the five sid^hAnttu

upon astronomy named Paulisa^ RAmaca^ VAsUhfha^ Saura, and PaiiAfnaka,^

The title of Varama-mihira's compilation misled a writer on Hindu

astronomy* into an unfounded supposition, that he was the acknowledged

author of the five sidd hAntas

;

the names of two of wliich moreover arc

mistaken, Siiwfl and Paulastya being erroneously substituted for Rdmaca and

Panliia. These two, as well as the VAsishfha, are the works of known

authors, namely, Pulisa, Srishena, and Vishnu-chandra; all three men-

tioned by Brahmegupta: by whom also the whole five sidd'kAntas arc

noticed under the very same names and in the same order ;* and who has

specified the authors of the first three.^ The VAsitht he of Vishj/u-Chaxdra

was indeed preceded by an earlier work (so entitled) of an unknown author,

from which that, as well as the Rdmaca, is in part taken and it may be

deemed an amended edition : but the Rdmaca rfnd Paulisa arc single of the

names ;
and no* Hindu astronomer, possessing any knowledge of the liistory

of the science cultivated by him, everfcould imagine, that Varaha-miiiira

composed the work which takes its name from Pulisa, the distinguished

founder of a sect or school in astronomy opposed to that of AavA-BHAT'fA.

The passage of the PanckchsMhAnticA cited by the scholiast," and

promised to be here noticed, has been quoted in an essay inserted m the

researches of the Asiatic Society,’ as well as -a parallel passage of the Vrihat-

* Viihat^aM&, c. 2. § 7-

’ Brahm. SiMh, c. 14.

• On Vrihoi-tankUdy c. 2.

• As, Res. S, 19^.

Ibid, c.’ll.

» As. Rci. 12.

’ Ibid.
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sanhith} both relative to the ancient and actual position of the colures
;
and

deemed parallel (though one be less precise than the other); since they arp

cited together as of the same author, and consequently as of like import,

by the scholiast.® The text of the Vrthat-sanhitd is further authenticated by

a quotation of it in the commentary of Prit'hudaca on Braumegupta;®

and the former position, of the colures is precisely that which is described in

the calendar appendant on the Vidas^^ and which is implied in a passage of

ParXsara, concerning the seasons, which is quoted by Bhattotpala.

The position of the colures, affirmed as actual in bis time by Varaiia-

MiHiRA, in the PYihat-sanhitd, implies an antiquity of either 1216 or 1440

years before A. D. 1800, according to the origin of the ecliptic determined

from the star Chitrd (Spica virginis) distant eitl^er 180° or 188® from it; or

a still greater antiquity, if it be taken to have corresponded more nearly

with the Grecian celestial sphere. The mean of the two numbers (disre-

garding the surmise of greater antiquity,) carries him to A. D. 472. If

Varaha-miiura concurred with those Indian astronomers, who allow an

oscillation of the equinox to 27* in 3 800 years, or a complete osdillation of

that extent both E. and W. in 7200 years, he must have lived sobn aftei*the^

year 3600 of the Ctf/i yuga^ or 421 Saca, answering to A. D. 499; which is

but six years from the date assigned to him by the astronomers of UjjayanU

and twenty-seven from the mean before inferred.

It is probable, therefore, that he flourished about >the close of the fifth

century of the Christian, era; and this inference is corroborated by the

mention of an astrologer of this name in the Panchatantra^ the Sanscrit ori-

ginal of the fables of Pilpay^ translated in the reign of Nushikvax, King of

Persia, in the,latter part of the sixth century and beginning of the seventh.^

To that conclusion there is opposed an argument drawn from a passage of .

the Bhdswti-car^na ; in wliich the author of that treatise dated 1021 Haca

(A. D. 1098) professes to have derived instruction i'rom jMi/iu'a, meaning,

as is supposed, oral instruction from Varaha-miujra
;
and the argument

has been supported by cohiputations which make the Surya-siddlidnta and

Jdtacdrnava, the latter ascribed to Varaiia-miiiira, to be both works of tlic

same period, and as modern as the eleventli century.^

* C. 3 . § 1 and 2. * On V/ t Sank. c. 2. ,

^ Bnt/im. Sidd'/i. c. 11, § .54. ‘ As, Res. 8. 46*9.

^ Pref. to the Sansc, Iliiopadcsa, Edit. Serampur. ® As. Res. 6. 672.
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To this it has been replied, that the Mihiha, from whom SataJjanda,

author of the BhifnvatU derived instruction, is not the same person or per-

sonage with the author of the Vrihat sanhiti; if indeed Satananda’s ex-

pression do intend the same name, V'ahaha.' That expression must Ix'

allowed to be a very imperfect designation, which omits lialf and that. the

most distinctive half, of an appellation : and it is not such, as would he

applied by a contemporary and auditor to an author and lecturer, whose

celebrity cQuld not yet l>e so generally diffused, as to render a part of his

name a sufficient intimation of the remainder: w'ithout previous and well

established association of the terms. But even conceding the interpretation,

it would then be right to admit a third Varaiia-mihiua, besides the two

noticed by the chronologists of Ujjotfani; and the third will be an astrono-

mer, contemporary with Raja Bh6ja-dev a ;
and the preceptor ot Sat a-

nanda; and author of the Jatacartiava, supposing this treatise on nativities

to be properly ascribed to an author bearing that name, and to be on suffi-

cient grounds referred to the eleventh century.

There remains to be here noticed another treatise on casting of nativities,

^to tvhich the same favourite name of a celebrated astrologer is affixed. It

is a concise tract entitled Laghu-jAtaca

:

and its authenticity as a work ot

the astrologer of Uijayam is established by the verifying of a quotation of

the scholiast BiiAffdTPALA ;
w’ho cites a passage of bis authors (X)mpen-

dious treatise on the ^fbme subject (swalpa jAtaca) in course ot expounding

a rule of prognostication concerning the destination of a prince to the throne

and his future character as a monarch (Vfthat-jAuicay 11. 1.). That passage

occurs in the Laghu-jAtaca (Misc. Chap.). It fs hardly to be supposed, that

the same writer can have given a third treatise on the same subject ot

nativities, entitled JAutcArma^a.

The question concerning the age of the Surya-siddThAnta remains for con-

sideration. It is a very material one; as lx)th Varaha-mihira and Brah-

MEGUPTA Apeak of a Saura (or Solar) siddhanta, swh\d\ is a title of the same

import: and, unless a work bearing this’ title may have existed earlier than

the age, which is assigned, for reasons, to be at a future time examined, to

the Surya-sidd'hanta, the conclusions respecting the periods when they re-

spectively wrote, arc impeached in the degree in whicli those grounds of

calculation may deserve confidence. Those grounds in detail will be dis-

cussed at a separate opportunity. But independently of this discussion ot

As. Res. 12. p. 221.

I)
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their merits, sufficient evidence does exist to establish, that more than one

edition of a treatise of astronomy has borne the name of Siirya (>vith it»

synonyma) the sun. For Lacshmidasa cites one under the title of Vrihat

iurya-sidiThdnta} (for a passage which the current solar Sidd'kania does not

exhibit;) in contradistinction to another more frequently cited by him with-

out the distinctive epithet of Vrihat: and in these latter instances his quota-

tions admit of verification. A reference of Biiascara to a passage of the

Saura, or, as explained by his own annotation, the Surya-sidd bdnta, does not

agree with the text of the received S(irya-sidd'hAnta.^ His commentators

indeed do not unreservedly conclude from the discrepancy a difference of

the work quoted, and that usually received under the same title. Yet the

inference seems legitimate. At all ev'cnts the quotation from the Vrihat-

surya-siddhcinta, in the Ganita-tatwa-chintdmahi of Lacshmida'sa, proves

beyond question, that in that commentator’s opinion, and consistently with

his knowledge, more than one'treatise bearing the same name existed.

There is evidence besides of Arabian writers, that a system of astronomy

bearing the equivalent title of Area (Solar) was one of three, which were

found by them current among the Hindus, when the Arabs obtained

knowledge of the Indian astronomy in the time of the Abbasside Khalifs,

about the dose of the eighth century or commencement of the ninth of the

Christian era.* Arcand, the name by which the Arabs designate one of those

three astronomical systems, assigning it as an Indian t^m, is the well known

corruption of Area in the common dialects, and is familiar in the application

of the same word as a name of a plant (Asclepias Gigantea) which, bearing

all the synonyma of the sun,‘ is called vulgarly Acandy or Arcand.

The doctrine of astronomy appears then to have been known by this

name to tlie Arabians as one of three Indian astronomical systems a thousand

years ago. The fact is that both the title and tlie system are considerably more

ancient. Revisions of systems occasionally take place; like Buahmegupta's

revisal of the Brahma-siddMntay to adapt and modernise them ; 'Or, in other

words, for the purpose, as Brahmeoupta intimates, of reconciling compu-

tation and observation. ThcA’wryaor Arca-sidd'hdnia, no doubt, has under-

gone this process; and actually exhibits manifest indications of it.^

In every view, it is presumed, that any question concerning the age of

the present text of the Surya siddkdntay or determination of that question,

• 0611. tau-ul on Spherics of Siromaiii, ch. 4 . Cotis. of Sines.

> See Note N. * As. Res. 2. 235.

As.' Res. 12.
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will leate untouched the evidence for the age of the author of the Frihat-

«fnAi7/f,.VARAHA-MiHiRA, 8on of Adityadasa, Rii astrologcr of Ljjat/mii,

who appears to have flourished at tlie close of the fifth, or biTginniug of the

sixth century of the Christian era. He was preceded, as it seems, by another

of the same name, who lived, according to the chroiiologista of IJjijayani^ at

the close of the second century. He may have been followed by a third,

who is said to have flourished at the Court of Raja Bh6ja-d£va of Dhara ,

and to have had Satananda, the author of the Bhasvatl^ for his scholar.

L.

INTRODUCTION AND PROGRESS OF ALGEBRA AMONG
THE ITALIANS.

Leonardo of Pisa was unquestionably the first who made knouii tlic

Ari^bian Algebra to Christian Europe. This fact was, indeed, for e time

^disputed, and the pretensions of the Italians to the credit of being the first

European nation, which cultivated Algebra, were contested, upon vague

surmises of a possible, and therefore presumed probable, communication of

the science of Algebm, together with that of Arithmetic, by the Saracens of

Spain to their Chrisnan neighl>ours in the Peninsula, and to others alleged

to have resorted thither for instruction. The conjecture, hazarded byW a Lti s

(Algebra historical and practical) on this point, was assisted by a strange

blunder, in wliich Blancanus was followed by Vossius and a heni of sub-'

sequent writers, concerning the age of Leonardo, placed by them precisely

tw'o centuries too low. The claims of the Italians in his favour, and for

themselves as his early disciples, were accordingly resisted with a degree of

acrimony (Gua. Mem. de TAcad. dcs Sc. 1741. p. 436.) which can only be

accounted for by that disposition to detraction, which occasionally manifests

itself in the literary, as in the idler, walks of society. The evidence of his

right to acknowledgments for transplanting Arabian Algebra into Europe,

was for a long period ill set forth: but, when diligently sought, and care-

fully adduced, doubt was removed and opposition silenced.'

' Montucia, 2d Ed. Addin.

h2
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The merit of vindicating his claim belongs chiefly to Cossali.‘ A manu-
script of Ljeonakdo’s treatise on Arithmetic and Algebra, bearing the title;

oi Liber Abbaci compositui a Leonardo JUio Bomeci Pisano in anno 1202,
• was found towards the middle of the last century by Targioni Tozzetti* m
the Magliabecchian library at Florence, of which he had the. care; and
another work of that author, on square numbers, was afterwards found by
the same person inserted in an anonymous compilation, treating of compu-
tation, (un trattato d’Abbaco), in the library of a royal hospital at the same
place. A transcript of one more treatise of the same writer was noticed by
Tozzetti in the Magliabecchian collection, entitled Leonardi Pisani deJiliis
Bonacci Practica Geometric composita anno 1220. The subject of it is
confined to mensuration of land; and, being mentioned by the author in his
epistle prefixed to the revised Liber Abbaci, shows the revision to be of later
date. It appears to be of 1228.® ToizEm subsequently met with a second
copy of the Liber Abbaci in Magliabecchi’s collection : but it is described by
him as inaccurate and incomplete.* A third has been since discovered in the
Riccardian collection, also at Florence : and a fourth, but imperfect one, was
communicated by Nelli to Cossali.* No diligence of research has, how-
ever, regained any tmcc of the volume which contained Leonardo’s treatise
on square numbers; the library, in which it was seen, having been dispersed
previously to Cossali’s inquiries.

It appears from a brief account of himself and his tn^vels, and the motives
of his undertaking, which Leonardo has introduced into his preface to the
Liber Abbaci, that he travelled into Egypt, Barbary, Syria, Greece, anti
Sicily ; that being in his youth at Bugia in Barbary, where his father
Bonacci held an employment of scribe at the Custom House by appointment
from Pisa, for Pisan merchants resorting thither, he was there grounded in
the Indian method of accounting by nine numerals; and that finding it more
commodious, and far preferable to that which was used in other countries
Visited by him, he prosecuted the study,* and with some additionsof his own,
and taking some things from Euclid’s geometry, he. undertook the com-

• Origine, &c. dell’Algebra. Parma 1797.

’
* Fiaggi,iand n. Edit. 1731,-175+

’ Cossali, Origine, &c. c. 1. § 5 .
ii. Edit. 1768.

Orig’me, ^c.’deir Algebra, c. 2. § I.

‘ Quarc amplectetw stricliiw ips.im modum Yndorum, et nctendus studens in eo, ex propria
sensu qusBdam adden>, el qumdam ex xubtilitatibu. Euclidi* geoinetria artis apponen*. &c.
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position of the treatise in question, that the Latin race might no longer be

^uncl deficient in the complete knowledge of that mcthotl of computation.'*

In the epistle prefixed to the revision of his work he professes to have taught

the complete doctrine of numbers according to the Indian method.^

His peregrinations then, and his study of the Indian computation tlirough

tlie medium of Arabic, in an African city, took place towards the close of

the twelfth century; the earliest date of his work being A. C. 1209.

He had been preceedetl by more tlian two centuries, in the study of arith-

metic under Muhammedan instructors, by G EHBERT(thc Pope Si lvestkh II.®),

whose^ardour for the acquisition of knowledge led him at the termination of

a two ycai's noviciate, as a Benedictine, to proceed by stealth into Spain,

where he learnt astrology from the Saracens, and with it more valuable

science, especially arithmetic. This, upon his l•ctll^^, he communicateil to

Christian Europe, teaching the metlKxl of numbers under the designation of

Abacus, a name apparently first iiitrociuced by him, (rationes numcrorum

Abaci,*) by rules abstruse and difticiiU to be uiulcrstoo<l, as Wiiliam of

Malmesbui'y affirms: Abacum certe primus a Saraccnis rapiens, regutas dtdit,

(judtasudantibus Abacistis vix inttUiguntur.^ It was piobably owing to this

obscurity of his rules and manner of tmiting the Arabian, or rather Indian

arithmetic, tliat it made so little progress between his time and that of the

Pisan.

Leoxahdo's work a treatise of Arithmetic, tcrmiifated, as Arabic treatises

of computation are similarly,* by the solution of equations of die two ftfst

degrees. lathe enumeration and ex|Hisition of the parts compriserl in his

fifteenth chapter, wliich is his last, he says, Tertia erit super modum Algebrce et

AlmucabaUc; and, beginning to treat qf it, hicipit pars tertia de soiutiofte

quarundam quetstionum secundum modtim Algebras ft Almucabalrc, scilicet op-

posiiionis et restaurationis. 'Fhc sense of the Arabic terms arc hcic given in

the inverse order, as has been remarked by Cassa L!, and as clearly appears

from Leonardo’s process of resolving an equation, which will be hereafter

shown.

‘ Plenam numcrorum ductriuam edidi Yndortmi, quern mwium in ip»a scientia prawlanliorem

clegi.

* Archbi&hopin 992; Pope in 999; i*' 1003.

* Epfc prefixed to his Treatise De Numerorum Divisione. OerO, Ep, l60, (Ed. l6Tl.)

* De Geirtis Anglorum, c. 2.

* See Mr. Strachrp't examination of the KhuUuMlhiidb, As. Rea. 12. Early HiMory vf Alg.
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He pfcmises the observation, that in^iiumber three considerations are dis-

tinguished: one simple and absolute, which is that of* number in itself

:

other two, relative; being those of root and of square. The latter, as he

adds, is called which is the term he aftemards employs throughout.

It is the equivalent of the Arabic which properly signifies wealth,

estate; and census seems therefore to be here employed by Leonardo, on

account of its correspondent acceptation; {quicquidfortunarum quis habet,

Steph.) in like manner as he translates the Arabic shai by m, thing, as a

designation of the root unknown.

He accordingly proceeds to observe, that the simple numl>er, the root, and

the square (census), are equalled together in six ways: so that six forms of

equality are distinguished : the three first of which are called simple; and

the three others compound. The order, in which he arranges' them, is pre-

cisely that which is copied by PAcroio.' It differs by a slight transposition

from the order in which they occur in the earliest Arabic treatises of Alge-

bra ;® and which, no doubt, was retained in the Italian version from the

Arabic executed by GuoxtELuo Dt Lunis, and others who are noticed by

CosSALi upon indications which are pointed out by him.’ For PAcrOLo

cautions the reader not to regard the difference of arrangement, as this is a

matter of arbitrary choice.^ LeonarDoV six-fold distinction, reduced to tlie

modem algebraic notation, is 1st, 2d, 3d, 4tli>

vtHp 5th, p
'

6th,\r* + w=/r x. In Phciolo’s abridged no-

tation it is 1st, e c\ 2d, c® e w®* 3d, c® e w®, The Arabic arrange-^

ment, in the treatise of the Khuxvarezmite^ is, 1st, x^^p x, 2d, 3d,

p x^n, 4th, x^^px^n. 2d, a^-¥n^px. 3d, Later compi-

lations transfer the third of these to the first place.^

Like the Arabs, Leonari>o omits ahd passes unnoticed the fourth form of

quadratic equations, x^^-p .r-hw*ao. It could not, indeed, come within the

Arabian division^ of equations into simple, between species and species, and

compound, between one species and two:^ quantity being either stated

affirmatively, or restored in this Algebra to the positive form. Paciolo

expressly observes, that in no other but these six ways, is any equation be-

* Summa Arithmetica, ^c. * See Note N. * Origine, &c. dell'Alg.

Summ'a, 8. 5, 5, ^ Suraraa, 8. 5. 5. ® Khuldsalu^l hUdb,

7 Khuldmtul kidb.
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tweeii those quantities possible: Altramente cht i juaii 6 dUcorsi modi nm t

possible aicum loro tquatvom.

Leonardo’s resolution of the three simple cases of equa:tion is not ex-

hibitetl by Cossaei. It is, however, the same, no doubt, with tliat which is

taught by P^ciOLO ; and which precisely agrees witli the rules coutaiiied in

the Arabic books/ To facilitate comparison, and obviate distant i-efereucc,

Paciolos rules are here subjoined in fewer words than he employs.

Jst, Divide the things by the squares [coedicient by coclhcientj, the

quotient is the value of thing.

iid, Divide the number by the s(juares [by the coefficient of the squaie],

the root of the quotient is the value of thing.

3d, Divide the number by the things [that is, by the coellicicut], tlie

quotient is the value of thing.*

The resolution of the three cases of compound equations is delivered by

CossALi from Leonardo, contiacting his rugged Latin into modern Alge-

braic form.

1 .St, Ik +p Then .r= -+ p + 1/ (i p‘ + «).

Oil, Be .r=:p Then a’ssi p-t v< (i p'^-t w).

3d, Be .r + w=p .r. Then, if i p‘^w> tlie equation is impossible. If

I p‘=;;7, then p. If i p‘7W, then p-/ ([ P‘-m), or =|p-f V

(I P‘-'0’

lie adds the remark/ Ei sic, si non solvctur^ucestio'^cum dimmtione, solve*

tur cum additione.

The rules are the same which arc found in the Arabic treatises of algebra.*

The same rules will be likewise fouud in the work of Paciolo, expressed

witli his usual verboseness in his Italian text: to wliich, in this instance, he

has added in the margin the same instmetions delivered in a epneiser form in

Latin memorial verses. As they are given at IcugUi by Montucea, it is un-

necessary to cite them in this place. On the subject of the impossible case

Paciolo adds, as a Kolandum utiimtmum, ‘ iW numcro (/ual si trova in la

detta equatione accompagnalo con lo censo, sel fwn eminore 0 veramente equate

at quadrato de la mita de le cose, el caso ess^re insolubile : c pur vonsequente

detio agguagiiajnenlo non potcre awenire per alcun modo' Summa, 8. 4 . 156.

Concerning the two roots of the quadratic equation in the otlicr case,

‘ See Note N ; and A*. Res. 12. * Suntroa, 8. 5. 6. * See N(ite N.
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und^rvthe Mine ^»pad,i be> thu^.^xpanttii .tbe<short <»tu;ludtag repMirk o£ X^o>

VAftQo: ' Sia cfu luno e ialtro, modo-^ati^a al tetfWJ- ma a le volte «« keeci Iq

venia a funo modoy aie volte a Ttdtrq^f'. elpercheyse camnda la radice del

detto remanente de la mita de le cose non satisfacesse al tema, la detta radice

aggiugni a Id mita de le cose e averat elifuesito; e maifallera cheiaVmo di lai

modi non sia satisfatta al quesito, doe giognendo le, ovvero cavando la del

dimeciamentoele’le eosei .Summa; ti. 4. 4S.. ' , . * >

Bo^fBSLLi remuke sonaeiiirhat diiifei'antly on th^ same point. . Neiquesiti

alcuna volta, ben cbedieta^t il refiatiie nan servif ma ben si la somma sempre.

Alg.-.a. .S63 >«•'' 'i ' -

The rule* for the resolution, of eompound . equations are demonstrated by

Leonardo upon neetaiinenf figures ;v.aadiiu<tlre4ast instance he has reference

to Euolid.—Lib. 9* >Tb. &..• There ia ropm then to surmise^ that seme of the

demonstrations are among the^additioBs, which,he professes to have made.

Among themany problemswhich ha psoeeedaito resolv«t two of which are

selected by X^ossau for instances,«f hiaqrannerj it,»nll he sufficient to cite

ooo,iiu,thekre*Qhaimi,of whidt. the whol«>#w^cl'^’ihi8 roperatiuna is cx-

hihited<i substituting, however, the.more, oni^p^dious. modern . signs. ‘His^

manner of, conducting the eigebraic -procesa^ mpy, ,fae, fully understood from

this single instance.
! ^ , v. i

. , / > .*• «

Problem: To divide tbenwinher lO ipto two parts, ftuch»that dividing one

by the other, and adding lOrtprthe ^un ofthe quot^nh multiplying the

aggregate by the greater, the mnount is finally 114. ...

.
I^t tbe rigbt line a be tire greater ofthe,parts sought ;.'wlrich I call thing

(quam.pone rem); and the right line A g,cqual to 10; to which are joined in

the samedirectiongdjde, representing die quotients of division ofthe parts,

one , by tlie.«ther. Siitcq n muHipfied ,
by b e is equal t». l|4, therefore

flXi J4; and taking,f»iom ,eadi,*i4e cXi^ g. theiie will be

aXg d+ttXd e^ 1 14-dX^ g- Pe g d. .the, quotient 10-^ there, will arise

xo^a+axd \ 14- 4{X^^=s 1 js equal 19^ ,
iv^hei^sc

aXd e* 104-9 But rfe is the quotient a ; wherefore a* ^ l04-^9ac

So tlvat a*= 1040— 194 a^Qa^, Restore diminished things (n^taHra res di-

* Compare witJi Hin4u aa4
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minutis), tfad trike one sqvafe from each skle (et extmhe uiram ceonim

»b titraqne '{riUteX the remainder is 8 11
*
4- 1040a 194 «/ and, dividing by

eight, a'-(-I30s84ia; and resolving diiis according to rule, «aiy7-
^

8 -

4/(97)*^ 1 9{Kb97—53«8 : consequently 10

8 8 ?
Besides his great work on arithmetic and algebra, Leonaano was author

of a separate treatise, as already intimated, on square numbers. Reference

is formally made to it by Pacioio, who drew largely from this source, and

who mentions Le quali domande (Questions concerning square numbers)

tono difficillmime quanto ala demonttratione dela practica; comme ta eki ben

la tcrutinato. Maxim I.«onardo Pitano in tm partkuiare tractato eke Jk

de quadratis numeris intUuhto. Dove con grande tforMO M ingegtM dare

norma e regola a eimili soltttioni. Summa 1.4. 6.
'

The directions for the solution of such preWems bdng professedly taken

by Pactolo chiefly from LtoNAano, ami the problems tliemselves whidt

are instanced by him being probably so, it can be no difficult task to resfow

,th/lo8t work of Leonardo on this subject. The divination has accordingly

been attempted by Cossaei, and with a considerable degree of success.

(Origine, &c. dell’ Algebra, c. 5.)

Among problems of this sort which are treated by Paciolo after Leo-

nardo, several are found In tire current Arabic treatises; others, which

belong to the indeterminate analysis, occur in the algebraic treatises of ftie

Hindus; some, which are more pibperly Diophantine, may hate been taken

from the Arabic translation, or commentary, bf the work of IMophkntus.

Leonardo’s endeavour to reduce the solution of such problems to general

rule and system, according to Paciolo’s intimation of- his efforts towards

that end, must have been purely his own : as noftiing systematic to this elibet

is to be found in the Arabic treatises of Algebra; and as he clearly had no

communication through his Arab instructors, por any knowledge of the

Hindu methods for the general resolution of indeterminate problems simple

or quadratre.
'

Montwcea, who had originally underrated the performance of Leo-

nardo, seems to have finally conceded to it a merit rather beyond its desert,

wheA be ascribes to that author the resolution of certain biquadratics as

derivative equations of the second dqfree. The derivative rules were,

i
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acoordifig toCAiijbAfe’^ affirmUtion, add^ to tbeorigtiial ones Ls6KAitDo
hy aB;uiK:ertam authcn^; ty Paciolo. Gar^
dan’s testimoay in this respect is iadeed?not condusire/ as thejpassage,) in

which the subject is mentioned, b in other points replete with errors : attri-

buting the invention of Algebia toiMiiHAMMED son of Musa, and alleging

the testimony of Leonardo to that pbint; limiting LcoNAitDO^s rules to

fout, and intimating that Paoiolo introdui^ed the derivative rules in the

same place with the priucipali^all whidi is* unfounded and contmry to the.

fact. CossAti^ however, who seems to have diligently examined L/eonardo’*

rwnains^ does not claim this)honour for bis author: but appears to^idmit

Ca»J)an’8 position,- Aatthc derivative, or, as they are termed by Pacioio;
the propoi^nal e^uaticiQs, ahd^rules for tlie solntion of them, wcrc’ devised

by an uncertain author; and introduced by Pacioeo into his compitotioii

under a separate head which actuoHy is the oa^c. ' (Suimna 8, ftc.)

Iid regafrd to the blunder, in? which Mcw^tucda ^copied eaiiier

respfcabaljG^ lhd)tiitio when Leonardo of Piia flouriilied, he has defended

hirtielf(Rd edit Additions) against the reprehensipa of’ ©ossaw, upon the

piesmtihat he wafi not bouad to know of irianuscripts existing in certain

libraries of 4tajiy, 'whkh served to show the age in which fthat author lived.

The excuse is not altogether valid; fol TAa(m)Ni^To 2^aa)TOt Itod annour^
to the public the dbcovery of the »m««uicripta in quertionjt^ the date,

and a sufficient intimatioii off the contents ; several yearii* before the first

volumes of MoNVucCA’i$»Wistory of Mathematics appearedi^>

J am withheld from further aaimadveaision on the negligence of an author,

who has in other < respectis cteserved weJL of science, by the consideration,

that equal want of roseafoh, and in ^tlie^very same instance, has been mani-

fested by more iweotwaaitc^s, and artong our own countrymen. Even so •

lately aa in^the.t-past?yeaBi(t81d)*a'distinguisbocLmath€raatician, writing in

the Encyclopsedia which bears the national appellation,*? has jclied on obso^

lete authorities andiadtiqsiateddisqnisttions concerning the introductioh of

the denary numerals inta? Europe; and^ shown total unacquaintance' with

what was made public sixty years ago by Targioni Tozzetti and amply

discussed by Cossa^i in a copious^work on the progress of Algebra in Italy,

' .
'-yf r •

'1 -M'iiK
. t

'

. V. : -AV

* Targioni Tojszetti’s first volume bears date 1751. His sixth, (the last of his first edition)

1754. MontuclA*s first two volumes were ^pkibiished in 1758.

‘ Encycl. Brit. Supp. art. Arithmetic.
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tadiin an eirlier oiie arigm of Arithmetic, 'putdi^

Ijwenty years since: nutter fhUy it^ogiYtaed Montucla in his secoinl

editioiiy mid briefly noticed in common biographical dictionaries.^

In the artklo of tlie Encyciopa^ia/ to w hich reference has been just madcf

the author is not less unfortunate in all tlut he salys couceming the Hindus

and their arithmetical knowledge. He describes tlie LUieoatk as a short

and meagre performance headed* with a silly preamble and colloquy of tl\e

godsk’^ (Where he got tills colloquy is diflicuit to divine; the LH&oati

contains node); The examples,” he says, are generally very easy, and

only written on the margin with red ink/’ (Not so written in anyone

mnong rile many copies coMated or inspected.) ** Of fractions,” ha adds,

** whether decimal or vulgar, it treats not at all” (Sec Ch. fl. Scoti 8. and

Ch.4 Sects, also^ |S8.) / .

Hevgoes on to say, ^ the Hindus pretend, that > this^ aritlimerical treatite

was< composed about the year I KStf of tfic (ihristkn em, te.” Every thing

in that passage is orroneous. Thh date of the £i//foa/^is 1 ISO, nt

The uncertainty of the age ofta manuscript does not, as suggested^ aifoct

certainty of the date of the original composition. It is not» truc^ m
alleged, that the oriental transcriber w awrultomed to incorporate witliout

scruple* such additions irt the* text ab he- thinks fit. Nor is^ it practicable for

him to do so with u text arranged in metre, of which thodines are nhsmlxmf;

as is the case with ^imrcrir text books in general, *^*CollaitJ(jn demonstrates

that no such liberty has liecn taken with the parti^hhir book in question.

The same writer affirms, that ^ithe Persians, though no lodger sovereigns

of Hindustan, yet display tlieir supgriority ovUr the feeble 'Genteos,^' sinoc

they generally^ fill the .offiow of tlie tevenuies and* have the reputation of

• being tlie most expert calculators in east*” This is literally and precisely

the reverse of tlie truth ; as every one knotvs, Who has read or heard any

thing oonceming India.’^ i I * - <

' *

The author is not more coiTcet when he aiiserls, that it appears from a

careful inspection of the mantiscripts preserved in the different public libra-

ries in Europe, that the Arabians wereaiot acquainted with the denary

numerals before the middle of the thirteenth century of the Christian era.”

Leonabdo of Pisa bad learned the Indian numerals from Arabian instruc-

• Diet, Hist, par Chaudon and Delaodines art# Lcoaand da Pue. 7 Edit. (1789)* Probably in

earlier editions likewise.

i 2
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tion in the twelfth century and taught the use of them in. the second year

of the thirteenth: and the Arabs wer^/n possession of the Indian mode.of

computation by these numerals so far back as the eighth century of the

^ Christian era.* / / ' t /. >vr -x , \ .

To return to the subject.

After Leonardo of PitOi and befett' the. mveation of die art of’
printing

and puUiaatioo of the first printed traaitiao on the science, by ^PacioiiO^

Algebra, was 'diligently(Cultivated by.the i Italian mathematkiafos;: it waS piuli«

lioly taught by' pix^easors;' treatises wereiwrittan on it;>and reourrencor.wos
'

again bad to tlie' Arabian' .source. . >A'Aianalation “ the <Rule<of Algebra’^

(La Regola dell’ Algebra) from (the Arabic .into the language of ItSly by

GnouROMO ni LuuiSi lis notioed atithe beginning.of ^the RugiommmtoM
Algebra thy RArfAidLoiGAnacoi, the extatit manuscript of which i^censi-i

<IoKdiby <aBtiquarian^!to<bcof)th«ifouftei3nfehc«Bt«fyi* . A trraislatioa ofthe

original treatise idft MwnAMteRDiscMiMosuk < thoKhnwarezmite appeara to.

hiMiihflftQ ourient in Italy ;iand' was.seen at ajlaterr.pdriod'by both Cardan
and. BoaiRBEU.* . PAOnO !DEtLAi iP.BIIIOOiLA,!'DBlllEmol(.BBAOADlllin sod

AiNDONipductRitARO, are named' ‘by PAOioLOiiltpsiicoessively hlliog the pso*'^

fessor'ar.chalr.'.at /¥enice^die> lattev<hi$ ioWnx^crwKlisoiple. lie i himself

taught iAlgnbni<puidioly at PaiivacMiab'two'did'erGiaitiperiodst^. ' in thO'pre*' >

ceding ageiiiniunher<of treatHes.on'AlgorithroiJSome'of thena widi that title;

othersdihe'lifiONiAiiMifs, ctttitLedf De-Abaco^ and probably like bis touching

OR Algrhra as wett'^s Aiithmcfeic^iwOve ciiOulatedvi Paolo dii Daoomari,

in paftkulaf4 :af mathematician livingin the mkkileofthodburteeuith >eentury,

'

obtaiDed^tbe sumauieofDeUViid^aoo tor his Shilbitl^tlie science of aiuubcrs,

andisxbeaides/saiftljtO'hayelDeeni eenv^rsant widi^quatiens {whetheralgebraic

or astronomical may indeed be questioned;) as well as geometry.^

iWhh' dieaBf'ofprintipagoame the 'publication of iPACioxo ; and die subse-

quent history, of the inventions' in Algebra by Italian masters, isftoc well

known to need tP bo^ repeated in this placet >

Ji.SdStNvWNt,., , .)
'

V Cops^U, <)f,ig. 4t5, Aljsbr^,
,

Casdan An.Magn, S. .

. . i .. '

'

1 f «, 1 V * » ;
t. :

* Ibia, j. 9.
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ARITHMETICS OF DIOPHANTUS.

jFrvxiqopiesof Di09HAim>s, visti. UBrte>in tiie Vatifcan (Cot$ali,0^ig,4tU'

.<^> >1 4."4 9<)r X3E.AN»£A'% SUppMOd (C*$S. H. ^ i) tO ilC tkc taVIM With

thftPalatiiie inspected >bySAou)Ai8S^tliODgh spoken ofas dittinct by Bacret,

(Eput. ad^kct,) } tad thcPaiBian used by Bacaet bhnsoif /iA.;; ali

coatans the ’same text. Butioue 'ef the Vatican copMs« believed to be that

which BOiU BELLI consulted, distribiites a like portion of text into sevenl in^

stead of. six books.' ‘In < truth tlie division of manaseript

liQoka is' very uncertaiq.: and it iaby/no'ineans imprdbabloi that the remains

of Diophantus, as’ we pouess tbenq >nsay be. leas sacomplete and constitute

a larger portion of the thirteen: bookt/aanounoed. by hitn 1 1 •)»' tl»n :«

commonly rcckonedv . JUfs^ treatise, oit polygon numbert, which is surmised

to be one, (and dtat dmJast< bf .the thirteou^) follows, as it 8oem% thd she

(oraeven) books in. the exemplars. of the ASorit, .as if. thc preoodiiig portkmr

weie complete. It is itself iiiiperfoot t, hutfthe manner is essentially different

from.that at the foregoing books: ,andi the solution of prublnmi.by4«|uations

is no longer, the object, but mthortho dddionstralion of proposisioosj. There

appears no ground, beyond.Uaiw sunnun, Sd pTa)unM,‘’tl«st the author. In the

rest of tlio tracts relative to. numbers which fulfilled his promise of thirteen

booksj resumed the Algebcaiewanmr: or. in short, that the Algebraic part

of his performance, is at all mutilated in the oopier exUntj 'which, are oonsh

dered toJjc aU transcripts of . a sii^le. imperfect oxtmplan (Bacbbv £;>.dd

. lect.) ' ' ' '• "
' V'

'
'

'

,

'
"

It is indeed alleged, that the., resolution of>.oonpound equatwns (taro

species left equal to one) whidi DiornAWTus pitHuises (Dr/: 1 1.) t» show

subsequently, bears icfereiicc to a .lost part of his work. But theauther,

after confining himself to cases of simple equations (one species equal to one

species) in the first three books, passes occasionally to compound equations

(fwo species equal to onej and even two equal to two species j) in the thfee

following books. See iv. Q. 33; vi. Q. 6 and 19 i a:td Bachet on Dcf. 1 1,

and i» Q. 33. In various instances he pursues tlie solution of the problem,

until he arrives at a final quadratic equation ; and, as in the case of a simple

equation, he then merely states the value inferrible, without specifying the
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stepsJ)y which he arrives at the inference Se^ iy. Q. 33} vi. Q. 7, 9 awi 1 !•

Buh] in other/ places, the steps ^re si^^ieritly indicated
:
particularly iv.

33 and 45 ; v. Q. 13; vi. Q. 24 : and his method of reviving the equation

is the same with the second, of BnAHUJSGVPfA’s roles for.the resolution of

quadratics (Br<iA»», l^. § 34). The first of the.liindu authot’s rules, the

same with ^Biin’HABA’s.qpoted by Bhasoara 4 134. ^rahrn. 18.

§ 33.), dlfifers from that of.

N

oqnez (Noni,u8) quoted by BACHET;(onDiopA.

i. 33), in dispensing with tjie preliminary step of reducing thC' square term

tO;a single square: a prepamtion which the Arabs firrt introduced, as well

as the distinction of three cases of quadratics : for it was. practised neither

by Diopkantus, nor.hy thejlindu Algebraists. /

DtoPHANTUf has.not hcen. tnprc explicit,.nor methodical, on simple, than

on compound, equations, .^ut there is no reason to qcmclude, that he re-

turned to either subject in q latter par t jof hi# woriq for the purpose of com-

plying, the inslruction, or be.ttej;'ejfjl|aining til© method of conducting the

resolutiem of those equations. iSpch does not seem to be the manner of his

arithmetics, in which general methods and comprehensive rules are wanting.

It is rather to be. inferred,, at Cossai.) dow,ifroiB the compendious wajj

in which the principles of Algebra ,are delivered, or alluded to, by him,

that the determinate analysis was praviousljy not,unknown to the Greeks;

wheresoever they.got it;, and that DioiPHantos, treating pf it cursorily as a

matter already understood, gives all his attention to cases of indeterminate

analysis, in which perhaps he had no Greek precursor, (fiati. Orig. dell'

Jig. i. 4. ^ 10.) He certainly intimates, that some part of what he proposes

to teach is new- «* $i»mi to vrfHyi** in.

While in other places, 10) he. expects the, sl;udent ti) be previously

eirercised in t;hc algorithm of Algebra'., The seeming contrad'ictiou is recon-

ciled by conceiving,the principles to have lieen known; but the application

of them to a certain.,class of pfoblems cpncaruing numbers to have been

pew. . ci t ,.
/ -f'/

'

‘ •

Concerniug the probable antiqujL(;y pf. the DIopbantine Algebra; all that

can be conlulcntly affirmed is, Jtimt it is not pf later date than the fourth

century of Christ. Among the .works of. Hypatia, wlio was inurdered

A. I). 415, as they are enumerated by Soidas, is a commentary on a work

of a Diophantus, most likely this author. An epigram in the Greek an-

thologia (lib. 2. c. 22) is considered With probability to relate to him: but
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the age of ib author LiycfiLtius is uncertain. Backet observes, that, so far

can be conjectured, Lucittrus lived about the trine of Nero. This;

however, is mere conjecture.

DiovhA^Tus is jjosterior to Hyt^icles, whom he cites in the treatise on

polygon nuTHbere. (Prop, 8.) This should furnish anothet fi^t point. But

the date- of Htrsicles is not well detennined. He is reckoned the author,

or at least the reviser,^ of two hooks subjoined to ErCun’s elements, and

numbered 14th and 15th. In the introductioii, he makes mention of Apol-

LOXIU8, one of whose \vritings, Which touched On the ratio of the dode-

caedioH and icosaedron inscribed in the same sphctt', was Considered by

Basiijoes of Tyre, and by the ftithtSir df him (HtpsicleS) as incorrect, and'

was amended by tliem accordingly : but subsequently he (HvPiTCt.Eiy met

with another work of AVOLtON'iCs, in Which the investlgttrion 6f Hhe pi*0-

blem was satisfactory, and the demonstration of tile prdpO^Utiort correct. Here

again Bach kt observes, that, so tkt as An lie cmijcCtii^ from’ the manner

in which he speaks of Apotrovn <,* he tnu^t have lived not long after tufn.

CossALi goes a little furthet ;
atid ^Cnncludes on the same grounds, that they

nearly contemporary. {Oi^. dett Al^. ^ 4.) The grounds seem

inadequate to support any such Conclusion : ami all that can be certainly

inferred is, that Hvp^tCLEs of Alexaridria was posterior to Apom.oxios, who

Nourished in the rcfgii of PtoiiOMr Eueroetis: two hundred years before

Christ. ^ .*

*

Several persons of the name of DioVu AxTCs are tibtided by Greek authors^;'

but none whose place of abode, pVofessidn, or avocations, seem to indic4\e

any correspondence with those of the inathcmafician and Algebraist: one a

prajtor of Athens mentioned by Diohoucs Si'Cur.ok, ZExonVes, and 8i idas;

• another, secretary of king Herod, put to death for forger)', as noticed by

Teetzes ; and a third, the instructor of Lib A'xi^a' inf eloquence, named by

SuiDAS in the article concerning that sophist and fhetorician.

The Armenian Abu*lkauaj places the Algcbrajst Diopuantus under thef

Emperor JuETAN. But it may bfc questioned, whethet he hHs anj^ authority

for that date, besides the mention by Greek* authors of a learned peisdii df

tlie name, tlie instructor of Libaxios, who was contemporary witli that

emperor.

* Tnnkhu'l cited by Vaii

A

The Arabian author uwi the

word Astci amended.
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Upott die whole, however, it seetna, preftnthb to ahhle by thedtte fiir-

nished in a professed histoiy, even Arabic one, on st Orechm mattbr: aqd

consider Diophantos as contemporary with the Emperor JuliAw, about

A. D. 365. That date is consistent with the cbcamstance of Btpatia

writing a commentary on his works; and is not contradicted by atty other

fact; nor by the affirmation of any other writer besides fiOMBELti : miwhose

authority CossA LI nevertheless relies.

BoMBELtr, when he announced to the pubHc the existence jof a manu-

script of Diophantds in the Vatican, placed the author under the Emperor

Antoninus Pius without citing any g^rounds. His general accuracy is,

however; impeached 1^ his assertion, that the Indian authors are frequently

cited’ by DiopHAWtuB. No such quotations are found in the veiy manu-

script of that author’s Work, which he is known to have consulted: and

which has been purposely reexamined. (€o$f. i. 4. ^ 4.) Boubelli's

authority was, therefore, very propbrly reje^ed by Bachbt ; and should

have been so by Cossali.

N.

PROGRESS AND PROFICIENCY OF THE ARABIANS IN
ALGEBRA.

In the reign of the second Abbasside Khalif Aluansu'r, and in the 156th

year of the Hejira (A. D. 7^3), as is related in the preface to the Astrono-

mical tables of Ben-Al-Adami published by bis continnator Alca'seh in

306 H. (A.D. 990), an Indian astronomer, well versed ihthe science which hb

professed, visited the court of the Khalif, bringing with him tables of the

equations of planets according to dm mean motions, with observations rela-

tive to both solar and luiaar ecdpses and the ascension of the signs; taken,

as he affirmed, from tables computod by an Indian prince, whose name, as

the AraWan author writes it, uws* Phiohah. The Khalif, embracing the

opportunity thus happily presented to him, commanded the book to be

translated into Arabic, and to be published for a guide to the Arabians in

matters pertaining to the stars. The task devolved ou MuHAUXEt) bfn

Ibka'hiu Alfaz&rl; whose version is known to asbonomers by the name of
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tlie ^H^ie term <xxui« wrijtteu botb ways/

jyt. sigo^isay ;^^r4ing (x> th« sa(0€^ amlxK BEi^-AwViSMUiiit tlie revo}vipig

agesi 4/ <<^er; wibich CAstai translates perpetuem {eternumquc/

term^of similair soiioU occurs, bearing a signitication iecou-v*'

liable Urn AraJ^ie mterpretatj^^ If a conjecture is to be baz^ixlcd, Uic

original woi^ may <bav4^^jlM:eii£W Other guesses miglu be proposed:

partly combining sound with interprctatioii, and taking for a tenninatioii

liifd'/ur;.oceaii» ud^icb occurs in t^es now familiar for wmks relative to the

regulatiou of time, as Cilaisindlhiiy Sanm}^^tHd'hii^ &c. or adhering exclu-

sively 4o souini, as QtIndU'Sidd'hantu; the last a title of the

same import with still current But whatever may haye

been tt)€ natnO} Um syatt^m of astronomy^ which was made known; lo the

Arabs, and wl)icb j« by them distinguished by tlw appellation in question,

appears^ have been that which is.contaiued in the and

which is taiightJu;BHAMUAOoy3:A’$ revisiqi' of
.
it. This fact is dcducib|e

from the mini her of elapsed days between the hegiupiug ot planetary mo-

tions and the commencement of the present age of the world, according to

/h^Indian reckoning, as it is<piot«dby the astrologer of Balkh Abu-mash ah,

and which precisely agrees with Brahmeoupta. The astrologer docs not

indeed specify which of the Indian sy^ems he is citing. But it is distinctly

aihrmcfl by later Arabian auf^riyes, that only one of the three Indian doc-

trines of as^bnomy .was iiiulcrstooti by the Aralfe
;
and that they liad no

knowledge of the other two beyond their names/ Besides, Aiiyabhatta

and the Arc<i-siddMnta, the two^iU; questipn, wpidd have furiuslved very

diflhreut puinbers. i , V • ?

The passage^'pf A»U‘^ai4^iiak, tP which leferonce lias bpep now made, is

femarkable, and even important; am/, aa it has been siugularly misundtir-

atocsi and grossly misquoted byDAinti ip bis Astfpupmie

it may vbi?i necessary .to cite itfPt full length ipJhia place* It (g’cwm at

end of the-fourth track (and not, ru BAii-pf quotes, the U^huiipg of the

iiftli,) in Ano-rwAsHAUs wor^t m the cpiyuimtions pl’.pUucts*^, autlmr

there obseryea, that ‘‘'«he.Iinliai>s worjd]

* Ml. Arab, Il^isp. citing Bibl, Arab, Vhil (Tarikhul hukmAj i. 42^ voce Alphii/ir\,

'

* itid, I. 426.' vyce Katka. W and Hind likewKK; fcigiiTfy, i« the Arabian wrifers, the hitkfr

and remoter India.’ ' jyBeriklut. Bibl. Orient. 415.

^ TMhiil laM, citad by CAtiaf,m ANk. Ukf^ L ¥t6,^wQ€ft Katka.

k
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Sunday s£t liunriiie (or, to -quote fVon i|tn‘'li(&iit«veMioQj'^£>tiMiyaiiii^

“ Indi quod principium ftfit dre dOTnfniW'sol^aaciiideBte})

“ day and the day of the dehlge (et test inter ewyi's. inter'illDni (iteip lfjt ilium

^ diem diluvii) 720634442715 diy^^Uivi^M'lO 19^ yeaw

and 344 days. The deluge happeided on ?Friday^(et filii diluvium die

“ veneris) 27th day of Rabe 1st, which is and 14 from

iinich. Between the deluge and the first day of the year in which thel

Hejira occurred (fuerunt ergo inter diluvitirt-et primuwt diem anni< in

quo fuit Alhegira) 3837 years and 268 days j which will be, aCdordmg to

''the years of the Persians, 3725 years and 348 days. And between the

deluge and the day of Jesdagir (YE2nAjnRi>) king of the Persians, from

the beginning of whose reign the Persiana' took their Ora^ . ... 3735 years,

10 months, and 22 days.’' The author piH!>ceeds with the comparison of

the eras of the Pei‘sians and Arabians, and those of Alexander and Phi-

lip; and then concludes the treatisej complcti sunt tjuatuor tractatus, deo

adjiivante.

Bailly’s reference to this passage is in the following words. " Albc-
" MASAR* rapporte que selon Ids Indiens; ib‘s’eSt ^coul^ 720634442715 jours>

entre le deluge et I’^poque de rb^girc. II on condud, on nc sait trop com-

" ment, qu’il s’est ^coul^ 3725 ans dans cet intervallc: ce qui placerolt le

deluge 5103 atis avant J. C. pt^cisemeiit A f^poque chronologique et astro-

" nomiqae dcs Indiens. Mais Albumasar ne dit point comment il est

parvenu ^ ^galer ces deux nombres de 3725 ans et de 720634442715 jours,'*

Ast, anc. eel. liv. i. § xvii. .

Now on this it is to be observed, that Bailly makes the antediluvian

period between the Sunday on which the world began and the Friday on

which the deluge took place, comprising 720634442715 days, to be the same

with the postdiluvian period, fVoiti the deluge to the Hejira; and tlidt he

quotes the author, as unaccountably reiidering that^hiumber equivalent to

3725 years, though th8 estpresaly states more than 1900000000 years.

The blunder is the itibVc inCktusabte,' as Bailly himself remarked the in-

consistency, and shoulcPthereforedidve reexamined the text winch he oited^

to verify his quotation. /

There is something wanting fn the number of years: which is deficient 4it the third ^place.

Doth editions of the translation (Augsburg 1489, Venice 1515) give the same words.

* De Magn. Conj. Trait6 V, au comn^em^ement.
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l^jor \ViLroEi>. (As. V Res. 10. U7^X rel^iag on tlie correctucss of

9A!LirT> quotation^ condudedy that the enor originated widt citlxcrtlie

transcriber or translator. But ia fact the mistake rested solely with Uic

citer: as he woaUl have found if his attention had been dniwu to the more.
"

correct quotation in Avouetil du Peehon's letter jjrelixe^l to liis l^ch.

Hist. Geog, sur inserted in fiEUNouLLia £d vol. of Desc. dc lindc

(p. xx). But, tliough Anquetil is more accurate than Baillv iu quota-

tion, he is not more successful in his iufereiKcs, guesses and surmises. For

he strangely concludes from a passage, which distiucily proves the use of

the great cycle of the calpa by the Indian astronomers to wlmm Abu-

MASUAB refers, that they were on the con tj ary unacquainted in those days

.with a less cycle, w'hich is comprehended in it. So Jitlle did he uudoisUnd

the Indian p^iods, tliat ho;iuft*rs from a spccilicd number of elapsed days

and correspondent years, reckoned from the begimung of the great cycle

which dates from the supposeil moment of the commencement of the world,

that they knew nothing of a subordinate period, which is one of the ele-

ments of that cycle. Nor is lie nearer the truth, but errs as much the other

^vrtly, in his conjecture, that the numlier of solar years statctl by Aat-

MASHAE irelates to the duration of a life of Bhauma, comprising a huiuJrcd

of that deity’s years.

In short, Anouetil’s conclusions are as crroucous as Bailly s premises.

The discernment of .’Mr. IJavis, to whom the passage was indicated by

Major WiLFoiu), anticipated the cpircction of this blunder of Bailey, by

restoring the text with a conjectural emendation worthy of his sagacity.^

The name of the IndijuijaAUhor, from wham Aijumasiiak derived the

particulars which he has furuished, is written by Bai u.y, Kankaraj ; Uken,

as he says, from an ancient Arabic writer, whose ,work is subjoined to that

of Messala publislicd at Nuremberg by Joacli. llELCLii iu The

Ijatin translation of jl/(6ME/itfAi (MA‘'Sii

A

a-Allau) was ctlitcd by Joachim

lijELLER at Nuremberg iu 1549; but it is wt foUoa c<l, in the only copy

accessible to me, by the work ofany otlicr Arabic a utliqr; and the quotation

consequently has not been verified. D'JIerbelqt fwrites the name vari-

ously; Kankah ov Cancahj Kenker oi Kankar^ Ksngheh m Ka$ighah

' Res. 9 . 242. Appendix to an Essay of Major WicroRo.

* Ast. Anc. 303.

* BtbL Or. Art. Cancab al Hendi, and Kcnker al Hendi. Alio KrUb M( na»cl al Caroar and

Ketab al Keranat
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to wWch Heiske and Schulte^n^s, from ftirther research, ad^ anotliet t>am-

tion^ which is not of Afabic but Persian orthography. ' Gasiri^

hy a difference of the diacritical point, reads from the^ 'Tirikhu^t hukfnd^

and transcribes, Katka.^ That the same individual is all along meant;

clearly appears from the correspondence of the works ascribed to Win;

especially his treatise on the greater and less' cotijuUctions of the planets,

which was imitated by Abu-mashar. - ' '
>

Amidst so much diversity in the orthography of the vi^rd it os difficult

to retrieve the original name, without too much indulgence in conjecture.

Canca, which comes nearest to the Arabic corruption, is in Sanscrit a proper

(name among other significations: but it does not occur as the appellation of

any noted astrologer among the Hindus. > Garga does; and, as the Arabs

have not the soft guttural consonant, they must widely corrupt that sound:

yet Canghar and Cancah seem too remote from it to alloAV it to be proposed

as a conjectural restoration of the Indian nkme. )

To' return to the more immediate subject of this note. The work of

AlfazArij taken from the Hindu astronomy, continued to be in general use

among the Muhammedans, until the time of Almamun
;
for whom it was'

epitomized by Muiiammeb ben Kkuw&rezvii

;

and his abridgment

was thenceforward known by the title of the less Sind-hind, ^ It appears t6

have been executed for the satisfaction of Alma^wi/n before this princes ac-

cession to the Khelafet, which took place early in the third century of tlic

Hejira and ninth of Christ. The same author compiled similar astronomical

tables of his own ;
wherein he professed to amend the Indian tables which

furnished the mean motions;* and he is said to have taken, for that purpose,

equations from the Persian astronomy; some other matters from Ptolomv ;

and t& have added something of his own on certain points. His work is

reported to have been wcll rcceived by both Hindus and Muhammedans

:

and the greater tables, of which the compi^lation was commenced in the fol-

lowing age by Ben al adami and completed by Al Casekt, ‘were raised

upon the like foundation of l^fclian astrononjy : and were long in general use

among the Arabs, and by them deemed excellent. Another and earlier set

of astrononikal tables, founded on the Indian system called Sind-hind^ wn^

compilcfFby Habash an astronomer of Baghdad; Avho flourished in the

Bibl Or, (1777-79). iv. 725. Should be Kcn^eh: a like error occurs in p. 727, where lAarcA

is put for thareh.

’ nibl. Arab. Hisp. i. i‘26. ,
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thneof the Khallf ALM^ikti/y.‘ Several others, sinrillarly Ibatwled on the

mean motions^ furnished by the same Indian system, were published in the

third oentury of //g7ra or earlier
:
particularly those of Fail &eit Hatim

A d̂riai; and Al HasaV ^cji Misbah.^

It was no doubt at the same period, while the Arabs were gaining a

knowledge of one of the Indian systems of Astronomy, that they became

apprized of the existence of two others, No intimation at least occurs of

any different specific time or more prol)al>lc period, when the information

was likely to be obtained by them ;
than that in which they were busy with

the Indian astronomy according to one of the three systems that prevailed

among the Hindus: as the author of the T/irlkhul hukmd quoted hyt

Casibi affirms. This writer, whose compilation is of the twelfth century,*

observes, that ‘ owing to the distance of countries and impediments to

‘ intercourse, scarcely any of the writings of the Hindus Imd rcadwxl the

‘ Arabians. Tlicre arc reckoned; he adds, three celebrated systems (Mashah)
* of astronomy among tliem

;
namely, SvpH ami hind; Arjabahary and idr-

* cand: one only of which has been binught to us, namely, the Sindthini:

^^lich most of the learned Muhammedans have followed.’ After naming

the autliors of astronouiical tables founded on tliat basis, and assigning the

interpretation of the Indian title, and quoting the authority of Bkv al adam f,

tlic compiler of the latest of those tables mentioned by him, he goes on to

say, that * of the Indian sciences no other communications have been re-

‘ ceived by us (Arabs) but a treatise on music of which the title in HindiM

* Biyaphar^ and the signification of that title ** fmit of knowledge;”^ the

* work entitled A and Datnanahy upon ethics: and a book of numerical

‘ computation, which Ann Jafr Muiiammed b»n Musa Ai Khuwirczmi

* amplified (hasat

)

and which is a most expeditious and concise method, and

* testifies the ingenuity and acuteness of the Hindus'

'

The lMX)k, here noticed as a treatise on cthics> is the well-known collcetioii

of fables of ' PUpai or Bidpai (Sans. Vaidyupriya)

;

and was translated from

, ,

• • ^

* Tdrikhul hukm/i, Casiei, i. 426 and 4^28. Abulfara; j
Tocockc l6l.

* i. 421 and 4!3.

* He flourished in .595 H. (A. D. as appears from 'pomgci of bis work. M. 5.

MDCCLXXHI. Lib. l^c. p. 74 and 3l6. Canri, ii. 332.

* Aw#. Vidydphaia, fruit of science.

* Casiei, i. 426 and 428. The Coih/ul zanirn specifies three astronomical lystwns of (h#

Hindus under the same names.
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the Pfehlei^i vcfsion ihto Arabifc, by command bf the same AbbaAlde Khalif

AlmAnsuX^ ‘who caused an Indian 'Astronomicat treatise to be translated

into the Arabian tongue. The Arabs, however, had other communications

of portions of Indian science, which the author of the T&rlkhu'l hulMi has

in this place overlooked: especially upon medicine, on which many trea-

tises, general and particular, were translated from the Indian tongue. For

instance, a tract upon poisons by Sh^ac, (Sansc, Ckaraca?) Of Vhich an

Arabic version was made for the KhalifAlmami/ by his preceptor Abbas

Airn SAid Jihari. ‘ Also a treatise on medicine and on materia medica in

particular, which bears the name Of Shashurd (Sansc. Susruta); dnd nu-

merbus others.*
‘ '

The Khuwarezmite Mohammed ben Musa, who is' named as having

made known to the Arabians the Indian method of computation, is the same

who is recognized by Arabian authors with almost a common consent (Zaca-

lita of Casb'm, &c.) as the first who Wrote lipon Algebra. His Competitor for

the honour of priority is Abu Kamil Shujaa ben Aslam, surnanied the

Egyptian arithmetician, (H&sibal Misr\y)

;

whose treatise on Algebra was

commented by Ali ben Ahmed At Amr&ni of Musella;^ and who is said b}

D^Herbelot to have been the first among learned Muslemans, that wrote

upon this branch of mathematics/ The commentator is a writer of the tenth

century; the date of hik decease being recorded as of 34i (A. D. 955.)

The age, in which his author flourished, or the date oF his text, is not fur-

nislied by any authority which has been consulted : and unless some evidence

found, showing that he was anterior to the Khuw/trezmi, we may
abide by the historical authority of Zacaria of Casbin; and consider the

Khuxviretmi as the earliest writer on Algebra in Arabic. Nexf: was the

celebrated Alchindus (Abu Yusef AiKENbf) contemporaiy with the astro-

loger Abu-masher in the third century of the Hejira and ninth of the

Christian era,^ an illustrious philosopher versed in th^ kciences of Greece, of

* Introd. Rem. HitSpadesa. Saiuc. ed. 1804.
* DTIekbelot, Bibl. OrieDt. Ketab al samoun, i^etab Sendhaschat, Ketab a1 sokkar, Ketub

Scbaschourd al Ilendi, Ketab Rai al Hcndi, Ketab Noufschal al Hendi, Ketab al akakir, &c.

* TdrUcMl hukmd, Casiri, i. 41CK ;

^ Bibl. Orient. 4S^. Also 236 and 494. No groundt are ipecified. Ebn Khaj^cak aud

Haji Kiialfaii, whom he very commonly follows, have been searched in vain for authority on

this point.

* Tdn Casiri, i. 410. • Abulfaraj; Pococke, 179*
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India^ and of Persia, and author of several treatises iif^n nuiJ^k^ra. la t]^

prodigious multitude of his vrritiugs upou every branc^ii of science, one if

specified as a tract on Indian coipputation (Hii&bulhwdi): otl^ers occur

'^th titles which ane understood by Casiri to relate to Algebra, and to tha^
'

< finding of hidden numbers:' but which seem rather to appertain to other

topics.' It is, howcjver, presumable, that ouc of the works composed by

him did treat of Algebra as branch of the science of computation. His

pupil Ahmed ben Muhammed oi Snrkhan in Persia, (who flourished in the

middle of the third century of the Hejira, for he died in 286 II.) was author

of a complete treatise of computation embracing Algebra with Arithmetic.

About the same time a treatise of Algebra was composed by Abu HakifaH
,

Daindwariy who lived till 290 H. (A. D. 903.)

At a later period Abu'lwafa BuzjdnK a distinguished inaUicmatician, who

flouriahal in the fourtli century of the Hqjiray between the years 318 when

he commenced his studies, and 338 the date of his demise, composetl luiiuc-

rous tracts on computation, among which are specified several commentaric^

on Algebra; One of them on the treatise of the Khuwarezmite upu that 8 uI>t

another on a less noted treatise by Abu Y a.hya, wliose lectures he had

attended ; an interpretation (whether commentary or puraphiuso may j>cr*

Imps be doubted) of the work of Diophaxtus: demonstrations of the pro-

positions contained in that work : a treatise on numerical coinputatiou iu

gcncml: and several -tracts on particular branches'^of tins subject.*

A question has been raised, .is just now hinted, whether this writer s inter-

pretation of Dioph ANTES is to bc deemed a translation or a commentary.

The term, which is here employed iu the Tdr'Mul hukmdy para-

phrase,) and thdt which Abulfaraj uses upon the sajnc occasion (Jdtry

• interpreted,) are ambiguous. Applied *to the relation between works iu the

same language, the term, no doubt, implies a gloss or comment; ami is so

understood in the very same passage where an interpretation of the Khu-

warezmite’s treatise, and another of Anu Yahyas, were spoken ot. But,

where a difference of language subsists, it seems rather to intend a ver-

sion, or at least a paraphrase, than mcrc;5cholia ; and is employed by the.

same author in a passage before cited,^ where he gives the Arabic sig-

nificatton of a Hindi term. That BuyAni s performance is to be deemed a

nnkhClhukm6; Casiri, i. 353-360. * lb. i. 433. ) Ib.i. i26'. Art Katka.
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ttanslaUoD;. appeals, tp, be;^ly,infe(tible frwn theaepi^nte ateatto&.of tibt

demonstratioD of tlie prQpoaitiQosift Dippi^A**''*^^, asa x^tinct worlK fprit^

latter seems to be ofthenatureofa comipcntary.; andthe .plbercoaseqaently

is the more likely to have beea a. version .whether literal or partaking of

paraphrase. Besides^ there is no mentiou, by *oy Arabia® \vriter, of ao

earlier Arabic translation of.DiopHAUTUs; audtbe;Ba.^d«»washot likely to

be the commentator in Arabic of an untranslated Greek book. D’HiBBai.OT

then may be deemed correct in naming him as the translator of the Arithme-

tics of Diophantus; and CossAii, examining a .like. question, arrives at

nearly the same conclusion; namely, that the Buydni was the translator,

and die earliest, as well as the expositor, of Diophantus.

—

(Orig. dell' Alg.

i. 175.) The version was probably, made soon after the date, which Anut-

FABAJ assigns to it, 34S.H. (A. D,5d9), which more properly is the date of

the commencement of the translatop’s matliematical studies.

From all ftiese facts, joined with other ciicMmstenees to be noticed in pro-

gress of this note, it is inferred, 1st, that the acquaimanceiof the Arabs with

the Hindu astronomy is traced to .tlie middle of ,die, second century of the

Hejira, in the reign of Ai.MANSCB;!upon authority of Arabian historfeii?

citing that of the prefiice of ancient astronomical tables: while their know-

ledge of the G reck astronomy does not appear to have commenced until the

subsequent reign .of Hari/n AiJ»A8HfD, .when a translation of the Almagest

is said to have been executed under the auspices of die Barniacide Yahya

hen Kha'led, by Aba hian and Salawa employed for the purpose.' Sdly,

That they were become conversant, in the Indian racdiod of numerical com-

putation, within the second century ;
that is, before the beginning of the

reign of Alma'mun, whose accession to tho Khelafet took place In 205 H.

Sdly, That the first treatise on Algebih in Arabic.was pubUshed in bis reign;

but their acquaintance with the work of Hiophantus is not traced by any

historical facts collected ftom their writings to a perioAanteriOr to the middle

of the fourth century of the Hie/ira, when Abu’cwafa' Bus^dtA flourished.

4thly, That Muhamsird^m Mna^iiAjnadreawrf, the same Arabic author,

who, in the time of Ahiaj*u>, and before his accesskm^ abridged an earlier

astronomical work taken from the Hindus, and who published a tsMtise on

the Indian method of numerical computation, is the first also who furnished

* Casirx^ i. :
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tlic Ariite wiA at kiio^fedge 6f Algebra, upon which he Ckptlfew!}^Wrote, arid

ijlf that RhaliTs rilgh : as will be more particularly shown, as wC proceed.

A treatise of Algebra bearing his name, it may be here remarked, was in

the hands of the Italian Algebraists, translated into the Italian language
*

not very long after the introduction of the science into that country by

Leonakdo of Pisa, It appears to hdve been seen at a later period both by

CARDASr^and by Bombelli. No manuscript of that version is, houevet,

now extanf; or at least kno\vn to be so.

Fortunately a copy of the Arabic original is prescr\'cd in the Bodleian

collection. It is the manuscript rtiarkcd CMXVriI Hunt. 214. lb. and

bearing the date of the transcription 743 H. (A. D. 1342.) The rules of

the library, though access he readily allowed, pn‘clude the study of any

book which it contains, by a person not enured to the temperature of apart*

ments unvisited by artificial warmth. Tllis impcdiirient to the examination

of the manuscript in question 1ms l>eett rcriicdicd by the assistance of the

under librarian Mr. Alexander Micott; \^ho has furtiished ample extracts

pur|)osely transcribed by him from the manuscript. This has made it practi-

iNfble to ascertain the contents of the book; and to identify the work as that

in which the ifftmirrfreaml tao^t the prittciples of Algebra; and conse-

quently to compare the state of the science, as it was by him taught, with its

utmost progress in the hands of the Muhammedans, as exhibite<l in an ele-

mentary work of not very ancidnt date, which is to this time studied among

Asiatic Mwslemans.

I allude to the of BEHAtu*LT>{N; an author, who lived

between the ^'cars 953 and 1031 H.‘ The Arable text, with a Persian com-

mentary, has btrn printed in Calcutta; and a summary of its contents had

been previously given by Mr, StRAcnEr in his Early History of Afgehia,*'

in which, as in his other e^rtitriis for the investigation of Hindu and Ara-

bian Algebra, his Eftl^tmountctl gteit difflcultierf; wliile his lalwurs have

thrown much light upon the subject,’

The title page of the manuscript above ^described, as well as a marginal

note on H, and the author’s preftce, all concur in declaring it the work of

MuHAMaiED ben Mvba KhuwArezmi .-' arid the mention of the Khalif Alma-
\

-

1

'

' Bija GanUaj or Algebra of the Hindm; London, 1813. Hurroit'i Math. Diet. Va\,

4815. Art. Algebra: tod Ai. Bet. IS. ISST.

1
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hi/n. tOi that pi«fa(;e^«stabHahes the idtQthy .of the atttlx>r, wheifev^
works, mis learned from Arahian historian^ were composed Jhy oomnianch or

witsb encouragement, of that Khajif, partly before his acoeuion, and partly

' during his reign. . ' ; - >

'.The preface, a transcript of which was supplied by the qare of. Mr.

NicoLi, has been examined at ’'my request, by Colonel John BAibus.

After perusing it. with him, 1 am enabled to adirm, that it intimates “ en-i

couragemeut from the Im&m AtMAMvir Commander of the Faithful, to

compile a compendious treatise of calculation by Algebra;” terms, which

amount iu>t qnly to a dkclaimer of any pretensions to the invention of the

AIgcl)raic art
;
but which wouUl to my apprehension, as to that of the distin-

guished Arabic ^scholar consulted, strongly convey the idea oi the pre-

existence of ampler treatises upon Algebra in thesame language (ArabicX

did not the marginal note above oited distinctly awert this to be “ the first

treatise composed upon Algebra among the faithful;”, an assertion. corrobo-

rated by the similar afiirmation of ZACAXiA of Csrsftln, and other writers

of Arabian history.. Adverting*, however,. to that express affirmation, the

author must be here understood as declaring that he compiled (alqf 'wtbs

verh used by him) the treatisempoa Algebra fro® hooks/in some other lan-

guage: doui)tless then in the Indian tongue; as it has been already shown)
that he was conversant wkh iiindu astronomy, .and Hindu computation and

account.
,

, , .

It may be right to notice, that the title of the manuscript denominates the

author “ Abu abdullah MuaAMMi!«>:.^ .Mu&A al KhurvAremi, differ-

ing in the first part of the name from the designation, which ocem s in one
passage of the Tdrtkku’l hukmd, quoted by Casiw, where the Khmdrezfd
Mvhamueo ien Musa is called.ABuv;l£iu’. But. that is not a sufficient

ground for. questiomug the> sameness of persons and genuineness of the

work, as the KfiHtadremii is not usually: designated by either of tlxtse addi-

tions, or by any. other jof that nature taken fiom the name (d^pfispring: and
erww may bo presumed ; imost probably on ,t^e part of the Egyptian author

of the TArUchu’l .Jtukmd, siuco thd addition, which he intnoducea, that of

Abu-japb, belongs to Muhamms® Aan Mvsa ben SttAJtEn, %jvery difierent

person; as appears from another^passage of Uie same Egyptian’s compilation.’’

*Cas»i, i. 438. *CAnM,i.4ls.
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. aiWollowhigiir*^^ of the Khuw&ntmfg directions im the solu-

M]Qfttia(n8;>^in|>Ie and oompotund: atopic, which he enters upon at tto

great^distance Aom'the coimnencettient of- the volume: having first treated

of unity and number in general: ^
i’! I found, that the number*, of which there is need in computation by

restoration and comparison;’ are of three kinds; namely, roots and square*,

and simple number relative to neither root nor square. A root is the whole

ofthing mdltipUed by [root] kseff, consisting of unity, or ntmibers ascending,

or firactiiHis descending, A'squaire is the whole amount of root multiplied into

itself. . And simple nuiAber is the whole that is denominated by the numfrer

without reference to root or square.

* Of these three kinds,- which are eqbal, some to some, the cates arc these

:

for lnstance^'youshy ” squares ‘are- equal to roots;" and “ squares are equal to

numbers;” and ’’ roota'are equal to numbers.”

‘ As to the case m whiehequares* areieqwd to roots ; for example, “ a square

iseqital to five roots oftlm hamef’ thArOot - of the Square is five; and tfie

square twettty-five:' and that' is'eqnmient to five times its root

, -*So you say "'a third Of tht'square is equal to four roots:" the -whole

square then is equal to twelve roots; and that is a hundred and forty-ibur;

its-'root is twdlve.'

^

.

‘ Another example t'you say ‘t'five squares lare equal to ten roots.” Then

one square is equal to two roots: and the root of the square is two; and tire

square is foun > ^

‘ In like manner/Vhether' the squares be many or few, they arc reduced to

s single square : and as much isdoiie to the equivalent in roots; reducing it

to the like Of that to’which the square has been brought.

* Case in which squakeadte equal tO minAers: for instance, you say, “ the

squdSe is equal to nine." Then that is the square, and the root is three.

And you Say “five squares are equal to eighty:” then one square is a fifth of

eighty; and; l}j*t is fsixteen. And, if you say, “the half of tlw squareis

equal to eighteenth' then the square is equalto thirty>Bix; and its root is six.

‘ in like manner, with all squares allirmative and negative, you reduce

them'tO a- single square. If thele be less tfaan akquare, you add thereto,

until the square be qhitcroompict*.' os much with the equivalent in

numbers.
' BiitUljdir XMtalmMkaM.

is
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* Csise in which lootB arc equal to numb^f : for itiatanc^) you say ^ the‘.it)ot

equals ithrec in number.’^ Then the* root is three ^ and 'the square, w'hich ia

raised therefrom, is nine. And, if you say four roots are equal to twenty ;

’

tjien a single root is equal to five; and the square, that is raised thcrefron}, is

twenty-five. And, if you say the half of the root isequal to ten:” then the

[whole] root is equal to twenty ; and the square, which is raised therefrom, is

four hundred.

M found, that, with these three kinds, namely, roots, Squares, and number

compound, there will be three compound sorts [of equation]
;
that k, squares

and roots equal to number; squares and number equal to roots ; amd roots

and number equal to squares.

‘ As for squares and roots, Arhieh are equal to immfber: for example, you

say square, and ten roots of the same, amount to the sum of thirty-nine,’^

Then the solution of it is: you halves the /roots;, and that in the present

ii^tanpe yields five. Then you multipJyithis>by its like, and the product is

twenty-five. Add this to thirtyf-nine: the sum ist sixty4bur. Then take

the root of this, which is and subtaract from^ it half the roots, namely,

fiyp; the . remainder is three. It is the root of the square which you

quirjed and, the square is nine. ,
'•

‘ In like manner, if two squares l)e specified, or three, or less, or more, re-

duce themito a single square ; andiiieduce the roots and number therewith to

the like of tliat to which you reduced the square.

‘ For example, you say two squares and ten roots are equal to forty-

eight dirhems r and tlus meaning is, any two [such] sejuares, when they are

summed and unto them is added the equivalent of ten times the root of one

of them, amount to the total of forty-weight diVAcm. Then you must reduce

the two squares to a I single square : and assuredly you know, that one oftwo

sejuarcs i.sa luoiety'pf both. » Theu/roduce the whole thing in the instance to

it^ lialf: and it. is asrmuch as to say, a square and five roots are equal to

twenty-four dirhjcm; and the meaning isj any [such] squar^\vhen five of

ita roots are atUled to it, amounts to twenty-four. Then halve the roots, and
the moiety, is two and q half. Multiply that by its like, and the product is

six and a quarter. Add. this to twenty-four, the sum is thirty dirhems and a

quarter. Extract the root, it is five and a half. Subtract from this the
moiety of the roots

;
that is, two and a half : the remainder is three. .It is

the root of the square: ami the square is nine.
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IniitetHanner) if it beaaid “ half of the square* and five roots are eqlial

to twenty-eight dirhm$'' It significsj that> when you add to the moiety of

ady [such] square the equivalent of five of its roots, the amount is twenty-

eight dirhem. Then you desire to complete your square so as it 8halL» •

amount to one whole square; that is, to double it. Therefore double it,

and double what you have with it ; as vaell as what is equal tliereunto.

Then a square and ten roots are equal to fifty-six dirhems. Add half the

roots multiplied by itself, twenty-five, to fifty-six ; and the sum is eighty-one.

Extract the root of this, it is nine. Subtract from this the moiety of the

roots ; that is, five : the remainder is four. It is the root of the srjuare which

you required: and the square is sixteen; and its moiety is eight.

‘ Proceed in like manner with ail that comes of squares and roots
;
and

what number equals.them, t

‘ As for squares and number, which arerequal to roots ; for example, you

say, “ a square and twenty-one arc equal to ten of its roots tlie meaning of

which is, any [such] square, when twenty-one dirhem are added A’ it,

amounts to wliat'is the equivalent of ten roots of that square: then the solu-

ti^ is, lialve the roots; and the moiety is five. Multiply this by itself, the

product is twenty-five. Then subtract from it twenty-one, the number spe-

cified, with ^tlie,square;, the remainder is four. Extract its root; which is

two. Subtract this from the moioty of tlie roots; that is, from five; the re-

mainder is three. It is the root of the square which you required: and tlie

square is nine. Or, if you please, you may add the root to the moiety of the'

roots: the sum is seven. It is tlie root of tlie square which you required;

and the square is forty-nine.

‘ When a case occurs to you, which you bring under this head, try its

answer by thq sum: and, if tliat do not serve, it certainly will by the dif-

ference. This bca<I is wrought both by the sum and by thedifi’erencc. Not

so either of the others of three cases requiring for tbew solution that the root

be halved*. And know, that, under this head, when the roots have been

halved, and tlie moiety has been multiplied by its like, if the amount of the

product be less than the dirhems which arc with^the square, then tlie instance

is impossible: and, if it be equal to the dirhem# between them, the root of

ihe square is like the moiety of the roots, without either addition or snh

traction.

‘ In every instance where you have two squares, or more or less, reduce to

a single square, as I explained under the first head.
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‘As for roots and number, which arfi^^l to sqtiares: foe example, you

say, “ three roots and four.ia number are equal to a square the solution of.

it is, halve the roots; and the moiety will be one and a half. Multiply tfiis

^y its like, [tlie product is two and a quarter. Add it to four, the sum is six

and a quarter. . Extract the root, which is two and a half. To this add the

moiety of the roots. The sura, is four. It is. the root of the square which

you required; and the square is sixteen.]’

, The author returns to the subject in a distinct Chapter, which is entitled

“ On tlic six cases of Algebra.” A sliort.extract from it may suffice.

‘ The first of the six cases. Por example, you, say^ you .divide Jen into

two parts, and multiply one ofthetwo parts by the otjier: then you multiply

one of them by itself^ and the iproduct, of this multiplication into itself is

equal to four times that of one of the parts, by. theother;”

‘ Solution. Make one ofthe^jtwo }^u%4bing, andthe other ten less rAiag' ;

theu multiply tAiflg by ten less rA(>^,ia(id tha product will- he tea thmgalesA

a square. Multiply by .four: for you said, “.-four times.” It will be four

times the product of one part by the other
; that is, forty tbings less four

square?. ll^oWi multiply thing by thing, which is one of the parts by its^l

the result is, square equal to forty things less four squares. . Then rer/ore it

in the jfour squares, and add it to the one square. There will be forty things

equal, tq five squares ; aud a sit^le square is equal to eight roots. It is

sixty-four ; and its root is eight : and that is one of the two parts, which was
multipled iutO; itself ; and the retuainder of ten is two ; aud tliat is the other

part. I bus has this instance, been solved under one of the six heads : and
that is tlie case of squares equal to roots.

• ‘ The second case. “ You divide ten into two parts, and multiply the

amount of a part iiUo itself ; Then multiply ten into itself; and the product

of this multiplication of ten into itself, is equivalent to twice the prorluct of
the part taken into itself, and seven ninths; or it is equivalent to six-times

and a quarter the product of the other part taken into itself
.

'

‘ Solution. Make one of thq parts thing, and the other ten less thingi

Then you multiply thing iutoitself: it isasquare. Next by two and seven
ninths: the product will be two squares, and seven ninths of a square. Then
multiply ten into itself, and the product is a hundred. Reduce it to a single
sejuare, the result is nine twenty-fiths

;
that is, a fifth and four fifths of a fifth.

Take a fifth of a hundred and four fifths qf a fifth, the quotient is thirfy^ix,
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which ii equal to one square. Then extract the root, 'which is six. It is one

of the two parts; and the other is undoubtedly four. ITius you solve this

instance under one of the six heads : and that is “ squares equal to number.’'

These extracts may serve to convey an adequate notion of the manner, ixr'*

which the Khuwdrezmi conducts the resolution of equations simple and

compound, and the investigation of problems by their means. If a compari-

son be made with the Khulaseiu'l hisAb, of which a summary by Mr.

Strachey will be found in the researches of the Asiatic society,* it may be

seen, that the Algebraic art lias been nearly stationary in the hands of the

Muliammedans, from the days of Mohammed of KkuwArezm* to those of

Behau’ldin of Aamul,^ notwithstanding the intermediate study of the

arithmetics <of Diophantus, translated and expounded by Muhammed of

Buzjdn. Neither that comparison, nor the exclusive consideration of the

KhuwArezmVs performaiice, leads to any other conclusion, than, aS before in-

timated, that, bdng ednvemant wrtli tlie sciences of the Hindus, especially

with their astronomy and their method Of tj'nmcHcal calculation, and being

the author of the earliest Arabic treSitisfe on AlgCbra, he must be deemed to

h^)ie leartit from the Hindus the nesdution of simple and quadratic equations,

or, in short, Algebta, a ^branch of their art of computation.

The conclusion, at which we haVe arrived, may be strengthened by the

coincident opihiort of CossAtr, wHo, after diligent research and ample disqui-

sition, comes to the foUbWing result.** ' *

< Concerning the origin of Algebra among the Arabs, what cettain is,

that Muhammed ben Musa the Khumdrezmite first taught it to them. The

Casbinian, a writer of authority affirms it; no Wstorical fact, no opinion, no

reasoning, opposes it.

‘ There is nothing in history respecthig Muhammed ben Musa indi-

viduaMy, which favours the opinion, that he took from the Greeks, the Alge-

bra, which he tauglit to the Muhammedans.

‘ History presents' in him no other than a mathematician of a country most

distant from Greece and contiguous to India; skilled in the Indian tongue;

fond of Indian matters: which he translated, a^nended, epitomised, adorned;

and he it was, who ^as the first instructor of the Muhammedans in the Alge-

braic art^

‘ Vof. 12. » On the Oxu». ’ A dbtrict of Syria j not Amal a towa in Khurdtdn, Con.

Orig. dATAlg, i. 2l6. * Ori^, deWJlg. i. 219.
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‘ Not having taken Algebra from the Gredis, ht^mnsfrhavc cither indented

it himself, or taken it from the Indians. Of the two, the second appears to

me the most probable.’’

o.

COMMUNICATION OF THE HINDUS JVITH WESTERN
NATIONS ON AEROLOGY AND AGRONOMY.

The position, that Astrology is partly of foreign growth in India; that is,

that the Hindus have borrowed, and largely too, from the astrology of a

more western region, is grounded, as the similar inference concerning a dif-

ferent branch of divination,* on the resemblance of certain terms employed

in both. The mode of divination, called T&jaca, implies by its very name

its Arabian origin. Astrological prediction by configuration of planets, in

I jltpi manner, indicates even by its Indian name a Grecian source. If^^is

denominated /ford, the second of three branches which niompose a complete

course of astronomy and astrology:* and tire word occurs in this sense in the

writings of early Hindu astrologers. Varaha-mihika, whose name stands

high in this class of writers, has attempted to supply a Sanscrit etymology

;

and in his treatise on casting nativities derives the word from Ahordtra,

day and night, a uyethemerou. This formation of a word by dropping both

tlie first and last syllables, is not conformable to the analogies of Sanscrit ety-

mology. It is more natural then to look for the origin of the term in a

foreign tongue: and that is presented by the Greek and its derivative

an astrologer, and especially one who considers the natal /lour, and

hence predicts events.* The same term hard occurs again in the writings of

the Hindu astrologers, with an acceptation (that of hour’^ which more

exactly conforms to the Grecian etymon.

The resemblance of a single term would not suffice to ground an inference

of common origin, since it might be purely accidental. But other words are

also remarked in Hindu astrology, wliich are evidently not Indian. An in-

* See his reasons at large.

lies^ch, and Suid.

» As. Res. 9 . 376.

» As. Rei. 5 . 107.

* See Note K,
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the Sjame astrological sense witlr tlie Greek

. andJUtin : words, which, notwithstanding tiieir classic sound,

are to be considered as of foreign origin (Chaldean or Egyptian) in the classic

languages, at least with this acceptation.* The term is assuredly not geiuiius**

Sanscrit; and hence it was before^ inferred, that the particular astiological

doctrine, to which it belongs, is exotic in India. It appears, however, that

this division of the twelve zodiacal signs into three portions each, with

planets governing them, and pourtrayed figures representing them, is not im-

plicitly the same among the Hindu astrologers, which it was amoi\g the Chal-

deans, .with wlioni the Egyptians and Persians coincided. Variations have

been noticed.* Other points of difference arc specified by the astrologer ot

Ballih;^ and they concern the allotment of planets to govern the decani and

drishcdniis, and the figures by which they are represented. Abo-m Ssh ah is a

writer of the ninth century;* and his notice of this astrological division of

the zodiac as received by Hindus, Chaldeans, and Egyptians, confirms the

fact of an earlier communication between the Indians and the Chaldeans, per-

haps the Egyptians, on the subject of it.

^Vith the sexagesimal fractions, the introduction of which is by Wallis

ascribed to Ptolomy among the the Greeks,^ the Hindus have adopted for

the minute of a degree, besides a term of their own language, caldy one taken

from the Greek AiVI« scarcely altered in the Sanscrit liptA, The term must

be deemed originally Greek, rather than Indian, in that acceptation, as it

there corresponds to an adjective slender, minute: an im|)0ipt which

precisely agrees wth the SanserH and Arabic dakiky fine, minute; whence,

in these languages respectively, cal/i and daklk* for a minute ot a degree.

But the meanings of lipid in Sanscrit^ are, 1st, smeared; 2d, infected with

,
poison; 3d, eaten: and its derivative signifies a poisoned arrow, being

derived from lip, to smear: and the dictionaries give no interpretation of the

word that has any affinity with its special acceptation as a technical term in

astronomy and mathematics. Yet it occurs so employed in the work of

Brahmegupta.®

By a different analogy of the sense and not tjjc sound, the Greek a

> As. Res. 9. 367. * Ibid. Vide SaLn, Exerc. Plin.
' Ibid. 9. 374.

^ Lib. intr. i» Ast. Albumasis Abalacbi,5. 12 and 13.

5 Died ill 272 H. (885 C.) aged a hundred.

« Wallis. Alg. c. 7 .
" Am. Cod. » C. 1

. § 6, ct passim.

in
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part, and specially a degree of a circle, is in Sanscrltawia, Mdga, and other

jynonyma of part, applied emphatically in teclinical language to the 3 Ot i

part of the periphery of a circle. The reseniblance of the radical sense, m

she one instance, tends to corroborate the inference from the similarity of

sound in the other.

eSndra is used by Brahmegupta and the Surya-sidd:hcinta, as well aa

other astronomical writers(BHASCAUA, &c.), and by the astrologers Varaha-

MiHiRA and the rest, to signify the equation of the centre.^ The same term

is employed in the Indian mensuration for the centre of a circle; also

denoted by med hya^ middle. It comes so near in sound, as in signification,

to the Greek that the inference of a common origin for these words

is not to be avoided. But in Sanscrit it is exclusively technical; it is

unnoticed by the vocabularies of the language; and it is not easily traced

to a Sanscrit root. In Greek, on the contrary, the correspondent term was

borrowed in mathematics from a familiar word signifying a goad, spur, thorn,

or point
;
and derived from a Greek theme

The other term, which has been mentioned as commonly used for the

centre of a circle, namely medhyay middle, is one of the numerous instaw^s

of radical and primary analogy between the Sansctit and the Latin and

Greek languages. It is a common word of the ancient Indian tongue; and

is clearly the same with the Latin medius; sind serves to show that the

Latin is nearer to the ancient pronunciation of Greek, than from

which SiPONTiNUS derives it; but which must be deemed a corrupted or

softened utterance of an ancient term coming nearer to the Sanscrit med'hyas

and Latin medius* •

On a hasty glance over the JAtacas or Indian treatises upon horoscopes,

several other terms of the art have befen noticed, which are not Sanscrit, but

apparently barbarian. For instance anapha^ sunaphay durud'hara, and

cimadrumay designating certain configurations of the planets. They occur

in both the treatises of Vauaha-mihiha ;
and a passage, relative to this sub-

ject, is among those quoted from* the abridgment by the scholiast of the

greater treatise, and verified in the text of the less.^ The affinity of those

‘ Brahm, sidd*h. c. 2. Skr, Sidd’h. c. 2. Vtikat and Laghu Jdtacas, * Skr, on LiL § 207*

* See p. sWs, Another passage so quoted and verified uses the term cendra in the sense above-

mentioned.
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•

terms to wOrd^ of other languages used in a similar astrological sense, has not

been traced : for want, perhaps, of competent acquaintance with the tcimi-

nology of that silly art. But it must not be passfed unremarked, that^

Varaha-mihira, who has in another place praised the Yavanas for their

proficiency .in astrology (or astronomy ;
for the term is ambiguous ;)

fre-

quently quotes them in his great treatise on lioroscopes : and his scholiast

marks a distinction between the ancient VavanaSy whom he characterises as

“ a race of barbarians conversant with horoscopes,’' and a known

Sanscrit author bearing the title of YAVANtswAUA, whose work he had seen

and repeatedly cites
;
hut the writings and doctrine of the ancient Yavanasy

he acknowledges, had not been seen by him, and were known to him only by

this writer’s and his own author s references.

No argument, bearing ujk)ii tlic point under consderation, is built on

Bhascara’s use of the word drawma for the value of 64 cowry-shells (if/.

§2.) in place of the proper Sanscrit term which Sridhara and

other Hindu authors ein])loy
;
nor on the use ot dinarOy for a denomination

of money, by the scholiast of Brahmegcpta 02 § 12*) who also, like

liiTASCARA, eiTiploys the first mentioned w'ord (12. § 14.): though the one is

clearly analogous to the Greek drachma, a word of undoubted Grecian ety-

mology, being derived from ;
and the other apparently is so, to thfc

Homan denarius which has a Latin derivation. The first has not even the

Sanscrit air; and is evidently an exotic, or, in short, a Barbarous term. It

was probably received mediately through the Muhammedans, who have

their dirhem in the like sense. The other is a genuine Sanscrit word, of

which the etymology, presenting the sense of ‘^splendid,’ is consistent witli

the several acceptations of a specific weight of gold
;
a golden ornament or

breast-piecc; and gold money: all wfiich senses it bears, according to tlie

ancient vocabularies of the language.*

The similarity seems then to be accidental in this instance
;
and the Mu-

hammedans, who have also a like term, may have borrowed it on either

hand: not improbably from the Hindus, as the dindr of the Arabs and Per-

sians is a gold coin like the Indian ;
while the Homan denarius is properly a

silver one. DIIekbelot assigns as a reason for deriving the Arabic din&r

from the Roman denarius, that this was of gold. The nummus aureus some-

' Amcra<6sha, &c.
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times had that designation; and we read in Roman authors of golden as well

as sHver denarii} But it is needless to multiply references and quotations

^to prove, that the Roman coin of that name was primarily silver, and so

denominated because it was equal in value to ten copper as;^ that it was all

along the name of a silver coin;’ and was still so under the Greek empire,

when the was the hundredth part of a large silver coin termed

dpyvpS^}

* P/in. 33. § 13, and 37 § 3. Petron. Satyr. 106. l60.

* P/in. 33. 13 FtVr. 3. 1. Fo/us. Miecianus. Didymus.

^ Vilr. and Vol. Msec. Kpiphanius, cum multis aliis;



INDIAN

arittwnettt an!) algebra.

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION.

1. Having bowed to the deity, whose head is like au elephant’s

whose feet arc adored hy gods; who, when called to mind, relieves his \'ota-

ries from embarrassment; and bestows happiness on his worshij)pcrs
; I

propound this easy process of computation,* delightful by its elegance,*

perspicuous with words concise, soft and correct, and plc^asing to the learned.

AXIOMS. .

[consisting in definitions of technical terms.]

[Money by

S. Twice ten cowry shells^ are a cdchii

;

four of these arc apana; sixteen

of which must he here considered as a drarnma; and in like manner, a

as consisting of sixteen of these.

* Gin'es'a, represented with an elephant's head and human body.

• P6tUganita; pdti, paripAtt^ or iiyocIa-ga/iiVa, arithmetic.

* LUdvati delightful ; an allusion to the title of the book. See notes on § 13 and 277* .

Cypraea moneta. Sans. Vavalaca, capardi ;
Hind. Caun.

B
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[IVeights,]

3. A gunja' (or seed of Abrus) is reckoned equal to two barley-corns
; a

mlla, to two gun/as; and eight of those are a d>harafia; two of which

nvdke d gadydnaca. In like manner one dhdtaca is composed of fourteen

Dallas.

4. Half ten gunjas are called a mhkay* by such as are conversant with

the use of the balance : a carsha contains sixteen of what are termed mdskas;

a palUj four carshas. A carsha of gold is named suverna.

{Measures. ]

5

—

6. Eight breadths of a barley-corn’ are here a finger ; four times six

fingers, a cubit four cubits, a staff and a erdsa contains two thousand of

these ;
and a yojanay four crosas.

So a bambu pole consists of ten cubits; and a field (or plane figure)

bounded by four sides, measuring twenty bambu poles, is a nivartana.^

7. A cube,^ which in length, breadth and thickness measures a cubit, is

termed a solid cubit: and, in the meting of corn and the like, a measure,

* A seed of Abrus precatorius : black or red; the one called cry^A/ta/a ; the other racO‘, ruciicd

or rattled; whence Hind, tRiii,
,

• Physicians reckon seven gunjas to the m&sha

;

lawyers, seven and a half. The same weight is

intended ; and the difference of description arises only from counting by heavier or lighter seeds

of Abrus: in like manner as the earth is the same, whether rated at 3^00 yojanas

;

or, with the

liirSmani, 496? ; or, according toothers, 6522. Gan.
^ Eight baEley-corns (yava) by breadth, or three grains of rice by length, are equal to one finger

(^angiila). Gan.
Hasta, caraatM} synonyma of hand or fore arm. According to the commentator Ganesa, this

intends the practical cubit as received by artisans, and vulgarly called gaj [or goz]. It is nearer

to the yard than to the true cubit : but the commentator seems to have no sufficient ground for

so enlarging the cubit.

’ DatuUi^ a staff: directed to bo cut nearly of man^s height. Menu, 2. 46.

^ A superficial measure or area containing 400 square poles. Sur.
^ DiaUas/mriy lit. dotlecagoii, but meaning a parallelopipedon

;
the term corner or angle,

being here applied to the edge or line of incidence of two planes. I5ce Chaturveda on Brah-
MEGUPTA, §6.

•
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which contains a solid cubit, is a c'hM of MagaiTha

'

as it is (lenoininatcd

in science.
9

8. A drofia >is the sixtcentli part of a chdri; an ad'haca is a quarter of a

drlma

;

a pra^st ha is a fourth part of an /iddiaca

;

and a cudaia* is by the

ancients* termed a quarter of a prastha.^

The rest of the axioms, relative to time^ and so forth, arc familiarly

known.®

" The country or province situated on the Sorubhadrd river.—

G

an. It is South Bihar. See,

concerning other ch/iri measures, a note on § 236 .

*
‘ In the Cutapdy the depth is a finger and a half; the length and Ineadth, each, three.'

Srid’iiara acii.Vhya cited by Gangad'hara and Survada's.i. ‘The cut ajmur cu\kiba is a

wooden measure containing 13^ cubic tlwprast'fui, (four times as many) 34 ; the /id’haca,

216
;
the drutia, 86*4; the c/idri, 13824.’

—

Gang, and Su'r. See As. Ues. vol. 5
,
p. 102.

^ By Sri'd'hara and the rest. Suu.

* Another stanza, (an eighth, on the subject of weights and measures,) occurs in one copy of

the text; and that number is indicated in the Manoranjnna. But the commentaries of Ganksa

••''.d Su'kyada'sa specify seven, and GangaVh a r a alone cx|)ounds the additional stanza. It is

therefore to be rejected as spurious, and interpolated : not being found in other copies of the text.

The subject of it is the fnatia (man) of forty sefas (scr) ; which, as a measure of corn by weight,

is ascribed to the Turushcas or Muhammedans of India; the people of Vavafia-dciOf as the com-

mentator terms them.

“ The seta* is here reckoned at twice seven tancasy each equal to llitce-fourlhs of a i^ad^dnaca:

and a mana, at forty set as. The name is in use among the Turushcas^ for a weight of com and like

articles." See notes on ^ 97 ond 236'.

’ The author has himself explained the measures of time in the astronomical part of his treatise.

(Sidd*hdnta-sir6mani, §16-18.9 Gang, and Si/ a.

^ Concerning weights and measures, see Oanita-sdra of Srid'hara, §4—

8

;
and PrIt’iiudaca

swAMi Chaturveda on Buaiimegupta’s arithmetic, § 10-11.

* The copy of Gangad’iiara’s commentary writes saurn. But the exemplar of the text, con-

taining the passage, has sHa.



CHAPTER II

SECTION I.

Invocation.^

9- Salutation to G anesa, resplendent as a blue and spotless lotus; and

delighting in tlic tremulous motion of the dark serpent, which is perpetually

twining within his throat.

Numeration.

10

—

1 1. Names of the places of figiires have been assigned for practical

use by ancient writers,* increasing regularly’ in decuple proportion : namely,

unit, ten, hundred, thousand, myriad, hundred thousands, million, ten

millions, hundred millions, thousandmillions, ten thousand millions, hundred

thousand millions, billion, ten billions, hundred billions, thousand billions,

ten thousand billions, hundred thousand billionsd

A reason of this second introductory stanza is, that the foregoing definitions of terms are not

properly a part of the .treatise itself; nonesuch having been premised by Aiiv a-bji att a and othce

ancient authors to their treatises of arithmetic. Gan. and JlJa/id

* According to the IlinduSf numerafion is of divine origin ;
‘ the invention of nine figures (anca)^

with the device of places to make them suffice for all numbers, being ascribed to the beneficent

Creator of the universe,’ in Uiia'scara’s V/isand Rnd its gloss; and in CkIsuna's commentary on

the Vija-gantta. Here nine figures are specified; the place, when none belongs to it, being shown

by a blank (sunya)
; whicli, to obviate mistake, is denote<i by a dot or small circle.

^ Prom the right, where the first and lowest number is placed, towards the left hand.. Gan. &c.
* Sans, an, dma, safa, sahaara, ayuta, laeshay prayuta, evti, arbuda, ahja or padma, charva,

niv/iat'Vd, mnhupudmu, fancu,Jaladdii or stimudraj anti/a, mad'hya, parin'd^ha.

A passage ot tlie f\'d<t, which is cited by So rya-d.vsa, contains the places of figures. ‘ Be
these the milch kine bciore me, one, ten, a hundred, a thousand, ten thousand, a hundred thousand,

a million, Be these milch kinc my guides in this world.’

(•AN ISA observes, that numeration has been earned to a greater number of places by Sujd’iiara

and others; but adds, that the names are omitted on account of the numerous contradictions and
the liille uiilily of those designations. The text of the Ga/iita-sara or abridgment of .Srid'iiara

does not correspond with this reference: for it exhibits the same eighteen places, and no more.
Gun-sdr. §

— '3.)
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SECTION II.

Eight Operations' of Arithmetic.

12. Rule of addition and subtraction lialf a stanza.

The sum of the figures according to their places is to be taken in tlic

direct or inverse order or [in the case of subtraction] tlieir difference.

13. Example. Dear intelligent Lilavati',^ if thou be skilled in addition

and subtraction, tell me the sum of two, five, thirty-two, a hundred and

ninety-three, eighteen, ten, and a hundred, added together; and the re-

mainder, when their sum is subtracted from ten thousand.

Statement, 2, 5, 32, 18, 10, 100.

[Answer.] Result of the addition, 360.

Statement for subtraction, 10000, 360.

[Answer.] Result of tlie subtraction, 9640.*

14— 15. Rule of multiplication:^ tw'o and a half stanzas.

Multiply the last^ figure of the multiplicand by the multiplicator, and

* Paricarmashiaca^ eight operations, or modes of process: logistics or algorism.

* Sanciilana^ sancalita^ misiana, yuti, ^f6ga, ike. summation, addition. P yavacaluna, x \fa\'a*:alitay

sud'hana, patana, ^'c. subtraction. Antaruy difference, remainder.

* From the first on' the right, towards the left; or from the last on the left, towards the rigid.

• Gano.

Seemingly the name of a female to whom instruction is addresseil. But the term is interpreted

in some of the commentaries, consistently with its etymology, “ Charming.”—See § l.and 277*

* Mode of working addition as shown in the MamWanjana

:

Sum of the units, 2, 5, 2, 3, 8, 0, 0, 20

Sum of the tens, 3, 9j G G 0, 14

Sum of the hundreds, 1,0, 0,1, .*.... 2

Sum of the sums 3f^0

* Gununayahhy&sa

;

also kariima and any term implying a tendency to destroy. It is denominated

pratputpaiina by Uraiim toe pta, § 3 ;
and by Sriimiara, § 1.5—17-

Gmii/a multiplicand. Gut’iaca multiplicator. ChtUa product.

^ The digit standing last towards the left. The work may begin either from the first or the last

digit, according to Srid'uara. Ganita-sdraj §*15.
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next the penult, and then the reft, by the same repeated. Or let the mul-

tiplicand be repeated under the several parts of the inultiplicator, and be

multiplied by those parts : and the products be added together. Or tiie

multiplier being divided by any number which is an aliquot part of it, let

the multiplicand be multiplied by that number and then by the.quotient, the

result is the product. These arc two methods of subdivision by form. Or

multiply separately by the places of figures, and add the products together.

Or multiply by the multiplicator diminished or increased by a quantity

arbitrarily assumed ;
adding, or subtracting, the product of the multiplicand

taken into the assumed quantity.*

16. Example. Beautiful and dear Lilavati, whose eyes are like a

fawn’s! tell me what arc the numbers resulting from one hundred

and thirty-five, taken into twelve? if thou be skilled in multiplication

by whole or by parts, whether by subdivision of form or separation of

‘ The author teaches six methods, according to the exposition of Suryadasa, &c, ; but seven,

as interpreted by Gangad'iiara : and those, combined with the four of Scandasena and

Srid'hara, (one of which at the least is unnoticed by Biiascara,) make eight distinct ways.

The mode of multiplication by parts (chanda-^radira) is distinguished into r&pa-vibhdga and

sfhAm-vibhdga^ or subdivision of the form and severance of tlie digits : the first is again divided into

multiplication by integrant or by aliquot parts: the second in like, manner furnishes two ways,

according as the digits of the multiplier or of the multiplicand are severed. These then are four

methods, deduced from two of Scandasena and SrId'dara
; to which two others are added by

Bhascaua, consisting in the increase or decrease of the multiplier by an arbitrary quantity, and

taking the sum or difference of the products. To those six must be joined the Tatst*ha of the older

authors, and their CapAtasandln ; if indeed this be not (conformably with Ganoa'd’iiaua's opinion,)

intended by Biia'scara’s first method. It is wl^ught by repeating or moving the multiplier over
.

(according to Ganoad'hara, or under, as directed by the ManCranjana^ every digit of the

multiplicand ; and, according to the explanation of Ganesa, it proceeds obliquely, joining

products along comparrmeiits. 'J’he tatst'huy so named because the multiplier is stationary, appears

from Gangs'AS gloss to be cross multiplication. ‘ After setting the multiplier under the multi-

plicand,' he directs to ‘ multiply unit by unit, and note the result underneath. Then, as in cross

multiplication,* multiply unit by ten, and ten by unit, add together, and set down the sum in a

line with the foregoing result. Next multiply unit by hundred, and hundred by unit, and ten

by ten; add together, and set down the result as before; and so on, with the rest of the digits.

This being done, the line of results is the product of the multiplication.' The commentator

considers this method as ‘ diflicult, and not to be learnt by dull scholars without oral instruction.'

He adds, that ‘ other modes may be devised by the intelligent.’ See Arithm. of Brahm. § 55,

§ 15— 17 .

V'ajrdbhydsa. See Vija-ganita, § 77.
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digits.* Tell me, auspicious woman, what is the quotient of the product

divided by the same multiplier?

Statement, Multiplicand 135. Multiplicator 12.

Product (multiplying the digits of the multiplicand successively by the

multiplicator) 1620.

.Or, subdividing the multiplicator into parts, as 8 and 4 ;
and severally

multiplying the multiplicand by them; adding tlie products together

:

the result is the same, 1620.

.Or, the multiplicator 12 being divided by three, the quotient is 4; by

which, and by 3, successively multiplying the multiplicand, the last

product is tl^ same, 1620.

.Or, taking the digits as parts, viz. 1 and 2 ;
the multiplicand being multi-

plied by them severally, and the products added together, according to

the places of ligurcs, the result is the same, 1620.

Or, the multiplicand being multiplied by the multiplicator less two, viz.

10, and added to twice the multiplicand, the result is the same, 1620.

Or, the multiplicand being multiplied by the multiplicator increased by

eight, viz. 20, and eight times the multiplier being subtracted, the

result is the same,

* The following scheme of the process of multiplication is exhibited

in Ganesa’s commentary.

1620.

1 3 5

1

2

16 2 0

Or the process may be thus ordered, according to GANc/D'irARA,

12 12 12 Or, in tliis manner, 135 13513 5 12
12 60

36
270

135

1620 1620

*

Or in the subjoined modes taken from Chaturveda, &c.

135 1 135 135 8 1080 135 20 2700

135 2 270 135 4 540 135 8 1080
_____

1620 1620 1620
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17 . Rule of division.* One stanza.

That number, by which the divisor being multiplied balances the last

digit of the dividend [and so on*], is the quotient in division : or, if prafcti-

cable, first abridge' Iwth the divisor and dividend by an equal number, and

proceed to division.

[Example.] Statement of the number produced by multiplication in the

foregoing example, and of its multiplicator for a divisor: Dividend 16^0,

[Divisor 12.]

Quotient 135 ;
the same with the original multiplicand.'^

Or both the dividend and the divisor, being reduced to least terms by the

common measure three, are 540 and 4; or l>y the common measure four,

they become 405 and 3. Dividing by the respective reduced divisors, the

quotient is the same, 135.

18— 19 . Rule for the square^ of a quantity: two stanzas.

The multiplication of two like numbers together is the s(|uare. The

square of the last^digit is to be placed over it; and the rest of the digits, doubled

and multiplied by tliat last, to be placed above them respectively ;
then repeat-

ing the number, except the last digit, again [perform the like operation]. Or

twice the product of two parts, added to the sum of the squares of the parts,

is the square [of the whole number].^ Or the prpduct of the sum and

* Bh/iga-h/ira^ hh/tjanay haranuy ch'hcdana : division. Bh^ijyuy dividend. Bh/jJacOy harUy divisor.

LahtThiy quotient.
’

^ Repeating the divisor for every digit, like the multiplier in multiplication. Gang.

* Apaxartijay abridging. Sec note on § 249-*^

* The process of long division is exhibited in the Maiwranjana thus: The highest places of the

proposed dividend, 16', being divided by 12, the quotient is 1 ;
and 4 over. Then 42 becomes the

highest remaining number, which divided by 12 gives the (juotient 3, to be placed i/i a line with

the preceding quotient (1) : thus 13. Remains 60, which, di\ided by 12, gives 5 .* and this being

carried to the same line as before, the entire quotient is exhibited : viz. 135. Manor.

* l^argUy critiy a stpiare number.

* The process may begin with the first digit: as intimated by the author, § 24.

^ luct the portions, or quantities comprisiiui tiie first and last figures, be represented by the first

letters of the alphabet, says the commentator on the Fdsand: Then, proceeding by the rul^ of

multiplication, there results avly a.dgly a.6gly dvl ; and, adding together like terms, avly

a. dg'2y dv\. Rang.
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difference of the number and an assumed quantity, added to the square
of the assumed quantity, is the square.*

20. Example. Tell me, dear woman, the squares of nine, of fourteen,

of three hundred less three, and of ten thousand and five, if thou know the

method of computing the square.

Statement, 9, 14, 297, 10005.

[Answer.] Proceeding as directed, the squares arc found: 81, I96,

88209, JOO, 100,025.

Or, put 4 and 5, parts of nine. Their product doubled 40, added to the

sum of their squares 41, makes 81.

So, taking 10 and 4, parts of fourteen. Their product 40, being doubled,

is 80 ; which, added to 1 16, the sum of the squares 100 and 1 6, makes the

entire square, I96.

Or, putting 6 and 8. Their product 48, doubled, is 96; which, added to

the sum of the squares 36 and 64, viz. 100, makes the same, I96.

Again, 297, diminished by three, is 294 ; and, in another place, increased by

the same, is 600. The product of these is 88200; to which adding the

square of three 9,
the sum is as before the square, 88209.

21. Rule for the square-root:* one stanza.

Having deducted from the last of the odd digits’ the square number,

The proposed quantity may be divided into three parts instfead of two; and the products of the

6rst and second, first and third, and second and third, being added together and doubled, and

added to the^m of the squares of the parts, the total is tlje square sought. Gan\
' Another method is hinted in the author’s note on this passage; consisting in adding together

the product of the proposed quantity by any assumed one, and its product by the proposed lesstha

assumed one^. Rang.

* Varga-mula root of the square ; M&la, pada^ and other synonyma of root.

* Every uneven place is to be marked by a vertical line, and the intermediate even digits by a

horizontal one. But, if the lust place be even, it is joined^with the contiguous odd digit. Ex.
I - I t

88209.

From the last uneven place 8, deduct the square 4, remains 4 8 20 9- Double the root 2, and

divide by that (4) the subsequent even digit 48
:
quotient nine [a higher one cannot be taken for

the root of the foregoing digit would become greater than 2 :]
the remainder is 12 2 09 . From

the uneven place [with the residue] 12 2, subtract thesquareofthequotient9» viz. 81, the remainder

is 4 1 0 p. The double of the quotient 18 is to be placed in a line with the former double number
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douWc its root; and by that dividing the subsequent even digit, and sub-

tracting the square of the quotient from the next uneven place, note in a*

line [with tlie preceding double number] the double of the quotient. Divide

by the [number as noted in a] line the next even place, and ileduct the

square of the qimtient from the following uneven one, and note the double

of the quotient in the line. Repeat the process [until the digits be ex-

hausted.] Half the [number noted in the] line is the root.

22. Example. Tell me, dear woman, the root of four, aad of nine, and

tliose of the squares before found, if thy knowledge extend to this calculation.

Statement, 4, 9, 81, I96, 88209, 100100025.

Answer. The roots are 2, 3, 9, 14, 297) 10005.

23—25. Rule for the cube’ : three stanzas.

The continued multiplication of three like quantities is a cube. The cube

of the last [digit] is to be set down; and next the square of tlxi last multi-

plied by three times tlie first
;
and then the square of the first taken into the

last and tripled; and lastly the cube of the firet: all these, added together

according to their places, make the cube. The proposed quantity [consist-

ing of more than two digits] is distributed into two portions, one of which is

then taken for the last [and the other for the first]
;
and in like manner re-

peatedly [if there be occasion.*] Or the same process may be begun from

the first place of figures, cither for finding the cube, or the square. Or three

times the proposed number, multiplied by its two parts, added to the sum

of the cubes of those parts, give the cube. Or the square root of the pro-

posed number being cubed, that, multiplied by itself, is the cube of the pro-

posed square.’

4 ;
thus, 58. By this divide tiie even place 4lO; the quotient is 7, and remainder 49; to wirich

uneven digit the square of the quotient 49 answers without residue. The double of the quotient

14 is put in a line with the preceding double number 58, making 594. The half of which is the

root sought, 297* Manu. and Gang.
‘ G'hima^ A cube. {Lit. solid.)

' The subdivision is continued until it comes to single digits.

Ganksa confines it to the places of figures (sfhdita-vibhtiga^J not allowing the portioning Of the

number (rupn~vibh6gdi
;

)

because the addition is to be made according to the places.

^ This carries an allusion to (he raising of quantities to higher powers than the cube. Gani^sa
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26. Example. Tell me, dear woman, the cul>e of nine, and the cube of

the cube of three, and the cube of the cube of five, and the cube-rooU of

these cubes, if thy knowledge be great in computation of cubes.

Statement,. 9, 27, 125.

Answer: The cubes in the same order, arc 729, 19683, 19*53125.'

The proposed number being nine and its parts 4 and 5. Then 9 multi-

plied by them and by three is 540; which, added to tlie sum of the cubes

64 and .125, viz. 189, makes the culic of nine 729*

The entire number being 27, its parts are 20 and 7: by which, the num-

ber being successively multiplied, and then tripled, is 1 1 340 ;
and this, added

to the sum of the cubes of the parts 8343, makes the cube 19683.

The proposed number being a square, as 4. Its root 2 cubed is 8. This,

taken into itself, gives 64 the cube of four. So nine being proposed, its

square root 3, cubed, is 27 ;
the square of which 729 i» the cul^c of 9. In

short the square of the cube is the same With the cube of the square.

•

ipecifies some of them. The product of four like numbers multiplied together is the square of a

gquare, varga-varga. Continued multiplication up to six is the cube of a square, or square of a

cube, varga-g*hana or g'hana-varga. Continued to eight, it is the square of a square’s square,

varga-varga^varga. Continued to nine, it is the cube of a cube, ghana>ghana. Intermediately are,

the fifth power, varga-g’hana-gh/ita; and the sovenihf targa-varga-g^/ma-gh^ta.

‘ The number proposed being 125, distributed into two parts 12 and 5; and the first of these

again into two portions, I and 2 :

Then 1, cubed, is . . 1

1, square of 1, tripled and multiplied by 2, 6

4, square of 2, tripled and multiplied l/y 1, 12

2, cubed, * ®

172S

Kow 12, cubed us above, is 1728

144, square of 12, tripled and multiplied by 5, 2l60

25, S(|uare of 5, tripled and multiplied by 12, 9<>0

5, cubed, 125

1953125

c 2

Mano.
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£7—28. Rule for the cube-root’ : two stanzas.

The first [digit] is a cube’s place; and the two next uncubic; and again,

the rest in like manner. From the last cubic place take the [nearest] cube,

and set down its root apart By thrice the square of that root divide the

next [or uncubic] place of figures, and note the quotient in a Jine [with the

quantity before found.] Deduct its square taken into thrice the last [term,]

from the next [digit
;]

and its cube from the succeeding one. Thus the line

[in which the result is reserved] is the root of the cube. The operation is

repeated [as necessary.]*

Example. Statement of the foregoing cubes for extraction of the root:

729, I9b83, 1953125.’

Answer. The cube-roots respectively are 9, 27, 125.

* O'h(wa~miila

;

root of the cube.

* The same rule is taught by Brahmegupta, § 7, and Srid'hara, § 29—31.
^ The mode of conducting the work is shown in the ManSranjana, viz. 1933125. Here the lust

cubic digit is 1. Subtracting 1 the cube of the number 1, the remainder is 933125; and the

root obtained is 1, which is to be set down in two places. Dividing the next digit by three times

the square of that, the quotient taken is ^ [for 3 would soon appear to be too great ;] and the re-

sidue is 333125 ; and the quotient 2, put in a line with 1, makes 12, Subtract the square of this

2, tripled and multiplied by the last term, viz. 12, from the next digit, the rem;iinder is 233l25;

and the cube of the quotient 2, viz. 8, being taken from the succeeding digit, the residue is 223725.

Again, the reserved root 12, being squared and tripled, gives 432.’ The next place of figures,

divided by this, yields the quotient 5 and remainder 9125; and the quotient is set down in the

linej'Tvhich becomes 125. The square of that 5, viz. 25, multiplied by the last term 12, is 300,

and tripled 900 ; which subtract from the next place, and the residue is 125. lake the cube of

the quotient 5, viz. 125, from the succeeding digit, and the remainder is 0. Thus the root is

found 125.
*
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SECTION III.

fractions:

FOUR RULES FOR THE ASSIMILATION OR REDUCTION OF FRACTIONS TO A

COMMON DENOMINATOR.*

Simple Reduction of Fractions:

29- Rule. The numerator and denoininatoi"^ bcin^ multiplied recipro-

cally by the denominators of the two (}uantitics/ they are thus reduced to

the same denomination. Or both numerator and denominator may be mul-

tiplied by the intelligent calculator into the reciprocal denominators abridged

by a common measure.

30. Example. Tell me the fractions reduced to a common denominator

* a fraction
;

/i/. a divided quantity, or one obtained by division.

—

Gan'. An incom-

plete quantity or non-integer (apurna).—Gang. A proper or improper fraction, including a

quantity, to which a part, as .a moiety, a quarter, ^^c. is added; or frt)m which such n part is

deducted.—Gan'.

^ Bh/iga-J/iti-chatushlaya^ J{it'i-chatushiaya^ or four modes of assimilation or process for reducing, to

a common denomination, fractions having dissimilar denominators
;
preliminary to addition and

subtraction, and other arithmetical operations upon fractions. BaAiiMEoepTAS commentator

CiiATURVEDA cjimeS to six the number of rules termed assimilation, or reduction to uni-

formity; and Srid'iiaka has no less than eight; •including rules answering to Biiascaiia’s for

the arithmetic of fractions TL?/. §
36—43J, and for the solution of certain problems (Ltl.

^ .52— 5i, and § 9^—95.J See Braii m ecu tta's Arithmetic, § 1, note, (ami § 2—5. §
8— 9.) and

Gari. §
32—57-

* Bhaga-jati or Anhi-savarnaf assimilation of fractions ; or rendering fractions lK»mogeneous

:

reduction of them to uniformity.

* Bhdga, ansa, vibhuga, lava, &c. a part or fraction: the i^umerator of a fraction.

Ham, Ura, cKhtda, kc. the divisor; the denominator of a fraction. T’hat, which is to be di-

vided, is the part (ansa) ; and that, by which it is to be divided, is (hara) the divisor. Ga^.

and Sur.

* BMsi a quantity, § 36. It here intends one consisting of two terms; a part and a divisor, or

numerator and denominator. Ganc*.
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which answer to three and a fifth, and one-third, proposed for addition ; and

those which correspond to a sixty-third and a fourteenth offered for sub-

traction.

Statement:

• Answer. Reduced to a common denominator If tV* if-

Statement of the 2d example : •dV tV •

Answer. The denominators being* abridged, or reduced to least terms, by

the common measure seven, the fractions become |
Numerator and denominator, multiplied by the abridged denominators,

give respectively and

Subtraction being made, the difference is

Reduction of subdivided Fractions.

31. Rule: half a stanza.

The numerators being multiplied by the numerators, and the denomi-
nators by the denominators, the result is a reduction to homogeneous form
in subdivision of fractions.

32. Example. The quarter of a sixteenth of the. fifth of three-quarters

of two-thirds of a moiety of a dramma was given to a beggar by a person,

from whom he asked alms : tell me how many cowry shells the miser gave,

• Among astronomers and other arithmeticians, oral instruction has taught to place the nume-
rator above and denominator beneath. * Gan,
No line is interposed in the original : but in the version it is introduced to conform to the prac-

tice of European arithmetic. Biia'scara subsequently directs (§ 36) an integer to be written as

ft fraction by placing under it unity for its denominator. The same is done by him in this place
in the text. It corresponds with the directjoiis of Sri'd'hara and of Brahmegupta’s commen-
tator. Oan. sar. § 32 ; Brahn. § 5.

* Prabh/iira-J/iti assimilation of sub-fractions, or making uniform the fraction of a fraction ; it

is a sort of division of fractions.
Qj^jf

Prabb/iga a divided fraction, or fraction of a fraction : as a part of a moiety, and so forth.

Gang.
Chaturvkda terms this operation Pratyutpanna-j6t%

;

assimilation consisting in multiplication,
or reduction to homogencousness by multiplication, Brahm. § 8.
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if thou be conversant, in arithmetic, with the reduction termed subdivision

of fractions.

Statement:
-f i | | i

Reduced tojiomogeneousncss ^east terms

Answer. A single cowry shell was given.*

Reduttion of Quantities increased or decreased by a Fraction.*^

33. Rule : A stanza and a lialf.

The integer being multiplied by tlic denominator, the numerator is made
positive or negative,^ provided parts of an unit be added or be subtractive.

But, if indeed the quantity be increased or diminished by a part of itself,

then, in the addition and subtraction of fractions, multiply the deno-

minator by the denominator standing undcrueath,* and the numerator by

the same augmented or lessened by its own numerator.

* For a cowry shell is in the talc of money the I^SOth part of a draviimf § *2.

* Uhng(innhnn(Vha’j/Ui

;

assimilation of fractional increase; reduction to uniformity of an in-

crease by a fraction, or the addition of a part: from anuband'ha junction—

G

an'., union—

S

uk.,

addition—

G

ang.

Bhagapax(tha-j6ti

\

assimilation of fractional decrease, reduction to unifermity of a decrease hy

a fraction, or the subtraction of a part : derived from apavAha deduction, lessening, or subtrac-

tion.

These, as remarked by Ganrsa, are sorts of addition and subtraction.

The fractions may be parts of an integer, or proportionate parts of the proposed (juantity itself.

Hence two sorts of each, named by the commentators (Ganc!. and Su'r.) Rupn-Uidgunubamr/K/,

addition of the fraction of an unit; Rttpa-bb/igdpqp.'i'thay subtraction of the fraction of an unit;

R{m-bh6g6nubmd'ha, addition of u fraction oi the quantity ; Rdfd-bkdgdpavnha, subtraction o( a

fraction of the quantity.

^ And added or subtracted accordingly. See c.xplanation of positive and negative quantity

(d'hana and rKnaJ in Vija-gnnita^ § 3.

^ Indian arithmeticians write fractions under the quantities to which they are additive, or from

which they arc subtractive. Accortlingly, ‘ the iiumcrators^and denominators arc pul in their

order, one under the otlier. Then multiply the denominator which stands above, by that vvliich

stands below
; and the upper numerator, by a multiplier consisting of the same denominator with

its own numerator added or deducted, llepeat the operation till the up and down line contain

but two quantities.’— Si/ a.

It must have originally contained three terms or numbers, ut the least, in examples of the

first rule; and four, in those of the last.—

G

a.ng.
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34,

Example. Say, how much two and a quarter, and three less a

quarter, are, when reduced to uniformity, if thou be acquainted with frac-

tional increase and decrease.

Statement: 2 3

i 'i

Answer : Reduced to homogeneousness, they become ^ and y

.

35.

Example. How much is a quarter added to its third part, with a

quarter of the sum ? and how much arc two-thirds, lessened by one-eighth

of them, and then diminished by three-sevenths of the residue ? Tell me,
likewise, how much is half less its eighth part, added to nine-sevenths of
the residue, if thou be skilled, dear woman, in fractional increase and de-

crease ?

Statement: i

X •-! "i
3 8 a

Answer : Reduced to uniformity, the results are J
^ x.

The Eight Rules of Arithmetic applied to Fractions.*

36.

Rule for addition and subtraction of fractious:* half a stanza.

The sum or [in the case of subtraction] the difference of fractions having

Multiply the upper denominator 4
, by the one beneath, 3 ; the protluct is 12. Then, hy the

same denominator 3 added to .its numerator 1, making 4, multiply the upper numerator; the
product is 4 . Again multiply the denominator as above found by the lower denominator 2, the
product is 24; and by the same added to its numerator, making 3, multiply the numerator be^tre
found, viz. 4, the product is 12. The result, therefore, is which, abridged by the common
divisor six, gives J or a moiety,—il/fiwo.

•

' Bhmm-pancann&shiaca

;

the eight modes of process, as applicable to fractions : the preceding
section being relative to those arithmetical processes as applicable to whole terms (abhima-pari-
I'umdshtacaJ,

» Bhmna-tmcalUa, addition of fractions. Bbmna-vyavacalila, subtraction of fractions.
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a common denominator, is [taken]. Unity* is put denominator of a quan-

tity‘ which has no divisor.’

37 . Example. Tell me, dear woman, quickly, how much a fifth, a

quarter, a third, a half, and a sixth, make, when added togetlier. Say

instantly what is the residue of three, subtracting those fractions ?

Statement
: f

J
J -i-

Answer : Added together the sum is

[Statement^

Subtracting those fractions from three, the remainder is
f. J,.

38. Rule for multiplication of fractions half a stanza.

The product of the numerators, divided by the product of denominators,

[gives a quotient, which] is the result of multiplication of fractions.

39- Example. What is the product of two and a seventh, multiplied by

two and a third? and of a moiety multiplied by a third? tell, it thou be

skilled in the method of multiplication of fractions.

Statement : 2 . 2 (or reduced -} , y ) -f . i.
X X
3 7

Answer : the products are | and
-J.

40. Rule for division of fractions ;’ half a stanza.

After reversing the numerator and denominator of the divisor, the re-

maining process for division of fractions is that ot multiplication.

41. Example. Tell me the result of dividing five by two and a third;

* Uipoy the species or form; any thing having boundB.—^GANO. Discrete quantity. In the

singular, the arithmetical unit ;
in the plural, integer number. See Vija-ganita, ^ 4.

* Rdtif a congeries; a heap of things, of which one is the scale of nuraeratioii; a quantity or

number. See Vija-gati, ib.

* That is, it is put denominator of an integer.

* Bhinna-gunana, multiplication of fractions.

* Bhinn<hbh6ga-hara ; division of fractions.
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and a sixth by a third; if thv understanding, sharpened into .con€deaoe,

be competent to the division of fractions.'

Statement : 2 (i)
X
3

Answer : Proceeding as directed, the quotients are y and
-J-.

42. Rule for involution and evolution of fractions :* half a stanza.

If the square be sought, find both squares ;
if the cube be required, both

cubes ; or, to discover the root [of cube or square,] extract the roots of

both [numerator and denominator].

43. Example. Tell me quickly what is the square of three and a half
;

and the square root of the square ; and the cube of the same
;
and the cube

root of that cube : if thou be conversant with fractional squares and roots ?

Statement : 3 or reduced f

.

j.

Answer; Its square is V ; of which the square root is -i-. The cube of

it is ^
; of which again the cube root is

Ganesa omits the latter half of the stanza. Gangad'hara gives it entire.

• Bhinna-vargOf square of a fraction ; Bhinna-f^hanUy cube of a fraction, &c.
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SECTION IV-

CIPHERS

44—45. Rule for arithmetical process relative to cipher : two- couplets.

In addition, cipher makes the sum equal to the additive.* In involution

and [evolution]* the result is cipher. A definite quantity,^ di videtl by cipl^cr,

is the submultiple of nought.^ The product of cipher rs nought : but it

must be retained as a multiple of cipher,^ if any further operation impend.

Cipher having become a multiplier, should nought afterwards become a

divisor, the definite quantity must be understood to be unchanged. So

likewise any quantity, to which cipher is added, or from which it is sub-

tracted, [is unaltered.]

46. Example. Tell me how much is cipher added to five? and the

square of cipher? and its square root? its cube? and cube-root? and five

multiplied by cipher? and how much is ten, subtracting cipher? and what

* SunyOf chOf and other synonyma of vacuum or ethcrial space ; nought or cipher
j a blank

or the privation of specific quantity.—

C

rishn. on Vija-ganita.

The arithmetic .of cipher is briefly treated by Braiimegupta in his chapter on Algebra,

§ 19—24. See Cii. on Arithin. of Braiim. § 13, note.

* Cshepa; that which is cast or thrown in (eshipyate) : additive. (mng.

* Involution, &c. That is, square and square-root; cube and cube-root. Gang.

^ See § 36 .

* C*ka~haraf a fraction with cipher for its denominator. According to the remark of Ganesa,

an indefinite, unlimited, or infinite quantity : since it cannot be determined how great it in. Un-

altered by addition or subtraction of finite quantities: since, in the preliminary operation of re-

ducing both fractional expressions to a common denominator, preparatory to taking their sum or

difference, both numerator and denominator of the finite quantity vanish. Ranoanat ha aflirms,

that it is infinite, because the smaller the divisor is, the greater is the quotient : now cipher, being

in the utmost degree small, gives a quotient infinitely great. See Vija-ganita, \ 14.

^ C*hag&na, a quantity which has cipher for its multiplier. Cipher is set down by the side of

the multiplicand, to denote it.
Gaw.

D 2
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number is it, which multiplied by cipher, and added to half itself, and mul-

tiplied by three, and divided by cipher, amounts to the given number sixty-

three ?

Statement : 0. Cipher added to five makes 5. Square of cipher, 0.

Square-root, 0. Cube of cipher, 0. Cube-root, 0.

Statement : 5. This, multiplied by cipher makes 0.

Statement: 10. This, divided by cipher, gives

Statement ; An unknown quantity
; its multiplier, 0 ; additive,

-J- ; mul-

tiplicator, 3; divisor, 0; given number, 63; assumption, 1. Then, either

by inversion or position, as subsequently explained (§ 47 and 50), the num-
ber is found, 14. This mode of computation is of frequent use in astrono-

mical calculation.



CHAPTER III.

MISCELLANEOUS RULES.'

SECTION I.

INVERSION.

47—48. Rule of inversion two stanzas.

To investigate a quantity, one being given,* make the divisor a multi-

plicator: and the multiplier, a divisor; the square, a root; and the root, a

jquare turn the negative into positive ; and the positive into negative.

If a quantity was to be increased or diminished by its ^own proportionate

part, let the [lower*] denominator, being increased or diminished by its nu-

merator, become the [corrected*] denominator, and the numerator remain

unchanged ;
and then proceed with the other operations of inversion, as be-

fore directed.

49. Example. Pretty girl with tremulous eyes, if thou know tlie cor-

rect method of inversion, tell me, what is the number, which multiplied by

Pracirna miscellaneous. The rules, contained in the five first sections of this chapter, have

none answering to them in the Arithmetic of Bhaiimegupta and Sridhara. Some of the ex-

amplcs, however, serving to illustrate the reduction of frac4ion8 (as ^ 51—54.) do correspond.

Compare § 54 with Gan.s6r, § 52.

* ViUma-xiiPhi, ViUnrn-criy&y Vt/(uta-vid*hiy inversion.

> Dr%a; the quantity or number, which is visible ; the one known by the enunciation of the

problem : the given quantity.

* And the cube, a cube-root; and the cube-root, a cube. GaW.

* Ganoad’hara.
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three, and added to three quarters of the quotient, and divided by seven,

and reduced by subtraction of a third part of the quotient, and then mqlti-

plied into itseltj and having fifty-two subtracted from the product, and the

square root of the remainder extracted, and eight added, and the sum divided

by ten, yields two ?
‘

Statement : Multiplier 3. Additive Divisor 7. Decrease Square

— . Subtractive 52. Square-root — . Additive 8. Divisor 10. Given

number 2.

Answer. Proceeding as directed, the result is 38; the number sought.

All the operations are inverted. The known number 2, multiplIW by the divisor 10 con-

verted into a multiplicator, makes 20; from which the additive 8, being subtracted, leaves 12;

the square whereof (extraction of the root being directed) is 144; and adding the subtractive 52,

becomes 196 : the root of this (squaring was directed) is 14; added to its half, 7, it amounts to

21 ;
and multiplied by 7, is 147. This again divided by 7 and multiplied by 3, makes 63 ; which,

subtracted from 147, leaves 84: and this, divided by 3, gives 28,
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SECTION 11.

SUPPOSITION,

»50. Rule of supposition :• one stanza.

Or any number, assumed at pleasure, is treated as specified in the parti-

cular question
;
being multiplied and divided, raised or diminished by frac-

tions : then the given quantity, being multiplied by the assumed number

and divided by that [which has been found,] yields the number sought.

This is called the process of supposition.*

51. Example.’ What is that numbeir, which multiplied by five, and

having the third part of the product subtracteci, and the remainder divided

by ten, and one-third, a half and a quarter of the original quantity added^

gives two less than seventy ?

Statement: Mult. 5. Subtractive
-J

of itself. Div. 10. Additive J I

i

of the quantity. Given 68.

Putting 3; this, multiplied by 5, is 15 ; less its third part, is 10; divided

by ten, yields 1. Added to tlie third, halt and (juartcr of the assumed

number tliree, viz. ^41, the sum is divide the given number

68 taken into the assumed one 3 ;
the quotient is 48.

The answer is the same with any other assumed number, as one,

Thus, by whatever number the quanlity is multiplied or divided in any

example, or by wliatever fraction of the quantity, it is increased or dimi-

nislied
;
by the same should the like operations be performed on a uumber

^
' Ishia-carmm: operation with an assumed number. It is the rule of false posilion, suppo-

sition, and trial and error. «

^ In this method, multiplication, division, and fractions only are employed.

^ Reduction of a given number with affirmative fractions is the subject of this example j as re-

duction of a number given, with negative fractions, is that of the next. Si/r.

In the rule of position or reduction appertaining to it, are comprehended re.luction of given

quantity (with fractions affirmative or negative), reduction of fractions of residues, and rcfluciion

of differences of fractions.
Garo.
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arbitrarily assumed: and by that, which results, divide the given nuniber

taken into the assumed one ;
the quotient is the quantity sought.

52.

Example of reduction of a given quantity.* Out of a heap of pure

lotus flowers, a third part, a fifth and a sixth, were offered respectively to

the gods Siva, Vishnu and the Sun; and a quarter was presented to Bha-

vANi. The remaining six lotuses were given to the venerable preceptor.

Tell quickly the whole number of flowers.

Statement: known 6.

Putting one for the assumed number, and proceeding as above, tlie quan-

tity is found 120.

53.

Example of reduction of residues:* A traveller, engaged in a pil-

grimage, gave half his money at PrayAga; two-ninths of the remainder at

CAsi; a quarter of the residue in payment of taxes on the road; six-tenths

of what was left at GAyA ; there remained sixty-three nishcas ; with which

he returned home. Tell me the amount of his original stock of money, if

you have learned the method of reduction of fractions of residues.

Statement: known 63.

Putting one for the assumed number; subtracting the numerator from its

denominator, multiplying denominators together, • and in other respects

proceeding as directed, the remainder is found By this dividing the

given number 63 taken into the assumed quantity, the original sum cornea

out 540,

Or it may be found by the method of reduction of fractional decrease

[§ 33]. Statement: -i- f|2.’ Being reduced to homogeneous form>

the result is ^ : whence the sum is deduced 540.

Or this may also be found by the rule of inversion [§ 47*

]

54.

Example of reduction of differences.’ Out of a swarm of bees, one-

* DrUya-j6ti; assimilation of the visible; reduction of the given quantity with fractions affir-

mative or negative : here, with negative ; in the preceding example, with affirmative.

* Shha-jAtif assimilation of residue; reduction of fractions of residues or successive fractional

remainders.

* Vislisha^jdtif assimilation of ditference ; reduction of fractional differences.
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fifth part settled on a blossom of Cadamba ;* and one-third on a flower of

Silind hri :* three times the difference of those numbers flew to the bloom of

a t!utaja? One bee, which remained, hovered and flew about in the air,

allured at the same moment by the pleasing fragrance of a jasmin and pan-

danus. Tell me, charming woman, the number of bees.^

Statement : known quantity, 1 ;
assumed, 30.

A fifth of the assumed number is 6; a third is 10; difference 4; multi-

plied by three gives IQ
;
and the remainder is Q. Then the product ot the

known quantity by the assumed one, being divided by this remainder, shows

the number of bees 15.

Here also putting unit for the assumed quantity, the number of the swarm

is found 15.

So in other instances likewise.*

^ Cadamba^ Nauclea orientalis or N. Cadamba.

» Siltnd'hri, a plant resembling the CachOra, Crisiin. on Vija-gad,

* Echites antidysenterica.

* See the same example in Vija^ganita^ § 108.

* The ManSranjana introduces one more example, which is there placed after the second. It

is similar to one which occurs in Srid’hara's Gdnita^sdra^ ^ SO; and is here stibjoined :— ** The

third part of a necklace of pearls, broken in an amorous struggle, felt* to the ground: its fifth

part rested on the couch ;
the sixth part was saved by the wench ; and the tenth part was taken

up by her lover : six pearls remained strung. Say, of how many pearls the necklace was composed.*

Statement
: i i i ;

Rem. 6. Answer 30.

E
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SECTION III.'

55. Rule of concurrence: half a stanza.

The sum with the (lifi'ereiicc added and subtraeted, being halved, gives

the two quantities. This is termed concurrence.*

56. Example. Tell me the numbers, tlie sum of which is a hundred and

one
;
and the ditference, twenty-five ;

if thou know the rule of concurrence,

dear child.

Statement: Sum 101; diff. <25.—Answer: the two numbers are 38 and

63.

57- Rule of dissimilar operation -.3 half a stanza.

The dittcrence of the squares, divided by the difference of the radical

quantities,^ gives their sum: whence the quantities are found in the mode
before directed.

58. Example. Tell me quickly, skilful calculator, what numbers are

they, of which the difference is eight, and the difference of sqiuircs four

Imndrcd ?

Statement : Diff. of the quantities 8. Diff. of the squares 400.

Answer. The numbers are 21 and 29.

“ The rules comprised in this section are treated under the same titles (Sancramana^v\i\ Vishama*

carman) hy Braiimegupta, in his chapter on Algebra, or, as by him termed, leqture on the

pulverizer, § 25. See Chaturveda on Arithm. oi' Brahm, §
6’6\

* Sancramauuy concurrence or mutual penetration in the shape of sum and dilTerence.

—

Gang.

Investigation of two quantities concurrentor grown together in form of sum and dilTerence.

—

Gan.

Calculation of quantities latent within those exhibited.—Su R. The same term signifies transition

(or transposition). See Braiimegupta, Arithm. § 12.

^ I islKima-cannan: the finding of the quantities, when the difference of their squares is given,

and either the sum or the dilTerence of the quantities.

—

Gan. A species of concurrence.

—

Gang.
See below LUnvati^ § 135. t'lja-gan. §14-8.

* Or divided by their sum, gives their difference.—Gan.
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SECTION IV.

Problem concerning Squares"

A certain prolilem relative to sciiiarcs is propouiulecl in the next instance.

Rule: The square of an arbitrary luiinber, nuiltiplied by eight and

lessened by one, then halved and divided by the assumed number, is one

quantity: its s(jiiarc, halved and added to one, is the other. Or unity,

divided by double an assumed number and added to that number, is a fust

quantity
;
and unity is the other. These give pairs ot quantities, the sum

and difference of whose squares, lessened by one, are squares.

Tell me, my friend, numbers, the sum and difierence of whose sijuares,

less one, aftord s(|uare roots: which dull smatterers in algebra laboi to cxciu-

ciatc, puzzling for it in the six-fold method ot discovery theie taught.

To bring out an answer by the lirsit rule, let the number put be Its

square, i,
multiplied by eight, is 2 ;

which, lessened by one, is I. J Ins halved

is V, and divided by the assumed number (j) gives [Tor (he lirst ([uantity.

Its square halved is r
;
which, added to one, makes fbus the two

quantities are \ and J.

So, putting one for the assumed number, the numbers obtained arc J,
and

y . With the supposition of two, they are V V/-
""

By the second method, let the assumed number be 1. Unity divideci by

the double of it is which, added to the assumed number, makes J.
J lie

first quantity is thus found. The second is unity, 1. W itb the supposition

of tw^o, the quantities arc
-J
and Putting three, they are and {

.

6 1 . Another Rule The square of the square of an arbitrary number, and

« Varga-caman. Operation relative to squares. An indeterminate problem; admitting

innumerable solutions.
^

’ This question, fouml in some copies of the text, nnd interpreted by Gxxoad uara and the

Manoranjanay is unnoticed by other commentators.

» To bring out answers in whole numbers : the two preceding solutions giving fractions.

^ o Gav. andSuR.
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the cube of that number, respectively multiplied by eight, adding one to

the first product, are such quantities ;
‘ equally in arithmetic and in algebra.

Put A. The square of the square of the assumed number is which,

multiplied by eight, makes This, added to one, is|; and is the first

quantity. Again put f. Its cube is which, multiplied by eight, gives

the second quantity J-. Next, supposing one, the two quantities are 9 and 8.

Assiiming two, they are 129 and 64. Putting three, they are 649 and 216.

And so on, without end, by means of various suppositions, in the several

foregoing methods.

“ Algebraic solution, similar to arithmetical rules, appears obscure ; but is

not so, to the intelligent : nor is it sixfold, but manifold.”

“ The greater quantity is to be taken such, that the square of it may consist of three portions^

whereof one shall be unity; and the remaining two be squares; and twice the product of the

loots of those squares constitute a square, the root of which will be the second quantity*

Rang.
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SECTION V.

62—63 . Rule for assimilation of the root s coefficient :
' two stanzas.

Tlie sum or difference of a quantity and of a multiple of its square-root

being given, the square of half the coefficient* is added to the given number!

and the square root of their sum [is extracted : that root,] with half the

coefficient added or subtracted, being squared, is the quantity sought by

the interrogator.* If the quantity have a fraction added, or subtracted,

divide the number given and the multiplicator of the root, by unity increased

or lessened by the numerator, and the required quantity may be then

discovered, proceeding with those quotients as above directed.

A quantity, increased or diminished by its square-root multiplied by some

number, is given. Then add the square of half the multiplier of the root

to the given number: and extract the square-root of the sum. Add half

the multiplier, if the difference were given
;
or subtract it, if the sum were

so. The square of the result will be the quantity sought.

64. Example (the root subtracted, and the difference given). One

pair out of a flock of geese remained sporting in the water, and saw seven

times the half of the square-root of the flock proceeding to the shore tired

of the diversion. Tell me, dear girl, the number of the flock.

* Muln-jdtij muUi-gunaca-jAti or IshU’mulAnsa-jdtif assimilation and reduction of the root's

coefficient with a fraction.

' GuriOf multiplicator ; mula-gundf root’s multiplier; the coefficient of the root.

* The quantity sought consists of two portions
;
one the square-root taken into its multiplicator

;

the other the given number. The number given too .is the quantity required less the rout taken

into its multiplicator : and the quantity sought is the square of that root. Therefore the number

given is one that consists of two portions
;

viz. the square of the root less the root taken into its

multiplier. Now the root taken into its multiplier is equivalent to twice the product of the root

by half the multiplicator. By adding then the square of half the multiplicator to the given

number, a quantity results of w hich the root may be taken ; and this root is the root (of the quantity

sought) less half the multiplier. Therefore that added to half the multiplier is the root (of tht

quantity required) ; and its square, of course, is the number sought. Bang..
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Statement: Coeff. f Given Half the coefficient is Its square

added to the given number, makes the square root of which is J.

Half the coefficient being added,. the sum is Vj reduced to least terms, 4.

This squared is 16 ;
the number of the flock, as required.

65.

Example (the root added and the sum given). Tell me what is

the number, whicli, added to nine times its square-root, amounts to twelve

hundred and forty ?

Statement: Coeff. 9. Given 1240. Answer 96 I.

66. Example (the root and a fraction both subtracted). Of a flock of

geese, ten times the square-root of the number departed for the Manasa

lake,' on the approach of a cloud : an eighth part went to a forest of

Stlialapadmuiis three couples were seen engaged in sport, on the water

abounding with delicate fibres of the lotus. Tell, dear girl, the whole

number of the flock.

Statement: Coeff. 10. Fraction *. Given 6.

By the [second] rule (§ 63) ;
unity, less the numerator of the fraction, is

and the coefficient and given number, being both divided by that, become

and Y; and the half coefficient is Y* With these, proceeding by the

[first] rule 62), the number of the flock is found 144.

67 . Example.* The son of Prit’iia,^ irritated in fight, shot a quiver

of arrows to slay Cahna. With half his arrows, he parried those of his

antagonist; with four times the square-root of the quiver-full, he killed his

* Wild geese are observed to quit the plains of India, at the approach of the rainy season; and

the lake called M6na,sar6var (situated in ’the Un- or Hthhdes is covered with water-fowl, geese

especially, during that season. The Hindus suppose the whole tribe of geese to retire to the holy

lake at the approach of rain. The bird is sacred to Brahma.
* The plant intended is not ascertained. The context would seem to imply that it is arboreous

:

as the term signifies forest.

* This example is likewise inserted in the ViJa-gmitaj § 133.

* Arjuna, suniamed Part’iia : his matronymic from Prit*iia or Kunt’hI.
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lorses; with six arrows, he slew Salya;‘ with three he demolished the

imbrella, standard and bow; and with one, he cut oft' the head of the

be. How many were the arrows, which AfijuNA let fly ?

Statement : . Fraction J
. CoeflF. 4. Given 10.

The given number and coefficient being divided (by unity less the fraction)

:)ecome 20 and 8 ;
and proceeding by the rule (§ G3), the number of arrows

:omcs out 10().

68. Example.* The square-root of half the number of a swarm of bees

s gone to a shrub of jasmin and so arc eight-ninths of the whole swarm:

i female is buzzing to one remaining male that is Innnming within a lotus,

in whicli he is confined, having been allured to it by its tragrance at night.*

Say, lovely woman, the number of bees.

Here eight-ninths of the quantity, and the root of its halt, are negative

[and consequently subtractive] from the quantity : and the given number is

two of the specific things. The negative quantity and the number given,

being halved, bring out half the quantity sought.* Thus,

Statement: Fraction
’J.

Coeflf. Given }.

A fraction of half tlie quantity is the same with lialf the fraction ot the

quantity: the fraction is therefore set down [unaltered].

Here, proceeding as above directed, there comes out halt the (juantity, 36;

which, being doubled, is the number of bees in the swarm, 72.

69 . Example: Find quickly, if thou have skill in arithmetic, the quantity,

* One of the Cauraras^ and charioteer of Carna.

* Inserted also in the Vija-ganita. § 132.

’ M{ilatiy Jasmin uin grandiflorura.

^ The lotus being open at night and closed in the day, the bee might be caught in it. Gav.

* In such questions, it is necessary to observe whether th^^ coefficient of the root be so of the

root of the whole number, or of that of its part. For that quantity is found, of whose root the

coefficient is used. But, in the present case, the root of half the quantity is proposed
;
and

accordingly, the half of the quantity will be found by the rule. The number given, however, belongs

to the entire quantity. Therefore, taking half the given number, half the required number is

to be brought out by the process before directed.

UunO, and Si/is.
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which added to its third part and eighteen times its square root^ amounts

to twelve hundred.
#

Statement; Fraction 4^. CoefF. 18. Given 1200.

Here, dividing the coefficient and given number by unity added to 'the

fraction [§ 63] and proceeding as before directed, the number is brought

out, 676.
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SECTION VI.

RULE of PROPORTION.^

70. Rule of three terms.*

The first and last terms, which are the argument and requisition, must be

of like denomination
; the fruit, which is of a diflerent species, stands

between them : and that, being multiplied by the demand and divided by

the first term, gives the fruit of tlie demand.* In the inverse method, tlic

operation is reversed.^

71. Example. If two and a half palas of saffron be obtained for three-

sevenths of a nis/ica
;
say instantly, best of merchants, how much is got for

nine fiishcas ?

Statement: 1 -f.
Answer: 52 palas and 2 carshas.

72. Example. If one hundred and four arc got for sixty-tlirce

palas of best camphor, consider and tell me, friend, what may be obtained

for twelve and a cinsixtcx palas ?

Statement : 63 104 V- Answer : 20 nishcasy 3 drammaSy 8 panaSy 3

c&cinisy 1 1 cowryshells and ^th part.

73. Example. If a chdri and one eighth of rice, may be procured for

two drammaSy say quickly what may be had for seventy panas ?

* The rule of proportion, direct and inverse, simple and compound, including barter, bas'been

*imilarly treated by Brahmegupta, Arilhm. S 10—13; and by Srid'iiara (adding, however,

as a distinct article, the sale of live animals and slaves, which Bhascara places under the rule of

three inverse). Gan. t6r. § 58—90.

* TrairSsica, calculation belonging to a set of three terms.

—

Gang, Rule of three.

The first term is pramdtiaf the measure or argument ; the second is its fruit, phalaf or produce of

the argument ; the third is icA'Ad, the demand, requisition, desire or question. Gaj/.

* Ich*hA’phalat produce of the requisition, or fruit of the question : it is of the same denomination

or species with the second term.

* See S 74*

F
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Statement (reducing drammas to patias): 32
-f-

70.

Answer : 2 chdr'is, 7 dt'6nas, 1 ddhaco, 2 prost has.
»

74. Rule of three inverse.*

If the fruit diminish as the requisition increases, or augment as that

decreases, they, who are skilled in accounts, consider the rule of three terms

to be inverted.*

When there is diminution of fruit, if there be increase of requisition, and

increase of fruit if there be diminution of requisition, then the inverse rule

of tlirce is [employed]. For instance,

75. When the value of living beings* is regulated by their age; and in

the case of gold, where the weight and touch ^ are compared; or when

heaps* are subdivided
;
let the inverted rule of three terms be [used].

76. Example. If a female slave sixteen years of age, bring thirty-two

[tmhcaa], what will one aged twenty cost? If an ox, which has been worked

a second year, sell for four nishcas, what will one, which has been worked

six years, cost ?

1st Qu. Statement: 16 32 20. Answer; 7iishcas,

2d Qu. Statement: 2 4 6. Answer: \l niskea.

77. Example. If a gadyanaca of gold of the touch of ten may be had

' Vyasta-trairAma or Vduma’trairAska, rule of three terms inverse.

* The method of performinj; the inverse rule has been already taught (§ 70). “ In the inverse

method, the operation is reversed.” That is, the fruit is to be multiplied by the argument and

divided by the demand. Sur.

When fruit increases or decreases, as the demand is augmented oi diminished, the direct rule

(crama-trair/i.sica) is used. Else the inverse. Gan\
* Slaves and cattle. 'I'he price of the older is less ; of the younger, greater. Gang, and Sur.

* Colouron the touchstone. See Alligation, § 101.

* See Chap, 10. When heaps of grain, which had been meted with a small measure, are again

meted with a larger one, the number tiecreases ; and when those, which had been meted with a

large measure, are again meted with a smaller one, there is increase of number. Gang and Su'a,
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for one niskca [of silver], what weight of gold of fifteen touch may In?

bought for the same price ?

Statement: 10 1 15. Answer

78, Example. A heap of grain having been meted with a measure

containing seven (/{fhacas, if a hundred such measures were found, what

would be the result with one containing five 6'd'hacasr

Statement: 7 100 5. Answer 140.

79. Rule of compound proportion.*

In the method of five, seven, nine or more * terms, transpose the fruit and

divisors;* and the product of multiplication of the larger set of terms, being

divided by the proiluct of the less set of terms,^ the quotient is the produce

[sought].

• This, which is the compound rule of tlirce, comprises, according to the remark of (tAN ESA,

two or more sets of three terms (trair/isica)
;
or two or more proportions (anupdta)^ iis Sii'ryadaha

observes. ''Thus the rule of five (pancha-r^sica) compiises two proportions; that ol seven

(sapta-r6ska)^ three; that of nine ('navaWisicaJ

,

four; and that of eleven (('c^ifias<hrkiicajf five/'

^ Meaning eleven.

—

Mano. .Eleven or more.—Si/ii. It is a rule for finlling asixlh term, five being

given; (or, from seven known terms, an eighth ;
from nine, a tenth ; from eleven, a twelfili),

^ Ganesa and the commentator of the F/imn/i understand this hist word (ph'hul divisor) as

relating to denominators of fractions
;
and the transposing of them (if any there be) is indeed riglu :

accordingly the author gives, under this rule, an example of working with fractions (§ 81 ). But

the Manoranjana and Survadasa explain it otherwise; and the latter cites an ancient commentary

entitled Ganita-caumudi (also quoted by RanoanaT’jia) in support of his exposition. ‘ There are

two sets of terms; those which belong to the argument ; and those which appertain to the requisition.

The fruit, in the first set, is called produce of the argument; that, in the second, is named divisor

of the set. Tiiey arc to be transposed, or reciprocally brought from one set to the other. That

is, put the fruit in the second set; and place the divisor in the first. Would it not be enough to

say transpose the fruits of both sets ? The author of the Caumud'i replies “ the designation of

divisor serves to indicate, that, after transposition, the fruit wf the second set, being included in the

product of the multiplication of the less set of terms, the product of il»e greater set is to be divided

by it.” ' Some, however, interpret it as relative to fractions [“ transpose denominators, if any

there be.'"—Gang.] But that is wrong: for the word would be superfluous.'

BaJtu~rdsi (paesha), set of many terras : the one which is most numerous. Cl^hat, to which the

fruit is brought, is the larger set,—Gang. Or, if there be fruit on both sides, that, in which the

fruit of the requisition is,-—Gan.) Laghu-rdsi, set of fewer terras ; that, which is less numerous.
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80. Example. If the interest of a hundred for a month be five, say what

is the interest of sixteen for a year? Find likewise the time from the

principal and interest; and knowing the time and produce, tell the principal

sum.

1 12

Statement: 100 \6 'Answer: the interest is 9f.

^ 1

To find the time ;
Statement: 100 16 *Answer: months 12.

5 V
To find the principal

;
Statement: 1 12 ’Answer: principal 16.

100

5 V
81. Example. If the interest of a hundred for a month and one-third,

be five and one fifth, say what is the interest of sixty-two and a half for

three months and one fifth?

.1 u
3 i

Statement: 'a" ^Answer: interest 7 J.

o

_ . , , •. .if, If- Product of the larger set, 960 Quotient, 9^0
.Transpos.ngthefru.t,100 16

of the Ic&s set, 100.

1 1

100 iG
* Transposing both fruits, and the denominator,

5

5

Product of the larger set, 4800

of the less set, 400. Quotient, 12.

1 12 ’ 1 12

» Transposing both fruits, 100 and the denominator, 100

5

Product of the larger set 4800

of the less set 300. Quotient, l6,

Transposing the fruit, J V and the denominators, }
Abridging by correspondent re-

li^O 1^5
1 oo 1 «.%

¥
duction on both sides* 1 4, and by further reduction, 1 1 Answer ^ or 7i

5 3 13
4 5 11
2 1 11
5 26 5 13

• The Man^anjana tcachci to obridge the work hy redaction wf termi on both sides by their common di?iior*.

100 1S5
2 I

5 26
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82.

Example of the rule ofseven : If eight, best, variegated, silk scarfs,

measuring, three cubits in breadth and eight in length, cost a hundred
[nishcas^ ; say quickly, merchant, if thou understand trade, what a like scarf,

three and a half cubits long and half a cubit wide, will cost.

3 i
^

Statement: 8 \ ‘Answer: Nishca 0, drammas 14, pams 9, edeini 1,

3 1 COwryshells 6’
100

83.

Example of the rule of nine : If thirty benches, twelve fingers

thick, square ot four wide, and fourteen cubits long, cost a hundred [wAvZ/cyi^];

tell me, my friend, what price will fourteen benches 1‘ctch, which are four

less in every dimension
?

j

Statement: 12 8 ‘Answer: Nishcas \6\.

\6 12

14 10

30 14

100

84.

Example of the rult^pf eleven : If the hire of carts to convey

the benches of the dimcn.sions first specified, a distance of one league

(gavyuti^y be eight dravunas*; say what should be the cart-hire for bringing

the benches last mentioned, four less in every dimension, a distance of six

leagues ?

* Transposing fruit and denominators, 3 1 Product of larger set, 700 Quotient, 0 14 9 1 6|

^ ^
of less set, 76'8.

2

8 1

100

* Transposing fruit, 12 8 abridging by I 1 Product of larger set, 100 Quotient., 16’|

l6 12 correspondent 2 1

*
of less set, (i .

14 10 reduction on 1 I

30 14 both sides ; 3 1

100 100

5 GaryUti

;

two cr6»as or half a yojana : it contains 4000 dandm or fathoms ;
about 8000 yards-;

and is about 3, 8 B. miles : the crwa being 1,9 As. lies. 5. 105.
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12 6

16 12

Statement: 14 10 'Answer: Drammas 8. *

30 14

I 6
8

85. Rule of barter;' half a stanza.

So in barter likewise, the same process is [followed;] transposing both

prices, as well as the divisors.’

86. Example. If three hundred mangoes be had in this market for one

dramma, and thirty ripe pomegranates for a pana, say quickly, friend, how

many should be had in exchange for ten mangoes?

Statement; 16 1 ^Answer: 16 pomegranates.

300 30
10

Transposing the fruit, 12 8 abridging by I

16 12 correspondent 2

14 10 reduction on I

SO 14 both sides, 3

1 6' 1

1 and by further 1

reduction,

Product of larger set, 8

of less set, 1

Quotient, 8 .

» Bh/mda-prati-bMndaca commodity for commodity
;
computation of the exchange of goods

{vastu-xinvnaya-ganita^—Gang.) : barter.

3 Ganoad’iiaua, Su'ryada'sa and the Manoranjana so read this passage : hariins-cha maul^e.

But Ganesa and RanganaViia have the affirmative adverb sadd-hif in place of the words “ and

the divisors hardm-cha. At all events, the transposition of denominators takes place, as usual

;

and«o does that of the lower term, as in the rule of five ; to which, as Suryada'sa remarks, this

is analogous. Jt comprises two proportions, thus stated by him from the example in the text,

“ If for one pane, thirty pomegranates may be had, how many for sixteen? Answer, 480.

Again, if for three hundred mangoes, four hundred and eighty pomegranates maybe had, how

many for ten? Answer, lb. Here thirty is fii’st multiplied by sixteen and then divided by one ;

and then multiplied by ten and divided by three hundred. For brevity, the prices are transposed,

and the result is the same,’' '
. Sur.

Transposing the prices, 1 16 and, transferring the fruit, 1 lb Then product
300 30 300 30
10 10

of the larger set, 4800 Quotient, lb. Or, by correspondent reduction, 1 lb and further 1 lb

of the less set, 300. 10 1 1 1

Whence products lb and quotient lb.

I

10
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CHAPTER IV.

I}^VESTIGATION OF MIXTURE.'

SECTION I.

INTEREST.

87—88. Rule : a stanza and a lialf.‘

The argument’ multiplied by its time, and the fruit multiplied by the mixt

quantity’s time, being severally set down, and divided by their sum and

multiplied by the mixt quantity, are the principal and interest [composiug

the quantity]. Or the principal being found by the rule of supposition, that,

taken from the mixt quantity, leaves the amount of interest.

89. Example. If the principal sum, with interest at the rate of five on

the hundred by the month, amount in a year to one thousand, tell the

principal and interest rc^spectivcly.

I 12

Statement: 100 1000. ’Answer: Principal, 625 ;
Interest, 375.

5

Or, by the rule of position, put one; and proceeding according to that

rule (§ 50), the interest of unity is which, added to one, makes Tlie

' Misra~v\/axnhAra, investigation of mixture, ascertainment of composition, as principal and interest

joined, and so forth.

—

Gan. It is chiefly grounded on the rule of proportion.

—

Ibid, The rules in

this chapter bear reference to the cxainjdes which follow them. Generally they arc quaestioncs

otiosK
; problems for exercise. ,

* To investigiUe a mixt amount of principal and interest.

—

Gan. The first rule agrees with

Siud’iiara’s {Gan. sAr. § f)l). 'Ihe second answers to one deduced from BnAiiMEGurTA by his

Commentator. Arithm. of Bhaiim. § 14.

® PramtJna argument ; and pAa/a fruit (§ 70)‘ principal and interest.

100 multiplied by 1 is 100 ;
5 by 12 is 60 . Their sum l6o is the divisor. The first number,

100, multiplied by 1000, and divided by iGO, is 023. The second Oo, multiplied by KXX) and

divided by l6'0, gives 375. Gang.
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given quantity 1000, multiplied by unity, and divided by that, shows the

principal 625. This, taken from the mixt amount, leaves the interest 375.

»

i

go. Rule:‘ The arguments taken into their respective timeav^ divided

by the ‘fruit taken into the elapsed times ;
the several quotient, divided by

their sum and multiplied by the mixt quantity, are the parts as severally

lent.

91. Example : The sum of six less than a hundred nishcas being lent in

three portions at interest of five, three and four per cent, an equal interest

was obtained on all three portions, in seven, ten, and five months respectively.

Tell, mathematician, the amount of each portion.’

Statement: 17 1 10 15 Mixt amount 94.^

100 100 100

5 3 4

Answer : the portions are 24, 28 and 42. The equal amount of interest 8f

,

92. Rule : half a stanza/

* Or the principal being known, the interest may be found by the rule of five. Sob.

• For determining parts of a compound sum. Son.

® Since the amount of interest on all the portions is the same, put Unity for its arbitrarily assumed

amount : whence corresponding principal sums are found by the rule of five. For instance, if a

hundred be the capital, of which five is the interest for a month, what is the capital of which unity

is the interest for seven months? and, in like manner, the other principal sums are to be found.

Thus, a compound proportion being wrought, the time is multiplied by the argument to which it

appertains, and divided by the fruit taken into the elapsed time. Then, as the total of those

principal sums is to them severally, so is the given total to the respective portions lent. They are

thus severally found by the rule of three. Gan.

Multiplying the argument and fruit by the times, and dividing one product by the other, there

result the fractions VV W V V VJ which reduced to a common denominator and

summed, make or multiplied by the mixt amount 94», they are ^ V®, and

then divided by the sum they give 28, 42. Man6,

1 7
To find the interest, employ the rule of five ; 100 24, Answer, 8f. By the same method, with

5

all three portions, the interest comes out the same. St/H,

® The capital sums, their aggregate amount, and the sum of the gains being given ; to apportion

the gains.

—

Gan. The rule is taken from BRAiiMEOurTA, Arithm. § l6. It answers to Srid^uara'i,
^

Gort. tdr, § 109.
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The contributions/ being multiplied by the mixt amount and divided by
,

the sum of the contributions, are the respective fruits/

93. Example. Say, mathematician, what are the apportioned shares of

three traders,, whose original capitals were respectively fifty-one, sixty-eight,

and eighty-five ;
which have been raised by commerce conducted by them

on joint stock, to the aggregate amount of three hundred ?

Statement: 51,68,85. Sum: 204. Mixt amount : 300.

Answer: 75, 100, 125. These, less the capital sums, are the gains; viz.

24, 32, 40.

Or the mixt amount, less the sum of aggregate capital, is the profit on

the whole : viz. 96 . This being multiplied by the contributions, and

divided by the sum of the contributions, gives the respective gains ;
viz.

24, 32, and 40.

* Pracshepaca, that which is thrown in or mixt.—

G

an. Joined together.—Si/a.

• The principle of the rule is obvious, being simply the rule of three.—Gan, ‘ If by this suii>

of contributions, this contribution be had, then by the compound sum what will be i The numbers

thus found, less the contributions, are the gains.' VdsanA by Rang.
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SECTION IE

FRACTIONS.

94. Rule half a stanza.

Divide denominators by numerators ;
and then divide unity by those quo-

tients added together. The result will be the time of filling [a cistern by

several fountains.]*

95. Example. Say quickly, friend, in what portion of a day will [four]

fountains, being let loose together, fill a cistern, which, if severally opened,

they would fill in one day, half a day, the third, and the sixth part, respec-

tively ?

Statement :

-J- i i i.

Answer : .j^th part of a day.

* To apportion the time for a mixture of springs to fill a well or cistern.

—

Gai/. To solve an

instance relative to fractions.—Siia. A similar problem occurs in Brahmegupta's Arithmetic,

* The rule is grounded on a double proportion, according to Gan^sa and RanoanaVha*
but on the rule of three inverse, according to Suryadasa and the Manoranjana: “ if by one

fountain’s time one day be had ; then, by all the fountains’ times in portions of days, summed to-

gether, what is had ?” Or, “ If, by this portion of a day one cistern be filled, how many by a

whole day ?” Then, after adding together the number of full cisterns, “ if, by so many, one day

be had, then by one cistern what will beT
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SECTION III.

PURCHASE and SALE.

96 . Rule.^ By the [measure of the] commodities/ divide their prices

taken into their respective portions [of the purchase] ; and by the sum of

the quotients divide both them and those portions severally multiplied by

the mixt sum : the prices and quantities are found in their order.*

97. Example If three and a half mlinas^ of rice may be had for one

drammay and eight of kidney-beans* for the like price, take these thirteen

c&ciniSy merchant, and give me quickly two parts of rice with one of kidney-

beans
;
for we must make a hasty meal and depart, since my companion

will proceed onwards.

Statement
: \ | Mixt sum

J J,

^ For a case where a mixture of portions, and composition of things, are given.—Gan. Con-

cerning measure of grain, &c.—Su'r. See Skio’iiARA, § 1 16 .

Parii/a: the measure of the grain or other commodity procurable for the current price in

the market. Si/r. and Man6,

3 Founded on the rule of proportion :
‘ if by this measure of goods this price be obtained, then

by this portion of goods what will be ?’ So for the second commt>dity. Then, summing the prices

so found, ‘ if by this sum, these several prices, then by this mixt amount what prices F and, ‘ if

by this sum, these portions, then by this mixt amount what quantities?’ Rang.

Sec Vtja-ga/iitay § 115; which is word for word the same.

* M/iiia or MAnaca a measure; seemingly intending a particular one; the same with the

mAnicAf according to the Manoranjana^ if a passage in the margin of that commentary be genuine.

The MAnicA is the quarter of the chAn. See Chaturveda on Braiimegupta, § II.
.
But, ac-

cording to Ganes'a, the wana (apparently the same with the mAriicA) is at most an eighth of a

chAri; being a cubic span. See note to § 236. A spurious couplet (sec note on S 2.) makes it

the modern measure of weight containing forty shi,

4 Mudga: Phaseolus mungo; sort of kidney-bean.
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The prices, ^ I,
multiplied by the portions | and div ided by the goods

1 A, make 4 the sum of which is By this divide the same fractions

(4 4) taken into the mixt sum (44); and the portions (| 4) taken into that

mixt sum (44). There result the prices of the rice and kidney-beans, 4

and of a dramma ; or 10 cicinh and 134 shells for the rice, and 2 c&cinis

and 64 shells for the kidney-beans ;
and the quantities are and -^4 of a

mina of rice and kidney-beans respectively.

98. Example. If a pala of best camphor may be had for two nishcas,

and a pala of sandal-wood ^ for the eighth part of a dramma, and half a pala

of aloe-wood* also for the eighth of ^dramma, good merchant, give me

the value of one nishca in the proportions of one, sixteen and eight : for I

wish to prepare a perfume.

Statement : 32 { 4 Mixt sum I6.

I 1 i
1 16 8

Answer: Prices: drammas 14’ 5 fy.

Quantities: palas J

1 Chandana

:

Santalum album.

« A^uru: Aqnilluriu Agailochum
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SECTION IV.

’ I

99. Rule. Problem concerning a present of gems.'

From tlie gems subtract the gift multiplied by the persons
;
and any ar-

bitrary number being divided by the remainders, the quotients arc numbers

expressive of the prices. Or the remainders being multiplied together, the

product, ' divided by the several reserved remainders, gives the values in

whole numbers.’*

100. Example. Four jewellers, possessing respectively eight rubies, ten

sapphires, a hundred pearls, and five diamonds, presented, each trom his own

stock, one apiece to the rest in token of regard and gratification at meeting

:

and they thus become owners of stock of precisely equal value, lell me,

severally, friend, wliat were the prices of their gems respectively?

Statement: Rub. 8 ;
sapph. 10; pearls 100; diam. 5. Gift 1. Persons 4.

Here, the product of the gift 1 by the persons 4, viz. 4, being severally

subtracted, there remain rubies 4; sapphires d; j)earls9d; diamond 1. Any

number arbitrarily assumed being divided by these remahulers, the ijuotients

arc the relative values. Taking it at mndom, they may be fractional values;

or by judicious selection, whole numbers : thus, put 9d ;
and the pi ices

thence deduced arc 24, I6, 1, 96 ;
and the e<pial stock 233.

Or the remainders being midtiplicd together, and the product severally di-

vided by those remainders, the prices arc57d, 384, 24, 2304 : and the equal

amount of stock (after interchange of presents) is 3392.

1 The problem is an indeterminate one. TI»c solution gives relative values only.

2 SURYADASA citcs ihc Flja-gonita for the solution of the problem. (See Vija-gari. § 11. where

the same example occurs.) The principle is explained by JIanc; anaYha without reference to

algebra. It is founded on the axiom, that “ equality continues, if addition or subtraction of

equal tilings be made to or from ecjual things." After interchange of presents, each person has

one of every sort of gem, and a certain further number of one sort. Deducting then own of each

sort from the equalized stock of every person, remainsa number of a single sort equal in value one

to the other. Put an arbitrary number for that value ;
and make the proportion ;

‘ as tbii numbei;

of gems is to this equal value, so is one gem to its price. Uan(«,
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SECTION V.

ALLIGATION.^

101. Rule.- The sum of the products of the toucld and [weight of se-

veral parcels]^ of gold being divided by the aggregate of the gold, the touch

of the mass is found. Or [after refining] being divided by the fine gold, the

touch is ascertained; or divided by the touch, the quantity of purified gold

is determined.®

102— 103. Example. Parcels of gold weighing severally ten, four, two

and four m/ishas, and of the fineness of thirteen, twelve, eleven and ten respec-

tively, l)eing melted together, tell me quickly, merchant, who art conver-

sant with the computation of gold, what is the fineness of the mass ? If the

twenty mashas above described be reduced to sixteen by refining, tell me

instantly the touch of the purified mass. Or, if its purity when refined be

sixteen, [irithec what is the number to which the twenty mashas are re-

duced?

Statement: Touch 13 12 11 10.

Weight 10 4 2 4.

Answer:^ After melting, fineness 12.

Weight 20.

1 Suvenia-ganita ; computation of gold ; that is, of its weight and fineness. Alligation medial.

Sui nil AKA has similar rules, §99“lf>8. The topic is unnoticed by Braiimeoupta ; but the

omission is supplied by his commentator. Sec Ciiaturveda on Rraiimeoupta's Ariihm. note

to Sect. '1.

- To find the fineness produced by mi.xture of parcels of gold; and, after refining, the weight,

if the fineness be known
; and the fineness, if the weight of refined gold be given. Gan.

'' VarnOf colour of gold on the touchstone. Fineness of gold determined by that touch. Sec

§ 77. “ The degrees of fineness increase as the weight is reduced by refining.”

—

Gan.

Gang.
^ 'I'he solution of the problem is grounded on the rule of supposition, together with the rule of

lluee inverse : as shown at large by Rangan a't’ha and Gan'kha under this and § 77*

*' Products 130, 48, 40. Their sum 240; divided by 20, gives 12: divided by l6, gives 15.
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After refining, the weight being sixteen ; touch 15. The touch

being sixteen
;
weight 15.

104. Rule.* From the acquired fineness of the mixture, taken into the

aggregate quantity of gold, subtract the sum of the products of the weight

and fineness [of the parcels, the touch of which is known,] and divide the

remainder by the quantity of gold of unknown fineness; the quotient is the

degree of its touch/

105. l*"xample. Eight ^nashas of ten, and two of eleven by the toucli,

and six of unknown fineness, being mixed together, the mass of gold, iny

friend, became of the fineness of twelve; tell the degree of unknown fine*

ness.

Statement: 10 11 Fineness of the ' v
8 G nuxture VZ.

Answer: Degree of the unknown fineness 15.

106. Rule.’ The ac<inired fineness of the mixture being multiplied by

the sum of the gold [in the known parcels], subtract therefrom the aggre-

gate products of the weiglit and fineness [of the parcels] : divide the re-

mainder by the (litferencc l)et\veen the tinencss of the gold ol* unknown

weight and that of the mass, the quotient is the weigift of gold that was

unknown.

107 . Example. Tliree mashas of gold of the touch often, and one ol*

the fineness of I'onrteen, being mixt with some gold oi the fineness of six-

teen, the degree of purity of the mixture, my friend, is twelve. How many

mashas were there of the fineness of sixteen?

Statement: 10 14 I6 Fineness of the

5 1 mixture Hi.

Answer : Alaska 1

.

* To discover the fineness of a parcel of unknown degree of purity mixed with others of which

the touch was known. Gan.

" The rule being the converse of the preceding, the principle of if is obvious. It a no.

5 To find the weight of a parcel of known linenebs, but unknown weights, mixt with other parcels

of known weight and fineness. Ga?/.
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lOS. fiuJe.‘ Subtract the effected fineness from that of the 'gold of a

higher degree of touch, and that of the one of lower touch from the effected

fineness; the differences, multiplied by an arbitrarily assumed number, will

be the weight of gold of tlic lower and higher degrees ofpurity respectively.

«

109. Example. Two ingots of gold, of the touch of sixteen and ten

respectively, being mixt together, the gold became of the fineness of twelve :

tell me, friend, the weight of gold in both lumps.

Statement: Iff, 10. Fineness resulting 12.

Putting one, and multiplying by that
; and proceeding as directed

;
the

weights of gold are found, mashas 2 and 4. Assuming two, they are 4 and
8. Taking half, they come out 1 and 2. Thus, manifold answers are ob-

tained by varying the assumption.

i To find the weight of two parcels of given fineness and unknown weight.—Gan. and Sur.

A rule of alligation alternate in the simplest case. The problem is an indeterminate one : as is in-

timated by the author.

3 By as much as the higher degree of fineness exceeds the fineness effected, so much is the

measure of the weight of less pure gold ; and by as much as the lower degree of purity is under the

standard of the mixture, so much is the weight of the purer gold. Si/r.
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SECTION VI.

PERMUTATION and COMBINATION,

} 10— 1 12. Rule :* three stanzas.

Let the figures from one upwards, dififering by one, put in the inverse

order, be divided by the same [arithmeticals] in the direct order ; and let tlic

subsequent be multiplied by the preceding, and the next following by the

foregoing [result]. The several results are the changes, ones, twos, threes,

&c.* This is termed a general rule.’ It serves in prosody, for those versed

therein, to find the variations of metre ;
in the arts [as in architecture] to

compute the changes upon apertures [of a building] ;
and [in music] the

scheme of musical permutations;^ in medicine, the combinations of different

savours. For fear of prolixity, this is not [fully] set forth.

113. A single example in prosody: In the permutations of the gdyatri

metre, ^ say quickly, friend, how many are the possible changes of the verse?

and tell severally, how many are the coiubiiiatious with one, [two, three,] &c.

long syllables ?

Here the verse of the gayatri stanza comprises six syllables. Wherefore,

* To find the possible ]>tTniutations of long and short syllables in prosody
;
combinations of

ingredients in pharmacy ;
variations of notes, &c. in music; as well as changes in other instances.

C A N

.

* According to Gan ESA, there is no demonstration of the rule, besides acceptation and ex-

perience. HanganaVua delivers an explanation of the principle of it grounded on the summing

of progressions.

* Commentators appear to interpret this as a name of the rule here taught ;
s/KTh/irariu^ or

$6cCk&rana-i}ihand6-ganita, general rule of prosodian permutation: subject to modification m

particular instances ;
as in music, where a special method (asAd'h&rana) must be applied.

, Gang. Su'r.

* Chanda^mhu: acertain scheme.—

G

an. It is more fully explained by other commentators: but

the translator is not sufficiently conversant with the theory of music to understand the term distinctly.

* The G/tifatri metre in sacred prosody is a triplet comprising twenty-four syllables ; ai in tlie

famous prayer containing the Brahmenical creed, called (See As. lies. vol. 10. p. 463),

But, in the prosody of profane poetry, the same number of syllables is distributed in a tetrastic :

and the verse consequently contains six syllables. (As. Rc*s. vol. 10, p. 46’9.)

11
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the figures from one to six are set down, and the statement of them, in

direct and inverse order is
? f J J 5 5- Proceeding as directed, the results are,

changes with one long syllabic, 6

;

with two, 15 ;
with three, 20 ;

with four,

J5; with five, 6; with six, 1; with all short, 1. The sum of these is the

whole number ofpermutations of the verse, 64>

In like manner, setting down the numbers of the whole tetrastic, in the

mode directed, and finding the changes with one, two, &c. and summing

them, the permutations of the entire stanza are found : 16777216 .

In the same way may be found the permutations of all varieties of metre,

from [which consists of monosyllabic verses] to Utcriti [the verses of

which contain twenty-six syllables.]*

114 . Example: In a pleasant, spacious and elegant edifice, with eight

doors, ‘ constructed by a skilful architect, as a palace for the lord of the land,

tell me the permutations of apertures taken one, two, three, &c.^ Say, mathe-

matician, how many are the combinations in one composition, with ingredients

of six different tastes, sweet, pungent, astringent, sour, salt and bitter,^

taking them by ones, twos, or threes, &c.

Statement
[

1 st Example]:

Answer : the number of ways in which the doors may be opened by ones,

twos, or threes, &c. is 8, 28, 56, 70, 56, 28, 8, 1. And the changes on the
12 3 5 67'B

apertures of the octagon* palace amount to 255.

Statement 2d example:
? 2 J J ^ J-

Answer : the number of various preparations with ingredients of divers

tastes is 6, 15, 20, 15, 6, l.t12 3 4 3 6

* Asiat. Res. vol. 10, p. 468—473.
*

aperture for the admission of air : a door or window
;
(same with gav&csha

a portico or terrace, {bhumi^vi^esha ;—Gang, and Su'r.)

^ The variations of one window or portico open (or terrace unroofed) and the rest closed
;
two

open, and the rest shut
j and so forth.

Amcr(hc6shB 1.3. 18.

An octagon building, with eight doors (or windows; porticos or terraces;) facing the eight

cardinal points of the horizon, is meant. See Gan,

t Total number of possible combinations, 63. Gang.
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CHAPTER V.

PROG RES SIONS.

SECTION I.

ARITHMETICAL PROGRESSION.

1 15. Rule Half the period,’ multiplied by the period added to unity,

is the sum of the arithmeticals one, &c. and is named their addition. This,

being multiplied by the period added to two, and being divided by three, is

the aggregate of the additions.’

* Sredhi^ a term employed by the older authors for any set of distinct substances or other things

put together.

—

Gan. It signifies sequence or progression. Sred’AMyoraWra, ascertainment or

determination of progressions.

* To find the sums of the arithmeticals.

—

Gan.
* Pada the place.-^GAN. Any one of the figures, or digits; being that of which the sum is re-

quired.—SuR. The last of the numbers to be summed.

—

Mono. See below : note to ^ J J9.

* Sancalitiiy the first sum, or addition of arithnieticuls. 6flwcfl/i7atcyo, aggregate of additions,

summed sums, or second sum.

’ The first figure is unity. The sum of that and the period being halved, is the middle figure.

As the figures decrease behind it, so they increase before it: wherefore the middle figure, multi-

plied by the period, is the sum of the figures one, &c. continued to the period. The only proof of

the rule for the aggregate of sums, is acceptation.

—

Gan\ It is a maxim, that ‘a number multi*-

plied by the next following arithmetical, and halved, gives the sum of the preceding:’ wherefore,

&c.

—

SuR. Camalacara is quoted by UanganaVha for a demonstration grounded on placing

the numbers of the progression in the reversed order under the direct one : where it becomes

obvious, that each pair of terms gives the like sum : wherefore this sura, multiplied by the number

»)f terms, is twice the sum of the progression.

H ‘i
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116. Example: Tell me, quickly, mathematician, the sums of the

several [progressions of] numbers one, &c, continued to nine; and the sum-

med sums of those numbers.

Statement: Arithmcticals : 12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9..

Answer: Sums: 1 3 6 10 15 21 28 36 45.

Summed sums: 1 4 10 20 35 56 84 120 165.

1 17. Rule :* Twice the period added to one and divided by three, being

multiplied by the sum [of the arithmcticals], is the sum of the squares.

Tlie sum of the cubes of the numbers one, &c. is pronounced by the ancients

equal to the square of the addition.

118. Example: Tell promptly the sum of the squares, and the sum of

the cubes, of those numbers, if thy mind be conversant with the way of

summation.

Statement: 12345678 9.

Answer : Sum of squares 285. Sum of the cubes 2025.

‘

119* Rule:’ The increase multiplied by the period less one, and added

to the first quantity, is the amount of the last.^ That, added to the first,

• To fin'd the sums of squares and of cubes. SuR. and Gax.

Sums of the squares, I 5 14 30 55 91 140 204 285.

Sums of the cubes, 1 9 36 100 225 441 784 1296 2025.

* Where the increase is arbitrary.

—

Gang. In such cases, to find the last term, mean amount,

and sum of the progression.—

S

ur. From first term, common difference and period, to find the

whole amount, &c.

—

Gan.

^ Adif and miicha, ladana^ vadroy and other synonyma of face
;
the initial quantity of the pro-

gression
; (that, from which as an origin the sequence commences.—

S

ur.) the first term.

Chat/Oj 'pradiaya or nitara ; the more {ad'hica,—Sur.) or augment {vddd’hi.—Gang.) by which

each term increases : the common increase or difference of the terms.

Antj/a ; the last term.

Mad'hya ; the middle term, or the mean of the progression.

Vada ov gacKha

;

the period (so many days as the sequence reaches.—SuR.) the number of

terms.

Sarva-d'hana, Sred'hi-phaln OT Gariita; the amount of the whole; the sum of the progression*

* It is called ga«i/a, because it is found by computation (ganand).* Gan.
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and halved, is the amount of the mean : which, multiplied hy the period, is

the amount of the wliole, and is denominated (ganita) the computed sum.®

120. Example : A person, having given four drmnmas to priests on the

first day, proceeded, my friend, to distribute daily alms at a rate increasing

by five a day. Say quickly how many were given by him in half a

month ?

Statement : Initial quant. 4 ;
Com. diff. 5 ; Period 15.

Here, First term 4. Middle term 39- Last term 74. Sum 585.

121. Example:* The initial term being seven, the increase live, and

the period eight, tell me, what are the nnmbers of the middle and last

amounts.^ And what is the total sum.^

Statement : First term 7 ;
Com. dilf. 5 ;

Period 8.

Answer: Mean amount Last term 42. Sum ipfi.

Here, the period consisting of an even number of days, there is no middle

day : wherefore the half of the sum of the days preceding and following tlic

mean place, must be taken for the mean amount: and the rule is thus

proved.

122. Rule :^ half a stanza. The sum of the progression being divided

by the period, and half the common dift'erence multiplied by one less than

the number of terms, being subtracted, the remainder is the initial quantity.'*

123. We know the sum of tlie progression, one hundred and live
;

tlic

number of terms, seven
;
the increase, three; tell us, dear boy, the initial

quantity. —

* The rule is foundefl on the proportion ; as one day is to the increase of one day, or common

difference, so is the number of increasing terms to the tolaNincre.ise : which, added to li)e initial

quantity, gives the last term. Sr'ii. 6ic.

* To exhibit an instance of an even number of terms; where there can consequently be no

niddle term [but a mean amount]. Oan.

* The difference, period and sum being given, to find the firit term. Gan. Suh.

* The rule is converse of the preceding. Gan. and Su'r,
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Statement: First term? Com. difF. 3; Period 7; Sum lO^.

Answer : First term, 6.

*

Rule:’ half a stanza.* The sum being divided by the period, and the

first term subtracted from the quotient, the remainder, divided by half of

one less than the number of terms, will be the common difference.’

124. Example: On an expedition to seize his enemy’s elephants, a

king marched two the first day. Say, intelligent calculator, with

what increasing rate of daily march did he proceed, since he reached his

foe’s city, a distance of eighty ydjanas, in a week ?

Statement : First term 2 ;
Com. diff. ? Period 7 ;

Sum 80.

Answer: Com. diff. V.

125. Rule:^ From the sum of the progression multiplied by twice the

common increase, and added to the square of the difference between the

first term and half that increase, the square root being extracted, this root

less the first term and added to the [above-mentioned] portion of the increase,

being divided by the increase, is pronounced’ to be the period.

126. Example: A person gave three drammas on the first day, and

continued to distribute alms increasing by two [a day] ;
and he thus bestowed

on the priests three hundred and sixty drammas

:

say quickly in how many
days ?

Statement : First term 3; Com. diff. 2; Period? Sum 360.

Answer: Period 18.

‘ The first term, period and sum being known, to find the common difference which is

unknown. Gan.
* Second half of one, the firet half of which contained the preceding rule. § 22.

’ This rule also is converse of the foregoing. Gan.
* The first term, common dift’erence and sum being known, to find the period which is

unknown. Gai^.

* Uy Braiimeoupta and the rest.

—

Gan. See Braiim. c. 12, § 18. and Gan.sAr. of Srid'h.

§ 123. The rules are substantially the same
; the square being completed for the solution of the

quadratic equation in the manner taught by Safo'uARA (cited in rya-ga/tiffl § 131) and by

BllAIIMEGUPTA c. 8. § 32—33.
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SECTION II.

GEOMETRICAL PROGRESSION.

127. Rule:* a couplet and a half. The period being an uneven number,

subtract one, and note multiplicator being an even one, halve it, and

note “square:” until the period be exhausted. Then the produce arising

from multiplication and squaring [of the common multiplier] in the inverse

order from the last,* being lessened by one, the remainder divided by the

common multiplier less one, and multiplied by the initial quantity, Aviil be

the sum of a progression increasing by a common multiplier.*

128. Example : A person gave a mendicant a couple of cowry shells

first; and promised a two-fold increase of the alms daily. How many

nishcas does he give in a month ?

Statement : First term, 2 ; Two-fold increase, 2 ;
Period, 30.

Answer, 2147483646 cowries; or 104857 wwAcflj, Stdrammas^ 9

2 cicinis^ and 6 shells.

* To find the sum of a progre^on, the increase being a multiplier.—

G

ak. That is, the sum of

an increasing geometrical progression. The rule agrees with Prit'hv/daca's. (Sec Coin, on

Brahmegupta, c. 12, § 17.) It is borrowed from prosody (ibid).

* The last note is of course “ muliiplicator for in exhausting the number of the period, you

arrive at last, at unity an uneven number. The proposed multiplier [the common mulliplicator ol

the progression] is therefore put in the last place; and the operations of squaring and multiplying

by it, are continued in the inverse order of the line of the notes. Gan.

* The effect of squaring and multiplying, as directed, is the same with the continued multipli-

cation of the multiplier for as many times as the numbef of the period. For dividing by the

multiplier the product of the multiplication, continued to the uneven number, equals the product

of multiplication continued to one less than the number; and the extraction of the square root of

a product of multiplication, continued to the even number, equals continued multiplication to half

that number. Conversely, squaring and multiplying equals multiplication for double and for one

more time. Gai/.
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Chapter V.

129 . Example; The initial quantity being two, my friend; the daily

augmentation, a three-fold increase; and the period, seven; say what is in

this case the sum ?

Statement: First term, 2; three-fold increase, 3; Period, 7.

Answer: 2186.

130— 131. Rule:' a couplet and an half.

The number of syllables in a verse being taken for the period, and the

increase two-fold, the produce of multiplication and squaring [as above

directed § 1 27] will be the number [of variations] of like verses. * Its square,

and s([uarc’s square, less their respective roots, will be [the variations] of

alternately similar, and of dissimilar verses [in tetrastics].*

132. Example; Tell me directly the number [of varieties] of like,

alternately like, and dissimilar verses, respectively, in the metre named

anushtubh.*

* Incidently introduced in this place, showing a computation serviceable in prosody.—Sun. and

Man6. To calculate the variations of verse, which also are found by the sum of permutations

[§ 113].—Gan.

* Hatuicrlt prosody distinguishes metre in which the four verses of the stanza are alike
;
or the

alternate ones only so ; or all four dissimilar. Asiat. Res. vol. 10, Syn. tab. v. vi. & vii.

* The number of possible varieties of verse found by tlie rule of permutation [§ 113] is the same

with the continued multiplication of two : this number being taken, because the varieties of syllables

are so many; long and short. Accordingly this is assumed for the common multiplier. The

product of its continued multiplication is to be found also by this method of squaring and multi-

plying [§ 127] ; assuming for the period a number equal to that of syllables in the verse. 'J'he

varieties of alternately similar verse, are the same with those of an uniform verse containing twice

as many syllables; and the changes in four dissimilar verses are the same with those of one verse

comprising four limes as many syllables : excepting, however, that these permutations, embracing

all the possible varieties, comprehend those of like and half-alike metre. Wherefore the number

first found is square<i, and this again squared, for twice, or four times, the number of places

;

and the roots of these squares subtracted, for the permutations of like and alternately like

verses. Gan. &c.

The product of multiplication and squaring is tlie amount of the last term of the progression,

(the firsi term and coranion multiplier being equal),

* As. Res. vol. 10, j>. 438, (Syn. tab.) p. 4()9. Rang.
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Statement ; InCiCase two-fold, >2
; Period, 8.

Answer: Variations of like verses, 256; of alternately alike verses,

65i80; of dissimilar verses, 4294901760.'

‘ Possible varieties of the four verses of a tctrastic containing 32 syllables (8 to a verse) are

4294967296 [2 raised to its 32d power]: of which 4294901760 are dissimilar; and 66536

[2 raised to its l6th power] similar: whereof 652SO alternately alike ; and 266 [2 raised to its

eighth power] wholly alike.

—

Mano, &c.



CHAPTER VI.

PLANE FJmjJRE.'

1 33. Rule : A side is assumed/
f

The other side, in the rival direction, is

• determination of plane Csk^trOy m expounded by Ganesa, signi-

fies plane surface, bounded by a figure
; as triangle, &c. Vyavakdra is the ascertainment of ita

dimensions, as diagonal, perpendicular, area, &c.

IIanoanatha distinguishes the sorts of plane figure, precisely as the commentator of Brau-
MEOUPTA. See Chat, on Brahm. 12, §21. Ganesa says plane figure is four-fold; triangle,

quadrangle, circle and bow. Triangle (tryasrOy tricona ox tribhuja) is a figure containing
three (asra ox c6na) angles, and consisting of as many (bhnja) sides. Quadrangle or tetragon

(chaturasruj chaturcCnUy chaturbhuja) is a figure comprising (chatur) four (asruy &c.) angles or
sides. The ciiclc and bow (he observes) need no definition. Triangle is either (jdtya) rectangu-
lar,^ that which is first treated of in the text; or it is (tnbhuja) trilateral [and oblique] like the
fiuit of the Srtngata (Trapa natans). This again is distinguished according as the (lamha) per-
pendicular falls within or without the figure: via. antar-lamboy acutangular; hahirlambay obtusan-
gular. Quadrangle also is in the first place twofold: with equal, or with unequal, diagonals. The
first of these, or ectui-diagonal tetragon (sama-cariia) comprises four distinctions : 1st. sama-ckatur-'

bhujQy equilateral, a square; 2d. X'uhama-chaturbhujay a trapezium ; 3d. dyata-dirgha-chaturasrcL,

oblong quadrangle, an oblique parallelogram
; 4th, dyata^sama-lambay oblong with equal perpen-

diculars
; that is, a rectangle. Ihe second sort of quadrangle, or the tetragon with unequal dia-

gonals, (vishama-camaj embraces six s^rts : 1st. sama-chatvrbhuja, equilateral, a rhomb; 2d,
sama-tnbhujay containing three sides equal ; 3d. 9ama-dxvi-dm'bhuja, consisting of two pairs of equal
sides, a rhomboid

; 4th. sama-dwi-bhujay having two sides equal
; 5lh. vishama-ckaturbhujay com-

posed of four unequal sides, a trapezium
; 6ih. sama-lamboy having equal perpendiculars, a trape-

zoid. The several sorts of figures, observes the commentator, are fourteen; the circle and bow
being but of one kind each. Helidds, that pentagons (panchdsra), 5cc. comprise triangles [and
are reducible to them],

Bd/iUy ddshy bhuja and other synonyma of arm are used for the leg of a triangle, or side of a
quadrangle or polygon : so called, as resembling the human arm.

‘

Gan. and St/a.
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called the^upright,^ whether in a triangle or tetragon, by persons conversant

with the subject*
•

134. The square-root of the sum of the squares of those legs is the diago-

nal.® The square-root, extracted from the difference of the squares of the

diagonal and side, is the upright: and that, extracted from the difference of

the squares of the diagonal and upright, is the side.*

135.

^ Twice the product of two quantities, added to the square of their

difference, will be the sum of their squares. The product of their sum and

difference will be the difference of their squares : as must be every where

understood by the intelligent calculator.*

136. Example. Where the upright is four and the side three, what is

the hypotenuse? Tell me also the upright from the hypotenuse and side
;

and the side from the upright and hypotenuse.

Statement: Side 3; Upright 4. Sum of their squares 25. Or
3

* Either leg being selected to retain this appellation, the others are distinguished by different de-

nominations. That, which proceeds in the opposite direction, meaning at right angles, is called

c6tij uchch*hrayay uchch’kr/ti, or any other term signifying upright or elevated. Both are alike

sides ot the triangle or of the tetragon, differing only in assumed situation and name,

—

Gan. and

SuR. The c6ti or upright is the cathetus.

* A thread or oblique line from the two extremities of the legs, joining them, is the carna, also

termed sruti, iravaria, or by any other words importing ear. It is the diagonal or diameter of a

tetragon,—Sua. Rang. &c. Or, in the case of a triangle, it is the diagonal of the parallelogram,

whereof the triangle is the half : and is the hypothenuse of a right-angled triangle,

^ The rule concerns (j6tya) rectangular triangles. The proof is given bolh algebraically and

geometrically* by Ganesa; and the first demonstration is exhibited, bolh with and without alge-

bra, by SuRYADASA. Rangan aVii A cilcs one of those demonstrations from his own brother Ca-

MalacaRa; and the other from his father Nrisiniia, in the V6rtka, or critical remarks on the

(V&sanA) annotations of the Sirumnni

;

and censures the Sring6ra iilaca for denying any proof of

the rule besides experience. Biiascara has himself given a demonstration of the rule in his

algebraical work. Vij. Gan. §
146'.

* A stanza of six verseg of anushlubh metre.

* Ganesa here also gives both an algebraic and a gcometricftl proof of the latter rule ; and an

algebraical one only of the first. See V\j. Gari. under § 148; whence the latter demonstration is

borrowed ; and § 147, where the first of the rules is given and demonstrated.

* Csh^tragatfipapatti, gcoinctricnl (ieinon»tratiun. •

Vpapatli (ti'yactd^criyayi, proof by algebra.

'
f 2
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product of the sides, doubled, 24; square of the difference i: ‘added to-

gether, 25. The square-root of this is the hypotenuse 5. •

|\^ Difference of the squares [of 5 and 3] 16. Or sum 8, multiplied

3

by the difference 2, makes l6. Its square-root is the upright 4.

Difference ofsquares, found as before, 9- Its square root is the side 3.

137. Example. Where the side measures three and a quarter ; and the

upright, as much
;

tell me, quickly, mathematician, what is^ the length of the'

hypotenuse?

Statement; v |X\^ Sum of the squares or Since this has no

V
[assignable] root, the hypotenuse is a surd. A method of finding its approx-

imate root [follows
:]

138. Rule: From the product of numerator and denominator,’ multiplied

by any large square number assumed, extract the square-root : that, divided

by the denominator taken into the root of the multiplier, will be an approx-

imation.*

This irrational hypotenuse * [is proposed], . The product of its nume-

rator and denominator is 1352. Multiplied by a myriad (the square of a

hundred), the product is ‘^3520000. Its root is 3677 nearly.^ This divided

by the denominator taken into tlic square-root of the multiplier, viz. 8()(),

gives the approximate root 4 It is the hypotenuse. So in every simi-

lar instance.

* If the surd be not a fraction, unity may be put for the denominator, and the rule holds good.

Gan.
* Here two quantities are assiimeil: the denominator and the arbitrary square number. The

multiplication of the numerator by the denominator is equivalent to the multiplication of the frac-

tion by the denominator twice; that is, by the square of the denominator. The surd, having been

thus multiplied by that and the arbitrary number, both squares, the square-root of the product is

divided by the denominator and by the root of the arbitrary number. The quotient is the root of

the irrational quantity.

—

Gan. &c. A like rule occurs in ^rid’uara’s compendium.

—

Gati,

§ 138 .
‘

.

^ The remainder being unnoticed.
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1 39* tlule.^ A side is put From that multipliedJby twice some assumed
number, aud divided by one less than the square of the assumecrnumber, an
upright is obtained. This, being set apart, is multiplied by the arbitrary

number, and the side as put is subtracted
; the remainder will be the hypo-

tenuse. Such a triangle is termed rectangular.

140. Or a side is put. Its square, divided by an arbitrary number, is set

down in two places : and the arbitmry number being added and subtracted,

and the sum and difference halved, the results arc the hypotenuse and up-

right. Or, in like manner, tlie side and hypotenuse may be deduced from

the upright. Both results arc rational quantities.

141. Example. The side being in both cases twelve, tell (luickly, by

both methods, several uprights and hypotenuses, which shall be rational

numbers.

Statement: Side 12. Assumptions.’ The side, multiplied by twice that,

vi2 . 4, is 48. Divide by the square of the arbitrary number less one, viz. 3,

the quotient is the upright 16. This upright, multiplied by the assumed

number, is 32 : from which subtract the given side, the remainder is the Iiy-

potenuse 20. See

1'2 • '

Assume three. The upright is 9; and hypotenuse 15. Or, putting five,

the upright is 5, and hypotenuse 13.

* Either the side or upright being given, to find the other two sides.—SuR. To find the up-

right and hypotenuse, from the side; or the side and hypotenuse from the upright.

—

(»an. The

problem is an indeterminate one, os is intimated by the author. T'hc second rule is in substance

the same with Buaiimegupta's for the upright and diagonal of a rectangle. See Hrahm. 12,

f35.

Suryada'sa demonstrates the first rule thus: ‘ In some triangle (which should be less than that

which has the given side) the upright is taken at double of some assumed number, Ri»d the side is

taken at one less than the assumed number. Then make proportion, “ as this side to this upright,

so is the given side to its upright." Whence the given multiplied by twice thenssunuMl num-

ber, and divitled by one less than its square, is the upright. When this upright so lound is mul-

tiplied by the assumed number, the product is the sum of the side and hypotenuse : when divided

by it, the quotient is the ditference of the side and hypotenuse : for they increase and decrease by

virtue of that assumed number. Thus, subtracting the given side from that sum, the remainder is

the hypotenuse; or, adding it to the difference, the sum is the hypotenuse. Sun.
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By the second method: the side, as put, 12. Its square 144. divide by

2, the arbitrary number being two, the quotient is 72- Add and subtract

the arbitrary number, and halve the sum and difference : the hypotenuse and

upright are found : viz. upright 35, hypotenuse 37. See

35

12

Assume four. The upright is 16, and hypotenuse 20. Assuming six, the

upright is 9 and hypotenuse 15.^

142. Rule
:

* Twice the hypotenuse taken into an arbitrary number, being

divided by the square of the arbitrary numbeTacIdcd to one, the quotient is

the upright. This taken apart is to be multiplied by the number put : the

difference between the product and the hypotenuse is the side.*

143. Example: Hypotenuse being measured by eighty-five, say

promptly, learned man, what uprights and sides will be rational ?

Statement: The hypotenuse 85, being doubled, is 170; and multiplied

by an arbitrary number two, is 340. This, divided by the square of the

The demonstration of the second method is given by Gan'esa, and similarly by Suryadasa

and RanganaVha. * Assume any number for the difference between the uprightand hypotenuse.

The difference of their squares (which is equal to the square of the given side) being divided by

that assumed difference, the quotient is the sum of the upright and hypotenuse. For the difference

of the squares is equal to the product of the sum and difference of the roots. (§ 135.) The upright

and hypotenuse are therefore found by the rule of concurrence' (§ 55). Gan. &c.

* In like manner, if the upright be given, lO'. Its square 256, divided by the arbitrary number

2, is 128. The arbitrary number subtracted and added, makes 126 and 130; which halved gives

the side 63 and hypotenuse 65. Gang, and Si/a.

From the hypotenuse given, to find the side and upright in rational numbers.^GAN. ITie

problem is an indeterminate one.

’ Let the upright in a figure be any assumed number doubled ; and the hypotenuse be unity added

to the square of that arbitrary number. Thence a proportion, as before : If with this hypotenuse,

this upright; then with the given hypotenuse, what is the upright? It is consequently found : viz.

twice the given hypotenuse multiplied by the arbitrary number, and divided by the square of that

number with unity added to it. If that be multiplied by the arbitrary number, the product is the

sum of the hypotenuse and side; if divided by it, their difference. Hence, by the rule of concur-

rence (§ 55), the side and hypotenuse are found. But here, for brevity, the hypotenuse, being already

known, is subtracted from the sura of that and the side. Si/r.
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arbitrary iumber added to one, viz. 5, is the upright 68. This upright,

multiplied by the arbitrary number, makes 136: and subtracting the hypo-

tentisc, the side comes out 51. See

51

Or putting four, the upright will be 40; and side 75. Sec

75

144. Rule: Or else hypotenuse is doubled and divided by the square

of an assumed number added to one. Hypotenuse, less that quotient, is the

upright. The same quotient, multiplied by the assumed number, is the

side.*

Tlie same hypotenuse 85. Putting two, the upright and side are 51 and

68. Or, with four, they are 75 and 40.

Here the difference between side and upright is in name only, and not

essential.

145. Rule:* Let twice the product of two assumed numbers be the

upright; and the difference of their squares, the side: the sum of their

squares will be the hypotenuse, and a rational number.*

* The assumed upright in the small triangle was before taken at twice a number put. The

assumption is now two, and hypotenuse is put as there stated. Thou proportion being made as

before, the quotient is multiplied by the arbitrary number, because, in comparison with the preced-

ing, it was just so much less. The quotient, as it comes out, is the difference between the hypo-

tenuse and side: and, that being subtracted from the hypotenuse, the residue is the side.—Sua.

This and the preceding rule are founded on the same principle; differing only in the order of the

operation and names of the sides : the same numbers come out for the side and upright in one

mode, which were found for the upright and side by the other.

* Having taught the mode of finding athii<l side, from any two, of hypotenuse, upright and side;

and in like manner fnnu one, the other two; the author now shows a method of finding all three

rational [none being given.]

—

Gan. The problem is an indeterminate one.

* The demonstration is by resolution of a quadratic equation involving several unknown: Let

the length of the side be ya 1 ,
and that of the upright ca 1 . The sum of their squares is ya 1 1 ca i> 1

.

It is a square quantity. Putting it equal to tiiv 1, the ror>t of this side of the equation is ni 1 ; and

those of the other side are to be found by the rule of the affected square.^^ Assuming cither term

for the affected square, the other will be the additive. lx;t ya x> 1 be the proposed square, and cavl

the additive. Then the coefficient being a square, the roots are to be found by the rule

§ 95). Here a fraction of ca is put ; an arbitrary number for the numerator, and another arbitrary

• Vij. gan. cb. 3.
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146. Example. Tell quickly, friend, three numbers, none beftig given,

with which as upright, side and hypotenuse, a rectangular triangle may be

[constructed.]
*

Statement. Let two numbers be put, 1 and 2. From these .the side, up-

right and hypotenuse arc found, 4, 3, 5. Or, putting 2 and 3, the side, up-

right and hypotenuse deduced from them, arc 12, 5, 13. Or let the assumed

numljcrs be 2 and 4: from which will result 16, 12, 20. In like manner,

manifold [answers arc obtained].

147. Rllle^ Tlic square of the ground intercepted between the root and
tip, is divided by the [length of the] bambu

; and the quotient severally

added to, ^ind subtracted from, the bambu : the moieties [of the sum and
difterencej will be the two portions of it representing hypotenuse and up-
right.^^

148.

Example.’^ If a bambu, measuring thirty-two cubits and standing

upon level ground, be broken in one place, by the force of the wind, and

one for the denominator. For instance ca ^ Then by the method taught {Vij, gan. § 95) the
least and greatest roots come out ca

-f.j,
ca |J Mere, in the place of the numerator of the least root,

is the difference of the squares of the assumed numbers; and, in that of the denominator, twice their

product. So, in place of the numerator of the greatest root, is the sum of the squares ; and, in

that of the denominator, twice the product. The least root is the value of j/n, the fraction ca

Then, by the pulveiizcr,* the multiplier and quotient come out 5 and 12. The multiplier is the
value of ya and is the side. The quotient is the value of c« and is the upright 12. Substituting
with it for (7/ in the greatest root, this is found 13. It is the value of ni and is the hypotenuses
Thus the side, upright and hypotenuse arc obtained 5, 12, 13. This is the operation directed by
the rule, § 143. ^ ^

The sum of hypotenuse and upright being known, as also the side, to discriminate the hy-
potenuse and upright.-GsN. The rule bears reference to the example which follows.

Hie height from the root to the fracture is the upright. The remaining portion of the bambn
IS hypotenuse. The whole bambu, therefore, is the sum of hypotenuse and upright. The ground
intercepted between the root and tip is tlie side : it is e<|Ual to the square root of the diftereiice
between the squares ol the liypotemisc and upright. Hence the square of the side, divided by the
sum ol the hypotenuse and side, is tlieir dilfcrence

[§ 13i]. With these (sum and difference) the
upright and hypotenuse are found by the rule of concurrence (§ 55). Gan.

' See .\nthiu. of Buaiimeoupta under § 41 ; and k'y.-gaa. § 124; where the same e.xampte
occurs.

* V/jii-gfinita, ch. 2,
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the tip of'it meet the ground at sixteen cubits : say, mathematician, at how
many cubits from the root is it broken?

Statement. Bambu 32. Interval between the root and lip of tlie bambii

16\ It is tlie»sidc of the triangle. Proceeding as directed, the upper and

lower portions of the bambu are found 20 and 12. See ligure
|

(No

14£). llule.^ 'llie S(|uaie [of the height] of the pillar is divided by the

distance of the snake from his hole
;
the quotient is to he sid^tracted from

that distance. The meeting of the snake and peacock is from the snake's

hole half the remainder, in cubits/’

150. Example.^ A snakes Imlc is at the foot of a pillar, and a peacock

is perched on its summit. Seeing a snake, at the distance of thrice the pil-

lar, gliding towards his hole, he pounces ohlicpicly upon him. Say (juickly

at how many cubits from the snake’s hole do they meet, both proceeding an

eciual distance?^

Statement. Pillar y. It is the upriglit. Distance of the snake from his

hole 27. It is the sum of hypotenuse and side. Proceeding as directed, the

meeting is found in cubits; viz. 12.“^ Sec figure

l]l> 15

27

* The sura of the side and hypotenuse being known, as also the upright, to discriminate the

hypotenuse and side. Cmn.

* The rule- bears reference to the example which follows. The princijde is the same with that

of the preceding rule.

^ This occurs also In some c(»pies of the Vija-ffamta^ after § 139; appears from the commen-

tary of SuRYAHASA, giving an intcrjireiation of it in that place. It is borrowed from the Arithrn.

of nRAiiMF.GurTA uiuler § 41, with a change of a snake and a peacock substituted for a rat and

a cat.

* Subtracted from the sum of hypotenuse and side, this leaves 15 for the hypotenuse. The

snake had proceeded the same distance of 13 cubits towards bis hole, as the peacock in pouncing

upon him. Their progress is therefore equal. Sur.

K
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151. Rule.' The quotient of the square of the side divided b*y the dif-

fercncc between the hypotenuse and upright is twice set down : and the dif-

ference is subtracted from the quotient [in one place] and added to it [in the

other]. The moieties [of the remainder and sum] are in their order the up-

right and hypotenuse.^

This^ is to be generally applied by the intelligent mathematician.

152. Friend, the space, between the lotus [as it stood] and the spot

where it is submerged, is the side. The lotus as seen [above water] is the

difference between tlie hypotenuse and upright. Tlie stalk is the upright:^

ibr tlie depth of water is measured by it. Say, what is the depth of

water ?

153. Example.^ In a certain lake swarming with ruddy geese*' and

cranes, tlie tip of a bud of lotus was seen a span above the surface of the

water. Forced by the wind, it gradually advanced, and was submerged at

the distance of two cubits. Compute quickly, niathcniatician, the depth of

water.

Statement: Diff. of hypotenuse and upright
-J-

cubit. Side 2 cubits.

Proceeding as directed, the upright and hypotenuse are found, viz. upright

It is the depth of water. Adding to it the height of the bud, the hy-

potenuse comes out y. See
^

¥

154. llule.^ The height of the tree, multiplied by its distance from the

* The difference between the hypotenuse and upright being known, as also the side, to find the

upright and hypotenuse. Gan.

The demonstration, distinctly set fortli under a preceding rule, is applicable to this. Gan'.

^ Beginning from the instance of the broken bambu (§ 147) and including what follows. Gat7.

^ The sides, constituting the figure in the example which follows, are here set forth, to assist

the apprehension of the student. SvR. and Gan.
* See Arithm. of Brahm. under § 41 ; and Vij,-gnn.\ 125: where the same e.xample is in-

serted.

® Anas Casarca.
’’

'riie sum of the hypotenuse and upper portion of the upright being given, and the lower por-

tion being known; as also the side: to tiiscriminate the portion of the upright from the hypote-

nuse.

—

Gan'. As in several preceding instances, a rcforence to the example is requisite to the

understauding of the rule. The same problem occurs in Brahmegupta’s Arithmetic, § 3^ ; and

is repeated in the P'lja-ganifa, ^ 1C6.
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pond, is divided by twice the lieight of the tree added to the space between

the tree and pond ; the quotient will be the measure of tlie leap.
155.

Example. From a tree a hundred cubits high, an ape descended

and went to a pond two hundred cubits distant: while another ape, vault-

ing to some height off the tree, proceeded with velocity diagonally to the

same spot. If the space travelled by them he ecpial, tell me, (|iiickly, learned

man, the hejightof the leap, if thou have diligently studied calculation.

Statement: Tree 100 cubits. Distance of it from the pond ^200 .

ceeding as directed, the height of the leap comes out 50.* See 50N.
lool

l^ro-

%
200

156.

Rule.® From twice the square of the liypotenuse subtract the sum

of the upriglit and side multi plied by itself, and extract the S(|uare-ioot ot

the remainder. Set down the sum twice, and let the root be subtracted in

one place and added in the other. The moieties will be measures of the side

and upright.^

157.

Example. Where the hypotenuse is seven above ten ; and the sum

of the side and upright, three above twenty; tell them to me, my friend.

Statement: Hypotenuse 17. Sum of side and upright ^23. Proceeding

as directed, the side and upright are found 8 anil 15. See
^

1.^

• The hypotenuse is 250: and ihc entire upright 150.

* Hypotenuse being known, as al.so the sum of the side and upright, or their dilTerencc; to dis-

criminate those sides. CiAN.

^ In like manner, llie difference of the side and upright being given, the same rule is appli-

cable.

—

Gan. Using the difference instead of the sum.

The principle of the rule is this : the stjuure of the hypotenuse is the sum of the squares of the

sides. But the sum of the squares, with twice the product of the si«!es addetl to it, is the square of

the sum ; and, with the same subtracted, is the square of i^ie <lifference. Hence, cancelling equal

quantities afilrmalive and negative, twice the square of the hypotenuse will he tiic sum of tlie

Mjuarcs of the sum and difference. Therefore, subtracting from twice the s(|uare of hypotenuse

ihc square of the sum, the remainder is tlie square of the difference ; or conversely, subtracting

ihe sijuare of the difference, the residue is the square of the sum. The square-root is the sum or

the difference. With these, ihe sides arc found by the rule of concurrence. Gan. and Si/k.

K 2
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158. Example. Where the diiFerence of the side and upright! is seven

and hypotenuse is thirteen, say quickly, eminent mathematician, what are

the side and upright

Statement. Difference of side and upright 7 - Hypotenuse 13. Pro-

ceeding as directed, the side and upright come out 5 and 1£. See „

1a
5

#
159* Rule.* The product of two erect bambus being divided by their

,
sum, the quotient is the perpendicular^ from the junction [intersection] of

threads passing reciprocally from the root [of one] to the tip [of the other.]

The two bambus, multiplied by an assumed base, and divided by their sum,

arc the portions of the base on the respective sides of the perpendicular.

16Q. Example.^ Tell the perpendicular drawn from the intersection of

strings stretched mutually from the roots to the summits of two bambus

fifteen and ten cubits high standing upon ground of unknown extent.

•

Statement: Bambus 15, 10. The perpendicular is found 6.

Next to find the segments of the base : let tlie ground be assumed 5 ; the

segments come out 3 and 2. Or putting 10, they are 6 and 4. Or taking.

15, they are 9 and 6. See the figures

15

3 2 6 4 9 6

In every instance the perpendicular is the same : viz. 6.*

The proof is in every case by the rule of three : if with a side equal to the

* This example of a case where the ditference of the sides is given, i.s omitted by Suryadasa,
but noticed by Gan esa* Copies of the text vary; some containing, and others omitting, the

instance.

* Having taught fully the method of finding the sides ia a right-angled triangle, the author next

propounds a special problem.

—

Gan. To find the perpendicular, the base being unknown.

—

Sue,.
* LambOy Avaktmbay Valambaj A(rh6la7nbay the perpendicular.
* See Vija-ganitay § 127.

* However the base may vary by assuming a greater or less quantity for it, the perpendicular

will still be the same. Gan.
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base, the batnbu be the upright, then with the segment of the base what

will be the upright

16 1. Aphorism.® That figure, though rectilinear, of which sides are pro-

posed by some presumptuous person, wherein one side* exceeds or equals the

sum of the other sides, may be known to be no figure.

162. Example: Where sides are proposed two, three, six and twelve in

a quadrilateral, or three, six and nine in a triangle, by some presumptuous

dunce, know it to be no figure.

Statement: The figures are both incongruous. Let strait rods exactly of

the length of the proposed sides be placed on tlie ground, the incongruity

will be apparent.^

163— 164. Rulc^ in two couplets: In a triangle, the sum of two sides,

being multiplied by their difference, is divided by their base the quotient

* On each side of the perpendicular, are segments of the base relative to tlie greater and smaller

bambus, and larger or less analogously to them. Hence this proportion. **
If with the sum of the

bambus, this sum of the segments equal to the entire base be obtained, then, with the smaller

bambu, what is had V* The answer gives the segment, which is relative to the least bambvi^

Again : if with a side e(}ual to the whole base, the higher bambu be the upright, then with a side

equal to the segment found as above, what is hadT The answer gives the perpendicular let fall

from the intersection of the threads. Here a multiplicutor and a divisor equal to the entire base

are both cancelled as equal and -contrary : and there remain, the product of the two bambus for

numerator and their sum for denominator. Hence the rule. Gan.

* The aphorism explains the nature of impossible figures proposed by dunces.—Sun. It serves

as a definition of plane figure (esUtra),—Gan. In a triangle or other plane rectilinear figure,

one side is always less than the sum of the rest. If equal, the perpendicular is nought, and there

is no complete figure. If greater, the sides do not meet.—

S

i/r. Containing no area, it is no

figu re.«—Caum\ Ra n o .

* The principal or greatest side.—

G

an. Cawm. Rang.

^ The rods will not meet.—

S

u'r.

* In any triangle to find the perpendicular, segments and^area. This is introductory to a fuller

consideration of areas.—

G

an. and Su'a. It is taken from Brahmegupta, 12, § 22.

* Bhumif bhuy cu, mahty or any other term signifying earth ; the ground or base of a triangle or

other plane figure. Any one of the sides is taken for the base ; and the rest are termed simply,

sides. Gane'sa restricts the terra to the greatest side. See note § l68.

T^mbay &c. the perpendicular. See note cn § 159-
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is subtracted from, and added to, the base which is twice set dbwn : and

being halved, the results are segments corresponding to those sides.*

164. The square-root of the difference of squares of the side and its own

segment of the base becomes the perpendicular. Half the base, multiplied

by the perpendicular,* is in a triangle the exact* area.*

AbAd'hd, abaeVhd^ atahadlA^ segment of the base. These are terms introduced by earlier writers.

From the point, where a perpendicular falling from the apex (mastaca) meets the base, the two

portions or divisions of the ground on their respective sides [or, if the perpendicular fall without the

ligure in an obtuse-angled one, on the same side] are distinguished by this name.

Vhala^ GarlUuy Cshctra-phaluj S{ima-c6shia-miti; the measure of like compartments, or number

of equal squares of the same denomination (as cubit, fathom, linger, &c.) in which the dimension

of the side is given : the area or superficial content. It is the product of multiplication of length

by breadth. Gan. and Si' R.

* The relative, dependent, or corresponding segments. The smaller segment answers to the less

bide; the larger segment to the greater side. Gax\
^ Or half the perpendicular taken into the base. Gan .

* Sphutu-phala distinct or precise area ; opposed to aftphuta—or sChula-phala indistinct or gross

area. See § lb/—and Arithm. of Braiim. § 21.

* Demonstration: In both the right'angled triangles formed in the proposed triangular figure,

one on each side of the perpendicular, this line is the upright ; the side is hypotenuse, and the

correspondent segment is side. Hence, subtracting the square of the perpendicular from the square

of the side, the remainder is square of the segment. So, subtracting the square of the other side,

there remains the square of the segment answering to it. Their difference is the difference of the

squares of the segments and is equal to the difference of the squares of the sides ; since an equal

quantity lias been taken from each : for any two quantities, less an equal quantity, have the same

dilference. It is equal to the product of the sum and difference of the simple quantities. There-

fore the sum of the sides, multiplied by tbeir difference, is the difference of the squares of the

segments. But the base is the sum of the segments. The difference of ihe'stjuares, divided by

that, is the difference of the segments. From which, by the rule of concurrence (§ 55) the seg-

ments are found.

The square-root of the difference between the squares of the side and segment (taken as hypote-

nuse and side) is the upright. It is the perpendicular.

Dividing the triangle by a line across the middle, and placing the two halves [or parts] of the

upper portion disjoined by the perpendicular, on the two sides of the lower portion, an oblong is bann-

ed ;
in which the half of the perpendicular is one side, and the base is the other. See

Wherefore half the perpendicular, multiplied by the base, is the area or num-
ber of equal compartments. Or half the base, multiplied by the perpendicu- (j\

iar, is just so much.— Gan'.

If with the sum of the sides, this difference be had, then with this sum of the segments, that i
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l65. Example. -Ih * triangular figure, in which the base is fourteen and .

its sides tliiruen and fifteen, tell (juickly the length of the perpendicular,

the segments, and the dimensions by like compartments tenned area.

Statement ;
• Base 14. Sides 13 and 15. Proceeding as directed, the seg-

ments are found, 5 and 9 i
and the perpendicular, 12 : the area, 84. See

9 Id ^

1(56. Example. In a triangle, wherein the sides measure ten and seven-

teen, and the base nine, tell me promptly, expert mathematician, the seg-

ments, perpendicular and area.

Statement: Sides 10 and 17- Base 9- By the rule § 1G3, Uie (luoticnt

found is 2 1 . This cannot be subtracted from the base. Wberctore the base

is subtracted from it. Half the remainder is the segment, 6 ;
and is nega-

tive : that is to say, is in the contrary direction.' Thus the two segments

with the base which is their sum. what is obtained ? Here, as the demand increases, the lu.t

decreases: wherefore, by the inverse rule of three « 7.t, the difterence_^ol the sides, mullilibed by

their sum, and divi.led by the base, gives the dilTerence of the segments. With that and the ase,

which is their sum, the segments are found by the rule of concurrence % 65.

In an acute-angled triangle, two right-angled triangles are formed by the perpendicu ar within

it The side becomes an hypotenuse, the segment a side, and the unknown perpendicular an up-

right alike in both. Hence (§ 13i) the square-root of the ditference of the squares of the side and

segment is the perpendicular. .11
The perpendicular is the breadth; and the base is the length. It is exactly so in die h cr

part ;
but not so in the upper part : for there the figure terminates in a sharp point. Where ore

,.alf the length is the length to he mulliplicd. If two triangles be placed wilinn a quadiilateral,

is readily perceived, that the triangle is half the quadrilateral. Or if an acute-angled triangle he

figured, two right-angled triangles are formed by the perpendicular ;
and their bases are e . g

ments. The moieties of the segments, multiplied by the perpendicular, are the areas

rectangular triangles. Their sum is the area of the proposed trianglc.-Sun.

In an obtuse-angled triangle also, tlie base multiplied by half the pcrpcndicu ar is m^ajea.

. When the perpendicular falls without tl.e base, a, ‘he angle in couscqujc^^^^

tlie side exceeding the base, the -lUoticnt found by the rule § 163 cannot be taken from the base .

for both origins of sides are situated in the same quarter from the fall of the pcipen icu ar. leie
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are found 6 and 15. From whicli, both ways too, the.perpendicAlar comes

out 8. The area, 36. See
€

167. Rule/ Half the sum of all the sides is set down in four places;

and the sides are severally subtracted. The remainders being multiplied to-

gether, the square-root of the product is the area, inexact in the quadrila-

teral, but pronounced exact in the triangle.”

168. Example. In a quadrilateral figure, of which the base** is fourteen,

the summit^ nine, the flanks thirteen and twelve, and the perpendicular

twelve, tell the area as it was taught by the ancients.

fore subtracting the base from the quotient, half the residue is the segment and situated on tho

contrary side, being negative. Wherefore, as both segments stand on the same side, the smaller

is comprehended in the greater; and, in respect of it, is negative. Thus all is congruous and un-

exceptionable.

—

Gan. When the sum of the segments is to be taken, as they have contrary

signs, affirmative and negative, the difference of the quantities is that sum.—Sua. See Vij.-gan,

§5.

• For finding the gross area of a quadrilateral; and, by extension of the rule, the exact area of

a triangle.— Gan'. For finding the area by a method delivered by Sri'd'iiara, as a general one

common to all figures.

—

Rano. Excepting an equidiagonal quadrilateral.

—

Caum. Srid’haha's

rule, which is here censured, occurs in his compendium of Arithmetic.

—

Gari* s6r. § 126'. See

likewise Arithm. of Brahmegupta, §21.
* In the case of a triangle, half the sum of the three sides is four times set down ; the three

sides are subtracted severally in three instances : in the fourth, it remains unchanged. The square-

root of the product of such four quantities is the exact area,—Gan.

If the three remainders be added together, their sum is equal to half the sum of all the sides.

The product of the continual multiplication nif the three remainders being takeainto the sum of

those remainders, the product so obtained is equal to the product of the square of the perpendi-

cular taken into the square of half the base. It is a square quantity : for a square,, multiplied by

K square, gives a square. The square-root being extracted, the product of the perpendicular by

half the base is the result : and that is the area of the triangle. Therefore the true area is thus

found. In a quadrilateral, the product of the multiplication does not give a square quantity : but

an irrational one. Its approximate root is the area of the figure ;
not, however, the true one : for,

when divided by the perpendicular, it should give half the sum of the base and summit.—

S

ur.

^ The greatest of the four sides is called the base.

—

Gan. This definition is, however, too re-

stricted. See § 185 and 178. The notion of it is taken from Brahmegupta. Arithm.

§ 38.

^ MuchUf ladanQf or other term expressing mouth : the side opposite to the base ; the summit.
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Statement: Base 14. Summit 9. Skies 13 and 12. Perp. 12.

12

U
By the method directed, the result obtained is the surd 19800, of which

the approximated it)ot is somewhat less than a hundred and forty-one : 141.

That, however, is not in this figure the true area. But, found by the me-

thod which will be set forth (§ 17.5), the true area is 138.

Statement of the triangle before instanced

1 ^

By this method the area comes out the same : viz. 84.

]69— 170. Aphorism comprised in a stanza and a half ; Since the diago-

nals of the quadrilateral are indeterminate, how should the area be iu this

case determinate ? The diagonals, found as assumed by the ancients,* do

not answer in another case. With the same sides, there are other diagonals ,*

and the area of the figure is accordingly maiiifokl.

For, in a quadrilateial, opposite angles, being made to approach, contract

their diagonal as they advance inwards : while the other angles, receding

outwards, lengthen their diagonal. Tlierefore it is said, “ with the same

sides, there are other diagonals.”

171. How can a person, neither specifying one of the perpendiculars, nor

cither of the diagonals, ask the rest?® or how can he demand a determinate

area, while they are indefinite ?

172. Such a questioner is a blundering devil.® Still more so is he, who

answers the question. For he considers not the indefinite nature of the

lines^ in a quadrilateral figure,
^

* By ^rid'iiara and the rest.

* The perpendiculars, diagonals, &c.

* Pii6cha (a demon or vampire). So termed, because he blunder?.

^ Of the diagonal and perpendicular lines.

Gai/.

Gan.

Su'r.

Sun.

I.
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173— 175. Rule' in two and a half stanzas : Let one diagonal of an equU

lateral tetragon be put as it is given. Then subtract its square from four

times the square ofthe side. The square-root of the remainder is the measdre

of the second diagonal.

174. The product of unequal diagonals multiplied together, being di-

vided by two, will be the precise area in an equilateral tetragon. But in a

regular one with equal diagonals, as also in an oblong,* the product of the

side and upright will be so.

J75. In any otlicr quadrilateral witli equal perpendiculars,' the moiety

of tlie sum of the base and summit, multiplied by the perpendicular, [is the

area.]

176'. Mathematician, tell both diagonals and the area of an equilateral

quadrangular figure, whose side is the square of five: and the area of it, the

diagonals being equal : also [the area] of an oblong, the breadth of which

is six and the length eight.

Statement of iirst figure

the sum of the scpiares (§ 134),

both ways. The area 6g5.

Assume one diagonal thirty

;

the diagonal

Here, taking the square-root of

comes out the surd 1250, alike

tliC other is found 40 ;
and the area 600. See

Put one diagonal fourteen: the other is found 48 ;
and area 336. Sec

* In an equilateral tetragon, one diagonal being given, to find the second diagonal and the area:

also in an equi-perpendicular tetragon [trapezoid] to find the area.—

G

an. Equilateral tetragons

are twofold : with equal, and with unequal, diagonals. The first rule regards the equilateral te-

tragon with unequal diagonals [the rhoinb.J SuH.
* Ayatii: a long quadrilateral which has pairs of equal sides. Gan.
^ In an unctjual quadrilateral figure, to find the area.—SuR. In any quadrilateral with two,

or with three, equal sides, or with all unequal, but having equal perpendiculars. Rang.
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75

• n—

1

Statement of the oblong
| Area 48.

* 8

177. Example. Where the summit is eleven; the base twice as much
as the summit; and the flanks thirteen and twenty ; and tlie perpendicular
twelve; say what will be the area r

11

Statement

:

Or making three

and summing tliem,

The gross area (§ 16?) is !:50. The true

area (§ 175) is 198.

22

portions of the figure, and severally finding their areas,

the principle may be shown.

178. Example. Declare the diagonal, perpendicular and dimensions of
the area, in a figure ot which the summit is fifty-one, the base seventy-five,

the left side sixty-eight, and the other side twice twenty.

179‘ Aphorism showing the connexion of area, perpendicular and dia-

gonal :

It tlic perpendicular be known, the diagonal is so: if the diagonal be

known, the perpendicular is so ; if they be definite, the area is determinate.

For, it the diagonal be indefinite, so is the perjwndicular. Such is tlic

meaning.

179 continued. Rule for finding the perpendicular In the triangle

within the quadrilateral, the perpendicular is found as before tauglit:^ the

diagonal and side being sides, and the base a base.^

Here, to find the perpendicular, a diagonal, proceeding from the extre-

* The diagonal being cither given or assumed. Gan.
* 8ce § 163 and 164-.

^ The summit becomes base of the second triangle; the diagonal is one leg ;
und the remaining

vide of the quadrilateral, the other. Rang.

L 2
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mity of the left side to the origin of the right one, is assumfd, put at

seventy-seven. See

75

By this a triangle is constituted witliiii the quadrilateral. In it that dia-

gonal is one side, 77 ;
the left side is another, 6

'

8 ;
the base continues such,

75. Then, proceeding by the rule (§ 163— 164), the segments are found -4^

and 4^,* and the perpendicular, 4^. See figure.

180. Rule to find the diagonal, when the perpendicular is known:

The square-root of the difference of the s(juares of the perpendicular and

its adjoining side Is pronounced the segment. The square of the base less

that segment being added to the square of the perpendicular, the square-

root of the sum is the diagonal.

In that quadrilateral, the perpendicular from the extremity of the left

side is put 4^. Hence the segment is found 4^
; and by the rule (§ 180)

the diagonal comes out 77.

181— 182. Rule to find the second diagonal [two stanzas]

:

In this figure, first a diagonal is assumed.* In the two triangles situated

one on either side of the diagonal, this diagonal is made the base of each;

and the other sides arc given : the perpendiculars and segments* must be

found. Then the square of the difference of two segments on the same

side^ being added to the square of tlic sum of the perpendiculars, the square-

root of the sum of those squares will be the second diagonal in all tetragons.^

In the same quadrilateral, the length of the diagonal passing from the

extremity of the left side to tlie origin of the right one, is put 77. Within

the figure cut by that diagonal line, two triangles arc formed, one on each

* Either arbitrarily [see § 183] or as given by the conditions of the question. Gan.
‘ The two perpendiculars and the four segments. Gang.
3 Square of the interval of two segments measured from the same extremity. *

^ In the figure, which is divided by the diagonal line, two triangles are contained : one on each

side ol that line; and their perpendiculars, which fall one on each side of the diagonal, are thence

lound. I he difference between two segments on the same side will be the interval betw'een the

perpendiculars. It is taken as the upright of a triangle. Producing one perpendicular by the ad-
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side of thf diagonal. Taking the diagonal for the base of each, and the two
other sides as given, the two perpendiculars and the several segments must

be* found by the method before taught. See figure

viz. Perpendiculars 24 and 60. Segment of the base of the one part 45

and 32 j
of the otlicr 32 and 43. Oiffercnec ot tlie segments on the same

side (that is, so much of the base as is intercepted between the perpendicu-

lars) 13. Its square l6y. Sum of the perpendiculars 84. Its s()uare 7036.

Sum of tile squares 7225. S(juare*root of the sum 85. It is the length of

the second diagonal. So in every like instance.

183— 184. Rule restricting the arbitrary assumption of a diagonal [a

stanza and a half:] The sum of the shortest pair of sides containing the dia-

gonal being taken as a base, and the remaining two as the legs [of a triangle,]

the perpendicular is to be found : and, in like manner, with the other diagonal.

The diagonal cannot by any means be longer than the corresponding /)asc,

nor sliorter than the perpendicular answering to the other. Adverting to

tlicse limits an intelligent person may assume a diagonal.

For a (juadrilateral, contracting as the opposite angli's approach, becomes

a triangle
;
wherein the sum of the least pair of sides alxiut one angle is the

dilion of the other, the sum is made the side of the triangle. The second diagonal is hypotenusr.

From this is deduced, that the stjuare-root of the sumi* of the squares of the upright and side

uill be the second diagonal : and the rule is demonstrate<i. Gai^.

In an equilateral tetragon, and in a trapezium of which the greatest side is the base and the least

is the summit, there is no interval between the perpendiculars; and the second diagonal is the

sum of the perpendiculars. Jbui,
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base ; and the other two are taken as the legs. The perpendiculjir is found

in the manner before taught. Hence the shrinking diagonal cannot by any

means be less than the perpendicular
;
nor the otlier be greater than the hlsc.

It is so both ways. This, even though it were not mentioned, would be

readily perceived by the intelligent student.

184. Rule to find the area [half a stanza :]
The sum of the areas of tlic

two triangles on cither side of the diagonal is assuredly^ the, area in this

figure.

In the figure last specified, the areas of the two triangles are 924 and

2310. The sum of which is 3234; the area of the tetragon.

185— 186. Rulc^ [two stanzas:] Making the difference between the

base and summit of a [trapezoid, or] quadrilateral that has equal perpendicu-

lars, the base [of a triangle], and the sides [its] legs, the segments of it and

the length of the perpendicular arc to be found as for a triangle. From the

base of the trapezoid subtracting the segment; and adding the square of the

remainder to the square of the perpendicular, the square-root of the sum will

be the diagonal*

In a [trapezoid, or] quadrangle that has equal perpendiculars, the sum of

the base and least flank is greater than the aggregate of the summit and

other flank.

* It is the true and correct area, contrasted with the gross or inexact area of former writers.

Gan', and Suu.

* To find definite diagonals, when neither is given; nor the perpendicular; but the condition

that the perpendiculars be equal ; which is a sufticient limitation of the problem.

^ In a quadrilateral figure having equal perpendiculars, the intermediate portion between the

extreme perpetidiculars being taken away, there remain two rectangular triangles .on the outer

side. Uniting them together, a triangle is formed, in which the flanks are legs, and the base less

the summit is the base. Hence the perpendicular in this triangle, found by the rule before taught

(§ 11)4), is precisely the perpendicular of the tetragon; and the segments, which are found (§ l53),

lie l)ctween the perpendicular and the corresponding sides. The base of the tetragon, less either

of the segments, is the side of a rectangular triangle within the same tetragon ; and the perpen-

dicular is its upright; wherefore the square-root of the sum of their squares is the correspondent

diagonal : and, in like manner, with the other segment, the diagonal resting on the other perpen-

dicular is found. Gak.
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187— 189- The sides measuring fifty-two and one less than forty; tlie

summit equal to twenty-five, and the base sixty : this was given as an e\-

amf)le by former writers for a figure having unequal perpendiculars ; a\ul

definite measures of the diagonals were stated, fifty-six and sixty-three.

Assign to it other diagonals
;
and those particularly which appertain to it as

a figure with equal perpendiculars.

Here assuming one diagonal sixty-three, 6*3, the other is found as before,

56. Or, putting thirty-two instead of fifty-six for a diagonal, the other, fouml

by tire process before shown, comes out in two portions, both surds, 6'‘il and

2700. The sum of the roots [as extracted by approximation] is the

second diagonal 76 -yf. See figure of a triangle put to find the perpendi-

cular :

35

Here the segments are found
J
and and the perpendicular, the surd

;
of which the root found by approximation is SS JIJ- It is the ecjual

perpendicular of that tetragon.

Next the sum of the s(juares of the perpendicular and difference between

base and segment: Base of the tetragon, 60: least segment
J

tlifierence

•—. S(|uare of the difference S(|uarc of the j)erpcndicular, wlrich

was a surd root, Sum ;
or, dividing by the denominator, 5049-

It is the square of one diagonal. So base 60; greater segment '-H
;

dift'er-

ence Its s(iuare Stjuarc of Mie surd perpendicular

Sum
j

or, dividing by the denominator, 2176- It is the sum of the

square^ of the perpendicular and dift'crencc between base and greater seg-
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mcnt; and is the square of the second diagonal. Extracting thft roots of

these squares by approximation, the two diagonals come out 71 H-
25

In this tetragon with equal perpendiculars the short side 39 added to the

base 60
,
makes 99 : which is greater than the aggregate of the summit and

other flank, 77. Such is the limitation.

Thus, with the same sides, may be many various diagonals in the tetra-

gon. Yet though indeterminate, diagonals have been sought as determinate,

by Brahmegupta and others. Their rule is as follows.

190 . Rule:' The sums of the products of the sides about both the dia-

gonals being divided by each other, multiply the quotients by the sum of

the products of opposite sides ; the square^roots of the results are the dia-

gonals in a trapezium.

The objection to this mode of finding the diagonals is its operoseness, as

I shall show by proposing a shorter method.

191—192 . Rule [two stanzas]: The uprights and sides of two assumed

rectangular triangles,® being multiplied by the reciprocal hypotenuses, be-

come sides [of a quadrilateral] : and in this manner is constituted a trape-

zium, in which the diagonals are deducible from the two triangles.’ The

product of the uprights, added to the product of the sides, is one diagonal

;

the sum of the products of uprights and sides reciprocally multiplied, is the

* A couplet cited from Brahmegupta. 12. § 28.

* Asaumed conformably with the rule contained in § 145, An objection, to which the com-

mentator Gan'^sa adverts, and which he endeavours to obviate, is that this shorter method re-

quires sagacity in the selection of assumed triangles; and that the longer method is adapted to all

capacities.

’ This method of constructing a trapezium is taken from Beaumeoupta. 12. § 38.
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other.* *Vrhen this short method presented, why an operose one was prac-

tised by former writers, we know not.®

* A trapezium is divided into four triangles ly its intersectii^ diAgonals; and conversely* by

the junction of four triangles, a trapezium is constituted. For that purpose, four triangles are

assumed in this manner. Two triangles are first put in the mode directed
(§ 115), the sides «>f

which are all rational. Such sides, multiplied by any assumed number, will constitute other rect-

angular triangles, of which also the sides will be mtitmal. By the twofold muUiplieation of hy-

potenuse, upright and side of one assumed triangle by the upright and side of the other, four tri-

angles are formed, such that turning and adapting them and placing the multiples of the hypote-

nuses for sides, this trapezium is composed.

Here the uprights and sides of the arbitrary triangles, reciprocaWy multiplied by the hypotertuses,

become sides of the quadrilateral: and hence the dircctiom of the rule {k 19 0*

In a trapezium so constituted, it is apparent, thaitlie one diagonal is composed of two parts

;

one the product of the uprights, the other the product of the sides of the arbitrary triangles. The

other diagonal consists of two parts, the products of the reciprocal multiplication of uprights and

sides. These two portions are the perpendiculars: for there is no interval between the points of

intersection. This holds, provided the shortest side be the summit ; the longest, the base *, and the

rest, the flanks. But, if the component triangles bo otherwise adapted, the summit and a flunk

change places.

Here the two portions of the first diagonal, as above found (viz. 48 and 13) do not face ;
but are

separated by an interval, which is equal to the ditlerence between the two portions of the other dia-

gonal (36 and 20) viz. l6. It is the diflerence of two segments on the same side, found by a pre-

ceding rule (§181—182); and is the interval between the intersections of the perpendiculars
;
and

is taken for the upright of a triangle, as already explain'vd (§ 181, note) : the sum of the two por-

tions of diagonal equal to the two perpendiculars is made the side. The square-root of the sum of

the squares of such upright and side is equal to the product of the hypotenuses (13 and 5): where-

fore the author adds “ if the summit and flank change places, the first<^ diagonal will be the pro-

duct of the hypotenuses,”

From the demonstration of Brahmegupta’s rule (Arithm. of Bbahm. § 28) may be deduced

• So ihe MSS. Hut BiiA srARA’s text cjihibiU lewud.

M
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Multiply the uprightAssuming two rectangular triangles,

3 5 •

and side of one by the hypotenuse of the other : the greatest of the products

is taken for the base ; the least for the summit ;
and the othet two for the

flanks. See

Here, with much labor [by the former method] the diagonals are found

63 and 56.

With the same pair of rectangular triangles, the products of uprights and

sides reciprocally multiplied are 36 and 20 : the sum of which is one dia-

grounds of a succinct proof, that the diagonal is found by multiplication of the h}^otenu8es, when

the summit is not the least side. For, if the two derivative triangles be fitted together by bringing

the hypotenuses in contact, the trapezium is such as is produced by the transposition of the sum^

xnit and a Rank, and the diagonal is the product of the hypotenuses of the generating triangles.

Gan. 48 15

60 48 15

* In like manner, for the tetragon before instanced (§ 178), to find the diagonals, a pair of rec-

tangular triangles is put

A*
Proceeding as directed, the diagonals come out 77 and

84. In the figure instanced, a transposition of the Rank and summit takes place

wherefore the product of the hypotenuse of the two rectangular triangles will be the second dia-

gonal : and they thus come out 77 and 85. Gat/.
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gonal, 36. The products 'of uprights multiplied together, and sides taken

into each. other, are 48 and 15 ; their sum is the other diagonal, 63. Thus

tfiey are found with ease.

But if the summit and flank change places, and the figure be stated ac-

cordingly, tlVe second diagonal will be the product of the hypotenuses of the

two rectangular triangles : viz. 65. See*

60

193— 194. Example.' In a figure, in which the base is three hundred,

the summit a hundred and twenty-five, the flanks two hundred and sixty

and one hundred and ninety-five, one diagonal two hundred and eighty and

the other three hundred and fifteen, and the perpendiculars a hundred and

eighty-nine and two hundred and twenty-four ;
what are the portions of the

perpendiculars and diagonals below the intersections ot them.'' and the per-

pendicular let fall from the intersection of the diagonals ;
with the segments

answering to it ? and the perpendicular of the needle formed by the pro-

longation of the flanks until they meet? as well as the segments correspond-

ing to it; and the measure of both the needles sides? All tin's declare, ma-

thematician, if thou be thoroughly skilled in this [science ot]* plane figure*

Statement: /j \ Length of the base 300. Summit 125.

Flanks 260 and 195. Diagonals 280

and 315. Perpendiculars 189 and

224.

• Having thus, from S 1/3 to this place, shown the method of finding the area, &c. in the four-

teen sorts of quadrilaterals, the author now exhibits another trapezium, proposing questions con-

cerning segments produced by intersections.-Gan. The author proposes a question in the form

of an example.—

G

ang. For the instruction of the pupil, he exhibits the figure called (tuthX) a

needle. Manor.
, j^r

The problem i« taken from Braumegupta with a .light variation; and tbi. example diffen

from hi. only in the .cale, his number, being here reduced to fifth.. Arithm. of Beau N. » S2.

• Man6ranjana.

M 2
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195—196. Rule (two Jitanzas): The Interval between the perpendicular

and its correspondent dank is termed tlie sand'hi^ or link of that perpendicu-

lar. The base, less the link or segment, is called the pit'ha or complement*of

the same. The link or segment contiguous to that portion [of perpendicular

or diagonal] which is sought, is twice set down. Multiplied* by the other

perpendicular in one instance, and ’by the diagonal in the other, and divided

[in both instances] by the complement belonging to the other [perpendicu-

lar], the quotients will be the lower portions of the perpendicular and dia-

gonal below the intersection.

Statement; Perpendicular 189* Flank contiguous to it 195. Segment

intercepted between them (found by § 1 34) 48. It is the link. The second

segment (found by § 195) is 252, and is called the complement.

^

In like manner the second perpendicular 224. The flank contiguous to

it 260. Interval between them, being the segment called link, 132. Com-
plement 168.

Now to find the lower portion of the first perpendicular 189. Its link,

separately multiplied by the other perpendicular 224 and by the diagonal

280, and divided by the other complement 168, gives quotients 64 the lower

portion of the perpendicular, and 80 the lower portion of the diagonal.

So for the second perpendicular 224, its link 132, severally multiplied by
the other perpendicular 189 and by the diagonal 315, and divided by the

other complement 252, gives 99 for the lower portion of the perpendicular

and 165 for that of the diagonal.

197. Rule to find the perpendicular below the intersection of the diago-

nals: Ihe perpendiculars, multiplied by the base and divided by the re-

spective complements, arc the erect poles : from which the perpendicular

let fall Iroin the intersection of the diagonals, as also the segments of the

base, arc to be found as before.*

Statement : Proceeding as directed, the erect poles are found 225 and 400.

Whence, l»y a former rule (§ 159), the perpendicular below the intersection

^2 union, alliunce; intervention, connecting link.

l*it ha lit. stool. Hero the complement of the segment.
* By the rule § 159.
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of die diagonals is deduced, 144; and tlie segments of the base 108 and 192.

See figure* A / |

198—200. Rule to find the perpendicular of the needle*, its legs and the

segments of its base [three stanzas]: I’he proper link, imiltiplied by the

other perpendicular and divided by its own, is termed the mean and the

sum of this and the opposite link is called the divisor. Those two <juanti-

ties, namely, the mean and the opposite link, being multiplied by the base

and divided by that divisor, will be the respective segments of the needle’s

base. The other perpendicular, multiplied by the base and divided by the

divisor, will be the perpendicular of the needle. The Hanks, multiplied by

the perpendicular of the needle and divided by their respective perpendicu-

lars, will be the legs of the needle.® Thus may the subdivision of a

* Such'i, ncetlle; the triangle formed by the flunks of the trapezium produced until they meet.

Sancthi. See preceding note.

Sarna^ mean ; a fourth proportional to the two perpendiculars and the link or segment.

JiurOf divisor ; the sum of such fourth proportional and the other link or segment.

* The needle, or figure resulting from the prolongation of the flanks of the trapezium, is a tri*

angle, of which the sides are those prolonged flanks; and the base, the same with the base of the

trapezium ; and the perpendicular, the perpendicular of the needle : to find which, another similar

and interior triangle is formed, in which the flank of the trapezium U one side, and a lino drawn

from its extremity parallel to the other leg of the needle is the second side: (lie perpendicular [of

the trapezium] is perpendicular [of this inteiior triangle] ; the link is one segment of the bajie ; and

Here to find the segment denominated the mean. In proportion as the opposite perpendicular is

less or greater than the proper perpendicular, so is the segment termed the mean lest or greater
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plane figure be conducted by the intelligent, by means of the rule of

three.
‘

Here the perpendicular being 224, its link is 132. This, multiplied T>y

the other perpendiculai*, viz. 189, and divided by its own, viz. 224, gives

tlic mean as it is named
;

The sum of tliis and the other link 48 is

tlie divisor, as it is called, The mean and other link taken into the

base, being divided by this divisor, give the segments of the needle’s base

and ^-yr*
other perpendicular 189, multiplied by the base and

divided by the same divisor, yields the perpendicular of the needle

The sides 193 and 260, multiplied by the needle s perpendicular and divided

by their own perpendiculars respectively, viz. 189 and 224, give the legs

of the needle, which are the sides of the trapezium produced

:

Thus, in all instances, under this head, taking the divisor for the argu-

ment, and making the multiplicand or multiplicator, as the case may be, the

fruit or requisition, the rule of three is to be inferred by the intelligent ma-

thematician.

than that called link : for, according as the side contiguous to the perpendicular is greater or less,

60 is the parallel side also greater or less ; and so likewise is the segment contiguous thereto. Hence

this proportion with the opposite perpendicular: * If the proper perpendicular have this its segment,

what has the opposite perpendicular ?’ The proportional resulting is the other segment termed the

mean in the constructed triangle: and the sum of that and of the other segment called the opposite

link will be the base of the constituted triangle. It is denominated the divisor. To find the perpen-

dicular of the needle and the corresponding segments of its base accordingly, the proportion is this

:

*
If for this base these be the segments, what are they for the needle’s base, w'hich is equal to the

entire base ?’ And, * for that base, if this be the perpendicular, what is the perpendicular for the

needle’s base, which is equal to the whole base?* and to find the legs of the needle, * if the hypote-

nuse answering to an upright equal to the perpendicular be the side contiguous to it, what is the

hypotenuse answering to an upright equal to the perpendicular of the needle?’ In like manner,

the other leg is deduced from the other perpendicular. Gan.

* From one part of a figure given, another member of it is deduced by the intelligent, through

the rule of proportion. > Sur,
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201. Rule:’ When the diameter of a circle' is multiplied by three

thousand nine hundred and twenty-seven and divided by twelve hundred

ancf fifty, the quotient is the near* circumference : or multiplied by twenty-

two and divided by seven, it is the gross circumference adapted to prac-

tice.*

202. Example. Where the measure of tlie diameter is seven, friend, tell

the measure of the circumference : and where the circumference is twenty-

two, find the diameter.

• To deduce the circumference of a circle from itsdiameter, and the diameter from the circum-

ference. (mn.
* VrKttOy vartulay a circle.

Vy(isay vi&hcamhhay vistrltiy vMray the breadth or diameter of a circle.

ParUd’kiy parindhuy irUtiy nbni (and other synon^ma of the felloe of a wheel), the circumference

or compass of a circle.

* Sueshma, delicate or fine; nearly precise; contrasted with gross, or soinesvlmt lest

exact, but sufficient for common purposes.

—

Gang. Sur.

Braiimegupta puts the ratio of the circumference to the diameter as three to oiw? for llie gross

value, and takes the root of ten times the square of the diameter for the neat value of the circum-

ference. Sec Arithm. of Brahm. §40. Also Srid'iiara's Gan. s/tr.

As the diameter increases or diminishes, so does the circumference increase or diminish :

therefore to find the one from the other, make proportion, as the diameter of a known circle to

the known circumference, so is the given diameter to the circumference sought ; and conversely,

as the circumference to the diameter, so is the given circumference teethe diameter sought.

Further : the semidiametcr is equal to the side of an equilateral hexagon within the circle : as

will be shown. From this the side of an equilateral dodecagon may be found in this manner

:

the semidiameter being hypotenuse, and half the side of the hexagon, the side ; the S(iuare-root

of the difference of their squares is the upright; subtracting which from the semidiameter the re-

mainder is the arrow [or versed sine]. Again, this arrow being the upright, and the half side of

the hexagon, a side; the square-root of the sum of their squares is the side of the dodecagon. See

From which, in like manner, may be found the side of a polygon with twenty-four sides : and so

on; doubling the number of sides in the polygon, until i?ic side be near to the arc. The sum of

such sides will be the circumference of the circle nearly. Thus, the diameter being a hundred,

the side of the dodecagon is the surd 673 ;
and that of a polygon of three hundred and eighty-four

sides is nearly equal to the arc. By computation it comes out the surd 9^683. Now the pro-

portion, if to the square of the diameter pul at a hundred, viz. 10000, this he the circumfercnctr,

viz. the surd, 08683, then to the square of the assumed diameter twelve hundred and fifty, viz,

1562500, what will be the circumference.^ Answer: the root 3927 without remainder. Cian.
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Statement; © Answer; Circumference itH, or gross cir-

cuinfci*ence 22. •

Statement : Reversing multiplier and divisor, the diameter

comes out 7 -H~
2 ry gross diameter 7.

203. Rule; In a circle, a quarter of the diameter multiplied by the

circumference is the area. That multiplied by four^ is the net all around

the ball." 1 his content of the surface of the sphere, multiplied by the

diameter and divided by six is the precise solid, termed cubic, content

within the sphere.^

204. Example. Intelligent friend, if thou know well the spotless

LiUivatiy say what is the area of a circle, the diameter of which is measured

by seven? and the surface of a globe, or area like a net upon a ball, the

diameter being seven ? and the solid content within the same sphere ?

* Or rejecting e<{ual multiplier and divisor, the circumference multiplied by the diameter is the

surface. Gan.
* Prhhia-phalay superficial content: compared to the net formed by the string, with which

cloth is tied to make a playing ball.

G hana-phiilay solid content: compared to a cube, and denominated from it cubic.

* Dividing the circle into two equal parts, cut the content of each into any number of equal an-

gular spaces, and expand it so that tlie circumference become a straiglit line. See

^ 22

WWW’

Ihen let the two portions approach so as the sharp angular spaces of the one may enter

the similar intermediate vacant spaces of the other: thus constituting an oblong, of which

the semi-diameter is one side and half the circumference the other. See

22 or n^
The product of their multiplication is the area. Half by half is a quarter. Therefore a quarter

of the diameter by the circumference is equal to the area.

See in t\\Q Goldd (spherics) of the SMhanta^iromamy a demonstration of the rule, that

the surface of the sphere is four times the area of the great circle, or equal to the circumference
multiplied by the diameter.
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I

Statement

:

Answer: Area of the circle 38 fJJJ. Super-

ficial content of the splicre 133 [J ]
Solid con-

tent of the sphere 179 Ytti-

205

—

206. * Rule: a stanza and a half. The square of the diameter bcinq;

multiplied by three thousand nine hundred and twenty-seven, and diviiled

by five thousand, the quotient is tlie nearly precise area; or multiplied by

eleven and’ divided by fourteen,’ it is the gros.s area adapted to common

practice. Half the cube of the diameter, with its twenty-lirst part added to

it,* is the solid content of the sphere.

The area of the circle, nearly precise, comes out as before 38 m-y or

gross area 38 Gross solid content 179

206

—

207 . Rule:^ a stanza and a half. The sum and difterenee of the

chord and diameter being multiplied together, and the s(|uarc-root ot the

product being subtracted iVom the diameter, half the remainder is thearrow.^

To dt'monstrate the rule for ihe solid content of the s|)l»erc : suppose the sphere di\idcd into

as many little pyramids, or long needles with an acute tip and square base,* ns is the mimbt r by

which the surface is measured ; and in length [heiglit] (Hiual to half the diameter ol the sphere:

the base of eacli pyramid is an unit of the scale by which the dimensioiiH ol the surface are reckon-

ed: and, the aititu<!e being a semidiameter, one- third of the product of their mullipliculion ii

the content : for a needle-shaped excavation is one-third ol a regular equilateral excavation, as

will be shown [§ 221]. Therefore [unit taken into] a sixth part of the diameter is the content of

one such pyraraidical portion: and that multiplied by the surface gives the solid content of the

sphere. Cjan.

» Multiplied by 22, and divided by (7 X 4) 28 ; or abridged by reduction to least terms, ]{.

See Gan. &c.

2 Multiplied by 22, and divided by (7x6) 42 ; or multiplied by 1 1 and divided by 21. Then

21:11:: 2:^1 or 1 -f :A- See Gan. kc.

5 In a circle cut by a right line, to find the chord, arrow, &c. That is, either the chord, the

arrow, or the diameter, being unknown, and the other tw<i given, to find the one from the others.

(iAN. Si' a.

^ A portion of the circumference is a bow. The right line between its extremities, like the

string of a bow, 'us its chord. The line between them is the arrow, as resembling one set on a bow,

^
^ (Ja^. Su'r.

Dhannshf chapa and other synonyma of bow ; an arc or portion of the circumference of a circle,

jp{i, jyac6y gum, maurxi and other synonyma of bow-string ; the chord ol an arc.

SarOy ishu and other synonyma of arrow ; the versed sine.

Mdrd'han, buw ; Jit. kead or »lull. Agra, tq> or ; nharp
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The diameter, less the arrow, being multiplied by the arrow, twice the

square-root of the product is the chord. The square of half the chord being

divided by the arrow, the quotient added to the arrow is pronounced^ to be

tlic diameter of the circle.®

208 . Example. In a circle, of which the diameter is ten, the chord

being measured by six, say friend what is the arrow : and from the arrow

tell the chord ; and from chord and arrow, the diameter.

I By teachers : that is, it has been so declared by the ancients. Gan.

Braiimegupta divides the square of the chord by four times the versed sine. See Arithm, of

Braum. § 41

.

^ On plane ground, with an arbitrary radius,* describe a circle ; and through the centre dravr

a vertical diameter : then, on the circumference, at an arbitrary distance, make two marks; and

the line between them, within the circle, across the diameter, is the chord
; the portion of the

circumference below the chord is the arc : and the portion of the diameter between the chord and

arc is the arrow. Statement of a circle to exhibit these lines

Thus, if the arrow be unknown, to find it, a triangle is constituted within the circle ; where the

chord is side, a thread stretched from the tip of the chord over the diameter to the circumference

is [hypotenvise ; and a line uniting their extremities is] the upright. That is to be first found. The

square-root of the difference of the squares of the diameter and chord, which are hypotenuse and

side, is the upright. But the product of their sum and difference is the difference of their squares

;

the root of which is the upright, and is measured on the vertical diameter. Thus the sum of tbc

two portions of the diameter is equal to the diameter. Now, under the rule of concurrence 55),

the less portion only being required, the difference is subtracted from the diameter; and the re-

mainder being halved is the arrow.

To deduce the chord from the arrow: another triangle is constituted within the circle; wherein

the semidiametcr less the arrow is the upright, the semidiameter is hypotenuse; and the square-

root of the differences of these squares will be the half of the chord ;
and this doubled is the

chord.

Now to find ihe diameter. The root of the difference of the squares of hypotenuse and upright

before gave half the chord : now the square of this will be the difference of the squares of hy-

potenuse and upright. That being divided by the arrow and added to it, the result is the

diameter. SuR.

'I’be h>llowing rule for finding the arc is cited by GAn'tisA from Aryabiiatta : Six times the

square of the arrow being added to the square of the chord, the square-root of the sum is the arc.^’

* CorrtKtii compass; lit. a crab; inciming tbc radius.

('{mini
; ctlUro.
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Statcnient : Diameter 10. When the cliord is 6, the length of the .arrow

conies out 1. See /<X>i.©
Or, arrow 1. The chord is found G. Or from the chord and arrow the

diameter is deduced 10.

209—211.. Ruled three stanzas. By 103923, 84833, 70334, GOOOO,

52055, 45922 ,
or 41031, multiply the diameter of the circle, and divide (he

respective products by 120000; the quotients are severally, in their order,

the sides of fK)l 3
'gous, from the triangle to tlie eniicagon, (iiisLrihedJ within

the circle."

^ To find the sides of regular inscribed pol^’gons. Si' a. (V\n'.

" Divide the circumference by the luunber of sides of the polygon, iitid find the eliord ol tlie

arc wliich is the quotient. Fortins purpose one commentator (So' a.) refers to the sul>s<M|ueMt

rule (§ 213) in this treatise; and another (Gan.) to the rule, iii tlie author’s astronomical work,

(Skld'hanta) for finding chords.

Or the demonstration, says Ganeha, may be otherwise given. Describe a circle with any

nadius* at pleasure, divide it into three equal parts and murk the points; and from those points,

witli the same radius, describe three circles, which will be equal in circumference to the liist

circle ; and it is thus manifest, that the side of the regular hexagon within the circle is hall a

diameter. See

The side of a triangle [inscribed] within a circle is the upright; the diameter is hypotenuse and

the side of the he.xagon is side of the rectangular triangle. See the same ligurc. 'rhereforc the

squarC‘root of the ditl'erence of the squares of the semidiameter and <liarnetci is tlic side of the equi-

lateral [inscribed] triangle; viz. for the proposed diameter (J 20000) 10.3.9'23.

The side of ii regular tetragon is hypotenuse, the semidiameter is upright, and side. vSec

Wherefore the S(|uare-root of twice the square of the somidiameter is the si<le of the

[inscribed] tetragon: viz. for the diameter assumed, 81^863.

The side of the regular octagon is hypotenuse, iialf the side of the tetragon is upright, and the

difference between that and the semidiameter is the side. See

«

Wherefore the square-root of the sum of the squares of the half the side of the tetragon and the

semidiameter less the half side of the tetragon is the side of the regular [inscribed] octagon . vii.

for the diameter as put, 45922.

• Carcata. Sec above.

^ 2
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212. Example. Within a circle, of which the diameter is two (jhoimnd,

tell me severally the sides of the inscribed equilateral triangle pid other

polygons.
‘

The proof of the sides of the regular pentagon, heptagon and enneagon cannot be shown in a

similar manner. Gan.

First to find the side of a triangle inscribed within the circle, describe with a radius* equal to

the proposed semidiameter, a circle ; and draw a vertical diameter line through its centre. Then

dividing the circumference into three equal parts, draw a triangular figure and another opposite

to it; let two other diameters join the summits [angles] of those triangles. Thus there are six

angles within the circle; and the interval between each pair of angles is equal to a semidiameter:

for the diameter, which is in contact with two sides of a quadrilateral within the hexagon, is, from

the centre of the circle to the side, a quarter of a diameter above the centre and just so much

below it
;
and the sum of two quarters is half a diameter.

Kow the length of a chord between an extremity of a diameter and an extremity of a side of the

triangle, is equal to a semidiameter. It is a side of a rectangular triangle, of which the diameter

is hypotenuse, and the square-root of the difference of their squares is the upright and is the

measure of the side of the inscribed triangle. Ex. Diameter 120000. Side 6OOOO. Difference of

their squares 10800000000. Its square-root 103923.

Or a hexagon being described within the circle as before, and three diameters being drawn

through the centre to the six angles, three equilateral quadrangular figures are constituted, where-

in the four sides are equal to semidiameters : the short diagonal too is equal to a semidiameter ;

and the long diagonal is equal to the side of the inscribed triangle : and that is unknown. To find

it, put the less diagonal equal to the semidiameter and proceeding as directed by the rule (§ 181-2),

the greater diagonal is found, and is the side of the inscribed triangle. Example : assumed dia-

gonal 60000. Its square 3600000000, subtracted from four times the square of the side

14400000000, leaves 10800000000. Its square-root is the greater diagonal 103923; and is the

side of the inscribed triangle.

The method of finding the side of the triangle and of the hexagon has been thus shown. That

of the inscribed tetragon is next propounded. Describing a circle as before, draw through the

centre a diameter east and west and one north and south : and four lines are to be then drawn in

the manner of chords, uniting their extremities. Thus a tetragon is inscribed in

the circle. In each quadrant, another rectangular triangle is formed; where-

in a semidiameter is side, and a semidiameter also upright; and the square-root

of the sum of their squares will be the side of the tetragon. For example, in

the proposed instance, side 600()0, upright 60000. Sura of their squares 7200000000. Its square^

root 84853.

The side of the pentagon is the square-root of five limes the square of the radius less the radius.f
• CrtrooJrt ; opening of the cuuipaMct. Sec above.

t Trijyd ; wne of three slgni.
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Statement

:

Answer: Side of the triangle 1732^^; of the tetragon U14H; of the

Or describing a circle as before, and dividing it into five equal parts, construct a pentagon within

the circle. Draw aline between the extremities of two sides at pleasure; and two figures are

thus formed; one of which is a trapezium, and the other a triangle: and the line drawn is the

common base of l)<»th. Assume that chord arbitrarily : its arrow, found as directed,

will be the perpendicular. Thus, in the same triangle, two rectangular tri-

angles are constituted; in which half the base is the side, the perpendicular is u|)-

right, and the square-root of the sum of their squares is hypotenuse, and is the

side of the pentagon. Example
:
putting the length of the arbitrary chord which is

the base of the two figures, at a value near to the diameter, viz. 1 14140, the arrow comet out by

the rule (§ 206) 41435 ; and the side of the pentagon is thence deduced 70534.

The side of the hexagon is half the diameter, as before shown.

For the heptagon, describe a circle as before, and within it a heptagon; draw a line between

the extremities of two sides at pleasure, and three lines through the centre to the angles indicated

by those sides : an unequal quadrilateral is thus formed : of which the two greater sides, at well

as the least diagonal, are equal to a semidiameter. Assume the value of the greater diagonal ar-

bitrarily : it is the chord of the arc encompassing two sides. Hence finding the arrow in the man-

ner directed, it is the side of a small rectangular triangle, in which half the base or chord is the

upright; whence the hypotenuse or side of the heptagon is deducible.

Ex. Putting 93804 for the chord ; the arrow interred from it is 225791 &nd the

side of the heptagon 52055.

Or by a preceding rule 181) the short diagonal, equal to a semidiametcr, is the base of the

two triangles on either side of it. The perpendicular thence deduced l63

—

l6i) being doubled

is the greater diagonal

.

To demonstrate the side of the octagon : describe a circle as before and two diameter lines, di-

viding the circle into four parts. Then draw two sides in each of those parts ;
and eight angles arc .

thus delineated. The line between the extremities of two sides, in form of a chord, is the side of

an inscribed tetragon. The line from the center of the circle to the corner of the side is equal to

half the diameter. Thus an unequal quadrilateral is constituted; which is divided by the line

across it, forming two triangles, in which one side is a semidiameter and the base also is equal to

a semidiameter; and half the side of the inscribed tetragon is the perpendicular : whence the other

side is to be inferred. It comes out 45922.

Next the proof of the side of the nonagon is shown, A circle being described ai beforCi in-
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pentagon of the hexagon 1000; of the heptagon 867-^; of the

octagon 765 of the nonagon 683 See

From variously assumed diameters, other chords are deducible; as will be

^ shown by us under the bead of construction of sines, in the treatise on

spherics.

The following rule teaches a short method of finding the gross chords.

213. Rule : Tlie circumference less tlie arc being multiplied by the arc,

the product is termed first.‘ From tbe quarter of the square of the circum-

ference multiplied by five, subtract that first product : by the remainder

divide the first product taken into four times the diameter : the quotient

will be the chord.®

tciibe « triangle in it. Thus the circle is divided into three parts. Three equal chords being draw'll

in each ofthose portions, an enneagon is thus imcribcd in the circle : and three oblongs are formed

withmfbe same ; of which the base is equal to the side of the inscribed triangle. Two perpendi-

culars being drawn in the oblong, it is divided into three portions, the first and last of which are

triangles ; and the intermediate one is a tetragon. The base in each of them is a third part of the

side of the inscribed triangle. It is the upright of a rectangular triangle; the perpendicular is its

side ; and the square-root of the sura of their squares is hypotenuse, and is the side of the enneagon.

To find the perpendicular, put an assumed chord equal to half the chord of the [inscribed] tetra-

gon ; find its arrow in the manner directed ; and subtract that from the arrow of the chord of the

[inscribed] trian^e : the remainder is the perpendicular. Thus the perpendicular comes out

21989 : it is the side of a rectangular triangle. The third pert of the inscribed triangle is 34641

:

it is the upright. The square-root of the sura of their squares is 41031 ; and is the side of the

inscribed enneagon. Thus all is congruous. Sua.

‘ Prot’Aama, ^dya, first [product].

* This, according to the remark of the' commentators, is meiely a rough mode of calculation,

giving the gross, not the near, nor precise, chords. The rule appears from their explanations of

the principle of it, to be grounded on considering the circle as converted into a rectangular

triangle, in which the proposed arc is a side, its complement to the semicircle is the up-

right, and the other semicircle is hypotenuse. The difference between the squares of such up*

right and hypotenow m the square of the arc and it thefat product in the rule. When the pro-
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S14. Hxartple. Where the semidiameter is a hundred aiid twenty, and
the aie of the circle is measured* by an eighteenth multiplied by one and so

forth [up to nine,'] tell quickly the chords of those arts.

Statement ; » Diameter 240. Here the circumference is 754 [nearly].

Arcs being taken, multiples of an eighteenth thereof, the chords are to be
sought.

Or for the sake of facility, abridging both circumference and arcs by the

eighteenth part of the circumference, the same chords are found. Thus,

circumference 1 8. Arcs 1.2.3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9- Proceeding as directed, the

chords come out 42. 82. 120. 154. 184. 208. 226. 236. 240. See

In like manner, with other diameters [chords of assigned arcs may be

found.]*

215. Rule :* The square of the circumference is nujitiplied by a quarter

of the chord and by five, and divided by the chord added to four times the

diameter
;
the quotient being subtracted from a quarter of the square of the

circumference, the square-root of the remainder, taken from the half of the

circumference, will leave the arc.^

posed arc is a semicircle, the chord is a maximum ; and so is the'drst product ; and this is equal to

the square of the semicircumfereuce or quarter of the square of the circumference. Then, as this

maximum is to the grec^test chord, or four times the one to four times the other, so is the first

product for the proposed arc to the chord of that arc. This proportion, however, is modified, by

adding to the first term of it the square of the complement of the proposed arc to the semicircle.

^ Up to nine, or half the number of arcs: fur the chords of the eighth and tenth will be the

same ; and so will those of the seventh and eleventh ; and so forth. Gm^.

* Gang. &cc,

* To find the arc from (he chord given.

^ This is analogous to the preceding rule. The complement of the arc is found by a rough ap*

proximation.
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216. Example. From the chords, which have been here found, now
tell the length of the arcs, if, mathematician, thou have skill in computing

the relation of arc and chord.' «

Statement: Chords 42. 82. 120. 154. 184. 208. 226. 236. 240.

Circumference abridged 18. Arcs thence found 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9 .

They must be multiplied by the eighteenth part of the circumference.^

‘ To find the area of the bow or segment of a circle, the following rule is given in Vishnu's

Ganiia-sdrat as cited by Gangadiiara; and the like rule is taught by Cesava quoted by his son

Gan'ESA :
‘ The arrow being multiplied by half the sum of the chord and arrow, and a twentieth

part of the product being added, the sum is the area of the segment.' Srid’iiara’s rule, as cited

by Gan'esa, is * the square of the arrow multiplied by half the sum of the chord and arrow, being

multiplied by ten and divided by nine, the square-root of the product is the area of the bow.

Ganes'a adds: ‘ the chord and arrow being given, find the diameter; and from this the circum-

ference; and thence the arc. Then from the extremities of the arc draw lines to the centre of

the circle. Find the area of the sector* by multiplying half tlie arc by the semidiametcr; and the

area of the triangle by taking half the chord into the semidiameter less the arrow. Subtracting

the area of the triangle from the area of the sector, the diflerence is the area of the segment.' The

Mandranjana gives a similar rule : but finds the area of the sector by the proportion ‘ as the whole

circumference is to the whole area, so is the proposed arc to the area of the sector.'

* The commentator Su'ryadasa notices other figures omitted, as he thinks, by the author;

and Gangadiiara quotes from the Ganita-sdra oi Visiin'u an enumeration of them; the most

material of which arc specified in Srid'h a ra's They are reducible, however, ac-

cording to these authors, to the simple figures which have been treated of : and the principal ones

are, the Oaja-danta or elephant's tusk, which may be treated as a triangle.

—

Sri. Bdlcndu, or cres-

cent, [a lunule or meniscus,] which may be considered as composed of two triangles,

—

Sri. Yoxq

or barley-corn, [a convex lens,] treated as consisting either of two triaiigles or two bows,

—

Gang.

JVewi or felloe, considered as a quadrilateral.—Sui. and Sur. Vajra or thunderbolt, treated as

comprising two triangles,—Sur. Or a quadrilateral with two bows or two trapezia.

—

Gang, Or

two quadrilaterals.

—

Sri. PanchaeSna or pentagon, composed of a triangle and a trapezium.

—

Gang. Shddbhvja or hexagon, a quadrilateral and two triangles, or two quadrilaterals.

—

Gang.

Sapfdsra or heptagon, five triangles.

—

Gang. Besides Sane ha or conch ; Mrtdanga or great drum;

and several others.

* VrXttQ’dhmih, portion of a circle.



CHAPTER VII.

EXCAVATIONS^ and CONTENT of SOLIDS.

217

—

218 . Rule a couplet and a half. Taking the breadth in several

places,’ let the sum of the measures be divided by the number of places:

the quotient is the mean measure.^ So likewise with the length and depth.*

The area of the plane figure, multiplied by the depth, will be the number

of solid cubits contained in the excavation.

219—220. Example: two stanzas. Where the length of the cavity,

owing to the slant of the sides, is measured by ten, eleven and twelve cu-

bits in three several places, its breadth by six, five and seven, and its depth

* CUta-xyavah^ra. The author treats fii-st of excavations; secondly of stacks of bricks and the

like; thirdly of sawing of timber and cutting of stones ; and fourthly of stores of grain; in as many

distinct chapters.

* For measuring an excavation, the sides of which are trapezia. Ga>/.

* Visf/ira^ breadth.

Dairg/iyny length.

Bcd'ka^ barhamiy depth.

Ch/itu, an excavation, or a cavity as a pond, well, or fountain, Ac.

Sama-chitiGy a cavity having the figure of a regular solid with equal sides; a parallelipipedon,

cylinder, Aci

VUhama-c hdtay one, the sides of which arc unequal: an irregular solid.

Suchi-ch6ta, an acute one ; a pyramid or cone.

Sama-mitij mean measure.

G'ltana-phalaf g hana-hatta-sanc hy6^ chdta-sanchydy ^hc content of the excavation ;
or of a solid

alike in figure.

* The greater the number of the places, the nearer will the mean measure be to to the truth,

and the more exact will be the consequent computation. Ga^*.

’ The irregular solid is reduced to a regular one, to find its content. Si/a.

O
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.
ChapteeVA.

by two, four and three; tell me, friend, how many solid cubits are contained

in that excavation ?

•

Statement: 12 11 10 L. Here finding the mean measure, the

7 5 6 B. breadth is 6 cubits, the length 1 1, and

3 4 2 D. the depth 3. See

11

Answer. The number of solid cubits is found 198.

221. Rule:* a couplet and a half. The aggregate of the areas at

the top and at the bottom, and of that resulting from the sum [of the sides

of the summit and base], being divided by six, the quotient is the mean

area: that, multiplied by the depth, is the neat* content.* A third part of the

content of the regular equal solid is the content of the acute one.*

222. Example. Tell the quantity of the excavation in a well, of which

the length and breadth are equal to twelve and ten cubits at its mouth, and

half as much at the bottom, and of which the depth, friend, is seven cubits.

12

Statement: Length 12. Breadth 10. Depth 7. Sum of

the sides 18 and 15.

Area at the mouth 120; at the bottom 30; reckoned by the sum of the

sides 270. Total 420. Mean area 70. Solid content 490.

• To find the content of a prism, pyramid, cylinder and cone.

* Contrasted with thp result of the preceding rule, which gave a gross or approximated measure.

^ Half the sum of the breadth at the mouth and bottom is the mean breadth ; and half the

sum of the length at the mouth and bottom is the mean length : their product is the area at the

middle of the parallelipipedon. [Four times that is the product of the sums of the length and

breadth.] This, added to once the area at the mouth and once the area at the bottom, is six times

the mean area. Gak.
As the bottom of the acute excavation is deep, by finding an area for it in the manner before

directed, the regular equal solid is produced: wherefore proportion is made ; if such be the con-

tent, assuming three places, what is the content taking one ? Thus the content of the regular equal

solid, divided by three, is that of the acute one. St/a*
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^ 1 T« a fluadrangular excavation equal to twelve cubita,

*"
.fTnin. *ed.P* -“““-“I 'y •”'* ” *7“”?

"“J

the content of both acute solids.

product of the tide .nd opnght 144

1

tiplied by the depth, is the exact content l!96.

Content of the acute solid 432.

^ . «,riv oxact ^ ;
of the acute solid

Content nearly exact
,.vlinderl

taot Or gross content [ot the cy J i

[of the cone]

Statement:

Statement
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STACKS.^

S24—S25. Rule :* a stanza and a half. The area of the plane figure [or

base] of the stack, multiplied by the height,’ will be the solid content.

The content of the whole pile, being divided by that of one brick, the num-

ber of bricks is found. The height of the stack, divided by that ofone brick,

gives the number of layers. So likewise with piles of stones.*

226—227. Example : two stanzas. The bricks of the pile being eighteen

fingers long, twelve broad and three high, and the stack being five cubits

broad, eight long, and three high, say what is the solid content of that pile?

and what the number of bricks? and how many the layers?

Statement
: t~~

8

Answer: Solid content of the brick ; of the stack 120. Number of

bricks 2560. Number of layers 24.

So likewise in the case of a pile of stones.

* ChUi-w/(rcah6ra,

* To find the solid content of a stack or pile of bricks, or of stones or other things of uniform

dimensions: also the number of bricks and of strata contained in the stack.

* Chiti: a pile or stack: an oblong with quadrangular sides.

UckciChraya^ UchcKhriti^ Auchchya, height.

Stara^ layer or stratum.

^ The principle of the rule is obvious : being the extension of the preceding rule concerning the

content of excavations, to a solid pile; and the application of the rule of proportion. GaA.

P Bricks i, i-
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SAW}

228. Rule: two half stanzas.* Half the sum of the thickness at botli

extremities, multiplied by the length in fingers ; and the product again mul-

tiplied by the number of sections of the timber, and divided by five hun-

dred and seventy-six,* will be the measure in cubits.

229. Example. Tell me quickly, friend, what will be the reckoning

in cubits, for a timber the thickness of which is twenty fingers at the root;

and sixteen fingers at the tip, and the length a hundred fingers, and wliich

is cut by four sections.

Half the ‘sum of the thickness at

the two extremities 18, multi-

plied by the length, makes 1800;

and by the sections, 7200; divided by 576, gives the quotient in cubits V*

230.

Rule : half a stanza. But when the wood is cut across, the super-

ficial measure is found by the multiplication of the thickness and breadth,

in the mode above mentioned.*

• Cracacha-^mMra: determination of the reckoning concerning tbeiaw (craaicha) ot iron

instrument with a jagged edge for cutting wood. ^

* The concluding half of one stanra begun in the preceding rule (225), and the first half of

another stanza of like metre completed in the following rule (230).

’ To reduce superficial fingers to superficial cubits.

If the breadth be unequal, the mean breadth must be taken ; and so must the mean thickness,

as before directed, if that be unequal. GiW. St/a.
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831. Maxim. The price for the stack of bricks or the pile of ftones, or

for excavation and sawing, is settled by the agreement of the workman, ac-

cording to the softness or hardness of the materials.*
*

S3S. Example. Tell me what will be the superficial measure in cubits,

for nine cross sections of a timber, of which the breadth is thirty-two fingers,

and thickness sixteen.

Statement

:

Answer: 8 cubits.

‘ This is levelled at certain preceding writers, who have given rules for computing specific prices

or wages, as Akya-bhaHa quoted by and as BnAHMSOvrTA (see Arithm. of Brarm.

i 49) I particularly in the insUmce of sawyers' work, by varying the divisors according to the dif-

ference of the timber.
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MOUND^ of GRAIN.

853. Rule. The tenth part of the circumference is equal to the deptli

[height*] in the case of coarse grain ; the eleventh part, in that of fine ; and

the ninth, in the instance of bearded corn.* A sixth of the circumference

being squared and multiplied by the depth [height], the product will be the

solid cubits:^ and they arc c'hdrlsot Magaiha,^

834. Example, hfathematician, tell me quickly how many c'hirU arc

* BAiucymaMra determination of a mound, meaning of grain.

» Bid*ha depth. See § 217. Here it is the perpendicular from the top of the mound of com to

the ground.—

G

a!/. It is the height in the middle from the ground to the summit of the mound

of grain.—

S

i/r.

* Anu, sucsAma-d^A/Hnya, fine grain, as mustard seed, &c.—Gaif. As Paspalum Kora, &c.—

ManSn As wheat, &c,—

S

ue.

Jnariu, sfkiMthdnyat coarse grain, as chicbes (Cicer arietinum).—

G

ai/. and Si/e. As wheat,

Ac.

—

Mandraryana, Barley, Ac.—

C

h. on Brahm.

Sdein, idcord^hdnyaf bearded corn, as rice, Ac.

The coarser the grain, the higher the mound. The rule is founded on trial and experience

;

and, for other sorts of grain, other proportions may be taken, as 9 J or 10 or 12 times the

height, equal to the circumference.

—

Gan. and Sua. The rule, as it is given in the text, is

taken from Brahmeoupta.—Arithra.of Brahm. § 50.

* This is a rough calculation, in which the diameter is taken at one-third of the circumference.

The content may be found with greater precision by taking a more nearly correct proportion be-

tween the circumference and diameter. GaW.

* See ^ 7. The proportion of the c*hd/t or other dry measure of any province to the solid cubit

being determined, a rule may be readily formed for computing the number of such meaiuret in a

conical mound of grain. Gai/iIsa accordingly delivers rules by him devised for the c hdfi of Noth

digrdma and for that of Dhagm: ‘ the circumference measured by the buroan cubit, squared and
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«

contained in a mound of coarse grain standing on even ground, the circum-

ference of whicJi (mound) measures sixty cubits? and separate!/ say how

many in a like mound of fine grain and in one of bearded corn ? '

^

Statement

:

Answer : 600 c'h&ris of coarse grain. But of fine grain, height
-fl, and

quantity thence deduced So, of bearded com, height and quan-

tity c'h&rU.

'O
Circumference 60. Height 6.

235. Rule : In the case of a mound piled against the side of a 'wall, or

against the inside or outside of a corner of it, the product is to be sought

with the circumference multiplied by two,. four, and one and a third; and is

to be divided by its own multiplier.'

236—237. Example : two stanzas. Tell me promptly, friend, the num-

ber of solid cubits contained in a mound of grain, which rests against the

side of a wall, and the circumference of which measures thirty cubits; and

that contained in one piled in the inner corner and measuring fifteen cubits;

as also in one raised against the outer comer and measuring nine times five

cubits.

divided by sixteen, gives the cMn of NaniUgr'ma

;

and by sixty, that of Dhagiri.** He further

observes, that a vessel measuring a span every way contains a matia ; that one measured by a

cubit every way, taking the natural human cubit, contains eight manas’, and that the cubit, in-

tended by the text, is a measure in use with artisans, called in vulgar speech gaj [orgaz]
; and a

c*hdri, equal to such a solid cubit, will contain twenty-five matias and three quarters.

’ Against the wall, the mound is half a cone ; in the inner corner, a quartet of one ; and

against the outer corner, three quarters. The circumference intended is a like portion of a cir-

cular base ; and the rule finds the content of a complete cone, and then divides it in the propor-

tion of the part. See Gan. &c.

* In the vernBCuUr dialect, Nandigaon «nd Dfogir

:

the latter is better known by the name of DauUiabadt which

the Emperor Muiiammeo conferred on it in the 14th century. The Hindus, however, have continued to it its ancient

name of V^vogiri, mountain of the gods. Nandigr^ma, the town or village of Nandi (Siva's bull and vehicle), retair^a

the antique name
;
and is situated about 65 miles west of DSvagiri ; and u accordingly sidd by tliis commentator in the

coluphon of h’u work to be near that remarkable place.
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Statement

:

Twice the first-mentioned circum-

ference is 60. Four times the next

is 60. The last multiplied by one

and a third is likewise 60. With

these the product is alike 600. This, being divided by the respective mul-

tipliers, gives the several answers, 300, 150 and 450.^

* For coarse, grain: but the product is for fine; and

answers are laas liLaS; and naj).
11* n u 9 * 9* 9

for bearded corn: and the

Ga)/. Acc.



CHAPTER XI

SHADOW^ of a GNOMON.

238. Rule.* The number five hundred and seventy-six being divided

by the difference of the squares of the differences of both shadows and of

the two hypotenuses,® and the quotient being added to one, the difference

of the hypotenuses is multiplied by the square-root of that sum
;
and the

product being added to, and subtracted from, the difference of the shadows,

the moieties of the sum and difference are the shadows.*^

* CKhdyd^vi^avaMra

:

determination of shadow ; that is, measurement by means of a gnomon.

^ The difference of the shadows, and difference of the hypotenuses being given, to find the length

of the shadows and hypotenuses. Sur.

This rule is the first in the chapter, according to all the commentators except Suryadasa, who

begins with the next, § 240 ; and places this after § 244.

CKMyd^ bhd, prabhd, and other synonyma : shadow.

SancUf nara^ nri\ a gnomon. It is usually twelve fingers long.

Carna, hypotenuse of the triangle, of which the gnomon is the perpendicular, and the shadow

the base.

^ The rule, as the author hints in the example, which follows, is founded on an algebraic so-

lution. It is given at length in the commentary of Ganesa. The gnomon and shadow, with the

line which joins their extremities, constitute a rectangular triangle, in which the gnomon is the

upright, the shadow is the side, and the line joining their extremities the hypotenuse. In like

manner another such is constituted ; and joining their flanks, a triangle is formed. See

Herein the gnomon is the perpendicular; the two hypotenuses are the sides ; the two shadows are

the segments
; and the sum of these is the base. Put this equal to ya 1 ; and to pursue the inves-

tigation, let the difference of the shadows be given 11 ; and the difference of the hypotenuses 7-
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239* l^xample. The ingenious man, wlvo tells the shadows, of which
the difference is measured by nineteen, and the difference of hypotenuses by
thirteen, I take to be thoroughly acquainted with the whole of algebra as

well as arithmetic.

Statement: Difference of the shadows 19. Difference of hypotenuses

13. [Gnomon 12.]

Difference of their squares 192. By this divide 576: quotients. Add
one. Sum 4. Square-root 2. By which multiply the difference of Irypo-

tenuses 13: product 26. Add it to, and subtract it from, the difference of

the shadows 19 ;
and halve the sum and difference : the shadows are found

V and -5

.

Then, by the rule of concurrence (^55), the segments are ya | ru y and ya J ru y . The square

of the greater segment, added to the square of the perpendicular twelve, is the square of the

greater side
:
ya o ^ ya y* ru . This is one side of an equation. The difference of the squares

of the segments is equal to the difference of the squares of the sides ; as has been before shown

(§ 164, note). But the difference of squares is equal to the product of the sum and difference.

Sura ya 1 ; diff. ru 11
;
product ya 11. It is the difference of the squares of tlic sides. Divided

by the difference of the simple quantities, the quotient is the sura ya V • "The sura and difference

added together and halved give the greater side ya ru fJ. Its square is ya v ya

ru . It is the second side of the equation. Reducing both to the same denomination and drop-

ping the denominator, the equation becomes ya v 49 ya 10/8 ru 34153. Now, when equal sub-

ya V 121 ya 1078 ru ^2401
‘

traction is made, the residue [or remaining coefficient] of the square of the unknown is the dif-

ference of the squares of the differences of the shadows and hypotenuses. The residue of the

simple unknown term is nought. The absolute numbers on both sides being abridged by the

square of the difference of hypotenuses as common divisor, there remains on one side of the equation

the square of the difference of the hypotenuses, and on the other side the square of the difference

of the shadows added to five hundred and seventy-six. Subtraction of like quantities being made,

the residue of the absolute number is the difference of the squares of the differences of the hypote-

nuses and shadows added to five hundred and seventy-six. The remaini/ig term involving the

square of the unknown, being divided by the coefficient of the same, gives unity. The remainder

of the absolute number being abridged by the common divisor, there results tire number five hun-

dred and seventy-six divided by the difference of the squares of the differences of the shadows and

hypotenuses together with one. Its square-root is the r^t of the absolute number. But the abso-

lute number was previously abridged by the square of the difference of the hypotenuses : where-

fore the root must be multiplied by the difference of the hypotcnusci. Hence the rule ^ 238. It

is the value of ydvat-tdvat as found by the equation : and is the base. It is the sum of the shodowi*

The difference of the shadows being added and subtracted, the moieties will be the ihadowi, by

the rule of concurrence (§ 55).

P 2
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Under the rule § 134, the gnomon being the upright, and the shadow the

side, the square-root of the sum of their squares is the hypotenuse; viz. y
and y, •

240. Rule:' half a stanza. The gnomon, multiplied by the distance

of its foot from the foot of the light, and divided by the height of the torch’s

flame less the ^oinon, will be the shadow.®

241. Example. If the base between the gnomon and torch be three

cubits, and the elevation of the light, three cubits and a half, say quickly,

friend, how much will be the shadow of a gnomon, which measures twelve

fingers ?

Answer; Shadow 12 fingers.

242.

Rule half a stanza. The gnomon being multiplied by the

distance between the light and it, and divided by the shadow
; and the

quotient being added to the gnomon ; the sum is the elevation of the torch.*^

• The elevation of the light and [horizontal] distance of its foot from the foot of the gnomon

being given, to fhid the shadow. Gan.
* As the height of the light increases, the shadow of the gnomon decreases ; and as the light is

lowered, the length of the shadow augments. Now a line drawn strait, in the direction

of the diagonal, from the light, meets the extremity of the gnomon’s shadow. In like

manner, taking off from the tip of the torch’s ilame a height equal to the gnomon’s, and placing

the light there, a diagonal line drawn as before meets the base of the gnomon.

Thus the base between the foot of the gnomon and that of the light is the side of

the triangle, and the height of the light less the gnomon is the upright. Hence

the proportion :
‘ as the height of the torch less the gnomon, is to the distance of

its foot from that of the gnomon, so is the gnomon to the shadow.* Whence the

rule. SuR.

* To find the elevation of the torch ; the length of the shadow being given, and the [horizontal]

distance. Sur.

The demonstration proceeds on the proportion * as the side measured by the shadow of the

gnomon is to an upright equal to the gnomon, so is a base equal to the distance of the gnomon

from the light, to a proportional,’ which is the elevation of the torch less the height of the gnomon.

' Sub.
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Example. If the base between the torch and gnomon be three

cubits^ and the shadow be equal to sixteen fingers, how much will be the

deration of the torch ? And tdl me what is the distance between the torch

and gnomon [if the elevation be given]?

Statement

:

Answer : Height of the torch y

.

3 I

244.

Rule half a stanza. The shadow, multiplied by the elevation

of the light less the gnomon and divided by the gnomon, will be the interval

between the gnomon and light.

Example, as before proposed (§ 243).

Answer: Distance 3 cubits.

245.

Rule :* a stanza and a half. The length of a shadow multiplied

by the distance between the terminations of the shadows and divided by thc^

difference of the length of the shadows, will be the base. The product of

the base and the gnomon, divided by the length of the shadow, gives i\\L

elevation of the torch’s flame.^

In like manner is all this, which has been before declared, perviadcd by

the rule of three with its variations, as the universe is by the Deity.

* To find the [horizontal] distance ;
the elevation of the torch and length of the shadow being

Sun. and Gan.
given.

* The gnomon being set up successively in two places, the distance between which is noun,

and the length of the two shadows being given, to find the elevation of the light, and the base.

* SuR. aiidGAN.

* The rule is borrowed from Brahmeoupta. Sec Arithm. of BrahM. § 5i.

^ The double rule of proportion, or rule of five or more quantities, &c. (ian. The aut

intimates, that the whole preceding system of computation, as well the rules contained under I

present head, as those before delivered, is founded on the rule of proportion.
Gan.
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246. Example. The shadow of a gnomon measuring twelire fingers

being found to be eight, and that of the same placed on a spot ^wo cubits

further in the same direction being measured twelve fingers, say, intelligent

mathematician, how much is the distance of the shadow^ from the torch^and

the height of the light, if thou be conversant with computation, as it is

termed, of shadow?

Here the interval between the termination

Statement
: | \\ of the shadows is in fingers 52 ; and the

shadows are 8 and 12. The first of these,

viz. 8, multiplied by the interval 52, and di-

vided by the difference of tlie length of the shadows 4, gives the length of

the base 104. It is the distance between the foot of the torch and the tip

of the first shadow. So the length of the base to the tip of the second

shadow is 156.

The product of the base and gnomon, divided by the shadow, gives lx)th

ways the same elevation of the light : viz. 6 ^ cubits.

In like manner.]^ As under the present head of measurement of shadow,

the solution is obtained by putting a proportion : viz. ‘ if so much of tlie

shadow, as is the excess of the second above the first, give the base inter-

cepted between the tips of the shadows, what will the first give ?' The

distances of the terminations of the shadows from the foot of the torch are

in this manner severally found. Then a second proportion is put: * if, the

shadow being the side, the gnomon be the upright
;
then, the base being the

side, what will be the upright?' The elevation of the torch is thus found

:

and is both ways [that is, computed with either shadow,] alike.

So the whole sets of five or more terms are explained by twice putting

three terms and so forth.

As the being, who relieves the minds of his worshippers from suffering,

and who is the sole cause of the production of this universe, pervades the

* All the commentators appear to have read gnomon in this place; but one copy of the text

exhibits shadow as the reading : and this seems to be correct.

* Reference to the text
: § 245.
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whole^ and does so with his various manifestations, as worlds, paradises/

mountains^ rivers, gods, demons, men, trees/ and cities; so is all this collcc-

tio4 of instructions for computations pervaded by the rule of three terms.

Then why has it been set forth by so many dift'erent [writers,* with much
labour, and at great length] r The answer is

247* Whatever is computed either in algebra or in this [arithmetic] by

means of a multiplier and a divisor, may be comprehended by the sagacious

learned as the rule of three terms. Yet has it been composed by wise in-

structors in miscellaneous and other manifold rules, teaching its easy >'aria-

tions, thinking thereby to increase the intelligence of such dull comprehen-

sions as ours.

• Bhuvana, worlds
;
heaven, earth, and the intermediate region. BAnraMo, paradises, the several

abodes of Brahma and the rest of the gods.

* Nnga^ either tree or mountain. The term, however, is I'ead In the text by none of the com-

mentators besides Gan'esa.

3 As Srid'hara and the rest.—Moa^. As Braumeoupta and others.—

G

ano.



CHAPTER XII.

PULVERIZER.'

a48—-252. Rule. In the first place, as preparatory to the investigation

' Cuiiaca^vyavaMra or cuHachd'hy&ya determination of a grinding or pulverizing multiplier, or

quantity such, that a given number beinj^ multiplied by it, and the product added to a given

quantity, the sum (or, if the additive be negative, the difference) may be divisible by a given di-

visor without remainder.

See Fya-Gant^a, chapter 2, from which this is borrowed, the contents being copied, (with some

variation of the order,) nearly word* for word. For this, as well as tho following chapter 13, on

Combination, belongs to algebra rather than arithmetic ; according to the remark of the commen-

tator Ganesa bhatta : and they are here introduced, as he observes, and treated without em-

ploying algebraic forms, to gratify such as are unacquainted with analysis.

The commentator begins by asking ‘why this subject has been admitted into a treatise of arith-

metic, while a passage of Ajiya-bhatta expressly distinguishes it from both arithmetic and alge-

bra: “ the multifarious doctrine of the planets, arithmetic, the pulverizer, (cuftaca) and analysis

(v{ja)^ and the rest of the science treating of seen* objects and Brahmegupta, at the begin-

ning of his chapter on Arithmetic, excludes it from this head; when describing the complete ma-

thematician (see Arithm. of Brahm. §1)? The commentator proceeds to answer,—‘Mathe-

matics consist of two branches treating of known and of unknown quantity; as eiypressly declared

:

“ The science of computation (ganita) is pronounced two-fold, denominated vyacta and uvyacta

(distinct and indistinct).” The investigation of the pulverizer, like the problem of the affected

square, (varga-pracrUi, Sec Fija-gamta, ch. 3), is comprehended in algebra, being subservient

to its solutions; as hinted by the author. (See Fya. § 99). The separate mention of the head of

investigation of the pulverizer, in passages of Arva-biiatta and other ancient authors, as well as

in those of Bhascaka and the rest (“ By arithmetic, by algebra, by investigation of the pulverizer,

and by resolution of the affected square, answers are found”) is designed as an intimation of the

difficulty and importance of the matter; not to indicate it as the subject of a separate treatise : and

this, no less than the head of combination treated in the next chapter (chapter 13), with other

• Seen, or physical; as opposed to astrology, which is considered to be conveisant with matters of an unseen and spi-

ritual nature, the invisible inttuence which connects effects with causes*
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of a pulverizer/ the dividend, divisor and additive quantity* are, if practi*

cable, to Be reduced by some number.* If the number, by which the divi-

dend and divisor are both measured, do not also measure the additive quan-

tity, the question is an ill put [or impossible] one.

249—251* The last remainder, when the dividend and divisor arc

mutually divided, is their common measure/ Being divided by tliat com-

mon measure, they are termed reduced quantities/ Divide mutually the

topics (all exclusive of nrlthmctic, which comprises logistics and the rest of tlio enumerated heads

terminating with measurement by shadow,) falls within algebra, as the precepts of the rules concur

with exercise of sagacity to effect the solution. (See Vija, § 224). It is then true, concludes this

coinraentalor, that mathematics consist but of two branches. Nevertheless the subjects of this

and of the following chapter are here introduced, to be treated without reference to algebraic so-

lutions, as the Bhadra-ganiia and other problems* have found place in the arithmetical treatises of

Nauavana and other writers, to be there wrought without algebra; and for the same purpose ol

gratifying such as are not conversant with this branch. Oan.

In Braiimeoupta's work the whole of algebra is comprised under this title of Ctt//acd<fAydyfl,

chapter on the pulverizer. See Brahm. ch. 18, and Chaturveda on Brahmegupta, ch. 12,

^66.

* Cuiiaca or CuHuf from cuii, to grind or pulverize; (to multiply : all verbs importing tendency

to destruction also signifying multiplication.

—

Gan.)

The term is here employed in astenie independent of its etymology to signify a multiplier luch,

that a given dividend being multiplied by it, and a given quantity added to (or subtracted from)

the product, the sum (or difference) may be measured by a given divisor. 8i/r. on Vlj,^g(d, and

Lii Rang, on Vdt, Gan. on Lil.

The derivative import is, however, retained in the present version to distinguish this from mul-

tij)lier in general ; cuStaca being restricted to the particular multiplier of |bc.problem in question.

* Cshtpa, or csh^acoy oryii/i, additive. From eship to cast or throw in, and from yu to mix. A

quantity super^uced, being either affirmative or negative, and consequently in some examples

an additive, in others u subtractive, term.

Viiuddhl^ subtractive quantity, contradistinguished from cskipa additive, when this is restricted to

an affirmative one. See ^ 263.

* Apavartanaj abridgment; abbreviation.—

G

an. Depression or reduction to least terms ; di-

vision without remainder : also the number which serves to divide without residue; the common

measure, or common divisor of equal division.
^

Si/r.

* Drid'hay firm: reduced by the common divisor,to ’the least term. The word is applicable to

the reduced additive, as well as to the dividend and divisor. Brahmegupta uses mcKhida and

nirapacarta irj this sense.

—

Brahm. 18, § 9*

* Bhadra^gariita, on Die conitruclion of magical •qutrei. &C. it the ISih head termed vnavahira, tf Anca pit^

on combination of numerals, is the 14lh, in Nahatas a’s treatise of aritlimetic entitled Cmtmudi.

Q
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reduced dividend and divisor, until unity be the remainder in rtie^diWdend.

Place the quotients one under the other; and the additive quantity beneath

them, and cipher at the bottom.* By the penult multiply the number n^xt

above it and add the lowest term. Then reject the last and repeat the ope-

ration until a pair of numbers be left. The uppermost of these being

abraded* by the reduced dividend, the remainder is the quotient. The other

[or lowermost] being in like manner abraded by the reduced divisor, the re-

mainder is the multiplier.

252. Thus precisely is the operation when the quotients are an even

number.® But, if they be odd, the numbers as found must be subtracted

from their respective abraders, the residues will be the true quotient and

multiplier.

253. Example. Say quickly, mathematician, what is that multiplier,

by which two hundred and twetty-one being multiplied, and sixty-five

added to the product, the sum divided by a hundred and ninety-five becomes

exhausted ?

Additive 65.
Statement: Dividend 221

Divisor 195

Here the dividend and divisor being mutually divided, the last of the re-

mainders (or divisors) is 13. By this common measure, the dividend, divi-

sor and additive, being reduced to their least terms, arc Divd, 17 a 5
Divr. 15

The reduced dividend and divisor being divided reciprocally, and the quo-

tients put one under the other, the additive under them, and cipher at the

bottom, the series which results is 1 Then multiplying by the penult

7
5

0

the number above it and proceeding as directed, the two quantities arc

> abraded; from faesh, to pare or abrade: divided, but the residue taken, disregarding

the quotient; reduced to a residue.—Sua. As it were a residue after repeated subtractions.

Gang.

Taeshatiaf the abrader; the divisor employed in such operation.

* P*hala'>vallit the series of quotients ; to be reduced by the operation forthwith directed to only

two terms.

* Even, as 2, 4, 6, &c.

—

Mmn6r.
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obtained 40 These being abraded by the reduced dividend and divisor 17
‘55

and 15, the quotient and multiplier are obtained 6 and 5. Or, by tlie siib>

sequent rule (§ 262), adding them to their abraders multiplied by an assumed

number, the quotient and multiplier [putting 1] are 23 and 20; or, putting

2, they are 40 and 35 : and so forth.'

254. Rule : The multiplier is also found by the method of the pulve-

rizer, the additive quantity and dividend, being either reduced by a common

measure [or used unreduced,]* But if the additive and divisor be so re-

duced, the multiplier found, being multiplied by the common measure, is

the true one.

255. Example. If thou be expert in the investigation of such questions,

tell me the precise multiplier by which a hundred being multiplier!, with

ninety added to the product, or .subtract|d from it,* the sum, or the differ-^

ence, may be divisible by sixty-three without a remainder.

Statement : Dividend 100 Additive

Divisor 63 or subtractive 90.

The quotient and multiplier are found by proceeding as before, 30 and 1 8.

Or, the dividend and additive being reduced by the common measure ten,

Placing the quotients of reciprocal division, the additive quantity and ci-

pher, one under the other, the series is 0 And tlic multiplier is found by
^

- 6
3 -

9
0

the former process 45. The quotient (3) is here not to be taken ; and the

quotients [of the series] being an odd number, the multiplier 45 is to be sub-

tracted from its own abrader 63; the true multiplier is thus found 18.

The dividend being multiplied by that mqltiplier, and the additive quantity

being added, and the sum divided by the divisor, the quotient is found 30.

* Putting 3, they arc 57 and 50.

* Gan.

* An example of the subsequent rule ^
*256.

SuR. and Gang.
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Or, the divisor and additive quantity are reduced by the commoii measure

nine. Dividend 100 Additive 10.
Divisor 7 •

Here the quotients, the additive and cipher make the series 14 The niul-

.3

. 10

0

tiplier is found 2, which, multiplied by the common measure 9, gives the

true multiplier 18.

Or, the dividend and additive are reduced, and further the divisor and ad-

ditive, by common measures. Dividend 10 aji-*- ,

Divisor 7

Proceeding as before, the series is 1 The multiplier hence deduced is 2

;

2
1

0

which, taken into the common measure 9) gives 18: and hence, by mul-

tiplication and division, the quotient comes out 30.

Or, adding the quotient and multiplier as found, to [multiples of] their divi-

sors, the quotient and multiplier are 1 30 and 8 1 ;
or 230 and 144 ;

and so forth.^

256. Rule: half a stanza. The multiplier and quotient, as found for an

additive quantity, being subtracted from their respective abraders, answer

for the same as a subtractive quantity.*

Here the quotient and multiplier, as found for the additive quantity ninety

in the preceding example, namely 30 and 18, being subtracted from their

respective abraders, namely 100 and 63; tlie remainders are the quotient

and multiplier, which answer when ninety is subtractive : viz. 70 and 45.

Or, these being added to arbitrary multiples of their respective abraders,

the quotient and multiplier are 170 and 108; or 270 and 131; &c.

257- Example.^ Tell me, mathematician, the multipliers severally, by

* As 330 and 201 ; See. Gang.

^ The rule serves when the additive quantity is negative.—

G

ai/. Sur. It is followed in the

Vija-gatiita by half a stanza relating to the change induced by reveraing the sign, athrmative or

negative, of the dividend. See Vy»-gan. § 59*

* This additional example is unnoticed byOAN^sA; but expounded by the rest of the com

-

inentatois, and found in all copies of the text that have been collated. See a corresponding one-

with an essential variation however in the reading; Vij.-gan, § 67 .
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which sii^ty being multiplied, and sixteen being added to the product, or

subtracted* from it, the sum or difference may be divisible by thirteen witli-

out? a remainder.

Additive l6.
Statement : . Dividend 60

Divisor 13

The series of quotients, found as before, is 4
1

1

1

1

16

0

Hence the multiplier and quotient are deduced 2 and 8. But the quotients

[of the series] are here uneven : wherefore tire multiplier and quotient must be

subtracted from their abraders 13 and 60: and the multiplier and quotient,

answering to the additive quantity sixteen, are 1 1 and 52. These being

subtracted from the abraders, the multiplier and quotient, corresponding to

the subtractive quantity sixteen, are 2 and 8.

258. Rule

a

stanza and a half. The intelligent calculator should take

a like quotient [of both divisions] in the abrading of the numbers for the

multiplier and quotient [sought]. But the multiplier and quotient may be

found as before, the additive quantity being [first] jabraded by the divisor

;

tire quotient, however, must have added to it the quotient obtained in the

abrading of the additive. But, in the case of a subtractive quantity, it is

subtracted.

259. Example. What is the multiplier, by which five being multiplied

and twenty-three added to the product, or subtracted from it, the sum or

difference may be divided by three without remainder.

Statement: Dividend 5 Additive 23.
Divisor 3

Here the series is 1 and the pair of numlrers found as before 46 Tlicy

I
23

23
0

Applicable when the additive quantity exceeds the dividend and divisur. GaW.
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arc abraded by the dividend and divisor 5 The lowOr number being abraded

3
by 3, the quotient is 7 [and residue 2]. The upper number being abraded

by 5, the quotient would be 9 [and residue 1]: nine, however, is not taken;

but, under the rule for taking like quotients, seven only, [and the residue

consequently is eleven]. Thus the multiplier and quotient come out 2 and 1 1.

And by the former rule (§ 9,56) the multiplier and quotient answering to

the same as a negative quantity are found, 1 and 6.* Added to arbitrary mul-

tiples of their abraders, double for example so as the quotient may be affirm-

ative, the multiplier and quotient are 7 and 4.t So in every [similar] case.

Or, statement for the second rule: Dividend 5 Additive

Divisor 3 abraded 2.:j:

The multiplier and quotient hence found as before are 2 and 4. These sub-

tracted from their respective divisors, give 1 and 1 ;
as answering to the sub-

tractive quantity. The quotient obtained in the abrading of the additive,

[viz. 7] being added in one instance and subtracted in the other,^ the results

are 2 and 1 1 answering to the additive quantity
;
and 1 and 6 answering to

the subtractive : or, to obtain an affirmative quotient, add to the latter twice

then divisors,^ and the result is 7 and 4.

260. Rule:® If there be no additive quantity; or if the additive be

measured by the divisor ; the multiplier may be considered as cipher, and

the quotient as the additive divided by the divisor.^

261. Example. Tell me promptly, mathematician, the multiplier by

which five being multiplied and added to cipher, or added to sixty-five, the

division by thirteen shall in both cases be without remainder.

Statement : Dividend 5
Divisor 13

Additive 0.

* The difference between 5 and 11, viz. 5—11= — 6. The quotient therefore is negative,

t Thus 10 (5x2)~6=4.

I 23, abraded by the divisor 3, gives the quotient 7 and residue 2.

4-f7=«ll and 1—7=—6.

"
1 4* (3 X 2) =7 and ~6+ (5 x 2)=4.

® Applicable if there be no additive; or if it be divisible by the divisor without remainder.
^ It is so in the latter case : but in the former (where the additive is null) the quotient is cipher.

—SuR. &c. See Fij.-gan. § 63.
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There teing no additive, tlie multiplier and quotient are 0 and 0; or IS
and 5 ; or lid and 10 ; and so forth.

Statement

:

Dividend 5
Divisor 13

Additive 65.

By the rule (§260) the multiplier and quotient come out 0 and 5 ; or 13

and 10; [or 26 and 15 ;]
and so forth.

Rule:' Oj*, the dividend and additive being abraded by the divisor, the

multiplier may thence be found as before; and the quotient fmm it, by mul-

tiplying the dividend, adding the additive, and dividing by the divisor.

In the former example (§ 253) the reduced dividend, divisor and additive

furnish this statement : Dividend 17 * 1

Divisor 15

Abraded by the divisor (15) the additive and dividend become 5 and 2 ; and

the statement now is Dividend 2^ * ,
-

. Additive 5.
Divisor 15

Proceeding as before the two terms found arc 5 The lower one, abraded

35

by the divisor (15), gives the multiplier 5. Whence, by multiplying with it

the dividend (17) and adding (the additive) and dividing (by the divisor), the

quotient comes out 6.

262. Rule for finding divers multipliers and quotients in every case:

half a stanza. The multiplier and quotient, being added to their respective

[abrading] divisors multiplied by assumed numbers, become manifold.*

The influence and operation of this rule have been already shown in va-

rious instances.

263. Rule for a constant pulverizer two half stanzas. Unity being

taken for the additive quantity, or for the subtractive, the multiplier and

quotient, which may be thence deduced, being severally multiplied by an

* This is found in one copy of the text; and is expounded by a single commentator Ganwad’-

hara; but unnoticed by the rest. It occurs, however, in the similar chapter of the Vija-gariitaf

§ 62.

» Sec Vtj.-gari. § 64.

^ St'kira-cutiacOy steady pulverizer. See explanation of the term in the commentary on Braii<

hegupta’s algebra.

—

Brahm. ch. J8, §9— Dr(dha<t^t'aca is there used as a synonyracus

term.
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arbitrary additive or subtractive, and abraded by the respective divisors, will

be the multiplier and quotient for such assumed quantity.^
'

In the first example (§ 253) the reduced dividend and divisor with addi-

tive unity furnish this statement : Dividend 17 a i

Divisor 15

Here the multiplier and quotient (found in the usual manner) are 7 and 8.

These, multiplied by an assumed additive five, and abraded by the respective

divi8ors(15 and 17), give the,multiplier and quotient 5 and 6, for that additive.

Next unity being the subtractive quantity, the multiplier and quotient

thence deduced are 8 and 9. These, multiplied by five and abraded by the

respective divisors, give 10 and 11.

So in every [similar] case.®

Of this method of investigation great use is made in the computation of

planets.* On that account something is here said [by way of instance.]

264. A stanza and a half. Let the remainder of seconds be made the

subtractive quantity,^ sixty the dividend, and terrestrial days^ the divisor.

The quotient deduced therefrom will be the seconds
;
and the multiplier

will be the remainder of minutes. From this again the minutes and re-

mainder of degrees are found : and so on upwards.® In like manner, from

the remainder of exceeding months and deficient days,^ may be found the

solar and lunar days.

The finding of [the place of] the planet and the elapsed days, from the

remainder of seconds in the planet’s place, is thus shown. It is as follows.

Sixty is there made the dividend ; terrestrial days, the divisor
; and the re**

‘ See yy^-gati, § 71*

* See G6ldd*hyaya.

^ See Brahmegupta, ch. 18, § 9— 12.

^ The present rule is for finding a planet’s place and the elapsed time, when the fraction above

seconds is alone given. Gan.

* The number of terrestrial days (nycthemera) in a calpa is stated at 157791^450000. 5iro-

WTdni, computation of planets, ch. 1, § 20—21.

* The dividend varies, when the question ascends above the sexagesimal scale, to signs, revo-

lutions, Atc.

^ Ad*hi~mdsaj additive months ; and Avama (or Cshaya) dina^ subtractive days. See Siromani on

planets, ch. 1, §42. The exceeding months, or more lunar than solar months, in a caipoy are

1 593300000. The deficient days orfewer terrestrial days than lunar, in a calpa, are 25082550000.
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mainder of seconds, the subtractive quantity: with, which the multiplier

and quotient are to be found. The quotient will be seconds ; and the mul-
tiplier the remainder of minutes. From this remainder of minutes taken

[as the subtractive quantity] the quotient deduced will be minutes; and the

multiplier, the remainder of degrees. The residue of degrees is next the

subtractive quantity; terrestrial days, the divisor; ami thirty, the dividend:

the quotient will be degrees ; arul the multiplier, the remainder of signs.

Then twelve- is made the dividend; terrestrial days, the divisor; and the re-

mainder of signs, tlie subtractive quantity : the quotient will be signs
; and

the multiplier, the remainder of revolutions. Lastly, the revolutions in a

ca/pa become the dividend
; terrestrial days, the divisor ; and the renminder

of revolutions, the subtiactivc quantity : the quotient will be the elapsed

revolutions; and the multiplier, the number of elapsed days.' Examples of

this occur [in the Sir6ma/liJ in the chapter of the problems.*

In like manner the exceeding nmnths in a ca/pa are made the dividend
;

solar days, the divisor;’ and the remainder of exceeding months, thesul}-

tractive quantity : tijc quotient will be the elapsed additional months; and

the multiplier, the elapsed solar days. So the deficient days in a ca/pa are

made the dividend
;
lunar days, the divisor and the remainder of deficient

days, the subtractive quantity: the quotient will be the elapsed fewer days;

and the multiplier, the elapsed lunar days.^

‘ The elapsed days of the calpa to the time for which the planet's place is found. The raclhod

of computing elapsed days to any given time is taught in the Sirdmani on planets, ch. 1, ^

* Tri-prasnffd'hy6ya. Also in the G6ld‘-d’hy6yay and Mad'hyagrah&d’hydya. Gang,

’ The solar days, each equal to the sun's passage through one degree of its annuul revolulion,

are 1555200000000 in the calpa. See&Vofnam 1, §40.

The lunar days, reckoning thirty to the month or synodical revolution, arc 1 (>02999000000 in

the calpa. Sec Siromani 1
, § 40.

’ These may be illustrated, as the preceding astronomical example is, and rendered distinctly

intelligible, by instances given by the commentators Ganoad'iiara and Gan'rsa, and the Man6 ~

ranjanOy in arbitrary numbers. Put the terrestrial days in a calpa 19. the revolutions of the

planet 10, the elapsed days 12. Then, by the proportitin I9
|
10 j 12

j
the planet’s place comes

out in revolutions, signs, &c. 6' 3* 23*’ 41' 3".^. In bringing out the seconds, the remainder of

seconds is 3. From this, by an inverse process, the planet's place is to be found. Here the re-

mainder of seconds is the subtractive quantity 3 ; the dividend is 60 ; and the divisor. Ip. Pro-

ceeding as directed (§ 256) the multiplier and quotient are found 1 and 3. The quotient is the number

of seconds 3 ; and the multiplier is the remainder of minutes 1. Let this be the subtractive quan-

tity, 1 ; the dividend 60; and the divisor, Ip. Proceeding as directed, the multiplier and quotient

K
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$65. Rule for a conjunct pulverizer.^ If- the divisor be the same and

the multipliers various;* then, making the sum of those multipliers the di-

vidend, and the sum of the remainders a single remainder, and applying ttbe

foregoing method of investigation, the precise multiplier so found is deno-

minated a conjunct one.

266. Example. What quantity is it, which multiplied by five, and di-

vided by sixty-three
;
gives a residue of seven

;
and the ^me multiplied by

ten and divided by sixty-three, a remainder of fourteen? declare the

number.^

Here the sum of the multipliers is made the dividend ; and the sum of the

residues, a subtractive quantity; and the statement is Dividend 15 c i

Divisor 63

tractive 21. Or reduced to least terms Dividend 5 c u^. 4.- ^
Divisor 21

Subtractive 7.

Proceeding as before, the multiplier is found 14.*

are found 13 and 41. The minutes arc therefore 41 ; and the remainder ofdegrees 13. This again

being the subtractive quantity, 13; the dividend, 30; and the divisor, 19; the multiplier and

quotient are 15 and 23. The degrees then are 23; and the remainder of signs 15. The subtractive

quantity then being 15; the dividend 12; and the divisor 19 ; the multiplier and quotient are 6 and 3.

Thus the signs are 3 ; and the remainder of revolutions 6. This becomes the subtractive quanti-

ty, 6; the dividend, 10; and divisor, 19; whence the multiplier and quotient come out 12 and 6.

The revolutions therefore are 6; and the elapsed time is 12. Gang. Gan. &c.

* Sanslishia-cuttaca or sanslishta^sphuta-cuitacot a distinct pulverizing multiplier belonging to

conjunct residues.—

G

an. A multiplier (cuiiaca) consequent on conjunction ; one deduced from

the sum of multipliers and that of remainders. Sua.

* Whether two, three or more.

—

Gan. on Ltl, and CafsitN. on Vij,

^ See another example in the G6lffd^hy&ya or spherics of the astronomical portion of the Sir6mani.

Gan. and Crishn'.

* The quotient as it comes out in this operation is not to be taken : but it is to be separately

sought with the several original multipliers applied to this quantity and divided by the divisor as

given. Gan.



CHAPTER XIII.

COMBINATION.'

267. Rule The product of multiplication of the arithmetical scries

beginning and increasing by unity and continued to the number of places,

will be the variations of number with specific figures: that, divided by the

number of digits and multiplied by the sum of the figures, being repeated

in the places of figures and added together, will be the sum of the permu-

tations.

268. Example. How many variations of number can there be with two

and eight? or with three, nine and eight? or with the continued series from

two to nine? and tell promptly the several sums of their numbers.

Statement 1st Example: 2. 8.

Here the number of places is 2. The product the series from I to the

number of places and increasing by unity, (1, 2.) will be 2. Thus the permu-

tations of number are found 2.

That product 2, multiplied by the sum of the figures, 10 [2 and 8] is 20

;

and divided by the number of digits 2, is 10. This, repeated in the placCvS of

figures [10 and added together, is 1 10; the sum of the numbers.

10]

Statement 2d Example : 3. 9- 8.

The arithmetical series is 1. 2. 3; of which the product is 6; and so many

<0

• Anca-p&ia-vyavak&ra 01 Anca-^&*d*hy6ya, concatenation of digiU: a mutual mixing of the

number*, as it were a rope or halter of numerals: their variations being likened to a coil. Sec

Can. and Sua.

The subject is more fully treated in the Gamta^aumudi oi Narayah'a Par'dita.

* To find the number of the permutations and the sura or amount of them, with specific num-

Gar. and Su'a,
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are the variations of number. That, 'multiplied by the sum 20, is ]20;

which, divided by the number of digits 3, gives 40 ;
and this, repeated in

the placea of figures [40 and summed, makes 4440 the sum of 4he
40

40]

numbers.

Statement Sd Example : 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9.

The arithmetical series beginning and increasing by unity is 1.2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

7. 8. The product gives the permutation of numbers 40320. This, multi-

plied by the sum of the figures 44, is 1774080; and divided by the number

of terms 8, is 221760; and the quotient being repeated in the eight places

of figures and summed, the total is the sum of the numbers 2463999935360.

269. Example. How many are the variations of form of the god

Sambhu by the exchange of his ten attributes held reciprocally in his seve-

ral hands : namely the rope, the elephant’s hook, the serpent, the tabor, the

skull, the trident, the bedstead, the dagger, the arrow, and the bow as

those of Hari by the exchange of the mace, the discus, the lotus and the

conch ?

Statement ; Number of places 10.

In the same mode, as above shown, the variations of form are found

3628800.

So the variations of form of Hari are 24.

* Sambhu or Siva is represented with ten arms, and holding in bis ten hands the ten weapons

or symbols here speciSetl ;
and, by changing the several attributes from one hand to another, a

variation may be effected in the representation of the idol : in the same manner as the image of

Hari or Vishnu is varied by the exchange of his four symbols in his four hands. The twenty-

four different representations of Vishnu, arising from this diversity in the manner of placing the

weapons or attributes in his four hands, are distinguished by as many discriminative titles of the

god allotted to those figures in the theogonies or Purdnas, It does not appear that distinct titles

have been in like manner assigned' to any part of the more than three millions of varied represen-

tations of SxvA.

The ten attributes of Siva are, Ist, a rope or chain for binding an elephant ; 2d, anewa, a

hook for guiding an elephant; 3d, a serpent; 4th, i/omaru, a tabor; 5th, a human skull; 5th, a

trident; 7th, Photwinga^ a bedstead, or a club in form of the foot of one; 8th, a dagger; 9tb, an

arrow ; lOlh, a bow.
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27a Rule:* The permutations found as beforci being divided by die

combinations separately computed for as many places as are filled by like

digits, will be the variations of number; from which the sum of the numbers

will be found as before,

271- Example, How many are the numbers with two, two, one and

one? and tell me quickly, mathematician their sum : also with four, eight,

live, five and five; if thou be conversant with the rule of pernuitatiou of

numbers.

Statement 1 st Example : 2. 2. 1 . 1

.

Here the permutations found as before (§ 267) are 24: First, two places

are filled by like digits (2.2.) ;
and the combinations for that number of places

are 2. Next two other places are filled by like digits (1.1.); and the combi-

nations for these places are also 2. Total 4. The permutations as before

24, divided by (4) the twofold combinations for two pairs of like digits,

give 6 for the variations of number: viz. 2211,2121, 2112, 1212, 1221,

1122.* The sum of the numbers is found as before 9999-*

Statement 2d Example: 4.8.5,5.5.

Here the permutations found as before are 120; which, divided by the

combinations for three places 6, give the variations 20: viz. 485i5, 84555,

54855, 58455, 55485, 55845, 55548, 55584, 45855, 45585, 45558, 85455,

85545, 85554, 54585, 58545, 55458, 55854, 54558, 58554.

The sum of the numbers comes out 1 199988.^

272 . Rule half a stanza. The series of the numbers decreasing by

unity from the last‘d to the number of places, being multiplied together, will

be the variations of number, with dissimilar digits.

* Special ;
being applicable when two or more of the digits are alike.

* The enumeration of the possible combinations is termed prastdra,

* The variations 6, multiplied by the sum of the figures 6, and divided by the number of digiu

give 9 ;
which being repeated in four places of figures and summed makes 9999-

* Variations 20, multiplied by the sum of the figures 27, give 540; which, divided by the num-

ber of digits 5, makes 108 : and this being repeated in five places of figures and summed, yields

11999S8.

» To find the variations for a definite number of places with indeterminate digits. Oaw.

^ That is, from nine.
Gan. &c.
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373, Example. How many are the variations of number with any digits

except cipher exchanged in six places of figurea? If thou know, declare

them. '

«

The last number is nine. Decreasing by unity, for as many as are the

places of figures, the statement of the series is 9. 8. 7 . 6. 5 . 4 .. The product

of these is 60480.

‘

274. Rule :* a stanza and a half. If the sum of the digits be determi-

nate, the arithmetical series of numbers from one less than the sum of the

digits, decreasing by unity, and continued to one less than the places, being

divided by one and so forth, and the quotients being multiplied together, the

product will be equal to the variations of the number.

This rule must be understood to hold good, provided the sum of the digits

be less than the number of places added to nine.

A compendium only has been here delivered for fear of prolixity: since

the ocean of calculation has no bounds.

275. Example. How many various numbers are there, with digits

standing in five places, the sum of which is thirteen ? If thou know, de-

clare them.

Here the sum of the digits less one is 12. The decreasing series from

this to one less than the number of digits, divided by unity, &c. being exhi-

bited, the statement is y y The product of their multiplication

is equal to the variations of the number, 495 .*

276. Though neither multiplier, nor divisor, be asked, nor square, nor

cube, still presumptuous inexpert scholars in arithmetic will assuredly fail

in [problems on] this combination of numbers.

* The combinations of two dissimilar digits, excluding cipher, are 72; with three, 504; with

four, 3024; with five, 15120; with six 60480.

* To find the combinations with indeterminate digits for a definite sum and a specific number

of places. Gai/.

* 91111 , 52222, 13333; each five ways. 55111, 22333; each ten ways. 82111, 73111,

64111, 43222, 61222; each twenty ways. 72211, 53311, 44221, 44311; each thirty ways.

63211, 54211, 53221, 43321 ; each sixty ways. Total four hundred and ninety<five.
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Joy happiness is indeed ever increasing in this world for those

who have 'Lildvati clasped to their throats,* decorated as the members are

with neat reduction of fractions, multiplication and involution, pure and

perfect as are the solutions, and tasteful as is the speech which is exem*

plified.

‘ By constant repetition of the text. This stanza, ambiguously expressed and bearing a double

import, implies a simile : as a charming woman closely embraced, whose person is embellished

by an assemblage of elegant qualities, who is pure and perfect in her conduct, and who utters

agreeable discourse. See Gan.





VlJA-GASlTA,
OR

AVYA CTA GAJVITA;

ELEMENTAL ARITHMETIC OR ALGEBRA.

CHAPTER L

ALGORITHM or LOGISTICS.^

SECTION I.

INVOCATION and INTRODUCTION.

1. I REVERE the unapparent primary matter, which the Sdnc'hyas* de- ^

dare to be productive of the intelligent principle, being directed to that

production by the sentient being: for it is the sole element of all which is

apparent. I adore the ruling power, which sages conversant with the nature

* Paricarmchtrinsati

;

thirty operations or modes of process. LUd. c. 2, ^ 2.

* Not the followers of Capila, but those of Patan jali. The same term as relating to

another member of the period, signides sages conversant with theology and the nature of

soul ; and, corresponding again to another member of it, the same word intends calculators and

mathematicians, whose business is with Sanc*hyd number. Throughout the stansa the same words

are employed in threefold acceptations : and, in transladng it, the distinct meanings are repeated

in separate members of a period : because the ambiguity of the original could not be (nreierved by

a yefsion of it as of a single sentence.

8
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of soul pronounce to be the cause of knowledge, t^ing so explained by a

holy person : for it is the one element of all which is apparent. 1 venerate

that unapparent computation, which calculators affirm to be the mean^ of

comprehension, being expounded by a fit person : for it is the single element

of all which is apparent.

2. Since the arithmetic of apparent [or known] quantity, which has

been already propounded in a former treatise, is founded on that of unap-

parent [or unknown] quantity
;
and since questions to be solved can hardly

be understood by any, and not at all by such as have dull apprehensions,

without the application of unapparent quantity
;
therefore I now propound

the operations of analysis.^

cause, origin; primary cause (6di<&rana)

.

—Sur. Hence signifying in mathematics,

analysis, algebra.

V'ija<ny&

:

operation of analysis ; elemental or algebraic solution. See explanation of the title

of Vya-ganitOf causal or elemental arithmetic, ch. 7, § 174.
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SECTION IL

Logistics of Negative and Affirmative Quantities.

ADDITION.

3. Rule for addition of affirmative and negative quantities : half a stanza.

In the addition of two negative or two affirmative* quantities, the sum must

be taken : but the difference of an affirmative and a negative quantity is

their addition.*

4. Example. Tell quickly the result of the numbers thrw and four,

negative or affirmative, taken together : that is, affirmative and negative, or

both negative or both affirmative, as separate instances : if thou know the

addition of affirmative and negative quantities.

The characters, denoting the quantities known and unknown,* should be

first written to indicate them generally ;
and those,^which become negative,

should be then marked with a dot over them.

Statement : 3. 4. Adding them, the sum is found 7*

Statement : 3. 4. Adding them, the sum is 7.

Statement ; 3. 4. Taking the difference, the result of addition comes

out i.

* Rina or cthayay minus j literally debt or loss : ndgative quantity.

D'hana or swa, plus j literally wealth or property : affirmative or positive quantity.

* For a demonstration of the rule, the commentaton, Sueyadasa and CafiHWA, exhibit fami-

liar examples of the comparison of debts and assets.

* RdHf quantity, is either vyacta^ absolute, specifically known, (which is termed rfipa, form,

species;) or it is avyacta, indistinct, unapparent, unknown (ajnydtaj. It may either be a multiple

of the arithmetical unit, or a part of it, or the unit itself. See Ceibuk a.

82
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Statement : 3. 4* Taking the difference, the result of addition js 1/

So in other instances,^ and in fractions^ likewise.

SUBTRACTION.

5. Rule for subtraction of positive and negative quantities: half a

stanza. The quantity to be subtracted being aflSrmative, becomes nega-

tive; or, being negative, becomes affirmative : and the addition of the quan-

tities is then made as above directed.*

6. Example: half a stanza. Subtracting two from three, affirmative

from affirmative, and negative from negative, or the contrary, tell me
quickly the result.

* for the addition of unknown and compound quantities and surds, see § 18—30.

* Whether known or unknown quantities having divisors. Of such as have like denominators^

the sum or difference is taken. Else, other previous operations take place for the reduction of

them to a common denominator. The same must be understood in subtraction. Crishn.

’ In demonstrating this rule, the commentator CnfsiiNA biiatta observes, that ‘ here negation,

is of three sorts, according to place, time, and things. It is, in short, contrariety. Wherefore the

Lildvati, § l66, expresses ** The segment is negative, that is to say, is in the contrary direction.^'

As the west is the contrary of east ; and the south the converse of north. Thus, of two countries,

east and west, if one be taken as positive, the other is relatively negative. So when motion to the

east is assumed to be positive, if a planet's inotk>n be westward, then the number of degrees equiva-

lent to the planet's motion is negative. In like manner, if a revolution westward be affirmative, so

much as a planet moves eastward, is in respect of a western revolution negative. The same may

be undentood in regard to south and north, &c. That prior and subsequent times are relatively

to each other negative, is familiarly understood in reckoning of days. So in respedt of chattels,,

that, to which a man bears the relation of owner, is considered as positive in regard to him : and

the converse [or negative quantity] is that to which another person has the relation of owner.

Hence so much as belongs to Yojnyadatta in the wealth possessed by Dhadatta^ is negative ir>

respect of Dhadatta. The commentator gives as an e.\ample the situation of PaCtana (Patna)

and Praydga (Alfahib^d) relktively to Ananda-vana (Benares). Pattana on the Ganges bears east

of Vdrdtiaii, distant fifteen y^anas ; and Praydga on the confluence of the Gangd *and Yamvnd,

bears west of the same, distant eight y^onaa. The interval or difference is twenty-three ySjanati.

and is not obtained but by addition of the numbers. Therefore, if the difference between twa

contrary quantities be required, their sum must be taken. Crisiiii

.
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Statement ; 3, S. The subtrahend, being affirmative becomes negative;

and the relult is 1.

Statement ; 3. 2, The negative subtrahend becomes affirmative ; and

the result is 1.*

Statement: 3.2. The negative subtrahend becomes affirmative; and

. the result is .5.

Statement : 3. 2. The affirmative subtrahend becomes negative ; and

the result is 5 .

MULTIPLICATION.

7. Rule for multiplication [and division] of positive and negative quan*

titles ; half a stanza. The product of two quantities both affirmative, is po-

sitive.* When a positive quantity and a negative one are multiplied toge-

ther, the product is negative.* The same is the case in division.

> The sign only of the product is taught. All the operations upon the numbers are the same

s^hich were shown in simple arithmetic {UUt, § H— 16). Csfsni/.

* Multiplication, as explained by the commentators,* is a sort of addition resting on repetition

of the multiplicand as many times as is the number of the multipiicator. Now a multiplicator it

of two sorts, positive or negative. If it be positive, the repetition df the multiplicand, which it

affirmative ^^M^egative, will give correspondently an affirmative or negative product. The multi-

plication then of positive quantities is positive ; and that of a negative multiplicand by a potltive

multiplier is negative : as is plain. The question for disquisition concerns a negative multiplier.

It has been before observed that negation is contrariety. A negative multiplier, therefore, is a

contrary one : that is, it makes a contrary repetition of the multiplicand. Such being the case,

if the multiplicand be positive, (the multiplier being negative), the product will be negative ; if the

multiplicand be negative, the product will be affirmative. In the latter case the multiplication

of two negative quantities gives an affirmative product. In the middle instances, either of tbe two

(multiplicator or multiplicand) being positive, and the other negative, tbe product is negative: as

is taught in the text.

Or the- proof may be deduced from the process ofcomputation. There is no dispute respecting

the multiplication of affirmative quantities: but the discussion arises on that of negative quantity.

Now so much at least is known and admitted, that, the multiplicand being separately multiplied

by component parts of the multiplier, and the products added together, tbe sum is the product of

the proposed multiplication. Let the multiplicand be 135, and tbe multiplicator 12; and its two-

parts, (tbe one arbitrarily assumed, the other equal to the given number less the assumed onej

* SvBYADASA <m UUvatf. 0*iix8A on the isiiie* CnfsairA.iiiATTA on f'i/a-gAnit§,
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8. Example: lialf a atanxa (completii^ V6)' What i* the product of

two multiplied by three, positive by positive; and negative by native; or

positive by negative ? •

Statement: 2.3. Affirmative multiplied by affirmative is affirmative.

Product 6.

Statement: 2. 3. Negative multiplied by negative is positive. Pro-

duct 6.

Statement : 2. 3. [or 2. 3.] Positive multiplied by negative [or, negative

by positive] is negative. Product 6.

The result is the same, if the multiplicator be multiplied by the multipli-

cand.* .

DIVISION.

Rule. The same is the case in division (§ 7).*

g. Example. The number eight being divided by four, affirmative by

affirmative, negative by negative, positive by negative, or negative by po-

sitive, tell me quickly, what is the quotient, if thou well know the method.

rad 8. Then the multipUcand being Beparately multiplied by those component parts of the

multiplicator, give S40 and lOSO ; which, added together, make the product l620. In like

manner let the awamed portion be 4. The other, (or given number less that) will be l6. Hero

alto, if the multiplicand be separately multiplied by thow parts, and the products added together,

the same aggregate product should be obtained. But the multiplicand, multiplied severally by

those parts, gives 540 and 2l6o. The sum of these numbers [with the same signs] does not agree

with the product of multiplication. It follows therefore, since the right product is not otherwise

obtained, that the multiplication of a positive and a negaUve quantity together give a negative

result. For so the addition of 540 end 2160 [with contrary signs] makes the product right : via.

1620. CafSHrf.

• It is thus intimated, that either quantity may at pleasure be treated as multiplicator, and the

other as multiplicand : and conversely. CnfsHN.

* If both the dividend and the divisor be affirmative, or both negative, the quotient is affirm-

ative; but, if one be positive and the other negative, the quotient is negative. CRisiiif.
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Statement : 8. 4. Affirmative divided by affirmative givea an affirmative

quotient 8.

•

Statement: 8. 4. Negative by negative gives an affirmative quotient S.

Statement : 8. 4. Positive by negative gives a negative quotient 2.

Statement : 8. 4. Negative by positive gives a negative quotient 2.

SQUARE AND SQUARE-ROOT.

10. Rule : half a stanza. The square of an affirmative or of a negative

quantity is affirmative ;
and the root of an affirmative quantity is two-fold,

positive and negative. There is no square-root ot a negative quantity : for

it is not a square.'

11. Example. Tell me quickly, friend, what is the square of the num-

ber three positive ;
and of the same negative? Say promptly likewise what

is the root of nine affirmative and negative, respectively ?

Statement : 3. 3. Answer : the squares come out 9 and 9*

Statement : 9» Answer : the root is 3 or 3.

Statement ; 9. Answer : there is no root, since it is no square.

For, if it be maintained, that a negative quantity may be a square, it must be shown what it

can be a square of. Now it cannot be the square of an affirmative quantity ; for a square-is the

product of the multiplication of two like quaniitics; and, if an affirmative one be multiplied ibyati

affirmative, the product is affirmative. Nor can it he the square of a negative quantity : for a ne-

gative quantity also, multiplied by a negative one, is positive. Therefore we do not perceive any

quantity such, as that its square can be negative. CafiHlf.
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SECTION III.

CIPHER,

12. Rule for addition and subtraction of cipher; part of a sta&za. In
the addition of cipher, or subtraction of it, the quantity,* positive or nega-

tive, remains the same. But, subtracted from cipher, it is reversed.*

13. Example : half a stanza. Say what is the number three, positive, or

(the same number] negative, or cipher, added to cipher, or subtracted from

it?*

Statement ; 3. 3. 0. These, having cipher added to, or subtracted from,

them, remain unchanged : 3. 3. 0.*

Statement: 3.3.0. Subtracted from cipher, they become 3.' 3. 0.’

' Whether absolute, expressed by digits, or unknown, denoted by letter, colour, &c. oraa

irrational and surd root. Cax''siii^.

*
In both cases of addition^ and in the first of subtraction, the absolute number, unknown quan-

tity, or surd, retains its sign, whether positive or negative. In the other case of subtraction, the

sign is reversed. CrIshW.

* Or having cipher added to, or subtracted from, it. Crishn.

^ In addition, if either of the quantities be increased or diminished, the result of the addition is

^ust so much greater or less. If then either be reduced to nothing, the other remams unchanged.

But subtraction diminishes the proposed quantity by so much as is the amount of the subtrahend

;

and, i(the subtrahend be reduced, the result is augmented : if it be reduced to nought, the result

rises to its maximum \ the amount of the proposed quantity. Or, if the proposed quantity be itself

reduced,' the result of the subtraction is diminished accordingly : if reduced to nought, the result

is diminished to its greatest degree ; the amount of the subtrahend with the subtractive sign. See

Crishn.

* Cipher is neither positive nor negative : and it is therefore exhibited with no distinction of

sign. No difference arises from the reversing of it ; and none is here shown. CrIihv.
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:
(ct^pleting the stanza, § 18.) In the multiplication and the

rest o€ the operations^ of cipher, the product is cipher; and so it is in niul*

ti{dication by cipher: but a quantity, divided by cipher, becomes a fraction

the denominator of which is cipher.*

15. Example: half a stanza. Tell me the product of cipher multiplied

by two and the quotient of it divided by tliree, and of three divided by

cipher; and the square of nought; and its loot.

Statement: Multiplicator 2. Multiplicand 0. Product 0.

[Statement : Multiplicator 0. Multiplicand 2. Product 0^.]

Statement : Dividend 0. Divisor 3. Quotient 0.

Statement : Dividend 3. Divisor 0. Quotient the fraction f.

This fraction, of which the denominator is cipher, is termed an infinite

quantity.*

* Multiplication, division, square and square-root. Si/a. and Cafsa*/.

Multiplication and division are each two-fold : vii. multiplication of nought by a quantity ; or

the multiplication of this by nought : so division of cipher by a quantity ; and the division of this

by cipher. But square and square-root are each single.
^ CaflBlf.

* The more the multiplicand is diminished, the smaller is the product ; and, if it be reduced in

the utmost degree, the product is so likewise ; now the utmost diminution of a quantity is the same

with the reduction of it to nothing : therefore, if the multiplicand be nought, the product is cipher.

In like manner, as the multiplier decreases, so does the product; and, if the multiplier bo nought,

the product is so too. In fact multiplication is repetition : and, if there be nothing to be repeated,

what should the multiplicator repeat, however great it be?

So, if the dividend be diminished, the quotient is reduced : and, if the dividend be reduced to

nought, the quotient becomes cipher.

As much as the divisor is diminished, so much is the quotient raised. If the divisor be reduced

to the utmost, the quotient it to the utmost increased. But, if it can be specified, that the amount

of the quotient is so much, it has not been raised to the utmost : for a quantity greater Uian that

can be assigned. The quotient therefore is indefinitely great, and is rightly termed infinite.

CafsRif.

* Or else multiplying two.
CafsHii.

* CafsHif.

» infinite quantity. Cha^hara, fraction having cipher for its denominator.

This fraction, indicating an infinite quantity, is unaltered by addition or subtraction, of a finite

quantity.
* For, in reducing the quantities to a common denominator, both tbe numerator and

T
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' In this quantity consisting of that ’v«hich has cipher divisor,

there is no alteration, though many be inserted or-extracted; os ho change

takes place in the infinite and inimutable ©on, at the period of the destwe-

tion or creation of worlds, though nunleirou'B orders of beings are absorbed

or put forth.

Statement : 0. Its square 0. Its root 0.

i.

denominator of the finite quantity, being multiplied by cipher^ become nought : and a quantity is

unaltered by the addition or subtraction of nought. The numerator of the infinite fraction may

indeed be varied by the addition or subtraction of a finite quantity, and so it may by that of another

infinite fraction : but whether the finite numerator of a fraction, whose denominator is cipher, be

more or less, the quotient of its division by cipher is alike infinite. Crisun.

This is illustrated by the same commentator through the instance of the shadow of a gnomon,

which at sunrise and sunset is infinite ; and is equally so, whatever height be given to the gnomon,

and whatever number be taken for radius, though the expression wHl be varied. Thus, if radius

be put 120 ; and the gnomon be 1, 2, 3, or 4; the expression deduced from the proportion, as

sine of sun's altitude is to sine of zenith distance ; so is gnomon to shadow; becotnes

Mil or AM.. Or, if the gnomon be, as it is usually framed, 12 fingers, and radius be taken at

3438, 120, 100, Of 90; the expression will be IklM,. iSM or ; which arc all alike

infinite. See Cftfsiiif.
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SECTION IV^

Arithmetical Operations on Unknmn Quantities.

17- “ So much as’* and the colours ‘‘ blacky blue, yellow and red,*'* and

others besides these, have been selected by venerable teachers for names of

values* of unknown quantities, for the purpose of reckouing therewith.*

18. Rule for addition and subtraction : Among quantities so designated,

the sum or difference of two or more which are alike must be taken: but

such as arc unlike,^ arc to be separately set forth.

19 . Example. Say quickly, friend, what will ailirmativc one unknown

with one absolute, and aflirmative pair unknown less eight absolute, make,

if addition of the two sets take place and what will they make, if the sum

be taken inverting the affirmative and negative signs?*

Statement
:

ya \ ru \ Answer : the sum is ya 3 ru 7 .

ya 2 ru 8

* Y6vat^t&vat, correlatives, quantum, tantum
;
quot, tot ; as many, or as much, of the un-

known, as this coefficient number. Vdrat is relative of the unknown; and tdvat of its coefficient.

The initial syllables of the Sansctit terras enumerated in the text are employed as marks of un-

known quantities ; viz. yd, cd^ ni, pi, 16, (also Aa, M, chi, See, for green, white, variegated and so

forth). Absolute number is denoted by r6, initial of rdpa form, species. The letters of the alphabet

are also used (ch. 6), as likewise the initial syllables of the terms for the particular things (S 1* O-

» Mdna, mii, unmdna ov ynmiti, measure or value^ Sec note on S 130.

* For the purpose of reckoning with unknown quantities. Si/a. and CaffUK.

* Heterogeneous : as rCipa, known or absolute number
;
ydvat-idMt (so much as) the first un-

known quantity, its square, its cube, its biquadrate, and the product of it and another Cwrlor;

cdlaca (black) the second unknown quantity, iU powers, and the product of it with factors : nUacu

(blue) the third unknown, its powers, and so forth. Sec CeishW.

* Inverting the signs of the first set, of the second, or of both.

T 2

CEfSHV.
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Statement (inverting the signs in the tot set) ya i ru i •

yaS n»8
'

«

Answer: Sumya 1 r« fl.

Statement (inverting the signs in the second set)
:

ya I ru \

ya’i. ru S

•
'

Answer : Sum 1 ru 9>

Statement (inverting the signs in both sets)
:
ya i ru t

yak ru%

Answer: Sumj^aS ru 7.

JSO. Example. Say promptly what will affirmative three square of an

unknown, with three known, be, when negative pair unknown is added i

and tell the remainder, when negative six unknown with eight known is

subtracted from affirmative two unknown.

Statement: yavi yaO ru S' Answer: Sum yaw 3 yak ru 3.

yavO ya 2 ru 0

Statement : ya 2 ru 0 Answer: The remainder is ya 8 ru 8.

ya 6 ru 8

21. Rule for multiplication of unknown quantities; two and a half

stanzas. When absolute number and colour (or letter) are multiplied one by

the other, the product will be colour (or letter).* When two, thrpe or more

1 The powers of the unknown quantity are thus ordered : first the highest power, for example

the Bursolid ; then the next, the biquadrate ;
after it the cube ; then t&e square ; next the simple

unknown quantity; lastly the known species. SeeCaisHN.

* Multiplication of unknown quantity denoted by colour (or letter) is threefold : namely, by

known or absolute number, by homogeneous colour or like quantity, and by heterogeneous colour

or unlike quantity. If the unknown quantity be multiplied by absolute number, or this by the

unknown quantity, the result of the multiplication in figures is sat down, and the denomination
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homogtn^us quutitics arc multiplied toge^er, tbe product will be the

square, cube or other [power] of the quantity. But, if unlike quantities be

multiplied, the result is their (bhAoita) ‘ to be’ product or factum. The

other operations, division and the rest,^ are here performed like those upon

number, as taught in arithmetic of known quantities.

22. The multiplicand is to be set down in as many Several places as there

are terms in the multiplier, and to be successively multiplied by those terms,

and the products to be added togetlier by the method above shown.* In this

elemental arithmetic the precept for multiplying by component parts of the

factor, as delivered under simple arithmetic,* must be understood in the

multiplication of unknown quantities, of squares, and of surtls,

53. Example. Tell directly, learned sir, the product of the multiplica-

tion of the unknown (ydvaMivat) five, less the absolute number one, by

the unknown (yavaMdvat

)

three joined with the absolute two : and also

of the colour is retained. The continued multiplication of like qusntitiei produces, when two are

multiplied together, the square; when this is multiplied by a third such, the cube; by a fourth,

the biquadrate ; by a fifth, the sursolid ; by a sixth, the cube of the square, or square of the cube*

When heterogeneous colours, or dissimilar unknown quantities, artf” multiplied together, the result

is a (bh&vUa) product or factum. Caisnw.

Bk&vitat future, or to be. It is a special designation of a possible operation, indicating the mul-

tiplication of unlike quantities. * St/a.

Like the rest of these algebraic terms, it is signified by its initial syllable (bh6). Thus the pro-

duct of two unknown quantities is denoted by three letters or syllables, as yd. cd Wd, cd. ni bkdf dec.

Or, if one of the quantities be a higher power, more syllables or letters are requisite ; for the square,

cube, dec. are likewise denoted by initial syllables, va, gha, ra-ta, va-gka {pr gha-va\ gha-gka.biC,

Thus yd va.cd gha bhd will signify the square of the first unknown quantity multiplied by the cube

of the second.

A dot is, in some copies of the text and its commentaries, interposed between the factors, with-

out any special direction, however, for this notation.

* Viz. square and square^root; cube and cube-ro<A.—'Cafsiijr. Also reduction of fractions to

a common denominator, rule of three, progression, mensuration of plane figure, and the whole of

what is taught in simple arithmetic. Sv n.

»In§18.
* As well as the other methods there taught.—Cafiiijf. Sec X4/dia/i, ^
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the result tbeif nraltiplicatioB iuvdrtifgr ^the affirmativeAnd negadve^igos

in the multiplicand, or 'u tile multtpUeat<Mr,:or in! both.' ^

StttemeEt: ™i
p^„et: IJ rui .

Stotement; j/oS ™l p^„ct. „a „|5 ,a7 n»«.
ya 3 ruZ ^ ^

Statement: yaS ru\
product: yav \i ya7 ru%.

ya5 ru%

[Statement; yaS ru\
product: yav\5 ya7 rui.]*

ya 3 ru %

24. Rule for division : Those colours or unknown quantities, and abs^

lute numbers, by which the divisor being multiplied, the products in their

several places subtracted from.the dividend exactly balance it,» are here the

quotients in division.

Example. Statement of the product of the foregoing multiplication, and

of its multiplicator now taken as divisor: yav\5 ya7 rui. It is divi-

dend ;
and the divisor is yo 3 rw 2.

Division being made, the quotient found is the original multiplicand ya 5

ru i.

‘ The concluding pawage is rend in three different ways ; the one implying, that the multipli-

eand, affirmative and negative, is to be inverted, or the multiplicator ; the second indicating, that

the terms of the multiplicand or multiplicator with their signs are to be transposed j the third sig-

nifying, that the terms of the multiplicand or multiplier must have their signs changed.-CarsHN.

The commentator prefers the Heading and interpretation by which the signs only are reversed.

• This fourth example is exhibited by CafsHNA-BHATTA.

Multiplication is thus wrought according to the commentator, Example Ist,

ya5 rui JW 3 yd 3

ya5 rai rw 2

uav \5 va 7 ni2

’ Exhaust it ; leave no residue.
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Statcment of l^ second example: yav 1*5 ya 7 m 8 dividend, 'the
divisor being ya S ru 2, Answer: The quotientfound is the original mul-

tipftctndya5 nil.

Statement of the third example
:
yau 15 ya 7 ru 2 dividend, with di*

visor ya 3 ru 2. The quotient comes out ya 5 ru i, the original multi-

plicand.

[Statement of the fourth example
: ya v 15 yaj ru 2 dividend, with di-

visor ya 3 ru 2. Answer
:
ya 5 ru 1, the original multiplicand.]

25. Example of involution.* Tell me, friend, the square of unknown
four less known six.

Statement
\

ya ^ ru 6. Answer : The square isya v 16 ya 48 ru 36.

26. Rule for the extraction of the square-root ; Deducting from the

squares which occur among the unknown quantities their square-roots, sub-

tract from the remainder double the product of those roots two and two

;

and, if there be known quantities, finding the root of the known number,*

proceed with the residue in the same manner,*

Example. Statement of tlie square before found, now proposed fof'Cx-

traction of the root
:

ya v ift ya 48 ru 36.

Answer; Therootisya4 ruSotya^ ru6* i

' The square being the product of the multiplication of two like quantities, involution is com-

prehended under the foregoing rule of multiplication, § 21 ; and therefore an ejuunple only is here

given. , CafsHi/.

' If the absolute number do not yield a square-root, the proposed quantity wu not an exact

square. CafsHl^,

^ When the terms balance without residue, those roots together constitute the root of the pro-

posed square.' CxfiHi/.
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Jrithmeiical OparatUm with tetw'al Unknown Quantitia.

27. Example. “ So much a»” thtee, “ black” five, “ blue” seven,*’ all

affirmative : bow many do they make with negative two, three, and one of'

the same respectively, added to or subtracted from them ?

Statement
:

ya 3 ca 5 ni 7 Answer : Sum ya 1 ca2 ni 6.

ya 2 ca 3 wi i Difference ya 5 ca 3 ni 8.

28. Example. Negative “ so much as” three, negative “ black” two,

affirmative “ blue” one, together with unity absolute : when these ate mul-

tiplied by the same terms doubled, what is the result ? And when the pro-

duct of their multiplication is divided by the multiplicand, what will be the

quotient? Next tell the square of the multiplicand, and the root of this

square.

Statement: Multiplicand ya 3 ca2 ml rw 1. Multiplier ya 6 ca 4

m 2 ru2. Answer: The product is ya v 18 ca v 8 m'v 2 ya. ca (A 24

ya, ni hh IS ca. nibh3 ru%
From this product divided by the multiplicand, the original multiplidator

comes out as quotient ya 6 ca 4 ni 2 ru 2.

Statement of the foregoing multiplicand for involution
:

ya-3 ca2 m‘l

r« 1. Answer: The square is yat? 9 can 4 t^v\ ya.cabhli ya.nibhS

cahibhi ya6 cai nia, ru 1.

From thb square, the square-root being extracted, is ya 3 ca 2 ni 1 ru 1

[orya3 ca 2 nil r« 1.]'

' For both these roots beiof squared yield the same result. Carsnrf.
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SURDS.

29. Rule for addition, subtraction, &c. of surds:' Term the sum of two

irrationals the great* surd; and twice the square root of their product, the less

one. The sum and difference of these reckoned like integers are so [of the

original surd roots].* Multiply and divide a square by a square.^

#

30 . But the root of the quotient of the greater irrational number divided

by the less,' being increased by one and diminished by one; and the sum and

• Caranlf a surd or irrational number. One, the root of which it required, but cannot be found

without residue.—CafsHK. That, of which when the square-root is to be extracted, the root does

not come out exact.

—

Gan. ** A quantity, the root of which is to be taken, is named Cemdf*

NARAVAifA cited by SuR. Not generally any number which docs not yield an integer root: for,

were it so, every such number (as 2, 3, 5, 6, Ac.) must be constantly treated as irrational. It only

becomes a surd, when its root is required? that b, when the business is with its root, not with the

number itself,

A surd is denoted by tbe initial syllable ce. It,will be here written c to distinguish it friwi cd

the second unknown quantity in an algebraic expression.

• Jl/tfAad, intending laoihifi carodi a great surd, being the sum of two original irrational num-

bers. LaghVf small, is by contrast the designation of the less quantity to be connected with it.

The same terms, mahati and laghvi^ are used in the following stanxa, S 30, with a different sense,

importing the greater and less original surds. Sec Sur. and CRisHif.

* The sum and difference of the quantities so denominated are sum and diflterence of the two

original surds.
SuR. and CRfoH^.

This is a restriction of a preceding rule concerning multiplication of irrational numbers. 1 22.

-^Crishn. The author in this place hints the nature of surds, under colour of giving a rule for

the multiplication and division of them.-St/R. If a rational quanUty and an irrational oiw are to

be multiplied together, the rational one is previously to be raised to the squam power; the irrv

tional quantity being in fact a square. See Su r. and CRisHjf.

» In like manner, if the less surd divided by the greater be a fraction of which the root nay be

found, Ibis, with one added and subtracted, being squared and mulUpUcd by the greater wd,wUl

give the sum and difference of the two surds.
*

TJ
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remainder, being squared and multiplied by the smaller irrationat quantity^

are respectively the sum and difference of the two surd roots. If rfiere be no

rational square-root [of the product or quotient], they must be merely street

apart.

31. Example. Say, friend, the sunrand difference of two irrational num-

bers eight and two: or three and twenty-seven; or seven and three; after

full consideration, if thou be acquainted with the six-fold rule of surds.

Statement: c9> c 8. Answer: Addition befng made; thesumiscl8^

Subtraction taking place, the difference is c

Statement: c3 c 27* Answer; Sum c 48* Difference c 12-

Statement: €3 c 7- Answer: Since their product has no root, they

are merely to be stated apart: Sum c 3 c 7 * Difference c 3 c 7-

33. Example. Muliiplicator consisting of the surds two, three, and

eight; multiplicand, the surd three with the rational number five: tell

quickly their product- Qr let the multiplier be the two surds three and

twelve less the natural number five.

Statement: Multiplier c 2 c 3 c 8. Multiplicand c 3 c 25.

Here, to abridge the work, previously adding together two or more surds

in the multiplier, or in the multiplicand, and in the divisor or in tips dividend,

proceed with the multiplication and division. That being done in this case,

the multiplier becomes c 18 c 3. Multiplicand as before e 25 c 3. Mul-

tiplication being made, the product is found c 9 c 450 c 75 c 54.

33. Maxim. The square of a negative rational quantity will be nega-

> Tke nmnben S and ? added together make 10, the mahati or great surd. Their product l6

yields the root 4; which doubled farnithes 8 for the laghu. The sum and difference of these are

18 and 2. Or hy the second method, the greater irrational 8 divided by the less 2, gives 4 ; the

root of which is 2. This augmented and diminished by 1, affords the numbers 3 and 1 ; whose

squares are 9 and 1. These, being multiplied by the smaller irrational number, make 18 and 2, as

before.
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tive, when it is employed on account of a surd; and so will the root Ofa

negative surd be negative, when it is formed on account of a rational num-

bei^.*

Statement of the second example; Multiplicator cis c S c 12. Mul-

tiplicand c 25 c 3. Adding together two surds in the multiplier, it be-

comes c 25 c 27. The product of the multiplication is c 625 c 675 c 75

c 81. Among these the roots of c 625 and c 81, namely 25 and 9> being

added together, make the natural number ife: and the sum, consisting in the

difference, of c 675 and c 75, is c 300. The product therefore is ru

c 300.

Statement of the foregoing product for dividend and the multiplier for

divisor: Dividend c 9 c 450 c 75 c 54. Divisor c 2 c3 C 8.

Adding together two surds, the divisor becomes c 18 c 3. Thfen proceed-

ing as directed (§ 24), the quotient is the original multiplicand ru 5 c 3.

Statement of the second example: Dividend c 256 c 300. Divisor c 25

c 3 c 12.

Adding together two surds, the divisor becomes c 25 c 27. Here al80>

proceeding as before, the quotient found is the original multiplicand ru 5 c 3.

34—35. Or the method of division is otherwise taught: Reverse the

sig'n, affirmative or negative, of any surd chosen in the divisor ; and by such

altered divisor* multiply the dividend and original divisor, repeating the ope-

ration [if necessary] so as but one surd remain in the divisor. The surds,

which constituted the dividend, are to be divided by that single remaining

surd; and if the surds obtained as a quotient be such as arise from addition,

> This is a seeming exception to the maxim, that a negative quantity hu no square-root (1 10).

nut the sign belongs to the surd root not to the entire irrational quantity. When therefore a nega-

tive rational quantity is squared to bring it to the itoe form with a turd, with which it is to ^
combined, it retains the negslU-^gn appertaining to the wot : and in like nmnner, when a »

extracted out of a negative rational part of a compound surd, the root haa the negauve sip. St/E.

• Or by any number which may serve for extirpating some of the terms. Since the dividend

and divisor being multiplied by the same quanUty, the quotient u unchanged : and

the rule is to reduce the number of terms by introducing equal ones with contiaiy ugna. See SUE.

U2
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they mnst be separated by tb^ fpllpwing rule for the resolution of thein,^ iu

such form as the questioner may desire.’* •

$6. Rule: Take component parts at pleasure of the root of a square/by

which the compound surd is exactly divisible ; the squares pf those parts^

being multiplied by the former quotient,* are severally the component surdsv^

Statement; Dividend c 9 c450 c7S c54. Divisor c 18 c S.

Here allotting the negative sign to the surd three in the divisor, it be-

come c 18 c 3. Multiplying by this the dividend, and adding the surds

together,* the dividend is c 56^5 c 675. In like manner, the divisor be-

comes c 225. The dividend being divided by this, the quotient is c 25 c 3,

Example 2d. Dividend c 300 c 256. Divisor c 25 c 27.

Here assigning to the surd twenty-five the affirmative sign, multiplying

the dividend, and taking the difference of affirmative and negative surds, the

dividend is c 100 c 12; and the divisor c 4. Dividing the dividend by

this, the quotient is c 25 c 3.

VuUsharsLtm^ a rule for an operation converse of that of addition
: (f 35 ; which compare

with § 30.)

* They must be resolved into such portions os the nature of the question may require.

' * By former quotient, that which is previously found under this rule is meant : the quotient of

ibe surd by a square which measures it. See Si/r.

This rule, reversing the operations directed by §30, is the converse of that rule.—See Sua.

•However, to make the contrast exact, the root of the square divisor of the surd should be resolved

into parts one of which should be unity.

’ The dividend, multiplied by the altered divisor which comprises two terms, gives the product

c 162 c 8100 c 1350 c 972

^ 162 c 27 C 1350 c 225

Expunging like quantities with contrary signs, the product is c 8100 c 972 c 225 c 27 ; and

adding together the first and third terms, and second and fourth, (that is, taking their differences by

§ 29—30) the product is reduced to two terms c 5625 c 675.

Again the original divisor, multiplied by the altered one, gives c 324 c 54 Expunging equal

c 9 c 54

quantities with contrary signs, the product is c 324 c 9: reducible by addition (that is, by finding

thc'difference, § 30) to c 225.

The reduced dividend c 5625 c 675, divided by this divisor c 225, gives the quotient c 25 c 3.

In like manner, by this process in the last example, the dividend becomes c 8712 c 1452 ; and

the divisor c 184. Whence the quotient c 18 c 3 s resolvable by § 36 into c 2 c 8 c 3. Sur.
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Next in the former example, making the multiplicand a divisor, the state-

ment is dividend c 9 C450 €75 c54. Divisor c 85 c 3.

^cre also, assigning to the surd three the negative sign, multiplying the
dividend, and adding surds together, the dividend becomes c 8718 c 1458

;

and the divisor c 484. The dividend being divided by this, the quotient h
the multiplier c 1 8 c 3, The original multiplicator comprised three terms.

The compound surd c 18 (under the rule for the resolution of such; ^ 36)

being divided therefore by the square nine, gives the quotient 8 without re-

mainder. Tlie square root of nine is 3. Its parts 1 and 8. Their squares

1 and 4. These, multiplied by the quotient 2, make 8 and 8. Tims the

original multiplicator is again found c 2 c 8 c 3.

37—38. Examples of involution. Tell me, promptly, learned friend, the

square of the three surds two, three, and four; that of two surds numbering

two and three; and separately that of the united irrationals six, five, two, and

three; as well as of eighteen, eight, and two: and the square roots of the

squared numbers.

Statement 1st. c2 c3 c 5. And 2d, c 3 c 2. Also 3d. c 6 c5 c8
c 3. Likewise 4th. c 18 c 8 c 2.

Proceeding by the rule of involution* \ 18— 19) the squares arc

found, 1st frwlO c 24 c 40 c 60, 2d. ru 5 c 24. 3d. ru 1

6

c 120

c 72 c 60 c 48 c 40 c 24. Here also, to abridge the work, surds arc to

be added together when practicable, whether in squaring, or in extraction of

the square root. Thus 4th. c 18 c 2 c 8, The sum of these is c 72. Its

square is ru 72.

39—40. Rule for finding the square root: From the square of the

rational numbers contained in the proposed square, subtract integer num-

bers* equal to one, two, or more of its surds; the square root of the rc-

' With this difference however, that instead of twice the multiple of rational quantities, four

times the multiple of irrational numbers is to be taken : under the rule, that a square ii to be mul-

tiplied by a square (§ 29).
St/n,

* A rational number equal to the numbers, that express the irrational terms is subtracted : and

the author therefore says ** subtract integer numbers {r6paj equal to one er more surds," to indi-

cate, that subtraction as of surds 29) is not here intended. St/a,
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inaind^ is to be •cfverally lUJded to, wad sobtiECted froni, the rational num-

ber: the moieties of this sum and difference will be two surds in the root

The largest of them is to be used as a rational number, if there be any si|^ds

in the square remaining; and the operation repeated [until the proposed

quantity be exhausted].

‘

Example. Statement of the second square, for the extraction of its root

:

^ru 5 c 24.

Subtracting from 25, which is the square of the rational number (5) a

number equal to that of the surd 24, the remainder is 1. Its square-root 1,

added to, and subtracted from, the natural number 5, makes d and 4. The

moieties of which are 3 and 2, and the surds composing the root are found,

c3 c2.

Statement of the first square: ru 10 c 24 c 40 c 60.

From the square of the rational number (10) vLs. 100, subtract numbers

equal to two of the surds twenty-four and forty ;
the remainder is 36 ;

and

its square-root 6, subtracted from the natural number 10, and added to it,

m^kes 4 e^nd 16 }
the moieties of which are 2 and 8. The first is a surd in

the root, c 2. Putting thej second for a rational number, the same operation

is again to be performed with the rest of the surds. From the square of this

then treated as a rational number, 64, subtracting the number sixty, the re-

mainder is 4 ; and its root 2 ;
which, subtracted from that rational number,

and added to it, severally makes 6 and 10 ;
the moieties whereof are 3 and 5.

They are surds in the root : c 3 c 5. Statement of the whole of the surds

composing the root, in their order as found ; c 2 c 3 c 5.

Statement of the third square : ru 16 c 120 c 72 c60 c48 c40 c24.

» From the involution of surds as above shown, it is evident, that the rational number is the sum

of the numbers of the original surds : and the irrationals in the square are four tiroes the product

of the original terms, two and two. If they be subtracted from the square of the sum of the num-

hers, the remainder will be the square of the difference. Its square-root is the difference itself.

From the sum and difference, the numbers are found by the rule of concurrence {Lildvati^ § 55).

The least [or sometimes the greatest] of the numbers thus found is one of the original terms; and

the greater [or sometimes the less] number is the sum of the remaining irrational terms : it is used,

therefore, as the rational number, ii? repeating the operation ; and so on, until all the terms of the

root arc extracted.
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From the square of the rational number (16) d5S| subtracting numbers

equal to three surds, a hundred and twenty, seventy^two and forty-eight,

mining 840, and proceeding as before, two portions are found, 6 and 10.

Again, from the square of the latter as a rational number, 100, subtract

numbers equal to two surds twenty-four and forty, making 64, and proceed

as before ; two portions are found 8 and 8. Again, from the square of the

latter as a rational number 64, subtract a number equal to the surd sixty

;

two more portions are found 3 and 5. Hence statement of the surds com-

posing the root, in order as found, c6 c8 c 5.

Statement of the fourth square : ru 78 c 0.

Its square-root c 73. This surd-root originally consisted of three terms.

Proceeding then to the resolution of it by the rule (§ 36), 78 divided by S6

gives the quotient 2. The square-root of thirty-six, 6, comprises three por-

tions 3, 2, 1. Their squares are 9, 4 and 1 ;
which multiplied by the former

quotient (2) make 18, 8 and 2. The resolution of the surd then exhibits

c 18 c8 c8.

41. Rule: If there be a negative surd-root in the square, treating that

irrational quantity as an affirmative one, let the two surds in the root be

found [as before] ; and one of them, as selected by^thc intelligent calculator,

must be deemed negative.^

42. Example. Tell me the square of the difference of the two surds

three anrl seven ;
and from the square tell the root.

Statement : c 3 c 7 or c 3 c 7-

The square of either of these (juantities is the same; rw 10 c 84.

Here treating the negative surd-root in the square as an affirmative irrational

quantity, find the two surds by proceeding as before; and let either of them

at pleasure be made negative. Thus the root is found c3 c7; or c3 c7-

43. Example. Let the irrational numbers two, three and five be seve-

rally affirmative, affirmative and negative; or let the positive and negative

* The rule is grounded on the maxim, that the aquare of a negatire quantity ii affirmative

;

and that there is no square*root of a negative quantity. S 10. Si/a.
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aigns be reversed. Tell their square; and from the square find the ro9t; if

thou know, friend, the sixfold method of surds. •

/
Statement: c£ c S e5; orc£ c3 c 5. Their square is the same

ru 10 c£4 c40 cfiO.

Heie affirmative rationals equal to the negative irrationals being sub-

tracted from the square of the rational number (10), 100, the remainder is 0.

The rational number with the root added and subtracted, being halved, the

surds arc c 5 c5. One is made negative c5; and the other treated as a

rational number. Statement : rw 5 c 24. Proceeding as before, the surds

are found, both affirmative, c 3 c 2.

Next subtracting affirmative rationals equal to the two surds c 24 c 60,

viz. 84, from the square of the rational number, and proceeding as before,

the surds found are c 3 c 7. The largest of these is made negative
;
and,

with its number taken as rational, proceeding as before, the other surds come

out. c 2. Tlie greatest of these again is taken as negative, c 5.

Then, with the second example, and in the first instance, the two surds

being c5 c 5, one is taken as negative; and, its number being used as a ra-

tional one, the two portions of surds deduced from the negative one, are both

negative c3 c 2. In the second case, proceeding as directed, the surds of

the root come out, c 2 c 3 c 5.

It might be so understood by an intelligent mathematician, though it

were not specially mentioned. This matter likewise has not been explained

at length by former writers. It is by me set forth, for the instruction of

youth.

44—47* Rule : The number of irrational terms in the square quantity

answers to the sum of the progression of the natural numbers one, &c.‘ In

a square comprising three such termsi, integer numbers equal to. two of the

terms are to be subtracted from the square of the rational number, and the

* The sums of the progression are for the 1st term 1 ; for the 2d, 3 ; for the 3d, 6 ; for the 4th,

10; for the 5th, 15.—Sua. The rational portion of the Mjuare comprises as many terms as there

were surds in the root ; and the number of irrational terms in the square answers to the sum of

the progression continued to one less than the number of radical terms : as the author’s subsequent

comment shows.
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squaue root [of the remainder] to be then taken; in one comprising six such,

integers equal to three of them; in one containing ten, integers equal to

foV^fthem; in one comprehending fifteen, integers equal to five. If in

any case it be otherwise, there is error.^ Those terms are to be subtracted

from tlie square of the rational number, which arc exactly measured* by

four times the smaller radical surd thence to be deduced. The quotients

found by that common measure are surds in the root; but, if they be not so,

as not answering by the rule of remainder (§39)* that is not the root*

In a square raised from irrational terms, there must necessarily be rational

numbers. The square ol* a single surd consists of a rational number onIJ^

That of two contains one surd with a rational number; that of thiec com-

prises three; that of four comprehends six
; that of five, ten

;
and that of six,

fifteen. Hence, in the square of two, &c. terms, the number of surd terms,

besides the rational numbers, answer severally to the sums of the arithmetical

progressions [of natural numbers] one, 8cc. But, if there be not so many in

the example, compound surds arc to be resolved (§ 36) to complete the num-

ber of terms; and the root is then to be extracted. That is the meaning.

In a square comprising three such terms, [integer numbers equal to two,

&c.] The sense of the whole passage is clear.

.48. Example. Say, learned man, what is the joot of a square consisting

of the surds thirty-two, twenty-four, and eight, with the rational number

ten?

Statement : rw 10 c 3^2 e 24 e 8.

Here, as the square comprises three irrational terms, first subtract integer

numbers equal to two of them from the sejuarc of the rational number, and

‘ If in any supposable case an answer come out, it is not taken as the true root. It is wrong;

and the question was ill proposed.

* /ipavarianat division without reirvainder by a common measure. § 51.

* By the rule for adding and subtracting the root^jf the remainder, &c. h 39*

* As many of the irrational terms in the square, as are multiples of one of the radical irrationals,

being subtracted in the first instance, they must be divisible without remainder by four, times that

radical term; and the quotients will be the rest of the radical terms; as is apparent from what has

been said concerning the involution of a quantity consisting of surd terms. (See under ( 370 H

then those quotients do not answer, as not agreeing with the terms found by the preceding (§ 39—

AO), the root is wrong. *

X



exttatt the root <rf the reraatedet; afid jhterwaii* one term.

Ptt^^ing in that tnkiiner, there i# here no root. Hence it apifears^ that

the tpropdsed quantity] has not an ersact root-consirting of surd terms. Bdt,

were it not for the restriction, a number equal to the whole of the surds

might be subtracted, and a supposed root be thus found: namely, c 8 c2.

This, however, turns out-Wrong; for its square is ru 18.‘ Or summing two

of the terms, thirty-two and eight, [by ^30] the expression becomes ru 10

c 72 c 24. Whence the root is found r« 2 c6. But this also is wrong.’

49. Example. Say what will be the root of a square which contains

surds equal to fifteen, eleven, and three, all multiplied by four; with the

rational number ten?

Statement; r« 10 c60 c52 c 12.

In this square three irrational terms occur. Taking then two of them,

fifty-two and twelve, and subtracting an integer equal to their amount from

the square of the rational number, two surds of the root come out c 8 c 2.

But four times the least of them, 8, does not measure the two terms fifty-two

and twelve. These then are not to be subtracted: for the tenor of the rule

(§ 46) is “ Those terms are to be subtracted, which are measured by four

times the smaller radical thence to be deduced.” Here the rule is not ri-

gidly restrictive to the least sunl; but sometimes applies to the greater.

Putting the radical surd as a rational number, the other two irrational, terms

come out c 5 c 3. This too is wrong, for the square of c 5 c 3 c 2, is rw 1

0

c 24 c 40 c 60.*

50. Example. Say what will be the root of a square which consists of

three surds eight, fifty-six, and sixty; with the rational number ten?

Statement: r« 10 c 8 c56 c60.

Subtracting the two first terms eight and fifty-six, and measuring those

terras by four times the least surd thence deduced, 8, two terms are found

1 and 7- But these do not come out as surds of the root by the regular pro-

cess of the rule of remainder (§ 39). Therefore those teims c8 c56, are

not to be subtracted. Else the root is wrong.

* For the surd* e 8 c 2, being added together (1 31) make c IS. Its square is of course ru 1 8.

* For its square is re 10 c 96.

s nim*rin0 from the oroDosed sauarc.
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SU Example. Tell the root of the square, in which are turds twdve,
fifteen, fifc^ eleven, eight, six, all multiplied by four; together with the ra-

ti^pial number thirteen; if thou have pretensions to skill in algebra.

Statement:* ru}3 c48 c60 cSO c44 cSS c84.

Here, the square comprising six surd tenns, integers equal to three of them
are to be first subtracted from the square of the rational term, and the root

of the remainder taken; then integers equal to two; and afterwards an inte-

ger equal to one. Proceeding in this manner, no root is found. Proceeding

then differently, and first subtracting from the square of the rational number,

an integer equal to the first surd term; then integers ccjual to the second and

third; and lastly equal to the rest; the root comes out cl c2 c5 c5.

This, however, is wrong; for its square is rw 13 c 8 c 80 c 160.

Defect then is imputable to those authors, who have not given a limitation

to this method of finding a root.

In the case of such irrational squares, the operation must be conducted by

taking the approximate roots of the surd terms, and adding them to the ra-

tional terms: whence the square root is to be deduced.'

Largest is not rigidly intended (§ 40). Sometimes, therefore, the least \u

to be used.

52. Example. Say what is tlie root of a square, in which arc the surds

forty, eighty, and two hundred, with the rational number seventeen?

Statement: ru \7 c40 c80 c200.

Subtracting the two last terms from the square of the rational number, the

two' portions found are c 10 c7. Again treating the smaller surd as a ra-

tional number, the result is c5 c2. Thus the root is c 10 c5 c 2.

‘ A rule of approximation for the square-root is given In the Chapter on Algebra, in the

SMUnta-mndara of Jkyana-raja, cited by his son Suryadasa; ‘'The root of a near square,

with the quotient of the proposed square divided by^that approximate root, being halved, the moi-

ety is a [more nearly] approximated root; and, repeating the operation as often as necessary, the

nearly exact root is found.” Example 5. This, divided by two which is first put for the root, gives

} for the quotient: which added to the assumed root 2, makes and this, divided by % yields J

for the approximate root.—Sue. [Repeating the operation, the root, more nearly approximated,

iiWd



CHAPTER II.

PULVERIZER.'

53

—

64. ‘Rule: In the first place, as preparatory to the investigation of

the pulverizer, the dividend, divisor, and additive quantity are, if practicable,

to be reduced by some number.^ If the number, by which the dividend and

divisor are both measured, do not also measure the additive quantity, the

question is an ill put [or impossible] one.^

54

—

55—56. The last remainder, when the dividend and divisor are mu-

tually divided, is their common measure.^ Being divided by that common

* This is nearly word for word the same with a chapter in the Lild’cati on the same subject.

(JLil Ch, 12.) See there, explanations of the terms.

The method here taught is applicable chiefly to the solution of indeterminate problems that pro-

duce equations involving more than one unknown quantity. See ch. 6.

* Ten stanzas and two halves.

* If the dividend and divisor admit a common measure, they must be first reduced by it to their

least terras; else unity will not be the residue of reciprocal division; but the common measure

will; (or, going a step further, nought.)—Gan. on lAL Crishi/. on Vij,

^ If the dividend and divisor have a common measure, the additive also must admit it; and the

three terms be coirespondently reduced: for the additive, unless it be [nought or else] a multiple

of the divisor, must, if negative, equal the residue of a division of the dividend taken. into the mul-

tiplier by the divisor; and, if affirmative, must equal the complement of that residue to the divisor.

Now, if dividend and divisor be reducible to less terms, the residue of division of the reduced terms,

multiplied by the common measure, is equal to the residue of division of the unreduced terms.

Therefore the additive, whether equal to the residue, or to its complement, must be divisible by the

common measure. Crishn.
* The common measure may equal, but cannot exceed, the least of the two numbers : for it

must divide it. If it be less, the greater may be considered as consisting of two terms, one the

quotient taken into the divisor, the other the residue. The common measure cannot exceed that

residue; for, as it measures the divisor, it must of course measure the multiple of the divisor, and
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measure, they are termed reduced quantities. Divide mutually the reduced
dividend atid divisor, until unity be the remainder in the dividend. Place
the\quotients one under the other; and the additive quantity beneath them,

and cipher at the bottom. By the penult multiply the number next above

it, and add theiowest term. Then reject the last and repeat the operation

until a pair of numbers be left. The uppermost of these being abraded by
the reduced dividend, the remainder is the quotient. The other [or lower-

most] being in like manner abraded by the reduced divisor, the remainder is

the multiplier.*

could not measure the remaining portion or residue, if it were greater than it. When therefore the

greater number, divided by the less, yields a residue, the greatest common measure, in such case,

is equal to the remainder, provided this be a measure of the less. If again the less number, divided

by the remainder, yield a residue, the common mc^asure cannot exceed this residue j
for the same

reason. Therefore no number, though less than the first remainder, can be a common measure, if

it exceed the second remainder: and the greatest common measure is equal to the second remain-

der, provided it measure the first; fur then of course it measures the multiple of it, which is the

other portion of the second number. So, if there be a third remainder, the greatest common mea-

sure is either equal to it, if it measure the second ; or is less, lienee the rule, to divide the greater

number by the less, and the less by the remainder, and each residue by the remainder following,

until a residue be found, which exactly measures the preceding one; such last remainder in the

common measure. (§ 54). Cnfsiij/.

' The substance of CafsHNA’s demonstration is as follows : Wlien the dividend, takeh into the

multiplier, is exactly measured by the divisor, the additive must either be null or a multiple of the

divisor. (See § 63). If the dividend be such, that, being multiplied by the multiplicalor and di-

vided by the divisor, it yields a residue, the additive, if negative, must be equal to that remainder;

(and then the subtractive quantity balances the residue;) or, if affirmative, it must be equal to the

difference between the divisor and residue
;
(and so the aildition of that quantity completes the

amount of the divisor;) or else it must be equal to the residue, or its complement, with the divisor

or a multiple of the divisor added. Let the dividend be considered as composed of two portions

or terms: 1st, a multiple of the divisor; 2d, the overplus or residue. The first multiplied by the

multiplier (whatever this be), is of course measured by the divisor. As to the second, or overplus

and remainder, the additive being negative, both disappear when the multiplier is quotient of the

additive divided by the remainder, (the additive being a multiplier of the residue.) But, if the

additive be not a multiple of the remainder, should uvtity be the residue at the first step of the re-

ciprocal division, the multiplier will be equal to the additive, if this be negative, or to its comple-

ment to the divisor, if it be positive; and the corresponding quotient will be equal to the quotient

of the dividend by the divisor multiplied by the multipUcator, if the additive be negative; or be

equal to the same with addition of unity, if it be affirmative; and, generally, when reciprocal divi-

sion has reached its last step exhibiting a remainder of one, the muiliplter, answering to the pre-

ceding residue, become the divisor, as serving for that next before it become dividend, is equal to
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57, Thus- predsely is the operation when th&quotients are an evea num-

ber. But, if they be odd, the numbers as found must be subtttu:ted from

the additive, if this be negative, or to ito complement, if it be positive; and the corresponding quo-

tient is equal to the quotient of the dividend by the divisor multiplied by thiamultiplicator; but

with unity superadded, if the additive were affirmative. From this, the multiplicator and quotient

answering for the original dividend and divisor are found by retracing the steps in the method of

inversion. Take the following example

:

Given Dividend 1211 1 Or, reduced to least terms, f Dividend 173'
Additives

Divisor 497
Additive 21

I §53 and 54, 1 Divisor 71
AUainve 3.

The reciprocal diviiion (§ 55) exhibits the following results:

Dividends. Divisors. Quotients. Residues.

173 71 2 31

71 31 2 9
31 9 3 4

9 .

4 2 1

Consider last dividend (9) as composed of two terms ; a multiple of divisor (4) and the residue
;

(in the instance 8 and 1). Then the multiplier is equal td (3) the additive (this being negative);

and quotient is equal to the multiplier (3) taken into the quotient of the simple dividend (9) by the

divisor (4) :
(in the instance 6). Thus, observing the directions of the rule(§ 55, 56) the last term

in the series is the multiplier for the last dividend, and its product into the term next above it is

the quotient of the last divisor; and the series now is 2

3
6
3

deduced from the series (§ 55) 2

2

3
Quotient. 2

Multiplier. 3
0

!

Quot.

Add.

lienee to find the multiplier for the next superior dividend and divisor (31 and 9} consider the

dividend as comprising two portions or terms ; vis. 27 and 4. Any multiple of the first being divi*

•ible by the divisor (9) the multiplier is to be sought for the second portion; that is, for dividend

4 and divisor 9; being the former divisor and dividend reversed: wherefore multiplier and quo*

tient will here be transposed; and will answer for the affirmative additive: and the series now

becomes 2
2
3
6 Multiplier.

3 Quotient.

But the quotient of the first portion of the dividend (27) after multiplication by this multiplicator,

will be the quotient (3) of the simple dividend taken into the multiplicator (6); which, as is appa-

rent, is the term of the series next beneath it: to which add tho quotient of the second portion,

which ii last term in the series, and the sum if the entire quotient (21), And the lowest term (3),

being of no further use, may be now expunged : as is directed accordingly (^ 56). Thus the icricf

aow stands 2
2

21 Quotient. ^
6 Multiplier.
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thdr fiespecti?^ abcaders, the residues wilt be the true quotient aod multi*

pBcr/ •

\
The next step is to find the multiplier and quotient (the additive being still the same) for the

next preceding dividend and divisor; viz. 71 and 31 ; and here the dividend consists of two parts

6S and 9 ; to the last of which only the multiplier needs to be adapted ; viz. to dividend 9 and di-

visor 31 ; which again are the former divisor and dividend inverted: wherefore the multiplier and

quotient are here also transposed ; and the quotient of the first portion is to be added : and is the

quotient (2) of the simple dividend taken into the multiplier (21) the two contiguous terms in the

series. The entire quotient therefore is 48 answering to the same additive but negative: and the

lowest term being no longer required may now be rejected: the series consequently exhibits

2

48 Quotient.

21 Multiplier.

Lastly, to find the multiplier and quotient for the next superior, which are the final dividend and

divisor 173 and 71 • Taking the dividend as composed of 142 and 31 ; and seeking a multiplier

which will answer for the second portion 31 with the divisor 71 ; the multiplier and its quotient are

the former transposed: and the entire quotient is completed by adding the product of the upper

terms of the series, (and answers to the same additive but a6Rrmalive); after which the lowest term

is of no further use : and the series is.now reduced by its rejection to two terms, vii.

117 Quotient.

48 Multiplier.

Thus, according to the tenor of the rule, the work is to be repeated as many times as there are

quotients of the reciprocal division ; that is, until two terms remain (§ 50). In oil these operations,

except the first, the multiplier is last term but one in the series and the quotient of the second

portion of the dividend is the last. But, in the first operation, there is no quotient of a second por-

tion to be added. Therefore, for the sake of uniformity in the precept, a cipher is directed to bo

added at the foot of the series (i 55), that the multiplier may always be penultimate.

If the multiplier be increased by the addition of any multiple of the divisor, the corresponding

quotient w ill be augmented by an equi-muUipIc of the dividend 64); and, in like manner, if tho

multiplier be lessened by subtraction of any multiple of the divisor, the quotient is diminished by

the like multiple of the dividend. Wherefore it is directed to divide the pair of numbers remain-

ing in the series, by the dividend and divisor, and the remainders are the quotient and ^multiplier

in their least terras. (§ 56.)

* The multiplier for the last dividend, being put equal to the additive, is adopted, ns hat Men

observed, (see preceding note,) to a negative additive ;
and thence proccecling upwards, the multi-

plier and quotient, which arc transposed at each step, are alternately adapted to positive and nega-

tive additives; that is, at the uneven steps to a negative one; and at the even, to a positive one.

If then the number of dividends, or, which is the same, that of the quotienU of reciprocal division,

be even, the multiplier and corresponding quotient are adapted to a powlive additive ; if it bo odd,

they ore so to a negative one. In the latter case, therefore, the complement of etch to the divisor

and dividend respectively, is taken, to convert them into muluplier and quotient adapted to an

affirmative addirive. For the dividend, being multiplied by the divisor and divided by tho same,

bas no remaindor, and the quotient is equal to the dividend; thcitforo when it b multiplied by a
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58. The multiplier is abo found by the method of the pulverizer, the

additive quantity and dividend being either reduced by a common measure,

[or used unreduced.]' But, if the additive and divisor be so reducedj/he

multiplier found, being multiplied by the common measure, is the true one.*

59. The multiplier and quotient, as found for an additive quantity, being

subtracted from their respective abraders, answer for the same as a subtrac-

tive quantity.’ Those deduced from an affirmative dividend, being treated

in the same manner, become the results of a negative dividend/

60. A half stanza. The intelligent calculator should take a like quo-

tient [of both divisions] in the abrading of the numbers for the multiplier

and quotient [sought].’

number less than the divisor, and separately by the^complement of this multiplier to the divisor,

both products being divided by the divisor, should the one have a positive remainder, the other will

want just as much to complete the amount of the divisor
; and the quotient of the one added to

that of the other [completed] will be equal to the dividend. Wherefore, if the quotient and mul-

tiplier for a negative additive be subtracted from their respective abraders, (the dividend and divi-

sor,) the differences will be the quotient and multiplier for a positive additive, and conversely,

(§ 57 and 59). Caisiii^.

* Oat/esa on Lil6fcatU

* The quotient at the same time found will be the true one.—

G

an . on Lil. In the former instance,

the quotient as found was to be multiplied by the common measure.

—

Ibid. If the dividend and

additive be abridged, while the divisor remains unchanged, it is plain, that the quotient will be an

abridged one, and must be multiplied by the common measure to raise the qut)iient for the original

numbers. In like manner, if the divisor and additive be reduced to least terms, while the dividend

is retained unaltered, the multiplier thence deduced must be taken into the common measure.

If separate common measures be applicable to both, viz. dividend and additive, the multiplier and

quotient, as thence found in an abridged form, must be multiplied by the common measures respec-

tively. Crishn. on Vy.

SuRYADASA dirccts the multiplier alone to be found by this abbreviated method, and then to

use the multiplier thence deduced for finding the quotient. See Sx/r. on LU.

* See the beginning of note (*) to § 56; and the note (') to § 57. See also the authors remark

after §€7 .

A change of the sign in the dividend has the like effect on the results ; and the complement of

the multiplier to the divisor, and that of the quotient to the dividend, are the multiplier and quo-

tient adapted to the dividend with an altered sign. See the sequel of this stanza. § 59*

This second half of the stanza is not inserted in the UlAvati, CHfsiiNA, the commentator of

ihe Vlja-Ganita^ notices with censure a variation in the reading of the text ;
“ Those deduced from

a negative dividend, being treated in the same manner, become the results of a negative divisor.”

’ The rule is applicable when the addftive quantity exceeds the dividend and divisor.
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61/ But the multiplier and quotient may be found as before, the additive

quantity being [first] abraded by the divisor; the quotient, however, must

haw added to it the quotient obtained in the abrading of the additive.

But, in the case of a subtractive quantity, it is subtracted.

62.

‘ Or the dividend and additive being abraded by the divisor, the mub
tiplicr may thence be found as before; and the quotient fiom it, by multi-

plying the dividend, adding the additive, and dividing by the divisor.*

63. If there be no additive quantity, or if the lulditivc l>c measured by

the divisor, the multiplier may be considered as cipher, and the quotient as

the additive divided by the divisor.*

64. Haifa stanza. The multiplier and quotient, being added to their

* This stanza, omitted in the greatest part of the collated copies of the Lil6vatl and by most of

its commentators, occurs in all copies of the Vija^gunitUf and is noticed by the commentators of the

algebraic treatise.

* If the divisor be contained in the additive, this is abraded by it, and the remainder is employed

as a new additive (§6'l). Here the additive is composed of two portions or terms: one a multiple

of the divisor; the other the rcmuiitder or new additive : from llie latter the multiplier is found j

such, that, multiplying the dividend by it, and adding the reduced additive, the sum, divided by the

divisor, yields no remainder. The other portion of the additive, being a multiple of the divisor, of

course yields none: but the quotient is increased by as many times as the divisor is contained in it,

if it be positive ;
or reduced by as much, if it be negative.

If both dividend and additive contain the divisor, abrade both by it, and use the remainder as

dividend and additive ; whence find the multiplier : which will be the same as for the wliolc num-

bers; and the proof is similar, grounded on considering the dividend as composed of two portions.

The quotient, however, is regularly deduced by the process at large of multiplying the dividend by

the multiplier, adding the additive, and dividing by the divisor (§6'2). Or it nniy be deduced from

the quotient that is found w ith the multiplier, by adding to that quotient, or subtracting from it,

the sum or the difference (according as the additive was positive or negative) of the dividend taken

into the multiplier and the additive, both divided bv the divisor. This last mode U unnotice«l by

the author, being complex.
Cnfsiiw.

^ If the additive be nought, multiply the dividend by ndught, the product is nought, which being

divided by the divisor, the quotient is nought, and no remainder. If the additive be a ihultiple of

the divisor, multiply the dividend by nought, the product is nought; and the operation it confined

to the division of the additive by the divisor. Being a multiple of it, there is no remainder ;
and

the ijuotient of this division is the quotient sought. Caftiiif*

Y
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respective [abrading] divisors multiplied by assumed numbers,' become*mani-

fold>

/
65. Example. Say quickly, mathematician, what is that multiplier, by

which two hundred and twenty-one being multiplied, and sixty-five added

to the product, the sum divided by a hundred find ninety-five becomes cleared

(giving no residue).?

Additive 65.
Statement: Dividend 221

Divisor 195

Here the dividend and divisor being divided reciprocally ;
the dividend,

divisor and additive, reduced to their least terms by the last of the remain-

ders 13, become Dividend 17 . ,
,...

Divisor 15
Additive 5.

The reduced dividend and divisor being mutually divided, and the quo-

tients put one under the other, the additive under them, and cipher at the

bottom, the series which results is 1

7
6
0

Multiplying by the penult the number above it and proceeding as di-

rected [§ 56], the two quantities obtained are 40
35

These being abraded by the reduced dividend and divisor 17 and 15, the

quotient and multiplier are found 6 and 5. Or, adding to them arbitrary

multiples of their abraders, the quotient and multiplier are 23, 20; or 40,

35, &c.

66. Example. If thou be expert in the investigation of such questions,

' To arbitrary multiples of the divisors used in abrading the pair of terms, from which they are

deduced as residues of a division ; in other words, multiples of the reduced dividend and divisor

which had been used as divisors of the pair of terms.

* Additive apart, if the multiplier be equal to a multiple of the. divisor, the quotient will be an

equimultiple of the dividend. Wherefore, if additive be null, the multiplier is cipher (§ 63) with

or without a multiple of the divisor added; and the corresponding quotient will be cipher with a

like multiple of the dividend : and generally, the multiplier and quotient having been found for

any given additive, dividend and divisor, equitnuljtiples of the divisor and dividend may be respec-

tively added to the multiplier and quotient. See CafsHN.
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ten me tlie precise multipUcr, by which a hundred being multiplied, with

ninety addfed to the product or subtracted from it, the sum or the difference

maj^ be divisible by sixty-three wthout a remainder.

Statement: Dividend 100
Divisor 63

Here the series is 1 And*
1

!

2

2
1

90
0

Additive or subtractive 90.

the quotient and multiplier found as before

are 30 and 18.

Or the dividend and additive being reduced by tlie common measure ten,

the statement is Dividend 10

Divisor 63
Additive 9,

The series is 0
6
3

And the multiplier comes out 45. The quotient is here not

9
0

to be taken. As the quotients in tliis scries arc an odd number, the multi-

plier 45 is to be subtracted from its abrader 63; and the multiplier thus

found is the same 18. The dividend being multiplied by that multiplier,

and the additive quantity being added, and the sum divided by the divisor,

the quotient found is 30.

Or the divisor and additive are reduced by the common measure nine:

Dividend 100 The series then is 14 The multiplier thence

Divisor 7 * 3
10

0

deduced is 2: which multiplied by the common measure 9, makes the

same 18.

Or, the dividend and additive are reduced, and further the divisor and ad-

ditive, by common measures. Dividend 10
j

Divisor 7

Proceeding as before, the series is 1 Hence the multiplier is found 2;

I

0
Y 2
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which multiplied by the common meaitureof the divisor and additive (viz. 9)

becomes the same 18. Whence, by multiplication and division, the quo-

tient is found 30. ’ ^ ^

f

Or, adding to the quotient and multiplier arbitrary multiples of their divi-

sors, the quotient and multiplier arc 130, 81 ; ^30, 144, &c.
‘

67. Example. Tell me, mathematician, the multipliers severally, by

which tlie negative number sixty being multiplied, and three being added to

the product, or subtracted from it, the sum or difference may be divided by

thirteen without remainder.^

Statement: Dividend 60 a 1 Vi.- / 1 i. 4.- \r,

Divisor 1 3
Additive (or subtractive) 3.

Found as before* for an affirmative dividend and positive additive quantity,

the multiplier and quotient are 1 1 and 5 1 . These, subtracted from their

abraders 13, 60, give for a negative dividend and positive additive [§ 59] 2, 9.

These again, subtracted from their abraders 13, 60, give for a negative divi-

dend and negative additive 11, 51. “ Those (the multiplier and quotient)

deduced from an affirmative dividend, being treated in the same manner,

become results of a negative dividend.’' (§ 59). This has been by me spe-

cified to aid the 'comprehension of the dull : for it followed else from the

rule, “ The multiplier and quotient, as found for an additive quantity, being

subtracted from their i*espcctive abraders, answer for the same as a subtrac-

tive ([uantity :” [ibid.] since the addition of negative and affirmative is pre-

cisely subtraction. Accordingly taking the dividend, divisor and additive

as all positive, the multiplier and quotient are to be found : they arc results

of an additive quantity. Subtracting them from their abraders, they are'

to be rendered results of a negative quantity.

If either the dividend or its divisor become negative, the quotients of re-

ciprocal division would be to be stated as negative: which is a needless trou-

ble. Were it so done, one (cither dividend or divisor) becoming negative,

* This stanza differs from one in the L\l6vat\ 257) in the amount of the additive or subtractive

quantity; and in specifying the sign of the dividend. It comprises two examples: the additive

being either negative or positive.

* The series whence the pair of numbers% 2 * which abraded give Oi « ;

and, the quotients being uneven in number, they are subtracted from their abraders ” and yield

tlie quotient and multiplier 5J, 11. CafsHN.
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tf,ere «ro«U be emr m the quotient [«.<! multiplief] tinder the lut men-

tioned rultf (^64>

68 Example. By what number being multiplied will eighteen, having

ten added to the product, or ten subtracted from it, yieW an exact quotient,

being divided by the negative number eleven:*

Statement-. Dividend 18 Additive (or subtractive) 10.

Her. the div^Wng Led - tUbrntatit^ the— ipber »d

are 8, 14. Tlie diysor being ‘"P''''’
,,ivi»r i. 8, li-

must be considered to iiavc bccoiiic i
.

_ midtinlier and

The same, being subtractei IVon, then abntde.s, betome I

quotient for the negative additive ; 3, 4.

ference may be divided by three witliout remamdti.

Statement: Dividend 5 ^jaitive (or subtractive) 23.

• ,
• “"T atnl the pair of numbed found a. before is 4d

Here the series is 1 and me pa *3

23

Tl,e« are to be abr.d«l by the 'lo idend »d

being abraded by three the '
„„T.eee|..e.l: but, nn-

dve,L quotient tr.uid J only, . Thus the muiti..

der the rule for taking a I kc “ 0
^

,

plicr and quotient are found ,
•

negative quantity come out 1, 0.

Ld quotient answering to the ^m
^

3, the quotietit may

Added to arbitrary multiples o
,inn,arc7 4, &c. So in every [similar]

be affirmative, the mnUipher and quotient aie 4,

“or, applying another rule « 61), Ae sutement is DW. 4 Ahiaded
^

1 Th. error «ould be in the

‘ An example not iuKrted in the LMvat,. i

Cafaiix'.
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•

The multiplier and quotient hence fpundas before are 2, 4. Thes^ sub-

tracted from their respective divisors, give 1,1; as answering to the subtrac-

tive quantity. The quotient obtained in abrading the additive being added,

the result is 2, 11, answering to the additive quantity^ or subtraction being

made, 1, 6, answering to the subtractive ; or (adding..thereto twice the divi-

sors, to obtain an affirmative quotient,) 7, 4.

70. Example. Tell me, promptly, mathematician, -the multiplier, by

which five being multiplied and added to cipher, or added to sixty-five, the

division by thirteen shall in both cases be without remainder.

Divided 5

There being no additive quantity, the multiplier and quotient are 0, 0; or

13,5.

Additive 65.
Statement : Dividend 5

Divisor 13

By the rule (§ 63) the multiplier is cipher, and the quotient is the additive

divided by the divisor, 0, 5 ; or 13, 10, &c.

7l. Rule for a constant pulverizer:* Unity being taken for the additive

quantity, or for the subtractive, the multiplier and quotient, which may be

tlience deduced, being severally multiplied by an arbitrary additive or sub-

tractive,* and abraded by the respective divisors, will be the multiplier and

quotient for such assumed quantity.’

In the first example (§ 65) the statement of the reduced dividend and divi-

»r,with«ldif.veunity,isDivi*nd 17 ^HdUive 1. Here tl,c multiplier and

* A rule which is of especial use in astronomy.—Crisk n. Sub. See Algebra of Brahme-
OUPTA, §9—12, and§S5.

*
If the arbitrary additive be positive, the multiplier and quotient, as found for additive unity,

are to be multiplied by the arbitrary affirmative additive. If it be negative, those found for sub-

tractive unity arc to be multiplied by the arbitrary subtractive, or negative additive. Ckishn.
* The rule may be explained by that of proportion: if unity as the additive (or subtractive)

quantity give this multiplier and this quotient, what will the assumed additive (or subtractive)

quantity yield f Crishn.
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quotient are found 7, 8. These, multiplied by an assumed additive five, and

abqtded by the respective divisors, give for the additive 5, the multiplier and

quotient 5, 6.

Next, unity being the subtractive quantity, the multiplier and quotient,

thence found, are 8, 9- These, nmltiplied by five and abraded by their re*

spective divisors, give 10, 11. So in every [similar] case.

Of this method of investigation great use is made in the computation of

planets.' On that account something is here said [by way of instance.]
!

73. Let the remainder of seconds be made the subtractive quantity, jixty

the dividend, and terrestrial days the divisor. The quotient deduced there*

from will be the seconds; and the multiplier will be the remainder of mi-

nutes. From this again the minutes and remainder of degrees arc found:

and so on upwards. In like - manner, from the remainder of exceeding

months and deficient days, may be found the solar and lunar days.*

* It is less employed in popular questions, where the dividend and divisor arc variable. Bui,

in astronomy, where additive or subtractive quantities vary, while the dividend and divisor are con-

stant, this method is in frequent use. See CRfsiii/*

* By the rule for finding the place of a planet {SirCmanu § .50) whole number of elapsed days,

multiplied by the revolutions in the great period catpay and divi<j|‘d by the number of terrestrial

days in a ca/pa, gives the past revolutions: the residue is the remainder of resolutions j which, mul-

tiplied by twelve and divided by terrestrial days in a calpay gives the signs: the balance is remain-

der of signs
;
and multiplied by thirty, and divided by terrestrial days, gives the degrees: the over-

plus is remainder of degrees ; and multiplied by sixty, and divided by terrestrial days, gives minutes,

•the surplus is remainder of minutes; and this again, multiplied by sixty, and divided by terrestrial

days, gives seconds: and what remains is residue of seconds. Now, by inversion, to find the pla-

net's place from the remainder of seconds: if the remainder of seconds be deducted from the

remainder of minutes multiplied by sixty, then the difference divided by terrestrial days will yield

no residue : but the remainder of minutes being unknown, its multiple by sixty is so a fortiori:

however, remainder of minutes multiplied by sixty, and sixty multiplied by remainder of minutet,

are equal; for there is no difference whether quantities be multiplicalor or multiplicand to each

other. Therefore sixty, multiplied by remainder of minutes, and having remainder of seconds sub-

tracted from the product, will be exactly divisible by* terrestrial days without residue; and the

quotient will be seconds. Now, in the problem, sixty and the remainder of seconds [as also the

terrestrial days in a calpa] are known : and thence to find the remainder of minutet, a multiplier if

to be sought, such that sixty being multiplied by it, and the subtractive quantity (remainder of se-

conds) being taken from the product, the diflferenco may be divisible by lerrestriyl days without

residue; and this precisely is matter for investigation of (adiacaj the pulverising multiplier.

CKfsilV.
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The finding of the [place of the] planet and the elapsed days, ftofm the

remainder of seconds in the planet’s place, is thus shown. It is* as foll(|ws.

Sixty is there made the dividend; terrestrial days, the divisor; and the re-

mainder of seconds, the subtractive quantity : with which the multiplier and

quotient are to be found. The quotient will be seconds; and the multiplier,

the remainder of minutes. From this remainder of minutes taken [as the

subtractive quantity] the quotient cleduced will be minutes; and the multi-

plier, the remainder of degrees. The residue of degrees is next the subtrac-

tive quantity; terrestrial days, the divisor; and thirty, the dividend: the

quotient will be degrees; and the multiplier, the remainder of signs. Then

twelve is made the dividend; terrestrial days, the divisor; and the remainder

of signs, the subtractive quantity : the quotient will be signs; and the multi-

plier, the remainder of revolutions. Lastly, the revolutions in a calpa become

the dividend; terrestrial days, the divisor; and the remainder of revolutions,

the subtractive quantity : the quotient will be the elapsed revolutions; and

the multiplier, the number of elapsed days. Examples of this occur [in the

i^ir6mant\ in the chapter of the [three] problems.^

In like manner the exceeding months in a calpa are made the dividend;

solar days, the divisor; and the remainder of exceeding months, the subtrac-

tive quantity: the quotient will be the elapsed additional months;* and the

multiplier, the elapsed solar days. So the deficient days in a yuga^ are made

the dividend; lunar days, the divisor; and the remainder of deficient days,

the subtractive quantity: the quotient will be the elapsed fewer days;^ and

the multiplier, the elapsed lunar days.

73. Rule for a conjunct pulverizer:^ If the divisor be the same, and the

multipliers various [two or more*]; then, making the sum of those multi-

* Prasn&*d^hy6ya; meaning the Tripra»nd*d*hy6ya of the astronomical portion of the Sirumani.

^ The excess of lunar above solar months.

* Yuga is here an error of the transcriber for calpa; or has been introduced by the author to

intimate, that the method is not restricted to time calculated by the calpOy but also applicable

when the calculation is by the yxtga or any other astronomical period. Carsiix.

This reading, however, does not occur in copies of the LUdvatif though it do in all collated ones

of the Vya-ganita: nor is it noticed by the commentators of the Lildvati,

* Difference between elapsed lunar and terrestrial days.

* See LUdvatif § 265,

* CaiaiiN. on Fj;'. and Gan. on LiL
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pliers the dividend, and the sum of the remainders a single remainder ; and

apjplying Che foregoing method of investigation, the precise multiplier so

foi^id^ is denominated a conjunct one.

74. Exam[>le. What quantity is it, which multiplied by five, and di-

vided by sixty-three, gives a residue of seven; and the same multiplied by

ten and divided by sixty-three, a remainder of fourteen ? declare the uuinlRM'.

Here the sum of the multipliers is made the dividend; and the sum of the

residues, a subtractive quantity ; and the statement is Divd. 15
21

Divr. 63 ^

Proceeding as before, the multiplier is found 14. It is precisely the num-

ber required.

’ As, putting the multiplicand for dividend, the multiplier b lound by the inveUigation which

is the subject of this chapter; so, making the muliiplicator dividend, the multiplier found hy the

investigation is multiplicand, in like manner ns sixty is made dividend, in the foregoing instance

72). Then, as the given quantity, being lessened by subtraction ol an amount equal to the resi-

due of the division of it by the divisor after multiplication by one of the muUiplicators, becomes

exactly divisible ; so, by parity of reasoning, it does, when lessened by the subtraction of the

respective remainders, which the whole number yields, being severally multiplied by the rest of the

multiplicators and divided by the divisor. And generally, if the divisor he the same, then, os the

quantity, severally multiplied by the multiplicators and lessened by the respective remainders,

becomes exactly divisible by the divisor; so it does, when, being severally multiplied, the mullU

p\cs are added together and the sum is lessened by the aggregate of remaindem. Now the quantity

multiplied by the sum of the multiplicators is the same as if severally multiplied by the mullipli-

cators and the multiples then added together. Therefore the sum of the multiplicators it taken

for a multiplicator [and employed as a dividend;! and the aggregate of the remainders b received

for a remainder [and employed as subtractive or additive.] Crisiin.

2



CHAPTER III.

AFFECTED SQUARE:

SECTION L

75—81 . Six and a half stanzas. Rules for investigating the square-

root of a quantity with additive unity : Let a number be assumed, and

be termed the “least” root.* That number, which, added to, or sub-

tracted from, the product of its square by the given coefficient,’ makes

the sum (or difference) give a square-root, mathematicians denominate

* Varga-pracriti or Crtti-pracrUi ; from varga or crUi, square, and pracrUif nature or principle^.

‘ This branch of computation is so denominated, either because the square of ydvat or of another

symbol is (pracrXti) the subject of computation; or because the calculus is concerned with the

number which is (pracrUt) the subject affecting the square oi ya or other symbol. The number,

that is (pracrUi) the subject in respect of such square, is intended by the term. It is the mul-

tiplier of the square of the unknown : and therefore, in this investigation of a root, the multiplier

of the square is signified by the word pracrUi,* Crishn.

.See § 185; the author's own comment on that and on § 187 and § 171* In one p\&ce pracr'iti

is applied by him to the square affected by the coefficient ;
in the other it is. declared to intend the

coefficient affecting the square. The commentator Suryadasa interprets it in the first sense

(note on § 195) ; and Crishna, in the latter. (Vide supra).

‘ The method here taught subserves the solution of certain problems producing quadratic equa-

tions that involve more than one unknown term.' Crish?/.

* Hrosw^f CQnisht*h(ty or loghuj (mfila;) the ** least" root ; so denominated with refeience to

additive quantities, though it may exceed the other root, when the quantity is subtractive (a ne-

gative additive) and is comparatively large. See Crishn.

* PracM or gufia; the given coefficient fancaj and multiplier (gyM) affecting the square.

See a preceding note, and Chap. 7.
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a po^tive or a negative additive and they call that root the greatest**

on^.®

t

76. Having set down the “least” and “greatest** roots and the additive,

and having placed under them the same or others,* in the same order, many

roots are to be deduced from them by composition.^ Wherefore their com-

position is propounded.
,

77. The “greatest” and “least** roots are to be reciprocally multiplied

crosswise and the sum of the products to be taken for a least mot. The

product of the two [original] “ least** iwts being multiplied by the given

coeflficient, and the product of the “greatest** roots being added thereto, the

sum is the corresponding greatest root; and the product of the additives

will be the [new] additive.

78. Or the difference of the products of the multiplication crosswise of

greatest and least roots may be taken for a “ least** root : and the difference

between the product of the two [original] least roots multiplied together

and taken into the coefficient, and the product of the greatest roots multi-

plied together, will be the corresponding “greatest*' root : and here also the

additive will be the product of the two [origiiialj-^additives.

79. Let the additive divided by the square of an assumed number, be a

* Csh^pOf an additive either positive or negative : a quantity superinduced, either affirmative or

negative, and consequently additive or subtractive. See chap. 2, §53 ct passim. Li/, ch. 11,

§ 248.

* Jjjhhi'hay the “ greatest'" roof, contradistinguished from Canuht'ltn, the least root ; although

it may in some cases be less, when cahepacoy or additive, is negative.—Cftfsn.v. Provided

this subtractive quantity be large and the coefficient small.

* That is, other roots for the same coefficient affecting the square. Clifwiie'.

* Bhdxand, composition, or making right* by combination. It is twofold ; 1st. ySga-bhAvand,

or tamAta-hkdvand, composition by the sum of the |>foduct5 (§ 77)

;

2d. antaraMdvand, or tiMhha-

hhdvand, composition by the difference (§ 78). Recourse is hod to the first, when large roots are

•ought; to the second, when small arc required. CiiisMi/.

* Vajrdbhydmy multiplication crosswise or zigzag. From vajray lightning or the thunderbolt,

and Mydsay reciprocal multiplication. It is oblique multiplication (tiryag-gutiana).

Si r. and Cnfiurf.

• Bhdvayati, iidfCha^atiHi (tmkei iighi). Cirfanw.

Z 2
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new additive ;
and the roots, divided by that assumed number, will be the

corresponding roots. Or the additive being multiplied [by the square], |he

roots must, in like manner, be multiplied [by the number put]. •

8b

—

81 . Or divide the double of an assumed number by. the difference

between the square of that assumed number and the given coefficient; and

let the quotient be taken for the “ least’' root, when one is the additive

quantity
;
and from that find the greatest” root. Here [the solutions are]

infinite, as well from [variety of] assumptions, as from [diversity of] com-

position. ‘

‘ The principle of the first rule (§ 75,) as observed by the commentator CafsHNA-BHAi^TA, is

too evident to require demonstration. That of § 79 is used by him in demonstrating the others,

and is thus given : A square, multiplied or divided by a square, yields still a square. If both

sides of the equation (L*. coeff. + A = G*) be multiplied or divided by the square of any assumed

number, equality continues. Now, as the squares of the “ least” and “ greatest” roots are here

multiplied by the square of the assumed number, the factor of those roots themselves will be the

simple number put.

The demonstration of § 77, which is given in words at length, joined with a cumbrous notation

of the algebraical expressions, may be thus abridged : To distinguish the two sets, let L, G and A
represent one set; I, g and a the other; and C the given coefficient. Then, under §79» putting

g for the assumed number, another set is deduced from the first, L.g,G.g, A.g*. Whence C.L*.g*-f

A.g*=G*.g’. Substitute for g* its value C.l*-fa; and the additive A.g* becomes A.C1.*-1- A.a;

and, substituting in the first terra for A its value G*— C.L*, it becomes C.G*.l*—C*.L.*l*-f A*.a.

Hence the equation C.L*.g*+C.G*.l*—C*.L*.l’-f A.a=G*.g*; whence, transposing the negative

term and adding or subtracting 2C.L.G.l.g; the result is C.(L.g+l.G)*+ A.a=(G.g;;f C.L.l)*. Sec

§78.

The concluding rule § 80—81 is thus proved by the same commentator: * Twice an assumed

number being put for the “ least” root (§ 75) its square is four times the square of that assumed

number. The point is to find a quantity such, that being added to this quadruple sejuare taken

into the given coefficient, the sum may be a square. Now the diflerence between the square of

the sum of two quantities and four times their product is the square of their difference. Therefore

four times the square of the assumed number, multiplied by the given coefficient, and added to

the square of the difference [between the square of the assumed number and the coefficient,] must

of course give a square-root. Thus the “ least” root is twice the number assumed ; and the addi-

tive quantity is the square of the difference between the square of the assumed number and the

coefficient. But, by the condition of the problem, the additive quantity must be unity. Divide

therefore, under § 79, by the square of the difference, at the same time dividing the root by the

simple difference between the square of the assumed number and the given coefficient.' CRfsiiN.

* CmsHNA-BiiATTA puti thc symboU pro, d co, djyif d esh^, dwi ca, dxvijyd, and dwi initial ayllabies of praenti

coofHcieut affecting the square, ddi/a first and dwitlya second, canithVha\tut,Jydikt'ha greatest (root) and eshdpa additive*
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82. • Example. What square, multiplied by eight, and having one
added to the product, will be a square? Declare it, mathematician! Or
what square, multiplied by eleven, and having one added to the product,

will be a square, my friend ?

Statement on Example 1st: C 8 A 1.

Here putting unity for the assumed “ least'’ root, the greatest” root is

three, and additive one. Statement of tliem for composition :

C 8 L 1 G 3 A 1

11 g 3 a 1

By the rule
[§ 77j the first least” root 1, multiplied by the second

“ greatest root 3, gives the product 3. The second least” root, by the

first “ greatest,” gives the like product. Their sum is 6. Let this be the

least” root. The product of the two less” roots 1, being multiplied by

the given coefficient 8, and added to the product of the two “ greater”

roots 9, makes 17. This will be the “ greater” root. The product of the

additives will he tlic additive 1.

Statement of the former roots and additive, with these, for composition

:

C 8 L 1 G 3 A 1

I 6 g 17 a 1

Here, by composition, the roots are found L 35" G 99 A 1 ; and so on,

indefinitely, by means of composition.

Statement on Example 2cl : Putting unity for the assumed “ least,” and

subtracting two from the square of that multiplied by the given coefficient

11, the “greater” root is 3. Hence the statement for composition is

C 11 L 1 G 3 A 2

1 I g 3 a ‘i

Proceeding as before, the roots for aclditivc 4 are LG G 20 A 4.

Then, by the rule § 79, putting two for tlic assumed number, the roots for

unity additive are found L 3 G 10 A Hence, by composition of like

sets,* the “least” and “ greatest” roots arc found iGO G 199 ^1*

manner, an indefinite number of roots may be deduced.

• T(dya~bh6van6

;

the combining of like sets. Whatever may have been the additive quantity

first found, and whether it were positive or negative, the combination <»f like seh raises the addi-

tive to a square; and then, under § 79, assuming a number equal to the root of that square, and

dividing the additive by that square, the additive is reduced to unity, and the roots answering to

it arc found by division.
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• Or, putting unity for the “ least” root, the two roots for additive five are

found L 1 G 4 A 5. Whence, by composition of like sets, L 8 Q 27

A 25; From this, by § 79, putting live for the assumed number, the foots

for additive unity are found L ^ G ^ A \.

Statement of these with the preceding, for composition: LS G 10 Al
If g V a 1

From composition by the sum, roots are deduced L ‘ G ‘‘f* A 1.

Or, under rule § 78 ; from composition by the dilFerence, they come out

Z G f A 1. And so on, in numerous ways.

The roots for unity as the additive, may be found by another process, un-

der § 80. Here, putting three for the assumed number, and proceeding as

directed, the “ least” root comes out 6. Viz. assumed number 3. Its square

9. Given coefficient 8. Their difference 1. Twice the assumed number

6, divided by that difference, is 6 ; the “ least” root: L 6. Its square 36;

multiplied by the given coefficient 8, is 288 ;
which, with one added, be-

comes 289 ; the root of which is 17, the “ greatest” root : G 17-

So, in the second example likewise, putting three for the assumed num-

ber, and proceeding as directed, the roots are found ; L3 G 10 A 1.

Thus, by virtue of [a variety of] assumptions, and by composition either

by sum or difference, an infinity of roots may be found.*

• A variety of additives is also found: but it is not noticed, because the problem is restricted to

additive unity. Crishn.
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83—86 . Rule for the cyclic method:* (completion of stanza 81
,
three

stanzas, and half another.) Making the “ least'" and greatest” roots and ad-

ditive,"* a dividend, additive and divisor, let the multiplier be thence

found.’ The square of that multiplier being subtracted from the given co-

efficient, or this coefficient being subtracted from that square, (so as die re*

mainder be small ;^) the remainder, divided by the original additive, is anew

additive; which is reversed if the subtraction be [of the square] from the

coefficient.’ The quotient corresponding to the multiplier [and found with

it] will he the ** least” root: whence the “ greatest” root may be deduced.*

With these, the operation is repeated, setting aside the former roots and ad-

ditive. This method mathematicians call that of the circle. Thus arc in-

tegral roots found with four, two, or one [or other number,^ for] additive:

' Chacr<rvAh, a circle; especially the horizon. 'Use method is so denominated because it pro-

ceeds as in a circle: finding from the roots (“ greatest" and “ least") a multiplier and a quotient

(by Chapter 2) ;
and thence new roots ;

whence again a multiplier and a (quotient, and roots from

them; and so on in a continued round.

* Previously found by § 75. Cafsiiv.

* By the method of the pulverizer (cuUaca), Ch. 2.,

* If the coefficient exceed the square of the multiplier, subtract this from the coefiicient; but,

if the coefficient be least, subtract it from (he square : but so, os either way the residue be small.

—SuR. Else another multiplier is to be sought, by Ch. 2.

* If the square of the multiplier were subtracted from the coefficient, the sign of the new addi-

tive is reversed ; if affirmative, it becomes negative ; if negative, it is changed to positive.

, Su R. and CnfsHN.

* It is deduced from the “ least" root and additive by the conditions of the problem : or, if re-

quired, without the extraction of a root, by this following rule. ‘ The original “ greatest" root,

multiplied by the multiplier, is added to the “ least" root multiplied by the given coefficient ; ami

the sura is divided by the additive.' CrismV.

’ With four, two or one, additive or subtractive; or with some other numlxT. CnfsHH.
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and composition serves to deduce roots for additive unity, from those which

answer to the additives four and two [or other number.]' *
^

•

87. Example : What is the square, which, being multiplied by sixty-

seven, and one being added to the product, will yield a square-root? and

what is that, which multiplied by sixty-one, with unity added to the pro-

duct, -will do so likewise? Declare it, friend, if the method of the affected

square be thoroughly spread, like a creeper,* over thy mind.

Statement of Example 1st: (Putting unity for the “least” root, and ne-

gative three for the additive.) C 67 Ll G8 As.

Making the “ least” root the dividend, the “ greatest” root the additive,

and the additive the divisor, the statement for the operation of finding the

multiplier (Ch. 2) is Dividend
1 Ajjdjtive 8

Divisor' 3

Here, by the rule § 61, the series is 0; and the quotient and multiplier

2
0

are found 0 ;
which, as the number of quotients [in the series] is uneven,

2

must be subtracted from the abraders (§ 57) leaving 1 ;
and the quotient

1

obtained in the abrading of the additive is to be added (§ 61) to the quo-

tient here found ;
making the quotient and multiplier 3 Since the divisor

is negative, the quotient is considered so too (§ 68) ;
and the quotient and

multiplier are 3 Then the square of the multiplier I, being subtracted from

1

the given coefficient 67, leaves 66 ; which, however, is not a small remainder.

Putting therefore negative two for the assumed number by § 64, and mul-

tiplying by that the negative divisor 3, and adding the product to the mul-

tiplier, a new multiplier is found : viz. 7. Its square 49 being subtracted

• If the additive be already a square integer, the problem of finding the robts that answer to

additive unity is at once.solved by § 79- Else raise it to a square by the combination of like sets,

and then proceed by that rule. If the roots so found be not integral, repeat the method of the

circle, until the roots come out in whole numbers. Ckishs.

* As a climbing plant spreads over a tree.
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from ^he coefficient 67, the remainder 18, divided by the original ^ditive

3, fields 6; the sign of which is reversed, as the subtraction was of the

square of the multiplier from the coefficient; and it thus becomes 6 positive.

The quotient answering to the multiplier, viz. i, is the ‘‘ least ' root.

Whether this be negative or affirmative, makes no difference in the further

operation. It is noted then as 5 positive. Its square being multiplied by

the coefficient, and six being added to the product, and the square-root

being extracted, the ‘‘greater” root comes out 41.

Statement of these again for a further investigation of a pulverizer:

Dividends a i li.-

Divisor 6
Additive 41.

Here the multiplier is found, 5. Its square, subtracteil from tlm eoctli-

cient, leaves 42 ; which, divided by the original additive 6, yields 7 ;
the

sign whereof is reversed because the subtraction was from the coefficient

;

and the new atlditivc comes out 7. The quotient answering to the multi-

plier is the “ least” root, 11. Hence the “greatest” root is deduced, 90.

Statement of these again for a further pulverizer: Divd. II

Div. 7

By the rule § 6l, the abraded additive becomes 6, and the multiplier is

found 5 ; and, since the products in the series arc uneven, it is subtracted

from its abrader, and tlie multiplier becomes 2. Its negative divisor (the

former additive) being negative (7) is multiplied by negative one (1) as-

sumed by § 64 and added to that multiplier, for a new multiplier 9; f^oiu

the square of which 81, subtracting the given coefficient 67, the remainder

14, divided by the original additive 7, gives the new additive 2. 'ilic (juo-

tient answering to the multiplier is the “ least” root 27 • whence the “ great-

est” root is found 221. From these, others arc to be deduced by combina-

tion of like sets.

Statement: L 27 O 221 A 2

1 27 g 221 a 2

Proceeding as directed, the roots are found L 11934 Cr 97684 A 4.

* —3^(1 X— 2).

A A
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These riJots divided by the root of the additive four, viz. S, give roots which

answer to additive unity ; L 5967 G 4884S A 1. '
^

Statement of Example 2d. C 6l L I G 8 A 3.

Statement for a pulverizer : Dividend
1 Addijjye g

Divisor 3

Proceeding as before, by §6l, and putting ^wo for the assumed number

(§ 64) the multiplier is found 7. Whence roots, answering to the negative

additive four, are deduced L 5 G 39 A 4. Thence, by § 79> roots are

found for subtractive unity, L-^ GV A i. Statement of these for com-

position L ^ G V A i

From them are deduced roots answering to additive unity L G^
A 1.

Statement of these ^in, with, roots answering to subtractive unity, for

composition L
-f

G A i

liii gi^ a 1

Hence integral roots answering to subtractive unity are obtained L 3805

G 29718 A i. From these; by combining like sets, roots for additive

unity come out (in whole numbers) L226153980 G 1766319049 A 1.
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MISCELLANEOUS RULES.

88—89.‘ Rule If the multiplier [that is, .coeflicient aftecting; the

square] be not the sum of [two] squares, when unity is subtractive, the in-

stance proposed is imperfect.* The instance being correctly put, let unity

twice set down be divided by the roots of the [component] scpiares : and

the quotients be taken as two “ least'' roots answering to subtractive unity

* Conclusion of a preceding stanta ^86; one complete stanea; and beginning of another.

* Where unity is subtractive, to discriminate impossible coses; and to solve the problem by

another method, in those which are possible.
,

Ch(huv,

^ Undeserving of regard.—

S

ur, The square of no number multiplied by such a coefficient, can,

after subtraction of unity, be an exact square. Cafsnif.

•The subtractive unity is a square number* ' Now a negative** additive may be a square number

if the square of the ** least" root being multiplied by the coefficient comprise two squares ; for

then, one square being subtracted, the other remains to yield a square>root. But, for this end, it

is necessary that the coefficient should have consisted of the sum of two squares ; for, as a square

multiplied by a square is a square, the square of the “ least" root being multiplied by the two

square component portions of the coefficient, the two multiples will be squares and component

portions of the product. Ca

In explanation of the principle of this rule, Su'ryadasa cites a maxim, that taking contiguous

aritbmeticals, or next following terms in arithmetical progression increasing by unity, twice tbo

sum of the squares less one will be a square number.

^ The square of a “ least" root, [putting any number for the root at pleasure;] multiplied by

either component square portion of the coefficient, will answer for a negative additive : for, tbo

square of the “ leasl" root being severally multiplied by the squares of which the sum is the co-

efficient, the two products added together arc the square of the “ least” root multiplied by the

coefficient; and, if from that be subtracted the square of the same multiplied by either portion of

the coefficient, the remainder will be the square of the tamo multiplied by the other square por-

tion of the coefficient ; and of course will yield a square-root. Now to deduce from this, roots

answering to subtractive unity ;
put for the assumed number by ^ 79 the “ least" root [any how

assumed as above] multiplied by the root of cither component square portion of the coefficient, and

A A 2
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and thei* correspondent ** greatest” roots may thence be deduced. On two

roots serving for subtractive unity may be found in the maimer before

shown.
^

go. Example. Say what square, being multiplied by thirteen, with one

subtracted from the product, will be a square number? Or what square,

being multiplied by eight, with one taken from the product, will yield a

root ?

In the first of these instances, the coefficient is the sum of the squares of

two and three. Therefore let unity divided by two be a ‘‘ least” root for

subtractive unity, From the square of that, multiplied by the coefficient,

.and diminished by the subtraction of unity, the corresponding “ greatest”

root is deduced, . Or let unity divided by three be the “ least” root, J

.

Hence the ‘‘ greatest” root is found
-J.

Or let the least” root be 1 ;
from

the square of which, multiplied by the coefheient, and diminished by the

subtraction of four, the ‘‘ greatest” root comes out 3 . Statement of them,

in their order, L 1 G 3 A 4. By the rule § 79? roots answering to sub-

tractive unity arc hence found -} Or subtracting nine from the square

of the least” root multiplied by the coefficient, the “greatest” root comes

out: and roots are thence found [by §75—79] Li G • A i. Or by the

cyclic method (§ 83—86) integral roots may be deduced. Thus, putting

those “ least” and “greatest” roots and additive (§83) for the dividend,

additive and divisor, Dividend i Additive^-*
reducing them by the

Divisor 1

"

'

common measure half, Dividend I

^
the multiplier and quo-

Divisor 2
^

tient are found by investigation of the pulverizer (Ch. 2), I and 2. Here

putting negative unity for an assumed number, and adding its multiple of

the divisor to the multiplier, another multiplier is obtained, 3. Whence, by

the rule (§ 84), the additive comes out 4; and the quotient found with the

proceeding by that rule,
§ 79> the root answering to subtractive unity will be the “ leasV' root [be-

fore assumed] divided by the present assumed number, which is the same “ least’* root multiplied

by the root of a component portion of the coefficient. Reduce the numerator and denominator of

this fractional value to their least terms by their common measure, the “ least” root [before

assumed]
; the result is, for numerator, unity ; for denominator, the root of the component square

portion of the coefficient. CufsuN.
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multiplier, becomes the “ least” root 3 ; and from these the “ greatest” root

is deducetl^ 11. Hence also, by repeating the cyclic operation (§ 83 -84),

intcgial roots for subtractive unity arc found, L5 G 18 A i. Here, as

in every instance, an infinity of roots may be deduced by composition with

roots answering to unity.

In like manner, in the second example, where the given cocfiicieut is

eight, the ‘‘ least” and “greatest" roots, found as above, ajc L
J
G I A 1.*

91 . Example : What square, being multiplied by six, and having three

added to it, ‘will be a square number? or having twelve added? or with the

addition of seventy-five ? or with that of three hundred?

Here, putting unity for the “ least" root, the statement is C 6 1. 1 G 3

A 3. Then, by rule § 79i multiplying tlic rcH)ts by two, [and the additive

by its square four,] the roots answering for additive twelve come out

G 6 A l!2. So, by the same rule, multiplying by five, [and the additive by

twenty-five,] they are found for additive seventy-five, L5 G 15 A 75.

Also, multiplying by ten, [and the additive by a hundred,] they arc de-

duced for additive three hundred, L 10 Ci 30 A 300.

92

.

^ Many being cither additive or subtractive, corresponding roots may
^

be found [variously] according to the [operator’s^ own judgment : and from

tliem an infinity may be deduced, by composition with roots answering to

additive unity.'*

93. Rule / The multiplier [i.c. coefficient] being divided hy a square,

[and the roots answering to the abridged coefficient being thence found,*]

divide the “ least” root by the root of that s(|uarc.*

* Roots in whole numbers may be hence deduced by the cyclic method, CnfsiiK.

* Completion of one stanza § 89 and half of another.

* The preceding rule was unrestrictive. Finding by whatever means roots which answer for the

proposed additive, an infinity of them is afterward?* ihence deduciblc by composition with addilivr

unity and its correspondent roots : as the author here shows. Ciiisii n.

^ Applicable when the coefficient is measured by a square. Citiaiiw.

5 Crisiin.

‘ By parity, multiplying by any square the given coefficient, and finding the “ least" and

greatest" roots for such raised coefficient, jhe “ least” root so found must be multiplied l.ytli.

®
„ ,

CkisuN.
root of that square.
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94. £xampl« : half a stanza. Say what sqaare being multiplied by

thirty'two, with one added to the product, will yield a square-root ?

Statement : C S2. The least’' and ‘‘greatest” roots, found as before,

are L -L G 3 A 1. Or, by the present rule §93, the coefficfent 32 divided

by four, gives 8; to which the roots corresponding are found L 1 G 3 A 1

;

and dividing the “least” root by the root (2) of the square (4) by which the

coefficient was divided, the two roots for the coefficient thirty-two, comq

out G3 A 1.

Or, dividing the coefficient by sixteen, it gives 2; to which the roots

corresponding arc L 2 G 3 A 1 ; whence, dividing the “ least” root by the

square-root (4) of the divisor (16), the roots answering to the entire coeffi-

cient are deduced L*J- G3 Al.
Or, by the investigation of a pulverizer (Ch. 2) integral roots are obtained

(§ 83—86). L3 G l7 A 1.

95. Rule The additive,® divided by an assumed quantity, is twice set

down, and the assumed quantity is subtracted in one instance, and added

in the other : each is halved
;
and the first is divided by the square-root of

the multiplier [that is, coefficient.] The results are the “least” and

“ greatest” roots in their order.*

* Applicable when the coefficient is a square number. CRisH>f.

* The rule holds equally for a subtractive quantity : but with this difference, that the subtrac-

tion and addition of the number put are transposed to yield the “ least” and “ greatest” roots in

their order. Or the rule may be applied as it stands, observing to give the negative sign to the

additive ; but the “ least” and “ greatest” roots will in this manner come out negative. It is, there-

fore, preferable to transpose the operations of subtraction and addition of the assumed number.

Crishk.
^ The sepmre of the “ least” root being multiplied by a coefficient which also is a square, the

product will be a square number. The additive being added, if the sum too be a square, [square

of the “ greatest” root;] the additive must be the difference of the squares. Now the difference

of two squares, divided by the difference of the two simple quantities, will be their sum. Hence,

putting any assumed number for the difference, and dividing by it the additive equal to the differ-

ence of the squares, the quotient is the sum of the two quantities. Then, by the rule of concur-

rence (La7. § 55), the finding of the two quantiti^ is easy. The one is the “ greatest” root ; the

otlfcr is the “ least” root taken into the root of Ar coefficient. Tbenefore, by inversion, that

quantity, divided by the root of the coefficient, will be the “ least” root, Su'r. and Crisiin.
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96. • Example: What square, being multiplied nine, and having

fifty-two added to the product, will be square? or what square number, being

multiplied by four, and having thirtj-thice added, will be square?

Here, in the first example, the additive fifty-two being divided by an

assumed number twa, and the quotient set down twice, diminished and in-

creased by the assumed number and then halved, gives 12 and 14. The first

of these is divided by the square-root of the given coefficient; and the

“ least” and ‘‘greatest” roots are found, L 4 Cr 14.

Or dividing the additive 52 by four, they thus come out L I G
In the second example, dividing the additive thirty-tha'c by one put for

the assumed number, the “least” and “ greatest” roots arc in like man tier

deduced, L8 G 17. Or, putting three, they are L 2 t» 7.
‘

97. Example Declare what square multiplied by thirteen, and lessened

by subtraction of thirteen, or increased by -addition of the same number,

will be a square?

In the first example, coefficient 13. The “least” and “greatest” roots

found [for the subtractive quantity] arc L 1 G 0. Put an assumed number

3; and, by rule § 80—81, roots answering for additive unity arc found L
J*

G y. From these, by composition, roots answering to the negative add i-

tiv.e thirteen are deduced L y G y. From wTiich roots, corresponding

to the negative additive, together with these other roots L ^ G | answer-

ing to subtractive unity, by the method of composition by difference, roots

suited to additive thirteen arc obtained L ^ G y. Or by composition by

sum, they come out L 18 G 65.

98. Example:* Say what square, multiplied by negative five, with

twenty-one added to the product, will be a square number? if tijou know

the method for a negative coefficient.

Statement: C5 A21. *

Here, putting one, the roots arc 1 and 4. Or putting two, they are 2 and 1

.

' Thus, by varying the assumptions, an infinity of results may be obtained.

* To elucidate the case when the additive equals the coefficient.

» Showing, thatroots may be found, even m cases where the coefficient is negative,

CarsuV.

CRfftHir«

CftftMM
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By composition with roots adapted to negative unity, an infinity* may

be deduced. *
.

99. This computation, truly applicable to algebraic investigation, has

been briefly set forth. Next I will propound algebra affordirtg gratification

to mathematicians.^

* By this conclusion it is intimated, that the contents of the preceding chapters (1—3) are in-

troductory to the analysis, which the author proposed as the subject in the opening of the treatise

(§ 2); and to which he now proceeds in the next chapters (^4—8). See Sua. and CafsHN.
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SIMPLE EQUATION.'

100—102. Rule: Let “so much as” (ydvaMdvat)* be put for the

value of the unknown quantity and doing with that precisely what is pro-

posed in the instance, let two equal sides be carefully completed, adding

or subtracting, multiplying or dividing, [as the case may require.]

101. Subtract the unknown quantity of one side from that of the other;

and the known number of the one from that of the other side. Then by the

remaining unknown divide the remainder of the known quantity : the quo-

tient is tlie distinct value of the unknown quantity.^

^ ^a-varna^samicaranaf equation uniltteral or involving a single unknown quantity. Soi

note 2 in next page.

» See § 17.

^ Avyacta-r&Hy indistinct quantity or unknown number (ajnyAtSnca)

;

the unknown ii repre-

sented by y&vaMdvat

;

or, if there be more than one, by colours or letters (S 17) ; the known, by

rupOf form, species, (absolute number.) See Si/a.

Or by multiplying and adding; or by multiplying and subtracting; by dividing and adding;

or by dividing and subtracting; or by raising to a square or other [power].

This first rule is common to all algebrafc analysis. Tb,

» Whatever be the unknown quantity (whether unit or aggregate of the known, or a part or

fraction of such unit or aggregate,) is yet not specifically known. It is therefore denominated in-

distinct or unknown; while that, which is specifically known, is termed distinct or known species.

The operations indicated by the enunciation of the example being performed with the designation

of the unknown, if by any means, conformably with the tenor of the insUnce, there at once bo

equality of the two sides, a value of the unknown in the known species is easily deducibic. Thus,

if on one side, there be only known number, and on the other side the unknown quantity only,

then, as being equal, those numbers are a true value in the known, of that amount of the un-

known. Hence, by rule of three, the quantity sought is found : vis, * of so many unknown
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102. Under this head, for two or ntore unknown quantities also, [the al-

gebraist] may put, according to his own judgment, multiples or ikctions of

“so much as,” (that is, y&oat-t&vat, multiplied by two, &c. or divided or

the same with addition or deduction [of known, quantities.]. Or in some

cases he may assume a known value ; with due attention likewise [to the

problem.]

The first analysis is an equation involving a single colour (or letter).*

The second mode of analysis is an equation involving more than one colour

(or letter).’’ Where the equation comprises one, two or more colours, raised

(y&vat4dvat) if so many known (ritpa) be the value, then of the proposed number of unknown,

what is the value ?* But, should there be on both sides some terms of each sort, it must be so

managed, that on one side there be only terms of the unknown ; and on the other, of the known.

Now it is a maxim, that, ifequal [things] he added to, or subtracted from, or multiply, or divide,

^ual [things], the equality is not destroyed : as is clear. If then, from one side, the terms of

the unknown contained in it be subtracted, there rempin only known numbers on that side; but,

for equality's sake, the like amount of unknown must be subtracted from the other side. The same

is to be done in regard to the known number on one side, which must he subtracted also from the

other. This being effected, there remain only terms of the unknown on one side; and of the

known on the other. Then, by rule of three, * if by this unknown quantity this known number

be had, then by the stated amount of the unknown what is obtained^ the remaining known term

is to be divided by the residue of the unknown and to be multiplied by the proposed unknown.

The one operation (that of division) is directed by the rule (§ 101); the other (the multiplication)

ia comprehended in (uU'hdpana) the **
raising" of the answer;* both being reduced to proportions

in which one term is unity. Therefore, by any means, (by subtraction or some other,) the two

sides of the equation are to be so treated, consistently, however, with their equality, as that

known number may be on one side, and unknown quantity on the other. Else the solution will

not be easy. Caisutf.

' Or symbol of unknown quantity.

* ^om^arana^ somfedra, samicri^, equation : from sama, equal, and erf, to do : a making equal.

It CQnsists of two sides (paeshaj.; and each may comprise several terms (c’Aondd, lit. part).

The primary distinction of analysis (VijaJ is twofold ; 1st. uniliteral or equation involving one

unknown, ka-varnasamkarana

;

where, a single unknown quantity designated by letter or colour

(§ 17) being premised, two sides are equated ; 2d. multiliteral or equation involving several un-

known^ anka-vama-samkar^f where, more than one unknown quantity repented severally by

colours or letters being premised, two sides are equated. The first cproprises two, and the second

three sorts : viz. 1st. equation involving a single and simple unknown quantity ; 2iil. equation inr

volving a single unknown raised to a square or bighei[ power ; 3d. equation .involving se.veral simple

unknown quantities ; 4th. equation involving several unknown raised to the square or higher

power; 5th. equation involving products of two orinorp unknown quantities multiplied together*

* Deducing of the answer by substitution of value. See note 1, p. 188. and gloss on f 165-~156.
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^ [politer,] it is termed ^

of tjw5 thiddte term. Where it comprises a (hkitoiia

)

product, it is called,

(bh^Ha) involving product of unknown quantities. Thus teachers of the

science pronounce analysis fourfbld.

The fiwt of these is so far explained : an example being proposed by the

questioner, the value of the unknown quantity should be put once, twice,

or other multiple of « so much as** (yA^t-titat) : and on that unknown

quantity so designated, eveiy operation, as implied by the tenor of the in-

stance,V whether multiplication, division, rule of three, [summing ofj pro-

gression, or [measure of] plane figure, is to be performetl by the calculator.

Having so done, he is diligently to make the two sides etjual. If they be

not so in the simple enunciation [of the problem]; they must be reudcrcil

equal by adding something to either side, or subtracting from it, or multi-

plying by some quantity or dividing.* Then the unknown quantity of one

of the two sides is to be subtracted from the unknown of the other side
;
and,

in like manner, the square or other [power] of the unknown. The known

numbers of one side are to be likewise subtracted from the known numbers

of the other,* If there be surds, they too must be subtracted by the method

before taught/ Then, by the residue of the unknown quantity, dividing

These distinctions are reducible to four, by uniting the quadratics or equations of higher degree

under one head of analysis ; where, a power (square or other) of an unknown quantity represented

by colour or letter (or more than one such) being premised, and sides being equated, the value is

found by means of extraction of the root. It is called mo^hy(ttnh*harwM\ and is to denominated

because the middle term (mad'ki/ama c'kttnda) is generally removed : being derived from maitkyamat

middlemost, and Aharana^ removal or elimination. (See Chap. 5.) These four distinction! art

received by former writers;* the author himself, however, intimates his own preference of the

primary distinction alone. CafsHW.

» Al6pa, enunciation of the prKck'kaca, or of the person proposing the question; or tenor of the

iDitaoce (uddiiaca)) the condition of the problem.

* By sitperailding something to the least side ;
or subtracting it from the greater ; or rouUiplym|

by it the less side ; or dividing by it the greater. Cafsiisi.

5 The side conUining the lowest unknown has ihiv most known ; and conversely. Ordering the

work accordingly, subtract the unknown in the second from that in the first side ;
and the known

in the first from that in the second.—St/a. If there be a square or other [power] of the unknown,

that also is to be subtracted from the like term of the other side. CafsMW,

Gh. 1. Sect 4. Though the unknown or iu power have a surd multiplier, suhlrsction must

take place. The residue having still a surd coefficient, divide by that surd the remainder of known

• See Cmstvst^sa oo BsAaiisoevTA» (Brofcin. lfi f 66 sad 19f f W)*

B B 2
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the rematedcr of the j^eim numbers^ qaatieot thus obtained becomes

the value Itnown of one nnfcuown : and ^nce the proposed unknpwn quan-

tity instanced is to be “ raised.” ^ If in the example there be ttvo or more

unknown quantities comprised,® putting*fof one of them one “so much as
,

let “ so much as” (y&out-tiDat) multiplied by two or anotherassumed num-

ber, or divided by it, or lessened by some assumed number, or increased by

it, be put for the rest. Or let “so much as” (yivaM&wt) be put for one;

and known values for the others* With due attentibn ; that is, tho intelli-

gent calculator, considering how the task may be best accomplished, should

so put known or unknown values of the rest. Such is the meaning.

1 03— 104. Examples : One person has three hundred of known species

and six horses. Another has ten horses of like price, but he owes a debt of

one hundred of known species. They are both equally rich. What is the

price of a horse ?
*

104 . If half the wealth of the first, with two added, be equal to the

wealth of the second ; or if the first be three times as rich as the other, tell

me in the several cases the value of a horse.^

number whether rational or irrational; that is, square by square'' (§29); and extract the square-

root of the quotient ;
which will be the value of the unknown ; or, if the quotient be irrational,

note it as a surd value. So, in deducing an answer from that surd value, ‘‘ multiply square by

square* (§ 29) and extract the root, or note the surd. Crisiu/-

* The value of the unknown being thus found in an expression of the known ; the answer of the

<|ue8tion, or quantity sought, is deducible from it by the rule of proportion ; and the first term of

the proportion being unity, the operation is a simple multiplication. This finding of the quantity

sought,' or.answer to the question, being the stated unknown quantity in the instance, is termed

utnApma , a raising" of it, or substitution of a value. See Ckishna ; and the author's gloss on

the first rule of Chapter 6.

* Although such examples come of course under equations involving more than one unknown,

the author has introduced the subject for gratification and exercise of the understanding.

—CaiSHN. See Ch. 5.

Reserving one among two or more unknown quantities, if values of the rest, in expressions o

that or of the known species, be assumed either equal or unequal or at pleasure, then, from the

value of the unknown thence found, a true answer for the instance will be deducible. CafsHif.

* This is an example of an equation according to the simple enunciation of the instance.

CafsHK.

* Instances of adding or subtracting, multiplying or dividing, (§ 100) to produce the equation.

CafsHN.
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Example Isfe: Here the price of a hone is uoknowa. Its value U put

one so much as” (yAvat-t^at) ya 1 ; and by ru^ie of tluee, ‘ if the price of
one-horse be yAvat-tAmt, what is the price of six?’ Statement : 1

|
ya i

|

6 j . The -fruit, multiplied by the demand, and divided by tlie ai|[u-

ment,* gives the price of six horses, ya 6. Three hundred of known species
being silperadded, the wealth of the first person results

;
ya 6 ru 300. In

like manner the price of ten horses isya 10. To this being supcradded a
hundred of known species made negadvc, tlie wealth of the second person
results

;
ya 10 ru 100. These two persons are equally rich. Tlie two sides,

therefore, are of themselves become equal. Stotement of them for equal
subtraction ya 6 ru 300 Then, by the rule (§ 101), tlie unknown of the

ya 10 ru 100

first side being subtracted from tlic unknown of the other, the tesidue is

ya 4a And the known numbers of the second side lieing subtracted from
the known numbers of the first, tlic remainder is 400. The remainder of

• known number 400, being divided by the 'residue of unknown ya 4, the

quotient is the value in known species, of on<i “so much as'* (yA^t-tireat)

viz. 100. ^ If, ofone horse, this be the value, then of six what?' By this

proportion the price of six horses is found, 600; to which three hundred of

known species being added, the wealth of tlie first person is found, poo. In

lli:e manner, that of the second also comes out poo.

Example 2d : Tlie funds of the first and second persons are, as before,

these
;

ya 6 ru 300

ya 10 ru 100

Here the wealth of the one is equal to half that of the other with two

added ; as is specified in the example. Hence, the capital of the first being

halved and two added to the moiety ; or that of the second less two being

doubled ; the two sides become equal. That being done, the statement for

subtraction is ya 3 rw 152 or ya 6 ru 300 From both of which, sub-

yd 10 rw 100 yd 20 rw 204

traction, &c. being made, the value of one “ so much as” (yAcat-tAvat) is

found 36. Whence, “ raising” as before, the capitals of the two come out

516 and 260.

* IJUiTati, § 70.
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£xfttQ{>Ifi Sd: The CRpitaU ar« oxpteMed by the same t^s,. viz.

ya
. 6 rtf 300 n.

ya 10 ru ,100
'

The third part of the first person’s weaMi is equal to the second’s* or

three times the last equals the first. Statement: ye 6 ru 300 or ya 2 ru 100

ya so ru 300 yalOrulOO
By the equation the value of “so much as” (y&oat-t&oat) is found 25.

From which “ raising” the answers, the capitals come out 450 and 150.

105. Example:* The quantity -of rubies without flaw, sapphires, and

pearls belonging to one person, is five, eight and seven respectively
; the

number of like gems appertaining to another is seven, nine and six : one

has ninety, the other sixty-two, khown species. They are equally rich.

Tell me quickly then, intelligent friend, who art conversant with algebra,

the prices of each sort of gem.

Here the unknown quantities being numerous, the [relative] values of the .

rubies and the rest are put ya 3 ya 2 ya 1 .
‘ If of one gem this be the price,

then of the proposed gems what is theprice?’ Thenumberof (y&oaUt&vat)

the unknown, found by this proportion, being summed, and ninety being

added, the property of the first person is ya 38 ru 90. In like manner tlie

second person’s capital is ya 45 ru 62. They are equally rich. Statement

of the two for equal subtraction ya 38 ru90 Equal subtraction being made, •

ya 45 ru 62

the value of the unknown is found 4. “ Raising” from it by the proportion

' If of one yivat-t&oat this be the value, then of three (or of two) what?’

the prices of a ruby and the rest are deduced : viz. 12| 8, 4. ‘ If of one

ruby this be the price, then of five what ?’ the amount of rubies comes out

60. In like manner sapphires 64 ,* pearls 7. Total of these, with the addi-

tion of the absolute number 90, gives the whole capital of the one, 242

:

and, in like manner, that of the other, 242.

Or let the value of a ruby be put ya 1 ; and the prices of sapphires and

pearls be put in known species, 5 and 3. ‘ Ifof one yAoat-tAoat this be the

price, then of five what?’ Thus the price of five rubies is found ya 5 ; and

the amount of sapphires and pearls, 40 and 21. The sum of the two, with

' Ad instance of more than one unknown quantity, and of putting tMumed values ($ 102).

CafsBlf.
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ninety added, is ru 151: In like manner the capital of the second person is

ya7 ruliS. Statement for equal subtraction ya 5 r« 151 Subtraction

ya7 ru l‘i5

being made, the value of y&oat-tkoat comes out 13. Hence by “raising”

the answers, the equal amount of capital is deduced, ai6.‘

' In like manner, by virtue of [a variety of] assumptions, a multiplicity of

answers may be obtained.

* a

1()6. Example :* One says “ give me a hundred, and I shall be twice as

rich as you, friend !” The other replies, “ if you deliver ten to me, I shall

be six times as rich as you.*’ Tell me what was the amount of their

spective capitals?

Here, putting the capital of the first ya 2 ru 100, and that of the second,

ya 1 ru 100 ; the first of these, taking a hundred from the other, is twice as

rich as he is: and thus one of the conditions is fulfilled. But taking ten

from the first, the capital of the last with the addition of ten is six times as

great as that of the first : therefore multiplying the first by six, the statement

is ya 12 ru 660 Hence by the equation, the value of “ so much as** (yifoat^

ya \ ru WO
t&vat

)

is found, 70. Thence, by “ raising” the answer, the original capi*

tals are deduced 40 and 170,^ ^

107. Example Eight rubies, ten emeralds and a hundred pearls, which

are in thy ear-ring, my beloved, "were purchased by me for thee, at an equal

amount; and the sum of the rates of the three sorts of gems was three less

than half a hundred: tell me the rate of each» if thou be skilled, auspicious

woman, in this computation.

Here put the equal amount ya 1. Then by the rule of three ‘If this be

the price of eight rubies, what is the price of one?’ and, in like manner, [for

the rest,] the rates in the several instances are ya ya 3%, ya The

of these is equal to forty-seven.
e

« See the solution conducted with more then one symbol of unknown qumtity, Cb. 6.

* InsUnce of putting multiples of the unknown with addition or subtraction of known quanti-

ties {h 132).—CafsHN. The question, however, requires no arbitrary assumption.

* See the solution otherwise managed in Ch. 6. r r *

* This and the following examples are inUoduced for the gratification of learners.
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for like subtraction ya ^ jOi Reducing the two sides of

_
_

',

.. 0 ru 4i7

the equation to a common denomination and dropping the denominator, nhe^

equation gives the value of the unknown (yAvat-t&vat) 200* Hence,

raising” the answer, the rates of the gems are found, rubies at 25 ; eme-

ralds at 20 pearls at 2. The equal amount of purchase of each sort is 200,

The cost of the gems in the ear-ring 600.

Here, having reduced the terms to aCommon denomination, and proceed-

ing to subtraction, when the first side of the equation is to be divided by the

other, the numerator and denominator being transposed, the denominator is

both multiplier and divisor of the second side of the equation. Being equal

they destroy each other. Therefore, disappearance of the denominator ‘

takes place.

108. Example:® Out of a swarm of bees, one fifth settled on a blossom

of nauclea (cadamba) ; and one third, on a flower of silindhri; three

times the difference of those numbers flew to tlxe bloom of an echites (cu-

hja) . One bee, which remained, hovered and flew about in the air, allured

at the same moment by the pleasing fragrance of a jasmin and pandanus.

Tdl me, charming woman, the number of bees.

Here the number of the swann of bees is put ya 1. Hence the number

of bees gone to the blossom of the nauclea and the rest of the flowers men-

tioned, is ya This, with the one specified bee, is equal to the proposed

unknown quantity (yAvat-tAvat). The statement therefore is ya^
. ya I ru 0

Reducing these to a common denomination and dropping the denominator,

the value of the unknown (yAvat-tAvat) is found, as before, 15, This is

the number of the swarm of bees.

* CKUda-gmna i departure, or <lisappearance, of the denominator. Equal subtraction being

made, when, conformably with the order of proceeding (§ 101), the remainder of known number

it divided by the residue of unknown quantity, the transposition of numerator and denominator

takes place by the rule of division of fractions, (LU. § 40J Thus the remainder of known num-

ber is iDUltiplied by the denominator of the unknown in one operation, and divided by it in the

other. Wherefore, the multiplier and divisor, as being equal, are both destroyed. Thus depar-

ture of the denominator takes place. Su'a.

* This example occurs also in the author's treatise of Arithmetic. See LiL $ S4.
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lOJX Example; here adduced for an easy solution; though exhibited by
another authon^ Subtracting from a sum lent at five in the hundred, the
square of the interest, the remainder was lent at ten in the hundred. The
time of both loans was alike, and the amount of the interest equal. [Say
what were the principal sums

Here, if the period be put y/ivat-tdvat, the task is not accomplished.
Therefore the time is assumed five months; and the principal sum is put
ydvat-t&vat 1. With this, tlie statement for rule of live* is I 5 The

100 ya 1

5
interest comes out ya Its square, ya v being subtracted fmnj the

principal sum after ralucing to a common denominator, the second principal

sum is found yav ^ Here also, for [the interest for] five mouths,

by the rule of five, the statement is 1 5 Answer : the interest

100 ya*o^i ya\\

10

is ya V -3^ yet This is eciual to the interest before found, namely ya -i.

Reducing the two sides of the equation to their least terms by their com-

mon measure ydvat-tdvaty the statement of them for equal subtraction is

ya 0 ru ^ Proceeding as before,^ the value of the unkjiou n ydvahidvat

ya ru f

®

is 'found 8. It is the principal sum.

Or else [it may be solved in this following manner.’] The rate of in-

terest for the second loan being divided by the rate of interest for the first,

the quotient is a multiplier, by which the second principal sum being mul-

tiplied will be equal to the first. For, else, how should the interest in equal

times be equal? The multiplier of the second sum is, therefore, in the pre-

sent instance 2. The second sum, multiplied by one, and taken into the

multiplier less one, is equal to the square of the interest. IJcncc tlic square

* It has been inserted by certain earlier writers in their treatises; and is introduced by the

luthoc for a display of his skill in the solution of th<% problem. Ji is a mixt one, and solve<l [as nn

ndeterminate] by an equation involving one unknown.—Sua. It is cited for the purpose of ex-

libiting an easy solution. CnfsiiW.

* CafsHy.

* To find the interest.— See LU. §79.
^ That is, reducing to a common denomination and dropping the denominator. CafsitN.

* Without putting an algebraic symbol for the unknown quantity, CafsaN.
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of an assume amount of interest, being divided by the irtultipUer lesfe one,

the quotient will be the second principal sum : and this, added to the square

of the interest, will be the first sum.* Let the square of the intCT'est jEhen

be put 4. Hence the first and secOnd sums ate found 8 artd'4, and the in-

terest 2. ‘ If the interest of a hundred be five, then of eight whatP By

this proportion the interest of eight for one month comes out ‘ If by this,

one month, by two how many are ^ had?’ The number of months is thus

found, 5.

1 10. Example :® From a sum lent at the interest of one in the hundred,

subtracting the square of the interest, the remainder was put out at five in

• The amount of interest on a hundi'eil principal at the rate of one per cent, is the same with

that on fifty, at two; on twenty-five, at four; on twenty, at five; and on ten, at ten. Therefore,

by the same number, which multiplying the rate of the first loan raises it to the rate of the second,

the principal of the first being divided equals the second. For how else should unequal principal

sums produce an equal amount of interest in equal times? But the multiplier is the quotient ob-

tained by dividing the rate of the second loan by that of the first. For the first rate is multiplicand

;

and the second rate, product. Therefore the second principal, multiplied by the quotient of the

second rate by the first, will be the first rate. But the second principal is not known. A method

of finding it follows. Were it arbitrarily assumed, the first principal would be found from it by

multiplying it by the multiplier, and the amount of interest on the two sums would be equal in

equal times : but the difference will not be equal to the square of the interest
;
[another condition

of the problem.] It must be therefore treated differently. The square of the interest being sub-

tracted from the first principal, the remainder is the second ; and conversely the square of the in-

terest added to the second is equal to the first. Consequently, to find the first sura, the second is

to be added to the square of the interest; or it is to be multiplied by the multiplier. The multi-

plication may be by portions ; thus, putting unity for one portion of the multiplicator, the other

will be the multiplier less one: and the second principal multiplied by one, added to the second

principal multiplied by the multiplit:ator less one, or second principal added to the square of the

interest, will be equal to the first principal. That is, the square of the interest is equal to the

second principal multiplied by the multiplicator less one. Hence the square of the interest, being

divided by the multiplier less one, will be the second principal. Though the square of the interest

be not known, it may be had by arbitrary assumption: and thereby the example may be solved

completely. Thus interest being assumed, and its square being divided by the multiplicator less

one, the quotient is the second principal. That, added to the square of the interest, is the first

principal. And, from the principal sum and the amount of the interest, the time is found. And

thus the solution of question is easy without putting a symbol for an unknown quan-

tity. CafsHif,

2 This example is the author's own ; varied but little from the preceding cited one. It is

omitted by Suryadasa, but noticed by Ckishxa, who observes, that it is designed to show the

applicableness of the plain solution just exhibited by the author.
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thehaujdred. TUe period of both loans was alike; and the amount of in-

terest equak

Here the multiplier is 5. The square 16, of an assumed value of the
amount of ipterest (4)Leing divided by the multiplier less one, 4, the second
principal sum is found, 4. This being added to the square of the interest,

the first principal sum comes out 20. Hence, by a couple of proportions,*

the time is obtained, 20.

Thus it is rightly solved by the understanding alone : what occasion was

there for putting (y^vat-tavat) a sign of an unknown quantity ? Or the in-

tellect alone is analysis (vija). Accordingly it is observed in the chapter on
Spherics, ‘ Neither is algebra consisting in symbols, nor are the several sorts

of it, analysis. Sagacity alone is the chief analysis : for vast is inference.*^

111. Example: Four jewellers, possessing respectively eight rubies,

ten sapphires, a hundred pearls and five diamonds, presented, each from his

own stock, one apiece to the others in token of regard and gratification at

meeting : and they thus became owners of stock of precisely equal value.

Tell me, friend, what were the prices of their gems respectively ?*

Here the rule for fwttmg ydvat-tdvat, and divers colours, to represent tlic

unknown quantities,^ is not exclusive. Designating them by the initials of

their names, the equations may be formed by inteWigent calculators, in this

manner: having given to each other one gem apiece, the jewellers become

equally rich : the values of their stocks, therefore, arc r 5 si pi d I
^ ^

s 7 rl pi dl
p97 rl si d I

d 2 r I «
1

pi

If equal be added to, or subtracted from, equal, the equality continues.

Subtracting then one of each sort of gem from those several stocks, the re-

mainders are equal : namely r4, sG^ p9Gt dl. Whatever l>c the price of

one diamond, the same is the price of four rubies, of six sapphires, and of

ninety-six pearls. Hence, putting an assumed value for the equal amount

of [remaining] stock, and dividing by those remainders severally, the prices

* By the rule of five ; or else by two sets of three terms. CRfsiiN.

* Already inserted in the LiMvatU h 100* * It is a further instance of a solution by putting

several sums equal,'—'Si/b, The problem is an indeterminate one,

* See the authof$ gloss on the rules at the beginning of Ch. 6.

C c2
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are found. Thus, let the value be put 96, the prices of the rubies and the

rest are found, 24, 16, 1, and 96.*

1 1 2. Example : A principal sum, being lent at the interest of five in the

hundred [by the month], amounted with the interest, whin, a year was

elapsed, to the double less sixteen. Say what was the principal ?

Here the principal is put ya 1. Hence by the rule of five 1 12 the
‘ 100 1

5

interest is found ya f. This, added to the principal, makes ya f. It is

equal to sixteen less than the double of the principal, namely yaH ru 16.

By this equation the principal sum is found 40; and the interest 24.

113. Example:* The sum of three hundred and ninety was lent in

three portions, at interest of five, two and four in the hundred; and

amounted in seven, ten, and five months respectively, to an equal sum on all

three portions, with the interest. Say the amount of the portions.

The equal amount of each portion with its interest is put ya ‘ If, for

one month, five be the interest of a hundred; then, for seven mouths, what

is the interest of the same?’ Thus the interest of a hundred is found 35.

This, added to a hundred, makes 135. ‘ If ol this amount with interest, the

principal be a hundred, then, of the amount witli interest, that is measured

by y&vat-t&vai, what is the principal?’ The quantity of the first portion is

thus found ya \^. Again, ‘ if, for a month, two be the interest of a hun-

dred, then, for ten months, what is the interest of the same?’ Proceeding

with the rest of the work in the manner above shown, the second portion is

ya In like manner, the third portion is ya Their total ya -JA is equal

to the whole original sum 360. Whence the value ofyAvat-t&oat is had 162.

By this the portions. sought are “raised:” namely 120, 135 and 135. The
equal amount of principal with interest is 162.

1 14. Example : A trader, paying ten upon entrance into a town, doubled

his remaining capital, consumed ten [during his stay] and paid ten on his

> And the amount of each man’s stock, after interchange of presents, is ^33. Sur.
^ Varied from an example in arithmetic, partly set forth in similar terms. LI/. §91.
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departure. Thus, in three towns [visited by himj his original capital was
tripled. Say what was the amount?*

Here the capital is put ya 1. Performing on this, all that is set forth in

the question, the capital becomes on his return from three towns ya 8

ru 2B0. Making this amount equal to thrice the original capital, ya tlie

value ofy&vat-tdvat comes out 56.

115.

' Example: If three and a \\b\( m/inas of rice may be had for one

dramma, and eight of kidney-l)eans for the like price, take tliese thirteen

edeinis, meicliant! and give me quickly two parts of rice, and one of kid-

ney-beans : for we must make a hasty meal and depart, since my companion

will proceed onwards.®

Here the quantity of rice is put ya 2, and that of kidney-beans ya 1 . Mf,

for these three and a half rndms one dramma be obtained; then, for this

quantity ya 2, what is had?’ The price of the rice is thus found ya

‘ for eight mdnas one dramma^ then for this ya I what ?’ The price ot

the kidiicy-bcans is thus found ya The sum of these, ya
J j[,

is equal to

thirteen akinis

;

or in drammas ‘ I-
From this equation the value of ydvat-

tdvat comes out Whence, “ raising ’ the answers, tl)e prices of the rice

and kidney-beans are deduced | and -j J j-; and the quantity ot rice and of

kidney-beans, in fractions of a mdna^ "A*

1 16. Example: Say what are the numbers, which become equal, when

to them are added respectively, a moiety, a fifth, and a nintli part ot the

number itself; and which have sixty for remainder, when the two other

parts are subtracted.

Here the equal number is puty« I. Hence, by the rule of inversion,’ the

» This is according to the gloss of CafsiiNA, and conformable with collated copies of the text.

But SuRYA, reading dasa-yucta-nirgam6 instead of daia^bhuc cha niri^antr^ omits the consumption

often, during stay, and confines the disbursement, after doubling the principal, to ten for duties

on export. The equation, according to this commentator, is 8 ru 210; and the value of j/a, 42.

^ ya3 ru 0

* Spoken by a pious native of Gurjara, going to Dw^ricA to visit holy CRfsii?/A ;
arid stopping

by the way for refreshment, but in a hurry to proceed, under apprehension of being separated from

his fellow traveller.-—Su a. The same example has been already inserted, word for word^ in the

author’s arithmetic. Lil. § 97*

§ 48 . The fractions become negative; and the denominator being increased by
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several niuBbbn are f, ^ the nuqibers, dimi-

nished by the subtraction of the other two parts, wUl be brought to the same,

remainder, ya This being made equal to sixty, tbe value of y&oat-timat

is obtained 150. Whence, by “ raising” the answers, the numbers are ‘de-

duced 100, 125 and 135^ •

117. Example:* Tell-me quickly the base of the triangle, the sides of

which are the surds thirteen and five,* and the base unknown, and the area

four.^

In this instance, if the base be assumed y6vat-t&oat, the solution is tedi-

ous.’ Therefore the base is put in the triangle any way at pleasure,* since

it makes no difference in the result. Accordingly the triangle is here put
thus: Now, by the converse of the rule-“ half the base multi-

cl3

plied by the perpendicular, is in a triangle the exact area (Lil. § 164.; the

perpendicular is deduced from the area divided, by half the base: viz. c^.
Subtracting the square of the perpendicular from the square of the side, the
square-root of the difference is the segment Cr^. This, subtracted from the
base, leaves the other segment c *j-Y. The square of this being added to the
square of the perpendicular, the square-root of the sum is the side: viz; 4.**

This [the triangle being turned] is the base sought.

the numerator for a new denominator, they become 4, which, being subtracted from y« 1

rendered homogeneous, leave the several original numbers yo|, ya ya -fg. Sea.
• Fa J and ya^i), (making yaJJ), subtracted from ya leave ya yo| and yafj (making

yoWt subtracted from ya J, leave ya -ffg j
ya ^ and ye J (making ya subtracted from ya A,

leave .* which, reduced to least terms, isya
J.

* This example and the following are introduced to show, that tbe method of performing arith-
meUcal operations, as taught in a preceding section (Ch. i. Sect. 4), are not useless trouble. Sun.

* It requires the resolution of quadratic equations. CaisuK
^ one of the sides is made the base*

Half the base cl3 is c y. The area m 4 or c l6, divided by that, is c Its square ru
subtracted from the square m 5 of the side c 5, or reduced to a common denomination ru leaves
the square ru Vy; of which the square-root is c This, subtracted from c 13, leaves c Its
square ru add.ed to the square of the perpendicular ru fj, makes ru^ or ru 16*. Its root is

4. In like manner, putting the other side c 5 for the base, the perpendicular is c y. Its square
J'u V, subtracted from the square ru 13 of the remaining side (c 13), leaves tbe .segment (the
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118. Example: The diffeiience between'the surds t«i and fi^’e is one

side of the triangle; the surd six is the other; and the base is the surd
eighteen less rational unity, tell the perpendicular.

llere, if the segment be known, the perpendicular is discovered. Put the
least segment 1. The base, less that, is the value of the other segment,

ya I ru \ c 18. Thus the statement is

• ru 1 c 18

Subtracting the square of the segment from the square of its contiguous

side, two expressions of the square of the perpendicular arc found ya v 1

ru 15 c 200 and ya v i ya i ya c 72 ru 13
’

c 72. They are equal: and,

equal subtraction being made; the two sides of the c(j nation become

ru 28 c 512 Here the syllable j/a [the symlx)l of the unknown], in the

ya ^2 yac 72

divisor, being useless, is excluded;* and the dividend and divisor are alike

rw 28 c512 Then, by the rule for “ reversing the sign of a selected surd,

rw 2 c 72

and multiplying both dividend and divisor by the altered divisor,” (§ 34)

putting the surd seventy-two affirmative, and multiplying by c4 c 72, the

dividend becomes c 3136 c 2048 c 56448 c 36864. Taking the difference

between the first and last, and between the third ojul fourth, it is reduced to

0 *18496 036992 (or rw 136 0 36992). The divisor in like manner be-

comes o4624(or ru 6H). Thus the statement of dividend and divisor is

ru 136 036992. The division being made in the manner directed, the

ru 68

value of yavat-t&vat is found ru 2 c 8. This is the least segment. The

base, less this, is the other segment ;
namely, ru I 0 2. From the value of the

unknown ydvat-idvat, raising” the expressions of the square of the perpen-

root of ru j^);
whence the other gegment is c Its square ru added to the square of the per-

pendicular ru is ru or ru l6 ; the square-root of which is 4
,
(the other side, or base requin^d,’)

as before. ^
CRfsiijf.

‘ This is the case in all instances, for the proportion to find the value of the unknown, i% if

this multiple of ya give this known number, what does ya give?” ami thus, being alike in both the

multiplier and divisor, it is excluded from both. The author, however, has not noticed its exclu-

sion in other instances, where the algebraic solution was in this respect obvious: but, in {he present

case, where the sign of a selected surd is to be reversed, and the dividend and original divisor to he

multiplied by the altered divisor, its presence in that multiplication would be highly diMenio nble.

Its exclusion is now therefore specially noticed. CafSHN.
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dicular, or subtracting the square ofthe segment from the square of its conti-

guous side, the square of the perpendicular is deduced ru 3 c 8. Jts square-

root is the value of the perpendicular r« 1 c 2.
‘

1 19. Example :* Tell four unequal* numbers, thou of unrivalled under-

standing!^ the sum of which, or that of their cubes, is equal to the sum of

their squares.

Here the numbers are put ya\, ya 2, ya 3, ya4i. Their sum \^ya IQ* It

is equal to the sum of their squares ya v 30. Dividing the two sides by the

common measure y&mMAvat^ the statement is ya 30 ru 0 From the

ya 0 ru 10

value of y&vat-tamt hence found as before,* by equal subtraction [and divi-

sion, § 101] viz. the numbers are deduced by substitution of that value,

.L Su .1 3. *
3J 3> 3> 3*

* The problem may be solved by the arithmetic of surds without algebra. {LU. § 1^3.) The

sum of the sides is c5 c 10 c6. Their difference c5 clO c6. Multiplied together, the

product comprises nine terras, c 25 c 50 c 30 c 50 c 100 c 60 c30 c 60 c 3^; wherein

c 30 c O'O c 30 c 60 balance each other ; c 50 and c 50 added together make c 200 ;
and

c 25 c 100 and c S6, being rational, make ru 5 ru 10 ru 6, or summed ru i). The product

then is ruP c 200; to be divided by the base ru 1 c 18. Thus the statement is c 81 c200.

c i c 18

Proceeding with this by the rule, § 34, and putting c *1 positive, the dividend becomes by multipli-

cation c 81 c 200 c 1458 c.3600, reducible by the difference of the roots of the rationals 81

and 3600, and by finding the difference of the irrationals 200 and 1458, to ru ilf c 578. The di-

visor by similar multiplication is c 1 c 18 c 18 c 324; wherein the middle terms balance each

other, and the remaining two are rational, giving the difference ru 17 or in the surd form, c 289.

Hence the quotient of ru 51 c 578 by ru 17 (or c 289) is ra 3 c 2; which added to, and sub-

tracted from, the base ru I c 18, gives the sum and difi'erence ru2 c 8 and ru 4 c 32; the moie-

ties whereof ruJ c2 and ra.2 c8, are the two segments: and from these the perpendicular is

found as before, m 1 4; 2. '

Cafsiiif.

^ These and several following.examples are instances of the resolution of equations involving the

•quare, cube, or other [power] of the unknown, by any practicable depression of both sides by

some common divisor, without elimination of the middle term. CafsiiN.

’ Unequal or dissimilar; unalike.—St/a. This is a necessary condition. Else unity repeated

would serve for an answer to the question.—CafsiiN.

* SuRYADASA reads and interprets asama^'prajnyu^ of unrivalled understanding! Crisuna-

BiiATTA notices that reading, as well as the other, samacKhcd&n having like denominators: reject-

ing, however, this; as it is not necessary, that it be made a condition of the problem, thou^ it rise

out of the solution.

* Sum I3O. Sum of the squares Siia,
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In Ihe second example, the numbers are also put ya I, yai, ya 3, ya^\
the>sum of* their cubes is ya gh 100, equal to the sum of the squares ya v 30.

Depressing the two sides by the common divisor, square of yivat-tAvat

;

and proceeding as before, the numbers are deduced by substituting the value
y&oat-t&oat (^); namely, aj.•

^
120. Example: Tell the [sides of a] triangle, of wliicli the area may be

measured by the same number with the hypotenuse; and [ofJ that, of which
the area is equal to the product of side, upright and hypotenuse multiplied

together.

In this case, the statement of an assumed figure is fv Here half

ya 4

the product of the side multiplied by the upright is the area, ya v 6. It is

equal to the hypotenuse ya 5, Depressing both sides by the common tntsi-

sure ydvat-tdvat^ and proceeding as before, the side, upright and hypotenuse,

deduced from the value found of ydvaMdvat (viz.^) are Vf i and y. In

like manner, by virtue of [various] assumptions, other values also may be

found. *

•In the second example, the same figure is assumed. Its area is ya ip 6.

This is equal to the product of side, upright and hypotenuse, ya gh 60.

Depressing both sides by the common divisor, square of ydvat-tavatf the

side, upright and hypotenuse, found as before, from the equation, arc

and By virtue of assumptions, other values likewise may be obtained.*

121. Example; If thou be expert in this computation, declare quickly

two numbers, of which the sum and the difference shall severally l>c squares;

and the product of their multiplication, a cube.

Here the two numbers are putya v 4 yav 5; so assumed, that being ad-

ded or subtracted, the sum or differenctv may be a square.* The product of

their multiplication is ya t? w 20. It is a cube. By making it equal to the

• Sum of the cubes of the squares, Sifa.

* That is, both problems are indeterminate. So likewise were those proposed in the preceding

stanza, § 119 *

^ Fa tJ 9; or yav

D D
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ciil>e of ten tiities the Bssnmed yduat-tAffOP, and depressing the two sides of

the equation by the common divisor, cube and proceeding as

before, the two numbers are found 10000 and 12500^^ •

122. Example: If thou know. two numbers, of which the sum of the

cubes is a square, and the sum of their squares is a cube, I acknowledge thee

an eminent algebraist. •

In this instance the two numbers are put yfl 1, yav% The sum of

their cubes hya*o gh9» This of itself is a square as required Its root is

yagh 3.

Is not that quantity the cube of a square, not the square of a cube? No
doubt the root of the square of a cube is cube. But how is the root of the

cube of a square, a cube? The answer is, the cube of the square is precisely

the same with the square of the cube.® Hence if squares be raised twice, or

four, or six, or eight times, their roots will be so once, twice, thrice, or four

times, respectively. It must be so understood in all cases.

Now the sum of the squares of those quantities \%ya^v 5. It must be a

cube. Making it equal to the cube of five times ydvat-tdvaty and depres-

sing the two sides of the equation by the common divisor, cube of ydmU
tdvaty and proceeding as before, the two numbers are found 625 and 1250.*

* From the depressed equation ru 0 the value of ya is found 50. Its square is 2500,

ya 0 ru 1000

pf which the multiples yav 4 and yav S are iOOOO and 12500. In like manner, putting other

quantities, as ya v l6 and ya v 20; and making their product ya v v 320 equal to cube of ya 20,

(ya gh 8000;) the equation depressed by the common measure isya 320 ru 0 Whence
ya 0 ru 8000

the value ofya is 25 ; the square of which is 625; and its multiples 10000 and 12500 are the two

numbers. By varying the suppositions, a multiplicity of answers is obtained. Sur.

* The cube of the square is the sixth product of the quantity. It is the third product of the

second product of equal quantities multiplied. As the cube of the second product, so is the second

product of like multiplication of a third product. Therefore, it is also the square of the third pro-

duct. CRfbJIN.

^ The value of ya being 25. Or, putting the two numbers ya gh 5, and ya gh 10, the sum of

their squares is a cube ya gh v 125* Its cube root is ya v 5. The sum of the cubes of the same

quantities is ya gh gh 1125. It is a square. Make it equal to the square of ya v z 75, viz. ya v

V V 50*25. Reduce the two sides of the equation by the common measure ya v v v. The equation

is ya 1125 ru 0 Whence the value of ya is found 5 ; and the two numbers 625 and 1250.

ya 0 ru 5625

In like manner a multiplicity of answers may be obtained. Carsiiv.
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Thus it is to be considered, how practicably the unknown quantity [or its

power] may be made a common measure.

t

123. Exatnple: Tell me, friend, the perpendicular in a triangle, in

which the base is fourteen, one side fifteen, and the other thirteen.’

ifthe segment be known, the perpendicular is so. Put therefore yiroat-

tdvat for the least segment, ya 1 : the other is the base less ydvaMAcat, ya 1

rti 14. Statement:

u
The squares of the sides, less the squares of the contiguous segments, are the

square of the perpendicular. .They are equal consequently. Statement ol

them for equal subtraction
:
yav 1 ya 0 ru 169* Irom these the equal

yav i ya 28 ru 29

square vanishes
;
and then, proceeding as before, the value of ydvat^tdvat is

found, 5. From which the two segments are deduced 5 and 9 ;
and the

square of the perpendicular being “ raised” [by substitution of that value] in

both expressions, it is deduced alike both ways ; viz. 12.

.Here the substitution for a square, is by a square; and for a cube, by a

cube: as is to be understood by the intelligent calculator.

124. Example:* If a bambu, measuring thirty-two cubits, and standing

upon level ground, be broken in one place by the force of the wind; and

the tip of it meet the ground at sixteen cubits; say, mathematician, at how

many cubits from tire root is it broken?
t i

In this case, the lower portion of the bambu is dse upright. Its value is

pntv^at-tiivat. Thirty-two, less that, is the upper portion, and is the l)ypo-

> . 11 ... .1 nrl fin itt fhf* Sec rv , i 0.1

tenuse. The interval between the root and tip is the side. Sec
ya I

y&i ru3*i

l6

. Tier. wa. not much occasion for Ihi, e,amplc.-Car,«a. l or ihc CudinR

lar had been already exemplified by^IS. That, however, wa. performed hy ibe anlhmetK o.

S.fR. and CahH«. See Ul. S U8; where thi. example ha. been already i.werled.

P D S
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The sum of the squares of the side and upright, yavl ru 256, is equal to

the square of the hypotenuse, w 1 ya6^ r« 1024. The equal squares

vanishing, and [the usual process being pursued] as before, the valu^ of

yiniat-t&vat found 12. Whence the upright and hypotenuse are deduced

by substitution of that value, 12, 20. In like manner, if the sum of the

hypotenuse and side be given, as in the example “ A snake’s hole is at the

foot of a pillar,”* [they may be discriminated] also.

1 25. Example :* In a certain lake swarming with ruddy geese and cranes,

the tip of a bud of lotus was seen a span above the surface of the water.

Forced by the wind, it gradually advanced, and was submerged at the dis-

tance of two cubits. Compute quickly, mathematician, the depth of water.

In this case, the length of the stalk of the lotus is the depth of water.

Its value is put ya\. It is the upright. That, added to the bud of the lotus,

is the hypotenuse, ya rw i. The side is two cubits. See
i

ru 2

y»i ru I

Here,also, the sum of the squares of the side and upright, yav \ rw 4, be-

ipg made equal to the square of the hypotenuse yav \ ya\ ru the depth

of water, which is the value of the upright, is found y )
and the hypote-

nuse y.

126, Example:’ From a tree a hundred cubits high, an ape descended

and went to a pond two hundred cubits distant: while another ape, vaulting

to some height off the tree, proceeded with velocity diagonally to the same

spot. If the space travelled by them be equal, tell me quickly, learned man,

the height of the leap, if thou have diligently studied calculation.

The equal distance travelled is 300. The measure of the leap is i^xxiya 1.

The height of the tree added to this is the upright : the equal distance tra-

velled, less ydvat-iivat, is the hypotenuse. The interval between the tree

* LU. 5 150. See further a note on § 140 of this treatise.

* The difference between the hypotenuse and upright, as well as the side (base) being given, to

find the hypotenuse and Upright.—Sur. and CRfs»if. See LU. ^ 153, where the same example is

inserted. See likewise LU, § 152.

^ This also is found in the LU6T6tt, § 155. It is borrowed with some variation from Braiimi>

e OPT A or his commentator. Braiim. 12. §39-
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and the well is the side. See ya iK yai ni soo
,

• ru looj

ru 200

Making the sum of the squares of upright and side equal to the square of

the hypotenuse, the measure of the leap is found

127. Example:* Tell the perpendicular drawn from the intersection of

strings stretched mutually from the roots to the summits of two bambus

fifteen and ten cubits high standing upon ground of unknown extent.’

Here, to effect the solution, the value of the ground intercepted between

the bambus is arbitrarily assumed : say 20. Put the value of the perpendi-

cular let fall from the intersection of the strings ya 1. See

16

20

‘ If, to the upright fifteen, the side be twenty, then to one measured by

yavat-tdvat what will be the side?* Thus the segment contiguous to the

less bambu is found ya
-J*

‘ lf> to the upright ten, the side be twenty, then,

to one measured hy yavaM&vat^ what will be the side?* Thus the segment

contiguous to the greater bambu is found ya 2. Making the sum of these,

ya y equal to twenty, ru 20, the perpendicular^ comes out 6; the value of

yAvat-t&vat, Whence, by substitution of this value, the segments are de-

duced 8 and 12,

Or the segments are relative [that is, proportionate] to the bambus; and

their sum is the ba.se.'* As the sum ot the bambus (25) is to the sum of the

segments (20); so is each bambu (15 and 10) to the segments respectively

(12 and 8). They are thus found; and, from them, by a proportion,^ the per-

And hence the value of the hypotenuse, 250.

* Like the preceding, this too is repeated from the Lildvat't, § l60 .

* The ground intercepted between the bambus is expressly said to be of unknown extent, to

intimate that the distance is not necessary to the finding of the perpendicular. CRfsni^.

^ As the bambu becomes greater or less, so does the segment. It may be found therefore by the

rule of three :
‘ as the sum of the bambus is to whole base, so is one bambu to the particular seg-

, CnfsiiN.
ment/

. ..

* As a side, equal to the base, is to ati upright; which is the less bambu, so is a side, equal to the

greater jegment, to the perpendicular. The lew bambu i. the upright, the ha.e i. the .ide, and

the string paKiing from the tip of the lest bambu to the root of the other bambu is tlic hypotenuse

;

by virtue of the figure: and [in the small triangle] the greater segment is side, and the perpendi-
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pendicular is deduced (6). What occasion then is there for [putting a sym-

bol of the unknown] ykoat-tkoat f '
,

Or the product of the two bambus multiplied together, being divid^ by

their sum, will be the perpendicular, whatever he the distance between the

bambus.* What use then is there in assuming a base? This will be clearly

understood by the intelligent, after stretching strings upon the ground [to

exhibit the figure].

cular is upright. In like maimer, proportion is to be made with the lew segment and greater

bambu. Crishi/.

* As the sum of the bambus is to the base, so is the greater bambu to the segment contiguous to

it ? Then, * as the base is to the less bambu, so is the greater segment to the perpendicular.’

Here the base, being both dividend and divisor, vanishes; and the product of the two bambus,

divided by their sum, is the perpendicular. Crishn.



CHAPTER V.

QUADRATIC, ^c. EQUATIONS.

Next equation involving the square or other [power] of the unknown is

propounded. [Its re-solution consists in] the elimination of the middle

term/ as teachers of the science* denominate it. Here removal of one term,

the middle one, in the square quantity, takes place ; wherefore it is called

elimination of the middle term. On this subject the following rule is deli-

vered.

128— 130. Rule: When a square and other [term] of the unknown is

involved in the remainder; then, after multiplying both sides of the equa-

tion by an assumed quantity, something is to be added to them,* so as the

side^ may give a square-root. Let the root of the absolute number again be

* Mad*hyam6harana; from mad'hyama middlemost, and &harana a taking away or fapanayanaj

removal,—CafsHN. or a destroying,—Sun. that i*, elimination. The resolution of

these equations is so named, because it is in general effected by making the middle term (twice

the product of the roots, §2^ disappear from between two square tcrms.-Si/a. and CafiiiV.;

and note on “ equation,” Ch. 4.
^

* Ack&ryas; ancient mathematicians (6dya-gamc€) : as Arva-bhatta and the son of Jismnu

[Brahmeoupta] and Chaturve'da [PriYui/daca-swami]. Sur.

^ This is not exclusive : in some cases the two sides are to be reduced by some common divisor;

and in some instances an assumed quantity is to be subtracted from both sides. CRfsHif.

* So as each side of the equation may yield a square- root. Both being rendered such, the

root of the known is then to be made equal to the root of the unknown side.-^Si/R. However, if

the absolute number be irrational, its root may be put in the form of a surd. Sec CafsiiN. cited

in note 1 next page.
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made equal to the root of the unknown ; the value of the unknown is found

from that equation/ If the solution be not thus accomplished, in the case

of cubes or biquadrates, this [value] must be elicited by the [calculator's]

own ingenuity.

li^O. If the root of the absolute side of the equation be less than the

number, having the negative sign, comprised in the root of the side involving

the unknown, then putting it negative or positive, a two-fold value ^ is. to

be found of the unknown quantity : this [holds] in some cases.*

' When on one side in the unknown quantity; and dh the other the absolute number; then,

since they arc equal, the absolute number is the value of the unknown: as already shown. But,

for the purpose of a division of the remaining absolute number, it is requisite that the unknown

should stand separate. The equation, therefore, must be so treated ; as that such may be the

case. If to equal sides then equal addition be made, or from them equal subtraction ; or if equal

multiplication or equal division of them take place; or extraction of their roots, or squaring of

them, or raising to the cube or other [power]
; there is no loss of equality : as is clear. Now, if

a square or other [power] of the unknown be on one side, and number only on the other, the un-

known cannot stand separate without extraction of the root. The roots, therefore, of both sides

are to be extracted consistently with their equality : and, that being done, the roots also will be

equal. Therefore it is said,
**

after multiplying both sides by an assumed quantity, something is

to be added to them.” Crishn',*

An equation comprising a single colour (or symbol of unknown quantity) being prepared as be-

fore directed, when, after equal subtraction, division is next to be made (§ 101), if on the side of

the unknown the square and other term of the unknown remain, then both sides are to be multi-

plied by some quantity, and something is to be added ; so as both sides may furnish squares. The

roots of both being then extracted, let equal subtraction be again made; and, that being done,

the value of the unknown is obtained by division. The principle of the process is, that, if the re-

sidue (or prepared equation) comprise the square and other term of the unknown, the solution can

be then only effected, when the square is the only term of the unknown; and that can only be

when the root of the square is extracted. Accordingly it is said “so as the side may give a square-

root." Thus, the root of the side of the equation comprising the square of the unknown being

extracted, the remainder 26) of the compound square, that is, the middle terra, which stands

between the square of the unknown and square of number, is exterminated. Sua.

* M/inOf miti, wnwi^wa, or unmiti;’ measure, value; root of the equa^n. See § 17.

’ Making the known number on the side of the equation involving the unknown term, positive,

a value of the unknown is to be found; then, making the same negative, another value of the

unknown is to be deduced : and thus, both ways, the condition of the question is answered.

Bearing this in mind, the author has said in another place, ‘ There are two hypotenuses, &c.*

SuR.

Demonstration ; When equal subtraction from equal sides takes place, if there be a
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131. Srid’hara’s rule on this point :
‘ Multiply both sides of the ecpia-

tioft by a number equal to four times the [coefficient] of the stiuarc, and

•

number negative, on the side of the unknown
; then, by the rule for changing the sign of the

subtrahend (§ 5), tfie sum of the absolute numbers on the two sides will be the value : but, if the

number be positive on the unknown side, then, by same rule, the difference of the quantities is the

value. When it is thus discovered how many times the sum or difference of the absolute quanti-

ties is greater than the difference of the terms of lilt unknown^ the value of the unknown is ob-

tained, being that which the sum or difference so many times measurts. Thus bulb answer the

conditions of the question; because such multiple of the diusor balances the dividend. [7J/.

§ l7*] But, it the value of ySvat-tdx'at be too little with reference to the given number .'»pecitieil

in the example, it is unsuitable. With a view to this, the author has said at the close of the rule,

It holds in some cases.” (§ 130). g Sun,

If the root of the known quantity exceed the absolute number comprised in the nwl on the side

of the unknown, why should not there be a two- fold value in this instance also, by the same rea-

soning os in the other case ? Hear the reply. In the instance, where the number being negative,

the unknown is positive, that number must be subtracted from the absolute side, that the remainder

of the unknown may be positive: the number becomes therefore affirmative; and there is no incon-

gruity. But in the second case, where, the number being positive, the unknown is negative, the

unknown must be subtracted from the other side of the equation, to become affirmative ;
and the

number on the absolute side, being subtracted from that comprised in the root extracted from the

unknown side, becomes negative : and, if it be the greater of the two, the value is negative. I'he

second value consecpiently is every way incongruous. Hence the rule ($ 130). When the tenor

of the condition is “ unknown less number,” if that is to he squared, the term of the simple un-

known comes out negative, because the number [which multiplies it] is so. In such case when

the square-root is extracted, number only is negative, not the unknown : for it is certain that the

number is negative in the condition as proposed. If the unknown were put negative, the side of

the equation would be negative ; for it cannot be affirmative while the greater quantity is sub-

tractive. Or, admit that it is affirmative in some cases; still it would differ from the side of equa-

tion that is consistent with the condition of the problem. Such being the case, how can it be equal

to the second side which is one consistent with that condition ? 7’herefore a value, coming from

such an equation, must be incongruous; because it is negative: lor per)plc do not approve

a negative absolute number. Hence, in such an cxuinple, although the root of the known t^nati-

tity be less than the negative number in the root of the unknown side (§ 130), there cannot b© a

two-fold value : for a value, grounded on the assumption of the number being affirmative [contrary

to the tenor of the condition] must be incongruous. Iqlike manner, if the tenor be “ the number

less the unknown squared," the unknown alone, not the number, will be the negative in the root

;

by parity of reasoning. Therefore, in this instance also, there cannot be a two-fold value : tor a

value, grounded on the assumption of the number being negative, will be incongruous. It is thus

in many various ways. Sometimes, by subtraction of the addition or other means it is the revenue.

Sometimes, by reason of the unknown being naturally negative, though the root might possibly be

two-fold, the second is incongruous. Accordingly the author has said indefinitely, “This holds

in tome cases." See an example of the incongruity of the second value, § 140. See likewise an

E E
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add to them a number equal to the square of the original [coeflScient] of

the unknown quantity.^ (Then extract the root.®)*

instance in the chapter on the three problems {SirSmatii^ Ch. 3, § 100), where the question's pro-

posed as one requiring the resolution of a quadratic equation; and the answer {ib. § 101) shows^

that, in taking the roots of the two sides of the equation, the unknown has been taken negative and

the absolute number positive : fdr, if the number were taken negative, the answer would come out

ditferently. Thus by the reasoning here set ^rth, the congruity or incongruity of a two-fold value

is to be every where understood : and the author's remark, it holds in some cases (§ 130), is justified.

CrishW.
' That is, multiply both sides by the quadruple of the number belonging to the square of the

unknown ; and add to both sides the square of the number which belonged to the unknown previous

to that multiplication. This being done, the side irg^olving the unknown must furnish a square-

root : and the second side of the equation, being equal to it, should do so likewise. Else of

course the instance is an imperfect one.—CRisiiN. If the known side, nevertheless, do not fur-

nish a root, it must be taken in the form of a surd.

—

Ibid, Srid'h/ira*s rule, having reference

both to the unknown and to its square, is applicable only in the case where the same side of equa-

tion comprises the square of the unknown, and the unknown too. In any other case means of ob-

taining a toot must be devised by the intelligent calculator exercising his own ingenuity.*

—

Ibid,

• This insertion is according to the reading which occurs and is expounded in the commentary

ofSuRVADASA, avyucta-varga-rupair yuctau paeshau tatbmidam: “both sides are to have added,

numbers equal to the square [of the coefficient] of the unknown. Then the root [is to be extract-

ed].” CRisuNA-BHAifTVs reading and RAMA-cafsHNA's, with which their exposition too is con-

formable, and which has been followed in the preceding part of the version of the text, differs

widely
:
purvd\yactasya erttih sama-rupiini ahipit tay6r ha. Collated copies of Bhascara's text

agree with this : but the variation is marked in the margin of one exemplar. .

’ Demonstration : After preparing the equation by equal subtraction, if the square of the un-

known and the simple unknown be on one side, and absolute number only on the other ; the first

side of the equation cannot by any means furnish a root without some addition. For, if the un-

known alone be squared, the square of the unknown will be the jingle result : but, if the unknown

with number added to it, be squared, the result will be [three terms] square of the unknown, un-

known, and number: but, in the proposed case, two terras only being present, namely square of

the ^unknown, and unknown, it is not the square of any quantity. Therefore, number must be

added. By subtraction of the unknown, the square of the unknown remaining a single term, would

furnish a root; but then the other side consisting of [two terms] unknown and number, would

not afford one. If the term, containing the square of the unknown, give a root, the addition only

of a number is needed. But, if it do not afford a root, that term must be multiplied or divided

by some quantity. Addition to it will not answer ; for the other side, with equal addition, will

yield no root. Nor should a tejrra of the unknown be added to both sides : for that would be

troublesome. Besides, if the coefficient of the unknown he two, what multiple of the square shall

* The concluding remark mu»t b« taken as relating to equations of a liigher degree : for the other case of quadratics

is the simple one
j
Sbid'uara's rule sufficing for affected quadratic equations.
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13^. Example : The square-root of half the number of a swarm of bees

is gone to p shrub of jasmin
; and so are eight-nintlis of the whole swarm

:

a female is buzzing to one remaining male, that is humming within a lotus,
«

be added ? If 2, Xy I^', 23, a-S, 47, or 62, tiroes the square of the uuknowu be added, the one side

will furnish u root, and not the other. If 1, 4, or the like multiple be the addition, the fii^t tide

will give no root. Nor will the subtraction of the square serve : for the square, being negative on

the second side, will not there afford a root. Nor should once, or four times, the square be added,

when the square had 3 or 5 [for coefficient]; but fduitiplication by 2, 6, &c. take place, whea it

has 2, 6 and so forth : for the solution will not be uniform, but very troublesome; since both sides

will comprise [three terms] square of the unknown, unknown, and number. Therefore the square

of the unknown is to be only multiplied by some quantity. When that square, however, affords a

root, number only needs to be added. 'Hie question is, what this additive number should be. If the

pOOt of the square unknown term have 1 [for coefficient], the addition of ll»e square of half [the

coefficient of] the unknown term must make that side of equation yield a root. For the product

of one and of half will be half the unknown; and twice that will be equal to the unknown ; and

the extraction (§ 26) will be equal wfthout remainder. So, if [the coefficient] of the root be two,

the additive should, by the same analogy, be equal to the square of a quarter of the [coefficient

of the] unknown terra. If it be three, the additive should be the square of the sixth part. Con-

sequently the number to be added must be equal to the square of the quotient of the (a»ca) co-

efficient of the unknown term by twice the (ancaj coefficient of the root which the square unknown

term affords. But, if the coefficient of the square unknown term do not yield a square-root, il

must do so w hen the term is multiplied by that same coefficient. 'I'/iereforc both sides of the

equation are to be multiplied by the coefficient of the square unknown term. Here, by the pre-

<feding analogy, to find the additive number, the coefficient oC*the unknown teim is to be divided

by twice the coefficient of the root of the square unknown term. Now the coefficient of the root

is the unmuUiplied (or original) coefficient of the square unknown term. Therefore the coefficient

of the unknown term is to be divided by twice the original coefficient of the square ; and is to be

multiplied by the original coefficient of the square, as common multiplier of the two sides of equa-

tion. Abridging the multiplier and divisor by the common measure, the original coefficient of the

square unknown term, the result is two for the divisor of the original coefficient of the unknown

term. In like maimer, where the coefficient of the sqimre unknown term yields a root without

previous multiplication, there also both sides being multiplied by that coefficient, and a number

equal to the square of half the previous coefficient of the simple unknown term being added, t

root is had : for the reasoning holds indifferently. Both sides, then, by this process being made

to afford roots, if they be further multiplied, by four to avoid a fmetion, there is no detriroent to

their square nature. The square unknown term <dien, being multiplied by four, the coefficient of

its root is doubled. The coefficient of the simple unknown term is to be divided by that. The

divisor then is four times the original coefficient of the square. Now the common multiplier of

the equation is just so much. Multiplier and divisor then being equal, both vanish ; and the ad-

ditive number is the square of the original coefficient of the simple unknown Ici m. Ctiaiiv.

£ E 2
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in which he ijs confined, having been allured to it by its fragrance at pight.

Say, lovely \voman, the number of bees.^

Put the number of the swarm of bees ya v S. The square-root of half this

hya 1. Eight-ninths of the whole swarm are yav V. The sum of the sq«are-

root and fiaction, added to the pair of bees specified, is equal .to the amount
of the swanUy namely ya v 2. Reducing the two sides of the equation to a

common denomination, and dropping the denominator, the equation is

yavlS yaO ru 0 and, subtraction being made, the two sides are
yav \6 ya 9 ru

yav 9, ya9 ru 0 Multiplying both these by eight, and adding the
ya V 0 yaO ru \%

number eighty-one, and extracting both roots, the statement of them for an
equation is 4 ru 9 Whence Xha vdXnt ydvat-idvat comes out 6, By

ya 0 ru 15

substituting the square of this, the number of the swarm of bees is found 72.

133. Example: The son of PriVha, exasperated in combat, shot a
quiver of arrows to slay Carna. With half his arrows he parried those of
his antagonist

; with four times the sejuare-root of the quiver-full, he killed

his horse; with six arrows he slew Salya; with three he demolished the
umbrella, standard and bow ; and with one he cut off the head of the foe.

How many were the arrows, which Arjuna let fly?*

In this case put the number of the whole of the arrows ya v 1. Its half
is ya V

-J
. Four times the square-root are ya 4. The specified arrows are ru 10.

Making the sum of these (yav ya^ ru 10) equal to this quantity yav 1',

reducing both sides of the equation to a common denomination, dropping
the denominator, making subtraction as usual, adding sixteen to both sides

of the equation \ya vl ya S ru 16 extracting the square-roots, and making
yavO yaO ru 36]

these again equal [yflf 1 ru \ the value of is found 10. From
ya 0 rw 6]

which, by substitution, the number of arrows comes out 100.

134. Example : Of the period '[series] less one, the half is the first term;

This example is repeated from the lAldvati, § 68.
• This also occurs iii the LUdvati, 67,
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a moJety of the first term is the increase [common diflference]; and the sum
[of the profession] is the product of increa3e, first term and period multi-
plied together, and augmented by tiie addition of its seventh part. Tell the
incBpase, first term, and period.'

Here the pe/iod is puty«4 r« 1 ; the first term ya 2
; tlic common differ-

ence ya 1 . The product of their multiplication augmented by its seventh
partisyagA t-* yav This amount of the progression is equal to its

sum found by the rule (Z//. §119) viz.ya gh^ yav 10 ya 2. Depressing
both sides by their common di\\ior yivat-t/roat, reducing tliem to a common
denomination, and dropping the denominator, and then making subtraction,

the two sides of the equation become ya w 8 ya 54 ra 0 From tlicsc mul-
ya»0 ya 0 ru 14

tiplied by eight, and having the square of twenty-seven added to tlicm, the
square-roots being extracted, arc ya 8 rtt27 Equating these, the value of

yctO ru29
y&vat-tavat is found from the equation, 7 ; and the suhstitution of that value

gives the first term, common difference, and number of terms, 14, 7 and 29.

135. Example: What number being divided by cipher, and having the

original quantity added to the quotient and nine subtracted from this sum,®

and the consequent remainder being squared and having its sipiare-root added

to* that square, and the whole being tlieii multiplied by cipher, will amount

to ninety?*

Here the number is put 1. This divided by cipher, is ya i. (The ad-

dition and subtraction being made,^ it is still ya J. This squared is ya v ^

.

* An example of the sum of an arithmetical progression. See LU. Ch. 4,

* The version is according to Suuyadasa's reading of the text: but CRfsiiNA-BiMfTA ap-

pears to have read, as does HAMA-CRrsiivA, ‘ having ten millions added or subtracted/

r/isiA cdtyfi yuc^o 't'haxonUahy instead of r/dir 6dya-yuct6 naronitah. Collated copies differ ; but the

variation is noticed in the margin of one.

* This and the following are examples of the arithmetic of cipher. Sec ^ 12— 14, and LM,

^ 44—46.

* CafsHNA-nHATTA sccms here also to have read, * with ten millions added or subtracted

and the quantity, being a fraction with cipher for its denominator, remains unaltered by the addi-

tion of a finite quantity (§ 16). But Su avADASA, though he cites § 16 and L’d. § 4j, deduces

from the conditions of the question the equation, ya v 4 ya 34 ru’J*X by adding to ya v 4 ya36
yav 0 ya 0 ru^
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The root added to it MuHiplied by cipher, the multi-

plier and divisor being alike^vanish, leaving yav \ yo 1.) Hence multiply-

ing [the equation] by four and adding one, and proceeding as before, ‘the

number is found 9* ’ •

136. Example : Say what is the number, which having'its half added

to it, and being multiplied by cipher, and the product squared, and added

to twice the root of that square, and this sum being divided by cipher, be-

comes fifteen ?

The number is put ya 1. This, having its half added to it, becomes

Being multiplied by cipher, it is not to be made nought but to be considered

as multiple of cipher, further operations impending. Wherefore ya |*0,

being squared, and having twice the root added, becomes ya v -J O ya V *0.

This is divided by cipher : and here, as before, the multiplier being 0, and

the divisor 0, both multiplicator and divisor, as being equal, vanish
;
and

the quantity is unaltered:* viz. yaD\ ya y. Equating with fifteen, re-

ducing to a common denomination, and then dropping the denominator, the

two sides of the equation by preparation become ya *v 9 ya tu 0
yaDX^ ya 0 ru60

Adding four,® and extracting the square-roots, the value of ydvaMdvat by

equal subtraction comes out 2.

137. Example : a stanza and a half. What is the number, learned man,

which being multiplied by twelve and added to the cube of the number, is

equal to six times the square added to thirty-five

The number is put ya 1. This multiplied by twelve, and added to the

cube of the number, is yagh 1 ya\2. It is equal to this other quantity

ya V 6 ru S5. Subtraction being made, the first side of the equation bc-

ru 81, its ro6t ya2 ru9; and thence [doubling the equation, and] proceeding by the rule § 131,

he derives tl^e equation of the roots ya 8 ru 34 From which, by the usual process, he finds 9
ya 0 ru 38

for the value of yo. One of the copies of the text, which have been collated for the present trans-

lation, omits the whole of this intermediate work here enclosed within a parenthesis.

* m § 44—45.

* The additive four sufficing to make them afford square-roots. CafsHif.

’ It has been said ** If the solution be not thus accomplished, [as] in the case of cubes or bi-

quadrates, the value must be elicited by the [calculator’s] own ingenuity J 129. The present and

the following are instances of the application of that aphorism. . Sua.
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comes yagh 1 yav6 ya 12 ; and the other side, ru 35. Adding the nega-

tive number eight to both (or subtracting eight from both sides’) and ex-

tracting the cube-roots,® they arc yo 1 ru 2 From the equation of these
yaO ru 3

again, the amount of the number is found 5.

138. Example: If thou be conversant with operations of algebra, tell

the number, of which the biquadrate, less double the sum of the square and

'

of two hundred times the simple number, is a myriad less one.

Let the number be put ya 1. Tliis, multiplied by 200, is ya 200. Added

to the square of the number, it is t? 1 ya 200 ; which, multiplied by two

becomes ya 400. The biquadratc of the number, less that, is ya vv 1

ya*o ^ ya 400. This is equal to a myriad less unity. The two sides of the

equation are j/tf r r 1 yav k ya 400 ru 0 Here adding to the first

yaw i) yavO ya 0 ru 9999

side ydvat-tdvat four hundred, with unit absolute, it yields a root (ya v 1

ru i): but the other side (ya 4i00 ra lOOOO) does not; and the solution

therefore is not accomplished. Hence ingenuity is in this case called for.

Adding then, to both sides of the equation, square of ydvaMdvat four,

y&vat-tdmt four hundred, and a single unit absolute, mots of both may be

extracted. Thus the first side, Avith the additive, becomes yaw \ yav ^

f’ul* The other side, with it, exhibits 4 ya4i00 rw 10000. Their

roots arej/flvl rul andya2 rw 100. From these, equal subtraction

being made, the two sides of the equation arc deduced yav I ya k ru 0

ya V 0 yaO ru 99

Again adding unit to each side, the roots arc obtained ya \ ru \ From
ya 0 ru 10

which equation the value of ydvat-tdmt comes out 11. In like instances

the value must be elicited by the sagacity of the intelligent analyst.

1 39 . Example : The eighth part of a troop of monkeys, squared, was

skipping in a grove and delighted with their sport Twelve remaining

• A variation of the text is here put in a parenthesis. The effect is the same ;
and one reading

serves to interpret the other.

* By the analogy of the rule for the extraction of the square-root (§ 26) taking tl»e rooto of the

cube of the unknown and of the absolute nunaber, and subtracting from the remainder thrice the

products [of the square and simple quantities] two and two. Sur,
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were seen on the hill, amused with chattering to each other. How many

were they in all r ^
^

In this case the troop of monkeys is put ya 1. The square of its eighth

part, added to twelve, being equal to the whole troop, the two sides^ of

equation are yav yaO rw 12 Reducing these to a common denomi-
yav 0 ya \ ru 0

nation, dropping the denominator, and making equal subtraction, they be-

come ya V I ya 64 ru 0 From ‘these, with the square of thirty-two

yavO ya 0 ru 768

added to them, the roots are extracted ya 1 ru 32 The number of the

ya 0 ru \6

root on the absolute side is liere less than the known number, with the nega-

tive sign, in the root on the side of the unknown. Making it then negative

and positive, a two-fold value oiy&vat-t&mt is thence obtained, 48 and 16.

J40.* Example: The fifth part of the troop less three, squared, had

gone to a cave; and one monkey was in sight, having climbed on a branch.

Say how many they were?*

Here the troop is putyfl 1. Its fifth part is ya\. Less three, it is ya\-

ru y . This squared \% yai)-^ V/* With the one seen (|f), it is

yav ^ ya\} ru V/- This is equal to the troop ya 1. Reducing these

* This instance is relative to the rule (§ 130) which admits a two-fold value of the unknown,

when the square-root on the absolute side is less than the known number, comprised in the square-

root on the other side of the equation. Sun. and Crishn.
• SuRYADASA here interposes an example, the same which is inserted in the LWivatiy § 150,

It is not, however, found in collated copies of the Vija-ganitay nor noticed in this place by Crisii>/a-

BiiATTA, nor by Ra'ma-crishna, The solution, as wrought by the first named commentator,

follows; * Putyo 1 for the side of the triangle or distance between the snake’s hole and the point

of meeting. If this side be subtracted from the sum of the side and hypotenuse, namely 27, the

remainder is the hypotenuse: it is ya 1 ru27* Its square, yav \ ya 5i tv 729, is equal to the

sum of the squares of the side put yo 1 and upright given 9 : namely ya v I m 81. Equal

subtraction being made, the value of ya is found, 12. Thus the distance between the hole and

point of meeting comes out 12 cubits ; and this, subtracted from the distance from the hole of the

spot where the snake was seen, namely 27, leaves the equal progress of the two, 15 .—Su’r. The

example, as is apparent, inhere out of place, and should have been noticed by the scholiast, where

the author has himself r^erred to it, in his gloss on § 124.

’ l\vo instances are here given to show, that the twofold value is admissible in some cases only,

CrIsiin.
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sides of equation to a common denomination, dropping tlie denominator, and

making equal subtraction, the equation becomes 3/a u 1 yaSS ru 0 Mul-

• yavO ya V! ru 250

tiplying by fotir, and adding a number e«iual to the fapiare of fifty-live (3023),

the roots extracted are ya 2 ru 55 Here also a two-fold value is fouml

yaO ru45

as before, 50 and 5. But the second is in this case not to be taken : for

it is incongruous. People do not approv'c a negative absolute nuinlrcr.

141. Example: The shadow of a gnomon twelve fingers liigh being

lessened by a third part of the hypotenuse, became fourteen fingers long.

Tell quickly, mathematician, that shadow.

In this case the shadow is put ya 1 .
'1 Ins, less a third of the hypotenuse,

becomes fourteen fingers. Hence, conversely, subtracting fourteen fingers

from it, the remainder is a third of the hypotenuse, ya 1 ru 14. rins then,

multiplied by three, is the hypotenuse; yaS r«42. Its square is ya v 9

ya 252 ru 1764; which is equal to this other value of the square of the hy-

potenuse,'" yav I ru 144. Equal subtraction being made, the two sides ot

• The second value being five, its fifth part, one, cannot have three sultfracicd from it. Th,-re

is incongruity; to indicate which the author adds c.spressly, ‘ the second is in this case not to be

taken/
SUR.

Less three, it is ya I ru 3. his

ya 6 rtt 10 ; ami is equal to ya 5.

ru 0 Multiplying by four, and

ra 1*0

Put yaS for the troop of monkeys. Its fifth part is ya 1.

squared is yat) 1 ya6 r« 9- "'ilh one added, it is ya c l

Kqual subtraction beiirg made, the equation is ya v I ya U
yav 0 ya 0

superadding,hesqu.reofU.ithecomesyac.
ya4 r^ ... Here, since the hnown number

was proposed as negative [i. e. subtractive] the root should be taken, under the rr.s.-ning before

stated [gloss on % 130] ya 2 r« ft ;
not ya 2 ra It. The root of the second side of ihe equation

L o . tfurther equation of the roots, the value of ya come, out >0. Whence the num^r

oMhe trLp is deduced 50. But, if the known number (I.) he made positive, «

r -uT I «n.l the whole quantity 5. From its fifth part ;t.ne), three cannot be subtracted. If

,..„b
D-k

o'

their squares is the hypotenuse, is universally known.

Or cite 9. But with ihii root the «»uihor would take ya k ru 11 matead of ya t ru 11

.
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the equation become u 8 ya^5% ru 0 Multiplying by^ two, and

yav 0 ya 0 ru 1620

superadding the square of the number sixty-three, the roots are ya 4 rii 63

, • yaO rw27

Making these again equal, and proceeding as before, the value ofydvaMdvat

is obtained two-fold y and 9. Tlie second value of the shadow is less than

fourteen : therefore, by reason of its incongruity, it should not be taken.

Hence it was said this holds in some cases.” (§ 130.)

It is in derogation of the maxim delivered in Padmana'bha’s algebra,* on

this subject

:

142. When the root of the absolute side is less than the known number

being negative on the other side, making it positive and negative, the value

comes out two-fold.” ®

143— 144. Example: What are the four quantities, friend! which with

two severally added to them, yield square-roots
;
and of which the products,

taking them two and two, contiguous,* become also square numbers when
eighteen is added : and which arc such, that the square-root of the sum of

all the roots atlded to eleven, being extracted, is thirteen? tell them to me,

algebraist

!

In this case, the number, which, added to two quantities, renders them

square numbers, is the additive of the [original] quantities. That additive,

multiplied by the square of the difference of the roots, is the additive of the

product. That is, the product of those two (juantitics, with the addition of

this [additive] must yield a square-root. Tlic products of the roots of the

quantities, taken two and two contiguous, being lessened by a deduction of

the additive of the quantities, are the roots of the products of those quanti-

ties.^ This principle must be understood in all [similar] cases. In the pre^*

sent instance, the additive of the products is nine times the additive of the

simple (quantities. The squaie-root of nine is three. Therefore, the roots

‘ Padmandbha Vija.

* The quotation, as copied by the comraentator SuaYAOASA, contains the very reservation

for which Bha&cara contends “ the value will be two-fold soinetlmes dwid'hfi mdnan cmcJiit

bhavH^ instea(l of dwividhotpadifaft the reading which occurs in collated copies.

* Tlie first and second are to be multiplied together; and the third and fourth.—

S

i/r. First

and second ; second and third ; third and fourth. CaiSUM.
* For the demonstration of both these positions, see note to § 145.
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of tlie quantities are [arithmeticals] differing by the common differcncc

three
:
ytf 1 ya 1 ru 3 ya i ru 6 ya] ru 9. The products of these, two

and.two, less the additive of the simple quantities, being computed, arc*

th6 s'quare-ropts of the products of the quantities with eigliteen added.

Hence the roots of the ])roducts as above descril)ed are yav I ya S

rui; yav \ yaQ ru 16; yav\ ya \5 Tlie sum ot‘ all these

and of the original roots is yav 3 ya3\ rw 84. Making this, with

eleven added to it, equal to the square of thirteen ;
multiplying the sides of

the equation (after equal subtraction) by twelve; and superadding the square

of thirty-one, the roots are ya6 ru 31 From the equation of these again,

ya 0 ru 43-

the value yAvat^tdvat is found ‘i. Whence the roots of tl)e quantities arc

deduced, 2, 5, 8 and 11. Of course the original quantities (l)cing the

squares of those roots, less the additi\'e ot the simple quantities,) are 2, 23,

62 and 1 19.

On this subject there is a maxim of an original author:*

145. ‘ So many times as the additive of the products contains the additive

* Su RYADASA, employing only the first of the foregoing positions, as it is contained also in the

maxim cited from an earlier writer (§ 145), deduces the algebraic e.xprestions for the roots of iho

products from those of the simple ({uaiitities :
* I'he additive ol the products (18) is nine times the

additive of the simple nuantiiies ('^). Its sqimre-ruot is 3. The simple roots then are ya\ m 0
ya 1 ru

ya I ruG
ya 1 ru 9

AndtheauantiticsdednceclbysquaringtheseandKubtractingthciidditivctwo,arey«t'l ru *2

^ yav I ya b nt 7

ya V 1 ya \ 2 ru 34

yav I yalS ru79

j f c T’ I ya sh 6 ya v b ya 12 ru 4

The products of the contiguous two and ‘wOf }aghi8 yav 41 ya 284 ru 256

with eighteen added, are (yawl yogi 30 yav 1 13 yaluGO ra2704

The square-root, ofthese three arc yam ya 3 ru 2 Their sum 3 ya27 e»66) with

ya V I ya 9 ru lu ,

ya V \ ya 15 ru 52

the sum of the simple roots (ya* rul8) oryavS ya3l n<8+, will, 11 added, i, e., uni to the

square of 13, or l6y. The equation thenisjia»3 ii«3l ru 95 and, after subiiaclion, be-

* yavo ya 0 ru 169

comes ya r 3 31 ru 0 Proceeding as usual (§ 131), the val.ie of yivat-lhat eomc. out 2.’

yanO ya 0 ru7*

• Neither Bha'scar*, nor hi. commentato.^, intimate the name of this ancient and (6,lyn)

original author, whose words are here quoted.

F F 2
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of the simple quantities, ljy the square-root of that [suhmultiple] as a common
difference, the unknown quantities are to be put [in arithm^ical progression]

and to be s(|uared, and then diminished by subtraction of the additive.’

This supposition of apposite quantities required much dexterity in com-

putations.

146. Example : Say what is tho» hypotenuse in a plane figure,. in which

the side and upright are equal to fifteen and twenty? and show the demon-

stration of the received mode of computation.*

Here the hypotenuse is put 1 . Turning the triangle, the hypotenuse

is made the base
; and its side and upright are tlie sides : and the side and

upright in each of the triangles situated on either side of the perpendicular

‘ The demonstration of this, and of Bhascara's corresponding position with the further one

subjoined by him, is given by the commentator CafsHNA :
* If the square-root of a quantity in-

creased by an additive be known, then by inversion the quantity is the square of that root, less the

additive*, and is also known. From the first root the first quantity is found pvl a i ; and, in

like manner, from the second root, the second quantity dv 1 « 1. That, which, added to their

product, makes it a square, is the additive of the product. Multiplied together their product is

pv.dvbhl pv»abhl dv,abhi av\. In the second term, the square of the first root multiplied

by the additive is negative; and, in the third term, the like multiple of the square of the second

root is also negative. To abridge, put sum of the squares of the roots multiplied by the additive with

the negative sign. The first term is the product of squares of the roots ; or, which is the same, the

square of the product of the roots. The statement then is r prod, v 1 r v sum a I a v I, In the

second of these three terms, the sum of the squares of the roots is resolvable into two parts ; tliu

square of the dift'erence of the roots and twice the product of the roots. (L/7. § 135.) The second

term is thus resolved into two; namely the square of the difference and twice the product multi-

plied by the additive : and the statement of all the terms in their order consequently is r prod, v 1

r difl’. r. a 1 r prod, a *2 « v I. Now the number, which, added to this product of the quantities,

makes it afford a square- root, is the additive of the product. But here, if the square of the differ-

ence of the roots multiplied by the additive (r diff. r. a 1) be superadded, the remaining terms

r prod. D 1 r prod, a 2 a v 1, will yield a square-root. It is therefore demonstrated, that the

additive of the simple quantities, multiplied by the square of the difference of the roots, is additive

of the product ; and the product of the same roots, less the additive, will be the root of the pro-

duct of the quantity. The same reasoning is applicable to the second and third; and to the third

and fourth. Thus the root of one quantity being put the roots of all may be rightly

deduced from it’ [by their common difference computed from the additives]. CafsiiN.

*• The question of the hypotenuse is here put, solely to inquire the principle of the solution of

this problem. " Crishn.
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let fail in the proposed triangle, are analogous to the former.* Hence the

proportion :
‘ if, ^hen ydvaMavat is hypotenuse, this be the side (1.5), tlien,

the hypotenuse being fifteen (equal to the original side), what is. Tims

the side [of the smaller triangle] is found, and is the segment contiguous to

the original side : ru 225 Again, if yavat-tavat being hypotenuse, this

ya 1

be the upright (20), then, the hypotenuse being twenty (equal to the ori-

ginal upright), what is?’ Thus the upright [of the other little trianglej is

found, and is the segment contiguous to the original upright 400 The

ya 1

sum of the segments is equal to hypotenuse: and fmin so framing the etjua-

tioh, the value of hypotenuse is deduced,’ the square-root of the sum ot the

squares of the side and upriglit, viz. 25. Hence, substituting the value,

the segments arc found 9 and l6; and thence the perpendicular 12. Sec

25

Or the solution is thus otherwise propounded. The hypotenuse isyn I.

Half the product of the side and upright is the area of the triangle. 150.

I They are proportional f'uwKni/kiJ.
CnfaiiK.

* The greater side being here named the upright, (while cither side might have been so denonii-

nated ;
I,it. § 133.) in the origin.al triangle, the greater side of the one small triangle must be taken

as the upright found by the proportion ‘ as is to the original upright, so is an hypote-

nuse of that length to a quantity sought it is the segment, which is the greater side of this tri-

angle ; not the perpendicular, which is its less side. So the smaller side of the other little triangle

must be taken as the side found by the proportion, ‘ a, ydret-Mrdr is to the original si.lc, so is a hy-

potenuse of that length to a quantity sought and it is the segment, this being the least side of the

triangle ;
not the pcntendicular which is here the greater side. Ciifsim.

1 CafsiiiiA gives the solution by literal symbols aUme. By the first proportion ya 1 |
Mu 1 j

bhu 1
1

the segment contiguous to the side is bhu v 1 By the other proportion, ya 1 |
co I

|
co 1 |

ya 1

the segment contiguous to the upright is The sum ’of the segment. Ma e l_c^l is

ya I
^

equal to the base ya 1. Reducing to a common denomination and dropping the deiioiiiiiialor, the

two sides of the equation become ya u 1 Hence the «iua™ of the hypotenuse i. equal to

bhu c 1 fo r I
^

the sum of the squares of upright and side.-CafsHN. Here bhu it initial of M»>, the tide (lit.

arm); and co of cd/i, the upright.
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With four such triangles, another figure having four sides, each equal to the

hypotenuse,* is constructed for the purpose of finding the 4!ypotenuse. See

25

Thus another interior quadrilateral Is framed
;
and the difference between

the upright and side is the length of its side. Its area is 25. Twice the pro-

duct of tlie upright and side is the area of the four triangles, 600. The sum

of these is the area of the entire large figure; 625. Equating this with the

square ofyAvat-t&mt^ the measure of the hypotenuse is found, 25.* If the

absolute number, however, be not an exact square, the hypotenuse comes

out a surd root.

147- Rule : tTwicc the product of the upright and side,^ being added to

the square of their difference, is equal to the sum of their squares, just as

with two unknown quantities.^

Hence, for facility, it is rightly said ‘ The square-root of the sum of the

squares of upright and side, is the hypotenuse?’*

* The triangles are to be so placed, as that the hypotenuse may be without; and the upright of

one be in contact with the side of another: else, by merely joining four rectangular triangles [with the

equal sides contiguous,] a quadrilateral having unequal diagonals [that is, a rhomb] is constituted;

in which one diagonal is twice the upright ; and the other double the side of the triangle
;
instead

of a square comprising five figures (four triangles and a small interior square). But, if the upright

and side be equal, % square only is framed, which ever way the side is placed, since there is no

difference of the upright and side: and in this case there is no interior square. CiifsHN.

* In this instance also, Crishna exhibits the solution by literal symbols: ‘ Area of the triangle

Wm. CO ' Multiplied by four, it is the area of four such triangles hhu, co 2. Difference

hhu \ CO 1. Its square bhuv I bhu. co 2 cor 1. This, which is the urea of the interior square,

being added to the area of the four triangles, bhu. co 2, makes bhu t? 1 co r 1 ; the area of the

entire square.' CafsHN.

^ This is not confined to upright and side; but applicable to all quantities. (LU.^ 135.)

CaiaiiN.

* Let the two quantities be ya\ cal. The square of their difference will be yav I ^a.cabh2

ca r 1. To this twice the product ya. ca bh 2 being added, the result is the sum of the squares

ya'o I cavl* Crisuk*

* See the same rule expressed in other words ; Vil. § 134.

25
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Placing the same portions of figure in another form, see

148. Example: Tell me, friend, the side, upright and hypotenuse in a

[triangular] plane figure, in which the square-root of three less than the side,

being lessened by one, is the difference Ixjtwccn the upright and hypotenuse.

In this case the difference between the upright and hypotenuse is arbi-

trarily assumed : say 2. Hence, by inversion, (taking the square ot that

added to one and adding three to the square;) the side is obtiiined, 12. Its

square, or the difference of the squares ot hypotenuse and upright, is 144.^

The difference of the squares of two quantities is equal to the product ot

their sum and difference.* For a square’* is the area ot an equilatcml qua-

drangle [and equi-diagonaH]. This foi example, is the square ot seven, 4i).

Here the difference is two; and the sum is twelve: and the profluct ot

the sum and difference consists of 24 equal compartments

12

rr-~r .l.LLLL'ni
tt:z] 1 1 1 ri r 1

Thus it is demonstrated, that the difference ofnhc squares is equal to tl.e

product of the sum and difference. Hence, in tlie insUucc, the d.flerence

of the squares, 144, being divided by the assumed difference ot the hyim-

• Producing the line, the figure is divided into two Kiuarcs: one the square of tl.e upright; the

other the square of the side : and their sum is the area of the first or large Mjuure

;

rooti* the side of the quadrilateral.

» Li/. §135.

* Varga^ or 2d power.

Caisuna.
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tenuse and upright, 2, is the sum, 72.‘ This sum, twice set down, and

having the difFercnce severally subtracted, and being. halved according to

the rule of concurrence,® gives the upright and hypotenuse 35 and 37-* In

like manner, putting one, ^the side, upright and hypotenuse sire 7, 24, and

27. Or, supposing four, they are 28, 96, and 100.’ So in every [similar]

case. .

•

149. Rule : The difference between the sum of the squares of two

quantities whatsoever, and the square of their sum, is equal to twice their

product ;
as in the case of two unknown quantities.'^

For instance, let the quantities be 3 and 5. Their squares are 9 and 25.

The square of their sum, 6‘4. From this taking away the sum of the squares,

the remainder is 30. See

3 5 8 5

Here square compartments, equal to twice the product are apparent; and

[tlie proposition] is proved, .

150. Rule: The difference between four times the product and the

square of the sum, is equal to the square of the difference of the quantities;

as in the instance of unknown ones.’

Let the quantities be 3 and 5. From the square of their sum, taking

away four products* at the four corners, there remain in the middle, square

‘ SeeLf/. §57.
* LU. § 5.5.

^ The problem U an indeterminM^ one.

* Let the quantities be ya I ca 1. The sum of their squares is yu r 1 ca 1 ; and the square of

their sum y<i r I ya. ca hh 2 cavA, The difference between which is ya, cabh 2; or twice the

product of the two quantities. CRfsHN.

* Let the two quantities he ya \ cal. Four limes the product nya.cahh^. The square of

the sum is yfl cl ya.cabh2 cavl. From this square taking four times the product, the re-

mainder is yavl ya. cabh 2 ca c 1. And this is the square of the difference of the two quan-

tities. CRIfHN.

® Rectangles.
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compartments equal to the square of the difference of the quantities
; and

[the proposition] is proved. See

151. Example: Tell the side, upright and hjpoteniisc, of which the
sum is forty, and the product of the upright and side is a hundred and
twenty.

Here twice the product of the side and upright is 240. It is the difference

between the square of their sum and the sum of their squares.' The sum
of the squares of the side and upright is the same with the square of the hy-
potenuse.* Tliereforc it is the difference between the scjuarc of the sum of
the side and upright, and tlie square of hypotenuse; and is equal to tlie pm-
duct ofsum and difference, lliereforc this difference, 240, divided by the

sum 40, gives the difference of hypotenuse and the sum of the side and

upright, viz. 6. The sum, having the difference severally subtracted and

added, and being then halved, gives by the rule of concurrence,* the sum of

the upright and side 23, and the hypotenuse 17-^ From tlie square of the

sum of the upright and side, namely 529, subtract four times the product

(§ 150), viz. 480, the square root 7 of the remainder (49) is the difference of

the side and upright. From the sum and difference, the side and upright

are found by subtraction and addition and then taking the moieties; and

they come out 8 and 15.

152. Example:^ Tell me severally the side, upright and hypotenuse,

the sum of which is fifty-six; and their product seven times six hundred.

In this instance put hypotenuse ya 1. Its square is yav \. It i.s the sum

of the squares of the side and upright. The sum of the three sides (hypo-

tenuse, upright and base) less hypotenuse isthc^umof the upright and side:

• h 149 .

» § 146 .

» ULS55,
^ For the sum of two sides must exceed the hypotenuse. {UL § l6l.) CRfsim'.

* This example, though overlooked by Su'ryadasa, is noticed both by Crlsio/a mnd Rava-

6R18HVA ; aad is found in all the collated copies of the text.

G G
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ya i Tu 56. So the product of the three, divided by hypotenuse, gives the

product of upright and side ru 4200 By a preceding rule 149) the dif-

ference between the sum of the squares (ya v 1) and the square of their sum

(ya V I ya\\9, ru 3136), namely 112 ru 3136, is equal to twice the

product or ru 8400 First reducing to least terms by the common divisor a

y^^
hundred and twelve; then bringing both sides of the equation to a common

denomination, dropping the denominator, making equal subtraction, ‘ and

superadding the square of fourteen to both sides of the equation,* the value

iyiydmt’t&vat is found, 25. A second value in this case comes out by way

of alternative, namely 3: but it is not to be taken because it is incongruous.*

In the instance, the product of the three sides, 4200, being divided by

the hypotenuse 25, gives the product of the upright and side, 168. Thus

the sum of the upright and side being 31 (56 less 25), the difference of the

upright and side is found by the preceding rule (§ 150) namely 17- And

thence, by the rule of concurrence,^ the side and upright are deduced 7

and 24.

So in all [like] cases.

The intelligent, by a compendious method, do in some instances resolve

a problem by reasoning alone. But the grand operation is by putting [a

symbol] of the unknown.

* The text to which Ramacrisiina’s commentary is appended, here exhibits

Equation ya XJ 1 12 ya3l36 rw 0 ^ Abridged by 112, yav i ya 28 ru 0

ya V 0 ya 0 ru 8400 ya v 0 ya 0 ru 75

• Some copies of the text substitute the equivalent operation of multiplying by four, and adding

the square of twenty-eight.

’ See remark under § 141.

LH. §55.



CHAPTER VI.

EQUATION INVOLVING MORE THAN ONE UNKNOWN
QUANTITY.

Next, Analysis by a Multiliteral Equation is propoundeil.

153

—

156. Rule: Subtract the first colour (or letter') from tbe other

side of the equation; and the rest of the colours (or letters) as well as the

known quantities, from the first side:* the other side being then di\idcd by

the [coefficient of the] first, a value of the first colour will be obtained.’ If

there be several values of one colour, making in .such ca.s« equations of them

and dropping the denominator,* the values of the rest of the colours arc to

be found from them.’ At the last value, the multiplier and quotient, found

by the method of the pulverizer,* arc the values of both colours, dividend

‘ See the author^s following comment ; and the note upon it.

* That is, the two sides of the equation are to be so treated, as that a single colour may remain

on one side: which is effected by equal subtraction of all the rest of the terms on that side from

both; and of the term similar to it on the other. It is not necessary to restrict the choice of the

particular colour : but, as there is no motive for passing by the first, that is scjecied to be retoined;

Cri'shii.

3 This division is the equivalent of tbe proportion, in which one of the unknown is the third

term, and a multiple of it is the first ;
to find the value. Sec note on § 157*

^ After reduction to a common denomination.

> This suffices for problems admitting but one solution. What follows, relates to indeterminate

problems.

® An answer to an indeterminate problem being required in whole numbers. Else arbitrary

values may be put for all the remaining unknown terms in the last and single value of an unkiK>wn.

In such case tbe answer is easy : but is probably fractional. CaisiiN.

G C
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and divisor if there be other colours in the dividend, put for them any

arbitrarily assumed values; and so find those two. By substituting with

these inversely, the values of the rest of the colours are then obtained.

But, if a value be fractional, the investigation of the pulverizer is to be re-

peated; and, with that substituting for the last colour, deduce the values

conversely from the first.®

This is analysis by equation comprising several colours.*

In this, the unknown quantities are numerous, two, three or more. For

which ydvat-t/imt and the several colours are to be ’put to represent the

values. They have been settled by the ancient teachers of the science

viz. so much as'’ (yAvat-tdvat), black (cdlaca), blue {nUaca\ yellow {pitacd),

red (/(JAitotf), green white variegated (cAiVracfl), tawny

(capilaca), tan-coloured {pingala), grey (d'hdmraca)^ pink (pdtalaca), white

{sctvalaca)y black (iydmalaea), another black (michaca), and so forth. Or

* The colour or letter, appertaining to the divisor, is the quantity of which the algebraic expres-

sion was the value ; its coeilicient being the divisor or denominator.—See note to §157. The

colour belonging to the dividend or numerator, is one comprised in that algebraic expression of the

value of the former. See note on the author’s comment below. One unknown is a function of

(he other.

* The commentator CafsHNA notices two variations, or altogether three readings of this passage.

He prefers one as most consistent with the author’s own explanation of his text ; and interprets* it

thus : If, in course of substitution, the value of another colour be bad fractional, investigation of a

pulverizer is to be again performed; and, with that multiplier, substituting for the last colour, de-

duce the values inversely from the first. That is, with the particular multiplier termed pulverizer

(Ch. 2), substituting for the colour contained in the two or more last values, again deduce the

values inversely from the preceding: meaning from the value which contained a fractional one.

Beginning thence, let inverse substitution take place.

The second reading is, * the other colour (or letter) is to be found by repeating the investigation

of the pulverizer; and with that substituting for the original [or, according to another construc-

tion, for the last, colour] ; deduce the values conversely from the first;’ or, as the third reading

varies it, * deduce conversely the last and the first.’ it is defective in either construction : for the

pronoun “ that” refers to the “ other colour (or letter);” the value of which is found by investiga-

tion of the pulverizer : but the othei^ so referred to is the divisor in that investigation : and the

“ last” colour, for which substitution is to be made, is the dividend: and the sentence, therefore,

according to these readings, directs a substitution of value for ibe wrong colour. CafsiiN.

^ Anha-vania-umticarana vija. Sec Ch. 4. note on gloss following § 100— 102.

* Purv6chAtyhMi by former teachers. What particular authors are intended is unexplained.

Brahmeoupta employs names of colours to designate the unknown, without any remark; whence

it appears that the use was already familiar. See Brahm. 18, § 52 et seq.
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letteFs‘ are to be employed; that is the literal characters c, &c. as names of
the unknovvn, to prevent the confounding of them.

Here also, the calculator, performing as before directed (Ch. 4) every

operation implied by the conditions of the example, brings out two equal

sides, or more sides, of equation. Then comes the application of the rule:

‘ from one of the two sides of the equation, subtract* the tirat (letter or)

colour of the other. Then subtract from that other sidd the rest of the (let-

ters or) colours, as well as the known quantities. Hence the one side being

divided* by the residue of the first (letter or) colour, a value of the (letter or)

colour which furnishes tlie divisor is obtained. If there be many such sides,

by so treating tliose that constitute equations, by pairs, other values are found

.

Then, among these, if the values of one (letter or) colour be manifold, make
them equal by pairs, drop the denominator,^ and proceeding by the rule

[§ 153], find values of the other (letters or) colours: and so on, as practicable.

Thereafter,^ the numl)cr (coefficient) of the dividend (letter or) colour in

the last value is to be taken as the dividend quantity; and that of the divi-

* Varna, colour or letter : for the word bears both imports. Former writcra used it in the one

sense, and directed all the unknown quaniiiies after the first to be represented by colours. But

the author takes it also in the second acceptation ; and directs letters to be employed, instancing

the consonants in their alphabetical order. He appears tu intend initial syllables. (See his solu-

tit)n of the problem in § 1 1 i.) His predecessors, however, likewise made use of initial syllables for

algebraic symbols; for instance the marks of square, cube and other powers; and the sign of a

surd root: as well as the initials of colours as tokens of unknown quantities.

^ See § 101.

3 Ibid.

* After reduction to a common denominator.

* In the last and single value of the unknown denoted by a colour, if one or more unknown

terms denoted by colours be comprised, values might be arbitrarily put for all these terms in the

dividend ;
and these values being summed, and divided by the denominator, would give the value

of the first colour. It might be either a fraction or integer, and the values of the rest would be

those arbitrarily assumed. Such a solution is facile. But, if the answer be required in whole

numbers, then reserving one colour put arbitrary values for th|j rest; and thus a tingle colour with

certain absolute numbers will remain in the dividend. Now such a value of that colour is to be

assumed, as that the coefficient of the colour, being multiplied by the assumed quantity, and added

to the absolute number, and divided by the denominator, may yield no residue: for so the value of

the first colour will be an integer. This is the very problem solved in the investigation of a pulve-

rizer (Ch, 2). If then a value of the colour in the dividend be put equal to the multiplier to found,

the colour appertaining to the divisor will be the quotient, and an integer. Hence the text, ** At

the last value, dfc.'* (J 154— 155.) Cafiuii.
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sor (letter or) colour, as the divisor quantity; and the absolute number, as

the additive quantity : with which, proceeding by the rule of investigation

of a pulverizer (Ch.. 2), the multiplier, which is so found, is the value of the

dividend (letter or) colour; and the quotient, which is obtained, is that of

the divisor (letter or) colour. The reduced^ divisor and dividend [used as

abraders in the investigation] of these two values, being multiplied by some

assumed^ (letter or) colour, are to be put as additives [of the multiplier and

quotient,* or values so found,] and thence, substituting their values with

these additives, for those colours (or letters) in the value of the former colour

(or letter), and dividing by the denominator, the quotient, which is obtained,

is the value of the former colour (or letter). In like manner, inversely sub-

stituting [the values thus successively found], the values of the other colours

(or letters) arc tlieiice deduced. But, if there be two or more colours (or

letters) in the last value, then putting arbitrarily assumed values for them,

and substituting by those values and adding the results to the absolute num-
f)er, the investigation of a pulverizer is to be performed.

In the course of inverse substitution, if the values of a colour (or letter),

ill a value of a preceding one, be fractional, then tlie multiplier, which is

found by a further investigation of the pulverizer, with the addition [of the

divisoi'^j is the value of the dividend colour (or letter).^ Then substituting

witli it for that colour (or letter) in the last values of colours (or letters),

and proceeding by inverse substitution, in the preceding ones, the values of

the other colours (or letters) arc found.

In this [analysis], when the value of a (letter or) colour is found, (whether

that value be a known quantity, or an unknown one, or known and un-

* See § 54.

^ The assumed colour represents the arbitrary factor, introduced ft 64) to make arbitrary mul*

tiples of the (abrading) divisors additives of the multiplier and quotient; that is, of the values here

found. Ry substituting cipher for this assumed colour, as is frequently done in the following exam-

ples (§ l6o, l6l, 163, ^c.), the simple values arc used without the additives. It does not represent

an unknown quantity which is sought; but a factor of the divisors, which is to receive an arbitrary

value: and it serves to show the relation of the quantities in the manifold answers of an indetermi-

nate problem, the solution of which is required in whole numbers. See CafsHN,
^ See § 64.

Ibid.

^ Recourse is had to this method, to clear the fraction: for the same reason holds indifferently.

Crishn'.
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known together;) and is multiplied by the coefficient of the unknown, the

removal o» extermination of that (literal character or) colour is calletl

(Utfh&pana) raising’’ or ‘‘ substitution.’'

'

•

Example : The quantity of rubies without flaw, sapphires and pearls,"

&c. (§ 105.)

In this case, putting &c. for the rates of the rubies and the

rest, and making the number of each «t)rt of gem with its rate a multiple,

and superadding the absolute number, the statement for equal subtraction is

yaS ca S ni 7 ru 90 Proceeding as directed, to ‘‘ subtract the lirst co-

ya7 ca 9 6 ru 62

lour, &c,” (§ 153) this single value of y<ivat-t(kat is obtained ca\ u'l \

tja2

Being single, this same value is “last” (§ 154). Therefore the investigation

of the pulverizer must take place. In this dividend there is a couple of co-

lours: wherefore (§ 155) the value of m is arbitrarily' put unity
;
with which

substituting for w/, and superadding it to the alesolutc number, theie icsults

ca i ru 29 Hence, by the rule of investigation of the pulverizei, the

multiplier and quotient, together with the additives [dcduccil from tlicir di-

visors] are found pi 2 ru 1 Then, substituting for p'rhy putting cipher

• pi 1 ru 14

for it, the rates of the rubies and the rest come out 14, 1, 1- Putting one

for they are 13, 3, 1; assuming two, 12, 15, 1; or, supposing three,

11, 7, 1. Thus, by virtue of suppositions, an infinity of answers is ob-

tained.

Example :
“ One says ‘ give me a huiKlre<l, awl I shall be twice as rich

as you,’ &c. (§ 106).

• The value of any colour, that is found, whether expressed by absolute number, or symbol of

unknown quantity, or both, and occurring in another, is deduced by the rule of three: for m-

stance, in example § 157, the value of c« is found a-' '"O'

ca 9

lo 31 ru 0. Then the proportion, r« 0 1
ai ?0 | ,

gives lo (i20 ru 0 ;
and tins, pi 1 |

rnO|pll61,givesL64 .rO, Their sum, ^684 O divided by 9, give, tbo^vd^^^

ca- viz. /o 76 raO. This is termed raising or substitution
•„ ,1,,,

* For the HMUon of retaining the symbol of the unknown ya, in the fraction espressing its value,

see note on § 157.
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Let the respective capitals be ytf 1 cal. Taking a hundred from the

capital of the last, and adding it to that of the first, they become ya 1 ru 100

and cal ru 100. The wealth of the first is double that of the second;

therefore equating it with twice the second’s capital, a value of ydvat-t&vat

is obtained ca 2 ru 300 Again, ten being taken from the first and added

to the capital of the second, there results yal r« 10 and ca 1 ru 10. But

the second is become six times as rich as the firet : wherefore making the

second equal to the sextuple of the first, a value of ydvat-tdvat is obtained

ca 1 ru 70. With these reduced to a common denomination and dropping

ya 6 ...
the denominator, an equation' is formed ;

from which, as being one contain-

ing a single colour (or character of unknown quantity), the value of ca

comes out by the foregoing analysis (Ch. 4) ;
viz. 170.' Witli which sub-

stituting for ca, in the two values of ykoat~tkoat, and adding it to the ab-

solute number, and dividing by the appertinent denominator, the value of

yimat-thvat is found, 40.

157. Example : The horses belonging to these four persons respectively

are five, three, six and eight ; the camels appertaining to them are two,

.seven, four and one; their mules are eight, two, one and three; and t)ic

oxen owned by them are seven, one, two and one. All are equally rich.

Tell me severally, fricml, the rates of the prices of horses and the rest.

Here put y&oat-tdvat, &c. for the prices of the horses and the rest. The

number of horses and cattle, being multiplied by those rates, the capitals of

the four persons become ya 5 ca Z ni S pi 7 These are equal. From

ya S ca7 2 pi I

ya 6 ca 4 Hi 1 pi S

ya S ca I ni 3 pi I

the equation of the first and second, the value of ydvat-tdvat is obtained

caS ni6 pi 6 From that of the second and third, it is ca 3 nil p i I

In like manner, from that' of the third and fourth, it is ca 3 w t 2 pi I .

The commentator, Ciu'shiia, quote* from bit preceptor, VisHifv Chaxdra, a rule for ex-

ample* of Ibis nature; abridged, as be observes, from tbe algebraic solution.

• In these fractional values of yo deduced from tbe preceding equations, by equal subtraction
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Reducing these^ to a common denomination,* pd dropping the denomi-

nator, the value of calaca is found from the equation of the first and second,

niiO pi 16 ; and from that of the second and third, ni 8 pi 5. From an

ea9 caS

equation of these two reduced to a common denomination, the value of

nilaca is had pi 31 , This being “ last'’ value (§ 154) the investigation of

the pulverizer gives, (as there is no atrditive;*) multiplier 0, or, with the

addition [of its divisor^] fo4 ru 0. It is the value of pitaca. Also, (for

the same reason) the quotient 0,* with the addition [of its divisor^]

lo 31 ru 0, It is the value of nilaca. Substituting for ni and pi by

their respective values in that of ca^ adding them together, and di-

viding by the appertinent denominator, the value of calaca is obtained

lo 76 ru 0. Substituting for ca and' the rest by their own values in that

ofyamt-tavaty adding them together, and dividing by the appropriate de-

nominator, the value of yivaM&vat comes out /o85 ruO. Then, Idhitaca

being replaced by unity arbitrarily assumed, the values of ydvat^t^cat

and the rest arc found, 85, 76, 31, 4. Or putting two for it, they are

I/O, 152, 62, 8. Or, supposing three, they are 255, 228, 93, 12. Thus,

by virtue of suppositions, an infinity of answ^ers may be ol^tained.

158— 159. Example by ancient authors Five doves are to be had for

three drammas

;

seven cranes,® for five; nine geese, for seven; and three

and then by proportion, ya2
\
ca 5 ni 6 6

]
ya 1 and ya 3

|
ra 3 ml pi \ \

ya\ also ya 2 |

cii 3 .nl2 1
1

yflf 1» tiic syllable ya is inserted in the denominator to indicate that the value is

ofya; not to include it as a factor of the denominator: for the first and third terms containing it

were reduced by it as a common divisor; and, if that were not done, the numerator would be a

multiple of it.

• Other values of ya might be found by combining the first and third ; first and fourth ; and

second and fourth. But that is not done, as there is no occasion. Crishn.

* The foregoing operations to find the value of the first cokur were in fulfilment of the rule

^ 1 53. The work now proceeds to the finding of the values of the rest by § 1 54.

® See § 63.

See § 64.

» yi(/ya, original or early writers. The commentators do not here specify them; nor bint

whence the quotation coifies. Suiiyad.\sa only says “ certain writers;” and observes, that it it a

well known instance. The rest are silent.

• S6rasaj the Siberian crane: Ardea Sibcrica.

11 U
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peacocks, for nine: bring a hnndred of these birds for a hundred

for the prince’s grati^cation. ,

In this case, putting y&oat-t&vat. See. for foe prices of the doves, &c. Bud

foe number of birds of each kind by proportion; and make the equation

with a hundred. Or else multiply the rates three, five, &c. and the number

of birds five, seven, &c, by ydvat-tdvat, and severally make an equation with

a hundred.* Thus, ya3, caS, nil, pi 9, being the prices, make their

siim equal to a hundred; and* the value of y&oat-tamt is found

ca5 nil pi 9 r« 1 00. Again, making foe birds yaS, cal, nig, pi S, eqjual

^ yaS

to a hundred, the value of ydvat-t&cat is obtained cai nig pi 3 ru 100.

yaS

From the equation of these, reduced to a common denomination, and drop-

ping the denominator, foe vafoc of c&laca is had nik pi 9 ru50 . The

ca 1

dividend here contains two colours; therefore the value of pitaca is arbitra-

rily assumed four. With this substituting for pitaca, there results ni 2 tu 14.

Cfl 1

'

Hence by investigation of the pulverizer, the quotient and multiplier, with

their additives [multiples of foeir divisors], are lo k rw 14 value of ca

lo\ ru 0 — of ni

loO ru i — of pi

Substituting for cdlaca and the rest, by these their values, in the value of

• In the argument of proportion the sum of the rates as well ns of the birds is twenty-four : and

the requisition is a hundred. From some multiple of the argument or money, the number of birds

is to be found. If the birds be found from the argument multiplied by an equal factor, the sura

of both will not be a hundred : for the sum of the drammas, which arc the arguments, multiplied by

four, is ninety-six ;
and so is that of the birds multiplied by the same ; and the sum, multiplied by

five,’ is a hundred and twenty. If indeed they be multiplied by a proportional factor, namely

twenty-five sixths, the sura will no doubt be a hundred j but the birds will not be entire. There-

fore unequal factors must be used: a different one for the price of the doves ; and another for that

of the cranes ; one for the rate of the geese; and another for that of the peacocks. Those factors

are unknown; and therefore y&vat-tivat, &c. are put for them. The rates multiplied are the

prices paid. Then, as three dramnias a're to five doves, so is the price ya 3 to the number of doves

bought, ya 5, In like manner the numbers of the other birds are found by proportion.

Or put yd’cat-that, &c. for the prices paid, which are unknown : and thence compute the

number of the birds of each kind by proportion; via.yaf pH* The solution will be

the same, with this difference, however, that the sum of the birds must be taken by reduction of

the fractions to a common denomination.
CaisiiK.
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ykdt^Hcottt, and dividfeg by its denominator, the value of yimuivat is

brought out /ol r« 2. Substituting for Idhitaca Mth three arbitrarily

assumed for it, the values of y&’Dat-t&oat and the rest come out 1, 8,

3, i* With these “ raising” the birds and their prices, the answer is

Prices 3 40 • 21 36 Or, by putting four, the values are 2, 6, 4, 4: and
Birds 5 4io 27 12

thfe answer is Prices 6 30 28 36 Or, by supposition of five, the values
Birds 10 42 36 12 •

are 3, 4, 5, 4 ; and the answer Prices 9 20 35 36
Birds 15 28 45 12

Thus, by means of suppositions, a multitude of answers may be obtaineik

160. Example:' What number is it, which, being divided by six, has

five for a remainder
; or divided by five, has a residue of four ; or divided

by four, has a remainder of three; or divided by three, leaves two?

Let the number beya 1. Tliis, divided by six, has five for a remainder

:

division by six being therefore made, the quotient is ca. The divisor, mul-

tiplied by ca, with its remainder five added to it, is equal to ya. From this

equation the value of ya is obtained ca6 ru3 . In like manner, arc

I

quotients answering to the divisors five and so forth
;
anti values of ya are

tlience obtained : wi5 ru4 pl4 ru3 /o3 rti2* From the equation of

ya I ya I ya 1

the first and second of these values, a value of ca is deduced, til S ru I ;

ca6

from the equation of the second and third, a value of nf, viz, pi 4 ru 1 ;

ni 5

and from that of the third and fourth, a value of pi, namely lo3 ru\ .

pi 4

Hence,* by investigation of the pulverizer, values of lo and pi are

brought out; which, with the additives [derived from the divisors*], are

^3 ri! 2
^
of pi

Substituting for pi by that value, in the value o

• To illustrate the rule for exterminating a fraction. § 15^. CaffHv'.

*
It is “ last^' value : wherefore investigation of the multiplier takes place, i 154. Cafiflif.

U H 2
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niy this becomes ha 12 r«7 ;* and here dividing it by its denominator, the

ni5',* %

value of ni comes out a fraction.* ‘ Removing then the fraction by investfga-

tion of the pulverizer, the multiplier, with its additive [borrowed fron> the

divisor,] as found by that method, is mveS rM4. It is the value of Ad.

Substituting with this for ha in the values of lo and they become

swe 15 ru 14 value of pi ' Now substituting for pi, with tliis value, in the

ru\9 — oi lo *

value of and dividing tiy its denominator, the value of nl is brought out,

without a fraction, swe 12 ru 11. Substituting for ni with this value, in

the value of cd, and dividing by the denominator, the value of ca is obtained

swe 10 ru 9. Substituting for ca and the rest, by thpse values in the several

values of yd, it comes out 60 ruSQ^

Or [putting ya 1 for the quantity] divided by six and having five for a re-

mainder (§ 160), the quantity is ca 6 ru 5, as before. This, divided by five,

has a residue of four (§ 160)
:
put nl for the quotient

;
and, by the equation

with' the divisor multiplied by that quotient and added to the residue

(wi 5 ru 4), there results ni 5 ru 1 the value of ca in a fractional expres-

cd 6

sion. By investigation of the pulverizer, that value, in an expression not

fractional, becomes pi 5 ru 4. Substituting for ca with this, in the original

value, cd6 rw5, it is pi^O ru29. This again, divided by four, has a re-

mainder of three (§ 1 60) : an equation then being made as before, there re-

sults /o4 rw26. Here also, by investigation of the pulverizer, the value

pi 30

of pi is converted into Ad 2 rwl. Whence, substituting with it, in the

expression pi 30 ruS!>9, the quantity is found ha 60 rw59. This again,

* By the rule of three terms: 1
|
ha3 rti 2 |

4
|

12 rw 8. This value of 4, with

r«l, makes 12 rw7. CiifsHN.

* Division by the denominator does not succeed exactly. Si/r.

^ Being the two “ last” values. CnfsiiN.

* This is inverse substitution, commencing from the “ first” or preceding (§ 156), which is here

m, CRfSHi/.

* It comes out the same in all the expressions of the value oi ya : and putting nought for swe

(and thus exterminating the unknown term) the conditions of the question arc all answered with

the remaining number.—

S

ur. And the quotients or values of ca, &c. are 9» 11» 14, 19* By the

supposition of one for sw'e, the number U 119; and the quotients are 19} 23, 29) and 39. Crisuk.
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divided by three, leaves two (§ 160) : and the quantity here comes out the

same. By, substituting nought, one, two, &c. a multiplicity of answera

may be obtained.

* *

'

Example : What numbers, being multiplied respectively by five,

seven, and nine, and divided by twenty, have remainders increasing in pro-

gression by the common difference one, and quotients equal to the re-

mainders.

In this case put the residues yal, j/a \ ru\y ya\ ru 2. They are the

quotients also. Let the first number be 1. From this multiplied by five,

subtracting the divisor taken into the quotient, the remainder is ca 5 ya 20.

Making this equal to ya 1, a value oiydvat-tdvat is obtained ca 5. Let

. ya 21

the second number be put ni 1. From this multiplied by seven, subtracting

the divisor taken into j/rt added to one, the result is nil ya 20 ru 20; and

making this equal to ya 1 rw 1, a value of y&vat-tdvat is bad ni 7 ru Ql .

, ya 2

1

Let the third number he pi L From this multiplied by nine, subtracting the

divisor taken into ya added to two, the residue is pi 9 yaW rw40; and

making this equal to ya 1 ru 2, a value of ydvat^tdvat is^bund pi 9 ru 42 .

ya 21

From the equation of the first and second of these, the value of cd/aca is

ni 7 ru9. \ ;
and from that of the second and third, the value of nilaca is

ca 5
^

pi 9 rw2i.
j

This being “last'’ value, the investigation of the pulvdrizer

nil

takes place: and quotient and multiplier, with additives [derived from their

divisors!, arc by that method found, /o 9 ru 6 value of ni Here the ailditive

lo7 rul — of pi

is designated Idhitaca;^ and the expressions in their order, are values of

nilaca and pitaca. Substituting for by this \tilue, in that ot crt, and di-

viding by its denominator, the value of ca comes out fractional .

caS

To make it integer by investigation of the pulverizer, rcilucc the clivi-

• The commentator Si/rtadasa pursues the operation, without introduction of this symlol

of an unknown : remarking, that it would serve to embarrass and mislead the sludem.
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dend and additive to Aeir least terms by the common measure twenty-one

Kibl and the values c&laca^ lokitac$ are found ha 63 ru 42 yalue of ca

ha 5 ru 3 — of io

Substituting for Ibhxtaca by its value, in the values of nUaca and p\%aca,

these are brought out /w 45 ru 33 value ofm Again, with these values,

ha 35 ru 28 — of pi
'

ha 63 ru 42 for ca substituting for cdlaca and the rest in the values ofy&vat^

haA5 ru 33 for nt

ha 35 ru28 fov pi

tdvaty and dividing by the appertinent denominators, the value ofyu is ob-

tained ha 15 ru 10. Here, as the quotient is equal to the residue, and the

residue cannot exceed the divisor, substitute nought only‘ for haritaca^ and

the quotients are found 10, 11, 12. Deducing and thc^test from

their values,, the quantities are brought out in distinct numbers, 42, 33, 28.

162. Example : What number, being divided by two, has one for re-

mainder
\
and, divided by three, has two ;

and, divided by five, has three

:

and the quotients also, like itself?
*

Let the number be put ya 1. This, divided by two, leaves one; atrd the

quotient also, divided by two, has a remainder of one. Let tiie quotient be

cu2 rul. The divisor multiplied by this, with addition of the residue,

being equal to 1, the value of y&vat-t&vat is obtained, caA ru3. It

answers one of the conditions. Again, the number, being divided by three,

has a I'esidue of two : and so has the quotient. Put ni 3 ru 2. This, mul-

tiplied by the divisor, and added to the residue, is 9 rw8; which is equal

to caA ru 3 ; whence the value of ca is fractional. Cleared of the fraction

by means of the pulverizer, it becomes pi 9 ru3\ with which, substituting

for cfl, the number is found pi 36 ru 35. This answers two of the condi-

tionsi Again; the same number, divided by five, has a remainder of three

;

and so has the quotient. Put lo 5 ru 3. This, multiplied by the divisor,

and added to the residue, is lo 25 rw 18. Making it equal to pi 36 ru 35,

the value of pi is fractional. Clearing it of the fraction by the pulverizer,

the result is ha 35 ru 3. Substituting with this for pi, the number is found

ha 900 rw 143. Substituting for ha with nought, the number comes out

Supposing unity, the quotients would come out 25, 26 and 27.—-Ram. ’ And woidd exceed

the divisor 20,
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143.‘. Division being made conformably with the conditions of the problem,

the quotie4t8 are 71, 47 and J28; and by these the conditions are fulflUed.
• '

l83. Example : Say what are the numbers, except six and eight,*

which, being divided by five and six respectively, have one and two for re-

mainder ; and the difference of which, divided by three, has a residue of two;

and their sum, divided by nine, leaves a remainder of five ; and their pro-

duct, divided by seven, leaves six ? if thou can overcome conceited proficients

in the investigation of the pulverizer, as a lion fastens on the frontal globes

of an elephant. »

In this case, the two numbers, wlxich being divided by five and six, leave

one and two respectively, are put ya5 ru I and ya 6 ru 2. The difference

of these, divided by three, gives a residue of two. Put ca for the quotient

;

and let the divisor multiplied by tliat added to the residue (ca 3 ru 1-) be

equated with the difference ya\ ru\* The value of ya is obtained ca3

ru 1. The two numbers deduced from substitution of this value are ca 15

ru 6 and ca IS ru 8. *^Again, the siftn of these, divided by nine, leaves five.

Put ni for the quotient; and let the divisor, multiplied by that and added

to the remainder (ni9 ru 9) he equated with the sum ca33 rw 14. The

value of ca is had nig rub ;
and is a fraction. Rendering it integer by

* ca35

the pulverizer, it becomes pi 3 ru 0. From which the two quantities, de-

duced by substitution, are pi 45 ru 6 and pi 54 ru 8. Again, proceeding

to the product of these, as it rises to a quadratic, the operation is a grand

one.* Wherefore, substituting with unity for pf, the first quantity is made

an absolute number, 51. Again, the product of these, abraded^* by seven,

yields pi 3 ru 2. Put /o for the quotient of this dividend by seven to leave

six. The divisor multiplied by that quotient and added to the residue

[/o 7 ru 6] is equal to the abraded product (pi 3 ru 2). Thence, by inves-

* This sentence, which is wonting in two of the collated copies, is found in the margin of one,

and in the text of that which is accompanied by ll.e gloss of lUMA-CRrsiiNA ;
where alone the

subspquent wntenco occurs. Both are repeated in his commentary.
i- • \

. These, furnishing too obvious an answer to the question, (for they fulfil all ill condiliona,) are

,

’ ® CafsiiN.
excepted. _ .

» It is vain ; for the equation rises to cubic and biquadratic. »•

* See i 56.
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tigatipn of a pulverizer as before, the value ofp\ is found ha 7 ru 6.^ .The

number deduced by substitution of this comes out ha 378 ru 332. The

additive of the former number (pi^S) multiplied by this {ha7) is its present

additive (ka 313): and thus the first number pr quantity with its additiw is

brought o\xi ha^\5 ru5\.

Or else putting an absolute number for the first, the second is to be

sought,*
•

164. Example: What number is it which multiplied severally by nine

and seven, and divided by thirty, yields remainders, the sum of which, added

to the sum of the quotients, is twenty-six?

As the divisor is the same, and the sum of the remainders and quotients

is given, the sum of the multiplicators is for shortness made the multiplier;

and the number is putya 1. Tliis, multiplied by the sum of the multipli-

cators, isj/fl 16. Put ca for the sum of the quotients of the division by

thirty. Subtracting the divisor taken into that {ca 30) from the number

multiplied by the [sum of the] multiplicators {ya 16); and equating the dif-

ference added to the quotient, with twenty-six,* the value of ya found by

the pulverizer is nl 29 ru 27« As the sum of the remainders and quotients

is restricted, the additive is not to be applied. Substituting therefore with

nought for nlj the value ofya is 27: and this is the number sought,

1 65. Example : What number being severally multiplied by three, seven,

and nine, and divided by thirty, the sum of the remainders too being divided

by thirty, the residue is eleven?

Ill this case also, the sum of the multiplicators is made the multiplier, as

before (§ I64): viz. 19. The number is put ya 1. The quotient ca 1.

Subtracting the divisor multiplied by this from the number taken into the

* Equation pi3 /oO ru2 ' Whence, by subtraction, /o 7 ru 4 ; and, clearing the fraction by
;n3 io7 ru6

means of the pulverizer, the quotient and multiplier are* 6 and 2. Whence the values

ha7 fu 6 o( pi

iiaS rU2o(lo Si/a. and Ram.

* Putting C, it is Au 126 ru 8, Or putting 36, it ia A<i 126 ru 104. Ram.

* ya 16 CA 29 ru 0
ya 0 ca 0 rui6 Sug. and Ram.
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niultiplicator, the remainder isya 19 ca 30. The sum of the remainders,
abraded by thirty, leaves a residue of eleven. The second condition there-
fore^being comprehended in the first, this is equal to eleven; and from such
equation, proceeding as before,* the number comes out ni 30 rtt29.

166. Example: What number being multiplied by twenty -three, and
severally divided by sixty and eighty, the sum of the remainders is a hun-
dred? Say quickly, algebraist.

167. Maxim: If more than one colour represent, in a dividend, quo-

tients of a numerator, an arbitrary value is not to be assumed, lest the solution

fail.*

Iherefore it must be treated otherwise. In this instance the solution is to

be managed by distributing tlie sum of the residues, so as these may be less

than their divisors and nothing be imperfect. Accordingly the remainders

are assumed 40 and 60. The number is put ya 1. This, multiplied by

twenty-three and divided by sixty, gives a quotient: for which put ca. The

divisor taken into that and added to the remainder being c(juated with this

termya 23, a value of ya is obtained, ca 60 rti 40. In like manner, ano-

ya 23

ther value is had ni 80 ru 60. Erom the equation of these, the values of ca

ya 23

and ni are found by the pulverizer, pi 4 ru 3 value of ca Substituting

pi 3 rw 2 of m

' Equation j/a 19 cfl 30 ru 0 Whence value of cn 30 rw 1 1 By the pulverizer, the

ya 0 ca 0 ru 11 jp

multiplier and quotient are 18 and 13. Making these the values, and changing the letter, Iho

number is found ni 30 ru 29-

* Putting ya 1 for the number, and ca 1 and ni 1 for the quotients, the value of ya is

ca ni 80 ru 100, or reduced to least terms ca 30 ni ru 50 'this is to be cleared of

ya 46 ya 23

the fraction: and, by the rule(§ 155), as there is more than one colour, either ca or nt may be put

arbitrarily any number. But they are quoticMits of the same dividend or numerator by the diviwjri

60 and 80. If an absolute number be put for ca the quotient of ()0, then ni, the quotient of 80, is

absolute too; being a quarter less. So likewise, if any number be put for ni, the quotient of 80,

then ca, the quotient of 60, is absolute also, being a third more. Such being the case*, the lolution

would not conform to the sum of the remninders given at a hundred. Nor would the answer agree

with the question; if the assumption be arbitrarily made. CiifsiiN. and Uam.
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M^ith these, the value of ca is brought out, a fraction, pi 240 ru 220 . Clear-

23 . .

ing it of the fraction i>y the pulverizer, it becomes lo 240 ru 20.V Or let

the remainders be put 30 and 70. Ftorn these the number is deduced /o1240

ru 90 .® In like manner, a multiplicity of answers may be fouikl.

168. Example:, Say quickly what is the number, which, added to the

quotient by thirteen of its multiple by five, becomes thirty?

Putj/fl 1 for the number. This, multiplied by five and divided by thir-

teen, gives a quotient: for which put ca. The quotient and original num-

ber, added together, ya\ cal, arc equal to thirty. But this equation does

not answer. For there is no ground of operation, since neither multiplier,

nor divisor, is apprehended. Accordingly, it is said

169 . In a case in which operation is without ground or in which it is

restricted, dp not apply the operation : for how should it take effect?*

The solution therefore is to be managed otherwise in this case. If then

the number be put equal to the divisor in the instance, viz, 13, the propor-

tion as this sum of number and quotient, 18, is to the quotient 5, so is 30

to what?’" brings out the quotient V; and subtracting this from thirty, the

remainder is the number sought, which thus is found Y*

170. Example instanced by ancient authors: a stanza and a half. Three

traders, having six, eight, and a hundred, for their capitals respectively,

bought leaves of betlc^ at an uniform rate; and resold [a part] so
;
and dis-

posed of the remainder at one for iw^panas; and thus became equally rich.

What was [the rate of] their purchase? and what was [that of] their sale?

* Substituting nought for 16, the conditions are answered. Si/r.

Put ya 1 for the number; and ca 4 and ca 3 for the quotients. Subtract the quotient taken

into its divisor, from the dividend, the remainders are found ya 23 ca 240 They are alike; and,

ya 23 Cfl 2*40

us their sum is a hundred, each is equal lo fifty. From this equation, the values of ya and ca are

brought out, by means of the pulverizer, n\ 240 ru ipo value of ya,

ni 22 ru 18 value of cu. Crishn.

5 Very obscure: but not rendered more intelligible by the commentators:

RAMACRfsHXA reads and interprets data leaves of (Ndgmall'O pipor betle. Another reading

is ph(fla, fruit.
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Piftyfl 1 for the [rate of] purchase; atid let the [rate of] sale be assumed a

hundred and ten. The purchase, multiplied by six and dividccT by the salp,

gives a quotient; for which put ca 1. Subtracting the* divisor multiplied by

this,* ft'om the quantity multiplied by six, the remainder is yfl 6 rai 1 JO.

This, multiplied by five, and added to the quotient, gives the numbc*r of

panas belonging to the first trader. In like manner the money of the second

and of the third is to be found. Here tJie quotient is deduced by the pro-

portion ‘ as six is to ca^ so is eight (or a hundred) to what?’ The (inotient of

eight comes out ca and that of a hundred, ca Subtracting the divi-

sor taken into the quotient, from the dividend, the remainder, multiplied by

five and added to the quotient, gives the pams appertaining to the second,

ya^ ca In like manner the third s money is found, ya ca

These are all equal. Reducing them to a common denomination, and drop-

ping the denominator, and taking the equation of the first and second, and

that of the second and third, the value of ya comes out, alike [both ways],

ca 549: And, by the pulverizer, it is found id 549 0. Substituting

ya 30

with unity for ni, the rate of purchase is brought out, 549.'

This, which is instanced by ancient writers as an example of a solution

resting on unconfined ground, has been by some means reduced to equation;

‘ Equation of the 1st and 2d ya 30 ca 549,

va ^ ^ ca•^3 3

Whence value of ya ca 549.

ya'30

Equation of 2d and 3d, 3/a 120 ca 219^

3/a 1500 ca 27450

reduced to a common denomination ya 90 ca 1647
ya 120 ca 219^

Whence value of ya ca 23254 and, abridging by

yc 1380

46, ca 549.

ya 30

Equation of 1st and 3d, ya 90 ca 1647 Whence value of ya ca 25803 and, abridging by

yalSOO ca 27450 • ya 1410

47, ca 549 Proceeding by the pulverizer, the quotient and multiplier, briefly found under the

ya 30

rule (§ 63), are ni 549 And the value ofya the colour of the divisor, comes out wi 549 ru 0

;

m b rw 0

and that of ca, the colour of the dividend, nf 30 ru 0. M 549 belle leaves for a pana, six bring

3294; eight, 4392; and a hundred, 54900: which sold at the rate of 110, fetch 29, 39 and 499;

leaving remainders 104, 102 and 10 ;
and these at the rate of one for five, bring 520, 510 and 50.

Added together, in their order, they make the amount of the sale 549. Ram.

I 1 2
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and such a supposition introduced, as has brought out a result in an unre-

stricted case as in a restricted one. In the like suppositions, when,the opera-

tion, owing to restriction, disappoints ; the answer must by the intelligent

be elicited by the exercise of ingenuity. Accordingly it is said,

‘ The conditions, a clear intellect, assumption of unknown quantities,

equation, and the rule of three, are means of operation in all analysis.*



CHAPTER VII.

VARIETIES OF QUADRATICS.'

Next, varieties of the solution involving extermination of the middle

term are propounded.

171— 174. Rule beginning with the latter half of the concluding stanza

[in the preceding rule, § 156]: three and a half stanzas. Ecjual subtraction*

having been made, when the square and other terms of the unknown re-

main, let the square-root of the one side be extracted in the manner before

directed;* and the root of the other, by the method of the affected scjiiare,^

and then, by the equation of the two roots, the solution is to be completed,

173. If the case be not adapted to the rule of the affected square, make

the second side of equation equal to the square of another colour, and find

the value of the colour, and so the value of the first, through the affected

square. By ingenious algebraists many different ways are to be devised: so

as to render the case fit for the application of that method.

174. For their own elemental sagacity (assisted by various literal sym-

bols) which has been set forth by ingenious ancient authors,^ for the in-

MadhymdharanaMla

:

varieties of quadratic, &c. equations. See Ch. 5.

* Sama-Mhana, tuli/a-siMhi, equal subtraction ;
or transposition, with other preparations of

the equation. Sec § 101. Ch. 4..

* SeeCh. 5. § 128 and 131.

Ch.3.
» BEAHMSouWAandCnATunvEDA.artdtlieteit,—Si/i»,ine»nmgCu*TWttvsPAPiifT’avi>AeA.

KWAHi the scholiast of Bhahmequpta,
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struction of men of duller intellect, irradiating the darkness of mathematics,

has obtained the name of elemental arithmetic.* '
.

After equal subtraction has been made, if a square of the unknown with

other terms remain, then the square-root of the one side of the equation is to

be extracted in the manner before taught 1$28). If the square of an un-

known with unity stand on the other side, two roots are to be found for this

side of the equation by the method of the affected square (Ch. 3). Here the

number, which stands with the square of the colour, is (pracrtti

)

the coeffi-

cient aflfecting it/ And the absolute number is to be made the additive.

In tliis manner, the “ least’’ root is the value of the colour standing with the

coefficient, and the “greatest” is that of the root of the whole square.

Making, therefore, an equation to the root of the first side, the value of the

preceding colour is to be thence brought out.

But, if there be on one side of the equation, the square of the unknowm.

with the [simple] unknown, or only the [simple] unknown with absolute

number, or without it; such is not a case adapted for the method of the af-

fected square : and how then is the root to be found ? The text proceeds

to answer * If the case be not adapted, &c.’ (§ 173). Making it equal to the

square of another colour, the root of one side of the equation is to be ex-

tracted as before ;
and two roots, by the rule of the affected square, to be

investigated, of the other side : and here also, the “ least” is the value of the

colour belonging to the coefficient, and the “greatest” is square-root of the

side of the equation. Then duly making an equation of the roots, the values

of the colours are to be thence found.

If nevertheless, though the second side be so treated, the case be still not

adapted to the rule, the intelligent, devising by their own sagacity, means

of bringing it to the form to which the rule is applicable, must discover

values of the unknown.

If they are to be discovered by the mere exercise of sagacity, what occa-

sion is there for algebra? To this doubt, the text replies (§ 174). Because

sagacity alone is the paramount elemental analysis : but colours (or symbols)

Vya-matij causal sagacity : for nothing can be discovered, unless by ingenuity and penetration.

r/ja-gortiVfl, causal calculus : from r{/a, primary cause, and g-aniVo, computation. Sun.

* The number (anca) or coefficient is XhepracrUif or subject affecting the colour or symbol

that is squared. See Ch. 3. under § 75.
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are its associates ; and therefore ancient teachers, enlightening mathemati-

cians as the sun irradiates the lotus, have largely displayed their own saga-

city, associating with it various symbols : and that has now obtained the

name of (Fija-ganita) elemental arithmetic. This indeed has been suc-

cinctly expressed by a fundamental aphorism in the Siddhdnta;' but has

been here set forth at somewhat greater length for the instruction of youth.

»

175—176. Rule : When the square-root of one side of tlie equation has

been extracted, if the second side of it contain the square of an unknown

quantity together with unity (or absolute number); in such case “greatest’*

and “ least” roots are then to be investigated by the method of the aftccted

square. Making the “ greatest” of these two equal to the Sf|uare-rootof the

first side of the equation, the value of the first colour is thence to lie found,

in the manner which has been taught. The “ least” will be the value of the

colour that stands with the coefficient. Thus is the rule of affected s(juare

to be here applied by the intelligent.

The meaning has been already explained.

•^177. Example: What number, being doubled and added to six times its

square, becomes capable of yielding a square-root r tell* it quickly, alge-

braist !

Put 1/a for the number. Doubled, and added to six times its square, it

becomes yav6 ya 2. It is a square. Put it equal to the square of ca ;
and

the statement of equation is yav 6 ya^ cavO Equal subtraction being

ya V 0 yaO cav\

made and the two sides being multiplied by six, and superadding unity, the

square-root of the first side found as before \s ya 6 rw 1. Ihc roots of the

second side, investigated by the rule of the afiected square, are L2 G5

or X 20 G 49.^ Here the “ greatest” of two roots is the square-root of the

second side of the equation. From the equation of that value (5 or 49)

with the root of the first side yaG ru 1, the value of ya is found ^ or S,

• See quotation from Chapter on Spherics umlcr § 110.

» Assume the least root 2. Its square 4, multiplied by the coefficient 6, is 24. Aihicd to 1, it

affords the root 5. Statement : C6 1.2 0 5 A1 Whence, by composition (§ 77), 1 20 g 4^.

L2 G 5 A 1 St B. and Ram.
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The “least” of the pair of roots (either 3 or fiO) is the value of ca, thosym-

bol standing with the Coefficient. The number sought then is th^ integer 8,

or the fraction f ; and, in like manner, by the variety of ‘‘ least” and

“ greatest” roots, a multiplicity of answers may be obtained. •

J 178. Example from ancient authors : The square of the sum of two

numbers, added to the cube of their sum, is equal to twice the sum of their

cubes. Tell the numbers, mathematician

!

The quantities are to be so put by the intelligent algebraist, as that the

solution may not run into length. They are accordingly put ya 1 ca I

andj/d:l ca Their sum is j/a 2. Its square j/a v 4. Its cube gA 8.

The s<^uare of the sum added to the cube is yagh 8 ya v 4. The cubes of

the two ,
quantities respectively arc ya gh 1 ya v, ca bh 3 ca v. ya bh 3

cagh I cube of the first; mdyagh I yav. cabh S cav.yabh 3 cagh I

cube of the second; and the sum of these is yagh^ ca^^yabhQ;

and doubled, yagh^ cav.yabhVL Statement for equal subtraction

:

3/agA8 yav cav.yabh 0 After equal subtraction made, depressing

yagh4> yav 0 cav,yabh \2

both sides by^thc common divisor ya^ and superadding unity, the root of the

first side of equation h ya 2 ra 1. Roots of the other side (cav 12 ru 1)

arc investigated by the rule of the affected square,* and are L2 G7,or

X28 G97. Least” root is a value of ca. Making an equation of a

“ greatest” root with ya 2 ru 1, the value of ya is obtained : viz. 3 or 48.

Substitution being made with the respective values, the two quantities come

out 1 and 5, or 20 and 76, and so forth.

179— 180. Rule: a stanza and a half. Depressing the second side of

the equation by the square, if practicable, let both roots be investigated :

and then multiply ‘‘ greatest” by “least.” Or, if it were depressed by the

biquadnite, multiply “greatest” by the square of “least.” The rest of the

process is as before.

* They are so put, as that one condition of the problem be fulfilled. Si/a. and Ram.

' Put 2 for “ least” root. Its square 4, multiplied by the coefficient 12, is 48 : which, added

to 1, yields a square-root 7* Statement: Cl2 L2 G7 A1 Whence, by composition

L2 G 7 A I

(§ 77), 128 g97. SuR. and Ram.
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The rule clear in its import.

•

181. Example : Tell me quickly, mathematician, the number, of which

the square’s square, multiplied by five and lessened by a hundred times the

square, is capable of yielding a square-root.

Here the number is put ya\. Its biquadrate, multiplied hy five, and

lessened by a hundred times the square,of the number, is yaw 5 yav 100.

If is a square. Put it equal to the square of ca, and the root of the square

of ca is ca 1. Depressing the second side of the cquatidi, namely yaw 5

yav 100, by the common divisor, square of ya, the roots, investigated by

the rule of the affected .square/ come out L 10 G 20 or Z 170 380.

Depression by the square having taken place, multiply “ greatest” root by

“ least” (§ 179).; and thus ‘‘ greatest” is brought out 200 or 64600. This is

the value of ca, “ Least” root is the value of the colour joined with the co-

efficient : and that is the number sought: viz. 10 or 170.

182. Example: Most learned algebraist! tell various pairs of integer

numbers, the difference of which is a square, and the sum of their squares

a cube.

Put the two numbers ya 1 and ca I. Their diftettnee is ya 1 ca
J,

Making it equal to the square of the value of ya is had, ca 1 niv I,

Substituting with this forya, the two (juantities become ca I niv I and ca 1.

The sum of their squares is cav2 mv,cabhQ niwl. It is a cul)c.

I^Iakc it then equal to the cube of the scpiarc of m / and, subtraction

taking place, there results, in the first side of equation, nivfr/t 1 nivv i

;

and, ill the second, ca v 2 nl v, ca bh 2. Multiplying both sides by two

and superadding the biquadrate of w/, the square-root of the second side of

Assume the “least” root 10. Its square 100, multiplied by the coelTiciont 5, is 500. This,

added to the number 100 with the negative sign, makes 4^0. Its root 20 is “ greatest” root.

Statement C5 L 10 G (20, or, depression by the square having previously taken place,)

200 A 100.
Sua.andUAM.^

So from the above (C 5 LlO G 20 A 100), by §77, there results c5 I I g2 al:

whence, by composition of like (§ 77), Gg Jl; and, by composition of unalike (ib.)

C 5 10 G 20 A 1*00 roots are deduced / 170 g 380 a 100.

L 4, G 9 A I

* This is a limitation more than is contained in the problem.

K K
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the equation is cai hlv \. Depressing the first side by the biquadrate of

ni as common divisor, to niv 9^ ru h the roots investigated by the rule^ of

affected square/ are L 5 G7; orX29 G‘41. Theq multiplying greatest’"

by square of least,” conformably to the rule (§ 180), it comes out<?l75,

or 34481. Least” root is the value of nL Substituting with tliat, the

former root becomes ca 9 ru 95; ox ca 9 rn 841* Making an equation of

this with ‘‘ greatest” root, the value of ctf is obtained 100 or 17661* Sub-

stituting these values respectively, the pair of numbers is brought out 75

and 100; or 16829 and I766I ; and so forth.

183.
^
Rule : comprised in a stanza and a half. If there be the square of

a colour together with the simple unknown quantity and absolute number,*

making it equal to the square of another colour, find the root; and, on the

other side, investigate two roots, by the method of affected square, as has

been taught. Consider the “ least” as equal to the first root ; and “ greatest”

as equal to the second.

The root of the first side of the equation having been taken, if there be

on the other side the square of the unknown with the simple unknown, and

with or without absolute number, make an equation of that remaining side

with the square of another colour and take the root. Then let the roots of

this other be investigated by the rule of affected square. Of the two roots

so investigated, making **
least” equal to the root of the first side of equa-

tion, and “ greatest” equal to the root of the second, let the values of the

colours be sought.

* Put 5 for
**

least" root. Its square 25, multiplied by the coefficient 2, makes 50. Subtract*

ing one (for the negative additive) the remainder 49 yields a square-root 7 ; and the two roots art

5 and 7 .—Si/r. Ram. By §88—89, the roots are 1 and 1. By composition with the above

C2 Ll Gl Al They are il2 gl7 a I; and by further composition C2 L 1 G 1 A l

L5 07 Al 1 12 g 17 a 1

they are / 29 g4l o i.

^ A variation in the reading of this passage is noticed by Suryadasa : viz. ovyacta-riipah in-

stead of s^vyacta rOpah, The meaning, as this is interpreted by him and by Ramacrishna, is, if

there be both a terra of the unknown and absolute number besides the square of the unknown.

The other'.reading may be explained as confined to one term (the unknown) besides the square.

See SuR. and Ram. The author himself in his comment dispenses with the third term, or abjio-

lute number, which is indeed not necessary to bring the form within the operation of the rule.
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J 184. Example : Say in what period (or number of terms) is the sum of
a progressfon continued to a certain period tripled

; its firet term being three
and^the common difference two ?

In this cas^ the statement of the two progressions is l3 D2 Pyal* The
ISDsPcal

$uma of these progressions zreyavl Making three times the first

cavl ca^

e(}ual to the second^ the two sides of equation are yav 3 yaG Tripling

cav 1 ca^
both, and superadding nine, the root of the first is found ya 3 ru 3. Making
the second side, namely cav3 cao ru9} equal to the sijuarc of nf, the

two sides of equation become cav 3 cct 6 Tripling these and sup<!radding

ni V 1 rug
nine, the root of the first of them is found ca 3 ru 3. Hoots of the second

(niv 3 rtt 18) investigated by the rule of aftected square,® are L9 G 15 or

L 33 G 57*^ Making equations of “ least” with the first root, namely

ya2 ru3; and of ‘‘greatest” with the second, ca3 ru 3 ;
the values ofya

and ca are brought out 2 and 4; or 10 and 18. So in every [like] instance.

185— 186*. Rules: two stanzas. But, if there be twq, squares of colours,

\yith (or without^) absolute number, assume one of them at choice as ('pra^

crUiJ the affected square,® and let the residue be additive: and then pro-

ceed to investigate the root in the manner taught, provided there be mor«

than one equation.

186, Or, if there be two squares of colours together with a factum

^ The author employs the initials d, u and ga of the words 4dya,uttara and gacbcha, signifying.

Initial term, Diflference and Period (or number of terms) of a progression. See U/* Ch. 4.

t By the rule in the Lildvatif for the sum of a progression. LU. § 119.

* One copy here inserts, ‘L3 G5 A 2 and, making the additive ninefold, L9 G 15 A 18/

This indication of the manner of finding the roots is, however, wanting in other collated copies of

the text.

* Assume 9 for
**

least'' root : its square 81, multiplied by the coefficient 3, is 243 : from which

subtract 18 for the negative additive; and the remainder 225 gives the square-root 15. Suit,

* Collated copies exhibit “with:" but the commentator reads and interprets “without;**

far&pace instead of sar(ipace). The author’i own comment may countenance cither reading.

* See note at the beginning of Cb. 3.

K K 2
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(bh&oita) ;
taking the square-root [of so mufch of it as constitutes a sqhare]

let the root be made equal to half the difference between the residue, divi^fed

by- an assumed quantity, and the quantity assumed.

The root of the first side of equation having been taken, if there be on

the second side two several squaresof colours with or without unity (or any

absolute number), make one square of a colour the subject (pracriti),' and let

the rest be the additive. Then, proceeding by the rule (§ 75) let a multiple

(by one, or some other factor,) of the same colour which occurs in the addi-

tive, or such colour with a number (one, or another,) added to it, be put

for the “ least” root, selected by the calculator’s own sagacity ; and thence

find the “ greatest” root (§ 75). If the coefficient be an exact square, the

roots are to be sought by the rule (§ 95) ‘The additive divided by an assumed

quantity, &c.’

If there be a (hhivita

)

product of colours, then by the above rule (§ 186)

the root of so much of the expression as affords a root is to be taken ;* and

that root is to be made equal to the half of the ^difference between the quo-

tient of the residue divided by an assumed quantity and that assumed quan-

tity.*

But, if there be three or more squares or other terms of colours, then re-

serving two colours selected at pleasure, and putting arbitrary values for the

rest, let the root [of the reserved] be investigated.

This is to be practised when there is more than one equation. But, if

there be only one ;
then feserving a single colour, and putting arbitrary

values for the rest, let the root bC sought as before.

187. Example: Tell two numbers, the sum of whose squares multi-

plied by seven and eight respectively yields a square-root, and the difference

does so being addetl to one.

Let the numbers be put ya 1, ca I. The sum of these squares multiplied

respectively by seven and eight, is ya 7 cavB. It is a square. Making

* See note at the beginning of Ch. 3.

* The term consisting of the product of two factors may be thus exterminated, taking with it

squares of both colours with proper coefficients to complete the square.—See Sua,

^ This is grounded on the rule of § 95. The compound square has unity for coefficient ; and

the residue is the additive; the “ least"' root, which is the root of that square, is deduced from the

aJditivc by the rule cited; and needs no division, the square-root of the coefficient being unity.
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it eqtial to square of w/, and subtracting
; the two sides of equation are

* Adding eight times the square of ca, the root of the second

cavS nivl

side of equation is nt 1 ; and roots of the first side, viz. yoDj cavS, are to

be investigated by the method of the affected square. Here the number

(anca)y which is joined with the square of yfl, is (pracnti) the subject af-

fecting it: the residue is additive: C7, AcavS.* Roots found by the

rule (§ 75), assuming are L, caQ; and G, ca6. ‘‘ Greatest” root is a

value of nl

;

“ least” is so of ya. Substituting with it for yOy the two num-

bers become ca 1. Again the difference of the squares of these multi-

plied respectively by seven and eight, together with one added ^o it, is

cav20 ru]. It is a square.® Proceeding then as before, “ least” root

comes out 2 or 36. This is a value of ca. Substituting with it, the two

numbers arc obtained : viz. 4 and 2 ;
or 72 and 3&

1 88. Example : Bring out quickly two numbers such, that the sum of

the cube [of the one] and square [of the other] may be a S(jaarc
;
ai\d the

sum of the numbers themselves be likewise a square.

Put the numbers ya 1 ca 1. The sum of the .square ajid cube of these is

yavl ca^A 1. It is a square. Making it equal to the scjuarc of nl and

adding cube of ca, the root of one side is nl 1 ;
and, of the other (viz. yav 1

cagA 1) roots arc to be sought by the method of,the aft’cctcd scjuarc. Ihc

number, which is joined with the square ot ya, is the cocfiicicnt ;
the lest

is the additive : C,yavl A,cagh\. Then, by the rule (^95), taking rji

for the assumed quantity under that rule, the two roots come out }
ca

J

and cav\ ca r. “ Least” root is value oiya. Substituting witli it for ya,

the two numbers arc ca \ and ca I. The sum of tliese is cav \ caY

It is a square. Making it then equal to pi

;

and multiplying both sides by

• If the “least” root be put cfl2; the “greatest,” as infeiVcd from it, {S7S) it c/i5.—Suk.

Square of 2 multiplied by pracDYi 7, it 28; and, xvilh the additive, 36; the squarc-root of which

. ^ Ram. '

IS o.
K e

* Put it equal to square of pt; and proceed to investigate the root of ca r 20 rul. Assume for

“ l^ast” root 2. Its square 4, multiplied by 20 and added to I, is 81 : the square-root of which is

9. Then by composition of like (§ 77) C 20 L2 G9 A 1 other roots arc deduced tel6lL
^ L2G9AJ SLR. and Ham.
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four,* wd adding unity, the root of the first side is or 2 ru t; and roots of

the 'second (viz. p'iv9 ru 1) investigated by the method of the affected

square are 6 and I7,* or 35 and 99. Making “greatest” root equal to the

root of the foregoing side of equation (ca 2 ru 1) the value of ca conies out

8 or 49. Substituting therewith, the two numbers are found 28 and 8, or

1176 and 49.

Or let two numbers be put yav2 yavT. The sum of these is of itself

obviously a square, yavQ. The sum of the cube and square of these’ is

yavgkS yaw 49- It is a square. Make it equal to square of ca. De-

pressing the side of the equation by the biquadrate ofya, and proceeding as

before taught,* the value ofya is obtained 2, or 7, or 3. Substituting there-

with, the two numbers are found 8 and 28 ; or 98 and 343; or 18 and 63.*

I 89. Example; Tell directly two numbers such, that the sum of their

squares, added to their product, may yield a square-root : and their sum,

multiplied by that root and added to unity, may also be a square.

Let the numbers be putya 1, ca 1. The sum of their squares, added to

their product, is ydvl ya.cabhX cav This has not a square-root.

Therefore putting it equal to square of ni, and adding square of ca,’ and

multiplying by thirty-six, the root of the side involving tti is obtained, viz.

«i 6 ; and the other side is ya v 36 ya. ca bh 36 ca w 36 : in which the root

of so much of it as affords a square-root is to be taken by the preceding rule

(§ 186) viz. ya6 ca 3, and the residue, namely caw 27, being divided by ca

as an’ assumed quantity [^95], and from the quotient the same assumed

* After reducing to a common denomination and dropping the denominator.

—

Ram. Multiply-

ing both sides by eight. Sur.

* The commentators (Sua. and Ram.) direct 6 to be put; and proceeding by §75, deduce

G 17« But, if 1 were put tentatively, it would answer; G being in that case 3 ; and the further

pair of roots is derived from composition of these sets by § 77» viz. C. 8 Ll G 3 Al whence
L6 Gl7 Ai

by cross multiplication, dec. 135 g99 a 1. The lower numbers seem to have been omitted by

the author and commentators, because the numbers sought (ca being 1) would come out 0 and 1,

which they consider to be unsatisfactory for an answer.

3 Sce§l80;

* Put 2, 3 or 7 for “least’' root; the “greatest” is 9, ll or 21; which multiplied by the

square of “ least** 0 180) give 36, 99, or 1029.

’ That is, bringing it back, after subtraction, to the same side on which it fiht stood.
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quantity being subtracted, and the remainder halved [ibid.], gives cal3;

which, made equal to that root, brings out the value ofya; viz. ca Sub*

stituting with this, the two numbers are found ca | and ca 1. The sum of

theif squares cav V, added to their product cav is cav y : the square-

root of which is ca Tlie sum of the numbers, ca i, multiplied by this,

with unity added, is cawy '’“i- Making this e<iual to the square of ph

“least” root* found by investigation, is 6 or 180. It is the value of cat.

Substituting with it, the two numbers come out 10 and 6 ; or SOO and 180.

In like manner a multiplicity of answers may be obtained.

JiSO. Example of a certain ancient author.* Tell me quickly, algebraist,

two numbers such, that the cube-root of lialf the sum of their product and

least number, and the square-root of the sum of their squares, and those ex-

tracted from the sum and difference increased by two, and that extracted

from the difference of tlieir squares added to eight, being all five added to-

gether, may yield a square-root : excepting, however, six and eight.

The conditions of the problem being numerous, the solution, unless at

once, does not succeed. The intelligent algebraist must therefore so put

the quantities, as that all the conditions may be answered by one symbol.*

Accordingly the two quantities are put ya» I r« 1 amkyofi. The cube-

root of half the sum of their product and the least number is ya 1. The

square-root of the sum of their squares is ya v 1 r« 1 . The square-root of

their sum [increased by two] is ya I rw 1. The square-root of their differ-

ence [increased by two] is ya 1 rw i . The square-root of the difference of

their squares [with eight added] is yaw 1 ru 3
.

,, ,
•

The sura of these [five] is yaw

2

ya 3 r«2. It is a square. Make it

equal to square of ca. Multiplying both sides of equation by eight, and

adding the absolute number nine,* the root of the first side is ya4 r«3;

By rule 5 75, put 6, and proceeding a. there indicated, ip «iuare 36, multiplied by the c<>

efficient V, i.^ ^ ‘

Therefore L 6 G 15, and by composition (§ 77) L 180 G 4*9-
•

» Introduced to exhibit facility of solution.
1* nl*.

‘

. The two quantities must be put such, that the five root,, which are preKnbed, may be p«-

siblc.

See S
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and roots of the other (namely of ctf x? 8 ru 25) investigated by tbe method

of the aifected square are 5 and 15; or 30 and 85; or 175 and 495.

Making an equation of “greatest” root with the former (ya4 f»3) *the

value ofya is obtained 3, or V) 123. By substituting with the valfie so

found, the two numbers come out 8 and 6: or and 41 ;* or 15128 and

246 ; and in like manner, many other ways.

.
Or else one quantity may be put square ofya added to twice ya

; and the

other twice ya less two absolute : viz. ya x? 1 ya2 and ya % ruk.

Or one quantity may be put square of ya^ less twice ya ; and the other

twice ya less absolute two: viz. yavl ya2 andya2 rai.

Or one quantity may be square of ya with four times ya and three abso-

lute
;
and the other twice ya with four absolute : viz. ya *o 1 ya4 ru 3 and

ya2 rM4.

“ As supposition, which thus is a thousand-fold, is to the dull abstruse,

the mode of putting suppositions is^therefore unfolded in compassion to

them.”

191—192. Rule; two stahzas. Let the root of the difference be first

put, an unknown number, with or without absolute number : that root of

the difference, added to the square-root of the quotient of the additive of

the difference of squares divided by the additive of the difference of the

numbers, will be the root of the sum. The squares of these with their ad-

ditives subtracted, are the^difference and sum : from which the numbers are

found by the rule of concurrence.^

193. Example: Tell me, gentle and ingenuous mathematician, two

numbers, besides six and seven, such that their sum and their difference,

with three added to each, may be squares ;
that the sum of their squares less

four, and the difference of their squares with twelve added, may also be

squares; and half the product less the smaller number may be a cube; and

the sum of all their roots, with two added, may likevyise be a square.

Put the symbol of the unknown less unity for the root of the differ-

ence : viz. ya\ ra 1. Then by that analogy (and according to the last

rule) the two numbers are put yav\ ru2 and ya2.* ,The roots are

* Put for the root of the difference with three added to render it square, yal ra 1. Add the
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ya\ ru\; ya\ ru\\ yav\\ yav\ ru\\ ya\. The 3um of these, with

two added to it, ya^ rui. It is a square. Let it be equal to

square of ca. The two sides of equation become y<i t? 2 yaS Multiplying

ca V 1 ru 2

by eight and ‘adding ifine, the root of the first side is ya 4 rw 3 ;
and the

roots of the second fra v 8 ru 9,5) by the method of the aftcctcd square are

L5 G15 or L\75 G4y5.* ‘‘Greatest” root being equal to the former

root rw 3), the value oi' ya is obtained 3 or 123; and, substituting

with these values, the two numbers come out 7 and () or 15127 and 246-1

194. Example by an ancient author Calculate and tell, if you know,

two numbers, the sum and difference of whose squares, with one added to

each, are squares : or which arc so, with the same subtracted.

In the first example, let the squares of the numbers be put ya d 4 and

yav5 rw K The sum and diftereuce of these with unity added, aflord

each a square-root. The square-root of the first assumed (juantity is one of

the numbers, viz. ya2. Roots of the second, namely yav 5 r« I, investi-

gated by the method of the affected square,^ are 1 and % or 37 and 38. Of

these, “ greatest” root is the second number, and “ least” is a value of ya
;

from which the first number is deduciblc. Substituting tljen witli that value,

the two numbers are 2 and 2, or 34 and 38.

square-root of the quotient of the additive of ditference of squares by the additive of dilfcrcnce ol

numbers, viz. ru2, the sum is y« 1 ra t ; tlie root of the sum with three a.lded to render it

square. Their squares are yn v 1 y«2 nil iindyavl ya2 ra 1 ; and, subtracting the adiU-

tives of the sum and difference, there remain the sum ami ditference of the mimliers, ya v I ya 2

ra2 and ya»I ya 2 ra 2. Half the sum and ililfercnce of these arc the numbers tbeniselvei.

* By I 75, the fiist roots are had by position : the next by combination, under § 77.

+ The same is found by the process of the fbregoing rule. Let the root of the ditference be put

122. Divide the additive of the difference of llie squares, by the additive of the niimlK'ri, 12 by 3;

the quotient is 4. Its sqnare-root is 2. Add this to the root of the difference, the result is the

root of the sum: (2 added to 122; making 124.) The sqnarcof ibese, less the additives, give the

sum and difl-erence : 14881 and 15373. Whence, by tl.e rule of concurrence (Ul. S «) '“o

numbers are deduced, 15127 and 246i St/a. an

^ It comprises two distinct examples.
^

Put tentatively I for ‘‘ least*' root; and the ‘“greatest*' by f 75 i» found 2. Then combining

like roots ($77), there result L4 Gp. Combining these dissimilar roots (ibid.) others result

adapted to the second example 117 g38; or, combining like, /7^ ^
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. In the second example^ similarly, Ae iirst namber is yaA; and, for the

second, roots are to be investigated from this ru 1, by th^ method of

the afiected square. They are 4 and A ; or 72 and 161. With ^^leasCthe

first root (or number,) is raised; and “greatest” is the second. Thus the

tv^o numbers come out 8 and 9 ; or 144 and l6l.

Here such number, as, with the least, whether added or subtracted, yields

a square-root, must be the second coefficient,^ The way to find it is as follows.

Let the least square quantity [that is, the coefficient] be put 4. The jse-

cond, with this added or subtracted, must afford a square-root. Being dou**

bled, it is 8. This is the difference of the squares of certain two numbers

;

and it is consequently equal to the product ofthe sum and difference. The

differchce of tire numbers, therefore, is assumed 2: and by the rule (XU. § 57)

for finding two numbers from the difference of squares, and difference of the

numbers, the roots of the difference of squares and of the sum of the squares

are found 1 and 3. Adding the least square quantity to the square of the

first, or subtracting it from the square of the second, there results the second

[viz. 5]. Here the least square quantity must be so devised, as that the se-

cond may be an integer.

Or, in like manner, another is assumed 36, Doubled, it is 72» This is

the ilifference of two squares: and six being put for the difference of the

numbers, the second is brought out 45. Or, with four put, it comes out 8^

;

or, with two, 325.*

Or else another ground* of assumption may be shown, as follows. The

sum of the Squares with twice the product of the two quantities added or

subtracted, must afford a root. Tliat twice the products of two quantities

may be an exact square, one should be put a square, and the otlier half a

square; fen* the product eff squares is square. Thus they are assumed, one a

square, the other half a square: 1 and 2. Twice their product is 4. This is

least square number [or coefficient]. The sum of their squares is 5. This is

second quantity.

Or let the one square, and the other half square, l>e 9 and 2. Twice their

product is 36. This is the least square number. The sum of the squares is

85. This is second quantity.

' Thad^tyacta, the known number annexed to tAvat (or y6vat*tAcat) the UDkaown quantity,

See the author’s remark towards the close of his coimneDt.

* And similarly a multiplicity may be found. Sva.
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Jhi^knownnutnben are multiplied by square bf a«rf, in
the firrt example, the second quantity has unity subtracted from it; in the
second example, it must have the same adde<l to iti So doinm those two
square quantitiCT are so contrived as to fulfil bodi comlitions of the problem
But having extracted the square rootof the first, the root of the second is to
be found by the method of the aflfected square, as before observeil.
Thus [the problem is solved] many wa^s.

195 195. Rule: two stanzas. In such instances, if there remain tlie

[simple] unknown with absolute number, find its value by making it equal
to the square or [other power] of another symlx)! with unity and substi-
tuting with this value in [the expression ot*] the quantity, proceed ‘to the
further operation,* making the root of the former equal to the other symbol
and unity.

After the root of the first side of the equation has l)cen taken, if there l>e,

on the other side, the simple unknown with absolute number, or without it;

in such case, making an equation with the square of another colour with
unity, and thence bringing out the value of that unknown, and substituting

with this value in tlie expression of the quantity, proceed again to the fur-

ther operation; and, in so doing, make an equation of the root of the first

side with the other symbol and unity. But, if there be nofurtlicr operation,

tlien the equation is to be made with a known square and so forth.

*

197. Example : If thou be expert in the extirpation of the middle term

in analysis, tell the number, which being severally multiplied by three and

five, and having one added to the product, is a square.

In this case put the number ya I. This, tripled, with one added, is ya 3

ru \, It is a square. Making it equal to square of co, and adding unity on

l>oth sides, [to replace it on its original side,] the root of the side of equation

containing ca is 1. Making the other side, namely 3 rw 1, equal to

" Since the root cannot in such case be sought by the rule of Chapter 3, as there is not an af-

fected square: for the simple unknown only remains: but (praertti) an affected square consists in

a square of the unknown. Its root therefore can only be poibible by equating it with the square

of some quantity whatsoever. Si/u.

' Not, if no further operation depend: for the value would be an uoknowD. Uut make it equal

0 a known square, &c. and thus the value is absolute. Rasi.

L L 2
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the square of thrice ni joined with unity, viz. ni v 9 ni 6 ru 1, die value

ofya is obtained; substituting with which the number comes.Out«l y 3

ni 2. A^in, this multiplied by five, with one added to the product, is

ni V 15 ni 10 ru I. It is a square. Making it equal to square ofpl^ the

equation after like subtraction is nl » 15 ni 10 Multiplying both sides by
pi V I ru 1

fifteen and adding twenty-five, the root of the first side is ni 15 ru 5. Roots

of the second, viz. pi v 15 ru 10, ifivestigated by the method of the affected

square,' are 9 and 35, or 7 1 and 275. “ Least” is the value ofpi. “ Greatest”

being equal to the root of the first side of the equation ni 15 ru 5, the value

of «T comes out 2 or 18. Substituting with its value for it, the number is

found, *16 or 1008.

Or let the number be yo 1 ;
and, as this tripled, with one added, is a square,

make it equal to square of ca; and, after equal subtraction, find the value of

ya; which, substituted accordingly, gives for the number caw i ru\. Or

let its value be so put at the first, that one of the conditions may be of itself

fulfilled, cawi ru i. This multiplied by five, with one added to the pro-

duct, caw I ru \, yields a square root. Making it equal to square of

the root of the side involving ni being extracted is wil

;

and the roots of the

other side ca w .f ru .f,
being investigated by the method of the affected

square, are 7 and 9. “ Least” is value of ca, and substituting with it (in

ca w
-i-

ru 4) the number is found 16; the same as before.

t

198. Example by an ancient author: What number, multiplied by three,

and having one added to the product, becomes a cube; and the cube-root,

squared and multiplied by three, and having one added, becomes a square?

Let the number be putya 1. This tripled, with one added, is ya 3 r« 1.

It is a cube. Making it equal to cube of ca, the value of ya is found

•Put 1 for “ least" root: the « greatest” by rule } 75 Is 5. Then by composition

CIS Ll G5 A to other roots are found, L 10 G40 .4 100; whence, by § 79, H g4 al;

Ll G5 a 10

and by composition C 15 Ll G 5’ A 10 like roots are 19 ^35 a 10; and by further combina-

1 1 g4 a 1

tionCl5 19 g35 a 10 they come out A 71 y275 » 10. That is, 1 and 5 ; or 9 and 35; or

ll g4 a 1 ^

71 and 275 . The first pair is not noticed, apparently because the number thence deduced would

be cipher.
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ca gh 1 rii 1 The cube-root of three times that, with unity added to the

.
3 *.

product, being squared and tripled, and having one added to it, is ca v 3 ru 1

.

It is* a square. Put it equal to square of «f3 ru\: and the equation is

cav 3 Adding unity to both sides, the root of the second side is

nl V 9

nt 3 ru and those of the other, investigated by the method of the af-

fected square,* are L 4 G 7- Substituting as before with the value of ca,^

the number comes out 21 (or

199- Example: Say quickly what arc two numbers, of which, as of |ix

and five, the difference of the squares being severally multiplied by tVo and

by three, and having three added to the products, shall in l)oth instances be

square?

200, Maxim : Intelligent calculators commence the work sometimes from

the beginning [of the conditions], sometimes from the middle, sometimes

from the end; so as the solution may be best effected.’

In this instance, let the difference of squares be putya 1. This doubled,

with three added, (ya 2 ru 3) is a square. Make it cqiul to square of cn;

apd with the value ofya thence deduced, substitute for the quantity, which

thus becomes cav I ruS, This again tripled, with three added, is a square.

2

Make it equal to square of ni; and, like subtraction taking place, the sides

of equation are cav3 ru 0 Multiplying them by three, the root of the

wf v 2 ru 3

first is ca 3; and the roots of the second {mv6 ru 9) investigated by the

Put 1 for “ least'' root, the greatest is 2 by § 75. Then by composition of like, another pair

of roots is thence found (§ 77) L 4 G 7 ;
and by combination of unalike, another pair 1 1 5 g 26.-

SuR. The first pair is unnoticed as it would here also bring oAit the number required, a cipher.

» In the expression cagU ru 1

.

Cube of 4 is 64; less one, is 63; divided by 3, is 21. -Suu.

3

So cube of 15 is 3375 ;
less one, is 3374 ;

divided by 3, is im.

3 Sometimes assumption is commenced by intelligent persons from the beginning of the condi-

tions as enunciated ;
sometimes from the middle ;

sometimes from the end, by inversion : so a» the

work of solution be accomplished. That is, in the instance, the difference only is put as unknown

;

, . , St/a. Ram.
without putting the numbers themselves so.
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method of the affected square,* are .6 aod;h5^.Qr 60 and- 147. ** Great^tT

being equalled to the [root of the] first side, the value of ca is obtained 5^or

49- And substituting with this valuCj the difference of squares comes out

11
,
or 1199.' Then by the rule (LU. § 57) for finding two numbers from-

difference of squares and difference of the simple quantities^ putting unity

for their difference, the two numbers are found, 5 and 6,
or 599 and 6OO:

or, putting eleven for their difference, the two numbers are 49 and 60.

201. Rule: a stanza and a half.^ If the simple unknown be multiplied

by the quantity which was divisor of the square, &c. [on the other side]
;
then,

that its^yalue ms^y in such case be an integer, a square or like [term] of ano-

ther symbol must be put equal to it: and the rest [of the operations] will be

as before taught.

In the case of a square, &c. and in that of a pulverizer or the like, after the

root of one side of the equation has been taken, if there be on the other side

an unknown multiplied by the quantity which was divisor of the square, &c.

the square and other term of another symbol together with absolute number

added or subtracted, must be put equal to it; that so its value may come

out integer. The rest [of the steps] are as taught in the preceding rules.

202. Example: What square, being lessened by four and divided by

seven, yields no remainder? or what other square, lessened by thirty ? If

thou know, tell promptly.

Put the number ya 1. Its square, less four, and divided by seven, is ex-

hausted. Let the quotient be ca. Making an equation of the divisor mul-

tiplied by that, with this yav l ru 4 the root of the first side \s ya 1.

Since the other side, cfl 7 rw4, yields no root, put it equal 'to square of

seven ni and two absolute. The value of ca is had without a fraction ni v7
nl 4 : and the quantity put is the root of the second side of equation, or

7 2. This being equal to the root of the first side, or ya 1, the value

‘ The lowest number, which ap&wers for
**
iea?t" root, found by position (§ 75) i9 6.; and the

corresponding ** greatest" is 15. From which by §79 are deduced L 2 G 5 A 1; and by combi-

nation of unalike (§ 77) C 6 L 6 G 15 A 9, another pair of roots is derived 1 ^ g 147 a
L2 G 5 J I

* Square of 49 is 2401 *, which, less 3, is 2^93 ; aod. halved, 1199*

^ The unhnished stanza is completed at § 20S.
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of 3M i8«l 7 r«2, with the additive. It comes out 9;' and the square of

this will be the number sought, 81.

For the instruction of the dull, the way, which is to be be followed in the

aeleetion of another symbol, is set forth by ancient authors.

203—205. Rule: three stanzas. Choosing a number such that its square,

divided by the divisor, may yield no residue, as also the same number, mul-

tiplied by twice the root of the absolute number; let another colour Ire put

multiplied by that [as coefficient], and with the root of the absolute number

added to it.

204. But, if the absolute number do not yield a square-root, then, after

abrading the number by the divisor, add [to the residue] so many times the

divisor as will make a square.* If still it do not answer, [the problem is] im-

perfect.

205. If by multiplication’ or addition the first [side of equation] was

made to afford a square root; in that case also, the divisor [is to be retained],

as enunciated by the conditions; but the absolute number, as acyustod by

subtraction and so forth, is right.*

Such a number, as that its square divided by the divisor shall be exhausted;

tfiat is, yield no residue; and the same number multiplied by two ami by

the square-root of the absolute number, being divided by the divisor, shall be

in like manner exhausted, yielding no remainder; by such coefficient, let

another colour be multiplied and so be put with the root of the absolute

number. But, if there lie not a root of the absolute number, then, the ab-

solute number having lieen abraderl by the divisor, superadd [to the residue]

so many times the divisor as will make a square. Let its square-root be

[used for] the absolute root. Even, with so doing, if a square be not pro-

duced, then that example must be deemed imperfect and wrong. If the

first side of equation multiplied by some number, or with one added to it,

' Putting unity for n(.—Si/n. Suppo»ing 2, it cumet out iC ; or with 3, it it 23.

* And then proceed according to the foregoing rule, using iu root as root of the aiwolule

number.

» The commentator So'eyad.s'sa reads Mwd and interprets it ‘ subtracting but collated eopiet

mf the text exhibit iafwd, multiplying: and this seems the preferable reading. See i 128.

For the purpose of the preceding rule 20d). •
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afford a square-root; in such case the divisor should be taken as .enunciated,

and not as either multiplied or divided: but the absolute number is to be

taken precisely as it stands when equal subtraction has been made.

The like is also to be understood in the case of a cube: as follows. Such

number, as that its cube divided by the divisor may be exhausted, exhibiting

no residue, and the same number multiplied by three and by the cul)e-root of

the absolute number, being divided by the divisor, may also be exhausted;

by such coefficient let another colohr be multiplied and so be put together

with the cube-root of the absolute numben If there be not a cube-root of

the absolute number, then, after abrading the number by the divisor, add [to

the residue] so many times the divisor, as may make a cube. Then the

cube-root is treated as root of the absolute number. Even with so doing, if

there be not a complete cube, the instance i& wrong. This is to be applied

further on.^

To proceed to the second example (§ ^09). Let the number be put ya 1

.

Its square is yav 1. Doing with it as directed, the root of the first side is

ya 1 ;
and treating the second side, ca 7 ru 30, as prescribed by the rule

(§ 204), after abrading the absolute number by the divisor, superadding twice

the divisor,, viz. 14, the root is ru 4. By making an equation of the square

of seven ni with this added {ni 7 ru 4) the value of ca is obtained niv 7 nf 8

ru 2. But the assumed quantity nl7 ru^ is the root of the second side cf

equation, and equal to the root of the preceding one ya 1 . Framing an equa-

tion with them, the number is found by the former process ni 7 ru 4, with

the additive.^ It comes'out 11.*

* See §206.

^ Putya 1. Its square, less thirty, divided by seven, yields no remainder (§202). Let the

quotient be ca. This* multiplied by seven {ca 7) is equal to that {ya r 1 ru 30). (Statement for

equal subtraction yav\ caO ru 30). After subtraction there remains yav\ Root of the first

yavO ca 7 "cuO ca7 ru 30

side is ya 1. In the other side, by rule § 204, abrading the absolute 30 by the divisor, the residue

is 2 ; to ^vllich add n multiple of the divisor (§ 204), viz. twice the divisor, the sum is 16 ; and its

square-root, 4.—Su r. and Ram. The square of this added to seven ni {ni 7 rw 4) is ni v 49 ni 56

ru l6i equal to ca 7 ru 30. Whence the value of ca is deduced ni v 7 ni 8 ru 2.—Ra'm. The

assumed quantity ni7 ru 4 is the root of the second side of equation, and is equal to the root of

the first ya 1. Whence the value of ya is found ni7 ru 4. Sua. and Ram.
* Putting unity for ni. Ram.

* Doth commeotaries have * square of thw but erroneously.
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If.s6ven ni were put with a ne^tive absolute number, a different result

would be obtained.

206. Example Tell me what is the number, the cube of which, less six,

being divided* by five, yields no residue ? if thou be sufficiently versed in the

algebra* of cubes.

Here put the number yti 1. Doing with it as directed,* the cube-root of

the first side is 1; and the other side is 5 ru6; from which, by the fore-

going rule (§ 203

—

5) adapted to cubes (choosing a numl>er such that its cube

may be exactly divisible by the divisor, as well as its multiple into thrice the

root of the absolute number;) or by analogy, making it equal to the cube of

five ni with six absolute, and proceerling as before, the number witli fts addi-

tive is found ni 5 ru 6.^

207. Example:^ If thou he skilled in computation, tell me the number,

the square of which being multiplied by five, having three added, and being

divided by sixteen, is exhausted.

Let the quantity be put ya 1 . Doing witli this as said, and multiplying lK)th

sides of equation by five, the square-root of the fii’st side h ya5. In the

other side ca 80 ru 15, retaining the divisor as enunciated, and taking the

*
* An instance of the rule (§ 203—5) applied to cubes.

• Cut idea.
^

3 Put ya 1. Its cube less six, ya gh 1 ru6, being divided by five, is exhausted. the quo-

tient be ca. Multiplied by five M* is equal to that. Statement for equal subtraction

yagh 1 cflO ru 6 After subtraction, the root of the first side is ya 1.—Sur. and Ram. In the

yaghO ca 5 ruO

other side, ca 5 ru6, by rule § 204, abrading the absolute number 6 by the divisor 5, the residue

is 1 ; to which add a multiple of the divisor (§ 204): forty-three limes the divis<jr added to I is

216.' Its cube-root is 6. Added to five ni, is ai 5 r«6. The cube af ^4 1 25 aie450 »I 540

ra 216 is equal to the second side of equation ca 5 ru 6. Whence the value of ca is found without

fraction a'lgiSS nlv 90 of 108 ru 42.—Ua'm. The assumed qiianliiy a( 5 ru6 is cube-root

of the second side of equation ca 5 ru6; and equal to the roc-tofthc first side, orya I. The value

of ya is hence deduced ni 5 ru 6.—Si/r. and Ram.

• By substitution of 1 for b(, the number comes out 11.—Sun. Rutting nought, it is 6'; or sup-

posing two, it it l6.

’ An instance of the rule § 205.

• Both the con.ment.ries here .Iso eibibit " cnbo of ihl..” Whether by error of U,e ..ll»r. or tr.nKrlber. m.y be

doubted.

M M
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i^bwlute number as it Is adjusted by subtraction 205), the result is «<r 16

ru 15. Making an equation of this with eight «l and unity, the value of ca

is obtained without fraction, niv^ 1 ru 1.‘ Equating the assumed root

niS ru I with the root of the fiwt side j/a 5, the valile of yo is found by

means of the pulveriser, pi 8 ru5. If the root were supposed: eight ni with

negative unity, the result would be pi 8 ru 3.*

* It is five times too great. The augmented divisor 80 should be used to find the true value^of

the quotient cfl.

• Put 1. Its sqoUre» multiplied by five and having three added, is ya ® 5 ru 3; and is exactly

divisible by sixteen. Be the product ca. Multiplied by sixteen, it* is equal to that. After equal

subtractioDi the renttinder of equation is ys e 5 M uldptying both sides by five, (yi v 25 \

« cal6 rtt3 coSO m I5y

the root of the first side is ya 5. Of the other side (ca 80 ru 15) putting the enunciated divisor

sixteen for the [coefficient of] colour by rule § 205, or making the absolute number, as it is altered

by subtraction and other operations, the correct absolute (§ 205); the statement is ca ru 15.

Putitequaltothesquareofeightaf with unity(ai 8 re l)t the statement is caO nftj64 n* l6 ru\

ca ifi nl vO ai 0 m 15

Having made the subtraction, the remainder of equation is ni v 64 ai l6 m l6 ; and divided by

ca l6

the diviaot (16) ait) 4 ni 1 ru 1. Sua. and Ram.

The assumed root a( 6 ra 1 is equal to the root of the first side ya 5. Statement for equal sub-

traction yaO ni 8 ml. After subtraction, the remainder of equation is ni 8 ml. Proceeding

ya5 aiO mO
by the rule (§ 101) there results Dividend ni 8 Additive ml. Then, by the rule 55), there

Divisor ya 5

arises an uneven series o . Multiplying by penult and so on (§ 55) the pair of numbers

deduced is « w . The series being uneven, the quotient and multiplier are subtracted from their

abraders (§ 57), via. S and 5, Whence the quotient and multiplier with their additives are ob-

tained pi 8 m 5. The quotient is the value of ya the colour of the divisor (§ 154), and the multi-

pi 5 m3
oiler is the value of ni the colour of the dividend. Statement in their order, pi 8 ru 5 value ofyo.

^ pi 5 ru 3 of ni

Or let the assumption be eight ni with unity negative. Statement of the two sides of equation

«a 0 ftiS m i ; and after subtraction ni 8 mi; whence Dividend ni 8 Additive J . Then by

ya5 niS mo ya 5
,

Divisor ya5

• The twne enor again occur, in both commentarie., which here put the •* wjuare.” It ooc««onallj iwappeart in all

three instance, in course of the operation, nhich follow ; .lill however leaving it doubtful whether it be not inputable to

transcribers.

t The root «f 8 ru 1 is righUy aMuiued conformably with the rule $ 205. For 13, abraded by the original divuor 16.

give, a residue 15, to which adding a multiple of divisor by one. the sum (the signs being contrary) is 1 ;
and it. square-

root 1 is lo be uwd a. root of the absolute. The coefficient 8 of the new »ymbol ni is duly elected such that it. «iuara

and its nroltipla by twice that root of the absolute, shall both be divisible by 16. But the njuare of thi. aoumed root i.

not equal to ca 16 ru 1*5, but to ca 80 ru 13 and to ya v f5.



9S7, VARIETIES OF QUADRATICS.

The scope of the precept ‘ many different ways are to be devised* (§ 173)

has been thus exhibited in a multiplicity of instances. Somethiog too has

been shown concerning the solution of quadratics by the pulverizer. Other

devjpes, as practicablje, are to be applied by intelligent algebraists.

the rule (§ 55) is deduced the uneven afries snd from this the pair of numbers o m .

The series being uneven, but the additive being negative (| 59), they are quotient and multiplier:

pt 8 rwS value of y«. Substituting with pi$ ru 5 for value of yal (pulling unity for pi) it is

pis ru2 —— ofm •

13 ; or substituting with pf S ru 3 it is 11.

mm2



CHAPTER VIII.

EQUATION INVOLVING A FACTUM OF UNKNOWN
QUANTITIES.

Next, the product of unknown' is propounded.

208. Rule : two half stanzas.* Reserving one colour selected, let values

chosen at pleasure be put for the rest by the intelligent algebraist. So will

the factum be resolved. The required solution may be then completed by

the first method of analysis.’

In an instance where a factum arises from the multiplication of two or

more colours together, reserving one colour at choice, put arbitrary numeral

values for the rest, whether there be one, two, or more. Substituting with

those assumed values for the colours as contained in the sides of equation,

and adding them to absolute number, and having thus broken the factum,

find the value of the [reserved] colour by the first method of analytic solution.

209. Example: Tell me, if thou know, two numbers such, that the sum

of them, multiplied severally by four and by three, may, when added to two,

be equal to the product of the same numbers.

Let the numbers be ya \ ca \. Dealing with them as expressed, the two

sides of equation are ya ca 3 ru 2. Thus a factum being raised, let an

ya. ca bh 1

* Bkhita. See § 21 and comment upon § 100.

* Completing a stanza begun in a preceding rule (§ 201) and beginning another which is com-

pleted in the following 212).

* By that taught under the head of simple or uniliteral equation. Ch. 4.
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arbitrary value be put forca, under the rule 208): as, for instance, five.

Substituting with it for ca in the first side of equation, and adding the term

to the absolute number, it becomes ya 4 ru 17

;

and the other side becomes

ya^ '- whence by like subtraction, as before, the value of ya is obtained 17.

Thus the two numbers are 17 and 5. Or substituting six for ca, the two

numbers come out 10 and 6. In like manner, by means of various supposi-

tions, an infinity of answers may be obtained.

•

210. Example: What four numbers are such, that the product of them

all is equal to twenty times their sum ? say, learned algebraist, who art con-

versant with the topic of product of unknown quantities.

Here let the first number be ya 1 ;
and the rest be arbitrarily put 5, 4 and 2.

Their sum is ya 1 rail. Multiplied by twenty, ya 20 ra 220. Product

of all the quantities ya 40. Statement for equation ya 40 ra 0 Hence by
ya 20 ru 220

the first analysis, the value of ya is found 1 1 ; and the numlxTS arc 1 1, 5,

4

and 2. Or [with a different supposition] they are 55, 6, 4 and I ;
or 60, 8, 3

and 1 ; or 28, 10, 2 and 1. In like manner a multiplicity may be found.

211. Example: Say what is the pair of numbers, of which the sum, the

product and both squares being added together, the squafe-root of the aggre-

gate, together with the pair of numbers, may amount to twcuty-tliiecr or else

to fifty-three? Tell them severally; and in whole numbers. If thou know

this, thou hast not thy equal upon earth for a gooU mathematician.

In this case, let the numbers be put ya 1 ru 2. The aggregate of their

product, sum and squares, is yav \ ya 3 ru 6. It is equal to the square of

twenty-three less the sum of the numbers (ya i ru 21), viz. ya v 1 ya 42

ru 44 1 . From this equation the value ofya is obtained V :
two

numbers are V ^*“1 2. « i r

Or else let the numbers be supposed ya 1, ru 3. Proceeding as before,

the two numbers are thence found and 3. ,In like manner putting five

for the assumed quantity : the two come out in whole numbers 7 and 5.

In the second example, put the quantities ya 1 ru 2. The aggregate ot

their product, sum and squares isya v 1 ya 3 ru 6. It is equal to the 8(,uaro

of fifty-three, less the sum of the numbers (ya 1 ru 51) viz. yav 1 ya 102

r«2601. From the equation of these, by the foregoing process, the two

numbers are and f Or integers they arc 1 1 and 17.
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Tbus, one quantity being put an absolute number, the other is brought
out an integer with much trouble. How it may be done with little labour,
is next shown.

S 1 2—214. Rule : two and a half stanzas. Removing the from one
side, and the simple colours and absolute number^rom the other, as optionally
selected, and dividing both sides of the equation by the coefficient of the
factum, divide the sum of the product of the coefficients of the colours added
to the absolute number by any assumed number; the quotient and the num-
ber assumed must be added to the coefficients of the colours, at choice; or
be subtracted from them : theaums, or the differences, will be the values of
the colpurs: and they must be understood to be so reciprocally,^

Removing by subtraction the factom from one of the equal sides, and the
simple colours and absolute number from the other, and then reducing the
two sides to the lowest denomination, by the coefficient of the factum as

common measure, and dividing by some arbitrarily assumed number the pro-
duct of the coefficients of the colours on the second side added to the abso-
lute number, the assumed quantity and the quotient, having the coefficients

of the two colours added to them respectively, as selected at pleasure, are

values of the colours
; and to be so understood reciprocally : that is, the one,

to which the coefficient of ca is annexed, is the value of ya; and that, to

which the coefficient o(ya is added, is the value of ca. But, if, owing to the
magnitude, the condition be not answered, when that has been done, the
coefficients, less the quotient and assumed number, are the values recipro-

cally.

First Example : ‘‘ Tell two numbers such, that the sum of them, multi-

plied by ^our and three, may, added to two, be equal to the product” (§ 209),
Here, that which is directed, being done, the two sides of equation are

ya4 ca3 ru 2.® The sum of the product of the coefficients with absolute
ya.cabhl

number is 14. This, divided by one put as the assumed number, gives I and
14 for assumed number and quotient These, with the two coefficients re-

* See BsAHiiEOvrrA 18, § 36 ; which appesn from a suhiequent passage (ibid. § 3S) and the

scholiast's femark on it, to be a rule borrowed from a s^l earlier writer.

The subtraction (or transposition) and division by the coefficient (which, in the instance, is

unity,) leaves the equation unaltered. St/a.
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^)cctiv<5ly added) taking them at choice, furniah the values of y<i and cu,

either 4 ahd 1 8, or 17and 5. By the supposition of two, they come out 5 and
11; or 10 and 6,

The demonstration follows. It is twofold in cveiy case: one g^metrical,

the other algebraic.^ The geometric demonstration is here delivered. The
second side of the equation is equal to die factum of the quantities. But that

factum is the area of an oblong quadrangular figure.* The two colours arc

its side and upright, Within that plain figure is contained four times

|~

[

yal

ya with thrice ca and twice unity. Within tins figure, then, four times ya
being taken away, as also ca less four, multiplied by its own coefficient, it

becomes And the second side of the equation being so treated,

^ 3

there results ru 14. This is the area of the remaining rectangle at the cor-

ner, within the rectangle representing the factum of the quantities. It is a

product arising from the multiplication of a side and upright But they are

here unknown. Therefore an assumed number is put for the side; and if

the area be divided by that, the quotient is the uprights Either of the two

(side, or upright,) witli the addition of a number equal to the coefficient of

ya^ is the upright of the rectangle representing the factum; because that up-

right was lessened by it when four times was* taken from the rectangle

representing the factum. In like manner, the other, with the addition of a

number equal to the coefficient of ca, is the side. These precisely are values

of ya and ca.

The algebraic demonstration is next set forth. That also is grounded on

figure. Let other colours, nl 1 and p/ 1, be put for the length of the side

and upright in the smaller rectangle within the larger one, which consists

of a side and upright represented by ya and ca. Then either of them, added

to a number equal to the coefficient ofya, is the value of ya the side of that

rectangle : viz. tii \ ra4 and pi 1 ru 3. Substituting with these for ca and

ya in both sides of the equation, the upper side of it becomes pf 4 nii ru 36

;

* geometric : algebraic or arithmetical. algebraic cxclu-

iivcly.) ^

* Ayata-chaturasra, See lul, Cb. 6.
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and that containing the factun^ia tran^fprm^ into ni.pl bh 1 ni 3 pi i nu 12.

Like subtraction being inai|e^ the lower side of equation is ni* M 1 ; and

the upper side is ru 14. It is the area of that inner rectangle ; and ft is

equal to the product of the coefficient added to the absolute number*^ / How
values of the colours are thence deduced^ has been already shdwn.

This very operation has been delivered, in a corapendious form, by ancient

teachers. The algebraic demonstration must be exhibited to those who do

not comprehend the geometric one. .

‘ Mathematicians have declared algebra to be computation joined with de-

monstration : else there would be no difference between arithmetic and

algebra.*
*

l^cfefore this explanation of the principle of the resolution has been

slK)wn in two several ways.

It has been said above, that the product of the coefficient, added to the

absolute liumber, is tlxe area of another small rectangle within that which

represents the factum of the unknown, and situated at its corner. Some-

times, howaver, it is otherwise. When the coefficients are negative, the

rectangle representing the factum will be within the other at its corner.

are greater than the side and upright of the rectangle

representing the Tacturn, and are affirmative, the new rectangle will stand

without that which represents the factum, and at its corner. See

3 ca
^

40

ca

.When it is so, the coefficients, lessened by subtraction of the assumed num-
ber and quotient, are values ofya and ca.

81^. Example: Wha£ two numbers are there, twice the product of

whidli is equal to fifty-eight less than the sum of their multiples by ten and

fourteen?

Let the two numbers be put ya 1, ca 1. What is directed being done

* 4x3 + 2 =b14.
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With" thein, and the equation being divided by tlje coefficient of the factum«

thq result is ya 5 ca 7 ru 39 The sum of the product of coefficients with
ya. ca dA 1

the absolute number, viz. 6* is divided by two; and the assumed number

and quotient 'are S and 3. The coefficients with these added are either 10

and 7,. or 9 and 8 ; and, nrith the same subtracted, are 4 and 3, or3 and 8:

the numbers required.

216. Example: What two numlrers are there, the product of which,

add^d to triple and quintuple the numbers themselves, amounts to si-xty-

two ? Tell them, if thou know.

Here also, what is expressed being done, there results ya 3 caf ru69
ya. ca bha 1

The sum of the product of coefficients with absolute number is 77-t Tire

assumed number and quotient, 7 and 1 1 . Tire coefficients, with these

added, make the numbers 6 and 4, or 2 and 8. They should be added only,

as the numbers come out negative, if they be subtracted.’

The foregoing third and fourth examples :
“ What is the pair of numbers,

&c.”C§211.)
, , .

Put the t\vo numbers ya 1, ca 1. The aggregate of their product, 'siim

and squares, is ya w 1 cav\ ya.cahh 1 ya 1 ca 1. Since this docs not

afford a square-root, equal it with the square of twenty-three less the two

quantities (yal cal rM23) viz. ya»l caul ya.coM 2 ya46 ca46 rM529.

Dropping the equal squares, and subtraction fieing made, the remaining

equation -divided by the coefficient of the factum of the unknown (viz.

unity^) gives ya 47 ca 47 r«.529. The product of the coefficients added to

the absolute number is 1680 and this, being divided by forty as assumed

number, gives quotient and arbitrary number 42 and 40. Here the quotient

and arbitrary assumed numlier must only be subtracted from the coefficients;

*(5x7)—29=6. ,

^ ^ 2 X *~“5) 4^2^77* * •
•

* The coefficients, with the arbitrar}' assunacd number ai\d quotient subtracted, make 12 and U,

* .
• Ram.

or l6 and 20.

The equal squares being dropped, the statement for subtraction is I ya 1 ca 1

yj. caM 2 ye ca 46 fu 52^

After subtraction ya 47 ca 47 ru 529
.

ya,cabh\

» 2209-529.

X N
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and the numbers will thus come out? 4QdA. > If they were added, dm°con>

dition, that diey shidl amount to tweaty^tilree WQuhl not be fub

filled.*

'

“Or else amount to fifty-three’* (§ 81 1). In this example, that whiclf has

been directed being done/ ther«^%tililf'jfi 1071 ca>107 rw SSOd. Here the

sum of the product of coefficients with the absolute number is 8640. The

arbitrary number and quotient 90 and 96. The coefficients less these quan-

tities are the numbers required, 1 L and 17-
°

So, likewise, in other instances.

In some cases, where the equations are numerous, finding various values

of the factum of unknown quantities, and with those values equated, and

reducetf to a common denomination, the two quantities may be discovered

from the equation, by the former process of analytic solution.

From the mention of quantities in the dual number, it is evident ofcourse,

that arbitrary values are to be put for the rest of the colours, in the cases of

three or more.

* By addition, the numbers are 87 and 89* The square-root of the aggregate (23402) is 153.

' Thtf of numbem added together, 17^* If the root be taken negative, the amount is 23. Svr.



CHAPTER IX

CONCLUSION.

417. On earth was one named MahesVaua^ who followed the eminent

path of a holy teacher among the learned. His son, Buascara, having

irom him derived the bud of knowledge, has composed this brief treatise of

elemental computation.*

*^18 . As the treatises of algebra by Beaumegupta,* Seidhaea and

Padmanabha are too diffusive, he ha$ compressed the substance of them in

a well reasoned compendium, for the gratification of learners.

—223. For the volume contains a thousand lines* including precept

and example. Sometimes exemplified to explain the sense and bearing of a

rule; sometimes to illustrate its scope and adaptation : one while to show

variety of inferences ;
another while to manifest the principle. For there

Laghu Vija-ganita.

* The text expresses BrabrndkoH^a-vijaf algebra named from Brahma ; alluding to the name of

BnABMEOvrTA, Of to the title of hi. work BrakmmUekiMa, of which the J8th chapter tf?»t$ of

algebra. The commentator aecordingly preroii«. ‘ Since there are trctisc on algebra by Beah-

MaonPTA and the rest, what occasion is there for thi.f’ Jhe author replies “A. the treauses.

&c."

* Atmktuhk. lines of,thirty-two syllables, like the metre.termed <mi(s*<«6*. This intimation of

the nae of the volume regards both the prose and metrical part. The wrober of stansas including

rule, and example, is 210; or, with the peroration, 219- Some of the rule^ being div.d^ by tn-

tervenina examples in a different metre, bare in the translation separate number, affixed to the

divisions. On the other hand a few maxims, and «>me quotaUon. in vene. have been left un-

numbered.

X N 2
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is no^ of instance ; -and di^refoie & |ew -only exhibit^ ,StQ^ the

wide Qifian dPici^e i« ^'cult^'tlavel^Ji^ ri«li'0?littlc Uii^yitydin^

:

and, on the other hand, the intelligent have no occasion for copious instruc-

tion. A particle of tuition conteya ieitoce lo a comprehensive mind; hnd

having reached it, expands of itti ^pulse; As 0*^ POV»red upon water,

as a secret entrusted to the vile, as alms' bestowed upon the worthy, how-

ever little, so does science infused into a wise mind spread by intrinsic

force.

It is apparent to men of clear understanding, that the rule of three terms

constitutes aritbmetic ; and sagacity, algebra. Accprdingly I have said in

the chapter on Spherics

.

224. ‘ The rule of three terms is.arithmctic ; spotless understanding is

alg'^ra.* What is there unknowii'to the mfclligent ? Therefore, for the

dull alone, it* is set forth.*

225. To augment wisdom and strengthen confidence, read, do read, ma-

thematician, this abridgment elegant in stile, easilyv understood by youth,

comprising, the whole, essence of computation, and containing the demon-

stration of its principles, replete with excellence and void of defect.
,
V

«

• Gm^kydya. Sect II. §3.

*
\ •

.
* The dolution of certain problems set forth in the section. The preceding stanza, a part of

which is cited by the scholiast of the lAldvati, (Ch. 12), premises, * I deliver for the instruction of

youth a few answers of problems found by arithmetic, algebra, the pulverizer, the affected square,,

the spliOre, and [astronomical] instruroenU/ G61, Sect. IL § 2.



GASITAD’HYAYA, on ARITHMETIC;

THE TWEUTO CHAPTER OF THE

BRAHMErSPiiUtA-JSIDD'HANTA,

BY BRAHMEGUPTA;

WITH SELECTIONS FROM THE COMMENTARY ENTITLED

vJsanA.bhAshva,

BY CHATURVEDA-PRlT’HtTDACA-SWAMi.

CHAPTER XII.

ARITHMETIC.

SECTION I.

1. He, who distiuctly and severally knows addition and the rest of the

twenty logistics, and the eight determinations including mcasurciucut hy

shadow,^ is a mathematician.*

2. Quantities, as well numerators as denominators, being multiplied by

* Addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, square, square-root, cube, cube-root, 6ve

[should be, six] rules of reduction of fractions, rule of three terms [direct and inverse,] of five

terms, seven terms, nine terms, eleven terms, and barter, are twenty (paricamumj arithmetical

operations. Mixture, progression, plane figure, excavation, stack, saw, mound, and shadow, are

eight determinations (vyaoMra), Cii.

For topics of Algebra, see note on § 66.

• Ganaca, a calculator ; a proficient competent to the study of the sphere. Cii.
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the opi^ite denomiiiatS>r, are reduced to a common denomination. . In

is to be taken.®
'

r.'

3. Integers are multiplied hy Ihe denominators and have the numerators

added. The product of the humeraitorSi divided by the preset of the deno-

minators, is multiplicatioh* of two or ofinany terms.^

4. Both terms being rendered homogeneous,^ the denominator and ni>-

* Scanda-bi(n-a"ciiarya, who has exhibited Edition by a rule for the sttinm^tioii of series of

the arithmcttcals, ha^ dohe so to show the ^gore of samv; aiid lie has separately tinted of figu-

late to.shoW' the areaof suidi figure in au oblong. But, in this work,

addition bSng the subject, sum is taught; and the author will teach . its figure by a rule for the

summation of series (§19)* In this place, however, it^iu and difference of quantities baying like

denominators are shown: and that is fil. Ch.
* Example of addition :• What is the sum of one and a third, one and a half, one and a sixth

part, and the integer three, added together

?

Statement: 1^ 3. Or reduced f iff.
The numerator and denominator of the first term being multiplied by the denominator of the

second, S, and those of the second by that of the first, 3, they are reduced to the same denominator

(f i t •luif uniting the numerktoh, y). With the t^ird term no such operation can be, since the

denominator is the same: union of the numerators is alone to be made; y, which abridged is) 4..

So with the fourth term : and the additipn being completed, the sum is 7.

Subtraction is to bc performed In a similar manner; and the converse of the same example may
serve. Ch^,

* Pratyutpannat product of two proposed quantities.—Cw. See a rule of long multiplication,

§55.

* Example : Say quickly what is the area of an oblong, in which the tide is ten and a half, and

the upright seventy sixths.

Statement: lOJ Ilf. Multiplying the integers by the denominators, adding the numerators,

and abridging, the two quantities become V and y. From the product of the numeraton 733,

divided by the product of the denominators 6, the quotient obtained is 122 It is the ai4a of

the oblong.

Others here exhibit an example of the rule of three terms, making unity stand for the argument

Or first term. For instance, if one pala of pepper be bought for six and a half paiias, what is the

price of twenty-six pa/<wf Answer: 169 jMmas.] Cii.

* Tke method of rendering homogeneous has been delivered in the foregoing rule (§ 3) “ Integers*

are multiplied by the denominators," &c.—

C

h. It is reduction to the form of an improper

fraction.

* It li not quite ^lesr whether the cxunplei are theanthor*! or the cororoeDtator’a. The metre of them bdjff^t.foMp
that of the rulet; and they are not comprehended, either in tbii or in the chapter on Algebra, in the sonm^d. contpUt

the close of each. They are probably the comaentatr^i
] aad ceniigDcd therefore to the notci. .
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nt^r^r f^.tQe divisor are ^Dspos^ : and then; the denominator of thedi-

vidi^ is multiplied ' by the [new] denominator; and its nunddrator, by the

[new] numerator. Thus division' [is performed.]

S.. The quantity being made homogeneous,* the square of the nume-

rator, divided by the square of the denominator, is the square.* The root

of the homogeneous numerator, divided.by the root of the denominator, is

the square-root.^

6. The cube'of the last term is to be set down ;
and, the first remove

from it, thrice the square of the last multiplied by tht precetlin^;’.tlie|a

thrice the square of this preceding term taken into that last one ;
ana finally •

the cube of the preceding term. The sum is the cube.’ \

’ Example : In a rectangle, the area of which is given, • hundred and twenty-two and a hatf;

and the side, ten and a halfj tell the upright.

Statement: 133i lOf. Reduced to homogeneous form ‘J* V*

Here the side is divisor. Itt denominator and numerator are transposed The numerator ol

the dividend, multiplied by this numerator, becomes 490} and the denominetor of the dividend,

taken into the denominator, makes 42. The one, divided by the other, gives the quotient II i- f

• Some in this piece also introduce an example of the role of three terms. Thus “ A Miig gwe

to ten principal priesU a hundred tboovand pieces of money, together with a third of one piece.

What was the wealth that accrued to onoff • '

• As before.—Cil. [That is, reduced to fractional form.]

Ihjt unityns the denominator of an integer I and proceed as directed. «•

» A square is the product of two like quantities multiplied together. The present rule iS

introduced to show how the square of efmction is found.
. r

Example ; Tell the area of an equilateral tetragon, the side and upright of which are al fce

‘*1itement': Side^ Upright}. Product of the numerator. 49- Product of the denomine-

tom 4 These products nre squares, since the side and upright are equal.

The square ofthe numerator 49 being divided by tbe squtive of the denominetor 4, the quooenr

*ExttoJe r "’tIh*^'ejual side and upright of an equilateral tetragon, the area of which Is

= V. The root of the homogeneous

J
r : that of the denominator 4, is 2. Dividing by this the reot of the numerator, the quotum 1.

the square-reot }. It is the length of the upright and of the side.

g.
,

‘g
.Continued multiplication of three like quanUticfo a cube. }62. A*

»43 512, 7i9, cube, of iiumbem from I to 9- The rule « introduced for fiml.ng the cube of
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7. The divisor for the second non-cuWc [digit] ia tlwk» the square of the

cubic-root The square of the quotient^ rnultipli^ by three and*by the pre-

ceding, must be subtracted from the next [non-cubic]; and the cube from

the cubic [digit]: the root [is found].*

nnd so forth. The cube of any given quantity comprising two or more digits or terms is required.

The cube of the last digit, found by continued multiplication, is to be set down. Then the square

of that last digit, tripled and multiplied by the*term next before the last, is to be set down, at gne

remove or place of figures from that of the cube previously noted ; and to be added to it. [So the

square of this term tripled and taken into the last digit.] Xhen the cube of the term so preceding

is set down in the next place of figures ; and added. Thus tbe cube of two terms or digits, is found.

For a number comprising three or more terms, put two of them [previously finding the cube of this

binomial%y the rule] for last term ; and proceed in every other respect conformably with the di-

rections ; and then, in like manner, put the trinoiUial* for last term ; and so on, to find the cube of

A quantity containing any number of terms. ' Ch.

Example : Tell the cubic content of a quadrangular equilateral well (or cistern) measured by

three cubits cubed and the same in depth.

Statement: 27, 27f 27. The product of these three equal quantities is 19^83. It is the con-

te;it in cubits of a solid having twelve corners :t for the multiplication of three like quantities is

a twelve-angled sol id.

The rule furnishes another method. The cube of twenty-seven is required. The cube of the.

,
last digit 2 is set down 8. The square of the last 8, tripled, is 12, and multiplied by the preceding

is 84: set down at the first remove, and added to the cube previously noted, it makes l64. [Thrice

the square of 7 rouldplied by 2 b 294 ;
put at the next place of digits and added, makes 1934*.]

Cube of the preceding digit 7 b 343. Added as before, it gives 1*9683. It is the solid content in

cubits ; that is, it contains so many twelve-angled excavations measured by a cubit.

The same is to be understood of a pile or stack ; putting height instead of depth. Ch.
' The first digit of the proposed cube is termed cubic ; and proceeding inversely, the two next

places of figures are denominated non-cubic;^ then one cubic, and two non-cubic;. and so on alter-

nately^ until the end of the number. With this preparation, the rule takes effect The

meaning is as follows: In the first place, the cube of some number is to be subtracted from tha

lust of all the digits termed cubic; and that number is reserved, and set down apart with tlie designa-

tion of cube-root. Take its square and multiply this by three; and with the tripled square

divide the digit standing next before that pf which the cube-root was taken ; and note the quotient

in the second place contiguous in direct order to the reserved cube-root. Square the quotient,

and multiply by tliree and by the cube-root first found ; and subtract the product from the first

non-cubic standing before that of which the divbion was made. Then taking the cube of the

quotient subtract it from the next preceding cubic digit. Thus a binomial root is found. If more

be requisite, put the binomial root for first term ; and proceed in every respect according to the

rule, using it as first cube-root : and then put the trinomial, and afterwards the tetranomial, for

first radical term ; until the proposed number be exhausted.

* Divi^a, binomial; tripoda, trinooual; c^uf^pada.tetnuioiniaj.

t Dwid§idii i, lit. dodecagon ; but intending a cube or a parallclopipedon. See IMltvatit 47,.
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8. The sum ofnumerators which have like denominators, being divided

I)y.the [common] denominator, is the result in the first reduction to homo*
gentousness in the second, multiply numerators by numerators, and dcno-

minators by clenominators.*

Example : Tell the cubic-root of a stack, of which the flanks* and tlevaiion arc alike, and ihe

solid content is equal to twelve thousand, one hundred and sixty-seven.

j3tatement: 12\67» Here the digit 7 is named tfubic ; 6 and 1 non-cubic; fl cubic. From that

subtract the cube of two, the remainder is 4l67. Cube-root 2; its square 4; tripled 12; this is

the divisor. Dividing by that the second non-cubic digit, the quotient is 3 and remainder 5^7*

The square of the quotient 9 i multiplied by three, 27t and by the preceding, 54. Subtracted

from the first non-cubic, the residue is 27. Cube of the quotient, 27, subtracted from the cubic

place of figures, leaves no remainder. Thus the root it this binomial 23. So much is the height

;

as much the length ; and as much the breadth of the pile.

For trinomials and the rest, proceed as directed.

Such is the method of finding the cube and cube-root of integers. For the cube qf fractions, let

the cube of the numerator, after the quantity has been rendered homogeneous [^3], and the cube

of the denominator, be separately computed : and divide the one by the other, the quotient is the

cube sought. For the cube-root, let the roots be separately extracted, and then divide the cube-

root of the numerator by that of the denominator, the quotient is the cube-root of the fraction. Cii.

* The author here teaches the method of finding the result of the first assimilation (jdtij con-

sisting in addition. The sum of numerators which have dissimilar denominators is never taken.

All the quantities must be reduced to like denominators: and then the Addition of numera{ors it

lyade ; and the sum is divided by a single common denominator.

Example: Half of unity, a sixth part of the same, a twelfth part of it, and a quarter, being added

together, what is the amount ? •

Statement
: i J i- Reduced to like denominators the numerators become -ft A*

Added together and divided by the numerator, the result is unity.

Example : Twenty-two, sixty-six, thirty-eight, thirty-nine, thirteen, a hundred and fourteen are

put in the denominator’s place, and five, seven, nine, one, four and eleven arc their numerators.

When they are added together what is the whole sum?

Statement: A A A ft A lA* Answer: one.

But when the similar denomination is not obvious, the denominators being very large, divide both

denominators by the remainder [or last result] of the reciprocal division of the two, and multiply

by the two quotients the reversed denominators together wyth their quotients. Other methods

may be similarly devised by one's own ingenuity.

Subtraction also takes place between like quantities : and iljc rule must be therefore applied to

difference.

• The author now teaches the method of finding the result of the second assimilation consisting

in multiplication.

First multiply separately numerators by numerators, and denominators by denominators. Then

proceed with the foriftcr part of the rule.

Pirdwa, lUink or ddc.

O O
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9. In the'thiW/thetrpj^'tttitnera ^jy the d^nominatbr.'

In the two ne^t, severally, the detioitihibtoft are multiplied by the denomi*^

nators; and the upper nunterntdrs ly the same increased or diminished by

their own numerators.® '

.

Example : Half a quarter, a nixtb part of a quarter, a twelfth part of a quarter, an eighth part

of ten quarters, a ftfth part of seven quarters : summing these and adding three twentieths, let us

quickly declare the amount. It is a sum, which we must constantly pay to a learned astronomer.

Statement: H i J V i ii hAj-

i A A a -h A* Answer: the sum is one.

’ The author next shows the method of finding the result of the third assimilation consisting in

division.
*

The dividend is intended by the term upper numerator : and the middle quantity together with

its denominator is the divisor. Then the rule for transposition of numerator and denominator (§ 4)

takes effect.

Example : In what time will [four] fountains, being let loose together, fill a cistern, which they

would severally fill in a day ; in half a one; in a quarter; and in a fifth part?*

Statement: 1111 The rule being observed; + -f t 4* The sum is 12.

So many are the measures in a day with all the fountains. Then by the rule of three, if so many

ffllings take place in one day, in what time will one? Statement: ^ | 4 |
4* Answer: In this

portion of a day, all the fountains, loose together, fill the cistern.

Example: One bestows an unit on holy men, in the third part of a day; another gives the same

alms in half a day; and a third distributes three in five days. In what time, persevering in those

rates, will they have given a hundred ?

Statement: 113 And, the rule being observed, 4 4 4* Reducing these to a com-

4 4 4
mon denominator, and summing them, the result is the total amount, which all bestow in alms

m a day. Then by the rule of three, if so many fifths of an unit be given in one day, in how

many will a hundred units be given ?

Statement: V I 4 I
Answer: 17 4. Cu.

^ The author adds this rule to exhibit reduction of fractional increase and decrease (bMgdnu*

band'ha and bhdgdpavdha-j6tij ; the two assimilations (jdtij which follow next after the first, se-

cond and third; that is, the fourth and fffth.

In fractional increase the numerators standing above are multiplied by the denominators aug-

mented by their own numerators; in fractional decrease by the same diminished by their own

numerators. The remainder of the process consists in reduction to homogeneous form as before.

Example of fractional increase: A little boy, receiving from a merchant a quarter of an unit,

dealt with commodities for gain, during six days, and obtained for his goods, on the respective days,

a price with both -profit and principal equal to the original money added to iu half, iu, third, its

quarter, its fifth part, its sixth, and its seventh : what was the amount? Another did the same with
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Iflt In tbe rule of three, ai^ument, fmit and requisitian [are names of

the terms] I the first and last terms must be similar.' Requisition, multiplied

by the fruit, and divided by the argument, is the produce.*

an unit : and a third did so, with six. Tell the amount of their dealings also, if thou be conversant

with fractional increase.

Statement
: ^ \ f

* i- 1

i i i

i 1 i

i i i

i i i

+ + +

The denominator four, multiplied by the denominator two, makes 8. The upper numerator I,

multiplied by the denominator 2 added to its own numerator I, via. 3, gives 3; and the result is J.

Proceeding in like manner with three and the rest of the denominators, the amount for the first boy

is 1 ; for the second, 4; for the third, 24.

Example of fractional decrease : Eight palat of white sandal wood were carried by a merchant

from Canyacubja to the northern mountain ; and at five places ofierings were made by him of a

moiety, a third part, a fifth, a ninth, and an eighth part of his stock. What was the residue?*

Statement: 8 Multiply denominators by denominaton; and the

J upper numerators by denominators lessened by

j-. their own numeratoii. This being done, tho

^ answer is 1 [should be fjf].

*

*
*

. . .

The author has delivered but five rules of reduction or assimilation (jAti)

;

and hu omitted the

sixth, as it consists of the rest and is therefore virtually taught. It has been given by Scawoa-

SENA and others under the name of BhSgOrmStd* C”*

See Bh6g(Mndiri-jdti in Sei'd’hara’s abridgment
: J 56—57.

* The middle term is dissimilar.

• The rule concerns integers. If there be fractions among the terms, reduce all to the same

denominator.

Example : A pereon gives away a hundred and eight cows in three days; how many kina does

he bestow in a year and a month ? ,,

Statement: Days 3. Cows 108. Days 390.

Answer: 14040.
* • j

Example : A white ant advances eight barley corns less one fifth part of that amount in a day

;

and return, the twentieth part of a finger in three day.. In what .pace of Ume will one, whoH

progreu it governed by the.e rate, of advancing and receding, proceed one hundred y^anatt

Sutement: Daily advance 8 leu f Triduan retrogradation fing. DUtance 100 y.

The t«t of IhU iu it.toiieot ud the .n.wer ut »tj ooropt.

o 0 2
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1 1. In th^ inveise rnle of three tennsv die product of aigumentu^
l>eing divided by the demand, is the ansurer.^

11— 12. In the case of three of more* uneven terms, up to eleven,* transi-

tion of the fruit takes place on both sides.
*

The product of the numerous terms on one side, divided by that of the

fewer on the other, must be taken as the answer. In all the fractions, transi-

tion of the denominators, in like manner, takes place on both sides.^
•

•

Here this maxim applies “ eight breadths of a barley corn are one finger i twenty-four fingers,

one cubit; four cubits, one staff; eight thousand staves, one y^'ana.”

The daily advance, in a homogeneous form, is ^ of a barley-corn. Retrogradation in three

days* ftr of a finger; in one day, by the proportion, * os three to that, so is one to how much?’

The daily advance, divided by eight, is reduced to fingers, viz. || or |. Reduced to the same de-

nominator as the retrogradation, Subtracting the retrogradation, the ne^t progress is JJ. A
hundred yojanai^ turned into sixtieths of fingers, are 4fi08000000. Then jj 1 i 1 1

Answer: Days 9^042553. Ch.
* Example : The load (bh&ra) was before weighed with a iuld of six wrrrnas, tell me, promptly,

how much will it be, if weighed out with one of fi>ve ?

Statement: su. 6; bM\\ su 5.

Answer : 24 hundred pda$.

Here this maxim serves “ sixteen grains of barley are one m&sha; sixteen of these, a mierm;

four of which, make one pala; and two thousand palas, a bhdra/*

Example : Tell me, quickly, how many ten c^hdrU, which were meted with a measure of three

and a half to the prasfha, will bo when meted with one of five and a half?

Statement : cu^; c*h6 10 ; ca y

.

Answer: c’Adfi, md 1, dr6l, d'3, pral, cu-fj,

Maxim applicable to the instance. Four cudaboi make one pratCha; four of these, one d^d^haca;

four dd’Aacas, a hollow purdtana;* four of these, a mdnied ^ four mdniedsy one dhdriy a measure

familiar to the people of Magad^ha,** Ch.
* Tlio case of three terms must be excluded, being already provided for (§ 10) ; and the rule

concerns five, seven, nine and eleven terms. Cii.

* Uneven ; not even, as four, ficc. would be, Cii.

* Example : The interest is settled at ten in the hundred for three months: let the interest of

sixty lent for five months be told.

Statement: 3 5 Answer: 10.

100 60
10

Transferring the term ten to the second side, the product of this becomes the more numerous

one, viz. 3000 ;
which, divided by the prodnet of the fewer, three and a hundreil, viz. 300, gives

10 ; the interest for five months.

Example: tf the interest of thirty and a half, for a month and one third, bo one and a half: be

it here told what is the interest of sixty and a half for a year?

* Chdlafttrdtana, It if tbe dr<)na of SaiD*HAR4 snd Bha'scaba. See lil. $ 8. and Gan. ftfr. $ 5.
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iS. la ^e: barter of commodities, transposition of prices being first

ux
i

statement of homogeneous terms: 4
’ V

i

Transposition of the fruit and of the denominators having been made^ the statement is 4
l

61

IS

3

121

2 2

2 3

Whence the answer is found as before 26

Example: Forty is the interest of a hundred for ten months. A hundred has been gained ia

eight months. Of what sum is it the interest?

Statement: 10 8
*

100
40 100

Mutually transferring the fruits, forty on ohe side and a hundred on the other, the statement

is 10 8 Whence proceeding as above, the answer comes out

100
100 40

The same answer may be found by two proportions or sets of three terms.

Example of seven terms: If three cloths, five [cubits] long and two wide, cost six fodet, and ten

have been purchased three wide and six long, tell the price.

Statement : 2 3 Transposing, and proceeding as in the rule of five, the answer is 36.

56 ^

3 10

6

Example : If three cloths, two wide and five long, cost six panat; tell roe how many cloths,

three wide and six long, should be had for six times six?

Statement : 2 3 Making a mutual transfer, and in other respects proceeding as above,

5 6 the answer is 10.

3

6 36

The answer may be proved by three proportions or sets of three terms.

Example of nine terms: The price of a hundred bricks, of which the length, th.ckr^ and

breadth, respectively, are sixteen, eight and ten, is settled atsix dMra,: we have rece.ved a hun-

dred thousand of other bricks a quarter less in every dimension : say what we ought to pay.

Statement : l6 12 Transposition of fruit and oHenominator being made, the answer

^ comes out 2531

10 V
100 100000

6

The answer may be proved by four proportions or sets of three terms.

ibirtvsix in

Example of eleven terms: Two elephants, which are ten m length, nine m breadth, thirty «x in

girt, and seven in height, consume one Jr6na of grain. How much will be the raUons of ten other

elephants, which area quarter more in height and other dimensions

f
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terms takra place] and the rest of thepcocess is the 8ame<as above direct-

ed.* .
^

Operations,* subservient to the eight investigations,’ have been thus ex-

plained.
’

Statement: 2 10 The fruit and denominators being transposed, and proceeding as above, the

10 ^ Bmvfer corner oMt 12 drotiaSf 3 prosfhasf llcudaba,

9 V
"

36 45

7 V
1

* Exaipple; If a hundred of mangoes be purchased for ten pmas; and of pomegranates for

eight ; how many pomegranates [should be exchanged] for twenty mangoes f

Statement: 10 81 f 8 10
100 100 >and after traw^ition of prices and transition of fruit;< 100 100
20 3 (20

Answer: 25 pomegranates.

* Paricarman

:

algorithm, or logistics. See § 1.

These operations, us aifecting surd roots, unknown quantities, affirmative and negative terms,

and cipher, the author still teach in the chapter on fcuttacaj the pulverizer ; and we shall there

explain them under the relative rules. Ch^
^ asdertaihment, er determinatiOD. §1.
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SECTION 11.

MIXTURE.

14. The argument taken into its time and divided by the fruit, being

multiplied by the factor less one, is the time.* The sum of principal and

interest, being divided by unity added to its fruit, is the principal.®

15. Tlie piCKluct of tlie time and principal, divided by the further time,

is twice set down.^ From the product of the one by the mixt amount,

* The principal sum, multiplied by the time, reckoned in months, which regulates the interest,

is divided by the interest : and the quotient is multiplied by one less than the factor; (if the double

be inquired, by one ;
if the triple, by two; if the sesquialteral, by half ;) the result is the number

of months, in which thesum lent is raised to that multiple.

^Example: If the interest of two hundred for a month be six drammat^ in what time will tha

same sum lent be tripled ?

Answer : 66 J months. ,

Example: If tlie interest of twenty paiiat for two month* be five, «y in what time will my

principal be raised to the sesquialterate amount ?

Answer : 4 months.

* Subtracting this from the amount given, the remainder is the interest. Or multiply the

amount of principal and interest by the interest of unity and divide by unity added to its interest,

the quotient is the interest.
. .

Exan«)Ie : A sura lent at five in the hundred by the month amounted to six Ume* six in ten

months ; what was the sum in this case lent?

Answer : Principal 24. Interest 12. „

Example ; Eight hundred tmeniat were delivered to a goldsmith with these directions :
‘ make

vessels for the priests, and take five in the hundred for the making." He did a* directed. Tell

me the amount of wrought gold.

Answer: Wrought gold 76 1 Fashion 38^.

The rule is applicable to analogous instances.
*

* The rate of interest by the hundred, at which the money was lent by the creditor, if no

known. All that is known is, that the interest for a given number of month* ha* been received
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added to the square of half the other, extract the square-root : that ‘toot,

less half the second, is the interest of principal.' •

16. The contributions, taken into the profit divided by the sum of the

contributions, are the, several gains or, if there be subtractive or additive

differences, into the profit increased or diminished by the differences ; and

the product has the corresponding difference subtracted or added.'
•

and lept out again at the same rate, and has amounted in a given number of months to a certain

sum, principal and interest. The rate of interest is required ; and the rule is propounded to find

it. Ch.

' Example : Five hundred drammeu were a loan at a rate of interest not known. The interest

of that money for (bur months was lent to another person at the same rate ; and it accumulated in

ten months to seventy>eight« Tell the rate of interest on the principal.

Answer : 60,

Here the demonstration is to h6 shown algebraically by solution of a quadratic equation, as

follows. If the interest of five hundred for four months be ydvaca; what is the interest ofydvaca

for ten months. Here, transition of the fruit taking place (§ 12), the principal taken into the

time is the product of the fewer terms ; and the product of the numerous terms is the square of

ydvaca multiplied by the further time. Those products are reduced to least terms by a common

divisor equal to the further time : as is directed ($ 15). Thus, by the rule of three terms, the

answer comes ourya v ; the intercut ofydvaca. Adding ydvacOf it is the mixed amount ; that

is, This is equal to sefventy-eight. Reducing to uniformity and dropping the

common denominator, the two sides of the equation become : Istsideyaol yuZOO raO; 2d

side yavO yaO rul560. By the rule in the chapter on cultaca^ *'of the coefficient of the

square, &c."* the value of ydvaca comes out 60; which is equal to that above found. Cti.

' Pracshepaca: what is thrown or cast together
; .
the proposed quantities, of which an union is

made. Ch.

Lahd^hi, profit. Ldlthot gain. Vttaray difference.

* Example of the first rule : A horse was purchased, with the principal sums, one, &c. up to

nine, by dealers in partnership; and was sold [by them] for five less than five hundred. Tell me

what was each man’s share of the mixt amount.

Statement: Contributions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9* Their sum 45. The profit 495, di-

vided by that, gives the quotient II ; by which the contributions being multiplied, become 11, 22,

33, 44, 55, 66 , 77 ,
88

, 99 . These are the 8e>’eral gains of the dealers.

Example of the second rule : Four colleges, containing an equal number of pupils, were invited

to partake of a sacrificial feast. A fifth, a half, a third, and a quarter came from the respective

colleges to the feast ; and, added to one, two, three and four, they were found to amount to eighty*

seven ; or, with those differences deducted, they were sixty-seven.

&c. See Algebra of firoAm. 34.
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Statement ; 1 2 3 4 Redaced to a common denominatton and the denominator being

,
i i i i

dropped, they are 1 2 3 4 The number given is 87* It is the profit (§ l6). Deduct-
12 30 20 15

ing tfle turn of the differences (1, 2, 3, 4) vti. 10, the remainder ii 77 : which, divided by the

•um of the* contributions, 77» gives 1 *, and the contributions, multiplied by this quotient, and

having their differences added, become 13, 32, 23, 19; or, added together, 87* The number t>f

disciples in each college is 60. Or, subtracting the differences, the number of pupils that cam#

from the four colleges to the feast is 1 1, 28, 17, If ; total 67.

Example ; Three jars of liquid butter, water, and hooey, contained thiriy-iwo, sixty, and

twenty-four polos respectively : the whole was mixed together, and the jars again filled ; but 1

know not the several numbers. Tell me the quantity of butter, of water and of honey, in each jar.

Statement: Butter 32; water 60; honey 24: these are the contributions (% l6). Their sura,

ll6; by which divide the profit, viz. butler 32, the quotient is The contributions^ severally

multiplied by this, give the gains, vii. butter in the butter-jar 8 ; in the water-jar, l6 ;
in

the honey-jar, 6^. So water in the water-jar 3
1 ^ ;

in the honey-jar, 12 ; in the butter-

jar, l6 honey in the honey-jar 4 ; in the butter-jar, 6 ; in the water-jar, 12 fj. Cii.

Remark .—In this chapter of arithmetic, the computation of gold [or alligation] is omitted. On

that account, the following stanza is here subjoined. Add together the products of the weight

into the fineness of the gold; and divide by the given touch : the quotient is the quantity. Or

divide by the sura of the gold, the quotient is the touch.”

Thus five tuvenias of the touch of twelve, six of that of thirteen, and seven of that of fourteen,

( 5 6 7 or, multiplying weight into fineness, 60, 7ff» 93*) being added together, are 236.

12 13 14
'

By whatever touch this mass is divided, the quotient is the quantity of gold of that fineness. For

instance, if the touch be sixteen, dividing by l6, the quotient is 14) tu, 12 wi^. Dividing by

fifteen, it is 16 The number of suvernas in the mass is of one fineness. The mass of gold,

therefore, is to be divided by the sum of the weighu : the quolient is the touch of that number of

surernas. Thus, dividing the aggregate of products of weight into fineness, 236, by the sum of

the weights 18, the quotient 13 \ is the touch. C**'

• So the MS. Bat shoold be
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PROGRESSION.

17. The period less one, multiplied by the common difference, being

added the first term, is the amount of the last. Half the sum of last and

first terms is the mean amount : which, multiplied by the period, is the sum

of the whole.*

• To 4nd the contents of a pile in the form of half the miru-yantra for spindle]. Ch.

Example : A stack of bricks is seen, containing five layers, having two bricks at the top, and

increasing by three in each layer : tell the whole number of bricks.

Statement : Init*2; Diff. 3; Per. 5. Answer: 40.

Example : The king bestowed gold continually on venerable priests, ^during three days and a

ninth part, giving one and a half [bkdras] with a daily increase of a quarter : what were the mean

and last terms, and the total ?
'

Statement: Init. 1) ; Diff. | ; Per. 3^.

Period less one, is V; multiplied by the difference, it is and added to the first terra,

becomes This is the last term. Added to the first term and halved, it gives This is

the mean amount ; multiplied by the period, it yields the total f ; or 5 bh&rcuy 9 hundred

[palas] and [of a hundred].

Example : Tell the price of the seventh conch ; the first being worth six pemw, and the rest

increasing by a pane }

Statement: Init. 6; Diff. 1 ; Per. 7* Answer: 12.

Example: A roan gave his son-in-law sixteen pan'oj the first day; and diminished the present

by two a day. If thou be conversant with progression, say how many had he bestowed when the

ninth day was past ?

Statement: Init. ifi; Diff. 2; Per. 9, Answer: 72; received by the son-in-law : or 72 the

father-in-law's; being his disbursement.

Example
:

[The first term being five ; the difference three ; and the period eight ; what is the

sum ? the last term ? and the mean amount ?*]

Statement:' Init. 5; Diff. 3; Per. 8. Answer: Last term 2fi. Mean y. Sum 124.

Here one side is to be put equal to the period of the progression ; and a second, equal to its

* The tenni of the queition sre wanting in the originaL
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18t Add the square of the difference between twice the initial term and

the commoji increase, to the product of the sum of the progression by eight

times the increase : the square-root, less the foregoing remainder divided by

twi(^ the common increase, is the period.^

mean term : and the figure of a rectangle is to be thus exhibited. Then so many little areas^ in

the figure of the progression, [formed] by its area, as are excluded [on the one part,] are gathered

in /rent within that oblong. Therefore tlie finding of the area is congruous. Cii.

To show the rule for finding the sum of a scries increasing twofold, or threefold, &c. three

stansas of my own [the commentator PriVhudaca's] are here inserted :
‘ At half the given pe*

riod put square;” and at unity [subtracted] put “ multiplier;* and so on, until the period be

exhausted. Then square and multiply the common multiplier inversely in the order of the notes.

Let the product less one be divided by the multiplier less one, and multiplied by the dmount of

the initial term; and call the result area [or sum], the progression being [geometrical] twofold, &c.

This method is here shown from the combination of metre in prosody. The meaning is this : if

the period be an even number, halve it, and note “ square” in another place; when the number

is uneven, subtract unity, and note multiplier” in that other place and contiguous. Trocecd in

the same manner, halving when ihe number it even, and subtracting one when it is uneven, and

noting the marks ** square” and multiplier,” one under the other, in order as they arc found,

until the period be exhausted. The lowermost mark must of course be “ multiplier.” It is equal

to the [common] multiplier [of the progreMion]. Setting down that on the working ground,

equate the quantity when " square” ii noted, and multiply it where multiplier” is marked
:
pro-

ceeding thus in the inverse order, to the uppermost note. From Ihe <[haniily which is thus oh-

Uined, subtract unity; divide the remainder by the amount of the [common] multiplier less one

;

and multiply the quotient by the number of the initial terra. This being done, the product is the

sum of a progression, where the difference is twofold or the like.
,

U.

Example : How much is given in ten days, by one who bestows six with a threefold increase

daily?

Statement: Init. 6; Cora, mult, 3 ;
Per. 10. Answer: 177 U4.

Example : Say how much is given by one, who bestows for three days, three and a halt [daily]

with increase measured by the [common] multiplier five moieties

Statement; Init. }; Diflf. mult. Per. 3.
,

Put“ inult.” for subtraction of unity; » square- for the half; and again mull, for unity

eubtracted: mult. The multiplier is two end a half or f at the fiitt place. Squared at the

i^’lt

aecoud it is T; ^ind again multiplied at the third. >«’ • Unity being .ubtracted, it i. 4’- Ui-

vided by muWplier less one (j) it become. W- Tbi, multipKed by the imtial term, and abridged.

^**'**The fint term, common increase, and total amounl, being known, to find the ^nod. Cm.

at the aummit ten, and increasing by five.

Statement: Init. 10; Com. diff. 5; Per..» Sum 100.

fVi
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19. ‘ One, Ac. incred^g by one, [being added together] are the sum of a

Operation : Twice the initial, 20, leM the increase 5, is 15; the square of which is 225. The

sum 100, eight (8) and increase 5, multiplied together, make 4000. Add to this the square of

the remainder, 225, the total is 4225. Its square-root 65, less the foreg;oing remainder 15, gives

50; which divided by twice the common increase, 10, yields the period 5.

So in other cases likewise.

Here the principle is the resolution of a qqgdratic equation. For instance : Init. 10; Com.

difF. 5; Per. yfl i. This less one [§ 17] becomes ya 1 rul; which, multiplied by the common

increase 5, makes ya 5 ru5; and added to the initlkl term 10, affords ya 5 ru5, the last term.

Added to first term, it is ya 5 ru 15 ; which halved gives yo^ tm y . It is the mean amount ; ajid,

multiplied by the period, yields ya o ^ ya 1/, the sum of the whole : which is equal to a hundred.

Making an equation, two is multiplier of a hundred, being the [denominator, or] divisor standing

beneath, as before shown. The quantity being so treated, and the rule for preparing the equa-

tiont obsened, the first side of the equation is yav5 yal5; and the second side is ru200.

Then, proceeding by the rule “ Multiply by four times [the coefficient of] the square” and so

forth,I the absolute number becomes 4000, It is the product of the multiplication of the sum,

common increase and eight. For the multiplier being two, the quantity must be multiplied by

that and by four: wherefore multiplication by eight is specified. The unity, which is subtracted

from ydvaca, becomes negative : Jt is multiplied by the common increase; and thus a number

equal to the common increase becomes negative : this being added to the initial term, and the

result again added to the initial term, an affirmative quantity equal to twice the initial is intro-

duced : taken together, the difference is the sum of the negative and affirmative quantities and is

fitly called the remainder. It is here the coefficient of ydvaca. Then, observing the rule for

adding ** the square of [the coefficient of] the middle term,”|| the absolute number is as here shown

:

viz, 4225. Its root, 65, less the [coefficient of the] middle term, is 50 : which, divided by twice

the [coefficient of the] square, is\he middle [term of the equation], that is to say the period of

the progression; viz. 5. For y&vaca is here the period.

If the initial term be unknown, but the common increase, period and sum be given, divide the

sum of the progression by the period : the quotient is the mean amount. Double it; and subtract

the product of the period less one taken into the common increase: half the remainder is the initial

term. For instance: Init.? Diff. 3 ; Per. 5; Sum 40. This, divided by the period, gives 8, the

mean amount; which doubled is 16. The period less one is 4; and the common increase 3: their

product 12. Subtracting this from tbe foregoing, the remainder is 4 : its half 2 is the initial term.

This is to be applied in other cases also.

Where the common increase is unknown ; divide in like manner the sum by the period, the quo-

tient is the mean amount. Double it ; and subtract twice the initial term : the quotient of the re-

• Aihim^ha-cVhida.

+ Algebnt of Brahm. $ 33.

• i See Algebra of Brahm. $ Si, A rule of the Mate import with that of Smid’iara cited by

gan. $ l3l.

11
Ibid.
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given period. That sum being multiplied by the period added to two, and
bei^g divided by three, is the sum of the sums.*

The same,* being multiplied by twice the period added to one, and

being divided 'by three, is the sum of the squares.* The sum of the cubes

mainder by the period less one, is the common increase. For instance; Init. 2; DifT.? Per. 7.

Sum 77* Deducing the mean amount from the sdm by the period, doubling it [and proceeding

in other respects as directed, the common difference comes out 3.*]

[If the first terra and common difference btf both unknown, deduce the mean amount from the

sum by its period
; and doubling it’^] set down the result as a reserved quantity. Tlien put an ar-

bitrary common increase
; and by that multiply the period less one. Subtract the product from

the reserved quantity : the moiety of the residue is the initial term; and the common ingrease, at

assumed. For instance : Init. ? Diff. ? Per. 9. Sum 576. The quotient of this by the period it

the mean amount 64 : the double of which is called the reserved quantity, 129* Putting one for

the common increase, the period loss one, multiplied by that, is 8 : which being subtracted from the

reserved quantity, and the remainder being halved, yield Initial term 60; Diff. I
;
Per. 9- Or,

putting two for the common difference, the result is Init. 56; Diff. 2; Per. 9; Sum 576. Or,

assuming two and a half, it comes out Init. 54; Diff. 4 ; Per. 9; Sum 576. This is applicable in

all cases and in whole numbers.

But, if the first term, common difference and period be all three unknown
;
put an arbitrary

number for the period, and proceed as just shown.

If the difference, period, mean amount and sum total of a progression jjp required in square num-

Uers, put any square (juantity for the period of the progression. The period multiplied by sixteen

serves for the common difference; and the square of two less than the period for the initial term.

With these, the mean amount and sum total are found as before. Fur instance: let the square

number 9 he the period. Multiplied by sixteen, it gives 144. The period less two if 7 ;
the

square of which, 49, is the initial term. Init. 49*, Diff. 144; Per. 9i Mean amount 625. Sum

5625. All five arc square numbers.

In like manner a variety of examples may be devised for the illnstmtion of the subject. l or

fear of rendering the book voluminous, they are not here instanced ; as we have undertaken to in-

terpret the whole astronomical system (xidd'hdntaj.

* A rule to find the content of a pile of sums.

Example :t Per. 5. The sum of this, consisting of the aritlimctirals one, he. im reusing by

one, is 15, which, multiplied by the period adilcd to two, \lz. 7, i’ Divided by thre<*, the

quotient is 35, the content, in bricks, of a pile of sums, the period of which is five, Cii.

* To find the content of a pile of quadrates ; and one of cubics. Cii.

* Example :t Per. 5. This doubled, and having one added to it, is 1 1. The sum of the pe-

riod, viz. 15, being multiplied by that, is l65 : which divided by three, gives 55. It is the content,

in bricks, of a pile of quadrates, the period of which is five.

* The inanofcript i* here deficient : but the context renders il wy to tupply tU defect.

t The queitiouf are not propoaed in words at length : or eUe tl.c •aaf.uH:.ipi is in tl.is respect deficient
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is square of the same.*' Piles [may be exhibited*] with equal balls [or

cubes;* as a practical illustration*] of these [methods.*]’

* Example :f Per. 5. The sum of this b 15. Its square is 225 ; the content, in brickf, of a

pile of cubics, the period of which is five*

* Bricks in the form of regular dodecagons.—Cn. Meaning cubes. See Lildvatt, § 7, note.

’ As the author has mentioned a pile of balls, the method of finding the content is here shown.

Let the area of the circle be found by the method subsequently taught [§ 40] and be reserved.

The square-root of it is to be extracted; and by that root multiply the reserved area. This being

done, the area of the globe is found. But in the circle the area is an irrational quantity. This

again then is to be multiplied by the square of the surd : and the square-root of the product is the

content of the globe and is a surd, Cu.

* Chatury^da.
«

4
!

,

t The queitioni an not proposed in words at length : or else the manuscript is in this respect deficient.
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SECTION IV.

PLANE figure:

TRIANGLE and QUADRILATERAL.

SI. The product of half the sides and countcrsidcs* is the gr65S area of a

triangle and tetragon.* Half the sum of the sides set down four times, and

Triangles are three ; tetragons five
,
and the circle is the ninth plane figure. Thus triangles

are (sama-tribhuja) equilateral, (dwi-sama-tribhuja) isosceles, and (vithama-tribhuja) scalene.

Tetragons are (8ama<haturatra) equilateral ;
(dyata-iama-chaturasra) oblong with equal sides [two

and two]; (dvn-iama-chaturasra) having two equal sides; (tri-ioma-choturatra) having three sides

equal; having all unequal. Cii#

* B6hu-pratibdhut or bhuja-pratibituja (§23) : opposite sides.

* Example : What is the area of an equilateral triangle, the side of Aich is twelve f

*

Statement •
countersides, 12 and 24; their moieties 6 and

Z A 12 ; the product of which is 72, the gross area.

12

Example : What is the area of an isosceles triangle the base of which is ten and the sides

thirteen ?

Statement : Is/Vs The moieties of the suras of opposite sides, 5 and 13 ; their product 65,

Z A the gross area.

10

Example : 'What is the area of a scalene triangle, the base of which is fourteen and the sides

thirteen and fifteen ?

Statement

:

14

Answer : 98 the gross area.

Example : What is the area of an equilateral tetragon, the side of which is ten t

10

t : JO
j j

10 Amwm ; 100, the gron as well it eiwct irei.

10

Statement

:
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severally lessened by the sides,* being multiplied together, the square-root

of the product is the exact area.*
,

Example : What is the area of an oblong, two sides of which are twelve ; and two, fivei

12

Statement: Answer: 60, the gross and exact area.

12

Example: What is the area of a quadrilattral having two equal sides thirteen, the base four-

teen, and the summit four?

4

Statement: Answer: 117 the gross area.

Example : Tell the area of a quadrilateral having three equal sides twenty-fii?e, and base thirty-

nine ?

25

Statement : W \25 Answer : 800 the gross area.

39

Example : Tell the gross area of a trapezium, of which the base is sixty, the summit twenty-

five, and the sides fifty-two and thirty-nine ?

Statement

:

Answer : I933j the gross area. Ch. »

* The sides of the quadrilateral are severally subtracted from the half of the sum in all four

places ; but the sides of the triangle are subtracted in three, and the fourth remains as it stood. Clf.

* Examples as above. Sides of the equilateral triangle 12; the sum 36;, its half set down four,

times 18, 18, 18, 18; which severally lessened by the sides gives 6, 6, 6, 18. The product of

those numbers is 3888, the surd root of which is the exact ares'.

Sides of the isosceles triangle 10, 13, 13; the sum 36. Its half 18, lessened severally by the

sides, gives 5, 5, 8, 18. The product whereof is 3600. The square-root of this is the exact area,

60 .

Sides of the scalene triangle 14, 13, 15. Half the sum 21, less the sides, gives 7, 8, 6, 21.

Product 7056 ; the root of which b the exact area 84.

The gross area of the equilateral -tetragon, as of the oblong, is the same with the exact area.

Sides of the tetragon with two equal sides, 14, 13, 13, 4. The exact area, as found by the rule,

is 108.

Sides of the tetragon having three equal sides, 39, 25, 25, 25. Exact area 768.

Sides of the trapezium 60, 52, 39, 25. Exact area 1764. Ch.

Putting a side of a tetragon equal to the segment of the base, and an upright equal to the per-
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22. The difference of the squares of the sides being divided by the base,

the "quotient is added to and subtracted from the base:* the sum and the

remainder, divided by two, are the segments. The square-root, extracted

, from the difference of the square of the side and square of its corresponding

segment of the base, is the perpendicular.*

23 . In any tetmgon but a trape2iupi, the square-root of the sum of the

ptoducts of the sides and couutersides,* is the diagonal. Subtracting from

•the square of the diagonal the square of half the sum of the base and sum-

mit, the square-root of the remainder is the perpendicular.'^

pcndlcular, the area of a figure is represented by little square compartmenU formed by as many

lines as are the numbers of the upright and side.

* The bottom (adhas) or lower line of every triangle is the base (hhh), literally ground. The

flanks (pArswa) are termed the sides (bkuja). In an equilateral triangle, or in an equicrurai one,

the two segments of the base are equal. In a scalene triangle, the greater segment answers to the

greater side; and the least segment to the least side. The perpendicular is the same, computed

from either side.
Ch.

* Example ; An isosceles triangle, the base of which is ten, and the sides thirteen.

Statement

:

Answer: Segments 5 and 5. Pcrpendiculaf I}.

10

Example : A scalene riangle, the base of which is fourteen,^ and the sides thirteen and fifteen.

^ A Anf. « an/1 o Vi^mendicuiar l'4. Cif.
Statement:

14

Answer: Segments 5 and 9- Perpendicular 12.

The segments are found by halving the sum and dilferenco: for it is directed in a sobsequeirt

rule (§ 23) to subtract the square of the upright from that of tlic diagonal ; and the two segmenU

a're thence deduced by the rule of concurrence. The perpendicular it found by existing the

«,uare-root of the remainder when the square of the side ha. been subtracted from the «,u.re of

the diagonal; that remaWer being the square of the upright: for the perpendicular i. the^up-

"^''Theoppositesides;
(8ee§21)theflanks,andthebateand.ummit. Cii.

Example: An equilateral tetragon, the side of which it twelve.

12

Statement: 12 12 Answer : Diagonal, the surd root of 288. Perpendicular 12.

12

The example of an oblong it similar.
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Subtracting the square of the upright^ from tlk! square

nal, the square-root of the remainder is the side; or subtracting, the Square

of the side, the root of the remainder is' the upright; the root of the sum of

the squares of the upright and side is the diagonal. •
;

25.* At the intersection of the diagonals, or the junction of a diagonal

and a perpendicular, the upper and lower portions of the diagonal, or of the

perpendicular and diagonal, are the quotients of those lines taken into the

corresponding segment of the base and divided by -the ‘complement* of the

segments.^

Example : A tetragon having two equal sides, thirteen
; and the base fourteen, and summit four.

4

Statement: 13/ 13 Answer: Diagonal 15. Perpendicular 12.

14

In like manner, a tetragon with three equal sides
:
(Seh § 25.) Cir.

The product of the.base and summit is equal to the square of the greater segment less the square

of the least. The square of the flanks is equal to the square of the perpendicular added to the

square of the least segment. Their sum is the sum of the squares of the perpendicular and greater

segments, and is the sum of the squares of the ufiright and side : and its square*root consequently

is the diagonal. Half the sum of the base and summit is the greater segment : it js the side. Sub-

tracting the square of it from the square of the diagonal, the remainder is the square of the upright.

Its squar;e-roQt is the upright termed the perpendicular. ^ 16.

* One side being so termed Cbdhu or 6AufaJf the other is called upright. It matters not which.

Ch.
* In tetragons having two or three equal sides, as above noticed, to show the method by which

the upper and lower portions of the diagonals, as divided by the intersection of the diagonals, may

be found ; and the upper and lower portions of both diagonal and perpendicular, as divided by the

intersection of the perpendicular and diagonal. Ch.

^ StvayuH, the line which joins the extremities of the perpendicular and diagonal. It is the

greater segment of the base or complement of the less : and answers to Bhascara's pU’6a. lAl.

Example ; The tetragon with two equal sides as last mentioned.

4

The segment of the base 7* multiplied by the diagonal 15, makes 105.

Divided by the complement 9, the quotient is Ilf. It is the lower portion of the diagonal; and

subtracted from 15, leaves the upper portion 3f. So for the second diagonal.
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a6. The diagonal of a tetragon other tlian a trapezium, being multiplied

by the. flank, and divided by twice the perpendicular, is the central line;'

and* so is, in a trapezium, half the square-root of the sum of the squares of

oppq^ite sides.*

v» ,

27. The product of the two sides of a triangle, divided by twice tlie per-

In like manner, at the intersection of the perpendicular. The segment 5, multiplied by the dia-

gonal 15, and divided by the complement 9i gives the lower portion 8^; which, subtracted from

the diagonal, leaves the upper portion 6j. The perpendicular likewise, 12, taken into the corre-

sponding segment 5, makes 60 ; which, divided by the complement 9, yields 6*J the lower portion

of the perpendicular: and this, subtracted from 12, leaves 5Jthe upper portion of it. • Ch.

Put the proportion * If the entire diagonal be hypotenuse answering to a side equal to the com-

plement, what will be the hypotenuse answering to a side equal to the given segment of the base?

The result gives the portion of the diagonal below (he intersection. A similar proportion gives

the segment of the perpendicular. Thus the lower portions are found : and, subtracting them from

the whole length, the remainder is the upper portion of tlie diagonal or of the perjH'ndicular. Ib.

* Hr^duya-rajjUf the central line, is the lemidiameter of a circle in contact with the angles. Ch.

In an equilateral or an oblong tetragon it is equal to the semidiagonal.—16.

C6na~spr^^-vrtttat or bahir^rUta; a circle in contact with the angles ; an exterior circle: one ci^

cumscribed.

* Example: The tetragon with two equal sides, as lost noticed.

The diagonal 15, multiplied by the side 13, is 195: divided by

twice the perpendicular, the quotient is 8 the length of the

central line.

Example: The tetragon with three equal »ide» before exhibited « 21)-

Example: The tmperium of which

Diagonal 40, multiplied by the side 25, makes 1000;

which, divided by the perpendicular doubled, gives the

central line 20J.

the base is sixty, the summit twenty-five, and the sides fifty-

two and thirty-nine.

The squares of the base and summit 60 and 25 arc 3f)00 and

625. The sura is 4225; its root 65: the half of which V
is the central line. Or the squares of the flanks 52 and 39

^ are 2704 and 1521 ; the sum of which is 4225; and half

the root, y.60
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pendicular, is the central line: and the doubjjie of this i« the diametecoC the

exterior elrcle.V -

*'

28.* The suftis of the products of the sides about both the diagonals

being divided by each other, multiply the quotients by the suin of the pro-

ducts of opposite sides; the square-roots of the results are the diagonab in a

trapezium.*

* Example : An isosceles triangle, the sides of which are thirteen, the base ten, and ihe perpei\-

dicular twelve.

. Statement

:

Product of the sides l69; divided by twice the perpendicular, gives

the central line 7^^.* Cii.

10

Let twice the perpendicular be a chord in a circle, the semidiameter of which is equal to the

diagonal. Then this proportion is put : If the semidiameter be equal to the diagonal in a circle in

which twice the perpendicular is a chord, what is the semidiameler in one wherein the like chord

is equal to the flank ? The result is the seraidinmeter of the circumscribed circle, provided the

flanks be equal. But, if they be unequal, the central line is equal to half the diagonal of an

oblong the sides of which are equal to the base and summit j or half the diagonal of one, the sides

of which are equal to the flanks. It is alike both ways. Ib,

For the triangle the demonstration is similar; since here the diagonal is the side. Ib.

* This passage is cited in Bhascara^s Lildvatij § 19O. •

* Example : A tetragon of which the base is sixty, the summit twenty-five, and the sides fifty-

two and thirty-nine. ,

Statement

:

The upper sides about the greater diagonal are 39 and 23; the

product of which is 975. The lower sides about the same are 60 and 52 ; and the product 3120.

The sum of both products 4095. The upper sides about the less diagonal are 25 and 52 ; the

product of which is 1300. The lower sides about the same, 60 and 39 i
and the product 2340.

The sum of both 3640. These sums divided by each other are abridged J and

The product of opposite iides 60 and 25 is 1500; and of the two others 52 and 39 is 2028: the

sum of both, 3528. The two foregoing fractions, multiplied by this quantity, make 3969 and

3136 ; the square-roots of which are 63 and 56, the two diagonals of the trapezium. Ch.

This method of finding the diagonals is founded on four oblongs. /5.

The brief hint of a demonstration here given is e.xplained by Ganssa on Ltldvati^ § 191* Two

triangles being assumed, the product of their uprights is one portion of a diagonal, and the pro-

• The rainuscript here exhibits H : but U nianifcsUy corrupt: m i* the text of the rule aird In part the comment omit.
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diMt vi their sidei k the other ; u before «hown. (Dem. of i IJl—2.) The two tidet on the one

part of the diagonal are deduced from the reciprocal multiplication of the hypotenusht of the as-

sumed triangles by their uprights: and the product t»f the sides is consequently equal to the pro-

duct of the uprights taken into the product of tlte hypotenuses. So the product of the two sides

on th0 other part of the diagonal, resulting from the reciprocal multiplication of the hypotenuses

by the sides of the assumed triangles', is equal to the product of the sides of the trianglw taken into

the product of their hypotenuses. Therefore the sum of those products of the sides of the tra-

pezium is equal to the diagonal multiplied by the product of the hypotenuses. The sides abt»ut

the other diagonal are formed by the upright of oiie triangle and side of the other reciprocally

multiplied by the hypotenuses. Their product is equal to the product of the rcciprocjil upright

and side taken into the product of both hypotenuses, flcnce the sum of the products is equal to

the diagonal multiplied by the product of the hypotenuses. Therefore dividing one by the other,

and rejecting like dividend and divisor (i. e. the product of the hypotenuses), there remain the

diagonals divided by each other. Now the sum of the products of the multiplication of oppewte

sides is equal to the product of the diagonals [as will be shown]. Multiplying this by the fractions

above found, and rejecting equal dividends aqd divisors, there rcniain the squares of the diagonals:

and by extraction of the roots the diagonals arc found. Now to show, that the sum ol the pro-

ducts of opposite sides is equal to the product of the diagonals: the three sides of each of the as-

sumed triangles being multiplied by the hypotenuse of the other, two other rectangular triangles

are formed : and duly adapting together the halves of these, a figure is constituted, the sides of

which are equal to the uprighte and sides of the two triangles. It is the very trapezium ; and iU

area is the sum of the areas of the triangles.

4

3̂

the nanKs is so oi me omcr. incrciuic uan uiv , ,

,

of the quadrangle. Now the four triangles before mentioned, with four others equal to them, being

duly adapted together, these eight compose an oblong quadrilateral with sides equal to the diagonal.

Half the area of the oblong or product ol th#

diagonals, as is apparent, will be the area of the trapeiium. U is half the sum of the product, of

opposite sides. Therefore the sum of the products of the opposite side, is equal to the product of

the diagonals.
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Assnmisg licaliene triangles* vitl^ fte trapeziam^ let the seg-

ments for both diagonals be separately found as before taught ; and then the

perpendiculars.*

30—31. Assuming two triangles within the trapezium, let the diagonals

be the bases of them.^ Then the segments, separately found, are the upper

and lower portions formed by the intersection of the diagonals/ The lower

* The first with the greater diagonal for one side, and the least flank for the other side ; and the

second having the least diagonal for one side, and the greater flank for the other : and the base of

the tetragon being base of both triangles. Then the segments are to be separately found ip both

triangular ^gures, by the rule before taught (§ 22); and then find the t^o perpendiculars by the

sequel of the rule. Ch.
*

In the unequal tetragon just men-

tioned, one triangle will be this

In the q||Q the difference of the squares of the sides 432, divided by the base, ^ives 7 it which

subtracted from, and added to, the base, makes 52^ and 67^. These divided by two are 26 f
and 33 f the two segments. Whence, taking the root of the difference of the squares of the side

and its segment, the greater perpendicular is deduced 44 In the other triangle, the two seg-

ments found by the rule are cind 50 f; whence the least perpendicular comes out 37 f. Ch.

^ The greater diagonal is the base of one ; and the summit and greater flank are its sides. Ther*

least diagonal is the base of the other ; and the summit and least flank are the sides. Ch.
.

^ In the tetragon just now instanced, the scalene triangle with the greater diagonal for base is this

The segments of its base as found by the rule (§ 22) are 48 and 15.

lower and upper portions of the greater diagonal.

The scalene triangle with the less diagonal for base is

These are respectively the

Here the segments, by the

same rule (§ 22), are 36 and 20. They are the lower and upper portions of the least diagonal.

Or find the ^^gments of one only ; the perpendicular, found by the rule 0 22) is the upper por-

tion of the second diagonal : and subtracting that from the entire length, the remainder is the
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portions of the two diagonals are taken for the sides of a triangle; and the

base [of the tetragon] for its base. Its perpendicular is the lower portion of

the [middle] perpendicular of the tetragon : the upper portion of it is the

moiety of the sum of the [extreme] perpendiculai's less the lower portion.'

32.* At the intersection of the diagonals and perpendiculars, the lower

segments of the diagonal and of the pei pendicular are found by proportion

:

those lines less these segments are the upper segments of tire same. So in

the needle* as well as in the (pita

)

intersection [of prolonged sides and per-

pendiculars].'^

lo\tcr portion of it. Thus, in the foregoing example, the least segment in the first triangle is 15.

Its square 225, subtracted from the square of the least side 625, leaves 400, the root of which is

20. It is the upper portion of the smaller diagonal, and subtracted from the whole length 50‘,

leaves the lower portion 36.

' In the same figure, the scalene triangle composed

together with the base is this

of the two lower segments of the diagonals

Here the perpendicular found by the rule

{J22) is 28 It is the lower portion of the mean perpendicular. The greatest and least |>crpen-

diculars being 44 j and 37 the moiety of their sum is 41

mean perpendicular. Subtracting from it its lower segment the residue is its upper segment 12

Cii.

* A rule to find the upper and lower portions of the diagonals and perpendiculars cut by the

intersection of diagonals and perpendiculars, within a trapezium ;
also the lines of the needle and

a figure of intersection,

J S&chi, the needle ;
the triangle formed by the produced flanks of the tetragon. The section

' of a cone or pyramid.

P6ia, samp6ia, tripAta, intersection ;
of a prolonged side and perpendicular. The figure formed

by such intersection.

Example : In a trapezium rtie base of which i, sixty ; one side fifty-two ; the other thirty-

nine; and the summit twenty-five ; the greater diagonal sixty-throe; the less, fifty-,ix : the greater

perpendicular forty-five less one fifth ;
its segments of the base, the greatest thirty-three an.l three-

fifths, the least twenty-six and two-fifths: the least perpendicular Oiirtynteven and fimr-fifihs ; iu

segments of the 1^, greatest fifty and two-fifths, least nine end three-fifths: the pen>endicular

passing through the intersection of the diagonals, forty-one and three-tenths ; its segment, of the

base, greatest thirty-eight and two-fifths, least twenty-one and three-fifths; tell the upper and

lower portions of the perpendiculars, the intersections [of prolonged sides and perpendiculars] and

the needle.
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Here at Uie iatarsection of the diagonals, the segments' of the greater diagonal, found aa before

0 30), are 48 and 15 ; those of the less are 36 and 20.

At the junction of the greater diagonal and greater perpendicular; the proportion is as diagonal

sixty-three to the complement* fifty and two fifths, so, to the segment twenty-six and two-fifths,

what ? dr rendered homogeneous. Mi
|
63

|

IM
|

. Answer: 33. It is the lower portion of the

diagonal. Again, as the same complement is to the least perpendicular, so is the above men-

tioned segment to what ? Statement:
|

IM
| 1|* |

Answer: 19 |. It is the lower por-

tion of the perpendicular. Subtracting these from the whole diagonal 63 and entire perpendicular

44^, the remainders are the upper segnients of the diagonal and perpendicular; 30 and 25.

Next, at the Junction of the less diagonal and less perpendicular : as the complement thirty-three

and three-fifths is to the diagonal fifty-six, so is the segment nine and three-fifths to what ? State-

ment: 33 J I
56

I 9^ I
Answer: l6, the lower portion of the diagonal. So, putting the perpen-

dicular for the middle term, the lower portion of the less perpendicular comes out 12 f. By sub-

traction from the entire diagonal and perpendicular, their upper segments are obtained 40 and 25.

In like manner, for any given question, the solution may be variously devised with the segment

of the base for side, the segment of the perpendicular for upright, and the segment of the diagonal

for hypotenuse.

The operation on the needle is'next exhibited

The segments of the base on cither side of the perpendicular let fall from the top of the needle

come out 41 ^ and 18 With either of these segments the mean perpendicular is found by

proportion: if the least segment 9^ give the least perpendicular 37 ft what does the segment

13 Jir 8*'^® ^ Answer 1 71 It is the perpendicular let fall from the summit of the needle. In

the same manner, with the greater segment, the same length of the perpendicular is deduced.

Next, to find the sides of the needle : As the least perpendicular is to the si^e thirty-nine, so is

the middle perpendicular to what ? Statement: 37 | | 39 | 71 IJ. Answer : 73 -fj. Or the side

may be found from the segments: thus 9J 1 39 ]
18^. Answer: 73 ^ as before. To find the

* Sva^ynti. See note to $ i5.

t The text relative to the method of hading these segments is irretrievably corrupt; and has been therefore omitted

in tbi version. j|l
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great«r side : As the greater perpendicular it to the side so is the perpendicular of the

needle to what? 44 J |
52

|
7li}

|
. Answer: 82-1^. Or proportion inay be taken with the

segments of the base : 26j |
52

|
41 . Answer : 82 as before. Sec figure [as above].

Now to find the intersections [of the prolonged sides aiid perpendiculars]. If the segment of

the base belonging to the greater perpendicular, or 26 f,
answer to that perpendicular, 44 what

will the segment 50 j- answer to ? Answer: 85 th« perpendicular prolonged to the intersection.

Again: As the greater perpendicular 44 1 is to the side 52, so is the perpendicular of the inter*

section 85 to what? Answer : 99 the side of the figure. In like manner to find the per-

pendicular of the second figure of intersection : If fhe segment of the base appertaining to the less

perpendicular answer to this perpendicular, what does the segment thirty-three and three-fifths

correspond to ? Answer : 132 the perpendicular of second figure. To find the side of the

same : As the least perpendicular 37 1 is to the side 39t ^ is the perpendicular just found 132'|^

to what? Answer: 136i, the side. Or it may be found from the segments. 'I'hus, as the seg-

ment answering to the least perpendicular, 9 is to the side 39, so is the segment 33 ^lo what ?

Answer: the greater side 136} as before. See figure of the needle with the intersections and per-

jctions* are computed. If the segment appertaining to the

greater perpendicular 26 f answer to that perpendicular, what will the segment 6o correspond to f

Answer: 101 To find the side of the same: As the segment of the base for the greater per-

pendicular is to the side fifty-two, so is the segment sixty to what? 26j |
52

|
60

]
. Answer:

1 So, on the other part: If the segment of the base for the less perpendicular answer to

that perpendicular, what will the segment sixty correspond to? 9 i \
^7 i \

^0
\

, Answer:

236 i. To find the side: As the least segment is to the side thirty-nine, so is the segment sixty to

what?

lOlW

* Piriwa-pdta, tb« iiinterKctioa uf the prolonged flank and perpendicular raised at the iitriiuity of tha base.

R R
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* Thesum of tiie.squares of two uitalike quuititin are the sides of an

isosceles triangle; twice the ptOdnct of the same two quantities is the. per*

pendicular ; and twice the diflFerence of their squares is the base.*

•

34. The square of an assumed quantity being twice set down, and divided

by two other assumed quantities, and the quotients being severally added to

the quantity first put, the moieties^ of the sums are the sides of a scalene

triangle : from the same quotients the two sassumed quantities being sub-

tracted, the sum of the moieties of the differences is the base.*

35/ ^The square* of the side assumed at pleasure, being divided and then

In the top above the summit of the trapezium a distribution of the figure is to

be in like manner made by proportions selected at choice.

Since every where the segment of the base it a side, the corresponding perpendicular an upright,

and the dank an hypotenuse, the several lines above-stated may be found in various ways by the

rule, that subtracting the square of the upright from the square of the hypotenuse, the square-root

of the residue will be the side ; or that subtracting the square of the side, the root of the remainder

will be the upright.

In the same manner, in tetragons with two or three equal sides, the perpendicular of the needle

and its segments of the base are to*be found. But therd can be no needle to an equilateral tetra-

gon, nor to an oblong. Ch.

* To find an cquicrural triangle
;
preparatory to showing a rectangular one. The next follow-

ing rule (§34) is for finding a scalene triangle. An equilateral one may consist of any quantity

assumed at pleasure for the side ; since all the sides are equal. Ch.

* Example : Let the unalike quantities be put 2 and 3. Their squares are 4 and 9; the sum

of which is 13; and the sides are of this length. Twice the product is 12; and is the perpendi-

lar. Again, the squares of the same number are 4 and 9 - ihe difference is 5; which multiplied

by two makes 10, the base. [See § 22.] Ch.

^ Example : Let 12 be assumed. Its square is 144. Put the two numbers 6 and 8; and

severally divide : the quotients are 24 and 18 : which, added to the number originally put, make

36 and 30, the moieties whereof are 15 and 13, the two sides. The same quotients, 24 and 18,

less the assumed numbers 6 and 8, make 18 and 10 ; the moieties of which are 9 c^nd 5 : and the

sum of these, 14, is the base.—

C

h. [See § 22.]

* To find an oblong tetragon. The equilateral tetragon may be assumed with any quantity:

since all the sides are alike.—-Ch. The subsequent rules, §36—38, deduce tetragons with two

and three equal sides or with all unequal.
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le^ed byan tsaumed quantity, the half of the remainder » thenpright ofan

ong tetragon
; and this, added to the sameassumed quantity, is the diagonal.'

36.

Let the diagonals of an oblong be the flanks of a tetragon having
two equal sides. The square of the side of the oblong, being divided by an
assumed quantity and then lessened by it, and divided by two, the quotient
increased by the upright of the oblong is the base

; and lessened by it is tlw
summit.*

37.

The three equal skies of a tetragon, that has three sides equal, are the
squares of the diagonal [ot the oblong]. The fourth is found l>v subtracting

the square of the upright from thrice the square of the [oblong’s] side. If it

be greatest, it is the base; if least, it is the summit.*
*

38.

The uprights and sides of two rectangular triangles reciprocally mul-

tiplied by the diagonals arc four dissimilar sides of a trapezium. Tlic greatest

is the base
; the least is the summit

; and the two others are the flanks.^

* Example: Let the side be put 5t Its square is 25, which divided by the assumed quantity

one makes 25; and subtracting from this the same assumed quantity, half iho remainder is 12, and

is the upright. This added to the assumed divisor is the diagoiml 13. —Cu. [Sec § 21 and 23.]

* Example: If the diagonal of the oblong be thirteen, the side twelve ami the upright hve;

what tetragon with two equal sides may bo deduced from itl The diagonals 13 and 13 are tho

flanks. The square of the side 12 is 144. Divided by an assumed number 6, it gives 24; from

which subtracting the number put 6, remains 18; the half whereof is 9> This with the upriglit

5 added, makes 14, the base. Again, the same moiety 9» with the upright 5 subtracted, leaves

4, the summit.

—

Ch. [See § 2l and 23.]

^ Example : Find a tetragon with three equal sides from an oblong the diagonal of which is

five, the side four, and upright three. Square of the diagonal 25 ; the lei>glh of tlie sides. Squuie

of the hide l6, tripled, is 48: from which subtracting 9» the square of the upright 3, the remainder

39 is the base. Or let the side be three and upright four. Square of the side tripled is 27 ; and

subtracting from this the square l^of the upright 4, the remainder 11 is the summit.—Cii. [See

^21 and 26'.]

* Example : In one oblong the diagonal is five, the upright three, and the side four. In the

second the diagonal is thirteen, the upright twelve, and th*» side five. The uprights and sides ol

each of the two rectangular triangles, via. 12, 5, 3, and 4, being multiplied by U»e diagonal (hy-

potenuse) of the other, give 60 , 25, 39 and 52. Here the greater number 60 is the base; the

least 25 is the summit; the remaining two, 39 and .52, are the flanks,—Cu, [Sec §21 and 28.]
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39.* The faeightof the moaatsuiiy tdwn into a multiplier,arbitrarily fut,

is the distance of the town. That result being reserved, and divided by the

multiplier added to two, is the height of the leap. The"journey is equal*

0

40. The diameter and the square of the semidiameter, being severally

multiplied by three, are the practical circumference and area. The square-

roots extracted from ten times the squares of the same are the neat

values.’

* Within an oblong tetragon, to describe a figure such, that the sum of the side and one portion

of the upright may be equal to the diagonal and remaining portion of the upright : so as the jour-

neys may be equal.—Cu. See LildvatU § 154, and Vija-gadiiaf § 126 ; where the same problem

is introduced : substituting, however, in the example, a tree, an ape and a pond, for a hill, a

wizard and a town.

^ Example : On the top of a certain hill live two ascetics. One of them, being a wizard, travels

through the air. Springing from the summit of the mountain, he ascends to a certain elevation,

and proceeds by an oblique dekent, diagonally, to a neighbouring town. The other, walking

down the hill, goes by land to the same town. Their journeys are equal. I desire to know the

distance of the town from the hill, and how high the wizard rose.

This being proposed, the rule applies ; and its interpretation is this : any elevation of the moun-

tain is put ; and is multiplied by an arbitrarily assumed multiplier : the product is the distance of

the town from the mountain. Then divide this reserved quantity by the multiplier added to two,

the quotient is the number ofy^’oiUM of the wizard's ascent. The sum of the hill's elevation and

wizard's ascent is the upright; the distance of the town from the mountain is the side : the square-
,

root of the sum of their squares is the diagonal (hypotenuse) : it is the oblique interval between the

town and the summit of the rise%

Thus, let the height of the mountain be twelve. This, multiplied by an arbitrarily assumed mul-

tiplier four, 12 by 4, makes 48. It is the distance of the town frOm the hill. This divided by the

multiplier added to two, 48 by 6, gives 8. It is the ascent. Here the upright is 20: its square

is 400. The side is 48 ; the square of which is 2304. The sum of these squares is 2704; and

its square-root The semirectangle* is thus found. ^ Here also the sum
20

12

48

of the side and lower portion of the Upright is 60, the journey of one of the ascetics ; and the

upper portion added to the hypotenuse is that of the other, likewise 6o.

The author will treat of rectangular triangles and surd roots, in the chapter on Algebra (cuttacd*

d*hifdya\J under the rule, which begins, “ Be a surd the perpendicular. Its square, &c." We also

shall there expound it. Ch.

^ Example: Of a circle, the diameter whereof is ten, what is the circumference? and how

much the area ?

• Axfutdrd'ha, half an oblong,

t See Hra/im. Alg. $26.
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41.* In a circle the chord is the square-root of the diameter less the arrow

takrai into the arrow and multiplied by four.' The square of the chord di-

vided by four times the arrow, and added to the arrow, is the diameter.*

Statement

:

Diameter 10, muUiplitd by three, SO; this is the grosi circum*

ference. Semidiameter 5 : its square 25 ; tripled, 75 ; the gross area for practice.

Diameter 10 : its square 100, multiplied by ten, 1000. The surd root of this is the circum-

ference of a circle the diameter whereof is ten. Square of the semidiaroeter 25 : This again

squared and decupled is 6250. Its surd-root is the area of the circle. Cn.

‘ Example : Within a circle, the diameter of which is ten, in the place where the arrow is

two, what is the chord ?

J Diameter 10 : less the arrow 2 ; remains 8. This multiplied by the arrow makes l6 ; which

multiplied by 4, gives 64 : the square-root of which is 8. See figure

The principle of the rule for finding the square of the chord (in the construction of Ubular lints)

is here to be applied. But the square is in thU place multiplied by four, because the entire chord

is required.
.

• Example : Chord 8. Its square 64, divided by four times the arrow 2, vii, 8; gives the

quotient 8 : to which adding the arrow, the sum is 10.

'Example 2d : A bambu, eighteen cubits high, was broken by the wind. lU tip touched tbt

ground at six cubits from the root. Tell the length of the segments of the bambu.

Sutement : Length of the bambu 18. It is the diameter lead the least arrow.* The grouwl

from the root, to the point where the tip fell, is 6 ; it is the semichord. Its square i. 36. Fhis is

equal to the diameter less the arrow multiplied by the arrow. Dividing it by the diameUr Ins the

arrow, viz. 18, the quotient is 2. It is the arrow. Adding this to the diameter less the arrow, the

sum is the diameter, 20. Half of this, 10, is the semidiameter. It is the upper imrlion of the

bambu and is the hypotenuse. Subtracted fnim eigbumn, it leave. Uie upright, or

of the bambu, 8. Tbe side is the interval between thewt and up, 6. Ihc point of fracture of

the bambu is the centre of the circle. See figure

Examole 3d • In limpid water the stalk of a lotus eight fingers long was to be seen.f

natTl^e[portion on stalk isthesmallerar^^^ The place of submersion. 2d. the semi-

. Wlw. i. lerawd b, « l.» ie

t The itnurinder of the passage, in which the qncstien was propoeedf is wanting.
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Half diff^eoce of tihe diasneter and the mot extracted from the

difieyesce of the squares of the diameter and the ^ocd is the sm^ler arrow.*

chord. From the square of this [semi-Jchord 576 divided by the smaller arrow 8, the quotient 72

is obtained, which is the greater atrow. The sum of both arrows, viz. 80, is the diameter of the

circle. Its half is 40, the semidiameter. It is the hypotenuse, and is the length of the stalk of

lotus. Subtracting the smaller arrow, the remainder is the depth of water and is the upright 32.

The side is the space to the place of submersion and is the semichord. See

Example 4th : A ca^, sitting on a wall four cubits high, saw a rat prowling eight cubits from

the foot of the wall. The rat too perceived the ptsss and haitened towarde its abode at the foot of

the walU but was CAUght by the cat proceeding diagonally an equal distance. In what point

within the eight cubits was the rat caught ; and what was the distance they went ? Tell me, if thou

be conversant with cnmpntatioii concerning circles.

Statement : Height of the wWl; 4. Distance to which the rat had gone forth 8. These are

semichord and greater arrow. The square of the semichord, l6, being divided by the greater

arrow 8, the quotient is the smaller arrow 2. The sum of both arrows is the diameter 10. Its

half is the semidiameter 5. It is the rafs return. Subtracting it from the eight cubits, the' re-

mainder w Ac interval between the foot of the wall and point of capture, or upright 3. The side

is 4. The root of the sum of their squares is the hypotenuse : it is the cat’s progress, and is equal

to the rat’s progress homewards.*

Let the figure be exhibited as before. In the centre of it is the place of capture.

In like manner other examples may be'shown for the instruction of youth. Else all this is ob-

vious, when the relation of side, upright and hypotenuse is understood. Ch.

* The chord and diameter being given, to find the smaller arrow. And, when two' circles, the

diSimtterH of which are known, cut each other, to find the two arrows. Ch.
* Example : Chord 8. Its square 64. Diameter 10. Its square 100. Difference 36. Its

root 6. Subtracting this from the diameter 10, the moiety of the remainder is 2 and is the smaller

The same figure is here contemplated. Within it let an oblong be inscribed, with, the chord for

its side, the difference between the diameter and twice the arrow for its upright, and the entire

diameter for its diagonal. It is this Here, the square-root of the difference between

the squares of the diameter and chord is equal to the root of the residue of subtracting the square

of the side from the sqtmre of the diagonal, and is the upright : and, that beiog taken from the

diameter, two portions remain equal to the smaller arrow, one at either extremity. Henfre the

rule $ 42 . Let all this be shown on the figure. Ch.

* T)ie three last instances are imitated in Bbasca ka's Xffdvati, $ 148—158, and Vij.-gan, § 124^135 and 139.
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The eYosion' being subtracted from both diameters, the renuundeis, multi-

plied by the erosion and divided by the sum of the remainders, are the arrows.*

43,’ The square of the semichord being divided severally by the given

arrows, the quotients, added to the arrows respectively, are the diameters.*

The sum of the arrows is the erosion : and that of the quotients is the residue

of subtracting the erosion.*

* Grdstt, the erosion, the morcel bitten ; the (juantity eclipsed.

Sasaparca, intersection.

• Example : The measure of Rdiu is fifty-two ; that of the moon, twenty-five ; the erosion is

seven.

ftiameters 52 and 25. Remainders after subtracting the erosion 45 and IS. Theta multiplied

by the erosion, make 315 and 12(! ; which, divided by the sum of the rwidues 63, give 5 and 2,

for the segmenU cut by a chord passing through the points of intersection of the circlet. The

arrow of R6hu is two j that of the moon five. See

Here the erosion is the profit; and the diameters less the erosion, are the contritotioM ; and the

segments are found by the rule, S l6- The greater quotient belongs tP the least circle; a^^the

TiTe”likt ct* onhe inters'ection of two circles, the chord and arrows being known, to find

rbe dilmeters: And, the diameter and arrows being given, to deduce the qua.tit, ecl.pKd «d

the residue.
,

5 and 2 ;
the quotients are 20 and 50 : whidh, with the arrows respectively added, make 25 and

52 They are the diameters. See foregoing diagram.

Demonstration : So much as is the square of the semichord, is the square of

.rroriplied quotient of the division thereof by the ‘"o* "

arrow ;
and the sum of the greater and less arrows is the diameter, as even t e ign

r J c A O TK«r lum is 7 It \% the erotion or quantity

3 * Thc arfows just found) 5 and 2# incir sum i»
/

^

TW,..m70. I.

[from the sura of the diameters]*

Thc principle m here obtious.

Ck.
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SECTION V.

EXCAVATIONS.

44. ^The area of the plane figure, multiplied by the depth, gives the con-

tent of the equal [or regular] excavation
;
and that, divided by three, is the

content of the needle.*

In an excavation having like sides [length and depth] at top and bottom,

[but varying in depth,] the aggregates® [or products of length and depth of

the portions] being divided by the common length, [and added together,] give

the mean depth.’

45—46. The area, deduced from the moieties of the sums of the sides at

top and at bottom, being multiplied by the depth, is the practical measure

* Example: Tell the content of a well, in which the sides are ten and twelve, alike above and

below, and the depth five.

Here the area is 120: which, multiplied by the depth 5, gives

the content in cubic cubits, 600.

In the like instance, if the well terminate in a point, the foregoing divided by three gives 200,

the content of the needle or pyramid.

^ Aicyoj lit. aggregate : explained by the commentator the product of the length and depth of

the portions or little excavations diflering in depth.

,

Ecdgra, the whole of the long side which is subdivided.

Sama-rajjUi equal or mean string: the mean or equated depth (sama-Udkha).

* Example: A well thirty cubits in length, and eight in breadth, comprises within it five por-

tions of excavation, by which the side is subdivided into parts measuring four, &c. [up to eight].

The depth severally measures nine, seven, seven, three and two. Say quickly what is the mean

string [mean depth] of the excavations.
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^he content.* Half the sum of the areas at top and at bottom, multiplied *

by the depth, gives the gross content. Subtracting the practical content
from the ‘other, divide the difference by three, and add the quotient to the
prECticd.1 content, the sum is the nezit content.* •

Here the aggregates in their order are

36
, 35, 42, 21 , 16. These, divided by the whole length 30, give

; which

added together make
; the quotient is the mean depth 5 . The area of the plane figure 240,

multiplied by that, is 1200 . It is the solid content of the entire excavation. It may be proved by

adding together the several contents of the parts; viz. of the Ist, 288; of the 2d, 260^ of the 3d,

336; of the 4th, l 68 ; of the 5lh, 128 ; total 1200.

" Vyavah&rica^ designed for practical use.

Autra, gross, ffhe etymology and proper sense of the term are not obvious; and arc unex-

plained.]

SitcshmUf neat, or correct.

* Example: A square well, measured by ten cubits at the top and by six at the bottom, is

dug thirty cubits deep. Tell me the practical, the gross, and the neat contents.

Here the side at the lop is 10 ; that at the bottom is 6 . The sum of these is l6 ; its moiety 8 .

The same in the other directions, 8 . The area with these sides is 64; which, multiplied by the

depth 30, makes 1920. It is the practical content. ’ ^

Sides at the top 10
,
10. Area deduced from them 100 . Sides at the bottom 6

, 6 . Area de-

duced from these 36. Sum of the areas 136. Its half 68 ; multiplied by the depth 30, makes

2040. It is the gross content.

Subtracting the practical content from this, the difference is 120 . Divided by threO) it gives

40. Adding this to the practical content 19^0 ,
the sum is i960 the neat content.

Statement

;

30

9 7
3 7 .^.,8 ..L

4
5 LiJ



SECTION VI

STACKS.^

47. The area of the form [or section]* is half the sum of tlte breadth at

bottom and at top multiplied by the height : and that multiplied by the

length is the cubic content : which divided by the solid content of one brick,

is the content in bricks.^

* There is no difference in principle between the measure of excavations and of stacks; unless

that what is there depth is here height. Every thing else is alike in both. Cn.

* Acriti: the form or shape of the wall, as it appears in one cubit's length, according to its

height and the thickness at bottom and top.—Ch. Section of the wall.

* Example Ist ; Tell the content of a stack which is a hundred cubits in length
j

five in thick-

ness at bottom, and three at top ; and seven high.

Statement

:

^ 7^ 1

100

Bi«adlh et top 3; at bottom 5. - Sara 8. Its half 4, multiplied by 7, n 28: which, multiplied

by the length 100, makes 2800. So many are the cubic contents in the wall. The dimensions of

a brick may be arbitrarily assumed! Say a cubit long ; half of one broad ; and a sixth part thick.

Statement
: \ \

Product The whole cubic amount 2800, divided by that, gives 33600

for the number of bricks.

Example 2d: A sovereign piously caused a quadrangle to be built for a college, the wall

measuring a hundred cubits without and ninety-six within, and seven high, with a gate four by

three, and wickets half as big on the sides. How many bricks did it contain?

Statement:

100
Here the area of the exterior figure is 10,000:

that of the interior one 9216 . The difference

is 784. It is the area of the figure covered by

the walls. Multiplied by the height 7, it

gives the content 5488; from which subtract-

ing the gates 36, the remainder is the exact

cubic content 5452. Dividing this by the

content of a brick the quotient is the num-

ber of bricks 65424.
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SECTION vn.

SAJV.
a

a

48—49. The product of the length and thickness in fingers, being mul-

tiplied by the number of sections and divided by forty-two, is the infasure in

cishcangulas,^ That quotient, divided by ninety-six, gives the work,* if

the timber be ^aca or the like;* but, if it be sdlnialiy the divisor is /wo hun-

dred; if vijacOy a hundred and twenty; if sdla, sarana and the rest, one

hundred; if sapta-viddru, sixty-four.^

* Ay&niay breadth, ot mther (dairghya) length, VUtdray width, or rather thick-

ness. MdrgOy the way or path of the saw ; the section. Ciskcangula, a technical term in uie with

artisans. Carman, the work ; that is, the rate of the workman's pay : a technical use of the term.

Ch.

* Sdea, Tectona grandis. ii{dmaii, Uombax heptupUyllutn *. it is the softest wood used for lim-

ber. Vijaca, Citrus raedica. Sdia, Shorea robusta. Sarana, seme with Soi'alaf Pinus lougi-

folia. Viddm, not known. Chadira, Mimosa catechu ; the hardest wood employed ts timber.

The following passage of Arya-Bhatta is cited by Ganesa in his commentary on the LUdvati

* The product of the breadth [or length] and thickness, in fingers, being multiplied by the intended

sections, and divided by five hundred and seventy-six, ihe^ quotient is the (p'kala) superficial

measure of the cutting, provided the timber be C'hadira (Mimosa catechu). If the wood be Sripariil

( ), Sdcaca (Tectona grandis), &c. the divisor should be put three hundred and fifty ;

if the wood be Jambu (Eugenia Jamboo), Vija (Citrus mcdica), Cadamba (Nauclca oncnUiliH and

Cadamb), or Jmli (Tamarindus indica), H should be twenty less than four hundred. I'ho divisor

should be two hundred and fifty, if the timber be SZ/Z/i, Jmra and SaraJa (Shorea robusta, Alangi-

fera indica and Pinus longifolia). If it be Sdlihalt (Uombax hepUpbylluin), &c. the divisor is two

hundred. Money is to be paid according to the divisor.'

2 Example : A seasoned timber of (Vu^ca) cil>on wood, ten cubits in Icnglli and six fingers in

width [thickness], is sawed in seven secUons. Say what is the price of the labour, if the rate of

work be eight patias.

Statement:
Product of ihe iliickness 6, by the length 240, is 1440.

240

Multiplied by 7, it make, 10080; which, divided by for.y-two (42), give. 240 The«> are o.*-

cangulas. The timber being wood of the Vija tree, .hat ivdiv.ded by one hundred

ThTquolient i, the quantity of the work. 2. Multiplied by the rate of the pay, vu. 8, the product

is the number of paiias If). This amount Is to be paid to the artisan.

s s ‘2
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SECTION VIII.

MOUNDS OF GRAIN.
•

50. The ninth part of the circumference is the depth [height] in the case

of bearded corn; the tenth part, in that of coarse grain; and the eleventh,

in that of fine grain.^ The height, multiplied by the square of the sixth

part of the circumference, is the content.^

51. The circumference of a mound resting against the side of a wall, or

within or without a corner, is multiplied by two, by four, or by one and a

third; and, proceeding as before, the content is found; and that is divided

by the multiplier which was employed.

• bearded corn: viz. rice, as sha$hikd* and the rest.

St*A(tlat coarse grain : barley, Sec.

Anu, fine grain : mustard and the like. Ch.
^ The content, as thus found, is the number of solid cubits

;
(the circumference having been

taken with the cubit:) and thence the number of prast'has is to be deduced by the rule of three,

according to the proportion of the cubit to the particular pratt^ha in use.—

C

h. It is the content

in solid cubits or c*h&ris of Magad^ha,—Gari, sdr. Ch. 12,

* Example : What is the content of a mound of rice upon level ground, the circumference

being thirty-six ?

Statement: Circum. 36. Its ninth part 4. This is the height of the mound. The sixth part

of th6 circumference of the mound is 6 ; its square is 36 : multiplied by the height, it makes 144,

the content of the mound in cubits.

Example 2d : A mound of barley, the circumference of which is thirty ? Answer : 75.

Example 3d: A mound of mustard seed, sixty-si:^ cubits in circumference? Answer: 726.

,
Example 4th : A mound of rice resting against a wall, and measuring eighteen ?

18 doubled is 36. With this circumference the content found as before is 144; which, divided

by the particular multiplier 2, gives 72, the solid content in cubi^ of the portion of a mound.

Example 5th ; A mound of rice resting against the outer angle of a wall and measuring twenty-

seven ?

27 multiplied by one and a third makes 36, the circumference. Hence the content 144 ;
which,

divided by the particular multiplier f ,
gives 108, the content of a mound that is a quarter less than

a full one.

* Shnthiiea or Shn$ti

;

vulg. Sdtt (Hind) : so named because it is sown and reaped in siity days. Orvu satWa
;

var..
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SECTION IX.

MEASURE BY SHADOW.

52.

* The half day being divided by the shadow (measured in lengths of
the pomon) added to one, the quotient is the elapsi*d or the remaining
portion of day, morning or evening. The half day divhled by the elapsed
01 remaining portion of the day, being lessened bj' subtraction of one, the
residue is the number of gnomons coutaine<l in the shadow.*

53.

* Tlic distance between tlic foot of the light and the bottom of the

gnomon, multiplied by the gnomon of given length, and divided by the dif-

ference between the height of the light and the gnomon, is the shadow.*

• Te find ihe time from the shadow ; and the shadow (rora the time. Ch.
* This rule being useless, no e^ampie is given. It does not answer for fijuling either the shadow

or'the time, in a position even equatorial
; but has been noticed by the author in this place, copying

earlier writers of treatises on computation. Cm,

See the concluding chapter of SKin'riARA’s Ganita^ray wh^re the same rule ii given, and

examples of it subjoined.

^ Given the length of the gnomon standing at a knoVn distance from the foot of a light in a

known situation, to find the shadow. Cm.

^ Example : < The height of the light to the tip of the (lame is a hundred fingers. [The disluoca

a hundred and ten. The gnomon twclve,^^]

110, multiplied by the gnomon 12, is 1320. Subtracting the gnomon 12 from the ht'ight 100, the

remainder is 88. Dividing by this, the (quotient is 15, the shadow of a gnomon twelve fingers

high.

Here the rule of three terms is applicable : if an upright equal to the dilfcrencc of the two

heights answer to a side equal to the interval of ground between the foot of the light and (he

gnomon, what will answer to the given gnomon ? Sec

100

125 15

• The litt is deficiciJl: but it lupplied bji tli« operation in ll.e tequef.
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54.‘ The shadow multiplied by the distance between the tips of the

shadows and divided by the difference of th(e shadows, is the base. The

base, multiplied by the gnomon, and divided by the shadow, is the height

of the flame of the light.® '

. ,

• The difference between two positions of the gnomon being known, to find the distance between

the foot of the light and gnomon ; and the elevation of the light: Ch.

* The shadow of a gnomon twelve fingers hfgh is in one place fifteen fingers. The gnomon being

removed twenty-two fingers further, its shadow is eighteen. The distance between the tips of the

shadows is twenty-five. The difference of the length of the shadows is three.

Distance between the tips of the shadows 25. By this multiply the shadows 15 and 18 : the

products are 375 and 450; which, divided by the difference of the shadows 3, give the several

quotienls 125 and 150. They are the bases; that is, the distances of the tips of the shadows from

The grounds or bases 125 and 150, multiplied by the gnomon 12, make 1500 and 1800; which,

divided by the respective shadows, give the quotients 100 and 100; or the elevation of the light,

alike both ways.

Here also the operation of the rule of three is applicable :
* If to the difference of the shadows

answers a side equal to the distance between the tips of the shadows, what will answer to the length

of the shadow ?’ The answer is a side, which is the distance of the foot of the light to the tip of

the shadow.

$0 to find the upright, the proportion is :
‘ If an upright equal to the gnomon answer to a side

equal to the shadow, what will answer to a side equal to the base f The answer gives the height

of the flame of the light.
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SECTION X.

SUPPLEMENT.
56 .* The multiplicand is repeated like a string for cattle,^ as often as there

are integrant portions^ in the multiplier, and is severally multiplied by them,

and the products are added together: it is multiplication. Or the multipli-

cand is repeated as many times as there are component parts in the mulUplier.*

* In the rule of multiplication (§ 3) it is said The product of the numerators divided by the

products of the denominators is multiplication." But how the product is obtained was not explained.

On that account the author here adds a couplet to show the method of multiplication. Cu.

* GS-sutried; a rope piqueted at both ends; with separate halters made last to ii for each ox

or cow.

* Chanda; portions of the quantity as they stand ;
contrasted with hKLda^ segments or divisions;

being component parts, which, added together, make the whole; or aliquot parts, which, multiplied

together, make the entire quantity.

* Example : Multiplicand two hundred and thirty-fire. Multiplifator two hundred and

eighty-eight.

The Multiplicator is repeated as often as there are portions in the roultiplicator : 235 I

2^
I

' 235
1

8 1

Multiplied by the portions of the multiplier in their order, there reaulti 470 : which, added

1880
1880

together according to their places, make 6768O.

Or the multiplicand is repeated as often as the parts 9, 151, 120; and multiplied by them

235 9 2115 The sum is the quantity resulting from multiplication, as before, 67O8O.

235 S 1880

235 151 35485 »

235 120 28200
, .

,
•

Or the parts of the multiplier are taken otherwise ; as ih^s 9, 8, 4 ; the conunued multipli* ^

cation of which i« equal to the multiplier 288. So with other.. Aui the mullipUcand i. .ucce-

lively multiplied by thoae diviwrs, which taken into each other equal the mulliplicaloi. Tbiu

the multiplicand 235, multiplied by 9, make. 2115; which, again, taken into 8, give. ifipW;

and this, multiplied by , yields 67680.

This method by part. i. taught by ScASDA-siiKA and othe«. In like manner the other method,

of multiplication, a, tat-H'ha and cap/ila-sandhi. taught by the .ame author,, may be mferrjd by

the student’s own ingenuity.
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56. If thfc muitiplicator be too great or too small,* the multiplicand is to

be multiplied by the excess or defect as put; and tb? product of the multi-

plicand by the quantity so put is added or subtracted.* ,

57. The quotient of a dividend by a divisor increased or- diminished by

an assumed quantity,’ is reserved; and is multiplied by the assumed. quan-

tity,’ and divided by the original divisor; and the quotient of this division,

added to, or subtracted from, the re'served quantity, is the correct quotient/

58. The product of quotient and divisor,* being divided by the muiti-

plicator, is the multiplicand; or divided by the multiplicand, is the multi-

S^RiDHARA^s ruF« is as follows :
‘ Placing the multiplicand under tlie multiplying quantity in the

order of the foldings (cap/iia-sand'hi ermaj, multiply successively, in the direct or in the inverse

order, repeating the multiplier feach time. This method is termed capdta-tmd^hu* The next is

termed tat-st'ha, because the multiplier stands still therein (tasmin tiuht'hatij. By division of the

form or separation of the digits (r&pa^sfhdnorvibk&ga) that named from parts (c*kanda) becomes

two-fold. These are four methods for the operation df multiplication (pratyutpanna)*— Gari.sdr.

§ 15—17.

* When the quantity to be multiplied has by mistake been multiplied by a muitiplicator too

great or too small ; to correct the error in such case, the author adds a couplet. Cii.

* Example: Multiplicand 15 ; muitiplicator 20. This multiplicand has, by mistake, been mul-

tiplied by four more, viz. by 24. The product is 360. Here the number put is 4 ; and multipli-

cand 15 : their product 60. It is subtracted from the number as multiplied : and, with a reproof

to the blundering calculator, he b told “ the true product is 300.^'

Or the multiplicand has been multiplied by four less ; viz. l6; and the product stated is 240.

Here the product of the multiplicand and number put is 60 ; which is added, as the multiplication

was short ;
and the correct result is 300.

* When the dividend has been divided by a divisor increased or diminished by an assumed

quantity ; to correct the quotient. Cn.

* Example : Dividend 300. Original divisor 20. '
^

The division being made with that increased by four, via. 24, the quotient was 12 J. This is

reserved, and is multiplied by the assumed number 4
:
product 50 : whence, by the original divisor,

the quotient is had This, added to the reserved quantity 12 makes 15.

Or the same dividend 300, being divided by four less than the right divisor, viz. by 1 6, the

quotient was 18 j. This multiplied by the assumed number 4 ,
makes 75; which divided by the

original divisor 20, yields 3^: and this quotient, subtracted from the reserved quantity 18

leaves 15.

* Of multiplicand, muitiplicator, divisor and quotient, to find any one, the rest being known.

Ch.

Ftoiu'CupdtUt a folding door, and lond’^i, junction.
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: the product of multiplicand and multiplier, divided by the divisor,

IS the quotient ; or divided by the quotient, is the divisor.*

59. If tvo of the quantities, whether multiplicand and multiplicator, or

divisor and quotient, be wanting,* [tlie given quantities are to be changed

fbr thefothert, and arbitrary quantities to be put in tlieir places.’]*

60. liiultiply the multiplicand or the multiplicator by the denominator

of the divisor : and the divisor is to be multiplied by the denominator of the

multiplicand, and by tliat of the multiplicator.^

p •

61. Making unity denominator of an integer, let all the rest of the pro-

Example r Divisor 20 ;
multiplicand 32 ;

mulliplicator 5 ;
quotient 8.

. a . .

First to find the multiplicand. The product of divisor and quoUent. 20 and 8. li 160 : whic .

divided by multiplicator 5, gives 32. j ki#

Next for the multiplicator. The product of diviwr «.d quotient .. 160, wh.ch, d.v.ded by the

multiplicand 32, yields 5. k u ifio •

Then for the quotient. The product of the multiplicand and mulfiplier, 32 and 3 , » I •

which, divided by the divisor 20, affords 8. y. . . . -j^j

• Laatly, for the divisor. The product of the multiplicand and multiplier ia 16O: which, divided

by the quotient 8, produces 20.
•, n j u Ch

» If . couple of the quantities be wanting [that im unknown], to And them. •

3 The text i. deficient in the manuacript, but i. here .appli«l fn.m the commenutor-a gh-a.

Example : Divisor 20 ;
multiplicand 32 ;

muiliplicr 5 ;
quotient 8.

The muUiplicntor and multiplicand being wanting; thedivi«)r and quotientare 20 and 8. TIkw

namely multiplier or multiplicand, is deduce > P B

a hundred different ways.
. . i / Tii It it the same in efcet with that

> To make the terms homogeneous m the rule of ihrce.-Cii. It it me

before delivered and expounded. 1 4.
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pets be as aboT^ desatbeti^.: !^ ibvito and midtiplkxMt>r

multiplicand,' are to be abridged by. a^coonnoiiimeastHMti'^i a.
.

6S. . The integer, muitipUed by tbe.sexagerimal. parts of the fraction be-

longing thereto, and divided by thir^« i» Me synore ^ the freuaional por-

tion,* to be added to the square of the whole degrees,' A square and a cube

are the products of two, and of three,b^e quantities multiidied together*

6d.' Twice the less portion* of a quantity [added to the greater*] being

multiplied by the greater and added to the,8qq^,o/ the Ips^ is die entire

square." Or, an arbitrary number being added to, aftd subtracted from, the

c
, '

;

' It hai been so shown by us in preceding ex^ples*-^CH. note on § 5,

* Never the multiplicand and muUiplicator. Ch.

’ They are to be reduced to least terms by n conmon divisor^ if the case comport it; to abbre-

riatc the vork.

Example: Divisor 20 ; multiplicand 40*

Ibese, being abridged by thexommon measure twenty^ become •1> 2»

So, divisor 20 ; multiplicator 4.

R|^uced by the common measure four* they become d) I*.

^ t^kalorfoarga^ square o/ the minutes; ^e multiple of Uie fraction to be added to the square of

the integer, to complete the square, of the compound See {^4» ! ^

’ To find the square of a quantity, that includes minutes of a degree. Ch.

The rule may be stated otherwise [and more generally]. The integer, multiplied by the nu-

merator of its attendant fraction, which has a given denominator, being divided by [half ] ita do-

uoniinator, is to be added to the square of the. integer portiQn^ifiidL This^ method gives the

square grossly : being less than the truth by the product of the minutes by minutes, expressed in

sexii|iesimal seconds. ^ IB.

'‘'£aan^e: Whet is the square of fifteen despeesand^a half? Statement : 15° SO'.

The inh^r 15, multiplied by the sexagesimal parta or minutes, 30, is 450: which, divided by

thirty, gives 15, to be added to the square of the .whole degrcea, or 225 making in all 240*

So square of twelve ai^ a twelfth parti Statement : 12° 05\ Answer s 146.

^ Definition of square and cube.—

C

h. The continued multiplication of four or more like quan-

tiles it termed iadgtUt^ as the author afterwards notices in the chapter on Algebra (cuUacBdhy^ya).

r IB.

^ To find the square of a quantity. C».

* Or the greater may be taken ; or any two^rSons of the proposed quantity may be employed

;

or a greeter number of portions. C».

» The text is obscure, and the comment deficient : but either it must be thus supplied, or the

sense must be * the quantity added to its least portioD* : or else the square of the greater portion, as

well as of the less, must be added ai^er the multiplication.

Example : Square of twenty-five.

Here five is the less portion, and twenty the greater. The less portion of the quantity doubled
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iqyiimtlDs product q£ the sum and dfference, addcxl to the square of the

aasuuied number, is the square required.^

^4—65.* iTo the square of the given least quantity add the square of the

fractional portion^ of the others and from it subtract the same the sum and

difference are divided by twice the oMer number^ and in the second place

by the same divisor together with the. first quotient adde^ and subtracted:

the [last corrected] divisor with the same quotient [again] added and sul>-

tiracted, being halved, is the root* of the sum and of the diflercnce of squares.

Or the other number^ with the quotient added and subtracted, is so.^

[and added to the greater] is 30 : sihich, being multiplied by the greater, makes 600. S'ho square

of the less 25. Their sum is 625, the square of twenty-five.

Or the greater portion [added to the quwitity] is 45 : which, multiplied by the less ia 225.

Added to the square of the greater, via. 400, the sum is 625.

Or one portion of the quantity 20 [doubled and] multiplied by the second, makes 200 1 and

this, added to the squares of the portions, 400 and 25, gives 625.
_

Or one portion of the quantity 5, doubM^ end' multiplied by the other, makes 200 ; and this,

added to the squares of the portions, produces 625.

Or let there be three portions of twenty-five : as 5, 7 and IS. One portion of the quanUty, 5,

doubled, ia 10: which, multiplied by the second 7, makes 70: and added to the squares of the

portions, viz. 25 and 49, prodUcet 144 Itaroothl2: with which and with thirteen the openm^

proceeds.
•

» Examfde 25. , itl

Addiog.ndMbt«clmgtto*rbknifilya»«intdi.un.bwfi«v itbwome. SOwdsa Tht^
duct of th«e i. «00 i which, >dded to die wiu.re of the wnmed number 5, vii. 24. mehe. 6M.

• To find a quantity .uch that iUnquare .hall be equal to the sum of the square., or to the dif-

ference of the square., of two quantitiw, of which the greater doc not exceed the sy^tre / Me

/nic<i<wa/p<)rt«w, nor the square of the lee number.
, v < i- t fio

’ Square of the sexagcimal minute ; that is, the multiple of the fraction. See < 62.

ne rule serve for finding both qu.titicatonce; the addition, being every »

bring out the root of tho sum of the squams, and the subtracUons, to give the root of the difference

of the squares. <

« ItarUf the other; other than the least; that is, the greater number.

T T 2
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66. This is a portion only of the subject*. The rMt will be delivered

under the construction of sine%Vand underthe pulwtifer.* [Er^oflx^pter

twelfth [comprisinglj sixty-six couplets on addition, &c.

441 : from which subtracting the square of the least number 1 96, the remainder' is 345, the square*

of the greater number 15® 40'. Subtracting thiasqueire, the renwinder is nought.

Or, adding the quotient 6 to the other quantity 15, the sum 31 is a number equal to the square-

root of the sum of the squares.
^

Example of the difference: The other quantity or greater number is 13® 50'. The least 10.

The square of this, 100. The square of the fractional portion is 30; which, subtracted, leaves 80.

This, divided by the or*<r quantity doubled, 34, yields in the first place 4; whieh, subtracted from

the [first] divisor, leaves SO. The corrected quotient 4, subtracted from the corrected divisor 20,

affords th#remainder l6, the haif of which 8 is equal to the difference of squares.

Or, subtracting the quotient 4 from the other quantity 13, the residue 8 is a number equal to

the square root of the difference of squares. Thus, its square is 64 ; and so much is the difference

between the squares of the greater aid least quimtitier*64t apd lOpi • Ch.

' A portion only has been here shewn; and a portion only has been by us expounded. Else a

hundred volumes would be requisite under a single head. But we have undertaken to interpret

the whole astronomical course (’eidd'hhntaj. Wherefore prolixity is to be shunned. Ch.

• Jybtpatti (jyi-vtpatti) derivation of [semi-]chords; taught in the chapter on Spherics, and to

be there expounded (C. 31, § 15-S1>.
Ch.

s In Uie Chapter on the Pulveriier (cuitacSt^hydya} the author wiH treat the undermentioned

topics with other heads of computation.- *vix.4iiveslii^tidt bfilhe pulverirer (cuitaeaj. Algorithm

of symbols or colours ('oanfoj; of affirmative and negative quantities d’hanarnaj; of surd roots

(caradi). Concurrence fsa»icr«»Wa'o.>. Dissimilar operation ('wiame-coiwioaj.t Equation of

the unknown (aeyaeta-tifi^. Equation of several unlraown letters or colours (vania-tdmyoj^

Elimination of the middle term (maShyameharana). Equation involving products of unknown

quantities (bh&vica). Affected square (varga-pracriti), &c. Ciu

s.Jfestlyss. The eXiCt squaw or tn lengSslisrii S4W atf*-

t The •xfctf^owe U in lexageiimiU 164^ 41'

^ Se« Ch* 18| j f6 nnd IMt



CUTTACADHYAYA, on ALGEBRA;

THE EIGHTEENTH aiAPTER OF THE

BRAHME-SPHUtA-SIDD'HANTA,

BY BRAHMEGUPTA:

WITH NOTES SELECTED FROM THE COMMENTARY*

CHAPTER XVIII.

ALGEBRA.

SECTION L
*

1. Since questions can scarcely be solved without the pulveriier,* tliere

fore I will propound the investigation of it together with problems.

2 By the pulverizer, cipher, negative and affirmative quantities, un-

known quantity, elimination of the middle term, colour, [or symbols] and

factum, well underatood, a man becomes a teacher among the Icarncil, ahd

by the affected square.

3-6 Rule for investigation of the pulverizer: The divisor, which yield,

the greatest remainder, is divided by that which>ields the least: the residue,

is reciprocally divided; and the quotients arc severally set down one under

the other. Ue residue [of the reciprocal division] is “

assullumber such, that the product having added to it the d^-enc^^

the remainders may be exactly divisible [by the residues divisor]. That

• Cuiidoira, aitta, cuiuica, pulverizer. See LH. i 248 and HJ-gaii. i M-
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multiplier is to, be set down [underneath] and the quotient last. The penul-
tiiUat&is taken into the teiifij next atrave it: and the product, add'^ tp the
ultlinate term, js the kgrAnf*} this^'hj divided

remainder; and the residue, multiplied by the divisor yielding greatest
remai^r and added to the greater remaihder, is a remainder of [division by]
the product of the divisors. A twofold is a product of divisors:* and
the elapsed portiod of the yuga is the remainder ofthe two. Thus may be
found the lapsed part of Ayugaot tWe or more planets by the method of
the pulverizer.

i -

7. Question!. He, who finds the cycle fyagnj and so forth, for two,
three, four or more planets, from the respective elapsed cycles of the several

planets given, knows themethod of the pulverizer.

Here, for facility’s sake, the revolutions, &c. ofthe sun and the rest are put,
as follows: the sun 30; the mdon 400; Mars 16; Mercury 130; Jupiter 3;
Vefius 50; Saturn 1 ; moon’s apogee 4; moon’s node 2; revolutions of stars

IO99O; solar months 360; lunarmon^ 370; more months (lunar than solar)

10; solar days 10800; lunar days 11100; fewer days (terrestrial than lunar)

140; terrestrial days IO96O.
The days of the planetary cycles of the^spa and the rest are [sun] IO96 ;

moon 137; Mars 685; Mercury and Venus IO96 ; Jupiter IO96O; Saturn

10960; ,apogee ^740; node 5480.*

Example (a popular one is here proposed): What number, divided by six,

has a remnant of five; and divided by five, a residue of four; and by four, a
re,main4er of three; an4 by three, one of two?

Statement: 5 4 ’ 3 2 [Answer 59.f
6 5 4 3

’ The ItBport of the term; as it is here used, is unexplained.
>.«^ .Tbuis introduced in eont^IMplati^ instances relative to planets: and so is what follows.

Com.

* t^^ribdical tevolu-

1

^
tions in least terips

: J 3 .

Divisors, terrestrial?

days in least terms: 3

^
,

9 % « . h

3 - ,5 1

137 6^5 10p5 i09do 1096 10960

D's
Apogee. Nodei

1 I

2740 5480

The diviior which yields the greater remainder, namely 6, being divided by that which yielda
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8. ‘ Rule for deducing elapsed time from residue of revolutions, &c. 47

Let residue of revolutions or the like, divided by the divisor, bea iemain*r,*

Ae lees vis. S, thp ^.due is fhen, reciprocal division taking place, the quantity beneath is in
the fifst instance to be divided by that which stands above it: and thus the quoUent is 5 and thei^^e f This IS multiplied by a quantity so assumed as that the product having the dilfeiMco
of the remainders (namely 1) added to it, may be ejactly divisible by, the [residue’s] own divisor 1.
The quotient being solitaiy, the diffeieoce of remainders is in this case to be subtiacted [4 13].
The number so assumed is put 1. By that the residue 0 being mulUplied, isO; which. having sub-
tracted from it the difference of remainders I, makes 1 ; and this divided by the [residue’i] own
divisor, namely l, yields for quotient negative unity. Statement of the first quotient and the raul-
tiplier and present quotient 5 By the penultimate 1 multiplying the term next above,it 5. the

i

product is 5 ; whkh added to the ultimate i, makes 4. The agrSnia thus comes out 4. Divided
by the divisor yielding least remainder, viz. 5, the residue is 4: which, multiplied by the divisor

yielding greatest remainder produces 24 ; and this, added to the greater remainder 5, affords the

remainder, 29, of the product of tbe divisors : that is to say, so much, namely 29, is the remainder
of the number in (]^uestion (which divided by six hat a remnant of five, and divided by five a residue

of four,) divided by a divisor equal to the product of the divisors, viz. 30.

Again, statement of the foregoing result with the third term 29 3 Here the divisor yielding

30 4^
the greater remainder, SO, being divided by that which yields the less,'* viz, 4, the residue is |.

Then by reciprocal division the quotient is 2 and the residue f. This, multiplied by an aiiumed

multiplier seven, produces 0; which, having subtracted the difference of remainders 26, makes Jtij

and divided by the [residues] own divisor 2, the quotient is 13. Statement of the former quotient,

the multiplier and the [present] quotient 2 Proceeding by tbe rule (tbe penult taken into the

7
1*3

term next above it, dec. § 5), the agrdnta comes out I. This being divided by the divisor yielding

least remainder, the residue is 1 ; which, multiplied by tbe divisor yielding greatest remainder 30,

is 30, and added to tbe greater remainder makea 39$ the remainder answering to the product

of the divisors, viz. 60.

Wherever abridgment of tbe divisors [by a common measure] is practicable, the product of divt*

sors must be understood as equal to the product of the divisor yielding greatest remainder and

quotient of the divisor yielding least, abridged [i. c. divided] by tbe common ineMure : aiid when

one divisor is exactly divisible by the other, the greater remainder is the remainder required, and

the divisor yielding greatest remainder is taken for product of divisors. This is to be elucidated 1^

the intelligent mathematician, by assumption of several colours (or symbols).

Again, this number 39, of itself answers to the condition that divided by three, it thgll have a

residue of two.

Example of Question 1. Elapsed part of the cycles of the sun, dtc. together with the divisors,

at follows

:
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SSD. Moon. Man. ;
Moienry.; Jointer. Vonofc SotaiHi Apogee:* » Kofle >

.

lOOO 41 . 315 1000 1000 1000 .1000 1000. 1000

137 685 1096 10960 1096 10960 2740* 5480

Here the divisor yielding greatest remainder, IO96, is exactly measured by that which yields least

137 : wherefore the remainder is the same, and the same [divisor] is taken for thp product of divi*

sore j 1000
1096

The sequel of the rule A two-fold yuga is a product of divisorsT (V 6) is next expounded: so

many days, as suffice for the commencement of exceeding months and deficient days, and the ter-

mination of the sun and moon's revolutions, to take place again on the first of C^ru, light fortnight,

at sunrise at Lanc&, are days of a two-fold cycle; and this is what is termed a two-fold yugo. The

remainder, as found, is the elapsed portion of a two-fdd ys^e# In like manner are to be understood

three-fold cycles and so forth.

A eain? statement of the same with the residue and divisor of Mars : 1000 315 Here the divi-

® 1096 685

sor yielding greatest remainder, IO96, is divided by the divisor yielding least, namely 685 ; and the

residue is Then the quotients resulting from reciprocal division are put one under the other

1 an^the residue is which, multiplied by an arbitrary multiplier three,* makes 0; and this

1
•

*

lessened by the subtraction of the difference of remainders, via. 685, and divided by its own divisor

137, yields the quotient 5. The multiplier and quotient, thus found, are put below the former

quotients, one under the other : and that being done, a series is obtained I Proceeding as before,

2
3

5 .
•

the agrdnta comes out 5. This being divided by the divisor yielding least remainder, 685, the

residue which results is 5 ; which', multiplied by the divisor yielding greatest remainder and having

the greater remainder added, brings out the remainder 6480. It is the elapsed portion of a three-

fold yaga. The divisor yielding greatest remainder IO96, being multiplied by 5 the quotient of the

divisor yielding least remainder abridged by the common measure 137, produces the three-fold

yaga, d480. But it is not fit, that the elapsed portion of a cycle should exceed the cycle: it is

therefore abridged by the y/iga; and the residue must be considered as the elapsed portion of a

yuga. This being done, there results 1000 Next statement of the same with the elapsed portion

5480, #

of Mercury's 1000 1000 Here eilber divisor at choice may be taken as the one yielding

5480 1096 •

latest remainder. Put 5480. The elapsed portion of the four-fold fvga is 1000. In like man-

ner, by the operation of the pulveriser with the respective elapsed portions of gugat of Jupiter,

Venus and Saturn, the elapsed portions of cycles come out [Jupiter] 1000, Venus 1000 and Sa-

turn 1000; and the measure of the cycles as follows: vis. five-fold guga IO96O; six-fold guga

10960 :
seven-fold g¥ga IO960. In like manner the process of the pulveriser being observed with

the elapsed periods of the gugas of the moon’s apogee and node, the elapsed portion of the entire

cycle for all the planets comes out 1000, end the value of such entire guga 10960.

* Sic: sed quaere.
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as also cij^r divided by residue arising for one day.' The remainder de-

duced frona these, being divided by residue of revolutions or the like as arising

for one day,' is the number of [elapsed] days.

• •

Question 2. He, who deduces the number of [elapsed] days from the

residue of revolutions, signs, degrees, minutes, or seconds declared at choice,

is acquainted with the method of the pidverizer.

«

Example: When the remainder of solar revolutions is eight thousand and

eighty, tell the elapsed portion of the calpas^ if thou have skill in the pulve-

rizer.
' »

Statement: Residue of revolutions 8080.* [Answer: 1000.]

The foregoing rule (J 3) for dividing the divisor which yields the greater remainder by tbjt which

yields the less, is unrestrictivc
;
and the process may tliercfore be conducted likewise by dividing the

divisor which yields the less remainder by that which yields the greater.

Example: What number, divided by seventy-three, has a remnant of eight j and divided by thir-

teen, a remainder of three?

Statement : 8 3 Dividing the divisor which yields the less remainder by that which nffordt

73 13 ^

the greater, and the residue being reciprocally divided, the quotients are 5 The residue

1

I

• 1

Assumed multiplier 1. Difference of remainders 5. Here, since the process was inverted, tKe

difference of remainders is made negative, 5 ;
and, as the quotients are uneven, it again becomes

affirmative, 5 : consequently it is additive. Proceeding as before, the agrdata comes out 79. This

is divided by the divisor yielding the greater remainder; and the residue 6, multiplied by the divi-

lor yielding the less remainder, 13, makes 78; and, added to the less remainder 3, brings out the

quantity sought 81.

» By the daily increment of it.
. . j . . i

* This divided by terrestrial days, and both solar revolutions and terrestrial days abridged by the

common measure 10, must be put for a remainder,m- T*"

revolutions arising on one day, namely 3, is put for the [other] remainder, J.
Proceeding by the

rule « 3) the scries is 3» Whence, by the subsequent rule (J 5), the remainder comet out 3000;

270
808

f r I n
and this, divided by residue of revolutions arising for one day, 3, pve. 'he W
days 1000. In like manner, from the residue of signs and so forth, the number of [elapsed days]

to be found.
• Sic MS.

u u
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10. Rule for finding elapsed time from given residue for hoorsct^

From the result, which is derived from residues of revolutions or the like for
, #

one day, and for the proposed hours or minutes, both reduced to like deno-

minators,* the number of [elapsed] days and so forth' may be deduced. •

J Example: To what number of [elapsed] days does that amount of hours

correspond, for which the residue of lunar revolutions arising is four thousand

one hundred and five? ,

Statement : Residue ofrevolutions, with divisor, Residue as arising

for a single day, with divisor, -j-h**
The divisor is multiplied by sixty; and

thus both terms have like denominators. Cipher divided by the residue of

revolutions for one day must be put as a remainder, Thus the statement

is Statement of the same abridged by five, f . Proceeding

as before, the remainder is 821. This, divided by the remainder [of revolu*

tions] for an hour, namely 1, gives the elapsed time in hours, 821; which,

divided by sixty, yields quotient, days 13, hours 41. Or, with an additive in

hours equal to the same divisor 1644, the elapsed time in hours is 2465 oj

4109.

11—13. Rules for a constant pulverizer: § 9— 1 !•* The multiplier and

divisor being mutually divided, these quantities divided by the residue are

[in least terms, being] irreducible by any [further common] divisor.® The
quotients of these reciprocally divided are to be set down one under the other.

The residue is multiplied by a multiplier chosen such that the product less

one^ may be exactly divisible. That multiplier is to be set down; and the

’ That is, >vhen the proposed residue of revolutions is calculated for elapsed time reduced to

hours and minutes, then the residue of revolutions, &c. for one day must have its divisor multi-

plied by sixty or by three thousand six hundred; and thus the denominators are alike. Coh.
• St*hirarcutiaca : drt^horcultaca; the steady residue, by which the given remnant of revolu-

tions or the like is to be multiplied ; and the product being divided by the divisor, the quotient is

elapsed time.—Com. From steady; and drfcTAa, firm. DM*ha, which the commentator

makes equivalent to sVhira in the coihpound term designating this multiplier, is by Bhascara em-

ployed in the sense for which Brahmegupta employs nich*hida, &c. See lAL § 248.

* Nich*Hdat mrapavartai having no divisor; no further common measure; reduced to least

terms. Set

^ It is so, if the quotients be even : but, if they be odd, one must be added instead of subtracted.

Com. See § 13.
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quotient tt the end: from which the agr&nta, being found by multiplying

the next superior term by the penultimate and adding the ultimate to the

product, is divided by the divisor in least terms. The residue of this division

is the constant pulverizer^'

Question 3. To deduce the number of days from the residue of re-

volutions, &c. of the sun, and the rest; tell a constant pulverizer, thou skilful

mathematician who hast traversed the ocean of the pulverizer.

Here to find a constant pulverizer from a residue ot revolutions of the sun,

the statement of revolutions and terrestrial days is 30 These arc multi-

10960

plier and divisor. Statement of them abridged by ten: 3 The quotient

1096

of these mutually divided is 365, and remaiiwler Multiplied by an assumed

multiplier, namely % the product is 2 ;
to which one is added, since the quo-

tient is an odd number [§ 13]; and the sum divided by the divisor gives the

quotient 1 ;
and the multiplier and quotient Ircingset under the former quo-

tient, the series is 365 Proceeding by the rule 5) the agr&nta is deduced

‘ 2

1

731 : from which divided by the divisor in least terms, tire residue or constant

.
pulverizer is 731 for a residue of revolutions.

• When a constant puiveriaer i. wu^t, to deduce el.pwd 4ime from remainder of revolution.,

then revolution, of the plmiet are multiplier, and terrestrial day. divi«,r. When it to deduce

the time from remaimler of .ign.t twelve times the revolution, are multiplier, and terrmitrial day.

divisor When it is investigated to conclude the time from residue of degree. ;
three hundred and

'rLe. the «ivolution, aremultiplier, and terrestrial day. divisor. When it .. so ,o roiiclu e

the time from residue of minute., &c. sixty time, the foregoing multiple of revolui.on. are mul i-

It and U^.tri.1 day. everywhere divi«,r. The multiplier and divisor, which are thu. put to

Snl lhe constant pulverfzer, mu.t be reciprocally divided, and by the residue remaining the «me

lulti^ being divided ar. irreducible [or in le«. term.]: that i. they can be no fur-

multiplier and B
The wme irrcducibft multiplier and diMwir are again mu-,

ther abridged by a commo
. j*

• be unity Set down the quotients one under the

quotienU be odd, having one added)
y

, ^ order, under the former quo-

multiplier and the quotient of this operation are o

Jv taking the penultimate into the

next superior term and adding U»e uitimaie. s

divisor, and the ititidue is the constant pulveri.er.

u u 2
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Then tl}e multiplier for a re»idue of signs is 36; and the abridged, divisor

1096. From which, as before, the constant pulverizer comes out 61 .

Multiplier for a residue of degrees 1080. Divisor IO96. From these,* as

before, the constant pulverizer is found 68. ,

For residue of minutes, pulverizer -129 . For residue of seconds, pulve-

rizer 9.-

In like manner, the constant pulvcyizer for the moon and the rest must be

understood, as that for the sun. .

15. Rule for rinding elapsed time by constant pulverizers: § 12 . The
given residue of revolutions, or the like, being multiplied by its pulverizer

and divMed by its divisor, the residue which arises is the number of [past]

days; there being added a multiple of the divisor by elapsed [periods] in least

terms.*

Example: Thou who hast traversed the ocean of the pulverizer! tell the

number of elapsed days, when the remainder of degrees is four thousand and

four hundred.

Statement: This remainder of degrees 4400, being abridged by the com-
mon divisor 80, as before in the investigation of the constant pulverizer, is.

reduced to 55 : which, multiplied by the constant pulverizer 68, becomes

3740. From this divided by the divisor feduced to least terms 137, the resi-

due which is deduced is the number of [elapsed] days 41. To rind the

elapsed time intended by the question, this must have added to it a multiple

of the divisor by the periods gone by. In this case they are [supposed] seven,

and the divisor multiplied by that, 959, being added to the number as above

found 41
,
the number of [elapsed] days comes out 1000.

16 . Rule special :§ 1 3. So when the quotients are even. But if they be
* odd, what is propounded as negative, becomes affirmative; or as positive, be-

‘ Gata-mrajftroarta

:

the quotient, which is obtained when the elapsed time from the beginning of

the yuga is divided by the divisor reduced to least terms, is thus denominated. The divisor, multi-

plied by that, being added to the elapsed time found by the rule, the sum is the elapsed portion of

the yuga, Cdu^
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con#s negative:^ and the signs, negative or affirmative, of multiplicand and

additive, ipust be reversed,*

1^. Rule of inverse operation: §14. Multiplier must be made divisor;

and divisor, multiplier
;

positive, negative; and negative, positive: root [is to

be put] for square; and square, for root: and first as converse for last.

• 18. Question 4 . The residue of degrees of the sun less three, being

divided by seven, and the square-root of the quotient extracted, and the root

less eight being multiplied by nine, and to the product one being added, the

anK)unt is a hundred. When does this take place on a Wednesday?

Statement: 3—Div. 7—Root

—

8—Mult. 9—Add. 1—Giv. 100 . Ihc af-

firmative unity being made negative, when applied to a hundred, the result

is 99 . Nine, which was multiplier, becomes divisor. Dividing by that, tlic

quotient is 11 . Negative eight becomes aftirmative: whence 19» The ex-

traction of the root is converted into the raising of the stiuare 36 1 . The

divisor seven becomes multiplier. Product 2527. The negative three be-

comes affirmative, and is added, 2530. This is residue of degrees; from

which, the number of [elapsed] days is to be sought; until, with addition of

•the divisor, it come to Wednesday.

19. Question 5 . He, who tells when a given residue of revolutions of

the sun occurs on a Monday, or on a Thursday, or on a Wednesday, has

knowledge of the pulverizer.

20 Question 6. A person, who can say when a residue of degrees of of

seconds, which occurs on a Wednestlay, will do so on a Monday, is conver-

sant with the pulverizer.

21. Question?. One. who tells when giwn positions of the planets.

• Seepr.cedingin,tancesofthe.pplicatioBofthUfi«.p^^
under Exampla !«. or

under Problem 3 and Rule 10. ^
» If Ihe multiplicand were negative, it must ue mauc po.

negative: and then the pulverizer is to be sought.
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which occur on certaiu lunar i^ays, or on days of other denomination ofMea-

sure,* will recur on a given day of the week, is versed in the. pulverizer.

Rule 15 : The number of [elapsed] days, deduced from the given re-

sidue of revolutions or the like by means of the pulverizer, receives an addi-

tion of days of a period in least terms, repeatedly, until the intended day of

the week be reached. •

23. Question 8. He, who tells the number of [elapsed] days, seeing the

degrees, &c. of a given [planet’s] mean [place], or does so from a conjunction

of twojor more planets, or from their difference, is conversant with the pul-

verizer.

24—25. Rule 16—17: The divisor in least terms, being multiplied by

the minutes, &c. in the [given] signs, &c. and divided by the minutes in a

revolutipn, the quotient is the residue of revolutions: whence the number of

[elapsed] days [may be deduced]. In like manner residues of signs, degrees,

minutes and seconds, are found, and the number of [elapsed] days as before.

Putting arbitrary numbers in places deficient, proceed with the rest of th^

process as directed.*

Example: Seeing past signs, degrees and minutes of Jupiter, nought,

twenty-two and thirty, a'petson, who tells the number of [elapsed] days at

that instant, is one conversant with the pulverizer.

Statement; 0 Its minutes 1350, multiplied by Jupiter’s divisor in least

22
SO

terms IO96O, and divided by the minutes of a circle; the quotient is the

' As solar, or sideriali &c.—

C

om.

* The place of a planet in sighs, &c. being reduced to degrees, minutes, and so forth, the num-

ber of minutes is multiplied by the particular divisor in least terms, and divided by the minutes of

a circle; end the quotient is the remainder of revolutions. If it be the number of degrees, &c. the

quotient is then remainder of signs. If it be so of minutes, &c, the quotient is remainder of de-

grees. From these residues, the number of [elapsed] days is Tound as before. There is this

diflference: when (degrees being divided by the minutes of a circle) any residue arises, it is to be

rejected : the quotient is taken.
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r^due of revolutions 685. Whence the number of [elapsed] days, as before,

comes out 7535.
• •

Example: When Jupiter and the lunar node are conjunct having passed

signs, degrees and minutes, three, twenty-two and thirty
; tell me the num-

ber of [elapsed] days.

Conjunction of Jupiter and the node 3 Reduced to minutes, multi-
' 22

’ 30

plied by terrestrial days, and divided by minutes ot a circle, the quotient is

the sum of residues of revolutions 3425. Whence, as before, the number ot

[elapsed] days is deduced 685. ,

Example : Tell me the number of days elapsed on a day when the body

of the sun, less the conjunction ofJupiter and the lunar node, is just so much.

Statement : 3 22 30. Hence, as before, the residue of degrees of the

sun, less the residue of revolutions of Jupiter and the lunar node, is found

3425. Whence the number of [elapsed] days, by the rule § 7, comes out

137.

' Example:' Signs and degrees of Jupiter have been effaced by the boy

with his finger. Thirty minutes are seen : from which tell roc, astrologer,

the signs, degrees, and number of days, if thou'have practice of the pu -

verizer.

’

Statement : 0 Here put unity in the place of signs ;
and in that of de-

0
30

grees, ten See : 1 Hence the residue of revolutions is deduced 1233

:

10

10

from which the number of days, as before, comes out 41 1

.

56 Question 9. From the residue of signs, degrees, minuto or seconds,

toH or lost assumed, he who finds the superior and intermediate terms, is

a person conversant with the pulverizer.

A Jtarua w»d a half.
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27. Rule 18. The multiplier, by which the divisor being multiplied,

and having the residue added to the product, becomes exactly divisible, is

the [portion of orbit] past The quotient is the residue. *ln liice manner

from the residue, [the place of] the planet and the number of [elapsed] (Jays

are [deduced].

Example : From tlie residue of seconds of the moon being eight hundred,

tell the [place of the] moon and number of [elapsed] days, my friend who
hast traversed the ocean of the pulverizer.

Statement: Residue of seconds 800. This, abridged by the common
measure eighty, becomes 10. Making this additive; divisor in least terms,

197, dividend
; and the multiplier, which serves to bring out seconds, namely

sixty, the divisor; the statement is Dividend 137 a ijv Here, by
Divisor 60

reciprocal division the the quotients are 0 Residue
J-.

This is multiplied

2

3

1

1

by a multiplier assumed such, that the product with one added may be ex-

actly divisible, since the residue of seconds is additive : but, as the quotients^

are here uneven, one must be subtracted, [§ 13]. Such an assumed multi-

plier is nine
;
and the quotient 10. Hence, as before, the constant pulverizer

is deduced. This being multiplied by the residue of seconds, namely 10,

and divided by its divisor, viz. 60, the residue is the multiplier 10. So many
arc the seconds. The dividend being multiplied by the multiplier, and

having the additive added, and being divided by sixty, the quotient is 23.

This is residue of minutes. Again, make this additive, days in least tenns

dividend, and sixty divisor: See Dividend 137 a m-f* oq Hence,
Divisor 60

23.

* proceeding as before, the multiplier is 41. So many are the minutes past.

The dividend bcingi multiplied by the multiplier 41, having the additive

added, and being divided by sixty, the quotient is residue of degrees, 94.

Again, .this is put additive, days in least terms dividend, and thirty divisor.

See Dividend 137 Hence, as before, the multiplier comes
Divisor 30

^^^i«ve94.

out 23. So many are the degrees. The dividend being multiplied by the
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mukiplier^ having the additive added, and being divided by thirty, the quo-

tient is the residue of signs 131. Make this again additive, days in least

terms dividend, and twelve divisor: [Dividend 137 a m i The
’

‘ Additive 1 3 1.

J

Divisor 1 2 -*

multiplier is'found 5. So many arc the signs past. The dividend Ixdiig

multiplied by the multiplier, and having the additive I HI added, and being

divided by twelve, the quotient is the residue of revolutions, 6 s. Put days

iji least terms for dividend, revolutions in least terms for divisor, and residue

of revolutions for additive. See: Dividend 137 63
Hence, as

Divisor 5

before, the multiplier comes out I. Tins is the [number ot] revolutions

past. The quotient is the number of [elapsed] days, 4 1 .
*

From the same residue put as an assumed one, the number of [elapsed]

days, in like manner, comes out 41:

Here an arbitrary multiple of 137 is additive.

28. Question 10. He, who knows the elapsed [portion of a] yaga from

the residue of exceeding months told, or assumed, or Irom the residue ot

fewer days, or from the sum of them, is a person versed m the pulverizer.

Example: When the residue of exceeding months is eight hundred and

‘eighty; and that of /eojer days seven thousand seven hundred and twenty,

and the sum of these sixteen thousand two huni^red; tell, trom any one ol

these, the clap.sed [portion of the] yuga.

Residue of exceeding months 8480. Residue of deficient days 7720. Sum

^^The remainder, which is found by the rule §7, [being divided by] residue

of exceeding months arising for one tlay,' is the elapsed solar d.\vs ot tlie yuga.

Proceeding in this manner, they come out 848.
, ,

•

Or else let e.vceeding months be the multiplier, and .solar .lays be the divi-

sor and the constant pulverizer be foun.l by Ihc rule ^ 9- Residue ot ex-

ceding months i, to be moltiplicd by ttat. Then .livhle the pto.lncl by the

particular divisor. The residue is .solar days.
n..n,r ,l«vs

In like manner, from the residue of deficient days, the elapscl lunar days

of the yuga are found 293.

Daily increment of the difference between lunar and lolar months.
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From the »um of the residues of more months and fewer days, as arising

for one day,‘ and from the sum of the residues of more months and fewer

days, as proposed, and reduced to lunar days, proceeding by the rule \ 12, the

lunar days are to be found 108. •

29. Question 11. When docs the square-root of three less than residue

of exceeding months, being increased by two, and then divided and lessened

by two, and squared, and augmented by nine, amount to ninety? •

30. Question 12. When does the square of deficient days, being lessened

by one, and divided by twenty, and augmented by two, and multiplied by

eight, and divided by ten, and increased by two, amount to eighteen?

Here proceeding by the rule of inverse process as before taught, the resi-

dues of more months andfewer days come out 4099 and I9.

‘ Daily increment of the difl’erence between lunar and terrestrial days.
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SECTION 11.

ALGORITHM.'

31. Rule for addition of aftinnative and negative quantities and cipher:

§ 19 . The sum of two affirmative quantities is affirmative; of two negi^tivc

is negative; of an affirmative and a negative is tlieir difl'ercncc; or, if they

be equal, nought. The sum of cipher and negative is negative; of affirma*

tive and nought is positive; of two ciphers is cipher.

32—33. Rule for subtraction
:
§20—21. The less is to be taken from

the greater, positive from positive; negative from negative. When tJic

greater, however, is subtracted from tlie less, the dWerence is reversed.

.
Negative, taken from cipher, becomes positive; and affirmative, becomes ne-

gative. Negative, less cipher, is negative; positive, is positive; cipher,

nought. When affirmative is to be subtracted from negative, and negative

from affirmative, they must be thrown together,

34. Rule for multiplication: § 22. The product of a negative quantity

and an affirmative is negative; of two negative, is positive; of two affirma-

tive, is affirmative. The product of cipher and negative, or of cipher and

affirmative, is nought; of two ciphers, is cipher.

35—36 . Rule for division: §23—24. Positive, divided by positive, or

negative by negative, is affirmative. Cipher, divided by cipher, is nought.

Positive, divided by negative, is negative. Negative, divided by affirmative,

* Skd-tiwat’panmmw. Xhirty-ik opemtions or mode* of proccM. SceAriihin. U-

gan. S 3.

X X 2
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is negative. Positive, or negative, divided by cipher, is a fraction with that

for denominator:^ or cipher divided by negative or affirmative.*

[36 Concluded.] Rule for involution and evolution: § 24. The square

of negative or affirmative is positive; of cipher, is cipher. The root of a

square is such as was that from which it was [raised].*

•

37. Rule of concurrence and dissimilar operation: § 25. The sum, with

difference added and subtracted, being divided by two, is concurrence. The

difference of squares divided by [simple] difference, having difference added

and subtracted and being then divided by two, is dissimilar operation.'^

t

38. Rule for the construction of a rectangular figure with rational sides:

§ 26. Be a surd the perpendicular. Its square, divided by an assumed num-

ber, has the arbitrary quantity added and subtracted. The least is the base:

and half the greater number is the flank.^ Those [surds*^], the product

whereof is a square, are to be abridged.
’ I

39 - Rule for addition and subtraction of surds: §27. The surds being

divided by a quantity assumed, and the square-roots of the quotients being

extracted, the square of the sum of the roots, being divided by the assumed

quantity, [is the sum,] or the square of their difference, [so divided, is the

difference of the surds]. *

* Tach-cliUda, having that for denominator : having, in this instance, cipher for denominator,

to a finite quantity for numerator. See Vy.-gan. § ifi.

* is in like manner expressed by a fraction having a finite denominator to a cipher for nume-

rator.

The root is to be taken either negative or affirmative, as best answers for the further operations.

Com.

• Vishama-caman, See LiL § 57.

5 Let the perpendicular be put an irrational number 8 ; and let the assumed number be 4.

Hence the figure is constructed

12

^ Surd is understood from the preceding sentence. Those irratioQals are to be abridged, the

product of pairs of which is a square. . Com.
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Example : Tell the sum and dift'erence of surds two and eight, and three

and twenty-seven, respectively.
. *

S^tement: c8. These surds, divided by an assumed number S, give

1 and 4; the roots whereof 1 and 2. The squares of their sum and difference

are 9 and 1; which, multiplied by the assumed number, become 1 8 and 2,

the sum and difference of the surds,

•

Statement of the second Example: cS c*27. Proceeding as above, tlie

sum and (liffercnce are found 48 and 12.

[39 Concluded.] Rule of multiplication: 27* The multiplicand Is put

level with the [terms of the] multiplicatoi [placed] across, one under the

other; and their products arc added together.

Example:' The multiplicator comprises the surds two, three and eiglit;

and the multiplicand, three with the rational number five. Tell the prixluct

quickly. Or let the multiplicator consist of the surds three and twelve less

the rational number five.

Statement: Multiplicator c 2 c3 c8. Multiplicand c 3 rw 5.

Here multiplicand is placed level with the terms ot the multiplicator

across, one under tlic other:

MuUiplior. MuUiplicamK

c 2 ru 5

c 3 ru 5

c8 ru 5

Summing the products as directed by

ru 3 c 450 c 75 c 54.
*

I’roducl.

c () c 50

c 9 c 75

C 24 c 200

the rule, the answer comes out

Statement of the second Example: Multipjican.l c3 r«5. Multiplier,

c3 c 12 ru5^ ,.,••• „ arwa

Proceeding as before, the result of mulfphcation is ru \6 c 300.

40. Rule of division of surds: § 28. The divideml and »li visor arc mul-

I of one couplet and beginning of another.
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tipUed by tbedivwoi with afideQted [term] made negative;* and are seve-

rally summed: more than once [if occasion there be]. The dividend is then

divided by tlic divisor reduced to a single term.
’

Statement of the foregoing result of multiplication as dividend, and its

multiplier as divisor, for division \ ru^ c 450 c75 c 54.

c 18*

Put cl8 c3. Tlie dividend, and divisor, multiplied by this, make •

ru75 The dividend being then divided by the single surd consti-

ru \5 '

tuting the divisor, the quotient is rw5 c 3.

.Statement of the second Example: ru\5 c300 Here putting the surd

c27 c 25.

twctity-scven negative, and proceeding as before, the answer comes out

ru 5 c 3.

^ [40 Concluded.] Rule of involution: § 28. A square is the product of

two like quantities.

Example: Tell the square of the surds six, five, two and three.

Statement: c 6 c5 c2 cS. Answer: ru 16 c 120 c 72 c60 c48
c 40 c 24.

'

41. Rule of evolution: §29- From the square of the absolute number

take surds’ selected at choice. The square-root of the difference being

added to and subtracted from the absolute number, the moieties are treated,

the first as an absolute number, the second as a [radical] surd exclusive of

the rest. More than once/

•

Example: The square as above found stated for extraction of the root;

ru 16 c 120 c 72 c 60 c 48 c 40 c 24.

* That is to say, among the surd terms, which compose the surd divisor, one is selected which

though affirmative is to be put negative. Com.

* Sum of c 2 and c 8.

* One, two or more surd terms.

^ Repeat the operation so long as there remain surd terms of the square.

Com.

Com*
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Subtract the three surds c 120 c 72 c 48 from the square of the absolute

number 2^56. Remainder 16. Its i^oot 4. Added to and subtracted from

the rational number, and halved, it gives 10 and 6 as two surd terms. The

first is treated as rational
;
and the second as a radical surd. Again, sub-

tracting two surd terms 60 and 24 from the square of the rational 100, the

difference is 16; of which the square-root is 4; and the moieties of the sum

and difference are 7 and 3. The first* is here treated as absolute; and the

second as a radical surd. Again, subtracting tlie surd 40 from the scjuarc ot

the absolute 49, the remainder is 9, of which the square-root is 3; and the

moieties of sum and difference arc 5 and 2.

Statement of the radical surds in order as found :c6c5c3c2.

43. Rule of addition and subtraction of unknown quantifies, and tlieir

squares, &c. ^ 30. The sum and dift’crcncc of like terms, whether unknown

quantities, or squares, cubes, biquadrates, fitth, sixth, &c. powers, aic taken,

but if dissimilar are severally stated.

43. Rule of multiplication, &c. § 3 1. The prorbict of two like qmmti-

tics is a square; of three or more, is the power of thift .lesignatmn.* 1 be

.product of dissimilar quantities, the symbols bc-ing mutually multq.hed, .s a

factum.* The rest is as before.

• Panda-gala,Ml. power; shad-gala, sixth power, &c. Literally arrived at the fifth. &c.

[degree]'.

* Tad-gatOy raised to that.

3 Bhdvitaca^ ov bh&vita. Vij.-gan.
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SECTION III.

SIMPLE EQUATION.

44. Rule for a simple equation:* § 32. The difference of absolute num-

bers, inverted and divided by the difference of the unknown, is the [value of

the] unknown in an equation.*

45. Question 13. If four times the twelfth part of one more than tlic

remainder of degrees, being augmented by eight, be equal to the remainder

of degrees with one added thereto, tell the elapsed days.

Here remainder of degrees is put yivoat-tivoat

:

viz. ya 1. With one

added, it is 1 rw 1 . Its twelfth part is ya \ ru \ This quadrupled is

i¥

ya \ ru 1 Augmented by eight absolute, it is ya 1 ru $5 It is equal to

3 3

remainder of degrees with one added thereto. Statement of both sides*

tripled, ya 1 rw 25 The difference of [terms of the] unknown is ya 2. By
yaSruS ^

this the difference of absolute number, namely 22, being divided, yields the

residue of degrees of the sun 11. This residue of degrees must be under-

stood to be in least terms. The elapsed days arc to be hence deduced, as be-

fore, (§ 7).

* The four methods of analysis (vtja^chatushiaya) are next explained; and in the first place

equation of a single colour. Com.

*The value of the unknown quantity, in the example, as proposed by the question, is to be put

y6xat‘tdvat

;

and, upon that, performing multiplication, division, and other operations as requisite

in the instance, two sides are to be carefully made equal. The equation being framed, the rlile

takes effect. Subtract the [term of the] unknown in the first of those two equal sides from the un-

known of the second. The remainder is termed difference of the unknown. The absolute number

on the other side is to be subtracted from the absolute number on the first side : and the residue is

termed difference of the absolute. The residue of the absolute, divided by the remainder of the

Unknown, is the value of the unknown. Con.
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46. Question 14. When the residue of exceeding months, less two,
being divided by three, having seven added to the quotient, ami then mul-
tiplied two, is equal to the residue of exceeding months, tell the elapsed

dsLys,

Remainder of exceeding months ya 1. Proceeding with tliis as said, there

results yu 2 vti 38. 7his is c^ual to the remainder oi cxcccdnnj months
3

y/r 1. Statement of both sides ofequation tripled ya i2 ru 38 By the forc-

ya 3 ru 0

going rule (§ 32) the answer comes out, residue of exceeding months, 38.

It must be understood to be in least terms; and from it elapsed time is to be

deduced as before.
*

•

47. Question 15. If the residirc of deficient days, less one, being divided

by six and liaving three added to the quotient, be equal to the residue of

deficient days divided by five, tell the elapsed period.

Here the remainder of deficient days is put ya I

;

from which, as before,

results ya 1 ru 17. It is equal to remainder of deficient days divided by five,

6

ya |. The two sides of equation being reduced to a common denomination

and the denominator dropped, the statement is ya 5 ru 85 Hence, as bc-^

.
ya 6 ru 0

fore, the residue of deficient days is found 85; from which elapsed days arc

deduced as before.
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SECTION IV.

QUADRATIC EQUATION.
48.* Rule for elimination of the middle term:* § 32, S3. Take absolute

number from tlie side opposite to that from which' the square and simple un-

known are to be subtracted. To the absolute number multiplied by four

times the [coefficient of tlie] square, add the square of the [coefficient of the]

middle term; the square root of the same, less the [coefficient of the] middle

term, being divided by twice the [coefficient of tlie] square, is the [value of

the] middle term.*

4i9. Question When does the residue of revolutions of the sun, less

one, fall, on a Wednesday, equal to the square root of two less than the resi;

due of revolutions, less one, multiplied by ten and augmented by two?

The value of residue of revolutions is to be here put square ofydvat-tavat

with two added: yav \ rw 2 is the residue of revolutions. This less two is

yav 1 ;
the square root of which hya 1. Less one, it is ya \ ru \; which

*

multiplied by ten \^ ya 10 ru 10; and augmented by two ya 10 ru 8. It is

equal to the residue of revolutions t; I rw 2 less one: \\z. ya v 1 ru 1.'

Statement of both sides yav 0 ya \0 ru 8 Equal subtraction being made
yav I ya 0 rw 1

^ Remaining half of a couplet and one whole one.

* Mad'hyamdharana, See Vy.-gan. Cb. 1.

* An equation of two sides being framed conformably to the enunciation of the instance, if there

be a square or other [power] together with the unknown, then this rule takes effect. Subtract the

• absolute number from the side other than that from which the square and the unknown qualities

are subtracted. Then equal subtraction having been so made, the numeral fancaj which belongs to

the square of the unknown, is termed [coefficient of the] square; and that, which appertains to »he

unknown, is called [coeffiejent of the] middle term. The absolute number, which is on the second

side, being multiplied by four times the square [i. e. its coefficient] and added to the square of the

middle term [i. e. of its coefficient], the square-root of the sum, less the middle term [i. e. its co-

efficient], divided by the double of the square as it is termed [i. e. coefficient], is the middle term;

that is to say, it is the value of the unknown. Com.
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conformably to rule (§ 32) there arises ru 9 Now, from the abso-

,
yavl ya lb

lute number (y), multiplied by four times the [coclVicientof the] .scjuare (36),

and added tq (100) the square of the [coefficient of the] middle term, (making

consequently 64), the square root being extracted (8), and lessened by the

[coefficient of the] middle term (10), the remainder 18 divided by twice the

[coefficient of the] square (2), yields tlie value of the niiddic term 9- Sidh

stituting with this in the expression put for the residue of revolutions, the

answer conies out, residue of revolutions of the sun 83. Elapsed pcrioii

of days deduced from this, 393, must have the denominator in least terms

added so often until it fall on Wednesday.

.50. Or another Rule: §34. To the absolute number multiplied by the

[coefficient of the] square, add the scjuarc of half the [coefficient of the] un-

known, the square root of the sum, less half the [coefficient of the] unknown,

being divided by the [coefficient of the] square, is the unknown.

In”the foregoing example, equal subtraction being made from the two

sides, the result was ya t) 1 ya 10 Here absolute number (9) multiplied

ru 9

bv(l) the[coefficient of the]squarc (9), and mlded to die square of half the

.
[coefficient of the] middle term, namely, 25, makes 16 ;

of which the square

root 4, less half the [coefficient of the] unknown (5), is 9 ;
an.1 divided by die

[coefficientofthe]square(l)yieldsthevalueoftheunknown9.
^ubst.tutmg

with this, the residue of revolutions comes out 83: whence elapsed days a c

deduced, as before, 393.

S 1 Question 17- When is the squarcofthree less than tlvc <|uartcrof tlie

,e,1due of exceeding nn,„.h. e.,«al .o .he residue of exceeding n»n.h.. «

ihe like [function] oLnininder of dcBcientdnp e,nal .0 .enramder ofdefi-

‘’“iflike manner the rcnralnder of deBcien. day. likewise i. 4 : whenee .he

elapsed period comes out 1031.
^ ^ ^
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SECTION V.

EQUATION OF SEVERAL COLOURS.
•

5% Rule: § 35. Subtracting the colours other than the first from the

opposite side to that from which the first is subtracted, after reducing them

to a common denomination, the value of the first is derived from [the residue]

divided by this [coefficient of the] first. If more than one [value], two and

two must be opposed. The pulverizer is employed, if many [colours] re-

main.‘

53. Question 18. He, who tells the number of [elapsed] days from the

number of days added to past revolutions, or to the residue of them, or to the

total of these, or from their sum, is a person versed in the pulverizer.

Example: The number of [elapsed] days together with pa«t lunar revolu-

tions is given equal to one hundred and thirty-nine. Tell me the number of .

days separately.

Here the number of [elap%ed] days is putya 1. Multiplied by revolutions

* In an example in which there are two or more unknown quantities, two or more colours, aa

ydvat-tdiat, &c. must be put for their values : and upon those the requisite operations, conformably

lo the instance, being wrought, two or more sides of equation are to be carefully framed : and

among them, taken two and two, equal subtraction is to be made ; in this manner: the first colour

being subtracted from one side, subtract the rest of the colours reduced to a like denomination, and

absolute number, from the other side. The residue of another colour being divided by the residue

of the first, the quotient is a value of the first colour. If many such values be obtained, they must

•be equated again in pairs reducing them to like denominator. But, that being done, if there be

two colours in the value of another colour which is thence deduced, the coefficients (anca) of those

two are reciprocally the values of suqh colours. But, if there be many colours in the value *of

another colour, the pulverizer must be applied to them ; in this manner : excepting one colour,

substitute arbitrary values for the rest, and, adding them to absolute number, form the addition.

Make the coefficient of the selected colour, the dividend ; and the coefficient of the colour in the

denominator, the divisor. The multiplier, hence found by the method of the pulverizer, is the

value of the colour in the dividend \ and the quotient is the value of that in the divisor. Com.
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of the moon in least terms, and divided by the divisor also reduced to the
le^t terms, there results from which less the residue of revolutions,
divided by the divisor,' the quotient is the [complete] revolutions; where-
fore,the residue of revolutions is put ca 1. Less that, and divided by the
divisor m least terms, it yields revolutions, ya S c«l ; which, added to the

'l37

\ number of [elapsed] days, makes ya 14a ca i . It is equal to the sum of

137

[complete] revolutionsandmimherof [elapsed] days,rK 139. Statement ofboth
sides of equation reduced to the same denominator, ya 142 ca \ rit 0

ya 0 ca 0 rtt 1 90 1

3

Subtraction being made as prescribed by the rule (§ 33), the rt*sult is

ca 1 ru 19043. Since there are several colours, the pulverizer must Ikj

ya 142

employed. The coeHicicut of the colour in the dividend is dividend; that

which stands with the colour in the divisor, is divisor. From these the con-

stant pulverizer, as fouiul liy the rule 9), is 141. Multiplying hy this the

additive 19043, divide by the divisor 142, the residue is here the multiplier

sought, 127. It is the value' of calaca. The dividend being mull iplied by

the multiplier, and having the additive added, and being divided by its divi-

sor, the quotient is the value of ydvaMavat, 135. It is the number of

[elapsed] days.

^ Example: When the residue of lunar revolutions, with the number of

[elapsed] days, is given equal to two humlred and sixty-two, tell me the

number of days.

The luimhcr of [elapsed] days is here putya 1. T\m, multiplied by revo-

lutions and divided by the divisor, becomes 5. I'hcn cdlaca is put for the

137

value of quotient.* If the divisor multiplied by the quotient he subtracted

from the number of elapsed days multiplied by the [periodieal] revolutions,

the residue which remains is the residue of revolutions. So doing, the result

• So the original: but the expression is not quite accurate, as the fraction is not again divided;

but the multiple of the time by periodical revolutions, lets the residue, being divided, gives th4

complete revolutions for quotient.

* Exclusive of the fractional residue.
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is ya 5 ca 137- This, with the number ofAiys, becomes ya6 ca 137: It

is equal to the sum of the number of days and residue of revolutions, S68

.

Statement of both sides of equadon yc6 ca ruO The process

ya 0 ca 0 ru 26g ^

being followed as before, the multiplier conies out 4. It is the value of

c&laca. The quotient is the value y&vat-t&mty 135. It is the number of

[elapsed] days.

•

Example : If the sum of tiie three specified articles be equal to two

hundred and sixty-six, tell me tlic number of [elapsed] days; or tell it from

the sum ofdie other two.

The Specified articles are [complete] revolutions, the residue of them, and

tfte number of days. The number of days is put ya 1. This, multiplied by

revolutions and divided by the divisor, is ya The quotient^ \sca 1.

Divisor multiplied by quotient, being subtracted from the number of

[elapsed] days taken into revolutions, the remainder is residue of revolutions,

yaS ca 137. Adding the number of days and the [past] revolutions, the

total is ya 6 ca 136. This is equal to the sum of the number of [elapsed]

days, the residue of revolutions and [past] revolutions, 266. Statement of

the two sides of equation, ya 6 ca 136 ru 0 Hence, by equal sub-

ya 0 caO ru 266

traction and other procesjs, as before, the constant pulverizer comes out 2;

and the multiplier is found^. It is the value of calaca; and is the [number

of] past revolutions 4. The quotient is the value of y&vaM&vaty 135. It

is the number of [elapsed] days. Subtracting the sum of [past] revolutions

and [elapsed] days from the sum total, the remainder is^the residue of revolu-

tions, 127.

Example : When the residue of revolutions of the moon added to the re-

volutions past is equal to one hundred and thirty-one, tell me the number of

* [elapsed] days.

Number of days ya 1. The residue of revolutions is found as before

ya 5 ca 137. This, added to past revolutions, hya 5 ca 136. It is equal

to the sum of past revolutions and residue of revolutions, 131. The con-

$taut pulverizer comes out 4. Hence the multiplier, 4. It is the value of

' Exclusive of the fractional residue.
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cdlaca as before; and is the number of revolutions complete. The quotient

is the value ofydvat-tdvat, 135. It is the number of [elapsed] days.

« •

54. Question 19 . He, who tells the number of [elapsed] days from the

nurftber of days less the past revolutions, or less the residue of them, or less

the sum of these, or from their difference, is a person acquainUxi with the

pulverizer.

*^ExampIc: The number of [elapsed] days, less the past lunar revolutions,

is given equal to one hundred and thirty-one; tell me the number of days.

Here tlie value of the number of days is ya 1 ;
which, being multiplied by

revolutions, and lessened by residue of revolutions, put equal to cdlacUy and

divided by its divisor, becomes the number of past revolutions, ya 5 ^

The number of days, less that, is ytf 132 ea 1 . It is equal to the difference

137

between the number of days and past revolutions, namely, 131. Statement

of the equation reduced to a common denominator, ya ISli ca I ru 0

ya 0 ca 0 rw 1 7947

Equal subtraction being made, as before, the constant pulverizer comes out

133. The multiplier, walue of cdlaca, I^^7‘ Ihc quotient is the value of

ydvat-tdvat: it is the number of [elapsed] days, 135. 1 he difference Ik'-

tween the number of days and past revolutions, 131, being subtraelcd, the

remainder is the past revolutions, 4.

Example
;

[Elapsed days] less the residue of the [revolutions] heiiif? eifjlit

;

or less the sum of the [past revolutions and tlieir residue] heiiij; tour; or less

the diflfereucc of the two being a hundred and tweiity-tluec: fell the num-

her of [elapsed] days.

In the first example, the value of the numk-rof [elapsed] days is putyu 1.

As Irefore, the residue of revolutions, ya 5 ca. 137. Taking this from the .

number of days, the remainder is ya i ca 137. It is made npial to eight;

and proceeding, as before, the multiplier or value ot cdlaca is 4; and the

val ue ofydvat-tdvat, or number of [elapsed] day s, 1 33

.

In the second example, residue of revoluUons, as before, ya 5 ca 137.

Past revolutions ca 1. Their smivya 5 ca 136. This, subtracted liom rlic
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number of days,, leaves ya 4 ca 1 36. It is equal to four. The result is

value of c&laca, 4 ;
and value ofy&oat~tkoat, the number of days, 1 35.

In the third example, residue of revolutions, ya 5 ca 137. Past revolu-

tions, ca 1. Difference ya 5 ca 138. It is equal to one hundred and thyty-

three. The result is, value of ca/aca, 4: value oiyi/oaM&oat, tbe number of

days, 135.

•

55. Question 20. He, who tells the elapsed [portion of the] cycle froni

the signs, or the like;* or the residues of them; or from past exceeding

months; oxfewer da,y&) or their residues,' is a person conversant with the

* pulverizer.

' Example : Forty-six, a hundred and seventy-two, a hundred and seventy-

seven, and a hundred and thirty-six, are declared to be respectively the

amount of the number of [elapsed] days added to past signs
; or to the residue

of them; or to the sum of these two; or amount of the sum of the two: tell

me the number of days in the several instances.

Here the residue of lunar revolutions is, as before, yaS ca\S7, This?,

multiplied by twelve, becomes ya 60 ca 1644. Subtracting from it, the

residue of signs denoted by nilaca^ and dividing by the divisor, and adding

the number of [elapsed] days, the result is ya 197 ca J644 n\ 1 . It is equal

,

Tst

to forty-six. Statement of the two sides of equation reduced to a like

denomination, ya 197 ca 1644 m l ru 0 Equal subtraction being made,
yaO caO niO ru 6302

the value oiy&vat-t&vat is ca 1644 ni\ ru 6302. Here the arbitrary value
~ (ya) 197

“ Degrees, minutes, or seconds.
,

Com.
* Ai four problems were proposed in the preceding passage, (Question 18,) so are four to bt

here understood for finding the number of [elapsed] days from tbe number of days added to past

signs; or added to the residue of them; or to the total of these [signs and residue]; or from the

sum of these two. And, as four problems were proposed in the foregoing passage, (Question ip,}

so are four to be inferred for finding the same from tbe number of days, less the past signs, and so

forth. Thus the problems are eight. In like manner, from past degrees and their residue; from

past minutes and their residue ; from past seconds and their residue ; eight problems, in each in-

stance, are to be deduced : and as many in each case of past exceeding months, and deficient days,

and the residues. Com.
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of niiaca is assumed such, that no defect may ensue: say ISI. This is resi-

due of si^ns. Multiplying by it [the coefficient of] niiaca, and adding [the

product] to the absolute number, the pulverizer is deduced. 1 : it is the value

of tdiaca; tjiat is, the past revolutions. The quotient is the value ol y&cat-

t6vat, and is the number of [elapsed] days, 41.

In the second example, multiplying by twelve the residue of revolutions,

subtracting signs multiplied by their ejivisor, the residue of signs is obtained

ya60 ca 1644 ni 137. Adding to this the number of [elapsctl] days, and

making the sum equal to one hundred and seventy-two, the statement of the

equation is ya6l ca 1644 ni 137 r«0 Subtraction being made and the

yaO caO niO rw 172

value of niiaca being assumed five, the pulverizer is deduced, 1. .It is the

value of cdlaca. The quotient is the value ofydvat-tdvat; and is the num-

ber of [elapsed] days, 41.

In the third example, past signs arc yaCO calSU nij^ Adding residue

137

of signs, the sum is va60 cn 1644 «n86 ;
to which adding the number of

* 137
. . , 1

[elapsed] days, the result is ya 197 ca 1644 «1 136. '1 his 's «!>'“ ^

137 '
.

.

dred and seventy-seven [to be] reduced to a common denomination. Puttm

131 for the value of niiaca, and by means of the pulverizer, the nuiiibt

example, the sum of ^st signs and rcsid^ »

«/i60 ca 1644 >>1136. It is equal to a hundred and twenty six [
o

reduced t^the like denomination. With this value of niiaca 131, the mul.

• 1- • 11 roi\ o The (luotieiit is the number ot days, 41- Oi cist 17 .

tS » .0 i. ...e of - ««

'"when the number of days less the [complete] signs is given, 'vjiat is the

, Thcnun.bcr of le«
S c,«.l to .
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hundfcd and twenty-four.‘ Nilaca being asaunaed seventeen, the multiplier

is deduced 4 ; and the quotient 135r It is the number days.

In the second example, residue of signs yn 60 cn 16^ nl 13,7. Sub-
tracting this from the number ofdays, the remainder is ya 59 en 1644 nl 137.

It is equal to a hundred and eight. Eleven* being put for t^laca, the multi-

plier comes out 4; and the quotient 135. This is the number of [elapsed]

days.

In the third example, sum of past signs and residueyn 60 ca ni 136._ _ i_

The number of days, less that, is yfl77 ca 1644 ni 136. It is equal to a

137

hundred'and seven. being assumed seventeen, the multiplier comes
out 4; and the quotient, or number of days, 135.

In the fourth example, past signs yadO eg 1644 nil. Residue of sighs,

157

ni 1. Difference of these reduced to like denominators, ya60 Cfll644 wiisk

137
’

It is equal to six. Subtraction being made on both sides, and seventeen’

being arbitrarily put for niiacaj the multiplier is found 4; and the quotient,

or number of days, 135.

Next, from the sum of past degrees and number of [elapsed] days, [the •

elapsed time is to be sought]. Here, as befote, the residue of signs is

ya60 ca 1644 ni 137. Mnltiplying this by thirty, subtracting residue of

degrees put equal to pitaca, and dividing by the divisw, the quotient is past

degrees, which thus come out ya 1800 ca 49520 ni 41I0 pi \. Thenum-
137

her of days being added, the sum is equal to 21, the assumed amount of

degrees and number of days. Subtraction being made on the two

sides of equation reduced to a common denominator, the result is

ca 49320 ni4110 pi I r«2877. Here substituting with four for nilaca,

' (ya) 1937

and with fifty-three for pitaca, and adding the values so raised to the absolute

number, the multiplier thence deduced is 0; and the quotient 10.

* This had not been previously proposed: probably from defect of the manuscript.

* Sic.
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The like process is to be followed, [for deducing the elapsed Ume] from
tlie sum of residues of degrees and number of [elapsed] days.
Nex^ the number ot days with past seconds is [given] twenty-two: what

ts ia this instance the number of elapsed days?‘ Here the number of days, is

put ya 1. Whence, as before, the residue of minutes, ya 208000
caii959^00 ni^moo pimo /o 13*7. This, multiplied by sixty, lessened
by subtraction of residue of seconds equal to haritaca, and divided by the
divisor, the quotient is seconds; which, added to tlic number of days, i.s

equal to the proposed twenty-two. Subtraction being made on tlic two .sides

of equation reduced to a like denominator, the value ofy</twr-/<Jiw/conw8 out
ca 177.552000 ni 1479g000 pt 493200 lo 8220 ha 1 rw 3014. Here,

yfl 6480137
^

^

substituting with four for with eleven for with twciity-three'for

lohitacay with ninety-six for haritaca, and adding the values so raised to the

absolute number, the additive becomes 64801370, Whence, as l)eforc, the

multiplier is found 0; and the quotient, or value of ydvat-tdvat^ 10. It is

the number of [elapsed] days. Subti acting this from twenty-two, the ro-

•mainder is the [past] seconds, 12.

A similar process is to be followed [for the elapsed time] from the sum of

residue of seconds and number of days.

Example : If the elapsed [portion of the] cycle, added to the past txcced*

ing months, be equal to three thousand, one hivndred and thirty-two, tell the

elapsed [portion of the] cycle.

Elapsed [part of the] cycle yc 1. Multiplied by the number o( exceeding

months in a yuga in least ternls, and divided by the solar days in ayuga dho

in least terms, the result is ya I. From this subtracting the residue uf <u’-

Isoo

ceeding months, ca 1, the remainder is [complete] exceeding inoutlis,

ya 1 ca \. Adding to this the elapsed [time of the] cycle, (ya l,)it becomes

1800

ya 1801 ca 1; and is equal to 3132. Subtraction being made on flic two

1800

sides of equation reduced to a like denominator, the multiplier comes out

* The preceding examples not being specifically proposed, like this instance, and the example of

minutes and their residue being omitted, the manuscript rnny be concluded lo be deficient.

z z2
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970; au4 the quotient, 3130. This is the elapsed [portion of the] yttga.

Subtracting it from three thousand, two hundred and thirty-twq, the re-

mainder is the number of past exceeding months, 2.

In like manner, find severally the elapsed [time of the] cycle from elapSed

time added to residue of exceeding months, and to the sum of the past ex-

ceeding months and their residue, and from the sum of [complete] exceeding

months and their residue. Four other problems arc likewise to be under-

stood for finding elapsed time from the difference between this and the.

complete exceeding months, and so forth.

Example: If the elapsed [portion of a] lunar added to the past [de-

ficient] days, be equal to one thousand, nine hundred and eighty-two, tell me

thd dapsed lunar time.

Number of lunar days, ya 1. Multiplied by fewer days in least terms,

and divided by lunar days also in least terms, the result is ya 7. Subtracting

~555

the residue offewer days, for which put c&laca 1, tho remainder is the num-

ber offexver days complete, ya7 cai. This, added to the number of lunar

555

days, ya 562 ca 1, is equal to one tliousand, nine hundred and eighty-two

55

(1982). Subtraction being made on the two sides of equation reduced to

like denominators, the multiplier, or value of calaca, is found 386; it is the

residue offtwer days. The quotient, or oiykcat-tdmt^ is 1958. It is

the number of [elapsed] lunar days.

In like manner other problems are to be understood.

56. Question 21. He, who tells the number of [elapsed] days, from the

residue of minutes added to the residue of degrees of the luminary, ‘ on a

Wednesday® [or any given! iday], or from their difference, is a person ac-

quainted with the pulverizer.

* £^ru, luminary, applied especially to the sun ; but here apparently intending any planet.

See the following problems, and the commentators remarks on Question S5.

* In this and several following instances, a day Is specified ; but no notice of this condition ^
taken in the example and its solution, until Question 23.
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Ewraple: Seeing the residue ofdegrees of the moon,* with the residueof
mmutes added thereto, equal to five hundred and thirty-six; or with that
subtracted from it, equal to three hundred and forty-four: tell the number
of ^ays.

Here the number of clays is put yal. This, multiplied by the revolution#
of the sun in least termS; and divided by the divisor, is ya 3. Subtracting

the number of days taken into the revolutions, the divisor taken into

the quotient® represented by cdlacOy the remainder is residue of degt^s,

ya 3 ca logd. Hence, as before, the residue of degrees is found ya 1080

ca 394560 m 32880 pi IO96. This is reserved;, and multiplying it by

sixty, dividing by the divisor, subtracting the divisor taken into the efuotient^

represented by IdhitacOy the remainder is the residue of degrees, ya 64800

ca 23673600 711 1972800 pi 6576b lo 1096. Thus the sum of these resi-

dues of degreesand minutes Inya 65880 cci 24068160 nl 2005080 pS 66856

lo 1096. It is equal to 536. Subtraction being made, the value n\laca is

assumed, rw I; that pitaca^ 10; of Idhitacay 24; and multiplying the

[coefficients of] those by their values, [as assumed,] and adding the products

to absolute number, the amount of the absolute number becomes 2701080^.

Whence, as before, the multiplier is found 0 ;
and the cjMoticnt, or number of

clays, 41.

The difference between the residues ofdegrees and of minutes kya 63740

ca 23279040 ni 1939920 pi 64664 /o 1096. Pt is equal to 344. Subtrac-

tion being made, and putting the same values for nildca and the rest, the

multiplier conies out, as before, 0; and the quotient, or value of ythat^

idvaty 41 . It is the number of days.

Or what occasion is there for this trouble? yivat-tivat for the re-

sidue ofdegrees, and multiplying by sixty, divide by the divisor. Subtrac-

ting from it the divisor taken into the quotient* represented by c/tlacOy the

remainder is residue of minutes. Then making the sum of residues of mi-

nutes and degrees equal to the proposed sum, and, equal subtraction being

made, the value of yAvat-tdvat, which comes out, is the residue of degrees

,

from which, as before, the number of [elapsed] days is to be inferred.

Or else, finding the residue of degrees, and that of minutes, a# arising for

• So the original. But the example is wrought a» tu iniUncc of the wn,

* Exclusive of the fractional reiitiue.
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op9 day^ and Uking their sum and their difference, the number of [elapsed]

days is to be found by the constant pulveriser thence deduced.

In like manner [the modes of solution] are manifold. ‘ *

57. Question J2. When is the residue of degrees of the sun, with three

added, equal to the residue of minutes, on a Wednesday? or with six, seven,

or eight, subtracted? Solving [the problem], within a year [the proficient is]

a mathematician. .

. ^ ,

Here sun is indefinite; and tlie question extends tlierefore to any given

planet. In tins place an instance of the moon is exhibited. It is as follows.

Value of the number; of days, ya 1. Whence the residue of degrees of the

moon, ,90 1800 ca493sb ni 4110 pi 137. So the residue of minutes is

tllis,ya 108000 co 295^00 S46600 pi 8220 /o 137. Here the.residue

.of degrees, with three added, is equal to the residue of minutes. Subtrac-

tionheing made on both sides, and with two put for nUaca, thirteen for

pitaca, and thirty-four for Idhifaca, the multiplier is brought out, value of

cdlaca, A ; and the quotient, value of ytivat-idvaf, 53. The value of c^/aca

is the complete revolutions; that of«i/aca, the past signs; that of pitaca^ thfe

deuces; and that ofUhitaca, the minutes.

In like manner, making the residue of degrees less six, or that residue less

seven, or the same less eight, equal to the residue of minutes, the number of.

[elapsed] days is to be found, as before.

58. Question 23. When is the residue of d^rees of the sun equal to the

[complete] degrees ; or the residue of minutes, to the minutes, on a given

day? Solving [this problem] within a year [the proficient is] a matheina*

ticiam

Here also sun is indefinite, and intends any planet. Therefore the residue

of degrees of the moon is taken, ya 1800 ca 49320 ni 4^ 10 pi 137. This

is equal to the complete degrees, the value of which is represented by pitaca.

Subtraction being made, and with ten put for nilaca, and ten for pitaca^ the

multiplier comes out 1 , and the quotient 5 1 . This is the number of[elapsed]

days.

With thjs number of days, the residue of degrees of the moon is equal to

the complete degrees.

In the very same manner, residue of minutes of the moon, ya 108000
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mgm ni 246600 pi 8220 lo 137. This is equal to the complete

minutes,^ the value of which is represented by Uhitaca. Subtraction bein»
made on the two sides of the equation, and with nine for nilaca, eleven for
pl^aca, and ten for Idhitaca, the multiplier comes out 4; and the quotient the
value of the number of days, 131. To find for the given day, the given
multiple of the divisor is to be added.

Or what occasion is there for the trouble of supposing [values of] colours?
ydvaMdvai for the residue of degrees; and from that multiplied by

thirty and divided by the divisor, subtracting the quotient* represented by
cdlacay taken into its divisor, the remainder is residue of degrees. Making
it equal to degrees, equal subtraction is then to be made; whence the value
Df ydvat-tdvat is brought out. It is the residue of degrees; from uliidi, as

betbre, the number of [elapsed] days is to be deduced.

59 . Question 24. Residue offewer days, with a given quantity added or

subtracted, or residue of' more months, with the like, is equal to fewer days;

or to more months. Solving [this problem] within a year [the proficient is] a

iliathematician.

It is as follows. Elapsed [portion of the] yuga 1. Multiplied by exceed-

ing months in least terms, and divided by solar days also in least terms, and

.the quotient lessened by subtraction of c/t/aca icprcsenting the complete f,r-

ceeding months, the result hya 1 ca 1080. It is the residue of exceeding

months, and is equal to cdlaca. Whence the mukiplicr comes but 1, and the

quotient 1081. This is the elapsed [portion of the] yuga.

Or equal to c&laca with five added. The quotient, which ii the elapsed

yuga, comes out 1086.

In the question relating tofeu^er days, the elapsed [portion of tlicjyrigii is

ya 1. This, multiplied by d^icien/ days in le^t terms, and divided by lunar

days, and lessenell by subtraction of the divisor taken into cd/aca put for the

quotient/ the result is ya 7 ca 555. This is equal to cdlaca. The multi-^

plier thus comes out 7 ;
and the quotient, thc’valuc of ydvat-tdvat, 556. It

is the elapsed lunar yuga.

Or equal to cdlaca, with three added; the multiplier comes out 6; and

the quotient, or elapsed ywgfl, 477.

' Exclusive ofthe fractional residuf*
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Or equal to c&laca, less two, the luultiftHer is found 3; and the quotient,

or elapsed S38.

60. Question fij. The sun’s* divisor in least terms, multiplied by seventy,

and lessened by the residue of degrees,* is exactly divisible by a myriad.

Solving [this problem] within a year [the proficient is] a mathematician.

Here the sun’s divisor in least terms is 1096. This, multiplied by seventy,

is 76780. “ Lessened by the residue of degrees the value of residue of de-

grees is put yd I ; less that, isya 1 ru 76780. This divided by a myriad is

exact Statementyd 1 ru 76780. The value of the quotient is put cAlaca 1.

10000

Making this taken into the divisor equal to the dividend, and equal subtrao

tlon being then made, the result is ca lodoo ru 76720. The pulverizer—
comes out 1. It is the multiplier, and the value of ydvat-t&vat is 76720.

This is the residue of degrees: whence the number of [elapsed] days is de-

duced, 95 .

Abridging by eighty, it is found by means of the constant pulverizer.

This is to be variously illustrated by example.

* Sun CbhSnuJ ii hnre liiddfinite; and intends planets generally.

* This Is indefinite, Residue revolutions, and the like, is intended.

Cow.

Com,.
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SECTION VI

EQUATION INVOLVING A FACTUM.

6l. Rule
: § 36. The [product of] multiplication of tlic factum and abso-

lute number, added to the product of the [coefficients of the] unknown, is

divided by an arbitrarily assumed quantity. Of the arbitrary divisor and

, tlie quotient, whichever is greatest is to be added to the least [co#;fficicnt],

and the least to the greatest. The two [sums] divided by the [coefficient

of the] factum are reversed.

62. Question 26. From the product of signs and degrees ot the sun,

subtracting thrice the signs and four times tlie degree.s, and seeing ninety

•[for the remainder, find the place of] the sun. Solving [this pvoblen\]

within a year [the proficient is] a mathematician.

Signs of the simt/a 1. Degrees ca 1 . Their product j/a.ca bh I. Siib-^

tracting from this thrice the signs and four times the degrees, the result is

jfa.ca bh\ ya 3 ca 4. It is equal to ninety. Subtraction being made, see

the result; ya 5 ca^ ru 30 Here the multiplication of the [coefficient of

ya . ca bh 1

the] factum and absolute number is 90. With the product [of the coc i-

In an example, in which a factum arises from the multiplication of two or of more colow,

having made two sides equal, and Uking the factum from one side, subtract the absolute number

together with the [single] colour* from (he other. The equation so standbig, the rule u^es effect.

The multiplication* of absolute number by the coefficient of ibe factum is termed mull.pl.c.uon

of the factum and absolute number. That, together with the product of the two unknown. .. to

i. » .k. ..1..

Thence the rest ii to be done as above directed.

3 A
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cients] of the unknown, namely 12, added, it becomes 102. Divided brthe
assumed number 17,

the quotient is It is “ least j” and to it is added the
greater coefficient 4, making 10. The « greater” is 17; to which the least
coefficient 3 is added, making 20. These, divided by the [coefficient of the]
factum [viz. 1], become values of ykoat-tkoat and c&laca, 10 and 20. Signs
of the sui\ 10 ; degrees 20. Its degrees [320], multiplied by the divisor in
least terms, namely IQ96.

(making 350720,) and divided by the degrees in a
revolution [360], yield as product the residue of revolutions. With unity
added, tliat residue is 975. Whence, as before directed, the number of
[elapsed] days is to be found, 325.

63—64. Rule :• § 37—38. With the exception of one selected colour; put
“

arbitrary values for the rest of those, the product of which is the factum.
The sum of the products of the [coefficients of] colours by tiiose [assumed
values] IS absolute number. The product of the assumed values of colours
and [coefficient of] the factum is coefficient* of the selected colour. Thus
the solution is effected without an equation of the factum. What occasion
then is there for it?

Here the foregoing example (Qu. 2^serves. As before, having done as
directed, the two sides of equation become ya 3 ca 4, ru 90 Reserving

ya.ca bh \

y&oat-t&oat, which is selected, an arbitrary value is put for calaca 20. Thu
co^cientof c&laca, multip«ed by that, is 80; added to absolute number,
this becomes 570. Now the coefficient of the factum (1), multiplied by
cdlaca, becomes coefficient ofy&vat-t&vat, 20. Statement of the two sides of
equation thus prepared, ya. 3 ru I70 Proceeding by a former rule (4 32)

yaZO
the value ofy&cat-t&oat comes out 10.

V . . j ,

* Haying thus set forth the [solution of a] factum according to the doctrine of others, the author
ilbw dehrers his own method with a censure on the other. Com.

• number : meaning coefficient usually expressed by anca, figure.
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SECTION VII.

SQUARE AFFECTED BY COEFFICIENT.
•

6$—66. Ri/tE
: § 39—40. A root [is set down] two-fold ; and [nnotlicr,

deduced] from tiie assumdl square multiplied by the multiplier, and in-
creased or diminished by a quantity assumed. The product of U»e first

[pair], taken into the multiplier, with the product o,f tlic last [pair] added, is

a ‘last root.' fhe sum of the products ofoblique multiplication is ii“ first”

loot. The additive is the product ot the like additive or subtractive quan-
tities. The roots [so found], di\’ided by the [original] additive or subtractive

quantity, are [roots answering] for additive unity.*

Tlie terms familiarly used for ibo practico of solution of problems undor tliU head are her*

explained : viz.

Caniskt'haot 6dya (yada or mtUa) least or first rootj that quantity, of which the square multi-

plied by the given multiplicator and having the given addend added, or subtrahend lubO’aetfdi in

capable of affording an exact square root.

• JvhhVha or antya (pada or miila) greatest or last root : the square-root which is extracted from

thfc quantity so operated upon.

PracrUit the multiplier [the coefficient of the first square],

ahipticdf chiptiy additive, or addend : the quantity to be added to the square of the UsMt

root multiplied by the multiplicator, to render it capable of yielding on exact squoro-rooU

Sod'hacat subtractive, or subtrahend : the quantity to be subtracted for the like purpose.

Tldvartaca^ the quantity assumed for the purpose of the operation.

Apatartay abridger, common measure : the divisor, which is assumed for both or either of the

quantities.

Vajra-bad'hay forketl or oblique [that is, cross] multiplication. Sec Vfj.-gan. ^ 77. Com,

* The root of any square quantity is to be set down twice ; that is, being repeated, the second

is to be put under the first. These two arc “ least” roots^ Then multiplying by the multiplicator*

the square of the least” root, consider what quantity, added or subtracted, will render it capable of

yiolding an exact root. The quantity, of which the addition effects that, it
**

additive.” That,

of which the subtraction effects it, is “ subtractive.” So doing, the root, which is afforded, ir

“ greatest” root. This also is to be set down in two places, in front ofihe “ least” roots. Being so

arranged, the product of the two least roots multiplied by (he multiplicator, with the pnxluct

of the two greatest, is a “ greatest” root. That is to say, it is so by composition. The product

of multiplication crosswise, or obliquely, like forked or crossing ligliUiing, is product of oblique

inulliplication. That is, the least and greatest roots arc twice multiplied cornerwise. The

3 A 2
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67 . Question 27. Making the square of the residue of signs and •mi-

nutes on a Wednesday, multiplied by ninety-two and eighty-three respec-

tively, with one added to the product, [afford, in each instance] an exact

square, [a person solving this problem] within a year [is] a mathematician. *

Here the assumed square is put 1 . Its root is least’* root. Set down
twice, L 1 Again the same square, multiplied by ninety-two, and having

L 1
•

eight added [to make it yield a square-root], amounts to 100: the root

which is ‘‘ greatest,” 10. Statement of them in order L 1 G 10 A 8 Then,
Ll G 10 A

8

proceeding by the rule (the product of the first taken into the multiplier, &c.

§ 89—4P) the least” anti greatest” roots for additive sixty-four are fpund*

L (20 G 192 A 64. By the concluding part of the rule (§ 40) the least” and

greatest” roots for additive unity come out L f G 24 A 1 . Again, from this,

by the combination of like ones, other least aitd greatest roots are brought out

L 120 G 1 151 A 1. Here the “ least” root is residue of degrees. Whence,

as before, the number of [elapsed] days is deduced, 65 .

In the second example, the square assumed is 1. Its square-root is

least” root, 1. From the assumed square, multiplied by eighty-three, and

lessened by subtraction of two, the square-root extracted is greatest,” 9 .

Proceeding by the rule (§ 39)) the ‘‘ greatest” root comes out, ld4 ;
and by the

sequel of it (§40), the least” root, 18; and these, divided by the sub-

tractive, namely 2, becom^ roots for additive unity, L 9 G 82 Al. The
“ least” is residue of minutes: whence, as before, the number of{elapsed] days

is found, 22.

Rule
: § 41 Putting severally the roots for additive unity under roots

for the given additive or subtractive, last” and ‘‘ first” roots [thence deduced

by composition] serve for the given additive or subtractive.*^

of these two products is a “ least’' root by composition. But the additive by composition

amount! to the product of the two like additives or subtractives. Then the least and greatest roots,

80 denved from composition, being divided by the number of the [original] additive, or by that of

the subtractive, arc roots serving when unity is the additive. Com.

’ When the additive is many [i. e. more than unity].
^

Com.

^ Under least and greatest roots, which serve for the given additive or subtractive, are to be

placed least and greatest roots serving for additive unity;. then the roots, which are found by the

foregoing rule (§ 39--40)) I'^ots which also serve for the same given additive or subtractive.

Com.
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An example will be given further on.'

thr^
additive is four, the square ofthe last root, less

tliree, temg halved and multiplied by the last, is a last root; and the square
ot the last root, less one, being divided by two and multiplied bv the firet, is

^ first root, [for additive unity].*
'

70. Question 28. Making the square of the residue of levolutions or the
hke, multiplied by three and having nine hundred addeil, an exacts(|uare ; or
having eight hundred subtracted

;
[a person solving this problem] within a

year [is] a mathematician.

Here the assumed square is put 4. Its root is a least root 2. Its .«iuarc 4,

multiplied by the coefficient 3, is 12 ; and with 4 addetl, Ifi. Its squili-e-

root is a greatest root, 4. L S, G 4. From this arc to be found roots for

additive unity. Here the last root is 4 : its square 16; le.ss three, 13; halved,

^ ;
multiplied by last root, 26 ; this is a last root for additive unity. AgJiin,

square of the last root, 16 ; less one, 15 ;
divided by two, multiplied by

the first root, gives a first root, 15. The meaning of the rest of the question

is shown [farther on].*

71. Rule:^ § 43. When four is subtractive, the square of the last root h
twice set down, having three added in one instance and one in the other

:

* See Qu. 32.

* Under the rule “ A root is set down twofold/' &c. 39)i if four be the oddilivc, then ihc

[original] last root being squared, and lessened by ibree, the half of the remainder, muiliplied by iho

last root, i.s a last root, answering, however, to additive unity. Agoin, the square of the [original]

last root, lessened by one, divided by two, and multiplied by least root, is a least root, the addilivo

being unity. Com.

^SeeQu. 32.
*

* Rule to find roots answering for additive unity, from rooti which serve when four if lubtraciiTe*

« Com. .

Of least and greatest roots serving when four is subtractive, the square of “ Itfl" root is twice

set down, having three added in the one instance, and one trdded in the other. Tlic moiety of (he

product of those reserved quantities is also to be twice act down, having one subtractciJ In the one

instance, and aa it stood in the other. That which is diminished by one, is next ** multiplied by

the former less one;" that is to say, multiplied by the square of “ last" root [having three added)

less one. So doing, the result is “ greatest" root for unity additive. The moiety of the product,

which was set down as it stood, being multiplied by the product of least and “ greatest roots, is

least" root for additive unity.
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half the product of these sums is set apart; and the same less one> This,

multiplied by the former less one, is “ last” root. The other, multiplied by

the product of the roots, is “ first” root answering to that “ last.”

t

72. Question 29. The square of residue of exceeding months, multi-

plied by thirteen, and having three Imndred added, or the cube of three sub-^

tracted, affords an exact square. person solving [this problem] is a

mathematician-
. ^

Here the assumed square is put 1. Its root is 1 : it is a least I’oot. The

squaieof this multiplied by thirteen, and lessened by foun, is g. Root of the

remainder 3 : a greatest root is thus found. From: these least and greatest

roots, L I Q 5, roQts are to be found for additive unity. In this case,*the
*

last* root is 3: its square twh^e, 9 and; ft,*. wjtli three and one added, 12 and

10.' Again, half the product of those reserved quantities, 60: multiplied by

the product of the least and greatest roots, namely, 3, makes 180. The least

root is thus found. The purport of the rest of the question is shown further

on.*

73. Rule:* § 44. If a square be the multiplier, the additive [or subtractive]

divided by any [assumed] number, and having it added and subtracted, and

being then [in botli instances] halved; the first is'a last’' root; and the last,

divided by the square-root of the multiplier, is a “ first.

^

* t
"

1 74. Question 30. The square of a rC.^?du6 of revolutions, or the Tike,

multiplied by four, and having sixty-five added, or having sixty subtracted,

is a square. Solving [this problem] within a year [the proficient is] a mathe-

matician.

“ Something is here wanting n the MS. ^l£xJ0— x(3^4'3— )=s59x lli5=649:=:

(I80*xl3) + 1.

' See below.

’ To find roots, when the coefficient is an exact square. Com. .

When a square number is the multiplier, the additive must be divided by any number arbitra-

rily put. The quotient must then have the same assumed number added in one place and sub^

tracted in another. Having thus formed two terms, halve them both. The first of these moieties

is greatest’' root. The second, divided by the square-root of the multiplier, is “ least” root. Com.

In one case, however, the first of the moieties, divided by the square-root of the coefficient, is

least” root, and the second is “ greatesr root j as is remarked under the following example.
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Statement: Multiplier 4. Additive 65. Here the additive divided by an

arbitrarily assumed number, 5, is 13. Tliis, increased and lessened by the

assumefl number, becomes 1 8 and 8. The halfof the first of these is “ greatest"

rpot, 9. The moiety of the second, divided by the root of the multiplier, 2,

gives the “ least” root, 2.

Statement of the second example: Multiplier 4. Additive O'O. “Additive”

i^^^he rule (§ 44) is indefinite and intends subtractive also. Here let the

assumed number be 2. By this, the subtractive, namely, 60, being dividctl,

makes 30. This, with the assumed number added and subtracted, gives 3t

and 28: the moieties of which arc 16 and 14. Thp text expresses “ the first

•= is a last root,'’(§ 44): but that is a part only of the rule. The sceoncl then is

“ greatest” root, 1 4. The first, divided by the square-root of the multiplier, is

the “ least” root, 8.

75. Rule: §45. If the multiplier be [exactly] divided by a square, the

first root is [to be] divided by tltc sejuare-root of the divisor.'

Question 31. The square of a residue of dejicitnt days, being mul-

tiplied by twelve, and having a hundreil added, or liavjng three subtracter!, is

a square. Solving [this prolilcm] within a year [the proficient is] a matlic-

matician.

Here multiplier 12, divided by the sriuarc 4,.yields 3. Hence, least and

greatest roots answering to additive a huiulrcd arc deduced, 10 and SO.

The least root, 10, being divided by the square-root of that square, gives the

“ least” root for the multiplier twelve, viz. 5. Thence, as before, the clapsetl

[portion ofj yuga is 793. The “ greatest” root is the same, 20.
•

In the second example, the least and greatest roots, as ioiiiul for a multi-

plier divided by the square number, arc 2 and 3; for subtractive three.

The first, divided by the square-root of that square, is the “ least” root, 1 ;
the

“ greatest” is the same 3; for the multiplier twelve. Here the “ least” root

is the residue of de^cient days.

mulliplied by the square-root of that square, is the east roo
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Rule: [45 completed.] If tffe additive be exactly divisible by a square,

the roots must be multiplied by the square-root of the divisor.'

77. Question 32. The square of residue of revolutions, or the likc^

multiplied by three, and having nine hundred added, or eight hundred sub-

tracted, is a square. Solving [this problem] within a year [the proficient is]

a mathematician.

Statement: Multipliers. Additive pOO. Here the additive is divided by

the square number poo ; and the quotient is 1: whence the “least” and

“greatest” roots are deduced, 1 and 2. These, multiplied by the square-root

of the abridging divisor, namely, 30, become the “ least” and “ greatest” roots

for the additive nine hundred, 30 and 60.

Statement for the second example: Multiplier 3. Subtractive 800. Here

the subtractive, being divided by four hundred, becomes 2. Whence “ least”

and “ greatest” roots are deduced, 1 and 1. These, multiplied by twenty, are

20 and 20,“ least” and “ greatest” roots serving for subtractive eight hundred.

In any instance, where the additive is exactly divisible by a square, the least

and greatest roots, which are thence deduced, being multiplied by the square-

root of the abridging divisor, become roots adapted to that additive or sub-

tractive. And further, by composition of the roots so found for the given

additive, with roots serving for additive unity, other roots are derived for tl)e

same additive. For instance, L 30 G 60 A pOO By the preceding rules

L 1 G 2 A 1

(§3P—40 and 41) other “least” and “greatest” roots are here found, 120

and ’2 10. So in all similar cases.

78. Rule: To find a quantity such, that, being severally multiplied by

two multipliers, and having unity added in each instance,® both sums may

^ord square roots: § 46. The sum of the multiplier, being multiplied by

* If the additive can bo abridged by any square, devising least and greatest roots a* before, for the

abridged additive, both being then multiplied by the square-root of the abridging divisor of the ad-

ditive, become adapted to their proper additive. '

^

Of course, if the additive be raised by multiplication by any square multiplier, the least and

greatest roots, which are thence deduced, roust be divided by the square-root of the additive’s mul-

tiplier, and thus become least and greatest roots adapted to their proper additive. Com.
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and divided by the square of their difference, is the quantity [sought].

r^’ K
of seconds of the moon, severally nmlti-

p le y seventeen, and by thirteen, and having one added, [becopies in both
instances] a square. Solving [this psoblcm] within a year [the proficient is]
c ’nathematician.

' '

' Here the multipliers are 17 and 13. Their sum 30: multiplied by eight.
240. Difference of the multipliers 4; its square 16. Quotient of the divi-
sion, 15: it^is the number [sought]; and it is the residue of the seconds of
the moou. >

To find the roots: multipliers 1 7, 13; multiplied by tliree, 51, 39: added
to the reciprocals, 56, 64. Divided by the difference of the multipliers 4, the
roots come out 14, Iff.

80. Rule: §47. A square, with another square added and subtracted,
being multiplied by the quotient of the sum of that sum and difl’ercncc

divided by the square of half their difference, proiluccs numbers, of which
both the sum and difference arc squares; as also the-product with oneaddtti
to it.*

SI. Question 34. The residue of minute of the sun on Wednesday,
having the residue of seconds on Thursday added and subtracted, yields in

both instances an exact square; and so docs the product with one added. A
person solving [this problem] within a year is a mathematician.

Here let an assumed square be Iff; with another square, as 4, added and

The proposed rflultipliers arc to be added together: and the sum, being multiplied by eight,

and divided by the square of the difference of rheso multipliers, is the quantity [sought]. How are

the roots found ? The author proceeds to reply : muHiplying the moitiplitMi severally by three,

^d to the two products the opposite multiplier respectively. Then dividing by the dinerence of

the multipliers, the quotients are the roots. • Com.
* Some square of an arbitrary number is to be set down; and the square of another arbitrary

nuinber is to be added in one place and subtracted in another. The sum of these two quantities it

divided by the square of half their difference : the quotient is their multiplier. Multiplied by it,

they are the numbers sought : of which if the sum be taken, it is a square
;

if the difference, it

also is square i if the product with unity added, this again is square. Com.

3 B
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sut^i^cted, 9̂ ai^ Id : sum of 39. Divided by the square of half the

dilfer^ce of these quantities, namely 16, the quotient is their multiplier, 9 .

Multiplied by it, the two quantities come out 40, d4. The first is residue of

minutes of the sun, 40. Hence, as before, the number of [elapsed] days is

d^ced, 3385. The second is residue of seconds of the sun, d4: whence the

number of ‘days, 97 . " Adding five times the divisor, 5480, the number of

[elapised] days on Thursday comes out 5509* So, by virtue of suppositions,

manifold answers may be obtained.

8d. Rule : To find a quantity, such, that having two given numbers'

added, or else subtracted, the results may be exact squares: § 48. The dif-

ference of the numbers, by addition or subtraction of which the quantity be-

comes a square, is divided by an arbitrary number and has it added or sub-

tracted: the square of half the result, having the greater number added or

subtracted, is the quantity which answei^s in the case of addition or sub-

traction.^

\y 83. Question 35. Making the residue of minutes of the sun on a Wed-

nesday, with the addition of twelve and of sixty-three, and with the subtrac-

tion of sixty and of eight, an exact square; [the proficient solving the pro-

blem] within a year is a mathematician.

Two questions are here proposed. The numbers, which are to be added to

the quantity, are separated, 3, 63. Their difference, 51; divided by an

arbitrary number, as 3, gives 17; with the same added, since addition is in

question, the sum is 20: its moiety, 10; the square of which is 100. The

greater of the two additive quantities is 63. Subtracting this, the result is

* Of the two quantities, the addition of which makes the quantity in question an exact square, or

tite subtraction of which does so, the difference is in every case to be taken. This step is common

to );^th methods. Dividing the difference then by an arbitrary number; the quotient must have

added iq it the same arbitrary number ; if addition were given by the question : but, if subtraction

were so, the s^e quotient must bare the arbitrary number subtracted. Then the quantity result-

ing in either case is to be halved ; and the half, to be squared, [From which subtracting the

greater number, the remainder is the quantity which answers*] if the condition were addition :

but, if it were subtraction, the square of the moiety appertaining to the case being added to the

greater number) the.sum is the quantity sought. Coii.

* The original if deficient : but may be tbu« fupplied from comparison oltbt tcib and of tbe tlample m wroogbt.
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thp quantity sought, S7. With either twelve or axty-thiec added, it is an
exact square.

In the example of subtraction; the two numbm which are to be sub-
tracted to make a square, are 60

, 8* Their difference, divided by an arbi-

trary number, namely two, yields 26 : less the arbitrary number, leaves 24 :

its moiety 12 ; the square of which is 144. Here the greateVof the two
subtractive quantities is 60 . This ^ded to the square is 204* It is the

quantity, which lessened by sixty, affords a square root; or by eight It is

the residue of minutes of the sun. Hence, as before, the number of [elapsed]

days on Wednesday, is to be deduced.

In like manner, by virtue of suppositions, manifold answers may be ob-

tained. 1
.

'
•

84. Rule
:
§49. The sum of the numbers, the addition and subtraction of

which makes the quantity a square, being divided by an arbitrarily assumed

number, has that assumed number taken from the quotient : the square of

half the remainder, with the subtractive number added to it, is the quantity

[sought].*

'^5 . Question s6.h ^Waking the residue of seconds of the sun on Wed-

nesday, witli ninety-three added, or with sixty-scvfii subtracted, an exact

square, [a proficient solving this problem] within a year [is] a matlicmati-

cian.

Here the subtractive number is 67 ;
the additive number, 93 ; their sum,

160 : divided by an assumed number 4, makes 40: less the assumed number,

leaves 36 ;
the half of which is 18 : its square, 324 : added to the subtractive

quantity 67 ,
the quantity is found 39 H is the residue of seconds of the

sun.

I

86 . Question 37 . Making the residue of seconds of the sun on Thurs-

day lessened and then multiplied by five,, an exact square, or by ten, [the

proficient solving this problem] within a year [is] a mathematician.

* If a pair of quantities equal or unequal be given such, that a quantity, which lenenod by the

fSrsC, is an exact square, is also a square when increased by the second ;
then the two proposed

quaiitities arc to be added together; and their sum is to be divided by some arbitrary number.

From the quotient subtracting the same arbitrary number, the half of the remainder is taken: and

the square of that moiety, added to the number the subtraction of which renden the quantity in

question a square, is in every case the quantity sought. Cox.

3 B 2
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Thi« comprisea two examples. In the first, let residue of seconds be 1.

This less five Uya\ ru 5; and then multiplied by five, ya 5 ru 25* It is a

square. Put it equal to the square of the arbitrary number ten ; and from •

this equation a value ofy&oaM&vat is obtained, 25. Or by equating it with

the square of five, the value ofy&oaM&oat comes out 10. This is‘a rcsidfie^

of seconds df the sun.

In the second example, the value ofResidue of seconds is put yhmt-t&vaty

ya\. This less ten, and multiplied by ten, becomes ya 10 ru 100. It is a

square. Put it equal to the square of ten arbitrarily assumed. By this

equation the value ofyieoai-td^at is brought out 2a It isresidue of seconds

of the sun.

By virtue of suppositions the answers are manifold.

87. Question 38. Making the residue of revolutions or the like of a

given object, lessened by ninety-two^ and multiplied by eighty-three, and

with unity added, an exact square, [the proficient solving this problem]

within a year [is] a mathematician.

Since the residues of revolutions or the like are many, put yuvat-tavat for •

the value of such residue
;
ya 1. This less 92 is ya 1 m 92. Multiplied by

eighty-^three, it isyaSA ru 7636* With one added, Ij^lcomcsya 83 rw 7635,

It iS; a square. Put it equal to the square of unity as an assumed number.

By this equation the value of ydvat t&vat comes out 92. Thus the residue^

of revolutions of some planetds found.

This also, by means of suppositions, admits^manifold solutions.
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SECTION VIIL

PROBLEMS.

88. QuEsifoN 39. From residue of seconds of the moon, finding resi-

due of minutes of the sun, or residue of degrees, or the mean place of the

4 proposed pRhiet, [a proficient solving this problem] witlnu a year [ib] a ma-

thematician. *

89. Question 40. From residue of seconds of Jupiter, find Mors; or

from residue of minutes of the moon, the sun; or from residue of revolutions

of the moon; [a proficient solving this problem] within a year [is] a mathc-

•matician.

90. Rule; § 50. The number of [elapsed] days deduced from the given

residue for the given plarfct, is added to a multiple of the divisor in days by

,
the elapsed [periods] in least terms. From thatithc residue for another

planet, or its place, [may be found].‘

%

Example : When the residue of degrees of the moon is equal to seven

thousand five hundred and twenty, tell me the mean [place of the] sun, if

thou be conversant with the pulverizer.

Residue of degrees 7520. Abridged by the common divisor of revolutions

of the moon and terrestrial days, namely 80, it is 94. For the residue of

* From the residue of revolutions or the like, as given,. relative to the proposed planet, the num-

ber of [elapsed] days is to be found, as before. It must be converted into the number of elapsed

days of the yuga. How? The rule proceeds to answ’er. The number of days, which comes out

by the pulverizer, must necessarily be short by the divisor in days : for it is the elapsed portion of

the present yuga of the planet. Therefore, whatever number of its yego# may be past, by that num-

ber ^ the elapsed periods in least numbers, multiply the divisor in days, and add the product; the

sum is the complete number of elapsed days from the beginning of the yugai. From that elapsed

time, by the [periodical] revolutions of the other planet and terrestrial days, find the residue of

revolutions and so forth. Or the mean [place of the] given pUncl may be deduced. Com.
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degrees of the moon, finding the constant pulverizer, the multiplier is 101.

Whence the number of [elapsed] days 41 . Here the number for the elapsed

periods of the moon in least terms is 7. The days in the divisor 137, mul-^

tiplied by that, are 9S9 : which, added to the number of elapsed days by the

pulverizer, 41, makes the elapsed [portion of the] yuga 1000. Hence ’thV

residue of^evolutions of the sun, 8080 ; from which the sun's place is to be

deduced, as before.

It is to be in like manner understood in all [similar] examples.

91 . Rule to find the time or number of days, after which the same resi-

dues of revolutions or the like of two planets, or of more, which occur on a

given dSy, will recur: § 51. « •

^he divisors in least terms are inverted.' The result being added to the

number of days, the residues [occur] again in that [time]. In the same man-

ner for three or more [planets]. Proceed as before for the given days.

Example: At the foregoing number of days, 41, the residues of revolur

tions of the sun and moon come out 123 and 68. When do the same resi-*

dues of revolutions occur again? To find this, the divisors of sun and moon

in least terms are taken IO96,
and 137« Their greatest common measure is

137. Abridged by this, the quotients are 8, and 1 : by which the divisors in *

least terms being multiplied become 1096 and 1096. With this, being tllfe

amount of the equal denominator, added to the number of days 41, the sum

is 1137; at which the residues are again the sartie. With this addition, the

number of elapsed days may be many ways [augmented].

In the same manner for three or more. The divisor for two planets is

1096 ;
that for a third, Mars, is 685. Their greatest common divisor 137

;

• Under the residues of involutions relative to the two planets, as deduced from the number of

lelapsed] days on the ^teft day, their respective divisor^ in least terms stand. Some common

"miomte of them is to be assumed by yrhich they may be reduced to (he lowest terms. Being di-

vided by that common measure, the quotients serve to multiply reciprocally thos« same divisors of

the planqts in least terms. This b^ing done the denominators are equal. Then add thatresblt

to the number of [elapsed] days ; and Uiesame residues of rcvoliftions or the like ait deduced from

the sum. It is so for two planets; aiid the method is precisely the same for three or more. ^Thus

the equal denominator asising from the divisors of three given planets is considered as one divisor;

and the third divisor of a planet, as the setoftd. From these, as before, an equal denertinator is to

be deduced. The same must be understood in regard to four or more*- Com.
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>yith which finding the quotients [8 and 5] and proceedipg as beibt^ the
result [5480] added to the number of days, 41, makes 55SI1, when the in-
dues ai% similar.

^
It must in like manner be understood for four or more planets.

Other examples are now propounded. ,

fig. Question 41. From residue of* fewer days, making out the number
'

ofc [elapsed] days, and the mean or the true [places of] sun and moon, and

the lunar day s\^d the planet, [a proficient solving these problems] within a

year is a mathematician.

Here are^five qu(,‘stions. Thd solution of tl»em is delivered ,in four

^couplets.

93

—

96. Rule: § 52—55. Residue ofJaver days for a single clay, being

multiplied by some (juantity and lessened by unity or by revolutions of sun

or of moon, is exhausted being divided by terrestrial days
;
or lessened by

unity [and divided] by lunar. The rule is as follows;*

• These problems arc relative to the planetary revolutions as taught in the author’s own astro-

nomical course. He has, therefore, here specified the constant pulverisers adupied to them. To

propound which this first rule is delivered. Its meaning then is this The residue of/rteer days

(tftrrestrial than lunar)for a single day, abridged by its own divisor, being multiplied by some num-

ber, and having then unity subtracted, is exactly divisible by tdsrestrial days reduced to least terms

by the divisor offewer days. This rule, for finding a multiplier and divisor to deduce the number

of [elapsed] days from the residue of fewer days, is as here follows in the second and sutcemling

couplets (§ 53—55); including the finding of revolutions. Kesidue of /rwer days, as proposed m

the problem, end reduced to least terms, being multiplied by 108*55 and divided by 3505*81, the

remainder of the division is the number of [elapsed] days. From that number, the mean places of

sun and moon are to be found ; and then to be converted into the apparent planets: whence the

lunar days ; and fron^thtee the planet sought it to be deduced. Thus the tolufion of all the pio-

blemt is efifccted. Nevertheless [a direct method of] finding the residue of the tun'* revolutiaos it

taught by the third couplet^ 54). The proposed residue pf/eicerdayain least terms, being mullin

plied by 32*962* and divided by 3506*81, the remainder of the division it retidne of tun’s revolu.

tioot : whence the tun, as before. In like manner the finding of the nuinber of [elapsed] days being

effected, the deducing oflunar days was alto accomplished : the author shows bow to find the am*

by anather [and direct] method, in the fourth couplet (4 56). The residue o( fewer days for !»•

given time being in least terras, and multiplied by 1 10179 .nd divided by 3562220, the remahtder

of the division is lunar days : under which is the fraction of such days. For the bouiM^te^

&c. under days, which are quoUent of residue oi fewer days divitkd by teriatnal days, acomfang
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' The [proposeiJ] residue of fewer days [in lestet terms] being multiypTKwhy

a hundred and eight thousand, four hundred and fifty-five, and divided by

three millions,„five hundred ^d six thousand, fonr hundred and ejgh<y-one,

'

the remainder is the number of elapsed days,
^

, _ . ,

'

. „

.

The proposed residue of fewer days [jn least terms] being niultiplied

by three millions, two hundred and forty-nine thousand, six hundred and

' twentydbur, and divided by three millions,
.
fiyc; hundred and six thousand,

four-hundred and eighty-one, the reminder whjch results is the residue of

solar revolutions. !. • \,

The [proposed] residue of fewer days ^m Ifa^t tprins] being ipultiplied by

one hundred and ten thousand, one hundred .andseyonty:mipe,J^nd divided

by .three millions, five hundred and sixty-two thousand, two hundred and

twenty, the remainder is the lutyir d^ysv
i ,,. , „ , ,

B7. Question 42.‘ Knowing the sum of the residues, of.both degrees and

minutes, and their difference, say what are the residues?

Rule: § 564' The sum set down twice and having tlie difference added

and 'subtracted and being fn both instances halved, tlje moieties are the

residues. ^

1^8, Rule
; 4 57. Ifthe difference of thei r squares and their [simple] differ-

ence be given : the difference of the squares being divided by the [simple]

difference and having the same added and subtracted and being divided by

to the, rule delivered in the chapter on the solution of problems respecting mean motions,* are,the

frwllonal part of lunar days.

rAs in finding of [elapwd] days from residue of fewer days, the residue cf fewer

fifty? (or *i single fifty was put for dividend, uni^y for the subtractive quantityf and terrestrial days

for'ilivisor ; so, in fincling residue o( sMar revolutions, the revolutions of the sun are the subtractive

quantity ;
and, in finding residue of Vittirf^*^volutf6h^, the tevolutions of the thodn are the sub-

tiftctive quantity; and, in finding lunar days, unity is so : but here days of the moon are the divisor.

Suthis thft diflferencftiS The aotbolrhas apedfitfi thecomtant pu)verizera. In like ibanner, whilb

•''proposed plalnetiftioqf;h^rin any. .wwiupla from wwfiue of/ewer days, the subtractive quantity is

to he out equal to the revolution of such planet, and the constan^pulverizer ti to be thence brc»ight

out;
"

‘ Example of the rule of concurrence.—Com . See § 25.

* Second half of the coupleti Its first half proposes a problem.

• Ch. 13. $
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quotients are the residues; whence the nu
‘ be fourfB].

m^of elapsed days [may

99 . §58. From twice thesum ofthe squares subtract tlie square of

thif[simple] sum of the residues. The sum of residues, having t|ic square-

root of the remainder added and subtracted, and being divided by t>^, yields

the residues severally.
^

For instance, the sum of the squares*of the residues is 9565 ; and the sum

of those residues is 117. The sum of the squares doubled is 18750; from.
^

which subtracting 13689 the square of 1 17, the remainder is 5041 ; of which

the square-root is 71. This being added to and subtracted from the sum of

residues and halved, the residues are found 94 and 23.
^

•

100. Rule
: § 59. From the square of the difference of residues added to^

four times the product of residues, extract the square-root, which added

to, and subtracted from, the difference of residues, and halved, yields the re-

sidues severally.

Example: Product of residues, 2162, multiplied by-Ct) square of two,

8648, added to square (5041) of the difference of residues 7h makes 13689 •

of which the root is 1 17. This, having the difference of residues added and

' subtracted, becomes 188 and 46 ;
which halved are 94 and 23 : and the re-

sidues are found.

• 101. These questions are stated merely for gratification. The proficient

may devise a thousand others; or may resolve, by the rules taught, problems

/ proposed by others.

102. As the sun obscures the stars,’ so does the proficient eclipse the

glory of other astronomers in an assembly of people, by the recital of alge-

braic problems, and still more by their solution. .

%

*103. These questions recited under each rule, with the rules and their

examples, amount to an hundred and three cbuplets : and this Chapter oa

thb Pulverizer is the eighteenth.
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